
processing program 

TheAMKSA Collection 

Whether it's scribbling letters, doing reports or 
homework or even writing your first novel, this 
is Just wh.it you necdf 
* Please note - this version does not include 
dictionary and thesaurus 

The top wond^M 
processor in nerS 
version useable 
demo shocker! 

Get some driving 
action wrth the 

champ in this 
amazing demo! ^I 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 
Plus: tots mono stuff besides. 
Including some very useful utilities!!' 

REVIEWED: ROAD RASH, 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 3, 
WIN! A Miracle keyboard! 
GFX: Amazing OpalVision 

9 77095 7 486011 

• 5O0Ffux\6O0 Compatible I f Mb Required t 



Choose tram 24 baftlelfcids. 

Inspired by James 

Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis, 

Sim Earih looks at the world 

as one interrelated living 

organism offering you the 

ultimate experience in 

planet management. Design 

and nurture planets From 

their creation through the 

evolution of life to the 

development of intelligence 

and technology that can 

reach lor the stars. 
IMS 1990 Haiii and Will Wiighl. 
All rights reserved. 

AVAILABLE FOR: Macintosh, 
fBM PC, Windows aid Amiga. 

*l)se the powerful tun-driven 

command language: with a simple 

point and dick, robots can be 

inslructed to commence in lull 

melee. 

"Challenge your Iriendi (end 

enemies] through network support 

for up lo four machines. 

L Use modem and serial link lo mix 

and match games on Macintosh, 

Amiga or Windows versions. 

AVAILABLE FOR: Macintosh, 
Windows and Amiga. 

Choose from seven different 
ilanet scenarios. 

Armed with bombs, bullets, missiles, grenades and more,j 

you control teams of Robots that compete in live different] 

sports: Survival, Treasure Hunt, Capture the Flag, Hostage ami] 

Baseball. By combining the tactical challenge ot chess with] 

the intensity of guerrilla warfare, RoboSport provokes total 

strategic mayhem. TKi * 199i Maiii and fdwafil Kilham. 4II flglili reserved. 

Terraform Venus and Mars, 

^View your worlds as flat 
projections ar spinning globes. 

* Unleash volcanoes, earthquakes, 
meteors and lidal waves. 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LTD. 6 CENTRAL STREET. MANCFOT 

jr ■KV i- ' 

feW '"■vp'-rC?'' ** 

WBkiz -rf^M £lc 
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ARTDINK 

#i:P P 

Fcatuiing 
Multi-Computer 

andMulti-Hayer 
capabilities 

trains... but there's a lot 

more to if than making 

tracks. This new 

simulation gives you the 

triple challenge of 

designing and running a 

profitable railroad, 

growing a city and building a financial empire. You 

can borrow money, invest in subsidiary business 

and dabble in the stock market as well. Six 

scenarios will lake all the organisational talent, 

planning skills and fiscal genius you've got. 

Maybe more, tm1991 Artdink and Ha*is. All rights reserved. 

AVAILABLE FOR: IBM PCP 
Macintosh and Amiga. 

"Simulated graphics provide 

map and satellite Yfews, 

+Choose from 19 differenl Irain 

engines. 

*Pick any 24 QIC slocks lo reap 

cxlra profils. 

'Build apartmenls, alfices, 

factories, ski resorts, amusement 

parks and more. 

"Gel all of fhe prolessionat advice 

PL) reed from Ihe many on-screen 

experts in A lrain. 

TEL: 061 832 6633. FAX: 061 834 0650 
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News 22 
The Amiga 1200 revealed 22 
Is it really the A400Q's chipset at an affordable price? 

CDTV price drop 27 
Realistic pricing or panic attack? We evaluate the move 

Morph for your money 28 
The face changing of graphics. Is it the next big thing? 

The A1200: the 

32-bit Amigo we 

all hoped would 
happen? What 

does the launch of 

yet another new 
Amiga mean la 

you the user? We 

explore machine 
and issues. 

Screenplay 81 

More classics, less cash 83 
Great games don't have to cost the Earth, do they7 

Beat them at their own game? 
Learn to program with the Bullfrogs 

Gamebu sters 159 
Game beating advice on Civilization, Wizkid and more 

Helping Hand 166 
You gotta game problem? We got the answers 

BUDGET CLASSICS 

Classic games 
don't die, they 

fust drop quite 

radically in price. 
We delve into 
(lie less expen¬ 

sive areas of the 
Amiga games 

scene la discover 

some gems. 

Reviews 
Compact Disc round-up 146 
We survey the fatesr CDs including 3D Construction Kit? 

OpalVision 178 
24-bit graphic hard and software. But is it any good? 

Wordworth 184 
The upgrade weVe been waiting for. Or is ft? 

WDM 2 1 SS 
The latest Amiga dfgitfser on the seen. We scan rt 

Hard Dish CDTV 197 
That's right, you read it. Now what's it like? 

Printers Special 200 
A laser and an inkjet plus the JatesE software reviewed 

REVIEWED 

OpalVision 

Is this 24-bit 

graphics package 
one of the best 

buys for the Amiga 

or simply too much 
hype. We loll you. 

REVIEWED 

VIDI-12 

Digitising from video 

Is one of ihe fastest 

growing areas on 
the Amiga. We 
examine the latest 

hardware for you. 

Win! Win! Win! 

Promised you a Miracle 74 
Your chance to win a £300 Miracle keyboard system 

Vintage Campaign 124 
Videos, books and games ali up for grabs 

PRIZES GALORE! 

The £300 Miracle 

piano keyboard 
tutor offers you 

the chance to 

learn musk at 
your awn speed. 

We offer you the 

chance to win one 
this month. 

No part of this publication may be 

transmitted or reproduced In any 

Tom without the pemtission of the 
publishers. Have a nice day. 

History repeats of the month... 

"Such a little man could not have 
made so big a depression.J 
Norman Thompson about 
President Herbert Hoover, 

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations 

ABC 
ttegistored Circulation 

161,256 
Jan-July 1992 

Regulars 
PD 221 
Make the most of your Amiga for the least money 

Workbench 250 
Learn to love the harder side of your Amiga 

Answerfile 267 
You provide the problems, we have the solutions 

Letters 238 
Enraging, amusing but never ever boring, join the club 

Special offers 238 
Some very special offers: good stuff at bargain prices 

Subscriptions 263 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered! 

m PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

Money managers 

and mare are all 
available to you 

for next to nothing 
in this month's 
col led ion af free 

and budget-priced 

software. 

SLimilllDE' 

Live someone 

else's fantasy in 

one of the best 
slideshows we've 
ever seen with 

Forgotten, a 
strange mix af 
stunning images. 



The A4000 
Commodore have altered the view at the top 

of the Amiga range with a new design, a new 

chip set and some other surprises. 

We unscrew the screws, take off the covers 

and explore the claims and the reality. Is the 

A400 going to be serious competition in the 

world of serious' computing. Come and 

explore it 

PAGE 40 

Catalogue of joy 
Can't think what to get for yourself (or even for 

friends and family this year}? Have a look through 

our lovingly crafted, and just a little tongue in cheek, 

catalogue of ail that's good for the Amiga PAGE 57 

Viruses explained 
For some reason people still thinlc it's a clever idea 

to write and distribute viruses. We don't. Happily, 

there are also people who write anti-virus software. 

We set out to explore both of these areas of the 

Amiga's world. Start on... PAGE 211 

Game reviews in Screenplay 
Air Support.....i4.....137 

Bunny Bricks.07 

Caesar...h.,„„....92 

Campaign.....124 

Curse of Enchant la. 136 

Dark Queen of Krynn .. .111 

Doodlebug.....1 33 

Fighter Duel Pro........137 

McDonald land..,.- 133 

No Second Prize...   120 

Pinball Fantasies.. ...........128 

Populous: The Challenge Games. 97 

Rampart....104 

Road Rash.  116 

Sabre Team.  132 

Shadow of the Beast 3 ... . 96 

Shadoworlds. ,.110 

Shuttle...    ...102 

Tiny Skweeks .,.  140 

Treasure of the Savage Frontier..111 

Zyconix ..............140 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
As the Conservative government crumbles 

and the world moans about Its own personal 

recession, it s probably only in the Amiga - 

world that we can safely say You’ve never 

had it so good,1 

This month s big news [and it was 

enough to make us go Wowf on the cover} 

Ji the release of a new Amiga. And not just 

any old new Amiga, but the machine we'd 

been fervently hoping for and had begun to 

believe Commodore wouldn't be able to 

deliver. It s an amazing new machine. 

its not all you might have wished for - it 

doesn't have 16-bit sound. It doesn't have a 

high-density disk drive. But it s a full 32-bit 

architecture based around a G8020 proces¬ 

sor with 2Mb of RAM on board. 

But you can read all about it in the News 

pages. What's important right now Is what ft 

means to Amiga owners In the UK. 

Et means, once again, that there's no 

question which is the best home computer 

there is. It means that new people will go 

into shops, take one 

look at what an 

Amiga's doing and 

say Wow! I want one 

of those!' 

And just to put 

this in perspective. 

It's the first develop- 

ment over the A500 [>amien NoDnnn' E,,!lor 

that we would honestly say Now's the time 

to think about upgrading'. When the A500 

Plus came out. It was a marginally better 

machine: but It wasn't worth your money to 

switch. When Workbench 2 became available 

as an upgrade and when the A600 went on 

sale, we stiil wouldn't advise you to abandon 

your A500 and move up. 

But now we re looking at a situation 

where a real enthusiast's machine has 

appeared. The Amiga range is looking very 

different and the dear A500 is beginning to 

show its age. Don't get trampled in the rush 

- but do give ft careful consideration. 

COVERDISK 
over the page... 

Wordworth 2 
The top word 
processor In new 
version useable 
demo shocked 

action with the 
champ Jn mis 

amazing demoi 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 

more stuff besides, 
some very useFtiJ utilities!!! 

Nigel Mansell^ 
World Championship 

Join our Njige' as he 
speeds around the 
Grand Prix circuits of 
the world - you could 
even try and beat him 
- in this fast action, 
playable demo. 

Wordworth 2 
Trying before you buy 
has always been a 
good idea, and we con¬ 
tinue the tradition with 
this presentation of 
Wordworth Zr Digita 
International's newly 
upgraded document 

processor. Don't just look at it though, this is a 
fully useable demo. 

The AIMIKmA Co 11 ection 
- 

fFQRMAT t 

Whether Ft’s scribbling letters, doing reports or 
homework or even writing your first novel, this 
isjLiSt what you needl 
■ Please note - this version does not include 
dictionary and thesaurus 

I S00Plm\600 Compatible • 1Mb Required • 

In this month's Amiga Format 

Collection - a series of COMPLETE, 

FULL-PRICE programs - you get a 
great world processor ... 

Scribble page 15 
A word processor - you know that you've 
needed one for months and months. It's just 
been more fun to buy a game or a graphics 
package. Let us solve your dilemma for you by 
putting a fully fledged, very useable word pro¬ 
cessing package on to the Coverdisk and Into 
the world-renowned Amiga Format Collection. 
This is £35 worth of processing power going to 
you all for the cost of Amiga Format. Use and 
enjoy (you could even write to us). 
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COVERDISIC 

Word worth 2 
The lop word 
processor \n new 
version useable 
demo shocked 

Get some driving 
action With the _ 

champ in this peylipM 
amazing demoJ ^^anr ml '^■nilllBf 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 
Pius: lots more stuff besides, 

including some very useful utilities! H 

Coverdisk 
Aha, so you spotted those two square plastic things stuck to 

the front cover, did you? Well, if you don't know what they 

are or what to do with them, fear not - Andy lUuttall and 

Pat McDonald are here to show you round... 

Boot the disk,, double-click on the disk icon and you'll 
see this window full of goodies. 

GETTING STARTED 
Once again, we've got two disks this month. 
Please note that the Wordworth 2 demo is actu¬ 
ally on the Scribble! program disk, Coverdisk 41a. 
The other disk contains the demo of the game 
Nigel Mansell, the virus killer utilities and the 
Bullfrog's programming tutorial code. 

When you're ready to load your Coverdisk 41, 
take it out of its little packet, and insert it in your 
Amiga. Now turn the Amiga on or, if it's already 
on, just reset it by holding down Ctrl and the two 
keys marked ’A’. You will now find that a basic 
version of Workbench will load. 

A major part of your screen will now be cov¬ 
ered by an icon called 'Coverdisk 41b'. Move the 
mouse pointer over the icon, and double-dick 

with the left mouse button. A window containing 
three icons will now appear; Anti-Virus, 
Install^ Bullfrog Files and Mansell.am. 
Double-click on the icon you require. Details of 
what to expect when one of the programs loads 
are on the relevant pages. 

When reading a text file such as VC.DOC from 
the Anti-Virus folder, there is an option to print. 
However, this will not work unless you boot your 
own Workbench disk first, then insert the 
Coverdisk. The reason for this is that the programs 
which tell the Amiga how to print have not been 
included on the Coverdisk. To quit out of the docu* 
merit either press the Esc key or click in the box 
at the top left-hand side. 

Anti-Virus Software 
Our feature, starting on page 211, is all about viruses: what they are and what they can do 

to your Amiga. If you don't want hands-on experience of a virus, it's a good idea to load up 

an anti-virus program - and luckily for you, we've included two of the best on the disk. 

BY PETER SUEUR 

PAL WB2 ONLY 

FIRST, AN APOLOGY: This program will tiol work 

from the Coverdisk on Kickstart 1.3 machines. We will 

try to rectify this nexl month, In many ways, this is a 

much more sophisticated anti-virus program than 

Virtuehecker. It does uot appear to work in back¬ 

ground mode ihough - that is, you cannot leave ii 

running while you gel on with something else. 

Instead, you actively use the program to scan 

through your disk collection. One very clever feature 

of BooiX is dial, should il find a file ihai has been 

crunched with certain program, it will de-crunch the 

file and search it For viruses afterwards. 

An even better feature is that BpotX can be used to 

back up your games1 bootblocks. Tills is the most vul¬ 

nerable pari of games disks - many viruses cannot 

write to the rest of the disk, but most viruses can over¬ 

write bootblocks. A game without I he correct 

booth! ock is an unplayable pile of junk. 

However, if you back up the bootblock first with 

this program, then il can be put back on the disk, effec¬ 

tively defeating the virus. True, il is a preventative 

measure rather than a cure - you have to he conscien¬ 

tious about making copies of bootblocks. But ii*s better 

tlmn kissing £3tTs worth of game goodbye. 

To use it, simply si art ihe Coverdisk as normal, 

double click on the Anii-Vims icon, and then double 

click again on the fiootX 4,5 icon. This icon, by the 

way, is commonly found on disks distributed by Safe 

Hex International, an organisation dedicated lo com¬ 

bating ihe virus menace. 

The first thing that BootX does is to load up its 

library of known bootblocks, another one containing 

all file viruses and a (hind with bool viruses. A list of 

known viruses can be obtained by holding down the 

right mouse button and selecting any of the Show 

options from the Project menu. 

To check a disk for file viruses, select Ihe Check 

Files option from the Files menu, and then show BootX 

Quit | | Ur.i*n |FEn; yen; jm; JW7; _|u*i4riw 

Install | i f > | l^li-VIrg M g Mb Umir 

_j Skip ilmlvm yl Afllfl'-rtMWP rtii'fwlettiaa 

Check cruaUnd ««rcul4kl*b _| Uk-skip Hii-froletlrt file* 

_| Enter iiPKtBriff tatfncIlvfJr 

j Aid frtiMU u iur«£irf rites 

1 I l 
1 >

 

f 1 

F bit rt Ufcctrf UlM VI Rppflrl fill chert malls 

J Iidw iotetlei fjlfi _J HwH 111# 

Ourti filnj 

ivtz\ 
Offset -412 l-UHZ): S*tE*Cl£A M 

die disk or directory that you want to check. Hopefully 

you+ll all have a really boring time and won't find any 

viruses in your collection - but l reckon that a lew 

long-term nasties will be found and destroyed just 

before Christmas. 

More information on using the program can he 

found by double clicking on the documentation files 

with the letters BX in the title. 

BE CAREFLILI we hate to labour a point, but if 

you conic across a bootblock that is of an unknown 

type, do not Delete it. If you do, and the bootblock 

rums out to be vital to the miming of a program (usu¬ 

ally a game) then the game won't work any more. 

A number of options are available for scanning through Choose which floppy disk or hard drive you want 
files, including checking crunched (compacted) ones. checked by clicking on its name from this menu. 
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COVERDISK 

VIRUS CHECKER 
JOHN VELDTHUIS 

PAL/NTSC 

ONE GF THE mm* popular pieces of ami-virus soft* 

ware* ItintsjCkeeker has been around in various forms 

on the Amiga since 1989, Since then, of course, plenty 

of new viruses have arrived and so, in common with 

most anti-virus software, the program has regularly 

been updated. 

Version 6.lx included here, is the latest release 

available, and it offers some Very powerful features* 

You may find references lo later test releases floating 

around in the public domain, but none has yet emerged 

that is as reliable as this one* 

When you 1oad up Virus Checker by double-dieking 

on its icon, a small bar will appear near the lop of the 

screen which shows that the program is resident in 

memory - that means the checker will stay in your 

Amiga until you restart the computer or switch it off. 

This means it's constantly available to check new disks 

as long as your Amiga is running. 

Clicking nn Lite Vints_Cfiti$ker bar makes the win¬ 

dow active, then clicking the right mouse button at the 

top of the screen brings clown a menu. This menu is 

used U> configure Virtts Checker* so that it can check 

an entire disk, cheek your Amiga’s memory or check 

the bombloek of each disk as it is inserted. The latter 

option is very useful, because you can leave 

Link and File viruses are much more difficult to find than 

ordinary bootblock viruses. If you want the program to 

scan through and check if there are any on your disk, 
select this menu option. 

Vtms Checker in memory, and rely on ii to check 

every- disk you put in (he drive and to display a warn¬ 

ing message should a dodgy one be used. To use this 

feature* VintsjtkeEksr must he configured ns follows: 

# Access the Project menu by clicking on itic 

VirusjChevker bar and holding down tire right mouse 

button at the top of the screen. Choose Link/File Scan 

from ihc menu, and insert a disk into drive dll). Click 

on jhd Cheek Drive icon, then wait unlil the contents of 

ihe disk have hcen checked. Now choose Save Con fig 

from the Projecl menu, This will tell your Amiga to 

cheek all disks ns they are inserted. 

To make sure the program checks every disk you put in 
the drive* you must use the Save Con fig option. 

A requester will appear asking you where you want to 

save the configuration to. 

Vrrai OEitor 
?!»«* CpI+t iri-vf iJw 14 fct CWt&td [fir 
List! lad fill Virmii In lht Siridj 0J-flflI 

flitu pms a? Cl ick w Cktefc Jrl*r 
diet w cwtil H ttwl 0*0 H*ir. 

When you select the Link/File Scan option, youil be 

asked to tell the program which drive the disk you want 
scanned Is In. Type the name (for example, dfO: for the 
internal drive) then click on 'Check drive*. 

Once you have gone through ibis procedure, the pro¬ 

gram will still not autocheck for viruses stmighi away, 

If you slop the program (by clicking the Off button at 

the left side of the VirusjCherker window) and ihen 

nm il again, the newly changed program will check 

disks automatically. 

If a disk should contain a virus, or have a non- 

standard formal. VirusjChtfjket will display a warning 

message. If it mentions ilie word virus in the warning* 

click on Remove to gel rid of ii. If it says something 

like "This disk has a non-standard boot code' ibis could 

mean one of two things*.* 

Either your disk contains a new virus which is nm 

recognised by VitmJ&kecker, which is the less likely 

option; or ihc disk has been formatted in an unusual 

way. The kilter is noi uncommon - many self-booting 

disks such as game disks are of this type, and you 

don’t want to destroy the non-standard bootblock of a 

self-hooting disk just because you think il might be a 

virus - it most probably isn't. 

Disks that arc in ’foreign’ formats (such as PC or 

Atari ST disks if you use Cn>.\xDOS) may tit so he 

flagged as non-standard, as will unformatted disks. 

IMPORTANT - Sorry to labour the point* but - only 

if you sec the word ’Virus’ should you click on the 

Remove option* If you start Removing the boot blocks 

from your game disks, then your games won’t work 

any more. You have been warned! 

INSTALLING VIRUS CHECKER ONTO YOUR HARD DRIVE 
One of the advantages of this program is that it 
can be installed on your hard drive and booted 
with Workbench so that it checks every new disk. 
Here's how to do it: first boot up Workbench from 
your hard drive as normal, then go into the CLI 
(Command Line Interface) by double-clicking on 
the Shell icon* Now insert your Coverdisk into 
drive DFO: and type the following: 

GO Ft DFO : Atf H - VIRUS t VT RUS_CHECKES TO SVS:C 

The Amiga understands SYS as 'the disk I booted 
from to start with' - the hard disk. 

In addition to copying the main files for 
BootX and Virus Checker, you must also copy 
VCBrain, VCBrainftle and Virus.Checker.tonfig 
from the S directory of the Coverdisk. 

A common mistake Is to wipe the hard disk's 
start-up sequence; so make sure you have a copy 
of this apart from the one in the 5 directory. 

Everything in the Libs directory on the 
Coverdisk must be copied into the corresponding 
directories on your hard drive* Do this by typing: 

COPY ALL FROM DFO: LIBS TO SV£;LIBS 

Lastly, all you need to do is to set up your 
Workbench so that Virus ^Checker runs when you 
switch on your Amiga* 

This is quite simple: while you're still in CLI 
mode, go into the S directory of your hard drive, 
and type: 

ED S/STARTUP-SBQOEHCE 

This will bring up a listing of your start-up 
sequence* which is the file that runs when you 
switch your Amiga on* You now need to tell the 
Amiga where to look for the V/ms Checker pro¬ 
gram, and so an extra line needs to be inserted 
before the command: 

LoadWH 

in the start-up sequence* Move down the list using 
the cursor keys, and press RETURN to create a 
blank line to insert the required command. In the 
space, type: 

VlftUS.CHBCitSi 

Now press the Esc key once, then press X followed 

With a little care and attention (and not too much 
time at all) your valuable hard dish can be protected. 

Simply follow the procedure outlined here. 

by RETURN. Your Amiga will now be set up so that 
Virus_Checker will run automatically when you 
switch on, 
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Id 7 
£5.00 Off 

ANY AMIGA GAME 
COSTING £25 OR MORE i 
ONLY ONE VOUCHER PER PURCHASE 

Gannol be used In canjunction with any other voucher or 
promotion, Valid hi any HMV games siDra listed In 1 his ad 
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Why soldier on with a noisy printer, 

when you can find peace, perfect peace, 

with a Panasonic QuietPrinter? 

A printer that’s not only quieLer than 

many Inkjets, but, in independent tests, 

measured only 3*5dBA louder than the 

official rating for a 'quiet office’. In fact, 

you can hold a telephone conversation 

while it’s printing right next to you. 

There are three Quiet Printers in the 

range: two of them with a high quality 

/ jwint colour printing option. And 

all of them with 600 other 

> points in their favour. 

This is because we’re 

offering a f ree limited 

^ist edition of SuperPrinl for Windows 

software package (the full edition 

KX-P2I80 * Ptn narrow carriage 
• 0|»lann:iI 7 colour printing * Sound 
level less Lhiin 46dBA • 6 NLQ and 3 
draft fonts • 192 ops Draft, 38 NLQ 
* 3 Paper paths, push/pull tractors, 
paper parking. 

KX-P2123 • 24-Pin narrow carriage 
• Optional 7 colour printing • Sound 
levef lest than 44dBA • I 51.(L 6LQ and 
3 draft fonts * 240 eps Draft, 80 LQ and 
32 ope SLQ • 3 Paper paths, push / pn 11 
tractors, paper parking, 

KX-P2624 * 24-Pin wide crarriaee • Sound 
level Jess than 44dBA • I SLQ, 7LQ and 
3 draft fan is * 240 ops Draft, 80 LQ and 
40 cjm SLQ • LCD Front Panel • 4 Paper 
paths, push/pull tractors, paper parking. 

normally retails ul £99) with every 

QuietPrinter*. Enabling you to print in any 

type size from 4 to 600 point, and with 

open font architecture so you can use 

existing industry standard font packages. 

Anyone can set up a QuietPrinter, to 

produce superb results, with any PC. Ifs 

remarkably easy to operate and has paper 

handling features which make it incredibly 

versatile. 

As for running costs, like the noise 

level, they’re much lower than other types 

of printer technology. 

If you like the sound of the 

QuietPrinter range, freephone 0800 444220 

or fax 0344 853707, and we’ll tell you how to 

keep it all quiet on Panasonic 
the printing front, Printers 

Public senior customers may purchase si preferential terms from II.M.5.0. Contact 0603 695557, Distributed by: Micro Peripherals Ltd (0254) 871717 or 

(0256) 707070. Ingram Micro UK Lid (0908) 200422, ZCL (0543) 414817. Frontline Dmribulion Ltd (0f56) 463344. Qmntlogfc International Lid 
(0483) 723411. Northamher P!c{081) 391 4100, lime Data Systems Ltd (0709) 547177 or (041) 353 5070 and some branches of Ditons. 
'SuperPrinl offer available while stocks lust. All trademarks acknowledged. AMF12/92 



Wordworth 2 

PfUJf ials mor?? stuff besides. 
Including some very useful utilities?.*! 

GETTING STARTED 
NIGEL MANSELL'S WC DEMO 

loading the demo couldn't be simpler: just insert 
the relevant Coverdisk into your Amiga, reboot 
or switch on your machine, then wait for the 
Workbench screen to appear, 

Double-dick on the disk icon, then on the 
Nigel Mansell icon, and wait. The demo does take 
ages to load, and will leave the disk drive light 
on when it has finished loading. Press the Ctrl 
key and the two Amiga keys either side of the 
spacebar to get out of the demo, 

When the demo has loaded you will be pre¬ 
sented with a spinning globe. Get your joystick, 
and press the fire button a couple of times until 
the menu screen appears. Now you should press 
1 to see a running demo of the game, with your 
Amiga controlling the car; or press 2 to take on 
the role of ‘our NigeJ himself (and hopefully 
emulate his success). 

GREMLIN 
PAiyiMTSC 

FANCY THE CHANCE to emulate the great success 

of Formula One racing champ* Nigel Mansell? Then 

Gremlin have the game For you in the Form of Nigel 

Mansell s World Championship* Strangely enough, the 

game was to have been called Nigel Mansell's World 

Chiimpitiftship Challenge but after he became World 

Champion with several rounds to spare. Gremlin 

decided that they simply had to change the name. 

Taking the pari of tour Nige* you must take on the 

other big names in Formula One, such as Ayrton Senna 

and Martin Bmndle. Try the game out by driving 

around our Exclusive Amiga Format track which those 

nice people at Gremlin have created specially, 

Follow the 'Gelling Started1 instructions until you get 

\q the screen with a spinning globe. Pressing the Space 

baron this page will toggle the on-screen instruments, 

such as speeds and course map. Keeping the instru¬ 

ments on-screen has the advantage that Lhe game Is 

easier to play (because you can see how fast you're 

going), but the display rate is slightly reduced - so the 

giimeplav looks slightly less smooth and realistic. 

Playing the game is really simple. Wail For the 

lights to turn green, press and hold the fire button, and 

accelerate away. Move the joystick left and right to 

steer, let go or the tire button to brake. Don't worry 

about the gears - they are automatic on this demo. 

Watch uutT ihough - you begin the race in twelfth 

place, and you've only got three laps to catch up, so to 

win the race you need to know lhe right tactics, 

The most important stage oF any race is Lhe start* 

Without a good start, you won’t have a good finish* 

Keep the lire button pressed when you see the red 

light, and pull the joystick to the right to take the first 

bend, If you don’t hit anything you can gel past cighl 

There's no more exciting place to be than sitting right on Senna's tail and pushing hard to gain the lead. 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 

In demo mode, you can wratdi the Amiga control all the 
cars and see haw winning is best achieved. 

Cmon, fourth place simply isn't good enough! You've 
got a race and a Championship to win! 

1 

11 

or nine cars on the First straight. The obstacles on 

either side make this a very difficult prospect - the 

later stages of the course have Fewer obstacles and so 

are easier to negotiate. 

Here's some extra controls: first, if you're doing 

prelty badly, hit I he Esc key to go back to the begin¬ 

ning of the demo (don't worry, it doesn't have to load 

anything again). Overtaking is very tricky, and the best 

tactic is to build up speed around the bends and iry Lo 

overtake on the straight. Ii is possible to overtake on 

bends, but you tend to slew off the track and slow 

down, letting everyone behind you gel ahead. 

All the other cars will pull into the pits at some 

stage of the three bps. The best way to win seems to 

be to gradually move up the field until you are in third 

place at die end of the second lap. The two from run¬ 

ners will come into the pits, leaving you an open field 

to race through - you should win as long ns you don't 

make any mistakes. My best lime For finishing is two 

minutes 57 seconds - try beating that and have fun. ® 

FIVE WAYS TO WIN 
1) A good idea is to swerve violently at speed to 
overtake groups of cars. 
2) You always go faster when you are on the track 
than off it so try your best to hold the comers as 
fast as possible. 
3) The tunnel entrance is a major black spot for 
overtaking. Build up speed but don't manoeuvre 
too much. 
4) Never go into the pit lane by mistake - you will 
slow right down. 
5) Don't hang around behind cars, overtake as 
soon as you have the speed. Don't be a pussy! Overtake when and where you can. 
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THE BEST 
Call 0395 270273 for more information about 
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It's really very 
simple to 

select blocks 

of tort for 

editing - just 
point arid dick 

three times 

with the left 
mouse button. 

Wordworth 2 

Wordworth 2 

Get scnne driumg 
action with the 

champ in this 
amazing demof 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 

Plus: loti more stuff betidei. 
including ionic very uicfUl utilities!!! 

GETTING STARTED 
WORDWORTH 2 DEMO 

Getting the demo running is not too difficult. 
First you must load Workbench (any version). 
Then insert the Scribble! disk and double-dick on 
the disk icon when it appears. Double-click on 
the Wordworth drawer and finally double-click 
again on the Wordworth 2 demo program icon. 

The demo automatically toads a test docu¬ 
ment which is a big advert for the product. A 
large graphic JAbout' icon will be displayed over 
this - to get past it, simply dick anywhere on it. 
The more curious may want to read it first. 

DIGITA INTE RNAT1QNAL 

PAJL/NTSC 

WORDWORTB IS, FN many people’s opinions, the 

best word processor ever created in the UK. While 

many are not impressed by the program's lack of 

speed, in terms of user-friendliness and overall power 

i( is widely accepted ns lire best. One example of the 

Li lough i that has gone into it is that partially-sighted 

people arc grateful for the program's ability to speak 

text directly, without having to use a separate utility. 

Wordworth 2 is not a simple dean-up and bug-llx 

type of upgrade. The program has been entirely rewrit¬ 

ten. While many of the options remain the same, they 

have been tweaked both for speed and made more user 

friendliness, [t really is a much better program - which 

is why there's a big demo to show it off on the 

Scribhfel disk. 

First, h quick trip around the screen. On the left-hand 

edge is a column of tools which you can click on with 

the left button. Across the lop of the screen are menus 

which can he accessed by holding down the right 

mouse button and moving the mouse pointer over them 

- release the button to select an option. 

Many of the options in the tool column and in the 

menus are ihe same, so you can choose which way you 

prefer to work. Finally, at the right of the tool column 

and helow the menus is the page display, where your 

precious words appear. 

What makes Wordwonh 2 different to some other, 

less advanced, WP programs is that all the editing that 

you do to your text is instantly visible on the screen, tf 

you italicise something on-screen, that's how it will 

end up looking when it is printed out - this technique 

is known as What You See In What You Get, or 

WYSIWYG for tiori. 

Time io find oul how to edit a line of text, Move the 

mouse pointer to a line of text. The line which begins 

"Call 1)395 270273' will do fine. Holding down the left 

mouse button and move the mouse left and right - the 

text over which you move the on-screen cursor is high¬ 

lighted. You will now he able to make various changes 

Pictures, once imported, can bo easily resized by click¬ 

ing on them (to select them) and then clicking and 

dragging the boxes at the corners. 

To get to the Help facility pictured above, either select 

Help from the Wordworth menu or click on the question 

mark on the toolbox on the left of the screen, 

to this highlighted text. Now click the left mouse but¬ 

ton it three times in rapid succession - the whole line 

of text should highlight. This is a convenient way oT 

selecting text a line at a time. 

Next, hold down the right mouse but ton and move 

the mouse to the "Format' menu, Move the pointer 

back down to the ‘Typeface »>' option, and a sub¬ 

menu will be displayed, indicating which fonts are 

available. The current typeface is CG Palacio 24, CG 

means Compu Graphic, Pa I ado is the name of the Ibnl 

and 24 Ls the point size - how big Ihe font is. 

Try selecting a different point size (or u different 

font) and watch what happens. Chances are die type¬ 

face is too big to maintain the whole line, mid it will be 

split up into separate hits, IT you hit die Del key, all the 

highlighted text will be deleted. You can go to the Edit 

menu and select Erase, but Del is quicker. 

Delete all the words on the page (don't worry, they 

will be re-displayed if you load the demo again). It 's 

time to have a little play with die pictures. To read a 

picture into Wordworth 2 is very easy. Hold down Ihe 

right button, go to the Lit Lillies menu and select Place 

Picture. A file requester will appear - click on the 

word "Clipart1, which should be just above the list of 

disk drives. Click again on the words "Arrow Head', 

then on ihe "Place' gadget. 

A box of choices will then appear. These are used to 

decide how you want the picture put on the screen. Just 

click on OK. and the picture will be displayed at the 

current cursor position. If you dick on the picture, you 

can alter its size and position by clicking the eight 

boxes (or handles) which surround it. 

Tills picture import facility has been greatly 

improved over the original version without being lots 

more complicated, tt can import graptiic files of many 

different types: IFFs. PCX, BMP, EPS and other pic¬ 

ture formats (you cannot print EPS - Encapsulated 

PostScript - without a PostScript printer). 

Oops! Ran our of space - you'll have to find out 

about the remaining 99% of the program yourself! *£& 

THE AGFA-COMPUGRAPHIC 
FONT CG PALACIO 

Amiga Format and Digita International would 
like to express their gratitude to AGFA for grant¬ 
ing permission to use the CG Palacto typeface on 
this Coverdisk. CG Palacto appears on this 
Cover disk ONLY as part of the Word worth demo, 
and the copyright remains with AGFA. 

AGFA and AGFA Rhombus are registered 
trademarks of AGFA-Gevaert AG. CG, 
Compugraphic and Intellifonts are registered 
trademarks, and Shannon and CG Palacioare 
trademarks of IVtiles Inc. Phew! 



The finest role-playing 
adventures in history! 

Ancient Rome, AD92 * an era of ambition and 
political intrigue. You will take the part of 
Hector in this epic, role-playing adventure. 
Starting as a humble slave, you have the 
opportunity to fight your way to the top! 

Learn the scheming ways of politics. 
Demonstrate your military prowess in distant 
lands. Win the backing of the Senate and the 
people. These are the ways in which you gain 
status and honour - and ultimately, the 
power to challenge the Emperor himself! 

November release - PC and Amiga 

From Slave to Emperor - a game of 
adventure, ambition and intriauel 

Rumours of an ancient document of 
awesome power... a strange murder at the 
dockside... As you check into your hotel, the 
desk clerk hands you a note.., and you are 
drawn into a mystery of menacing 
proportions! 

Your contacts. Cook’s Guide and Alexandria 
map will guide you to unlock the secrets of a 
perilous, long-forgotten evil - but with 

I courage and skill you may ultimately 
triumph! 

November release * PC 
March 1993 release - Amiga 

Hmillennium 
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You may never have 

considered that you needed 

a word processor - but now 

you've got one, hell, you 

may as well make the most 

of it. Andy Nuttall takes 

you through the basics... 

I* 5OOP!u?\6O0 Compatible • 1Mb Required %\ 

Whether it's scribbling letters, doing reports or 
homework or even writing your rirst novel, this 
is just what you needJ 
‘ Please note - this version does not include 
dictionary and thesaurus 

Project Mode Document Print 
lEllProjei 
Scribble! |j£U| 

s*straps |fLQj 
BJSi 

go t one- iTlilj 

**end sti'BBS 

Scribble! IjtjElj 
you the 
and then H3 
to ScribbluQ 

Get tins sHSS 
Runnin intti 
followed the ii 
and load it up 
Scribble! icon. 

A window will now open containing six icons. You don't need to bother wit 
three of then, HD-Install, Verify anu Trashcan, because they aren't necessary 
run Scribble! ReadMe_First is a text file containing instructions for upgradi 
Scribble?, so that you can install a spell checker and Thesaurus. 

The two exciting icons are llordworth2 and Scribble?. 

ired that you needed a word processor, but now yi 
/jell nake the nost of it, Andy Nuttall takes you 

ngs in life; it's useful and it hasn't cost 
lent device for getting words on the screen 
nun of fuss and bother. There are few frill 

*s up for it by being quick and easy to use. 

Cover disk is very simple indeed. Once you've 
itructions to back up your disk, grab hold of your workbench d 
Now insert you backed-up Coveruisk, and double-click on the 

Ln: i Col: i Mode: Edit ■■b 

Scribble! 
SCRIBBLE! IS ONE of the rare things in life; it's 

useful and it hasn’t cost you the Earth. It is also an 

excellent device for getting words on the screen and 

then onto paper with the minimum tij fuss and bother. 

There are few frills (or thrills) to Scribble!, but you"II 

find It’s quick and it’s easy to use. 

GETTING STARTED 

Running Scribble! from your Coverdisk is very simple 

indeed. Once you've followed die instructions to back 

up your disk, grab hold of your Workbench disk and 

load it up. Now insert your backed-up Coverdisk, and 

double-click on the Scribble! icon, 

Double-click on the disk icon and this window appears. 
Now double-click on the Scribble} icon to load it. 

A window will now open containing six icons. You 

don’t need to bother with three of them. HD-Install, 

Verify and Trashcan, because they aren't necessary to 

run Scribble!. ReadMe_First is a text file containing 

instructions for upgrading Scribble! t so that you can 

install a spelling checker and thesaurus. 

The two exciting icons arc Word worth 2 and 

Scribble!* Double-clicking on the former will load the 

Ward worth 2 demo. Scribble!, as befits its name, loads 

the main Scribble! program. 

INSTALLING SCRIBBLE! 

ONTO YOUR HARDDISK 
Although Scribble! is quite quick and easy to use from 

floppy disk, if you’re lucky enough to own a hard disk 

you will find it’s better running from that. To Install 

Scribble! on to your hard disk, follow the instructions 

below. Don’t use ihe HDInstall icon supplied with 

your Coverdisk, 

Right, first you need to llnd a partition on your 

hard disk, with at least 20OK of free space on it. Now 

load up the CL1 (Command Line Interface) or Shell 

and copy the files Scribble-i and Scribblei , info 

from your Coverdisk onto your free hard disk partition. 

When the Scribble! program is running, it will 

sometimes try to access your Coverdisk. So now that 

you have Scribble! on your hard disk, you need to con¬ 

vince your Amiga to use that instead. To do this, you 

need to edit the startup sequence on your Workbench 

as foltows. With the CLI loaded, change directory to 

the S directory, and type: 

ED STARTUP-SEQUENCE 

In the text file which appears, you will see a LoudWB 

command near the end. Position the cursor anywhere 

above this command, and press RETURN. In the space 

created type: 

ASSIGN Scribble! chard disk partition*- 

Where chard disk partifion> is the area of your hard 

disk which contains the Scribble! program; for exam¬ 

ple DH2: or FHO:. Now press the Esc key once, press 

the X key. and finally press RETURN. This will save 

your startup-sequence. 

Remove your Coverdisk, and reboot your Amiga, 

Double-click on the Scribble! icon, and the program 

will load. Voiid! 

RUNNING SCRIBBLE! 

Before you begin, make sure that you have a blank 

disk available for saving your text files (or a separate 

directory if you want to save to hard disk). Create a 

formatted floppy disk by find removing your 

Coverdisk, then inserting a blank disk into your 

Amiga's internal drive. Next press and hold the right 

mouse button, and access die Disk menu at the lop of 

the screen. Highlight Initialize from the menu, then 

release the button. The formatted disk will be created. 

Remove the newly formatted disk, then replace 

your Coverdisk. OK, now it's time to start scribbling! 

The Scribble! icon should be displayed at the bottom 

When Scribbtei loads, you can begirt typing text in to 

the blank screen immediately. 

left of your Workbench screen* so double-click on it 

and waif until she program loads. The screen should 

turn black, and a menu bar will appear at she top. 

As with Workbench, the menu options may be 

accessed by moving the mouse pointer to the top or the 

screen and holding down Ihe right mouse button* We 

will explain these oplions later on> but first let s go 

through the basics of using Scribble! to write text. 

The main part of the screen, which is now 

blank* is the part which you use to enter text. Try I 
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typing some words now, and you will see that the let¬ 

ters you type will appear on the screen* When a Whole 

line is filled, the cursor will automatically move down 

lo the next line and begin displaying words there 

instead. This automatic process is called ‘word wrap¬ 

ping \ and is one of the main di(Terences between 

ry pew riling and word processing. 

Although you can let Scribble! decide where to 

end the lines for you, it is quite safe to press Return to 

force the end of u line, It is sometimes necessary to do 

this; for example at the end of a paragraph* or if you 

want lo create a blank line* 

By the time you've typed in some text, it should look 
something like this. 

If you make a mistake in typing text, connecting it 

couldn’t be simpler. There are two special keys on 

your Amiga which ants dedicated to editing text: Erase 

(the backwards-pointing arrow); on the top left of your 

keyboard; and Delete (Del) just above the cursor keys. 

Using the cursor keys, move the cursor to the position 

of your mistake, then you can use Erase to remove 

characters to the left of ihc cursor, or Delete to remove 

characters lo the right of the cursor. 

It will sometimes be necessary to separate your 

text Into paragraphs* The first line of each paragraph 

should be indented using the Tabukiie key (showing an 

arrow pointing to ihe right, with a line across the point 

of the arrow) which is located just above Caps Lock on 

die lull side of your keyboard. 

the file in a particular drawer on the disk, also enter 

this in the path, as you would do with any other 

Amiga function. 

Next click the pointer on the File: area* and type 

the name you wish to call your text file. It's usual to 

give the name a three-letter extension’ after a full stop 

(such as ,DQC or ,TXT) so that you can easily locale 

your text files. Finally click on the Save icon to save 

your file to disk. 

Now it s a good idea to try some of the other file 

oplions. Choose Close from the Project menu, and Ihe 

text you have just typed will disappear. You can reload 

When you're writing text, it's a good idea to save it reg¬ 
ularly just in case the Amiga crashes. 

it from disk by choosing Open From the Projects menu, 

and double-clicking on the name of your file. 

Delete enables you lo remove a text file from disk, 

while New opens up another text window white the 

previous one is si ill open. The latter option is useful if 

you wish to compare two documents - you can swap 

between the two by clicking on one of the two boxes at 

the top right-hand comer of the window* 

PROJECT MENU 

The Project menu enables you to manage your docu¬ 
ments, both on screen and on disk. 

Right* now that we've gone, through she basics of 

manipulating text on disk, lets go through the other 

menu options which are available. 

Selecting Preferences from the Projecls menu will 

bring up a window which can be used to change the 

oil-screen colours. 

Info is a useful feature which tells you all about 

the current set-up of Scribble!, 

The Preferences screen enables you to alter various 
aspects of the screen display, such as the colours used. 

Right, now that you have some text on the screen, it's a 

good idea to save it to disk. Move the mouse pointer to 

the top of the screen, and hold down the right mouse 

button. Move the cursor across unlil the Project menu 

appears, then pull the cursor down until the Save 

option is highlighted. Lei the button go, and ibe screen 

should now took something like the picture below. 

The large box in the centre contains two black 

lines labelled Path: and File:. These are the areas 

which inform Scribble! about Ihe files on disk. Click 

the pointer on the Path: area* and type the disk name 

where you want to store your files (such as dfO: for 

your floppy drive), or click on the Volume icon to 

change between available disks. If you want Lo Store 

PREFERENCES MENU 

The current Preferences set-up can he saved to disk 

using the Save option from this menu. The file which 

is created will he given ihe extension .FMTt which 

means that it is a lext-formaumg file, as opposed to a 

document. The preferences may be loaded back in at 

any lime using the Load option* 

Some options will offer you a sub-menu, and one 

such option is Editing. Using this you can set the text 

entry mode to Overtype or Insert. Overtype causes the 

entered characters to overwrite those which are already 

on screen, whereas Insert will create space for the 

entered characters within the documenl. Try selling 

both options and typing - you'll notice the difference. 

The Preferences menu controls certain items of 
Scribblers appearance and editing actions. 

Using Justification, you can make your document text 

flush on the right-hand side, or leave it 'ragged'... 

The Justify option controls wheiher ihe lext appears on 

the screen as Justified (flush on the left and right-hand 

side)* or Ragged (flush on Ihe left-hand side only). 

When your texi is justified. Scribble! will auto¬ 

matically insert spaces in your document so the iext 

moves until \x*& flush on the riglu-hand side* These 

spaces are different from the ones you make using the 

space-bar of your Amiga, and they can be highlighted 

by pressing Shift-F 10* 

The Line Length command enables you io sei the 

screen line length to match the printed line length* The 

length is set to 65 characters, so if your primer is capa¬ 

ble of printing more characters per line than this set the 

Line Length to the required value* I 

You can select the foreground (text) or the background 

colour from the eight colours that are available. 



COVERDISK 

Tin? Tubs option sets the required position of the tab 

stops* or where the cursor moves to when you hit the 

tab key on your Amiga. 

The values correspond to die character positions 

on your screen* and cadi must he separated by a 

comma (t). The normal values are 5 and 45. 

The Foreground and Background options on this 

menu options enable you to select the foreground and 

background colours of your text window from die 

available eight. This is merely to suit your own taste 

for on-screen display* and will have no effect on the 

contents or the printing colour of your document 

The Markers option toggles the document markers 

on or off. Hie markers show where the Return key has 

been pressed within a document. Even when displayed 

on the screen* they will not he primed by your printer. 

The Prim Setup options enable you to Format your doc¬ 

ument* choosing how it will look when output via 

your primer. They are used us follows; 

• Page Length: sets the heighL of your ‘physical' 

page, or how many lines are printed tin each page by 

your printer* 

• Page Offset: the number of spaces that will be 

printed to the left of each tine of text during printout. 

• Top Margin: the number of lines which 

Scribble! will skip at the lop of each printed page. 

• Bottom Margin: the number of lines which 

Scribble! will skip at the bottom of each printed page. 

• Special: enables you to send special ‘escape 

codes' to your printer, which are used for formatting 

text. Sometimes* your printer driver won't enables 

certain codes to be passed to your printer* so you can 

force them through here. Consult your printer manual 

for the specific escape codes. 

The three File Format options are used to alter 

how Scribble! stores the end of a line when your docu¬ 

ment is saved to disk. You can either set II to Line 

Feed (LFj only. Carriage Return (CR) only, or both LF 

and CR together. The default is LF only, but some 

printers require either CR or both to be set in order to 

operate correctly* Again, it's best to consult your 

primer manual if you're nut sure* 

Tim Beep option toggles the beep warning on or 

off II it's set to On, Scribble! will beep at you if you 

make a mistake* 

MODE MENU 

Scribble! defaults to Edit mode when you first load the 

program up* In this mode the mouse pointer appears in 

the shape of a pencil* and when you point and click on 

an area of text* the cursor will immediately move them. 

The Cut and Copy modes are similar to each other 

in thin they are used to pull out bits of text from your 

document, while the Paste mode is used to insert the 

Cut or Copied text back into your document. 

You may decide, tor instance* that a paragraph of 

your document may be belter positioned elsewhere. 

What you should do. then, is to use the Cut mode to 

The Made menu enables you to move or cut sections of 

tejetp and apply different styles to parts of your text. 

pull out the paragraph and move it to die new position. 

The Copy mode works in a similar fashion, but true to 

its name il doesn't actually remove the original text, 

but just copies ll* 

In Cut mode the cursor appears as a pair of scis¬ 

sors. To cut out a block of text move Lhc cursor to the 

beginning of the block, press and hold tlic left mouse 

button, then drag the pointer down until all the text you 

require is highlighted. When you release the button, 

the highlighted text will disappear. 

To copy a piece of text, select Copy mode (the 

cursor will appear as a camera I, and then use ihe same 

procedure as for Cut mode, 

To pul lhc Cut or Copied text into the required 

position in your document, position the cursor using 

Ihe mouse and dick the left mouse button. You may 

paste the texi as many limes as you wish. 

FrpJtct ltffirtiv»y Pncuwnt friat 
jBjFfBjHt; ‘Scffumplj 

»ffr-4r"r 
Yen hey ne w hi 
kat mv yoa‘v€ 
Andy Hut till tAt 
*#end striper 

Scribble* is ant nf Ihast r1t rs useful ind rr 
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pregrin Hikes up foe it hy he ids quick utd eisy ta use.* 

Setting Stinted 
Running Scribble * frtm year Caverdisk is very sitrfe indeed. Once 
you've tnl i timed the instructions ta IjcJI v year dish grib hat A 
at pane Hnrkbench disk And laid il up, Hue linen t yen bided-ur 
Caverdtsk,. jAd datrble-efieh dir the Scribble* icw.i 

A minder Mill niw urea can!lining six tarns. frlwr den't need 
ta bather rj lb three nf then, ASPlas till. Verify nut frishe.m, 
krCJuM' they irea'l neenssee la eon Scribble* Keidttr first is i 
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the (h diet ting iemi ire Wrrthmrik? md Scribble*. 
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Use Style to change the way your text is displayed on 
screen* and printed via your printer. 

Various text styles are available via the Style menu, 

Simply select the style you wish from the menu, and 

you will sec that the mouse pointer appears as a palm 

brush. Now move the cursor to ihe beginning of ihe 

text you wish to style, then dick and hold the lefi 

mouse button. Drag the pointer down to the end of the 

required text, and let go* 'Scribble! will then work out 

the styles* and display the results a few seconds later. 

There arc six text styles available: Plain, Hold, 

Italic, Underline. Superscript an{j ^^cripi 

DOCUMENT MENU 

Sometimes you will find it necessary to locate a partic¬ 

ular word or phrase within your document To do this, 

simply select the Find option, then type in the required 

text. Hit Return* and Scribble! will move the cursor to 

ihe start of the located text. IF it doesn't Find itT it will 

come up with an error message. 

The Replace option can only he used after 

Scribble! has already located a piece of incorrect text* 

Select Replace* then type in the text you wish to 

change to. Hil Return, and Scribble! will highlight hie 

located text, and display a menu like the one below. 

Click on Skip to move to die next location. 

Change to replace the lexi with ihe new version* Atho 

change every matching piece of text* or Quit to stop, 

PUtiimn Scrilibl*? S Copypiaht HflBHi HiErp-SyAtPfis SoftBiffr Inc. 

[Ml Project: ScFmjwpU.to 

nvstrapM* 
Vail nay never fiive canslilwf J link van needed a wrri prase nprr 
but nau voil'up pnl nnp, lie LI you nay 15 ire ] L nafce Slit Mast nf . 
An Hu Hut till tali fs you llirausli Ihe basics. ..% 
•iprni 
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of fuss .inri. bather. There are feu frills to icr LbbltT. hul tr»l 
|nngean itaihes up for it by heirs mi ink arau easy to uie,t 

§e tlma Eljj’tedr 
Running Scribble? fruit your Ccverdish is very si trie indeed. Once 
yon'yp f-all-njjjvl iJie ins true Noni )o Vacli up yqin* disk, Brr-ili hold 
<Jf yqiif HsrJibtncIi $Ufk and ln?i* n W, fipu insert vnu ljiq|rpd-uy 
Caveninkr amE dnnble-c]iti an the fcnbtilii Icon,* 

A u Midair Mill nnir ripen soJiUinHij sin I ■cant, Yuli dan T fiffiE 
ta bcthEi' villi lliree ef liven, HD-IhSi Al t» Verify >nd trasticaa. 
bp cause they aren'l necessary In run EcriN 

Once youVe found a chunk of text within your doai> 
mont* you can change it easily using the Replace option. 

Tiiis is particularly useful if you want to change a 

piece of lexl that occurs lols of limes in your document 

- like changing a name that you have spelt incorrecUy, 

for example. 

THE fMilNT MENU 

This controls the way your document looks when it 

comes out of your printer. The commands are 

explained below: 

• Preview: this enables you to view your docu¬ 

ment on-screen as though it were printed out on paper. 

• Forward: using Forward you can print out your 

document from the cursor position onwards. 

0 Go: this command is used to start your printout. 

You can choose Go Printer, which sends the current 

document to: your printer, or Go File, which writes it to 

a text file on disk. 
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When you're reedy to print, access the Print menu to 

control the final copy of your document* 

• Quality: If your primer supports both Draft and 

NLQ inodes, this option switches between the two* 

• Paper Type: This command tells Scribble! 

whether you are printing on continuous feed paper 

(Fanfold) or single sheets (Single), 

• Page Number: Tells Scribble! to begin number¬ 

ing pages for the current document with a value other 

than I. 

• Line Spacing: This command sets the line spac¬ 

ing ill at Scribble! uses when it’s printing your 

document. The default setting of 1 produces single- 

spaced text* while 2 produces double-spaced text and 

so on ad infinitum. 

• Copies: tells Scribble! how many copies of ihe 

current document lo prim. 

And ihere you go! Hopefully* that should get you well 

on the way to top-class WP: best of luck! 

EXPANSION POTENTIAL 
Unfortunately* the Spell Checker and Thesaurus 
options could not be included on this version of 
Scribble! The good news is. we've arranged with 
HS Marketing (0753 6SGOOO) to supply a 
Supplement disk as well as a complete manual 
at a bargain-basement cost of only £7,991 
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COVERDISK Oj 

Using Your 
1. Always write-protect your Coverdisks. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisks and use the copies, not the originals. This may sound like a com¬ 

plicated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just 
follow the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Coverdisks 

18 

Backing up your Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI: it$ actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

1 Load your Workbench disk. Open ihe disk, find Ihe icon 
lhat soys Shdl or CLJ and double-click on It. 

i mill ii 
■lLkrj*r-Tjl^n.K»fci a UI I,ll JRIf MH ■■ ms. St 

Ml irt m\ 3IJ cal 1 
1 .ynrht*nf hJ.H1:-1- Jlikuetf frni* iftflUl Vi: 

—— -3 5 

__J 
2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
du!, type In: 
DiisJtcopy f rom dfO; to DFQ; 

and press the Return key. 

3. The Amiga will now ask you to insert the 'source' disk. 
It means the disk you want to copy, so put the Coverdisk 
in the drive and press the Return key. 

4. Wait for a while and it will read all the information off 
the Coverdisk, telling you how far it has got. Then It will 
ask you to insert the 'Destination' disk. Put the disk you 
want to copy your Coverdisk an to in the drive and press 
the Return key. Nate that the disk does not need la he 
formatted already. 

5- Put the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When it says 
"Diskcopy Finished" just type in: 
endcii 

to get out of the Shell or CLI. You may have to put the 
Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 

ggpgffH 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with Ihe disk - and you're sure the disk is in 
full working order — then you may need a little help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday between 11am-7pm, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, 
he will do his best to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of 
advice is time-consuming so only call if you really have to and do be 
considerate if we can't talk to you just then. If the problem is particu¬ 
larly complex it is better to send it to us In written detail. It will then 
be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that all of the programs on the 
Amiga Format Coverdisk are sim¬ 
ple to use and have no viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless ft is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisks are 
not in the Public Domain and the 
copyright remains with the copy- 
right-holder of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdisks are not PDr sell¬ 
ing or distributing them without 
the copyright-holder’s specific per¬ 
mission is against the law. 

1 Disk not worlcin ? 
We duplicate nearly 500,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 
will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, there 

- may be a problem. Don’t panic! 
First try using the DiskDoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it before 

sending it off for a replacement. Full details of DiskDoctor can be found In the 
user's manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back (with a brief note 
explaining what's wrong with the disk) including A STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVE¬ 
LOPE for a free replacement within one month of the cover date to this address... 

Amiga Format December Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Units 2&3 
Omega Technology Centre 
Drayton Fields 
Drayton 
Northants 
NNf 1 FRI 
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RAINBOW COLLECTION HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION WHEELS OF FIRE POWER UP DEGENERATION TITUS THE FOX 

9.99 9.99 7,99 9.99 10.99 9.49 
HE I Mi D ALL 

11.99 
ELTTE 

10.99 
LOTUS TURBO 2 

11.99 
BEAST 1 

5.99 

, iigsHagMa ^ 

THUNDERHAWK 6ATTLE OF BRITAIN FI 9 STEALTH JAGUAR XJ22G SCRABBLE MICROPROSE GOLF SPACE CRUSADE RAILROAD TYCOON CHAMP MGR JIMMY WHITE 

9.99 11.99 14.99 9.99 12.99 13.99 12.99 13.99 12.99 14.99 
CAPTIVE 

6.99 

l M t 

MICSv ZqJiwL 
XENON 2 KICK OFF 2 LEANDER INDV JONES ADV LEMMINGS BLUES BROTHERS HARLEQUIN FIRST SAM & MEGALO UTOPIA FI 5 STR EAGLE 2 JACK NICKLAU! 

6.99 8.99 10.99 9.99 12.49 8.99 12.99 13.99 11.99 14.99 6.99 

Games marked (NOP) will not work on the A500 Plus or A600 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT    .. 14,89 
ID CONSTRUCTION KfT2....tiZsfcM 
1 WHEEL DRIVE (LOTUS 6S PFUT TUR BO. TEA M 
SUZUKrr TOYOTA CEUCA, COMBO RACER) .1946 
A-TRAIN (1 MEG}.,.... 24,89 
*320 AIFMJU5 .    21,89 
ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG).     .,16,09 
m ENGLISH [11-12} ...... ..,16,09 
*DI ENGLISH 112-13) ...10J9 
4-01 MATHS (I1-12) ....„...16 89 
*TH MATHS (13-139 ...._..,..16.89 
ADVANTAGE TENNIS ......2.«^16J09 
HFTERGURNER ..„......6,49 
ftGQNY      10.99 
MR BUCKS ..17.99 

CHEEPERS. ........1B.49 
CURSE OF ENCHANTTA .....17,99 
CURSE Of THE AZURE BONOfl MEG) (SSI) .17.99 
CYTROW ....... . .19 4$ 
D-GENERATION.......10-99 

HOOK . 
HUMANS..... 
IAN GOTHAM S CRICKET 
IK* 

MR SEA SUPREMACY (GUNSH1P. silent SERVICE, 
*47. WINGS, CARRIER COMMAND) .18,96 
MR SUPPORT .       ..,,,.16.99 
4LIEW BREED (SPEQr A L EDITION} (1 MEG) .6-99 
fcMNlOS...7.09 
M40S (GAMES CREATOR) .  29.09 
4MOS 3D [REQUIRES AMDS) . ...... .22.00 
AMOS COMPILER (REQUIRES AMOS)   .1 g.gg 
LMOS EASY {FIRST STEPS TO PROGRAMMING | 32 99 
IM05 PROFESSIONAL (THE ULTIMATE AMIGA 
SROG RAMMING TOOL) ..   44,86 
1PI0YA .   ,..,.,...18.06 
IGUATIC GAMES ........    10,49 
1ftASIA N HIGHTS    ..... 1 S.99 
IRCHEF1 MACLEAN’S POOL...17.99 
ifiKAHQlQ 2........#  .649 
U1MALYTE .  3.99 
LRMOU R-GEODOM..... ..*.... .9.90 
IRHQUFTGEDDOH 2 ..    ,16,49 
L0HES Of EMPIRE ..     2496 

CARK QUEEN OF KRYNN 11 UEOI .. 
0Aft KMfi H E (1 MEG] . .,..15,45 
DEATH KHK2HIS OF KRYHN (1 MEG) (&£l) ,.18,09 
DELUXE PAINT 3(WFftl ANIMATION)__24.09 
DELUXE PAINT 4 {1 Mdfl) (HAM MODE & ANIMATION) 

Disney animation studio..49,99 
DOODLEBUG...,..+-. 13.99 
DUNE .     ,,19.09 
WOE ON WASTES £ CHAOS STfUKES BACK (1 MEGflMB 
dyha blasters.........13.99 
ELF ..     ,16.40 

INDIANA JONES 2 ADVENTURE \FATE OF ATLANTIS] 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE 
INDY HEAT 

ELITE ......19.90 
ELVIRA 2 - JAWS OF CERBERUS {1 MEG 1 .22.99 
EPIC (1 MEG]... ....16.4B 
ESCAPE Ffi0M THE PLANET 0FTHE ROBOT MON5TERS-8.40 
ESPANA-THE GAMES 9H (1 MEG) .19.49 
EXILE .......16.49 
GY£ OF THE BEHO LDEfl (SSi) (i MEG).....10.96 

ISSASlN (I MEGj.„ ....17.49 
ma HARfiLER ASSAULT.....24.99 
IJLT. 2   .....22.96 

I {SSl) [1 I 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2 (I MEG)  .23.60 
FIB STRIKE EAGLE 2(1 MEG]......14.89 
FI0 STEALTH FIGHTER...H.&9 
FABLES A FlEHOS LEGEND OF KYRAHDIA..10.90 
FANTASTIC WORLDS (REALMS, PIRATES. 
MEGA LO MANIA. POPULOUS, WONDERLAND),,.22.06 
FANTASY PAK (COLORADO. BOSTON nOMfl CLUB, 
CRYSTALS of ARbOREA)...„.10,00 
FINAL COPY 2 WO RO PROCESSOR ...,. 00.03 
FINAL FIGHT (HOP) ......... ...36.00 
FIRE & rot ..........16.96 

INTERCEPTSR ■ RENEGADE LEGION($&M> ... 
INT£RNA7]0H RUGBY CHALLENGE .,. 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE ...... 
ISHAR ■ LEGEND OF THg FORTRESS . 
JACK NIC KLAUS GOLF........ 
JAGUAR AJJ2it £ 1 MEG]........ 
JAMES POND . 
JAMES PQNDE'RCBOCOD 
JET SET WJllY . 
JfM POWER .... 
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER.... 
JINK TER (M/SC ROLLS).... .... 
JOHN OARNE5 EUROPEAN FOOTBALL 
JOHN MADDEN S (U.B.) FOOTBALL .... 
K0P ........ 
KICKOFF . EXTRA TIME DISK (NOP) ..3.69 
KICK OFF 2(1 MEG) .........8.69 
KICK OFF 2 D^B ...........,,8,90 
KICK OFF 2 FhNAL WHISTLE +h.„„.. „ „.g.09 
Keck off 2 oianis of Europe..7,99 
KFCK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE...^.».7-00 
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS ....7,00 
KICK OFF 3....16,99 

(€.99 
17.99 

.19,40 
.8,40 
2300 

,..0.09 
16.99 
10.99 

-17-49 
.19.40 
.1£,00 

. .,0.96 
-9-99 
-7 49 

..16.06 
,..9-90 
.10.09 
,14.60 
, .3,99 

TG90 
t0.09 

NIQEL MANSELL 9 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP .10 40 
NUCLEAR WAR .     .,5.00 
OPERATION WOLF...  ..,,8.49 
PACMAMIA ..      9.96 
PACESETTER 2.0 DESK TOP PUSU&H1NG ... , 34,69 
PAGE STREAM 2 = DESK TOP PUBLISHING ,..,.131,40 
PAINT N CREATE EDUCATIONAL ART (S*).1BJ90 
PANG ..     —0.40 
PARASOL ST APS..... 16.09 

shadoworlos 
SHUnfLE,, 
SILENT SERVICE 2 (1 MEG) (NOP) 
SIM ANT .. .. 

I CRT & POPULOUS . 

PAWH (iWSCftQLLS) ....7,99 
PEN PAL WORD PROCESSOR...54 69 
PERFECT GENERAL .......22.00 
POA TOUR GOLF + COURSES ..19.49 

9IM CRY ANCIENT CRIES . 
SlU CRY FUTURE WORLDS 
SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR. 
SPACE CRUSADE 
SPECIAL FORCES 
5PEEDB ALL Z 
SPELLING FAIB (M3 YRS) 

PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE DISK...11.40 
PIN0ALL DREAMS {1 MEG) .-...... 16.49 
PIRATES (NOP),., ..16.99 
PFTFIQHTER.  5,99 
PLAN Q FROM OUTER SPACE ..  „-22-99 
PLAYER MANAGER ..  8.90 
POOLS OF DARKNESS .....21,00 
POPULOUS 6 SIM CITY ....1C M 
POPULOUS®,...,....-.1B.4H 
POPULOUS 2 (I MEG). 1948 

SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR (1 MEG] (NOP).. 
STARUSH .... 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER . 
STORM MASTER 
STRATEGY MASTERS (POPULOUS,. HUNTER 
SPIRIT OF EXCALI BUR. CHESSP LAYER 21 
DEUTEBOS) .... 
STREETTIGHTER 2 ....,.— 
STRIKER...... 

)i t Flying fobtress. 
]*R0ARl*N 2 (PSYGNOSIS).. 
IATMAN THE MOVIE ......„B.49 
IATTLE ISLE (NOP).......„„1M0 

.14.90 

FIRST SAMURAI * AIEGA LO MAH LA .13:89 
FLA M ES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) .51.97 
FMO HT SlMU LAT0B 2........23.» 
FLOOR 13 .......11.(9 
FORMULA I GRAND PfllX.. 22.90 

KIDSTYPE JUNIOR WORD PROCESSOR .14.99 
KING WORDS 3 WOflD PROCESSOR ..,23.00 
KNIOHTMARE  .........,19.99 
KNlGHTg OF THE SKY [1 MEG] ....22,90 
LAST NINJA2 .........M9 
LEAN DER ....... . —....10.tt 
LEGEND ........19.90 

POPULOUS 2 * OATA DISK .....21,99 
POPULOU S % OH ALL EN QE DATA W9 K.—,.11.93 
POWER UP [CHASE H O, TURRlCAH, X-OUT, 
ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS) {NOP). ...9.99 

POWER DRIFT (NOP) .    3.90 
POWEflMONOER .      19.49 
POWERMONGER WORLD WAR I DATA DISK.11.49 
POWEHWORKB CMAXLPLAN PLUS SPBEADSHEET, 
KIHD WORDS 2 WORD PROCESSOR. INFOFILE 
DATABASE) (NOP) .39.96 
PREMIERE ..     16.49 

STUART PEARCE'S SOCCER SELECTION'S 
(KICK OFF 7, MIOROPPOSE SOCCER, 
Manchester united, intsocceri . 
SUPER HANG ON .... 
superhero." 
SUPER SPACE INVADERS..,, 
SUPREMACY .. 
SWORO OF SODAN 
r.N.T (APU. hard DfllvlNL tOobin 
DRAGON SPIRIT, X YfiOTS) j/lOP).« 
TEAM YANKEE 

lATTUtELE DATA DISK . 
IATTLE OF BRITAIN ... 
IEACH VOLLEY . 
ULL'S TOMATO GAME 
HRBS OF PREY (1 MEG) 
ILACK CRYPT . 

..H-03 

..  11.03 

.B.40 
...16.00 

...12.99 

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-61 
FUN SCHOOL 2 |C-S) 
FUN SCHOOL 2(&*) 
FUN SCH OOL 3 “ ~ 

...7.00 
„.7J» 
...7.03 

LSdUfli SUIT LARRY2 ... . 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5(1 MEG).. 
LEMMINGS ... 

,12:00 
., .25.99 
,..12.49 

FUN SCHOOL 3 (1-51 ....18.99 
FUN SCHOOL 3(5.7) .....14.99 
FUN SCHOQL 317*)......... 16.99 

4,1...-.16.93 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5) ....16.09 
PUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7) ..16.90 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (7*J.....16,09 
GAUNTLET2 .......7.93 
GODLL1NS ..... 
GOLDEN AXE ........8,40 
GOLF (OCEAN] ......16.96 

ILUEMAK ...........10,09 
SLUES brothers ,.......-Jmm 
IREACH S (ENHANCED)...19,49 
IU5IH5SS PAG K FOR AMIGA * WOR CWO HTH WO RO 
'ftOCES&QR, K-SPREAD 2 SPREADSHEET AND K- 
]ATA DATABASE,,..   64.03 
:adaver ..    ,,8,99 
IAPTWE .    0,00 
)A5TLES(1 MEG) .     19,49 
:astles data disk ..    .,.,,.11.09 
heasah iijj* 
:£LTtC LJEGEND9 'ZZIIXlSSS 

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERROARD .7L 
G RAH AM G OOCH WOR LD C LASS CRICKET  17,06 
o rah am Taylor's socc er manage n .. .15,09 
GUNSHIP 2DOO ....21J0 

:HAMPI0NSNIP MANAGER ....T1W 
)HAOS ENGINE . 16.06 
;haRT ATTACK (LOTUS ESPRET, GHOULS 'N1 
mOSTS. JAMES POND. VENUS THE FtY TRAP) 19.49 
SHUCK ftOCK .      8 89 
:huckieego.1.....&...,9,39 
:HUCK1£ egg 2 ..  ...6.90 
■[VILHATTON ............32-00 

QUY gPV ............1&,49 
HARLEQUIN .      (2.06 
HARPOON VT.2T .  l.„JS.3B 
HEAD OVER HEELS .....,.,.0.43 
HEAD TO HEAD.......21.00 
HEART OF CHINA (t MEG)..,22^0 
HEIMDALL(1 MEG) ..   1109 
HEROG U-EST ■ DATA DISK ...... .10,40 

LEMMINGS 2 ..   .,^0,99 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO! ...„0,99 
LETHAL WEAPON... .1 &.BB 
LOMBARD RAC HALLY.J4& 
LOTUS 3 - THE FINAL CHALLENG E ..17.43 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2.11.99 
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS         .1 Q.63 
MAGIC POCKETS..  ......16.00 
MAHCH ESTER UNITED EUROPE ...... .9.00 
MANIC MINER .    9,99 
McDonalds land ..    1-7,40 
MEGA SPORTS (SUMMER GAMES 1 €2. WINTER GAMES}! 6,HQ 
MERLIN S MATHS [7-11 YRS) .. Ifl.M 
MICRO ENGLISH (8 YR3 TO GCSE. 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM).16.09 
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNER TO GCSE. 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)...16.90 

MICRO GERMAN (BEGINNEH TO GCSE. 
CONFOft M S TO NATIONAL CUR RICU LUM) .......... 16,99 
MICRO MATHS (I t YflS TO GCSE 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)...16.09 
MICROPROSE 3D GOLF -.  13.00 
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE  ...1  .a 49 
MIDWINTER ....... ..... I S.» 

PRINCE OF PERSIA (I UEO) ...0.00 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 ...... 1&.39 
PROJECT X(1MEQ). 16.09 
PROTEXT VERSION 43 WORD PROC ESSOR .».» 
PUSH OVER ........ ,13.99 
GUEST £ OLOBY (flLOODWVCH MlDwtNl^n. 
CA DAVEfl. BATI   ......13_99 
QUESTRON 2 (SSI)......4.00 
R-TYPE .....8 49 
RACNARQK .     2450 
RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG) .    (359 

TERMINATOR 2 ....... 
THE LOST TREASURES OF INFOCQM 1 
(2D CLASSIC IflFQCOM TTTLES) .- 
THEUAHAOER (NOP)..*.. 
THUNDER HAWK .... 
TITU S THE FOX . ..... 
THODOLER5 . 
TROJAN - ALIEX (LIGHT PHASER GAI 

RAINBOW COLLECTION [BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW 
IS LANDS, HEW £EA LAND STO RY> (NOP) .. .6,63 
RAMPART ........16.99 
FtBl BASEBALL 2 (MOP).....U.00 
REACH FO R TH E SKIES     ... .,19.00 
RED BARON (1 M6Q) .22.00 
RISE OF THE DRAGON 41 MEG] . .25.80 
RISKY WOODS .    .1859 
ROAD RASH -    19,49 

■Hi JAUE} _ 
TROJAN - CYBER ASSAULT lUSHT PHAHH BAU£) 
TfiOJ AN - FEfl E ST AR (LIGHT PHASER GLUE] 
TROJAN - THE ENFORCER |UQH7 PMAZES GAME: 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL 
UGH .... 
ULTIMA 5, 
ULTIMA 6(1 MEG),. 
UTOPIA 
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA DISK 
vikings - field of conquest .. 
vroom ..... 
VROOM DAT A DISK ... 
WALKER , 

ROBQCOP 3 .... 
ROLLING RONNY ......9.00 
ROME .       19.49 
ROOKIES,..     16.89 
RQRKE'S DRIFT ......,.,-15,99 
RUGDY WORL.D CUP  7.00 
SABRE team ........15J86 

WHEELS OF FIRE [HARO ORtVIH', POWERDmFT, 
CHASE H-O, TURflO OUTRUN) (NOP) .—.. 
WINO COMMANDER 1....-2 
WF2-KID ... 

.8.99 

:OQL WORLD ....... j6.96 
CORRUPTION (WSCRQLL5) ...3.W 
CRAZY CARS 3.s.... . ,16,9* 

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION (RGBOCOP, 
OHOSTBUSTERS 2, INDIANA JONES ACTION. 
BATMAN THE MOVIE) CVS (HO P)   ...,^W1,H ,,0.90 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 ..*...37:93 
KOJ^E ALONE ......1€ W 

MINI OFFICE (WORD PROCESSOR. SPREADSHEET, 
DATABASE AND DISK UTIUTtES] .38,39 
MONSTER PACK 2 {KILLING GAME SHOW, 
AWESOME, DEAST 2)..  13,» 
MDTORM EA D.-titiiiirfiift,', .11 39 
MYSTICAL ....-.....290 
NEW ZEALAND STORY ..5,40 

SCRABBLE DE LUXE ....,....1199 
SCRIBBLE WORD PROCESSOR ...24.90 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND |1 MEO)..,16,89 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 ....33.99 

WIZARDRY Ei ■ BANE OF THE COSMIC FORGE . 
WOLFCHILD ... 
WOROWDRTH Vl.lE ASflOP W,PROCESSOR 
(SPECIAL ENHANCED 5MEG VERSION WITH 1 ll£1 
UPGRADE FOR AMIGA AMO PLUS] 

SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADE(1 MEG)19-09 
SENSIBLE SOCCER. .......... 16 03 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST....S.&9 
SHADOW OF THE BE AST 2 WITH SKIRT...6,00 
SHADOW OF TH % BEAST 3 ...5 9.49 
SHADOINLANDS .....19.49 

WORDWORTH VI. IE AMO WjPRCCE1 
(SPECIAL ENHANCED 2M EG VEFISIO 
UPGRADE FOR AMIGA A&oo-) 
WORDWORTH WORD PROCESSOR 
WWF WRESTLING 
WWF WRESTLING2..... 
XENON 2 MEGA BLAST ... 
ZOOL(IMEQ) ......,„J> 

CHOOSE FROM OUR SELECTION OF PERIPHERALS 

PREMIER CONTROL CENTRE FOR AMIGA A600 

(CUSTOM CTTKSTEEL MONITOR STAND WITH 
EXTRA SHELF FOR EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 

ETC PLUS CABLING FOR EASIER CONNECTION 
OF JOYSTICKa'WtCE) 
34.09 

PREMIER CONTROL CENTRE FOR AMIGA A5UU 
OR A500 PLUS 

32.03 

ZYCEC STEREO 
SPEAKERS FOR AMIGA OR ST 

BUILT-IN AM PUFFER WITH VOLUME CONTROLS 
34.69 

TECNGPmS FAMILY COMPENDIUM [KIND 
WORDS 3 W/PRQCESSOFL JIMMY WHITE’S 
SNOOKER. JOYSTICK. DUST COVER, F3LE-A- 
DISK. HEAD CLEANER. S BLANK DISKS AND 
MOUSE MAT 

CLEANING KIT FOR 
COMPUTERS 
(INCLUDES VACUUM) 
13,60 

SCREENBEAT 
STEREO 
SPEAKERS 
FDR AMIGA OP 
PC, 
REQUIRE 4AA 
BATTERIES 

A531 AMIGA (WITH BART] Sl2K RAM EXPANSION 
GENUINE COMMODORE ITEM WITH CLOCK 
FREE BART SIMPSON GAME...M 

EXTERNAL 3,5" DISK PRWE FOR AMIGA WITH 
SONY^mZEN MECHANISM, QUIET. HIGH QUALITY, 

SUM LINE DESIGN. 
40.09 

OR MAINS ADAPTOR. DESIGNED 
SPECIFICALLY FOR COMPUTERS 
INCLUDING MOUNTINGS FOR 
ATTACHMENT TO MONITOR 
19-99 

POWER SCAN AMIGA HAND SCANNER 
(VERSION 2) TRUE GREY SCALE 100-100 DPI 
[INCLUDES SOFTWARE) 
99,69 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR 
SCREENS EAT SPEAKERS 7.33 

TECHNO SOUND 
TURBO SOUND 
SAMPLER FOR 

AMIGA INCLUDING LEAD 
FOR ATTACHMENT TO VYALKMAN/DISC MAN 

27.99 

SOUND ENHANCER 
FOR AMIGA 
(BOOSTS SOUND) 
34.69 

JIAK&HA 
MOUSE FOR 
AMIGA Oft ST 
WITH 
OPERATION 
STEALTH 
24,99 

SOUIK MOUSE FOR 
AMIGA OR ST 
12.69 

MOUSE MAT 4,99 

S12K AMIGA RAM WITH CLOCK FOR A5fl0 AND ASJW+- 21 

512K AMIGA RAM WITHOUT CLOCK FOR A5EN> AN 

A50Q+ ......19 

1 MEGABYTE AMIGA RAM UPGRADE FOR A5O0 PL 
(TECHNOPLU&) (GIVES 2MB RAM IN TOTAL) 3 4 

T MEGABYTE ma RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK ...49 

REPLACEME= NT AMIGA POWER SUPPLY .27 

TILT ir SWIVEL MONrTORrtV STAH0, HIS 14' HONORS 14 

HFFI LEAD * AMIGA TO STANDARD PHONO IHPUT 3 

PCPULOU3/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CA1LE) 7, 

RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ST OR CONSOLE (SWITO 
RETWEENTV AERIAL AND COMPUTER WITHOUT 
DISCONNECTING)  .........J, 

SCART LEAD - AMIGA TO TV WITH SCART INPUT 
[GIVES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE) .9. 

DUST COVER FOR &0 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC) 4 
DU ST COVER FOR AMIGA m OR ATARI ST (CLEA fl PvC 4 
DU ST COVER FOR AMIGA 600....„.4. 
DUET COVER FOR MONITOR 0 R TV (CLEAR PVC)   4 

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER 



AMIGA 600 
WILD,WEIRD, 
WICKED PACK 

319.99 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
MJCfiOPRQSE GRAND PHIJC, PUSH 
OVER, PUTTY, DELUXE PAINT 3, 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, 
1 MEG PAM EXPANDABLE TO 2 
M£G,1 YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE 
WARRANTY WITH OPTION TO 
EXTEND 

CHOOSE A SCART TILEVISION/MON1TOR FOR A PIXEL PERFECT PICTURE 

£79 600204 • Special Reserve Sales • 0279 600204 

CITIZEN 120D+ PRINTER 

9 PIN, 60 COLUMN. t44 CPS/25NLQ. 
mOM DRAFT FONT, 24 MTH WARRANTY, 
HIGH QUALITY MONO PRINTER. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD |2Q 

Sony KVM1410U14* 
FST Colour 
TV/ Monitor 
WTTH REMOTE CONTROL 
60 CHANNEL TUNING 
FRONT AV SOCKETS 
REAR SCART INPUT 
SLACK TRlUrmOH SCREEN, LOOP AERIAL 

FREE SCART LEAD 
(STATE AUTO A. SEGA DP SUES] 

FREE MEMBERSHIP 

199.99 

OUICKSHOT 137F 
PYTHON JOYSTICK 
3.99 

OUICKSHOT 126F 
MAVERICK 1 

JOYSTICK 
IfcW 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 
WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, 90 COLUMN, 
192CPSM8NLQ. 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT. 
24 MTH WARRANTY, A 9 PIN PRINTER 
WR-H COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL PAPER 
HANDLING FUNCTIONS. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD IQS AA 
FREE COLOUR KJT SO *7 7 

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN 
WITH COLOUR KIT, 00 COLUMN, 
l92CPSte4LQ, 3LOM DHAFT FONT, 
24 MTH WARRANTY. 24 PIN LETTER 
QUALITY PRINTER WITH EXCELLENT 
GRAPHICS {360X360 DPI). 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD O^J| 40 
FREE COLOUR KIT * 

TROJAN LIGHT PHAZER 
GUN FOR AMIGA WITH 
SKEET SHOOT AND 
ORBITAL DESTROYER 
GAMES (OTHER GAMES 
AVAILABLE - SEE TROJAN 
IN AMIGA SOFTWARE} 
29.69 

ROBOSHfcFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(PLUGS MOUSE AND 
JOYSTICK INTO ONE PORT) ................14.99 

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(FOR KICK OFF 2 ETC),.,.,.,.,,,.,..,,......,7,99 

PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(CHANGE JOYSTICKS WITHOUT NEEDING 
TO REACH BEHIND COMPUTER) ...6.99 

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE 
FOR AMIGA OR ST (3 METRES)...6.99 

CITIZEN 24QC 24 PIN 
WITH COLOUR KIT, 80 COLUMN, 
24DCP5JBDLQ, &lQft DRAFT FONT, 
24 MTH WARRANTY. ADVANCED VERSION 
OF 24E WITH AUTOSET FEATURE AND 
LCD CONTROL PANEL 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD NVA A A 
FREE COLOUR KIT A / T.T ▼ 

STAR LC24-20 24 PIN 
BO COLUMN. 1S2CP&/E4LQ, 
5LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MTH WARRANTY. 
24 PIN QUALITY AT 9 PIN PRICE 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 204.99 

CANON BJ-10EX 
BUBBLE JET 

QUICK JOY FOOT 
PEDAL 

TRANSFERS ANY 
JOYSTICK 

FUNCTIONS OVER 
TO FOOT PEDALS. 
IDEAL FOR FLIGHT 

AND DRIVING SIMULATIONS. COMRATABLE WITH ALL 
AMtGA/ST JOYSTICKS- .18 99 

64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, S3LQ CPS 
2LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MTH WARRANTY. 
A SMALL, PORTABLE PRINTER, YERY 
QUIET IN OPERATION YET GIVING 
OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 

BON (COLOUR) FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9, 24.224 OR 240C ...,,,17,99 
BON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 24, 224 OR 240......6.99 
BON FOR CITIZEN SWIFTS OR 120D+ .......6.99 
BON (COLOUR) FOR STAR LC20O ...,r,f...16.99 
BOM FOB STAR LG20 .......,,..6,99 
BON FOR STAR LG2P0 *....6,99 
Ban FOR ST4R LC24-20.........6,99 
CARTRIDGE FOR BJ1QEX .......+„.19rW 

HTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA, ST OR PC ......7.90 
IT COVER FOR 06 COLUMN PRINTEFl (CLEAR PVC).4.99 

229.99 

GRAVIS AMIGA/ST JOYSTICK 
WITH PADDED GRIP. 
ADJUSTABLE HANDLE 
TENSION, PROGRAMMABLE 
BUTTONS 
23.BS 

SFfiEOKTNG 
ANALOGUE 

JOYSTICK FOR 
AMIGA, GIVES ANALOGUE CONTROL 

OF MOST GOOD FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
12,99 

FREEWHEEL FOR AMIGA, 
DIGITAL STEERING WHEEL 
CONTROLLER 
nm 

OUICKSHOT 
AVIATOR 

22,69 

OUICKSHOT 
149 
INTRUDER 1 
22.99 

OUICKSHOT 
111A TURBO 
2 JOYSTICK 

9.99 

GVP KO0+ 52 MEGABYTE 
AMIGA HARP DRIVE (SERIES El) WITH 
EXPANSION SLOTS TO UPGRADE 
AMIGA RAM TO 8 MEG 

.....314.99 
GVP 2x1 MEG AMIGA RAM EXPANSION 
(SIMMS FIT IN GVP HARD DRIVE TO 
EXPAND AMIGA GY 2 MEG OR 4 MEG 
RAM) 

. 

LOGIC 3 SIGMA- 
RAY JOYSTICK 

11.99 
MINI COMP PRO 
STAR WITH 
AUTO FI RE 
13.99 

CHEETAH BUG 
JOYSTICK 
13.99 

QUICKJQY 
JET FIGHTER 

JOYSTICK 
11.99 

QUICKJQY 
TOP STAR 
JOYSTICK 
19-99 

ZYDEC 
TRACK 
BALL 
24.99 

QUICKJOYOJ1 
JOYSTICK (MICRO- 

SWITCHED) 
6.06 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA JOYSTICK 
(CLEAR BASE) 
10.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
STAR EXTRA 

14.99 

MINI COMPETITION 
PRO 5009 
11.93 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

We only supply members but you can order as you join. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10.99 

The Special Reserve fall colour i 

club magazine A/flG Is senl to fill |. ^ % qj lQ|£i 
me m bers bi-m a nth ly. NRG /J "r j ■ 
features full reviews of new 1 

g a m es pi us m in i- re vi e ws ,new *v ty+'pb 
products, Special Reserve charts, Ut^ 
Release Schedule and hundreds bfc-ii T:j 

of special offers, 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save even more money off our amazing prices. 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, 

for Megedrlve, Master System, dame Gear, Super NES. 
Game boy, NES. Lynx. Amiga. Alari ST, IBM PC and COTV, 

Best Service, Best Prices. Biggest Selection 

120,000 people have joined Special 
Re.serve, so don't delay, join today! 

Oatfi 0279 600204 &. ash for u ■ 
FREE colour catalogue! 

(HARDWARE PRICES INCLUDE VAT & 
CARRIAGE TO UK MAINLAND) 

" WE ONLY"3UPPLYMEMBERS BUT YOU C ANQRDEfi AS YOU JOIN. 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50[> PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS 

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) JOB 

Address. 

Postcode  

Phone _ Machine 

Enter membership number (ir applicable) or 

Membership BW .UK..EB.ffl.eEfi.,msS„Vlfg^ 

item 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT 

Cheque/P.O./AcoesB/JVlastarKrdiBwlieh/Visa Switch issue Wo 

Credit card 
expiry date_ _Signature_ 

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge 
World software orders please add £1.00 per item 

Non-software ilems please add 10% EEC or 25% World. 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS 
PACK 

299.99 
FREE DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE LEMMINGS 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, 1 MEG 
RAM EXPANDABLE TO 2 MEG 
1 YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE 
WARRANTY WfTH OPTION TO 
EXTEND 

AMIGA 600HD EPIC 
PACK WITH INTERNAL20 MEG 
HARD DRIVE 

449.99 

3.5" DSDD 
DHK WITH 

69P Each 

Sanxs L D isks tfe Mu* 

(7- 

PACK OF 50 
VarfcaHm 3,5 MOD 

DISKS + LABELS 22.99 

BANX DISK BOX 3.5" 
(80) STACKABLE 
9,09 

DELUXE DISK BOX 3,5'h 
m, LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 

10,90 

DISK BOX 3,5" (10 CAPACmf] 
1.99 
DISK BOX 3,5" (80) 
LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 

DISK SOX 3,5" (100) 
LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 
8.99 

Verbatim 

CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT AMIGA 
600 & 600HD PACKAGE DEALS 
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NEW AMIGA 1200 

Just look at 
this line-up! 
• Faster Motorola 68020 processor! 

• A 32-bit, not 16-bit, machine! 

• 2Mb of RAM built in! 

• Double-A, or 'AGA', chip set! 

0 24-bit 16,777,216-colour palette! 

• 256-colour, VGA-style' games screens! 

• A numeric keypad! 

• All for only £399.99! 

The bad news: 
• Only 30,000 of them will be shipped 

into the Ul< before Christmas. 

11 piles mw;M SwiBISft’ 

— - 

A 2JVlb, 32-bil, 6aQ20-based 
computer oil for £399? 
You'd belter believe it. It's 
the new At200, it's just 
been launched, enhanced 
software is currently being 
programmed and it's 
going to be mega. 

The amazing new 
The surprise release of the year, possibly even of the decade, this new Amiga breaks completely new 

ground. It's faster, more powerful and has more colours than anything you've ever seen at this price. 

Damien Noonan reveals the details and discusses the astonishing implications... 
YOU CANT HELP being impressed. 

This is the machine we've all been wail¬ 

ing fur, though we couldn't have 

imagined Commodore would release it 

now. This is one hell of an Amiga. 

So you want details? Well, almost 

everything you could wish to see 

updated, enhanced or improved has 

been. The old Motorola 68000 CPU 

(Central Processing Unit) is replaced by 

a faster 68020, Consequently, the whole 

ambitecture has been developed on a 

32-bit pattern, which maximises the 

speed gain from the fast processor and 

makes this a true 32-bit. rather than a 

Ifi-biL Amiga, 

Memory capacity is doubled to 2Mb 

of 32-bit chip RAM. The old custom 

ehjp set (Paula, Agnus and Denise) has 

been replaced by the new ‘double-A’ 

chip set (Paula, Lisa and Alice) which 

first appeared in the Amiga 4000, 

As for looks, tile case is more or less the 

same as the A600 except dial ids 

extended to include a numeric keypad 

(shades of (he A500). It shares the same 

expansion port layout as the A6Q0, with 

a PCMCIA slot on the left, joystick 

ports on the right, and an internal IDE 

connector for a miniature hard drive, U 

comes equipped with Workbench 3, 

The key point, however, is the price. 

The 3icw machine, with all its vastly 

superior capabilities, will cost a mere 

£399,99 - only £ 100 more than the 

A600, £50 more than the A600 ‘Wild. 

Wdrd and Wicked' pack and the same 

price as an A6G0 was two months ago. 

The Amiga 1200 was given its UK 

launch in London on October 21, with 

simultaneous launches all over Europe, 

Rum on re and advance news had been 

minimal, especially considering that a 

number of software developers had been 

consulted throughout the development 

of the machine and had actually been 

using finished models for several 

months. 

It seems this machine is the concrete 

reality behind the nebulous myths of an 

A800 which circulated earlier this year. 

But the AS00 was believed to be a first 

step on the upgrade path between the 

A600 and the A30GO, whereas this is 

actually an alternative, more powerful 

basic Amiga. It repositions the A600 as 

a basemenl-level machine, coming in on 

the A500's home ground. 

The 12GO is not a complete surprise, 

however. Amiga Format learnt five 

weeks before the launch that a new 

Amiga would appear for the first time at 

the Future Entertainment Show at Earls 

Court in London in November, where 

the 1200 features heavily, and we had 

been able to build up a complete picture 

of the machine. 

Did we believe Commodore would 

release a 2Mb. 32-bit, 68020-based 

Amiga at £399? Well, yes. The more 

powerful chips are barely more expen¬ 

sive to produce than (lie older ones, 

since technology inevitably gets cheaper 

with age. 

But we were still relieved, and 

excUedt to see it confirmed. It was a 

pleasant surprise to find several major 

software publishers at the launch 

demonstrating work in progress that will 

make use of the A i 200's extra graphics 

capabilities. Electronic Arts were show¬ 

ing the new 256-colour Deluxe Paint IV 

AA, while Gremlin and System 3 were 

showing new versions olZaaf and 

Putty. Mind sc ape, MieroProsc, Ocean 

and Psygnosis are all working on new or 

enhanced A12G0 games. 
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fTp NEW AMIGA 1200 

Where's the software? 
So are software houses using the 
new graphics capabilities? And If not, 
will they be? Well, the signs are good. 
"Some months ago we gave proto¬ 
types to some software houses," says 
Commodore UK’s MD Kelly Sumner, 

Commodore believe there will be 
IS to 20 enhanced A1200 titles before 
Christmas. Plus the fact that the ear¬ 
lier Amiga software will run on the 
1200, Here’s a run-down of what was 
on show at the launch of the new 
Amiga. (Originals, not the enhanced 
versions, are pictured.) 

Deluxe Paint now has new screen 
modes built In so it can work in any 
number of colours up to 256 as well 
as In HAM and In the new Super HAM 
modes. This gives it the ability to use 
more than 260,000 colours on-screen. 
The screen modes apart, this new 
version is exactly the same. 

Zoo! and Puffy are being con¬ 
verted to 256-colour versions. One 
Important difference with these 
games will be smoother scrolling. 

Mlndscape are looking forward to 
Wing Commander 2 being transferred 
from PC to A1200. The big difference 
will be the speed the 68020 processor 
offers - WC 2 will stick with 32-colour 
graphics. The advantage of the 600 
and 1200 is that games will run from 
internal IDE hard drives, which suits 
these epic PC games. 

Ocean are planning to release 
three titles in enhanced 256-cofour 

A1200 versions in 1992, with more to 
follow. One noticeable feature of 1200 
games like WWF2 will be their ability 
to use larger sprites. 

MicroPros^ have prepared a 256- 
colour version of Civilisation. This Is 
typical of one major influence which 
will change gaming on the A12Q0: 
that many Targe-scale, VGA adventure 
and strategy games so beloved of 
American PC owners and developers 
will come straight to the Amiga. 
Better 256-colour graphics and enor¬ 
mous (up to 20Mb) hard-disk-only 
games are certain to result. While 
some US creations are a shade gar¬ 
gantuan, there's a wealth of 
Imagination and talent expended on 
their development and we can expect 
them to enrich Amiga gaming, 

So what of prices? Well, It seems 
that developers will produce 
enhanced, A1200 versions of all their 
games and, if they follow the example 
set by Ocean, will be very reluctant to 
charge more for them. Moreover, it 
seems unlikely that the lowest com¬ 
mon denominator' type of 
development, which held Amiga 
games back a few years ago when 
developers worked to the Atari ST’s 
16 colours and limited sound, porting 
inferior games over to the Amiga, will 
recur. Developers will work to the 
capacity of the A1200 and then 
’squeeze' games to work on the A60Q. 
Which Is good news for all of us. 

SC 06II5T tot QGllSfJ 1 
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loots multi-coleuretl backgrounds will be 

enhanced an the A1280 gome version. 

Ocean's three A1200 game releases will 

be Lethal Weaponf Coot World a ltd WWF2. 

DPaint IV almost had to be extended fa 
utilise the new graphics capabilities. 
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Amiga 1200 
Which is good news if you're consider¬ 

ing buying a 1200, We've been testing 

tile A400G (see page 40), and the big 

disappointment is we have no software 

to run that shows off the new graphics 

modes in the double-A chip set 

So there’s good news on the software 

support side, but the real excitement 

about the A1200 is Lhe impressive new 

hardware. Yet more big numbers. But 

what do all these extra numbers do? 

More speed and graphics. 

The EC68020 processor is clocked 

at 14.19 MHz on the PAL machine, 

which compares with 7, 1.4MHzfrom 

the standard 68000 in an A500 or A600. 

However, the clock speed doesn't tell 

the whole story. With a 32-bit processor 

and 32-bit RAM on board, the opportu¬ 

nity to provide 32-bit memory 

addressing has not been passed up. so 

lhai gives a speed increase too. 

’"We believe from our testing it has 

roughly five times the processing power 

of Ehe A6G0,' explains Kelly Sumner, 

managing director of Commodore UK. 

in fact this may be an under-estimation. 

One quality of Lhe double-A chip set is 

that the speed of the blitter, which has a 

great deal of involvement in all screen 

displays, has been vastly improved. 

On the graphics side, the 256-colour 

Amiga game is now a reality. The new 

chip set makes more colours available 

and from a wider choice. Rather than 

the 4,096-colour palette of old, this chip 

set has a full 24-bit palette, giving a 

total of 16,777,216 colours and shades 

of colour to choose from. 

The standard maximum display is 

now 8-bit rather than 5-bit, which 

means games will be able to have 256 

colour* rather than 32 maximum. Very 

good news, but there's more to come. 

There will be a new equivalent of 

HAM mode, too. Working on a 6-hit 

rather than 4-bit base gives 262.144 

colours on the screen rather than the 

4,096 of HAM. You 're not going to see 

that appearing in games, though it could 

be of great use forgiving 'screen repre¬ 

sentations' of true-colour pictures in 

image processing or the like. 

In the past. Commodore have been 

muddle-headed about the release of new 

Amigas. The A5Q0 Plus was almost 

accidentally thrust on to the market. The 

consequence was that we had plenty of 

criticisms to make, mainly because Ehe 

impact on Amiga owners was left out of 

Lhe equation. The problems with older 

software not running on the A500 Plus 

which beset the Amiga last Christmas 

were the perfect example. 

So it's more good news that 

Commodore seem to know what they're 

doing Llhs time. Not that there isn't a 

down-side to this launch. 

So let's look at the problems, First, 

naturally enough, there's the problem of 

software compatibility. Commodore are 

making no attempt to claim that 100 per 

cent compatibility is even likely, with a 

completely new memory address system 

and new graphics modes. 

How much compatibility is there? 

“Probably 60 per cent." offers Kelly 

Sumner. But in actual fact, it seems 

likely that Commodore are being a 

shade pessimistic this time around. 

Very sensibly. Commodore have built 

in a fall-back mode which enables the 

new chip set to emulate the old custom 

chips. This is done by way of a new 

boot selector screen - hold down both 

mouse buttons while the Amiga is boot¬ 

ing and. as well as being able to choose 

which drive to boot from, you can 

choose which chip set to bool up with. 

Pretty impressive. 
Though there are other reasons for 

software not to run. this chip-switching 

does eliminate a a lot of potential com¬ 

patibility problems. Which is why much 

more than 60 per cent of older software 

could run on the A1200. Ocean's senior 

software manager, Colin Gordon, com¬ 

mented; “We’ve tested all our games up 

to a year-and-a-half old and only two 

didn't run.” They were WWF Wrestling 

and Epic, if you’re curious. 

Colin believes the problem with 

WWF is a simple one and could easily 

be fixed, if there were good reason to do 

so. while they’re not really sure why 

Epic won't run, Ocean have been testing 

Continued overleaf 
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al f their software on ilfi A3000 10 check 

that it works with faster processors and 

enhanced chips. 

So Commodore aren't pretending 

there wiJJ be no compatibility problem. 

On the contrary, they may be making it 

sound worse than it is. But there is 

an other obvious case to raise against the 

A1200: surely it will put the A6Q0 in 

the shade. So how do Commodore see 

the two co-existing? 

Won*t the 1200 make a huge dent in 

the sales of the 600? Certainly not in the 

short term. The bad news is that pre- 

Christmas only 30.000 will be sold in 

the UK. With limited production facili¬ 

ties and a sure-fire winner in the A600 

anyway. Commodore UK could not get 

their hands on any more. 

But what happens next year? ‘The 

way we see the A600/1200 is the 600 

will become the C64 of the Nineties - 

the entry-level machine - while the 

1200 is die aspiration a I machine," says 

Kelly Sumner, Which has more than 

one possible interpretation. 

Clearly, the A6QG is successful in its 

own right, as indeed it deserves to be 

and as the A500 was before it. 

Commodore's research reveals that 

of all toys and hobbies, computer games 

arc most popular with youngsters. Anti 

if price were no problem, the Amiga 

would be the machine of preference. 

“We have something in the region of 

L3, 1.4 million Amigas in the country," 

Kelly Sumner told the press gathered at 

INTELLIGENT 
ADVERTISING 

You can 
expect to 
see a mas¬ 
sive new 
advertising 
campaign for 
the Amiga hit¬ 
ting TV screens, 
magazines and 
newspapers near 
you soon. 

Commodore’s 
new ad agency, 
Laing Henry, have 
based the campaign 
on research which 
shows that computers 
are the most popular 
hobby with young peo¬ 
ple today and that the 
Amiga Is the dream machine. According to a Laing Henry executive; “If money 
were no object, that’s what kids would have/’ 

Suitably aspiratlonal TV ads, with a Terminator-like robot, and magazine 
ads have been prepared. But Laing Henry are aware that while children are the 
decision-makers, ltrs the parents who hold the purse strings, so they’ve also 
prepared a campaign for newspapers pointing out that if the kids want to play 
games, parents are better off spending £300 on an Amiga, with all its creative 
and educational potential, than £100 on a limiting games console. 

The last blow is a leaflet on buying a home computer which will he freely 
available to technologically intimidated parents in high street shops. While 
giving Impartial explanations and advice, It will be clearly branded with the 
Amiga name. Clever stuff indeed.,. 

the 1200 launch, “We believe the 

Amiga is still the state-of-the-art. Just 

for the record, last nioutlt wc sold 

64.000 Amigas in the UK - which 

wasn’t quite a record, but it was close," 

Most of the new Amigas have been 

A6(J0s. “If s more cost-effective arid, 

more importantly to us, it's more reli¬ 

able |than the A50G] “ says Kelly. The 

bottom line is that for the majority of 

people who want to buy an Amiga this 

year, the A60Q h what they are expect¬ 

ing to wander into Dixons and pick up. 

The new machine is not likely to dash. 

That apart, there’s still a price gap: a 

£299 AGOG is a far cry from a £399 

A 1200. But, as Commodore hope, the 

i 200 is going to take up the traditional 

Amiga role of ‘the machine to have\ 

even though U costs more: il is the aspi- 

rational machine, the computer with the 

'wow! factor', 

A potential scenario, then* sees the 

A60G as a Lrue console-beating, C64- 

slyie low-cost computer, with a Further 

price drop from £299. For now. though, 

we can be safe in the knowledge that the 

basic A600 is still one hell of a com¬ 

puter- and the aspirational A1200 is a 

demon machine. 

If you’re wondering what’s next, 

consider this: Commodore have more 

machines on the way yet, wc reckon. 

Next year could well bring a new 

A2GQ0-style machine. And by the end 

of next year, we’re going to see the first 

true CD-driven Amiga. 0 

The impact off Al 200 
ire on gaming hardwar 

This eye-catching 

advertisement h just one 

of a series that Commodore have 
commissioned for their massive £3,5 million 

pro-Christ mas advertising campaign. 

So how will the new hardware - the 
double-A chip set, 2Mb of chip RAM 
and so on - affect the development 
of games? We asked a number of 
developers to fill us In. 

The main excitement is the new 
graphics modes offered by double-A 
chips. While the new 260,000-colour 
’Super HAM' mode Is too slow to 
make an impact on gaming, the 256- 
colour mode will be very Important. 

The first revelation is that arcade 
games will use 256 colours. The 256- 
colour 'VGA1 mode used by games 
on the IBM PC and compatibles has 
set a de facto standard over the last 
two years, but there ffs mainly used 
in adventure games which don’t 
demand speed. We rather thought 
that 256 colours would enable the 
American developers of real heavy- 
weight games to port them over to 
the Amiga easily, but we didn't 
expect to see 256-colour arcade 
games tike the new WWF Wrestling 
game, European Tour Rampage, 

So 256-cotour arcade games are 
In. What do they look like? Well, 
from what we've seen so far, the dif¬ 
ference is very subtle: the extra 
colours make subtler shading possi¬ 
ble. so It's more what you don’t 
notice than what you do notice that 
makes the difference. 

What makes games like Zoo!and 
Robocod so colourful is not the 32 
colours of the main screen, but the 
way the background is filled with a 
rainbow of colours. This is done by 
what’s known as the copper, a 
section of the graphics chip that 
is able to switch to a new colour 
on the palette on every ’scan 
line' as the picture is built up by 
the beam moving down the TV 
screen. Will this change? Well, 
it seems that with the 24-bit 
palette well see ever subtler 
skies and backgrounds, with 
hundreds of shades of sim¬ 
ilar colours. Less gaudy, 
more realistic. 

Speed Is clearly no 
problem. As well as the faster 

processor, the 32-bit memory access 
makes a big difference but, Colin 
Gordon, who is senior software man¬ 
ager at Ocean, tells us there's also 
another contributory factor: the blit¬ 
ter is also much quicken For those of 
you not in the know about the 
Amiga's hardware as used by games, 
the blitter (short for block Image 
transferrer) Is a part of the graphics 
chip that handles moving chunks of 
image from the memory on to the 
screen and, as such, radically affects 
the speed at which a game can run. 

More good news about sprites is 
that where before a hardware sprite 
was limited to 16 pixels across, it can 
now be 64 pixels and appear any¬ 
where on screen. Expect bigger and 
better sprites and characters. 

The new hardware has been 
designed to make smoother scrolling 
possible. It also enables greater use 
of ‘dual playfields' - with 8-bit colour 
to play with, the screen can be spilt 
into two playfieids of 4 bits each, 
which means 16 colours each. 
Amazing ’parallax' scrolling effects 
should be the result. 

But the 8-bit 256-colour mode, 
the new hardware scrolling and the 
bigger sprites would appear to pale 
into insignificance by comparison 
with the simple lact that program¬ 
mers now have 2Mb of chip memory 
as standard to play with. Since chip 
memory is used for sampled sounds 
and for animations, this could radi¬ 
cally affect gaming. 

Colin gives WWF2 as an exam¬ 
ple. The graphics artist has the 
freedom to introduce twice as many 
frames of animation for each charac* 
ter, making ail movement more fluid. 
And an amazing 450K has been 
given over to the soundtrack, which 
has enabled them to use sampled 
voices singing along. 

If It sounds as though this 
Amiga is a programmer's dream, 
that’s because the developers have 
been consulted all the way down the 
line. Commodore realise, as Kelly 
Summer pointed out to me later, that 
the world s greatest game designers 
and programmers are all in the UK - 
look at the way games like Robotod, 
Populous and Lemmings have all 
wowed console owners after being 
ported over from the Amiga. So In 
designing this machine, they first 
went to the developers and asked for 
a 'wish fist' of features from a new 
super-gaming Amiga. 

Not all have been included, 
because Commodore wanted desper¬ 
ately to stick to the £399 price point 
which they consider is the right one. 
A new soundchip, for example, with 
full 16-bit sound, was on the wish- 
lists but didn’t prove possible. 

But when compromises had to 
be made, Commodore again con¬ 
sulted developers. Ocean would 
have liked to see the high-density* 
1.7Mb disk drive (as used fn the 
A4G0Q) to have appeared In the new 
machine, but when Commodore 
pointed out that cost made It a 
straight choice between 2Mb of RAM 
and the high-density drive, they 
plumped for the RAM. 

Colin points out that as well as 
being a good machine to work on, 
the Amiga remains a catalyst for new 
talent Aspiring programmers can 
develop their first game and learn the 
techniques at home on this new 
Amiga, but consoles don’t make this 
possible. And because you can cre¬ 
ate your owrt DPaint pictures on the 
Teal computer’ Amiga, this will give 
it the crucial advantage in the battle 
with the consoles, 
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FABLES&F I ENDS 

ufrom tke creators of EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 1 & II, 

comes Tke Legend of Kyrandia. 

A land ol dark mysterious forests and sleeping dragons, 

A land oi glittering rukies and emeralds. A land of kreatktaking keauty 

and secrets to unravel, Tke land of Kyrandia. Gorgeous scenes and 

realistic animation draw you into tkis fantasy adventure. 

Elegant point and click control makes it easy to play. 

Tke full orckestrated soundtrack will captivate you. 

THE LEGEND OF KYRANDIA AWAITS YOU. 

I Westwood 

Eye of the Beholder f & II, Advanced Dungeons and Dragons art? trademarks of TSR Inc. 

FABLES AND FRIENDS and THE LEGEND OF KYRANDIA are trademarks of Westwood Studios Inc. 

©1492 Westw ciod Studios Inc. Virgin GaiTKS Ltil. 
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Features, include 

• Officially I Ice n sed p roduccs 

■ Highly sen skive light touch fire buttons 

• Full 8 directional control 
• On-cable or in-hand operation 

■ Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

suction cups 
• +2^3 selector connector 

• 12 month warranty 
• Prices include VAT postage and 

packaging 
• Dealer enquiries welcome 
■ Cheetah products available from 

branches of: I-Nil ■ i f -tiJJvrH 1,1‘i1.ai 

Versions compatible with 
* Nintendo NES (£ 14.99) 
* Sega Master System (£ 12.99) 

* Sega Mega Drive (£14.99) 
* Sinclair Spectrum -f-2/f 3 computers 

* Commodore computers and video 

game systems (£12.99) 
* Atari computers and video game 

systems (£12.99) 

* Amstrad computers (£1299) 

* Older computers may require 
interfaces and/or adaptors - not 

included. 

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD 

Cheetah House, Bed was Business Park, 
Bedwas, Gwent NPI 8DU 

Tel: 0222-067777 Fax 0222-865575 

CURRYS 

SUPERSTORE 

u_j. VIRTUAL 

ATMAN, RETURNS 
TM & © 1992 DC Comics ire. All Rights Reserved. 

WH SMITH 

CHEETAH 1 
the most innovative 

joystick company in the world 
High Street stores and all good 

computer shops, or direct from 
Cheetah. - 
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NEWS ROUND 
A40Q0 PRICE SHOCK 

The A4000, released in the UK at £2,099, was 

out in Germany a few weeks ago. A reader who 
lives over there, SR Beaumont, tells us it costs 

DJI/I3,999 - about £1,480, Why the difference? 

A600 PC EMULATOR? 

Rumours abound that Commodore in America are 
working on an official PC emulator for the A6G0 
and it may emulate a speedy 386 PC, The tech¬ 

nology is available for licence, so they don't need 
to start from scratch. And it would prove that the 
A60Q is capable of being expanded. 

SCSI FOR A4000 

One thing that's been putting people off about 

the A4000 is that Commodore have switched to 
IDE hard drive connectors. SCSI 2 is still pretty 

much the standard in high-end machines, so 
ihot's had news; but Calculus ore now developing 
a SCSI adaptor for the 4000. More news soon. 
Calculus 0543 251275 

SORRY, WRONG NUMBER 

If you're Interested in getting hold of the excel* 
lent CAD packages X-CAD 2000 and X<AD 

3000, contact Digital Multimedia an 0702 

206165, not the number we have previously 
printed. Thanks. 

3D BY THE BOOK 

If you're exploring programming, you may find 

Andrew Tuyfor's new book, Amiga Real-Time 3D 
Graphics (£14.95) just what you need. The hook 
explains haw to create 'virtual worlds' in assem¬ 
bly language, exploring topics like flight 

simulation and solid-object modelling. Taylor 
backs up Iheory with plenty of diagrams and 
example programs. 

Sigma Press via John Wiley G243 779777 

BEGINNER'S HELP IN PRINT 
The latest hook In the well-known Mastering 

series from Bruce Smith Books provides a step by 
step introduction to Workbench 2. Mastering 
Workbench 2 (£19,95) assumes no prior knowl¬ 
edge of computing and will prove invaluable to 

newcomers. It expfdins the jargon and describes 
the shortcuts, then moves on with ever more 
depth and detail. 

Bruce Smith Books ISBN: 1-373308-08-6 

STICKS WITH CHARACTER 

We've all seen the crazy designs that joystick 
manufudirrers occasionally spit out; but 

Cheetah's Characteristkks (sic) range goes a step 
further. You'd be forgiven for thinking that they 
were fust models of familiar cartoon and film 

characters, but they are in fact the very latest in 

designer gome controllers. The range features 

two Batman sticks, an Alien3, a Bart Simpson and 
o Terminator 2 model, each made from tough 
plastic and priced at £12.99. 

Cheetah International 0222 867777 

400 NEW FONTS TO DTP WITH 
Advanced Graphics Ltd in Wigan are re leasing a 
range of over 400 Adobe-registered typefaces 
compatible with the Amiga. 

The fonts have been designed by Face 

Typographic, AGl's typeface division. They will 

work with PageStream and Calligrapher. 

Individually, euch typeface costs around £6, hut 
the price drops to around £2 for each one when 
you buy groups of them. 
AGL 0942 498174 

CDTV down in price to £399 
The CDTV finally becomes 

a viable alternative to the 

Amiga with a further cut in 

price to £399 for the base* 

level model. This follows a 

previous cut from £599 to 

£499 in November last year. 

The Home Multimedia 

Pack. which includes 

CDTV with matching black 

keyboard and floppy disk 

drive as well as Workbench 

l.3.3T repositioned the 

CDTV as a direct alterna¬ 

tive to the Amiga earlier 

this year* 

At Its original price or 

£599 — £100 more than the 

base CDTV was then - the 

pack compared favourably 

with [he £399 + £349 (total 

£750) cost of an A500 Plus with a CD-ROM drive, but it 

had its drawbacks. 

The CD-adapted Kickstart in the CDTV docs cause 

some compatibility problems and the expansion potential 

of a CDTV is limited. 

Since then we’ve seen Calculus produce CDTVs fitted 

with 2Mb of chip RAM and a SCSI adaptor with an inter¬ 

nal hard drive. Both these factors make it look more like a 

viable Amiga. This latest price-drop begins to establish the 

£499 complete CDTV Amiga as a worthwhile choice, fit¬ 

ting into the range alongside the A60G (£299) and the 

Commodore finally coma round to bringing tho CDTV into a seriously competitive position. But 
where will it be next year when we are bound to see an Amiga with built-in CD-ROM? 

A1200 (£399). neither of which currently has a CD-ROM 

drive available. 

Next year is almost certain to bring a standard Amiga 

with a built-in CD-ROM drive, and to see the vast majority 

of entertainment software switching to initial release on 

CD format. The only remaining question is how the CDTV 

will be repositioned (once again) when that happens. 

But in the meantime, if you want to be a pioneer of CD 

you have a straight choice: an A57C drive with an A500 

that has lMb of chip memory, or a CDTV. And at this 

price, the CDTV finally looks like a better option. 

PCMCIA cards arrive for A600 
Opinion is still deeply divided 
over whether the PCMCIA 'credit 
card' slot is a good or bad idea. 
But one thing's for sure - you can 
now do something with itT as a 
flood of RAM cards appears. 

No less than three compa¬ 
nies are angling to be the first to 
stock A600-compaflbfe PCMCIA 
cards. Taurus (through Calculus), 
Silica and HiQ are all preparing to 
launch 2Mb and 4Mb RAM cards 
which function as Amiga Fast 
RAM when inserted into an A6QQ 
or the new AT200. 

Meanwhile, price differ¬ 
ences between different brands of 
RAM cards will be minimal. HiQ 
are selling AMEM 600 cards at 
£119 (2Mb) and £159 (4Mb), Silica 

are retailing their Amitek cards at £119.95 and £179.95, while TaurusTs 
Calibra range will sell for £129.99 and £199.99. 

This is an unbelievably compact and convenient way of fitting 
extra memory. Compare them with standard Amiga expansions and 
the price seems reasonable too, but we firmly believe the cost of this 
kind of RAM simply has to drop a lot further. 

Taurus also announce that they are currently developing several 
other PCMCIA cards. Including a fax/modem, an Ethernet adaptor and 
a SCSI/2 interface, all to feature in the Calibra range. 

MeanwhileT Japanese consumer electronics giants Mitsubishi 
have announced a new version of the basic PCMCIA card which is fit¬ 
ted with not one, but two internal back-up batteries. A tiny 7mm by 
2mm lithium battery supplies enough charge to retain data for three 
days by itself - long enough for even the most slolhful individual to 
replace the main 3V hearing-aid style battery. 

This feature gives the PCMCIA system the ability to retain data 
indefinitely. The cards are now available to developers and suppliers, 
so we should see them arrive on the Amiga early in the New Year. 

You never thought it would happen, 
but Amiga 600 (and 1200) credit 

card expansions are here at last. 

Final Copy II UK 
version at last 

Final Copy if h now officially a UK product. 

Gordon Harwood Computers have managed to 

secure a deal with the American linn 

Softwood, for their new word processor Final 

Copy If, The package wilt retail for £99,95 tn 

the UK. and it’s the first Lime that Final Copy 

has officially been distributed over here. 

Softwood, who created Pen Pal and an 

America-only version of Final Copy, say that 

Final Copy U is the first and only Amiga word 

processor to give perfect printing with smooth 

outline fonts on any Work bench-supported 

printer, on any Amiga. It can print text up to 

300 point size (roughly 4 inches high), use 

colour and mono graphics and has drawing 

tools, an English Spellchecker and thesaurus. 

Final Copy li needs 1Mb RAM (1,5Mb on 

Lhe A60GHD) and [win floppies ora hard 

drive, Harwoods 0773 83678 J. 
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Amazing new graphics 
technique hits the Amiga 

MorphPlus going through its paces. We 

start with this perfectly innocent owl... 

...before you get the chance to yelk 
"Protected species!" we have done... 

...this to it. Voifd! we hove produced 
this Midwitch sort of owl-baby. 

Who then proceeds to metamorphose 

into this startled looking kiddie. 

There's a brand new Amiga pursuit in 

town; it's culled morphing and is 

widely touted as the technique that 

has transformed modem cinematic 

special effects. 

You may have seen this effect 

most dramatically at work in the form 

of Aniie’s TlflOQ adversary in the 

blockbuster film Terminator 2. 

And it’s about to arrive on the 

Amiga in a big way. Where 3D mod¬ 

elling was once the ‘high-end' area of 

Amiga graphics, morphing is set to 

take over. 

Morphing first arrived with 

I mage Master from Black Belt, the 

top-notch image processing package 

reviewed in Amiga Format issue 37 

and scored 39 per cent. It involves 

taking two bitmap images and blend¬ 

ing from the first to the second over a 

number of animation frames 

Two major Amiga suppliers have 

announced new cinematic-quality 

image-morphing packages, confirm¬ 

ing the Amiga's position as leader in 

the low-cost computer graphics mar¬ 

ket. The two packages both originate 

from the USA, where the Amiga 

already has a strong foothold in the 

TV and cinematic graphics and spe¬ 

cial effects markets. 

Morph Plus from ASDG is already 

being used by Hollywood special 

effects animators for the film Babylon 

5, It is compatible with ASDG's 

image processing package Art 

Department Professional and they 

claim it can produce a complex broad¬ 

cast-sized morph at the same speed as 

a high-performance Silicon Graphics 

workstation. 

MorphPlus also offers a range of 

Digital Video Effects (DVEs) like 

tumbles, (ly-bys, sphere-mapping and 

water-effects. MorphPlus is being dis¬ 

tributed in the UK by HB Marketing 

(0753 G860GQ) at a retail price of 

£199 inc VAT. 

Rival program CweMorpk from 

GVP is due for release m the UK 

immediately from Silica (081-309 

1111) priced £99 inc VAT. 

As with MorphFltts you can use it 

to turn one picture into another and 

produce high-quality animations, 

GVP are keen to point out that 

Cine Morph is a subset of a more pow¬ 

erful graphics package called Image 

FIX which, according to GVPTs 

President, Gerard Bucas: “...is 

intended to be equivalent to Adobe 

Photoshop on lire Macintosh and even 

better in our opinion than Art 

Depart men t Professional,>T 

Image FIX will cost £229 - for 

more on GVP and Gerard Bucas lum 

to page 32 of this issue. 

Meanwhile, GVP and ASDG are 

trying to work out a solution to 

another problem, one of product 

names. While GVP’s product is called 

Cinemorph on the Amiga, ASDG’s 

version of MorphPlus for IBM-PC 

compatibles' Microsoft Windows 

graphic user interface is also known 

as Cine Morph, 

Whether tins means that one or 

other of the American companies will 

have to give way and change the 

name of their morphing program isn't 

yet clear. 

As we go to press both companies 

and their UK distributors are hying to 

resolve the situation. 

Amiga Format will bring you 

news of any product name changes 

next issue. We're also intent on secur¬ 

ing review copies of both of these 

exciting graphics programs for tire 

next issue. Then we'll really find out 

which one is the best. 

Amiga phone home 
Silica have announced a provisional end-ot-December 
release date for GVP's new telephone voice-mail sys¬ 
tem, PhonePak. The system uses an Amiga to control a 
special fax/modem which is linked to your telephone 
line rather like a conventional answerphone. 

FhonePak is apparently far more versatile than 
anything previously seen at the proposed price of £399. 
11 can store personal messages for different people in 
such a way that only the people they were Intended for 
can replay them. 

GVP's President Gerard Bucas, explains; “In a fam¬ 
ily of four people with a normal answerphone, the first 
person who comes home presses the play button and 
hears that BO per cent of the messages are not for 
Them. Now the problem is this: do you rewind the 
machine, and when should it get rid of the messages? 

,JPhonePak allows you to make your telephone sys¬ 

tem say ‘If you want to leave a message for Dad, press 
1. If you want to leave a message for Mother, press 2\ 
and so on. So each family member can put passwords 
on the system, so they can either delete or keep their 
messages without Interfering with anybody efse’s." 

The Phone Pak system is also capable of receiving 
taxes and storing them In personal mailboxes on the 
Amiga, along with a corresponding voice-mail. 
Depending on the standard of your telephone system 
and exchange, it’s also possible to make PhonePak re¬ 
direct calls to other numbers or extensions, or take a 
voice-mall if they don't answer. 

The system will be supplied with a number of 
default messages and voice-mat I boxes which enables 
you to set it up very quickly. You can later modify the 
messages and system details to personalise the mes¬ 
sages and access-levels. 

VIRUS THREAT GROWS 
Spooky news arrives from the worldwide virus- 
hurtling organisation Safe Hex International that 
there are now around 300 hundred different types 

of virus active on the Amiga. And the figure is 

quadrupling each year, 
Danish virus expert Erik Loevendahl Saerenscn 

predicts that the Amiga world will be bast to 
around 10,000 different types of virus by 1996. 

if this scares you, the figure for PC compatibles 

could be around 25,000. 
SHI's New Superkilters disk is updated around 

30 times a year, and translated into languages 

thnl cover nearly half the globe. It's a massive 
task, requiring input and information from anyone 

who can spare the time or needs □ hand. SHI also 
needs programmers who can help write and 

update their vast range of virus-killing tools. 
If you'd like to get involved or make □ dona¬ 

tion, yau can contact Safe Hex International's 

Lancashire HQ an 0942 602205. If you're think¬ 

ing of setting up a virus centre in different 
country, contact Erik Saeren&en at the SHI main 

HQ in Denmark on +45 55 99 25 12. 

LIFE ON MARS 
Voyager LI (£90) is □ 'dynamic sky simulator'* 

Produced by Carina Software of California/ it 

offers yau the chance to watch the movements of 
the planets in fast-forward, to view the solar sys¬ 

tem from anywhere yau like and to watch eclipses 
and map the moan and see the mythical constella¬ 

tions and... ooohl You can bet we'll bring you a 

review of this program soon. 
From HB Marketing on 0753 686000 

MORE FONTS FOR YOU 
EM Comp uterg rapine, now □ force on the Amiga 
PD font scene, have recently received approval 

from Gold Disk, the makers of Professional Page, 
to distribute CGLfpdate, the Campy graphic font 
convertor. This program enables Gold Disk DTP 

users to use Compugraphlc fonts in their work, 

including the vast range of PD/shareware fonts 

and clipart that EMC currently distribute. 

EMC 0255 431389 

STICKLESS TOUCH CONTROL 
Console-style control arrives with Hornby's Trio* 

Turbo Touch 360, □ radically new style of hand¬ 
held controller. Its feather-touch direction pad 
means there's no buttons or switches. Hornby 
Hobbies claim the Turbo Touch 360 will "vastly 
improve game play, provide superior control and 

eliminate thumb strain.." It will cost around £20. 

Hornby Hobbies 0843 225555 

POWER INTO COLOUR 
The colour version of Power's band scanner is 
ready. The grey-scale version wowed us with high 
quality and low price (£99), The new colour ver¬ 

sion casts more, £279, if it produces colour scons 
at a simitar quality to the mono version it will be 

a winner. Power Computing 0234 843388. 



THINK 
OF IT 

JOURNALISTS sec new titles even1 

week, each one claiming to be the 

best of it's kind, to date, Vet at the recent 

European Computer Trade Show it was 

the journalists themselves that could 

be Found singing the praises of one new 

title in particular - LEGENDS OF 

VALOUR. 

synthetic 

■»_ ■ 

KEVIN BULMER (The Designer of 

Corporation) and LAN DOWNEND the 

creators of LEGENDS OF VALOUR, 

were literally jostled off their Feet ah 

writers, retailers and fellow programmers 

sought to experience what one prominent 

industry figure called "A game that's 

more a way of life-utterly es^aordmary.'' 

Demo disks can only scratch the 

surface, screenshots in magazines could 

never do the astounding graphics justice 

(that's why you'll see none here). The 

only way to really find out what all the 

fuss is about is to experience if for 

yourself. LEGENDS OF VALOUR - The 

Dawning will be available on Amiga, ST 

soon. 

retailer for more details or 

to Danielle Woodyatt at the 

address below for an information pack. 

US. Gold Ltd. Unite 2 3 Halford Way. Ilnlfurcl. 

Birmingham' B7 d.AVTcl iVli 625 3366. 

i^svMHcnrWMtxsutNsi m*ft -m.oij>. 
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mis. t.i tuum 
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WAYO 
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'K%Su 

(OR DEATH) 

MINIS TIPS ‘N* HELP CALL IKE 0010 PHONE: SPtLUAMMER > PROPHECY OF 1 HE SHADOW * THE SUMMOMIKO - DARK SUH * EYE OF THE BEHQlDfR * LEGEND OF 
OAflKMOON [EYE OF THE BEHOLDER I1| - DRAGONS OF FLAME * HEROES Of THE LAHCE TEL, 0839 654 1 39 OPERATION STEALTH ■ ANOTHER WORlO * FLASHBACK * CRUISE 
FOR A CORPSE TEL 0039 6S4 284 UCASF1LW HELPLINE « IfCHUCrS REVENGE [MONKEY ISLAND 2| * INDIANA JONES (LAST CRUSADE i FATE Of ATLANTIS! * ZAK 
MCKFtACKEN * MANIAC MANSION1 * LOOM ■ SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND » BATTLE DF BRITAIN TEL: 0839 654 t 23 INFORMATION LU*£; 0839 654 1 24 ■ LEGENDS 
Of VALOUR TEL 0839 993 366 * ACCESS HELPLINE: AMAZON TEL; 0839 654 394 - SIR TECH HELPLINE CRUSADERS Of THE DARK SAVANT TEL 0839 994 477 
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NEWS fiTh 

UliS EIDSlfilAl 
monthk LptHKHIIN; 
top 30 f^CHARTS'SiS 
1 (NEW) ■ 

2 (NEW) ■ 

3 (1) ▼ 

4 (NEW) ■ 

5 (2) ▼ 

6 (ft) A 

7 |3} ▼ 

8 (9) A 

9 (NEW) ■ 

10 (18J A 

11 (4) ▼ 

12 (?) ▼ 

1 3 (NEW) ■ 

1 4 (26J A 

15 (NEW) ■ 

16 f29| A 

1 7 fNEWJ ■ 

IS (17) ▼ 

19 (13) T 

20 {NEW) ■ 

21 [6J T 

22 (14} T 

23 fl 2\ T 

24 (8J T 

25 (NEW) ■ 

26 (REJ ■ 

27 (NEW) ■ 

28 (19} ▼ 

29 (24} ▼ 

30 (RE) ■ 

kool 

Gremlin Graphics Format Gold 95% 

Lotus 3: The Ultimate Challenge 

Gremlin Graphics 76% 

Sensible Soccer 

Renegade/MindscapeForinat Gold 91% 

Shadow of The Beast 5 

Psygnosls 53% 

Civilisation 

MicroProse Format Gold 94% 

Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge 

KrisaNs 02% 

The Secret of Monkey Island 2 

US Gold Format Gold 95% 

Lure of The Temptress 

Virgjn/Revofutton Format Gold 92% 

Putty 

System 3 Format Gold 95% 

Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 

Virgin Format Gold 91% 

Formula One Grand Prix 

Microprose Format Gold 92% 

Fire and Ice 

Renegade/Mind scape 89% 

Air Support 

Psygnosls 61% 

PGA Tour* 

Electronic Arts Compilation 

Assassin 

Team T7 Review next Issue 

Mini Office 

Europress Software 84% 
Head to Head; F-1 9 & MiG-2 9M 

Domark Compilation 

John Madden American Football 

Electronic Arts Format Gold 94% 

Striker 

Rage Software Format Gold 93% 

Wiarkid 
Ocean 
Crazy Cars 3 

Titus 
The Manager 

US Gold 

Format Gold 93% 

Format Gold 93% 

79% 

Eye of the Beholder 2 

US Gold Format Gold 91% 

Premier 

Core Design 89% 

The Aquatic Games 

Millennium 86% 

Thunderhawk 

Core Design Format Gold 90% 

Championship Manager 

Dornark 41% 

Project X 

Team 17 75% 

Pinball Dreams 

21 st Century Entertainment 84% 

A320 Airbus 

Thallon 78% 

Place your 
bets for 
the top 

game this 
Christmas 

1990 was a dose heal between Powernumger, 

Robocop 2 and those Turtles - last year it was 

surprise hit WWF Wrestle mania from Ocean. 

So what will be ai the top of the sales heap 

when the charts lor that viial Christinas week 

are released in January? 

The software industry attaches a great deal 

of importance to the Number One chart posi¬ 

tion at Christmas, because that's the time of 

year when sales are at their peak. The Xmas 

Number One, the re fore, can often be the top 

money-making game of the year. 

If you’re looking for a pattern, year after 

year Ocean’s lactic of paying high prices for 

big-name "youth cuJt1 licenses seems to pay 

off. Last year, none of the magazines had even 

reviewed WWF when it swept to top spot on a 

wave of wrestling cull fervour among kids loo 

young to read. 

Batman in 1989, the Turtles imd Robocop 2 

in 1990 and WWF in 1991 are among those 

that have sold mainly on name and made it 

into (he top three, although the games behind 

the titles varied immensely in quality. But a 

big name is no guarantee: strangely, Burt 

Simpson wasn't there at die line last year. 

This year, only Ocean’s Wresilmnama fol¬ 

low-up, WWF European Tour Rampage, is in 

the running but looks as though it won’t be out 

in time. So is it (he turn of an original product? 

Probably not. The other pattern that 

emerges from the last three years is sequels, 

Fowermonger in '90 and Populous 2 in ’91; 

Robocop 2 in ’90 and Robocop 3 In T91; Lotus 

2 last year, Lotus 3 this year; and, of course. 

Lemmings, all made it into the top five. 

Lemmings 2, even now being rushed out to 

hit the shelves just before Crimble, has to be 

one of the major contenders this year, Whui 

probably makes it unique, though, is that it’s 

the only big-name sequel in contention. 

Original arcade games have to be in with a 

chance, both Gremlin’s Zool and System 3’s 

Putty coming out as major contenders in the 

mould of last year’s Robovod. Possibly a Right 

sim - Tornado or Reach for the Skies - could 

be up there, emulating ihc performance of 

Birds of Prey last year. 

It seems most likely dial this year, as last 

year, the final say will go to the game with the 

biggest hype behind it. 

This year, that’s a coin-op conversion - 

Street Fighter 2 brought to Ihe Amiga from the 

arcades by US Gold. So, which of these do we 

reckon will crack it? Well, il should be a toss- 

up between Lemmings 2, Zool and Putty, but 

Street Fighter has the by far the biggest 

groundswel! of public feeling. 

So there you go. Now gel ready to place 

your bets, and wait.,. 

Street Fighter 2: o good pedigree from the can- 

Highly rated us the Evens favourite. 

Zook Format Bold. Should have been shown the 
running by Commodore. A strong 3-2 contender. 

Putty: much fancied by (he Amigo Format punters. 

Well placed with a Format Gold, Another 3-2 on. 

lemmings 2: from □ goad stable. Shows well on 

Xmas running. A possible non-runner though- 3-2. 

A WWF game, A possible non-runner once again. 

Fancied by the tess-knowledgeabfe. A 4-3. 

Tomadm very much the dark horse this year. Still 
in training. A little flighty for same tastes. 10-1 - 



The return of the flight sim 
Jt seems an age since 
we had a flight sim, 
even though this is the 
most enduringJy popu¬ 
lar game style. MiG-29 

and Birds of Prey 

spring to mind, but 
both are now well over 
a year old. 

If you thought flight 
slms were dead, you'll 
be pleased to learn 
that one of the masters 

of the genre is back in a big way. It's still likely to be around six 
months before we get to see Digital Integration's new Tornado simu¬ 
lation In full effect, but It's already looking Incredible. 

On a recent trip to see the game In development, we were gob¬ 
smacked by the realism and speed of this massive flight sim. 
Tornado boasts a 100x100-mile playing area {that's a cool 10,000 
square miles) and It's all to scale, 

Within that landscape you'll find detailed cities and nearby power 
stations with power cables supplying the cities' energy. Needless to 
say, If you take it upon yourself to shoot down the power lines, you 
can plunge a city into darkness. 

There are also highly-detailed runways and airbases which make 
other games look distinctly bare and unrealistic; a fully-operatlonal 
railway system with superbly-detailed trains to bomb; and a network 
of roads and bridges. 

As for the plane Itself, things are coming along nicely, but Digital 
Integration are waiting tor the results of their extensive testing before 
releasing it. Currently, the Tornado's terrain-following autopilot is 
working as welt as the one in the real thing, and Internal systems like 
the infra-red thermal imaging cameras (like the ones used to view the 
bomb-drops in Iraq) are scarlly realistic, 

Digital Integration have managed to obtain some of the most 
detailed research material ever used In military flight simulation, 
thinks to their dose connections with two vital organisations: British 
Aerospace (makers of the Tornado) and an undisclosed (tor reasons 
of military propriety) Tornado squadron somewhere in Europe. Both 
of these well-informed groups have given Digital Integration permis¬ 
sion to take film and video of the planes in action, plus tons of 
photos, sound recordings for use as effects. And they've even let 
them have a lew Jaunts in their military-quality flight simulator. 

With Tornado on the way, Gunshlp 2000 nearly here and Reach 

for the Skies out soon, happy days are here again for sim fans. 

Zool free with A600 

Hot before time, Zoof makes It Into an A60Q bundle. But this one isn't 

from Commodore, and it proves that dealers also have some clout. 

The game that should have been in Commodore's Christmas bun¬ 

dles has now been added by Silica, who are bundling it free with the 

A6EX)r A games pack wilt be supplied in addition to all other packs 

(the Epic bundle and the Wild, Weird and Wicked pack) containing 

arcade classic Zool, the highly-mied soccer game Striker* the excel- 

lent Pinball Dreams and the word processor Transwrite. 

Apart From the fad that these are great games and make a £349 

pack dial already contains Putty and an A6f)0 into a hell of a good 

deal, this pack also defies the accepted wisdom of dealers. Ir was 

widely believed that the narrow profit margins on the A600 would 

make it very difficult for dealers to add free extras. 

Since Silica, in their SDL guise, also distribute: to other retailers, 

the Zool games pack will be available from other suppliers too. 

Silica OS l -309 1111 

Tornado from Digital Integration has been tested 

by the RAF, and should bo out before Christmas. 

ASDG SUPPORT AA CHIPS 
Now that the A4000 is no longer top secret 
ASDG reveal that their existing version of Art 
Department Professional 2 is fully compatible 

with the new machine. While the A400G was 
under wraps, ASDG were unable to bring Ihis fact 
to people's attention for fear of breaching non¬ 

disclosure agreements with Commodore. ADPro 2 
fully supports the A4000's new Super HhRes and 

HAMS modes and has done since its release. 

HB Marketing 0753 636000 

POWER GOES ON-UNI 
Power Computing have just set up a new In- 

house bulletin board system called the Power 

House. On it, they propose to offer thousands of 
PD and Shareware programs for the Amigo, 

thunks to a 68040-based A2Q0G with a 1.4 

Gigabyte hard drive. They also intend to offer 
discounts an Power Computing products to callers 

who register with the BBS; on-line technical 

assistance with any Amiga product; and on-line 
ordering with same-day dispatch. Amiga owners 

with a modern can call the Power House BBS on 

0234 341503 (V42 and V32bis) or Power 
Computing on 0234 343333 (voice). 

DOUBLE DIGITISER 
Microdeal are fust about to launch their new com¬ 
bined video and audio digitiser system, 

Videomaster. It's the first of its kind which 

enables you to sample and capture both media at 
once. It can produce quarter-screen monochrome 
animations in real-time, grey-scale stills and you 

can sample sounds with it. With the supplied 
coloured filters or an optional RGB splitter, it can 
be used to capture colour stills from videos and 
camcorders. Also bundled is a player program 

that enables you to make video/audio sequences. 

Videomaster works on any A50D or ASODPlus 

with 1Mb RAM, and costs £69.95. 

Microdeal 0726 68020 

ZAPPO - NO BULL 
Taurus Distribution intends to give the prestigious 
'lifestyle-brand' companies like Nike and Reebok 

a run for their money with the Zappo range of 

Amiga products. The range includes RAM 
upgrades (£29.99 and up), external floppy (£55) 

and hard drives (40Mb: £300, 60Mb: £350), but 

the lifestyle aspect that Zappo are keen to pro¬ 
mote is the Zap Sac, an aver-t he *s boulder 

carry-case for Amiga 600s. 

Taurus 0543 414939 

POWERFUL 486 PC EMULATOR 
German emulator specialists Vortex launched 
their new Golden Gale 4865IX bridgeboord sys¬ 
tem (£699) far ihe Amiga In Cologne. The system 

is a 25MHz 80486 PC/AT emulator for the 

A20Q0/A3Q00. It conies with 2Mb of RAM 
which can he expended to 16Mb, and provides an 

IDE hard drive interface and a high-density floppy 
disk controller too. It can work with the optional 

Monitor Master (£79), a little black box which 

enahles you to view EGA/VGA and Amiga video 
with just one multi-sync monitor. 

Vortex 010-49-7131-5962 

DAATASCAN MAKES THREE 
Pondaal International ore now releasing version 

three of the Daatascan Professhnal software for 

the Pandoal Amigo hand-scanner. The new ver¬ 
sion has □ dual-screen layout with additional 

16-colour grey-scale screen, freehand draw and 
taxi options, full Workbench-compatible printer 

support and two levels of zoom. It is to be sup¬ 
plied with new Pondaal bond-scanners, and is 

available to existing users at £20. 

Pondaal 071-328 4442 

DIRK DARES AGAIN 
Who ton forget Dragon's Lair? Its detailed and 
colourful graphics belied the fact that it had little 

or no gomeplay. Now ReodySoft announce the 

forthcoming release of Dragon's Lair lit - The 
Curse of Mordread. It has 1,500 frames of ani¬ 

mation and sports digitised sound, all far £30. 

Entertainment International 0263 541126 

f.PUila Ulil H Al d 

LEEDS BACK IN EUROPE 
Empire is to distribute a new footie management 
game from CDS, the makers of football Director J 

□nd 2. With Leeds United Champions you can re¬ 

create the unbounded embarrassment of scoring 
an own goal against Rangers. Look out for this 

latest in a long history of football management 

gomes in time for Christmas, priced £25.99. 
Empire 0268 5412T 2 

PROPER CHOPPER 
It's possible that you've never heard of Gimship. 
It was one af MicroProse's first simulations for 

the Amiga, and now they've decided it's lime to 

revitalise the ageing helicopter sim in the form of 
Gvnship 2000- It re-creates many of the features 
of the original, but in an up-to-date fashion. 

Clunky graphics have been replaced by smoother 

3D landscapes, but it still features the usual mis¬ 
sions, training and campaign situations. Gunship 
2000 should be available in December far £35. 

MicroPros* 0666 504326 

NIGHT ON THE TILES 
US Gold have just about finished the first 'legal' 
version of JW Spear's ward game Scrabble. 

Previously, a Scrabble bo ka like made it into Ihe 

PD market, only to be the subject of an injunction. 

Spear soon tied up an official licence deal and the 
fruit of the liaison offers four-player tourna¬ 

ments, games versus the computer, a 
126,000-word dictionary and 12 skill levels. Jt 

should be out for Christmas at £25.99. 
US Gold 021-625 3366 

BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
Virgin's forthcoming WWII flight sim is about to 
get take-off clearance, as the chaps at Rowan 
Software put the finishing touches to if. Reach 

for the Skies is practically two simulations in one, 
enabling you to take the role of a pitot (flying 

planes), on operations controller (pushing those 

little flags around a campaign map), or both. You 
con ploy the game from either o German or 
British perspective. So for. Reach for the Shies 

has slipped o little from its original Autumn 

release, but Virgin still reckon they'll hove It in 
the shops for the all-important Christmas crush. 

Virgin Games 031-960 2255 
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GERARD BUCAS IS a big man. Luckily he 

is big and affable* He’s also pleased lo talk 

about lus work, his past, and the future for 

GVP and (he Amiga. 

Four years ago he had a secure vice presi¬ 

dent's post with Commodore. He was working 

on Amiga product development and was grow¬ 

ing uncomfortably bored with the direction in 

which he weis going. He knew he could do bet¬ 

ter for himself. He knew that he could do 

belter for the Amiga. 

Four years ago. Great Valley Products 

didn't exist. Now they arc one of the largest 

and most successful manufacturers of periph¬ 

erals for the Amiga in the world* 

When you look at the fact that GVP is an 

American company, based in a country where 

the Amiga is but the merest speck on a map 

full of PCs, you ask yourself: just how does a 

company with such high odds against it turn 

into the worldwide market-leader? 

How, for example, did Great Valley 

Products begin: “Mainly because 1 had been 

there lat Commodore] for four years already 

and l saw some really big potential opporiuni- 

The Neil Jackson interview 
Gerard Bucas, president of GVP 

If the Amiga is not a big machine' in the United States, then how come 

Great Valley Products make so much money and such advanced Amiga 

peripherals? Neil Jackson tracks down GVP's founder and president 

Gerard Bucas at his Pennsylvania HQ and gets some answers... 

lies. There were no serious companies in the 

|Amiga) after-market and 1 guess the most 

important thing 1 decided was let me try and 

do my own thing1. 

"It wasn’t really political - l mean obvi¬ 

ously you could argue (here were all sorts of 

politics and other things, but if you really anal¬ 

yse it. that's true with all large companies 

Although GVP have probably done more 

tor the Amiga (and for Amiga users) world¬ 

wide. and certainly in the UK than 

Commodore themselves - look ai the A530 

Turbo hard disk for one example of 

excellence - Gerard knows not to 

crow at the expense of Commodore. 

He is diplomatic, but is there a touch 

of irony in what he says: “1 am defi¬ 

nitely not a Commodore-basher. I am 

always positive about Commodore 

because obviously we are totally 

dependant on them.” 

Clearly GVP have a solid back¬ 

ground in Amiga development. So 

how does Gerard account for the fact that they 

sell more peripherals than Commodore? 

“My philosophy always has been that we 

wanted to be a world company and a growth 

company. When we started GVP, I discovered 

that most [similar! companies are a couple of 

engineers who think small and generally have 

engineers even in their sales departments. 

These types of company never seem to expand 

because they don't have an ambitious outlook. 

“We decided to employ a proper sales team. 

This left our engineers 10 get on with the busi¬ 

ness of developing and building newer and 

better peripherals. 

“We became so successful with peripherals 

that it's almosl like Commodore don't have to 

do one because we'll probably do it in any 

case. Ifs a son of chicken-and-egg problem 

that has slowly but surely, 1 think, resulted in 

Commodore doing less and less peripherals. 

"Another interesting thing is the fact that 

I'm not an American, but I'm working front 

America* 1 mainly deal with European distrib¬ 

utors and the fact that I'm European myself," 

(he's Dutch in fact, but you have to tight to pin 

down Ihe aecenL because ii now luts the state¬ 

less, mid-Atlantic twang) “gives people a 

different level of trust for some reason* They 

feel we can make common jokes about 

Americans and stuff. 

“One of the reasons, I think, is that 

American companies always want to do every¬ 

thing through lawyers and contracts and so on. 

I* I had been at Commodore and I saw some 

really big potential opportunities. There were no 

serious companies in the (Amiga) after-market 

and! guess the most important thing 1 decided 

was Let me try and do my own thing'm 

and the minute you make one mistake they get 

their lawyers involved. Until two months ago 

we never even had a lawyer in this company." 

From GVP's point of view, what's the dif¬ 

ference between Ihe UK and US? “Right 

now,” Gerard points nut, "our sales are 50 per 

cent USA and 50 per cent rest of the world*" 

So despite the assumption that the Amiga is a 

'minor-league' machine in the USs this market 

slill, "amazingly enough" according to Gerard, 

accounts for half the company's sales* 

‘There are two reasons for that. One is 

because wc are located here so we can be 

much more aggressive than any distributor wc 

appoint overseas. Second, the US has a higher 

percentage of higher-end machines. 

“Because there is no major US market 

here, they ignore the Amiga* We went after a 

global market because it’s true, certainly at the 

moment, that there is no single country that 

you could survive on. If you put all the coun¬ 

tries together, if s a different story*" 

This big thinking has obviously done the 

company no harm at all. Since I9HK staffing 

has grown from two to 65 people. Profits have 

grown from $0 to $35 million* No mean feat in 

an age of slowed growth, using a machine 

many dismiss (in the States), Gerard doesn't 

see this as a problem: "The US is predomi¬ 

nantly higher-end whereas Europe and the UK 

especially is lower-endT but what is interesting 

is that our sales in the UK (in money terms) 

arc as much as 40 per cent high-end product." 

So would GVP ever consider dropping the 

A5O0 market? This one strikes a chord. But 

not the one you would expect. Gerard, and 

GVP have a very positive altitude to the 500: 

“We are finding that the A500 market is 

'maturing'. There are more and more people 

who have an A500 and say ‘gee, I could do 

something useful with if. 

"Second, hardware is always going down 

in price. For example* a hard drive now costs 

probably half of what it did two years ago and 

as a result more people can afford one* 

"The average A500 owner does not have a 

lot of money, but suddenly hard drives are 

starting to come close to what he can afford. 

So we are totally committed to the A500 and 

eventually the A600 market,” 

What about the future? Would GVP ever 

dump the Amiga in favour of the PC. Gerard is 

shocked: “Again the answer is definitely no. 

The only dung is we will definitely plan to 

diversify, maybe into some other platforms." 

One thing many Amiga users would love 

would be the chance to walk into a GVP store, 

to deal with the company one-to-one* So can 

Gerard see them opening an office, or a techni¬ 

cal support facility in the UK? He obviously 

has Silica Shop to consider before answering 

this* Again he is diplomatic: "Longer term* I 

tliink obviously we need to look at that and we 

are definitely not totally ignoring that issue. I 

don’t want to say more at Ihe moment." 

This conversation could have gone on and 

on, but Gerard has to get away and discuss 

some new Amiga peripheral with his team. 

But he leaves on a positive note: "How serious 

are we? We are definitely focussed on the 

Amiga* that's for sure." Amen to that. 





We've spent a year, ensuring that both "Desert Strike™1’ 

and "Road Rash™" come to you with all the enhanced 

graphics and sound quality that you've rightly come to expect 

from your Amiga. 

The Middle East's looniest dictator is about to nuke 

anyone who stands in the way of his mad ambitions. 

A desperate US President turns to you to undertake a 

covert mission piloting a heavily armed Apache helicopter. 

From a 3/4 top-down perspective, you'll be taking off on 27 

different missions including; rescuing MIA's, defending 

oilfields and taking out SCUD missile launchers. 



..AND ALONG THE HOTTEST TARMAC 

THE WILD WEST. 

All a million miles from the uncontrolled mayhem of 

"Road Rash", a scorchingly fast biker race across America 

with no holds barred. 

Punch, kick and dub your way to the prize-money and 

upgrade your bike to an ever more frighteningly fast 

machine, like the terrifying Diablo 1000. 

The other competitors are not the only danger as you 

speed along five of America's most lethal highways. Hard- 

nosed cops, oncoming traffic, oil-slicks, even wandering 

cattle and deer. 

Whether you yearn for the undying gratitude of the 

entire Western World or the grudging respect of Helldog 

the club wielding gypsy biker, these two fun-packed hits 

are at last yours. 

Available on Amiga 
and Sega™ Mega Drive™. IE I. CTRtNIC ART 5@ 

kja and Mega Drive are Trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. Electronic Arts, 90 Heron Drive, Langley, Berks SL3 8XP Tel: 0753 549442 Fax: 0753 546672. 



NEWS VIRTUAL REALITY CTp 

Is there an area of computing that doesn't involve 

the Amiga in some way? Andy Nuttall thinks 

not, and sets out to a 'real' Nottingham to report 

on the Amiga-produced Virtual Reality... 

The virtu 
Amiga 
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WHEN AND WHERE will the Amiga 

stop? It has already won awards for 

police crowd control, it is widely used 

in television and music* and now it is 

being used at the very core of the first 

production-line Virtual Reality systems 

in the world. 

The Virtuality system from 

W Industries comprises a large headset 

connected to a huge black machine, 

which you either stand or sit in. It also 

features die many talents of an Amiga 

30C30 as the controlling force of the 

whole shooting match. 

These are the machines that you 

might have seen springing up in the 

amusement arcades over die summer. 

Instead of using a monitor screen to 

display the games. Virtuality uses a 

special headset called the Vi set re, which 

gives you a stereoscopic view of the 

game that youTe playing. The Virtuality 

system also tracks your position, so 

when you move your head around, the 

image you see changes accordingly. 

Tins enables some incredibly complex 

interactive games to be created, where 

you can actually feel diat you are 

"inside’ the game instead of looking in 

from the outside. 

*The Amiga is basically the workhorse 

of Virtuality, with an Amiga 3000 con¬ 

trolling most aspects of the system,*' 

explains Matt Drakard, one of 

W Industries' representatives in die UK, 

"There are other proprietary graphics 

boards which were designed specifically 

for W Industries, but they all sit around 

the Amiga which then controls all the 

processing of information and makes 

sure that everything works,” 

So does that mean thal the Amiga 

basically does everything aside from 

Bade in the veal world... 
While all this is going on in the arcades* 
one company Is beavering away to bring 
Virtual Reality to your Amiga. Bristol- 
based RC Simulations are shortly to 
release not one but three different game 
control devices which go beyond the stan¬ 
dard plug-in joystick approach. 

Last off the production tine is the Free 
Spirit. This device looks like a baseball 
cap but contains a bunch of ‘state-oMhe- 
arf sensors. Wearing it will enable you to 

The Free Wheel: control systems for control various aspects of a game by tilt- 
q home Virtual Reality set-up? Ing your head in a particular direction- For 

example, in a flight simulation, you could 
fly using the standard joystickmiouse/key combination, but control the mis¬ 

siles and guns using your head. 
Free Wheel is a life-sized steering wheel which connects to your Amiga 

and offers you either digital or analogue control over your games. Whereas 
such controllers are normally fixed to your desktop, the Free Wheel Is held In 
the air or rested on your knee. 

The Free Flight Is a free-floating joystick. Special angular sensors inside 
measure the movement of your hand, and the data Is sent to your Amiga to be 
used In gameplay in the same way as a normal joystick. All of these devices 
mean that you are not tied" to your Amiga but are allowed free movement 
while gameplaying. The Free Flight will be available In mid-November at 
around £33.95* while the Free Wheel is likely to be available in early December 
at £39.95 for Ihe analogue version and £29.95 for the digital version. The Free 
Spirit is unlikely to appear until early next year. (RC Simulations 0272 550900'.) 

Legend Quest one of the 'experiences' 

(gomes) for Ihe new generation? 

It might not look like if, but this is pusf a 

glorified Amigo 3000; impressive staff! 

The smoke, the machines, the hidden Amigos. This was the launch of Virtuality In the UK, 

the time when VR come out of Ihe comics and! went tearing into the arcades. 



CTa NEWS VIRTUAL REALITY 

A riudette wearing a Visette 
(lh& head-set) - in 20 years' time we will 
look bntk at these hefty bits of entertain* 

meat kit and laugh in astonishment. 
Bui for now,, they ere the way Forward 
for games players. (Or so we are told.} 

handle the graphics? “Apart from a 

small controller board, the external 

circuitry is used only for graphics. 

The Amiga is very good at handling 

everything else because of its multi¬ 

tasking capabilities — that’s why we 

chose it. Obviously the Amiga's graph¬ 

ics are good* and its sound is good as 

wre//. which are added bonuses." 

CD-ROM is used in all the Virtuality 

systems, For example in Ftying Am 

and Legend Quest, the latest 

‘experiences' (W Industries* hype- 

laden term for what we call games) 

released by die company, CD is used for 

sound and music. According to Malt* 

though* they “do expect to be using it 

for other stuff in the future, such as stor¬ 

ing graphics and other data.” 

So as well as being a greaL machine 

which can turn a hand to many different 

tasks, the Amiga also plays a major role 

in one of the most exciting and innova¬ 

tive developments in the history of 

entertainment W Industries’ director of 

software engineering, AI Humrich* 

explains why they chose the Amiga for 

use in the system: MThe Amiga has sev¬ 

eral advantages over other computers, 

with features that are very useful to us, 

including the fact that it’s easily 

expandable. Also the low cost made it 

an obvious choice,” 

Having played on one of the 

original Virtuality machines* 

with a game called ExoRex, 

I found the graphics rather I 

btocky. Have they developed , i 

since the release of the first 

VR machines? j , 

“Although the graphics | 

have become more detailed, 

the method of creating them 

hasn't really changed,” says 

Matt. “The original 

experiences used fairly rudi¬ 

mentary graphics, created 

using filled polygons to achieve the 

required speed. The latest graphics are 

still polygon-based bin because of the 

advancements in graphics speed they 

are now far more detailed. 

"As for the future-again, there is so 

much scope lor us to learn about real¬ 

time 3D graphics. There are always 

plans to advance them, but it’s difficult 

for us to say what’s going to happen 

even in the next two or three months. 

It’s basically the same as the home com¬ 

puter industry - technology advances so 

quickly it really is incredible.” 

This is a statement that wc, as Amiga 

owners* can directly relate to. The 

Amiga has been updated and remod¬ 

elled on numerous occasions, and 

recently new models have appeared 

such as the A4000 and A1200 with an 

advanced chip set and impressive pro¬ 

cessing power. Can we expect W 

Industries to embrace such technologies 

as they are developed, making 

Virtuality faster and more realistic? 

According to Mart, the one feature 

of Virtuality machines which puts them 

above their competition is the “upgrade- 

ability”. Yes* hut is there a direct 

relationship between the Amiga and 

this? We turned away from the sales 

pitch and back to A1 Hum rich at the 

software development end and asked the 

question again. He agreed that there was 

a relationship between the versatile and 

evolving Amiga and the upgradeable 

Virtuality machines that were controlled 

by Amigas, 

w The Amiga has several 

advantages over other 

computers; it has features 

that are very useful to us, 

including the fact that it's 

easily expandable.m 

Al Humrich, W Industries 

We asked Matt if he sees Virtual Reality 

taking over from video games in the 

future. His answer was, shall we say, 

predictable: "1 think that almost without 

question VR will completely take over 

video games.” 

Without doubt* VR is an exciting 

area of computer gaming, and unsur¬ 

prisingly the Amiga is at the forefront of 

this new and innovative technology. 

The question that remains to he 

answered is not whether VR will come 

to the home but when the Amiga devel¬ 

opers are going to bring it. 

Soft reality 
Virtual Reality in your own home. 
Could it reafiy be a viable proposition? 
The only people who really know are 
the software housesr the people who 
make the games, So we asked live of 
the UK's leading games developers 
and publishers what they thought of 
Amiga-based VR... 

Danielle 
Woodyatt of OS 
Gold: ' The Idea 
of Virtual Reality 
Is an absolutely 
brilliant one. As 
fares home VR is 
concerned, 

though, l don‘t think It will happen - or 
at feast not for a number of years. 
It’s just like a few years ago, when 
kids wanted coin-op arcade games In 
their house. That didn t happen, but 
they did get games consoles. VR Is a 
totally different area/' 

Ken Lockiey of Ocean: “Obviously 
Virtual Reality is the next big thing in 
entertainment, r reckon we should see 
a basic VR system In the home within 
two years, but It’ll take about five 
years for anything decent to come out. 

"The Intervention of the CD as a 
means of storing computer data will 
Improve things considerably." 

Caroline 
Stokes of Virgin 
Games: ‘ VR is 
definitely the way 
that things are 
going to go. It's 
an escape* in a 
similar way to a 

holiday, a book* a film or a video 
game. To be able to do VR on your 
Amiga would be amazing. 

"I do think (hat it's one step 
nearer being a couch potato, though. I 
mean* more kids will stay In their 
virtual world rather than going to 
experience real life.” 

Steve Perry, Systems Manager for 
Microprose UK: ‘We already work 
quite closely with RC Simulations. 
Regarding their Free Wheel and Free 
Flight products, If the Free Spirit is 
released, we will consider using It In 
our simulations.” 

Jon Hare 
of Sensible 
Software: "At 
first you’ll get 
people producing 
VR Space 
Invaders- you 
know, not really 
using the 

technology to the full. As time goes 
on, new pigeon holes will open up and 
software will be developed to till those 
pigeon holes. 

“If somebody could get 
themselves a decent sex life out of 
their home computer, domestic VR 
would be incredibly popular...” 

LEGEND QUEST 
Legend Quest Is the first multi-player game from 
Virtual Reality Design & Leisure (VRDL) and W Industries. 

It sees up to four players in Sword and SorcerjMype 
action, exploring a series of virtual dungeons while avoid¬ 
ing any nasties. The Director of VRDL, Justin Webster, 
designed the game* and W Industries wrote the software to 
Implement the designs. 

Players play an Elf, Human or Dwarf, and their on¬ 
screen characteristics will change according to these 
choices. Other changes may also be made to the players, 
such as pointy ears* eye colour* and clothing. To make the 
experience even more believable, a ‘Vocalizer’ is included 
in each of the players’ helmets. This device alters the 
sound of each voice depending on the character and Its 
position within the dungeon. Although the Nottingham site 
enables only four players to link up and play, Justin Is 
planning on opening two other sites in London and Los 

Angeles. In both these places, up to eight players will be 
able to link up and play. These sites are due to be opened 
early next year at the same time as franchises become 
available for other sites around the UK. 

According to the people at VRDL, Legend Quest has 
been a great success since its launch earlier in the year. 
With an Amiga at the heart of the game engine* we can’t 
say that we re that surprised. And VRDL are keen to keep 
on introducing more games. Their next epic production* 
Grid Warriors, will make use of new eight-player sites in 
the UK and abroad - it’s a futuristic power struggle to gain 
ultimate control of the Earth* 

Battling over several different types of terrain, the 
players will grow In strength with each successive victory. 
The development of more games, better technology* and 
the continued use of top-quality Amlgas bodes well for 
this entertaining revolution. 
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FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE (Leeds) Tel;0532 319444 

MONITORS iOMPUTERS 
WEWUfewff AMIGA 4000 

■ iT: .i" 

pk wm 

THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

OPEN 7 DATS A WEEK 
OPEN MON-SAT.9.30AM-5.30PM 
SUNDAY OPENING.,.I I.00AM-100PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM 

AUTHORISED DEALERS fOR STAR, 
CITfZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN, 

ROM BO & SUPRA 

FREE DELIVERY! 

HOWTO ORDER 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 

card number. If paying by cheque please 

make payable to FIRST COMPUTER 

CENTRE In any correspondence please 

quote a contact ph on e numbe r and post 

code. Allow 5 working days for cheque 

clearance 

•All prices include VAT and 

Standard Delivery 

•All hardware/computers are 

genuine UK spec. 

•Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day 

Delivery 

•Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery 

only £2.50 

•Guaranteed Next Day Delivery 

only £4.90 

•Open seven days a week for 

your convenience 

•Overseas orders welcome 

Technical & Sales 6 LINES 

14 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE!! 

0532 319444 
CUSTOMER CARE: 

0532637988 
FAX; 0532 319191 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 

CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DEPT.AF, UNIT 3 

ARMLEY PARK COURT 

OFF CECIL STREET 

STANNINGLEY ROAD 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE 

Prices are subject to change 
without notice. E&OE. 

only £2099.99 

AMIGA 3000 RANGE 
25 Mhi with 52 Mb HD, 2Mb RAM..L 1399.99 

25Mbzwith 105 Mb HD  —£1599.99 

'backin') AMIGA 500 Plus 
.STOCK!! J 

-artoon Classics Pack 
only £294.99 

AMIGA 600 & 600HD 

2 Mb RAM add £37.99 

No Hard Drive........only £269.99 
20 Mb HD.only £426.99 

*40 Mb HD.only £499.99 
*60 Mb HD...only £529.99 
*80 Mb HD.only £559.99 

AMIGA 600 bundles 

The Epic pack 

only £39.99 (with aaqo 2dhd> 

The Wild, Weird & the Wicked 

only £29.99 (with A60Q) 

AMIGA 600 Deluxe 

A60O Deluxe only £339.99 
or £379.99 for 2 Mb ram 

A6O0HD Deluxe only £509.99 
or £549.99 for 2 Mb RAM 

A600 HD UPGRADE KITS 

20Mb._£124.99 
60Mb._£229.99 
80Mb___£279.99 

AMIGA 1500 Plus 

only £489.99 

AMIGA 1500 Plus 
Business & Entertainment pack 

now only £539.99 
AMIGA 1500 Deluxe 

only £549.99 

now only £369.99!/ 
CD Rom Amiga A570 

only £329.99 
CDTVTrackerball only £74.99 

CDTV keyboard only £49.99 

PRINTERS 
All our printers are UK spec 

All our printxn me ribbwnl and IVm ltd printer cable. All Citizen p rinter! 
come with a 2 year guarantee- AH printers haw a full UK specification. 

Canon 
m sssi 

CITIZEN 
COMPUTER PRINTERS 

HEWLETT i'Laif* 
PACKARD Isle 

All Star & Citizen dot matrix printers come 
complete with printer drivers & paper!/ 

Star LC20.£134.99 
180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQi quiet mode and multi 
font?, push button operation. 

New Star LCIQQ Colour...£l 79.99 
9 resident fonts, ISOcps draft/45tps NLQ, Quiet mode 

Star LC200 colour..£ 195.99 
9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cp$ draft, 45 eps NLQ, A4 

landscape printing. 

New Star LC24-100.£191.99 

Star LC24-20.£199.99 
24 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 60 cps LQ, 16K buffer 
expandable to 48K, 10 fonts and LCD front display. 

Star LC24-200 mono..*£219*99 
14 pin, 222 cps draft, 67 cps LQ. 10 fonts, A4 
I and scape. 7 k buffer ex pandab] a to 3 9K 

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99 
Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to £2K 

Star XB24-200 colour....£379.99 
Pro fessio nal quality wl tb On-sitd maJ ntenancc, ve ry q uiet. 

Star SJ48 Bubble jet.£209.99 
Laser qua I iiy, u Ltr a quiet, Epson com pa tl h I a & portable 

Star Laserjet4 MK3.£739.99 
4 page laser, I years on site maintenance 

Star LC20 Autosheet feeder.£59.99 
Star LC20Q Autosheet feeder..£62.99 
Star LC24-20 Autosheet feeder...£64.99 
Star LC24-200 Autosheet feeder.£64.99 
Star SJ48 Autosheet feeder.....£52.99 

Citizen Swift 9 Colour......£ 183.99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended 

NEW Swift 240 Colour....£279,99 
24 pin, 24Q cps draft. 10 fan ts, qulc t mod e, 240cjh- 

NEW Swift 200 Colour.£204.99 
Same out put as the 240 but with less fadlities 

Semi auto sheet feeder.£29.99 

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99 

Canon BjlOex.£219.99 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
Sta rSJ4 BCan onf Star bubblc/et cartridges,.,, 17,99 

Canon BJ20.£309.99 
Built In auto sheet feeder and extra facilities than BJ10 

Canon BJ300.£379.99 
Desktop bubble Jet with laser quality 

Canon BJ330....£519.99 
Wide carriage version of the BJ3O0 

BJ I Qex Autosheetfeeder„.£52.99 
Hewlett Packard Printers 

HP500 mono.now £334.99 
HP 500 Colour..now £459.99 
HP500 mono cartridges—£14.99 
Double life 500 cartridges....£24.99 

All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty 

FIRST EXTRAS PACK 
With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you can 

make sure you have every thing you 

need when buying an Amiga . All the 

essentials required for the first time 

buyer and at a bargain price!) 

Comprises: 
• Top quality microswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
• Mouse Mat 
• Dust Cover 
• tO high quality Blank Disks 
• Plus £70.00 of software)) 

only £29.99 
RRP £95.00Jff 

All our monitors are UK spec. 
All monitors come complete with 

a free Amiga lead 

WARNING: B efo re yq u purchase a m onitor make sure 

it has a full UK specification. You might be buying what 

you think is a similar monitor at a lower price but it is 

likely to be a "GREYH import. These monftors do not 

comply wi th British safety standards and are not covered 

by an official warranty 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 

only £199.99 UK Spec. 

Commodore 1084/5 SDI 

only £209.99 
PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 

SVGA Colour monitor 

1500 VERSION £389.99 

AS0Q VERSION £489.99 

GOLDSTAR REMOTE 

£169.99 
COMMODORE 1960 multisync 

only £436.99 

TILT & SWIVEL STANDS.. ..£11.99 
14" MONITOR COVERS,....-....£5.9?^ 

SUPRA MODEMS 
The Supra-Fax Modem 

V.32 bis (14400 baud/.'/) 

only £259.99/// 
Supra Fax Plus 
(up to 9600 BPS) 

now only £139.99 

ONLY £119.99 

Supra 2400zi Plus 

only £99.99 

Supra 2400 

only £79*99 
GP FAX SOFTWARE only £29,99 if bought with moto 



VIDI 
AMIGA 12 

POWER SCANNER 

Replacing; the famous Complete Colour Solution* 
this new package from fcOMEJO Is even better 
value!!! 

The ultimate low cost colour digitiser. No filters 
or RGB splitter required. Colour images can be 
captured in less chan a second, mono images 
arc grabbed in real time. Fully comparlble with 
any video source. 

Includes multitasking software* cut & paste with 
masking* muJdframe store with animated 
playback* composite or s-video input, 4096 HAM 
support and many more advanced features 

only £77.99 
or £99.99 

with built in 

MEGA MIX MASTER// 

TAKE 2 
This Is latest animation package for the Amiga from 
Rcwnbo. Features include load and save from D, Paint 
animations and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics. 

only £39.99 

MEGAMIX MASTER 
This is a Idw cost 8 bit, high spec, sampler that plugs into 
your printer port. Special effects include echo that can be 
added In real time, fully multitasking and easy to use, 

only £29.99 
We recommend all ROMBO products 

HARD DRIVES 
&ACCELERATORS 
GVP HARO DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS 

only £94.99 andemo 
Colour version only £229,99 

only £859.99 phone for details & demu 

MICE &TRACKERBALLS 
NAK5HA MOUSE 

only £24.99 
Golden Image Mega Mouse. 

only £12.99 
GENIOUS Happy mouse ■ Mruagj 

fib A m 

only £19.99 yQ° mm 
GOLDEN IMAGE Brush mouse with 

Deluxe paint 3, 

only £24.99 
Golden Image optical mouse.,,♦**„£29,99 
Zydee Trackerball. 
Goiden Image Crystal Traekba!L,£36,99 

DISK DRIVES 1 

Roclite 3.5**jjfjpi. |%ii, 

only £59.99 
Cumana 3.5"i .. \ . I 

EMULATORS 
KCS Power board 

Regarded as one of the? best emulators on the market 

only £179.99 

1500/2000 adapter onl y £59.9 0 M S DOS 4,431 „.*£ 15M extra 

Vortex Golden Gate 386-25 
This is a PC 3B6-25SX Bridgebnnrd running at 25 MHz. 

only £439.99 

VORTEX AT Once Plus l6Mhz 

Maw with J6Mhz speed,... .. .only £214.99 

now only £52.99 

1 New Slimline PrimaAddup 3.5' 
AMIGA A50Q HARD DRIVES nnlvlfd9 09 
GVPStrlallHDmiMb.only£329.99/^ ' LHV.yy 

GVPSeriesIlHDa+llDMb.„„only £419.99\NE W!l) h 

GVP Series II HDfi+ 240Mb .only £669.99 VPA L V I S I O N 
AS00 GVP Combo's 

A5]QCDmbn4ttMHi/52Mb HD .only £649.99 

A53& Combo 4QMIM IDMb HOhh,hhM. only£759.99 only £679.99 

A5] U Combo 4QM H^240 Mb HO  .only £989.99 

iBBKCo^TOMrKkfwASJQ...„.only £209.99 GENLOCKS 
GVP memory RAM 

Unit RAM card AM IGA1500f2000 with 2mb....O rtly £ 149,99 RoCg^H Jvli m^Lr fi.ndi 

J2 bit 60ns I lib £ I MM far Accelerator....*,,.only £64,99 d 70 OO 

)1 bitMik 4Mb SIM MforAccelerator,.0nly£l79.99 ' 1 ' I-1'1 "■ 11 "... Only 17.77 

1500/2000 Hard Drives RoCgeil Plus hldUlikjSr' L’Ahvl L'L-l ll't’jj vui 

Impact Seriet I f HC0+ Control card. .only £124.99 . l e-iwl© = 

Impact Series II HCfl+With 52Hh HD.only £269.99 I I I ft AQ 

ImpactSerfrtllHCS+wfthllDMbHD.only£409,99 OOly f*. G IY,W 

Impn-ct Series FI HCB+ with 24 DMh HD  .only £63 9.99 p a FM pA pii ry 

ImpactSeries I f HC9+ with 42Q Mb HD.only £ 1039,99 LuCIM KU LIV t I 

1500/2000 G-FORCE ACCELERATORS ISt1eUbvt* lu yliwd tiU'CiTv It 

C'F&rce03Q-2SMHi with i Mb 31 bitflAM.only £549.99 Q fl ly £269.99 

C-Furce 03 Q-40M Hz with 4Mb 32 bit 8AM ,on ly £ 7 89,9 9 

G-Force 0JQ-5OM Hz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM* only £ I 109,99 W II D D A D A 
G- Force 0 A 0-28 MH £ with 2Mb 32 bit RAM far A3000 * II I 

only £1499.99 Hil l uiifcL* ytrlii aM'L1 U|j If ti IhIj VViMi tin*1' UbiL iiiuljrt. l!&i\} 

Syquest 88Mb + Cartridge & HCB+ ■,||,Uii! >«■ ■! ^ .mu: iUu dd* .vi-i 
I /ten ao i’Viir tx'uHijiUx-Kvhkfiii IsiLtflilli^ 

Rocgen Plus 

it Hi niuLitvyytlvli Ll1.?. 

only 79.99 

mm® vhilh' 

only £119.99 
ROCGEN ROCKEY 

i-1T^U14iV|^-s|;'iftjliLL i±iTyv-Uv‘ lu [:»-udtUarlv I 

only £269.99 

SUPRA RAM 
I /ppn nn m i, i.irirf HUH Uhl LLrSL\i LIV J J.L CI-LLLLI. 

only £559,99 
All GVP products come with a , j., , , m* uud, dw f.: i .uh .•■n 

full 2 year warranty *■ ■•=■ r.Ti'h.uHi .y : bit, n wu tv 
Ibdn U:i lUw v^ll uuui* urb*-t v.kli I ML 'jv n llpf 

ROCTEC 8Mb P°P to IMb_£89.99 

DRIVES ®Nb pop to 2 Mb (z5»Mtit»)....£l 14.99 

....8Mb pop to 2 Mb dMt>*4iipi)...£139.99 
ROCTECASOfl CONTROLLER CARD OM. , 
„ .... , i „„„ . 8Mb pop to 4 Mb....£194.99 
Very similar in Style to the GVP HD8+ but 1 r 

unpopulated and without a hard drive so you 8Mb DOD tO 8 Mb... ...£299 99 
car fit your own. Please specify IDE or SCS5I 

Expands to BMb of RAM using SIMMS 8Mb pOp tO 2 Mb for 2000/ 

only £ 164.99 1500 range.£149.99 

ROCTEC 40Mb....£269.99 512K RAM EXPANSION 

60Mb.**.£304.99 iluh ut- wi ^ afuu 

^80Mb £339 99 1 -■ g?vl'•L'• • 

ROCTEC 120Mb...£374.99 FlOW Only £22.99 

ACCELERATORS 
VXL30 25Mhz...£229.99 
VXL3 0 40 Mhi*k.#..*.£349.99 
68881 Co pro for above..£79.99 
I 68882 Co pro for above.,.£ I I 9.99 
32 bit 2 Mb ram for above.,.£ I 89.99 
3 2 bit 8Mb RAM for above.£399.99 

feuik for First Computers & supplied to Phoenix* 

'these high quality modules will take your A5UB+ or 

the new A600 (ine built In dock) up to 2 Mb of chip 

RAM without invalidating your warranty 

A50QP MOO 

Unpopulated....only£JL99,£23.99 

Populated to 5I2K..only £2199,02,99 
Populated to I Mb..only £33*99,£39,99 
2 Mb A600 PCM CIA RAM card.il 34.99 
4 Mb A600 PCM CIA RAM card,.£204*99 

Because some elder software will nut run on Kicksurt 2 First 
Computers faun died the FRIMA (as supplied to Phoenix) ROM 
sharer. This high quality ROM sharer features a flexible ribbon 
connection so that it can be positioned anywhere within your 
A50G Plus or AfiOB, Full 1 /ear replacement warranty 

now only £19.99 or £27.99 
for keyboard switchable version 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/ 

1500 range.£149.99 

5I2K RAM EXPANSION 
Vu|2 Hllaiiis LwillUv ILU-u ut- \vv dit iJJrWU 
co m, i|; lliLir Vi Lit LjaLSiii3t UcucUw dlidvu/idcUidiisev*fudl, 

now only £22.99 

I mh by Q/9 SIMMS....*.£23.99 per Mb 

4 Mb by 9 Simms...B.99 perd Mb 

I Mbby4 DRAMS....„.,,,+„*,„H*..£39,99 per I Mb 

I Mb by 4 ZIPS..only £38,99 per Mb 

2S6 by 4 DRAM (DIU) ideal fur A590 nrd others 

4+ (512K)„,.........now only £3.39 

B+ {I Mb)*....*..*.».*.**.*.,*.now only £3.19 

16+ (2Mb),........now only £2,99 

Kickstart f.3....99 

Kic kstart 2.li4.........£34.99 

Fatter Agoes 83 7 2A.*..£31.99 

Super Denis e........,£12.99 

6571-0326 Keyboard controllcr,...,„,tM„t„„,Ii*IH£9.99 

Cl A GS20A I/O controlEer,.„.4.„+,.,1+.4*1+14*14*,,1,..*.„£7.99 

Pro-Midi 2 Interface featuring midi in/outfthru, 
and 2 switchable midi out/thrusockets*..only £24,99 
Mo use/joys tick port switcher,..,..., ........only £ 13.99 

Computer Video Scart Switch**.,*.only £! 9.99 
2 way Parallel port sharer box ine cable,only £17,99 
Amiga Sound Enhancer Plus by Omega Projects, Hear [he Amiga's 
sound like you've never heard It bef<nie!1Hi4,H14,*,*..H*„„only £36.99 
PRIINTERFACE (ADDITIONAL PRINTER PORT 
FORTHE I SO0/20000000) ....£35.99 
QUALITY MOUSE MATS.........£3,99 
25 CAPACITY DISK BOX*,,*.*,,*...............£299 
-10 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX  .£4 99 
100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX...£6,99 
*90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX...£099 

"ISO CAP STACKABLE POSSO BOX....£1699 
‘a/fd £3.00 delivery if purchasing just one Posso or Ban* box. Fret 
delivery when purchased with other product or when buying 2 or more. 
AMIGA ASOO DUST COVER.*.,,£3.99 
AMIGA 600 COVER....£2,99 
14" MO NITQR D U STCOVER ...£6.9 9 
12" MO NITOR D U STCOVER .£5.99 
AMIGATOSCART CABLES.*.£9.99 

STO 1.8 METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD.,.,£4.99 
MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES...,..£9.99 
2 WAY Para! tel pert sharer.  .£ 17.99 

All 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME & are 

CERTIFIED | QQfc ERROR FREE Ou r DS1DD disks *re high quality 

magnetic media & are exttnsiV'ely uif d by duplicating houses 

QTY 

10.£4.99...“.£6799“ 
30.£14.29.£17.99 
50.£21.99. £28.99 
I 00...,£39.99.£54.99 
200.. ..£72.99.£99.99 
500.£169.99.£POA 
1000.. £339.99.£POA 
Sony Branded come complete with labels 
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels., 1000,...now only £9.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
FINAL COPY version 21!.only £65.99 

New/ KIN DWORDS V3...only £36.99 

PENPAL 1.4..only£39.99 

PAGESTREAM 2.2....only £126.99 

Hot Links........£46.9? 
Pa gesetter 2 DT P......£39.9? 
Pro Page professional V3 DTP„.now £99.9? 
Protcxc4.3 W/P...now only £39.9? 

Pro texts.SW/P....now only £49.9? 

WORDWORTH 2word publisher.... £7199 
i,-ml■ ■; .•■■li-.i! nn:7r,' v 

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
DIGI-VIEW GOLD HEDIA SYSTEM 

now only £ I ! 9.99 

37 Comp tigraphic fonts Vof I orlbyGT*..„only£9.9t 
Amiga1Vision,,.*. now only £ 19*99 
Am Magic,,..**..,.**..,**.,.***,..**,.,..*...£67.99 
Arc Department Pro 2* I — .. ..nnlyf I MW 

Big Alternative Scroller.*.**.**.*,.*.**.*.*.*H**,*«*£74*9? 
Can Do*,.*.*..  rt„..*_.^£59.99 
Del u xe Paint Z**-**,.*,*. ..... .*.*now only £4*99 
Deluxe Paint3..now only £ 12*99 
Del uxe Paint 4.*.**.*,*. .*,*.**.*, *.*,**.*...fiow only £57.99 
Director VI.    _*.™„..***£59.99 
EXPERT DRAW..*..only £49.99 
EXPERT4DJR.„.*..*.*..,.only07.99 
Flexid u mp pri nter utility.,*.*, ..**.„„._,.01.99 
Image Mas ter**.*.*.**,.**,*,*.*.*,*,.   ,£124.99 
Imagine V2...*...JCI69.99 
Make Path for Vista*,***.*.™„.£2l.99 
PixMate**,.        £32.99 
P ro D ra w 3._   *.w.****^*£49.99 
Pro Video Plus**.,,.*.    £64,99 
Real 3D.     „^229.99 

ScalaSOO...-...„,*,**_*,*£75*99 
TURBO PRINT*...   ..^39,99 
TVTextPro...*....„„£69.99 
Vista........-£3 9,9f 
Vista Pro 2 (2 Mb required).*,.*.*..,.*,,*,..*,*£62.99 

MUSIC/SOUND 
Aegis Sonix..*...*..*...*.**..*..*,,.*„*„*.,*„*«..**«£39*99 
Audi o Haste r versio n 4......„^4L9 9 
Audio Engineer Plus V2.„*,*„„,*w,*,..,.£ 159.99 

B ars & Pipes.*______£164*99 
Broadcast Titler 2.**...**.*.only £ 164.99 
Deluxe Music Costruction Set....,. ,.*,^£49*99 

Music X JUNIOR..only £ I 2.99 RRP 

£49,99 ittUitilum'pivcHifts-fe 

Sequencer One,....      ,£49.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amiga Logo programming for kids*,..£ 19*99 
Amos Creator..,.***£34,99 
Amos Com pi ler...**„„,„,£21*99 
Amos 3D...  *.*.*£25*99 
Amos Professional,.*,...,***.*.**.*.*,*,.*.*.*..*£47.99 
DEVPAC3.*.*.*.*.*.*..*.*.*.  ,.....£50.99 
Easy AMOS.*..   ....£24.99 
GFA BASIC 3.S Interpretor...only £ 19-99 
G FA Basic Compi ler*.*., *.*.*.****.*,*.**.*,,*.*,.„**.,,*£POA 
Lattice C Version 6.*,.*,...*,,*,.*,*.  .£205.99 

UTILITIES 
AMI-BACK l M&fM v( i.....+*,,*£3 0,99 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 UPGRADE KIT 
Vifwii Utci^azle 'lilm. CL-LU1 Wvi'tbeflub 

.VA'k. iLisvtilL, I'eLiLt-- 
.♦cvsiit: 'l+Uh diLLL, \u 
iaiiliijiiifUt' iitill 

now only £77*99 

NEWCrass Dos V5_____£25*99 

Opus Directory.,.*„..„*„,***„.„.*,.*,**.,„..*,*,*£26*99 

QUARTERBACK V5.now only £32*99 
taurtx^ivjsiu i&\ iltlt* tflttkbodLV.l’ ChSIh 

Quarterback Tools.......now only 07.99 
Xcopy Pro inc hardware....*£33*99 

BUSINESS 
Home Accounts 2......*..,.*„„MM£3 7*99 

INTERSPREAD,***„**T.only £24*99 
Mini Office,........^4L99 
S u per b ase Personal.... ...L 19.99 

PLATINUM WORKS i£ HOME ACCOUNTS!! 
f^AvIkatt' llULijiiULs: liudUiSuh/jllLv {Muh,-- Wlijl iwi.Vlid I - luIuj- 

qfiisawtfiUwL; v/L’iui m rlUtfUL’l utfiLvyid nr 

only £44*99/) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Distant Suns new version!!...£19*99 
GB Route Plus.....*..£54*99 
World Atlas.*_*.*.£26*99 
GP FAX Software*..*.,*.***,***.*,,.,,*.,..,.****.*.*,£39.99 
A Talk comms Software*.,..*.*.*T*„****„.£9.99 
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THE NEW A4000 fTp 

Does the A4000 go faster than Linford Christie? Does it have 

more front than Madonna? Does it have more charm than 

Omar Sharif? Read Pat McDonald's words and find out. 

TheW 

AFTER A DRASTIC price slash on the 

A3000, the new lop-dog Amiga has finally 

arrived. For the asking price of £1,72.1, 

excluding VAT (which puls the RRP at about 

£2JOG), you would expect something rather 

special. Have Commodore delivered, or is the 

Amiga at the end of Its development? 

In many ways the A4000 is an answer to 

the critics who said Commodore were not 

doing enough research and development; that 

although they dominate some markets, in a 

couple of years the Amiga will he forgottteru 

Everything is new, or has u changed ele¬ 

ment, The keyboard is exactly the same as the 

A3000/CDTV* except it's a paler shade of 

beige and the connector is PS/2 like that of the 

CDTV\ rather than the traditional 5-pin DIN 

plug. The mouse is of a very-rounded design 

and the floppy drive is of the HD (high-den- 

sity) variety, which means you can squeeze up 

to 1,76Mb of data on to a single disk. 

in She* 
Clot 

$ps 

A4000 manages a respectable performance in 

terms of computing power - it shows a clean 

pair of heels to any PC, 486DX included. 

There is a price to pay for performance and the 

cost reflects this to some extent. 

So what? Amiga accelerator cards, includ¬ 

ing 68040 types, have been around for years. 

The difference is that putting in a faster CPU 

is done at Ihe factory while the machine is 

being built. It's a lot cheaper than accelerating 

a ]6/32-hji Amiga (anything previous to the 

A3000) up to the same specification. 

More than that is the design of the A4000 

which is geared towards easier accelerator 

boards, h means that when there is a call for a 

certain processor (68050s or 68060s) being 

built into an Amiga, all Commodore have to 

do is change the processor board. 

So the A4QGQ has a competitive lifespan 

second to none, Computers usually age very 

fast indeed (they can be obsolete within a mat¬ 

ter of years or even months). The A4000 has a 

[ jootvcm AMIGA 

- i- [-<r< <:<:<<■- 

At the back you've got the least number of 

connectors ever seen on an Amiga, Serial, par- 

rallel, floppy and video - that's your lot. Gone 

are the SCSI bard drive connector and the 

31 KHz connector of the A30CHX and the com¬ 

posite video connector of all previous 

machines. You do get an adaptor so that you 

can plug in a 15-pin 31 KHz monitor - but it's 

not built into the machine. 

One thoughtful feature Is the Euro power- 

out connector (commonly called the kettle 

lead ) so you can get power for your monitor 

from the machine, rather than needing a sec¬ 

ond mains plug, Another is the lock, which 

means you can prevent people turning it on. 

Under the bonnet is a wealth of new- Amiga 

hardware. The central processing unit is a 

68EC04G. This is similar to the powerful 

68040, except that the MMU (memory man¬ 

agement unit) and FPU (floating point unit) 

are missing. The only reason for fitting this 

chip is to keep the cost of the machine down. 

Even with a cut-down processor, the 

EXTRA SOUND INPUT 
Although the A4Q00 contains much the same sound chip as any 
other Amiga, one feature that could be useful is an internal con¬ 
nector for sound input. The idee is that you can feed stereo sound 
into the machine and play Amiga samples over the top. 1 don't 
know if much sound gear will come out that uses this feature, but 
it s Ideal for CD-ROM sound mixing and saves a lot of extra cables. 

STORAGE 
The A4000 s standard HD floppy drive is excellent for storing sin¬ 
gle 24-btt graphics at normal broadcast resolutions - something 
that wasn't guaranteed with the old double-density disks - and 
there's even a dust flap on it. You can fit an extra floppy Into the 
machine below the built-in one, but the second drive has to be of 
the half-height variety, otherwise it won't physically fit. 

The IDE hard drive, while reliable and simpler than SCSI types, 
is a bit slow in my opinion. This doesn't manifest Itself in everyday 
use, but if you're into big files like those created by 24-bit graph¬ 
ics, you'll be hard pressed not to yawn at the saving speed. 

One final note is that a CD-ROM drive is planned for the 
A400Q. With Its graphics capability, specific CDs for educational 
training is one area that Commodore should hit rather well. 

longevity to it that up to now has been very 

rare. It's ahead, and in a position to slay there. 

Behind the processor is die excellent dou¬ 

ble-A chipset. For more details on what tills 

does, see the accompanying boxout. Suffice to 

say dial die graphics capabilities of the 

machine are the best chat the Amiga can possi¬ 

bly achieve on monitors currently in sendee. 

Especially if your chip RAM is of the Fast 

Page mode variety (basically, very fast RAM). 

The memory support is good, but expensive. 

The A4000 is expanded on die board by insert¬ 

ing 32-bit single in-line memory modules 

(SIMMs), in a similar way to that of certain 

higher-end accelerator cards, Up to 16Mb of 

fast and 2Mb of chip RAM are supported on 

the board in an easily accessible area. 

There is a jumper on the board marked 

*Chip RAM 2Mb/8Mb' that I have not seen 

documentation for. but it seems to indicate you 

can have up to 8Mb of chip RAM. Each of the 

Zorro HI slots (32-bit expansion slots) can 

have more memory - up to 64 Mb per slot of 

fast RAM. giving total expansion of 272 Mb 

of fast RAM and 2-8Mb of chip RAM, 
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The first thing that strikes 
you about the machine is how 
pale it is - much whiter than 
previous serious Amigos. 
Together with the heavily 
indented logo, the machine 
looks like nothing other than 
□ block of ke. When you 
actually get to play on one, 
it's a notkable contrast 
between how sweet and 
innocent the machine looks, 
and haw powerful it is in 
relation to all other computers 
in this price range and many 
others above it too. 

While this is certainly more convenient 

than plugging very small ZIP chips into an 

A30G0 (an operation requiring a subtle blend 

of brute strength and gentleness) 32-bit 

SIMMs are roughly twice as expensive as their 

ZIP equivalents. The price will fall, but starl¬ 

ing from a high position this might take Lime. 

Megabyte for megabyte, ZIPS are cheaper. 

Kickstart 3 has been burnt into 32-bit ROM 

chips, bypassing tine need to copy it to 32-bit 

memory to gain more speed, The combination 

of hard drive. 32-bit architecture and a 68040 

in charge means you can be up and running 

within seconds of switching on. It makes the 

machine a giddyingly fast bootcr. 

However, it could have been even faster. 

The in-built hard drive is a Seagate IDE type, 

much the same type as round in most TBM PC 

clones. IPs cheap and, to be honest, a bit slow, 

especially when saving files. The connectors 

to fit a second IDE drive on top of the first are 

included, but no more hard drives can be filled 

without an extra controller. 

To many people's ears the worst feature is 

that the sound is no better than that of any 

other Amiga, The 8364 Paula chip, while a 

THE BEST CPU 

IN THE WORLD 

Thu actual 68D4Q is hidden 
beneath a massive heat-sink 

This is the really stunning bit of the 
A40QQ. The processor has its own 

separate hoard - so if you want an even 
faster machine In years to come, you will 

be able to change just this board far 
performance that's outrageously good 

by today's standards. 

THE HARDWARE 

Super Gary (Hard Drive & General 1/0} 

Kickstart ROMs 

Super Ramsey (Rom Controller} 

lisa (AA chipset Denise) 

Super Amber (Flicker Fixer) 

Alice (AA chipset Agnus) 

Paula (Same as ever] 

32-bit SIMM RAM 

A QUICK PEEK INSIDE,.* 

Floppy Disk Drive 

IDE Hard Drive 

Processor Board 

Zorro 111 Expansion slots 

Mouse and Joystick Ports 

Main Circuit Board 

different shape to previous versions, is exactly 

the same in terms of specifications. Does it 

make sense to keep using the same sound chip 

for seven years or more? The 8364 in die 

A4000 is surface mounted and cannot be 

upgraded by you iT a replacement comes along. 

That’s a whistle stop tour of the machine. As 

you may have twigged by now, the A4000 is 

not all dream machine, in many areas (such as 

the processor, chip set and memory) it is the 

best technology you can buy for the price, but 

the sluggish hard drive, tack of connectors and 

second-class (by Atari Falcon standards) sound 

may deter people from getting loo interesed. 

Still with me? Good. Commodore had four 

conflicting interests to resolve in the A4000. It 

had to be very fast without being too expen¬ 

sive, and have better graphics without being 

top incompatible. The aforementioned Falcon 

is very incompatible with ST software and die 

culprit appears to be the better sound chip. 

In terms of compatibility, the chip-set 

designers and Kickstart programmers got 

together and put in a very nice feature indeed. 

If you hold down both mouse buttons, you can 

not only choose which drive you want to bool 

from - or disable others to save on memory - 

you can also choose whether you want die 

original chipset, the ECS chipset (found on die 

Plus and A600) or the best available which, on 

an A4000, means the double-A chipset. 

Commodore reckon about 60 per cent of 

current Amiga software is compatible. My 

own opinion is that diis is about right, if public 

domain and older games arc kept out of the 

equation that is. Stuff dial hits die metal hard, 

is compatible with ECS and doesn't mind a 

68EC040 seems to work fine. Links updates in 

a couple of seconds; Formula One Grand Prix 

updates in real time; and ProFlight (the only 

flight aim tested that worked - failures 

included Birds of Prey and MiC-29M) is a 

very smooth, snappy flight sim. 

Few people are going to buy the A4G00 

just to play games on it though. In terms of 

non-games that work with the machine, busi¬ 

ness and creative software is by far the most 

compatible, wiLh business heing the best over¬ 

all. The reason for this is a little bit involved 

but goes like this.,, A lot of software that 

Continued overleaf 
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THE NEW A4000 fTp 

doesn't use libraries to fiml out which proces¬ 

sor h running will have a problem* Quite a lot 

of programs go 'wow! A 6804UE Great* I’ll hit 

the floating point unit [FPU] that's built into 

all 58040s’. The program will fail because (he 

new EC version - the 'economy' version - 

does not have a FPU* 

You can make the A4GCG more compatible 

by fitting a taie 68040* with all the bells and 

whistles* You don't believe me? Then why 

does the user's guide tell you how to do it? 

Anyway. 60 per cent compatibility with cur¬ 

rent commercial software and maybe 80 per 

Cent with a true 68040 is pretty good. 

More remains to be done though. For a 

start* a HAMS/256-coIour paint package is 

needed - Deluxe Paint l-'? Maybe. The graph¬ 

ics on these pages were processed using Art 

Department Professional 2, which supports 

HAMS and works well on an A4G0G* 

The Amiga market isn't a vacuum outside of 

the computer industry. Apple have been busy 

slashing the price of the Macintosh* and the 

PC comtemptible sellers keep dropping prices* 

£3,000 for an A300Q (wo years ago was silly - 

the machine, while good, was just too pricey 

to make a serious impression* 

Perhaps £2,000 for an A40G0 is equally as 

silly. I don't see that Commodore have that 

much of a margin on the A40GG, especially in 

the United States where it is much cheaper 

thad the UK, but with a tougher battle ahead of 

it. Amiga sales over the pond have been 

steadily eroded over the past few years. I think 

the reputation of 'the most powerful computer* 

will help Commodore regain lost ground. 

The A400Q is not an every man's machine. 

If most people upgraded to them* chances are 

they would be annoyed lo find that most of 

their software collection didn't work* while 

finding little at present that uses the extra fea¬ 

tures. However, the A4000 is a huge 1 lire to 

technophile high-end users. 

If you're interested in 3D modelling, high- 

end design (especially CAD) or any 

application that makes use of graphics that 

outshoot most monitors* then this is a machine 

as sexy as they come. If you want the best in 

computing power too. then the A40GO is the 

only game in town. With it. desktop publishing 

is made a serious outlet, and video is raised to 

the point that more expensive workstation sys¬ 

tems will suffer. 

So is it worth running out and buying an 

A40007 If you are in need of a really fast 

machine to munch its way through maths- 

intensive tasks* then yes* it is the business. If 

you want to use a lot of current software, it 

may be better to wait for double-A-compatible 

software and soldier on with an A3000 or 

older Amiga with an accelerator. The A4l)0(J is 

a hard-hitting machine with a long lifespan - 

buy one now and you can keep expanding it 

until the turn of the the century, © 

RIGHT: Proflight - the 
only simulator tested 
that worked perfectly 

with the AA chipset* 
His of I obviously code 

legally, other software 
houses will hove to* 

BELOW RIGHT: Fl-GP 
is the best sim an the 

Amigo* The update is so 
fast that you can react 

much more smoothly to 
the bends and chicanes* 

BELOW: Performance is 
38 times faster than on 

A50Q, 138 times us 
fast as a bog standard 

PC XT. 17 million 
instructions per second 

is a speed few machines 
can offer at the price* 

nmhhf miu&ii 
TOTAL FREE OH; mmi 
TLEE IG Bit FAS! 

fuse m bii fast mim 
I™ FREE KEg 5mm 

I I tarnmi mi WmiMi s. aasiikJEi 
KICK5TARI mtsm USBFBflBp) V39*' 
HMtKtENCH LIBRARY m ’.HI: (SBK325BB) m.\ 

ferns ivm.m 
005 UMARV m EUR ($fl7CtlDDCC) V39*: 
Giftll LiaARY ■ SHTCZB294) 

| ZfltJ ilifli'tliivlkl: 
FLOPPY DRIVES 1 
KARA PASTfflOWS 2 
Mil HIVES R 
OTHER DRIVES U 

(WHIPS L-.'i 2 ItEG COPYSAO 
XHISE ST t' mimiKM 

HB4§4b8BB2l 
6G040 
SBK2&SM 

CIA (A) AmKACY Passed 
EKKK I1TKKS/SEC " 
CDHttEHT riU Ii’^U'LL IK1 

GraatitJTrPrw1^ uritten in firsefibler 

m Mmwmm fm nw m iwm 

display all the old resolutions* In addition, higher 
resolutions can have more colours - it would be 
dangerous to say that all resolutions give all 
colours* but that’s it in a nutshell. Rather than being 
limited to six bitptanes (64 colours) you can now 
have 120 or 256 colours on a screen - or, for still 
graphic screens, 262,208 colours that you get from 
HAMB. Extra half brite mode Is usually unnecessary 
because you can have 64 unrelated colours of any 
hue or intensity on-screen at once. 

The ECS super hi-res mode, for Instance, gives 
you 1,200 pixels across the screen. You can have 
256 or 512 pixels vertically. Full overscan Is sup¬ 
ported. You want colours? You got 'em. The ECS 
productivity mode has been renamed as AGA, 
although really it takes its name from the PC VGA 
standard. This enables you to run interlace graphics 
without using interlace - so you can have 640x512 
resolutions, again with any of the new colour 
modes. Maximum resolution is about 800x1,024, 
although the edges are missing on most monitors. 

On top of this, you can use hardware scrolling 
at maximum resolution {quarter-pixel super-smooth 
scrolling), sprites always have 16 colours and they 
can cover the whole screen. Also* the copper 
arrangements have been totally changed, but 
there’s nothing In the documentation about It. I 
guess that the copper can access on pixel bound¬ 
aries, as opposed to the old system of four- or 
eight-pixel boundary copper timing* 

The real difference on the A4D0D, though, is that 
the custom chips can read and write four times as 
much data at one time than can those of the original 
Amigas, and twice as fast as an A300D. So its graph¬ 
ics handling Is the fastest on any Amiga, whether 
it’s filling polygons or cookie-cutting blitter objects. 
Without the double-A chip set, the A4000 would be a 
whizzo computer slapped on overpriced, old tech¬ 
nology* With it, the cutting edge of the Amiga is 
keener then ever. 

THAT DOUBLE-A CHIPSET IN FULL 

Smaller machines may be more limited* This picture is 
now 640 X 1024, with 256 colours* 

the case of the A4000, you’ve got everything* 
However, not all new Amigas are going to have the 
lightning-fast Page Mode RAM chips. 

Take a look at the pictures: Lisa and Alice can 

Here we have that same picture displayed in HAM8 
mode. The A4Q0Q can easily display this image. 

For comparison, this is the best that ECS and older 
Amigos con handle. The resolution is now 326x512. 

What can this miraculous new set of Agnus and 
Denise (sorry, they're called Alice and Lisa) chips 
produce in the way of graphical marvels? Much 
depends on the architecture of the machine, but in 

This is a test image, a 24-bil picture with up to 16 million 
colours and shades. Image size is 1260x517* 



Your Amiga has A 
been a great games ^ 

partner. You've experienced 

Flight simulators, arcade actions 

and role playing adventures. 

But now you're looking for some 

thing more 

than just I 

another 

game, 

That's j 

why you'll 

be interested in The Miracle. A complete keyboard/ 

software combination . 

that teaches you how to 

play the piano, 

Start with simple lessons. 

Advance up to performance 

standard. You're learning quickly 

because The Miracle listens to eve 

note you play and gives you 

personalised lessons. 

The Miracle keyboard gives professional 

quality stereo sound, either through its 

own speakers or the hifi. Record your 

own hits in The Miracle's unique 8 track 

studio. Take the keyboard round to a 

friend's house — it will work on its own or 

through your Amiga. 

You thought it would take a Miracle to bring out the musician in you. Well..* here it is. 

Now available at selected Tandy storesT Argos Superstores, selected E & S retail stores and all Accredited Miracle Dealers. 

teaming 
gees from 
basic through 
to advanced. 
The full course 
takes over a year. 

Within 
weeks -^-=^=f" r - ^■ " 

you'll be IITTFI ITT IT §III l 11111| 11 
reading IFF IF "FI"rI if?IF"I UjJ.LI 
music**, 

and playing 
better than you ever thought possible, 

Record, overlay 
and mix your own 
creations in The Miracle's 
8 bach studio* 

"Play the Diana it/ 3 weeks ? ste" 
i Thai would take a Miracle!' no * 

Software 

_ 350 lessons. 
Pr act Ice room. 

Orchestra, iau 
k and Rock & Roll 

backing. 
0 track studio. 

Arcade style lessons, 
Advanced lessons. 

^ j Personal tuition. 
j Full manuals. yd 

Accessories Included ^A/C* 
Cables. 

Earphones. 
Feotpedal. 

Manuals. 

Complete Miracle System 

is ready to Install In 

under 5 minutes and costs 

Ml NOSCAPE 

Min dicape International Lid, Priority House, Charles Avenue, Burgess Hill, 

West Sussex HH15 9PQ Tel: 0444 372234 Fox: 0444 248996 



Actual screen. Not simulated 

If you want to take a closer look at the new Wordworfh 

call 0395 270273, or write to 

Dig] fa, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX3 2YZ ENGLAND 

Actually, you're looking at the new 

Diglta® Word worth® version 2. 

It's the revolutionary Intelllfont® 

technology which produces on-screen 

fonts at sizes from 3 to 800 points! 

Wordworth comes with 17 genuine 

Agfa® Compugraphlc fonts, which are 

just about the best quality around. 

Best of all, Wordworth prints silky 

smooth fonts at the highest possible 

resolution of your printer. 

Which means, in human terms, 

unbeatable print quality. Just click the 

icon on the too! bar and in seconds 

you'll be printing jagged-free letters and 

graphics. 

But, there's more to new Dig Eta 

Wordworth than just pretty fonts... 

New features Include * columns * 

tool bar * indexing * table of contents * 

endnotes * improved mallmerge and 

file support * bookmarks * text sorting 

* improved search and replace * 

hotllnks. In fact, there's over 100 new 

features and improvements. 

So, if you want to print the sharpest 

possible letters around, trade up now 

from any Amiga word processor for just 

£59. But hurry, this Is for a limited 

period only, 

Diglta Wordworth, what you see is 

what you get—the power to present. 

DIGITS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Diglta International Limited Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL England Telephone 0395 270273 Facsimile 0395 268893 

- A morftJw of the Digita group- 
Digita, |h« Digila logo, ond Wondworth an restored Irodennih of Digila Hbldingi Lid. Scalable type opines an licensed from Agfa Division of Milas Inc. Agfa \i a registered Iradcmorfc Agfa-Gevowl, AG. Inlbljbnl « a regnterotf 
(radarlwrk of Mites Me. Diglta Holdings Lid acknowledgas (hoi al registered and 0#wr trademark used in ifo text of this advert cue the propodiff* of their respective campon ins, WhlEjl every care has beari takento W 

provided in this ad™rt iKKOJfafa, Digifa Hddtngi Ltd CanrtOl b* herid Ifabie far any errors or Omissions that may have occurred. Sold Ulbfcd to standard conditions of ufo. E orrd OE. 

e ihal ihe irvfcrmatitHi 



0 WORKBENCH 3 

SOME MONTHS AGO, Commodore were 

expected to release Workbench 2.1. Thi^ was 

going lo Feature the Cross DOS PC tile transfer 

utility Front Consul Iron, as well as some cute 

extra features. The arrival of Workbench 3 

seems to indicate that 2.1 was too small an 

increase for what is a big overhaul to some of 

the basic Workbench mechanics. 

Good features, like the in-built support for 

scalable Agfa Comptigraphic fonts, the quite 

excellent Preferences* and the ARexx pro¬ 

gramming language are all still there. 

CraxsDOS has been thrown in for some extra 

file compatibility, hut there are a number of 

important new standards. 

Multitasking utilities which are designed to 

work alongside applications arc now called 

Commodities* Supplied ones include 

AutoPdint (the program that selects windows 

just hy pointing - you don't have to click), a 

really excellent screen blanker to save wear 

and teat' on your monitor* and Cross DOS 

itself. You can also define strings for function 

keys by using FKey, and the Commodities 

drawer is the ideal place to keep your anti¬ 

virus programs too. 

The Prepcard utility for preparing PCM¬ 

CIA cards is included, although the A40G0 

doesn’t actually have a card slot. The rest of 

the Tools drawer would be easy enough for a 

Workbench 2 buff to work around. The 

Utilities drawer is rather empty, containing 

only the Clock program, the More text viewer 

and l5 spiffing program called Multi view. 

Multiview enables you to view lFFs. It’s 

supposed to do animations too, but the review 

version's data type Hie for animations is miss¬ 

ing, Ho hum. You can display pictures on 

Workbench if they use 256 colours or less, but 

if they are HAM pictures then they open on 

their own screen. You can also cut brushes out 

ol pictures with MuEU View and print them out, 

which saves loading a paint program when you 

want to check a picture. 

Tire real differences in Workbench are a bit 

deeper. Because the double-A chipset has 256 

levels of red. green and blue per colour, rather 

than the old 16 levels of RGB per colour - 

colour handling and selection obviously had to 

he radically changed. Workbench 3 uses a 

‘colounvhecT solution to help you change 

colours, and this function is available for pro¬ 

grammers to use too. in the Gadgets drawer. 

In my opinion, the best new feature that only 

Workbench 3 has is Locale, The basic idea 

goes like this: on the Locale disk is a selection 

of languages that WB3 supports, most of them 

European. You choose a few preferred lan¬ 

guages- in this country. English makes sense* 

Hem's the clever bit. New WB3 programs 

will check the Locale information for which 

language you have selected. Then it displays 

and inputs in that language. This is going to 

make the A4000 and most WB3 machines hot 

sellers on the continent, when enough pro¬ 

grams are around that make use of this feature. 

Up to now. Amiga owners have needed at 

least a smattering of English just to get by 

(because Lhat’s what most software uses). Now 

the language barrier is down..* Well* what 

would you rather buy, a ‘foreign' computer or 

one you could understand immediately? 

With Preferences being adapted to use the 

double-A chipset, a whole new range of graph¬ 

ics modes becomes available. WB3 can now 

use the following range of monitors: normal 

NTSC and PAL (like the Philips CMS833 or 

Commodore’s own 1085k nuiitiscans (like the 

CBM I960)* VGA and SVGA (PC types - 

loads of choice here), as well as very new 

types like Euro72* DBLNTSC and DRLPAL 

(high-definition types). To he honest, if you 

want to see the very highest super hi-res mode, 

1 would recommend a multiscan* multisync 

with a high dot pitch or an SVGA type. 

Actually setting up WB3 to use any of 

these is a doddle. Just find the relevant monitor 

settings in the monitors drawer on the Storage 

disk, drag it into the Presets drawer in 

Preferences and select it with Screen Mode 

(very similar to die Workbench 2 variant)* 

The Locale tool is a damned clever idea* You simply select the language you 
want your system to use, and software auto mat Rally uses that language. A 
feature for future programs. The map of the world, by the way, is for find¬ 
ing out which time lone a given place is* It's useful for the system keeping 
track of Jhe real-time dock. 

Workbench 3 
It actually takes less time to do it than it takes 

to read about it* 

You can also customise WB3’s look and feel 

much more so than previous versions. As well 

as changing the fonts for the menus at the lop 

and the text used to display icon names, you 

can have an IFF picture as a backdrop, both for 

die Workbench area and also for opened draw¬ 

ers, Although you cannot edit the menus 

themselves with the supplied programs, this is 

possible with die right shareware utility. 

One very stangc feature is that you can 

choose a screen which is bigger than the physi¬ 

cal size of your monitor. To move around it. 

you just move the mouse to the edge of the 

screen and it auto sc rolls to the next bit. This 

seems a bit silly, but really it’s very good for 

die partially sighted* who need the biggest, 

highest-eoiurast text possible. 

Some people will moan about WB3 being 

too much like WB2 - after all, WB2 was a vast 

improvement over WBL3, so why isn’t WB3 

totally different? Commodore have seen Fit to 

slick with the basic framework of WB2 and 

add lots of frills to make it more flexible and 

of more use to Lhe minorities'. 

Personally l really, really like WB3. It’s 

more attractive than the rather mechanical 

WB2. You can customise much more and it 

uses the new graphics modes to the full. Soane 

little bits worthy of a mention: a sampled 

"error sound for when the machine alerts you; 

a psychedelic screen blanker: and the Keys 

progam for examining your current keyrnap - 

very handy for when you know a character 

exists but you don’t quite know where It is on 

the keyboard. 

WB3 is not perfect* but it is the closest to 

perfection that Commodore have ever man¬ 

aged to gel Workbench. It's more flexible than 

before, much easier to set up and more power¬ 

ful than previous versions. For WB2 owners 

it’s a lot of nice little changes, while for the 

WBL3 users it's really quite astonishing. Top 

marks for effort* 

Is Workbench 3 the best version yet? 

Pat McDonald spills the beans. 

Here's the sharp end! of the new features — the colour wheel far palette and 
colour settings. Notice that each of the red, green and blue values can have 
256 different levels, giving each colour one of 16 million different hues. 

Workbench 3 gives you the tools to have the most customised, individual 
interfaces for computers ever. This is but one of myriad of possibilities, and 
you don't need a big IQ to perform these changes* 
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Award winning innovative products from 

Scanners 

“If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan” 

Amiga Format July 1992 

Power Scanner vS.O 

■ 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
*64 greyscales 

■ Thru'portfor printer 
■ Award winning editing, image manipu¬ 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner v3.Q .*.. .£99 
Power Scanner Colour.-—£239 

Epson GT-6000 

■ 600 DP! Colour flatbed scanner 

■ 24-bit colour 

■ A4 reading area 
■ Software Included 

Epson GT-6000 .£799 

Epson GT-SOOO 
■ 800 DPI colour flatbed scanner 

■ 24-bit colour 
* A4 reading area 

■ Software included 

■ Amazing scan quality 

Epson GT-800G ...  .£1199 

Upgrade Offers 
If you consider your scanner system to 

be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 

happily upgrade your software and inter¬ 

face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 

most scanning heads) 
v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface).£49.95 

v3.G Software upgrade for PowerScanner 

users (send SAE)..-.£15 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad¬ 
gets than Batman*s utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PCSSOB Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 

Power Computing 

■ Super slim design 
■ Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 

■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 

■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga ..£60 

PC880B with Blitz & XCopy..,.£75 
PC880B (Cyclone compatible)*.£65 

PC880B in black case .. .£65 
•Tills drive Is only available to registered owners at XCopy 

Professional. You must provide proof ol purchase oI XCopy 

Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive ..£49.95 

PC881 A5O0 Internal drive.£40.00 

PC882 A2D00 Internal drive..£45.00 

Dual Drive 
■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
■Samefeatures as PCSSOB 

Dual drive.*..*..,£125 

Blitz Amiga 
■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga.*.*.,......£20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■ Stores 20MB on one 3'A1' disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 

■ Can be used as a 1,44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AMAX 
■ AMAX compatible with DMI Mac driver 

• Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
■ Additional disks available 
■ Internal version for A15D0/2000/300G 

■ External version for A5D0 

■ SCSI Interface required 

Internal A2QQG kit .£289 

Internal A3QQQ kit.....£289 

External A500 kit...*...£389 

RAM Expansions 

A600 Memory Cards 

1MB RAM with clock.....£39.95 

1MB RAM without clock ..£34.95 

1MB RAM with clock.....£39.95 

1MB RAM without clock ..£34.95 

PC501+ RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 

for the A5O0+ computer and comes with 
1 MB of RAM on board to expand your 

memory to 2MB of chip RAM, Plug-in and 
go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+ RAM card..„,.£35*95 

SMB for any A500 
■ Plugs into side slot, fully auto config, full 

thru'port. Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB £109 4MB £169 8MB £289 

1 x 4ZIP chips .,.£14.95 

2MB for any A500 
■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 

■ 16-chip (1 x 1 DIP) 
■ No thru'port 

2MB RAM ...,......£79 

1.5MB RAM Board 
■ Fully supports 1 MB of chip RAM 
■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
(KfdtttarM.3 and abovo, rot compatible with A503U 

I.Your Amiga nesdis lo beopenad, this may eflecl your warranty} 

1.5MB RAM hoard.£75 

1MB with Thru'port 
■ Expand your ABOQ’s memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 

existing 512K upgrade 

■ Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
(512K RAM must be 4 chip type nr not Exceeding gem in l&ngthl 

(Your Amiga needs Id he opened, this may effect your Warranty) 

1 MB with thru'port...-£45 

A500 RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock Si free 

software [A5D0+ compatible) 

512K RAM (4 chip)...£29 
512K RAM without clock . £24 

512K RAM (16 chip) with clock.£24 

5I2K RAM (16 chip) without clock ..,.£19 

Tel (061 5193481/482 Faxr 5040666 
Fax (1 I 43380028 

Thu Amigs c3it only display IG greyscales 

Distributor Tor Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R. SBL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Di .. . 
Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 7S011, Paris. France. Tel (1) 43386Z0G f6 lines) 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 

Power 
•One of the most advanced kickstart 

ROIVt sharers available 
>A clever design on a smalt reliable 

board 

- Fits A500, A50Q+, At 500 

■ Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 
keyboard 

“No messing about with switches 

“No MC!A adaptor" or other trailing wires 

•Jumper to select which ROM boots on 
switches 

■Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
•Simple internal fitting* 
*Kicfc-dff requires Uin lid ta b@ removed from the Amiga 
This may invalid am your warranty. 

ROM Share...£17.95 

ROM Share inc. kickstart v2.04.£55 

ROM Share inc. kickstart vl.3.£39 

ROM Share for A600 .    £29 

Kickstart v2.04 
104 Kickstart (chip only).£39.95 

2.04 Kickstart ROM, workbench software, 

install disk 2.04, font disk & extras£79.95 

2.04 kit with ROM sharer ..£99 

A500 Hard Drives 

GVP A530 Turbo HD 

■ 40MHz 68030EC accelerator 
■ Optional 6SE82 maths co-processor 

- Up to 8MB 32-bit FASTRAM on-board 

■Award winning 

42CLMB HD 0MB RAM.£549 

80CLMB HD 0MB RAM.£649 

240MB HD 0MB RAM...£1054 

S8882 Upgrade kit..£224 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■ Up to 8MB FASTRAM on board 

52QMB 0MB.£329 80QMB 0MB.£399 
52QWIB 2MB.£379 80QMB 2MB.£449 
52QMB4MB.£440 30QMB4MB.£499 
52QMB 8MB.£509 80QMB 8MB.£549 

IGD Novia Internal HD 
■ Fits inside your Amiga 5D0 

■ Comes complete, just plug-in and go 

Commodore A600 
■The new compact Amiga 600 
■ Boilt-in TV modulator 

■ Workbench & kickstart 2 
■Enhanced chip set 

■1MB of RAM 

■ IDE Hard disk controller built-in 
■ Credit card size ROM & RAM slot 

A600 with 2MB.£339 

A6Q0 with 20MB inc. 2MB.£399 

A600 with 40MB inc. 2MB...£459 

A600 with 80MB inc. 2M8.£559 
See memory section for latest A600 RAM cards 

AGOO Internal HD 
IBM 40MB Internal HD.£199 

IBM 80M8 Internal HD.£269 

Commodore CDTV 

■ CDTV player 

• Welcome disk + caddy 
■Keyboard 

■ Floppy disk drive (black) 
■Wired mouse 

■Workbench 1.3 and manuals 
■ Infrared remote control 

CDTV multi-media pack.£599 

A570 CD-ROM drive for A5G0.£349 

Award Winning Manufacturers 

Power products ccmc wilh 

full technical support 

"The Power Meuse Is my pick af 

the month" Cb Amiga 

PC8BGB "Well worth spending 

your hard earned pennies on( an 

excellent buy" Amiga Computing 

Dual Drive "Now this is a bit 

special" Amiga Cumpuiing 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Shopper Best Buy 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Format Gold 

"Power Scan is quite simply the 

best Amiga hand scanner avail¬ 

able" Amiga Forma: 

Credit Card Hotline 

0234 843388 
1 O LINES 

Fax 0234 840234 

Technical 0234 841882 

Video Backup System 

•Use VCR as a backup storage device 

•Blank videotape is all that is required 

•200 Amiga floppy disks will fit on a 4 
hour tape 

■ Can be used for hard disk backup 
•There is room for 175MB of data 

1 Backup an Amiga diskette in 1 minute 

■Restore even to an unformatted disk 

■ Hard disk backup, software allows you 

to specify which files and directories to 
be stored 

• Low cost storage, 2 pence per MB 

■Menu driven software 

■ Allows you to watch TV on a 1034s 
monitor 

•Veryhigh reliability 

• Log files, contain title and counter 

position of every backup 

■Video connection check, ensures fool 
proof operation 

■Effective error-correction scheme 
“Easyto understand manual 

Video Backup System .*......£59.95 

Novia 401 40MB HD .£279 

Novia 801 8DMB HD ....£349 

ICD Flicker Fixer 

Flicker Free Video 2 

■ Stop that annoying flicker 

■ Fits internally in the A5QQ 

■ Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2.  .....£199 

NEC 4FG Multi-sync monitor.£549 

Chips 

4MB x SSIMM ....£90 

IMBxSSIMM .....£25 

256K x 4DRAM ..,.......£4.00 

1MB xl DRAM..  £3.95 

1 x 4ZIP  ....£14.95 

1 x4D1P...    £19.95 

A30D0 Static column RAM.£19.95 

SIMM 32 x 1MB-60 ........£65 

SIM 32 x 4MB-GD ...............£243 
{These chips cover mosi memory & hard drives Le. 

GVP, Supra, Commodore) 

CDTV Software 

A Bun for Barney..£29.99 

Barney Bear goes camping.£29.99 

Battlechess ..  £39.99 

Case of the Cautious Condor .£34.99 

CD Remix v2 ,.    £34.99 

Fred Fish CDPD Collection.£19.95 

Fun School 3 (under 5 s) .£24.99 

Fun School (5-7yrs) .£24.99 

Fun School (Over 7yrs) .  £24.99 

Guiness CDTV Disc of Records .£34.99 

Illustrated Holy Bible .£29.99 

Music Maker.£34.99 

NASA Heroic Age of Space.£19.99 

Power Pinball . £29.99 

Stm City....£29.99 

Trivial Pursuit .£49.99 

World Vista Atlas..£54.99 

Xenon 2 Megablast.£29.99 

More titles available 

VAT included 

48H r delivery £2,50 

24Hr delivery £4.SO 

Parcel post delivery £1 

(UK mainland only} 

Power Computing Ltd 
Unit & Railton Road 

Woburn Road Ind. Estatt 
Kempston Bedford 

MK42 7PN 

GsfablrsKed 19S5 

SpBCLffcalicnsS pneas 
subject To change wilh nui notice 

All trademark ackrcwlodged 

Rower Shop 86 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 DDL. 081 941 9073 



The 
Campaign Concept 

Includes:- 

Campaign Gaming 
System Software 

Map Editor Software 

Extensive User Guide 
and Gameplay Manual 
Incorporating Historical 
Background, Vehicle 

Factfinder and 
Campaign Maps 

2 World War I! 
Propaganda Posters 

2 World War li 
Propaganda Postcards 

Authentic Wartime 
Newspaper Reprint 

The Most Comprehensive Military Simulation 
of Warfare in World War II 

D-Day Landings 
Battleplan Map 

■ Take full command of up to 
3000 vehicles on over 20 historically 
accurate predefined maps ranging in 
size from 625 to 10 million square 
ktlomcircs. Locathus rangep;om the 
Sahara ami Russian Steppes to the 
Battle of the Bulge in the Ardennes 
and the D-Day landings, 

H The amazing Map-Editor allows 
you to modify the existing maps and 

create new ones of your own♦ This option is available at any time 
allowing you to pause and enter the editor to modify the forces. You can 
even swap sides! 

■ Control either A Hied or Axis forces from the level of Field Marshal 
right down to tank driver. 

* As Field Marshal coordinate strategy for all groups of tanks, 
convoys, aircrafh ships and production centres. 

* As General control the fighting of an individual battle with as many 

as 16 active tanks plus artillery and air support. 
* As a Tank Driver/Gunner experience the battle in stunning 3D. 

The most sophisticated computer wargaming system ever 

DEVISED FOR THE HOME COMPUTER, USING ACCURATE BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION FROM WW2 CAMPAIGNS AND INDIVIDUAL BATTLES. 

Experience the sheer pressure and anxiety of planning the 

world's most famous battles. 

The level of control Is up to you. if you wish, 
you can let the com pu ter handle iho Mnds 
on1 side of actual combat. _ 

■ Over 150 vehicle types, each one 
displayed in Super Fast 3-D; Russian, 

American, German A British tanks, 
artillery, support vehidest aircraft 
an d si dps . Ca mpatgn gives you full 
control over all aspects of combat 
Including airs trikes and sea battles. 

■ Your playing area covers uptoa 
staggering 10 million square kilo¬ 
metres of detailed terrain featuring 
towns, villages, rivers and woodland. 

I Breath-taking graphics that are 
accurate in every detail, given unique 
atmosphere of realism. 

■ O ver 100 Kilobyies of 3-D shape 
data used to create the vehicles. 
■ Sound Blaster, Ad-Lib & Roland 
sound card compatible. 
■ Available on IBM PC & Amiga 

empire 
Empire Software, 4/6 The Stannetts, Laindon North Trade Centre, 

Basildon, Essex. SS15 6DJ Telephone: 0268 541212 

Programmed by Jonathan (Griffiths 
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Inside the first issue 
you'll find an 
ENORMOUS and 
thoroughly splendid 
double-sided Desert 
Strike poster- 
calendar. Guaranteed 
to make even the 
grimiest bedroom/ 
office/doctor's 
waiting room a more 
exciting and 
informative place to 
be, it boasts not one 
but TWO excellent 
pieces of chopper- 
related artwork for 
your edification (or 
something}. 

January 
launch issue! 

magazine! 

I More 
latest show on . --- 

! Nintendo! Amiga 

OF H©T "VP 
V RELEASES J 

V See page 4Z/ 
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>f.us ALL THE 
|Ep GEO, **0 I 
saSwie boy, G 

Along with all the news, reviews, previews, celebrity 
challenges, giant competitions and a particularly diabolical 
quiz, each issue will sport a truly awesome tips section 
hosted by the oracle of all gaming knowledge, the 
Games Master himself. 
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Your guarantee 

GamesMaster Magazine is an all-new 

games guide from Future Publishing. 

We've teamed up with the people behind 

tlie GamesMaster TV show to produce 

the smartest liveliest and most informa¬ 

tive reading experience ever! If you like 

the TV show, you'll love the mag, 

because each issue will give you a 

month's worth of concentrated 

Games Master excitement! 

Every month we'll bring you exclusive 

info from Japan and America as well as 

the UIC- 

VlfeTI he reporting on both official and 

grey import releases, and giving a full 

release schedule for the whole of 1993. 

Games Master: soon youflIR be able to hold 

it in your hand_ 

FIRST ISSUE IS ON SALE 
THURSDAY 3™° DECEMBER 

Maximum information with minimum fuss. Each 

month, the newest games for all the major 

formats will be reviewed by our merciless team, 

including a host of guest reviewers from the 

show. More grab-maps, more beginner's tips and 

more facts. 

And there's also a 

100- page tips book 

with codes, cheats 

and hints for more 

than 250 red-hot 

games! Use of this 

handy volume will 

transform even the 

most inept gamer into 

a victorious software 

gladiator! It's not 

called The Winner's 

Handbook for nothing. 
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* Finance Facilities Available, 
please contact US for your personal information pack 

sTOPPRESS 
AMIGA A500+ PWJKS 
available in limited 

quantities 
phoneusfo^etaijs 

AMIGA technolog 

acknowledged experts 

msfa, 
FLOPPr® 

Available as either., 

Pack with Deluxe Paint III 

and a MYSTERY game 

whilst stocks 

£269 
But only whilst stocks last 

at just,., 

FLOPPY 
WITH A NEW... 

IWIMMJfl SOFTWARE § 

PUSHOVER 
•SILLY PUTTY- 

FftoSE GRAND PRIX 
■DELUXE PAINT III- 

£319 

HARD DRIVE VERSION 

EPIC -MYTH- ROME 
•DELUXE PAiNT MI- 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION IFranth, German, Engliih] 

MUL.TI LANGUAGE 
•DICTIONARY- 

AMIGATEXT WORD 
PROCESSOR 

at only, 

£459 

Lli ilurwuods tutv AfiOfl'sm tiiiU!d Kingdom spcdficnttun md include ibe frjllimmg 

fortunes,,, IMfv. Dhk Drive. I Mb. RAM, 409fi Col n tir*!, 1 □ I egraJ T\P Muriiilator, 

Mouse, Workbench Disks, Manuals, Pits all Leads - AND... 

FREE 1 YEA US m HOME SERVICE" 

—Harwood: ••• 
EXCLUSIVE! 

SPECIAL EDITION ◄ ADD our great iLQ 

POWERPLAY PACK 

your order for onl 
you get: A Superb High Quality 
Microswitchedf Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick » 10 Essential 3,5" 
Blank Disks -Disk Storage Box* 
Tailored A6GG Dust Cover and a High Qualityi 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse 
PLUS THE MEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME...ZOOL! ,s 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games: 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIONALGAMES WHICH ■ 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO £30IU , 

Xenon 2 Megablast • Pinball Dreams * TV Sports Football*1 
Hostages - Jumping Jackson Striker Bubble Plus ;TinTin on ■ 
the Moon Bloodwych * Stir Crazy * Krypton Egg * Skychase > 
Eliminator ! Purple Saturn Day * Safari Guns < Lombard RAC ■ 
Rally “Captain Blood -“Strike Force Harrier “Lancaster Sky Fox 111 

AND-.Transwrite ■ Word Processor for the Amiga j 
With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages! 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 

a FULL 2Mb, for just £39.95 extra 

AMGAffi 
2<UIAi«S 
DRIVE AND 2Mb.HAM 

woressiv-.- 

CS- Amiga 600HD 
with 20!Vlb Hard 

Drive & 2Mb RAM 

<£> Philips CM8833/II* 

^ Stereo Colour Monitor 

and a new Swift 2001 

t'"< Colour 24pin Printer 

Including a complete set 
•"“3 of 3 tailored dust covers 

rrt ^Replace the CM8833 with a 
Philips Monitor TV for only 

r"0 £39,95 extra. 

(2, ^Prefer an alternative 
printer? Simply pick 

"A another one fit pay 
'O' A the difference 

NEW Final v> 
[see page 31 

cri 

Copy II...The i ^ 
Best Amiga Word ^ 
Processor/Publisher <-P. 
Superbase, database 

Superplan, spreadsheet ^ 

Deluxe Paint III, Amiga 
Text, Multi Language 

| Trivial Pursuit & Dictionary 
(French, German, English), ^ 

(Three Great Games. ^ 
Epic, Myth and Rome, 
Why not add our ^ 

I Po werpl a y 
]Pack to your 
o rderI 



Latest Workbench 2 
25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 
3.5" Floppy Drive 

Including... 

FINAL COPY II 
and AMIGA VISION 

“LATEST 
14' COLOUR SVGA 

28' dot pitch 

But more than an 
ordinary 1 500... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 

GVP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5" Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 
SOFTWARE... 

Toki* -Elf* *Ruzzntc 
•Home Accounts* 
'Deluxe Paint III* 

■The Works* 

and the book 
GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
AMiGA 1992 

,29' dot pitch 
MULTIMEDIA AT HOME 

THE NEW AMIGA 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA 

PACKAGE HAS THE LOT 

INCLUDING 

CDTV Player, Keyboard, Infra- 
Red Mouse, 3.5“ Disk Drive, 

Workbench Disks, Welcome CD, 
and Remote Controller 

■ cd ROM ■ 
OdRIVE for A 5 0 0 + 
Is use music cd's &CDTV 
W titles on your A5Q0 Plus 
< Only... £329.95 

LU MULTIMEDIA 
CDTV player with Welcome 

Disk, Remote Controller, 
Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia 

and the great game Lemmings 

AM I GAS 
A500 1/2Mb £29.95 A500+ 1Mb £39.95 

A600 1Mb £4-4.95 
All BAM Expansions Inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 

SIMMS FOR GVP'S 
HC6 fit HD8 Drives add RAM in 2Mb. incrementsts 
IMbStmm £22.95 4Mb Simm £89.95 
32-Bit SIMM (or GVP Accelerators [min. 2Mb. increments! 
1Mb x 32Bit £52.95 4Mb x 32 Bit £152.95 V91X9 

14* stereo c- 
0 L 0 IJ R 

w Mil a **■ 
R E E ^ 

gg)cabU & m 
og)ind dust ^ 

covert » 
J n * H o tn e S 

tJs e r v i c e ® 

omtor TV’s 
DISCOUNT 

Add a CM 8833/11 monitor or 
a Monitor/TV when buying £194.95* 
your Amiga and pay the low . .. 
PHILIPS GOLD DISCOUNT »»!,I0£/|ji 
prices to save even more! £229.95* 

Pro12000 definition RGB colour Monitor/TV, 
FASTEXT Teletext, Infra Red Remote, 
Satellite and Video Connections, Headphone 
Socket, 2000 Characte* Higher Res Tube 
5^ 

o n n o r s 

If you want the POWER, then 

look no further... 

Harwoods have put together some great top of 

the range Amigas that will fit the bill for even 

the most demanding Amiga user. 

We've taken the powerful AI500 and tuned it into something 

extra special with a massive 120Mb. Hard Drive and 3Mh. 

of RAM, but if that's not powerful enough just look at the 

specification of our Amiga A3000 pack... and note the price. 

WE'VE GOT THE POWER! 

Phone for p rices on 
other spec . A 1 5 0 0 1 s 



with 2yrs warranty] 

All ojr printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 

a cable, paper and labels 
FREE OF CHARGE. 

Dot matrix models come 
with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons, 

ALL Citizens have a 2Year Warranty 
Please call for prices on any models not listed 

52Mb. 120Mb. 
£339.95 £439.95 
£379.95 £479.95 
£419.95 £519.95 
£499.95 £599.95 

Mil PRINTER STAR LC 20 MONO £134,95 
NEW STAR LC 100 COLOUR£164,95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194,95 
CITIZEN 12QD+ MONO £124,95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR£179,95 

STAR 
LC 24/200 COLOUR 
XB 24/200 COLOUR 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR 
SWIFT 240 MONO 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR 

Hewlett Packard Original Consumables 
DESKJET 500... 
Black Ink Cartridge 
(Double Life] 
Colour Ink Cartridge [Std] 
PAINTJET,.. 

Black Ink Cartridge 
Colour Ink Cartridge 
Single Sheet Paper 
Z-Foid Paper 
Transparency Rim; 
(Pack of 50 Sheets] 

Citizen Accessories; 

B0 Column 9/24 Pin £37,95 
Printer Colour Kit (ALL models 
except the Citizen 124 model] 
32K RAM Expansion £13,95 
[24Pln Citizens except 200/240] 
32K RAM Expansion £19.95 
[Citizen 200/240] 
128K RAM Expansion £32,95 
[Citizen 200/240] 

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS: 
ALL Star & Citizen SQCalumn models 

Only,..£69.95 
(please state model when ordering] 

£22.95 
£24.95 
£20,95 
£18.95 
£52.95 

52Mb. 120Mb. 
£279.95 £409.95 
£319.95 £449.95 
£359.95 £489.95 
£439.95 £569.95 

cms 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ20ex INKJET including 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £369.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 COLOUR £559.95 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR £679.95 
STAR LASERS FROM... £749.95 

Please phone for Items not listed 

AlUlluAui zuivid. Only.,, £199.95 
AllfllUflpf 60Mb. Only.., £ 2 9 9! 9 5 
UABn y 80Mb. Only... £349.95 
tjlrtnW F J Prices include courier collection Sr 
■%mi f^return of your Amiga, installation 
DkIIIPH I & a Ml 12monlh Gold Warranty 
b#||| V tv H for both your drive and Amiga. 

B00HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb. Hard Drivel Phone for details 

with free disk head cleaner 
■LONG CONNECTING- 

CABLE -THROUGHPORT - 

EXTERNAL 

v.vno/v 

fe extensive 
range of 

peripherals and Software 
EXPAND your system... 

and get MORE from your AMIGA 
If you've got an Amiga why not 

get THE MOST from it.,.. 
because it's so easy to attach our add-ons and use some great software, 

you can quickly get to grips with anything. From Graphic Design, Desk 
Top Publishing, Video Mixing and Music Composition to many useful 

business programs such as Word Processors, Accounts. Spreadsheets, 
Databases etc. You can add advanced technology such us fast Hard 

Disk Drives for quick access to data, Genlocks & Video Digitisers^- 
to import and manipulate images, Sound Samplers to help.you with 

your musical talents and Printers to enable output of your 'your 
creations'. With a whole lot mortavailablc, you too can... 

EXPAND YOUICAMICxA - EASILY! 

■Finance Facilities A vailable, 

1 PRINTER 
PRINTER BLACK RIBIGN COLOUR COLOUR RIBBON 1 

TYPE RIBBON ■Six PACK4 HIBSON ’SIX PACK' 1 

CITIZEN 1ZQD+ BLACK ONLY £4.75 £22,95 N/A N/A 

CITIZEN-124 SLACK ONLY £4.75 £22.95 M/A N/A 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 Black/Colour £4.75 £22,95 £16,45 £94.95 

SWIFT 24fZ4EttZ4 HLACK/COLOUH £4.75 £22 95 £16,45 £94.95 

swuciowiw SLACK/COLOUR £4.45 £23.95 £5,95 £34.95 

STAHLCZOf) SLACK/COLOUR £5.95 EX9 £32.95 2X9 £12.45 zxul £54.95 duo. 

STAR LC24/2M BUCK/COLOUR £6.95 Z24 £39,95 224 £12.95 X24CL £69.95 xuecL 

STAR XEt RANGE BLACK/CO LOUR £8,95 124 £49.95 224 £14.95 smgsL £74.95 »st±w. 

STAR SJ4B INK 
CARTRIDGE BLACK ONLY 

Cumputlblu tivilti Apple StvIowrituT 
end Canon BJlOex Bubblifj.ee £l5.95ea. 

please contact us for your personal information pack. 
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AiVIluMaccessones 
.2 Digiview Media StatEon £134.95 

Colour Pic Plus £579.95 
Super Pic £579.95 

£^RomboVidi12 C09.95 
Trco Amss 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 

Interface inc. Microphone £79,95 
Audio Engineer Plus 
Sound Sampler £179.95 

©— Technosound Turbo 
Sound Sampler £29.95 

- fc Miracle keyboard music teaching 
U system for the Amiga £299J5 
__ Music X (full version 1.1 whilst 

stocks last) £19*95 
C/3 Midi interface 5 port: with two 

cables £24.95 
J Super JAM £84.95 

_ Bars & Pipes Professional £219*95 
Stereo Speakers with a £39,95 

“ separate power supply 

^3 Power Mono Hand 
i i i Held Scanner £98.95 

Rower Colour Hand 
^ Held Scanner £239.95 

Sharp JX 100 Colour 
co Flatbed [AS Paper size] £549.95 

m ProGen - Perfect high quality 
,2 JJJ entry level true video signal 

o genlock £64.95 
£ > Rocgen Plus £119.95 

Multi connection cable kit for 
S> all genlocks EH.95 

LLJ HQ Microswltched mouse £1195 
CJ HQ Microswltched mouse inc* 
■ Mouse Mat & Holder £19.95 

ware 

Pea Pal VI.4 £79.95 
Final Copy 11 V2.0 £99.95 
Kindwords 3 £39,95 
Word worth VI.1 £109.95 
Transwrite £29.95 
Prowrite 3.3 £79,95 
Pagestream V2.2 £129,95 
Professional PageV3.0 £129.95 
Pagesetter II £44,95 
SoftCISps Clip Art... 
Classic Clip Art £29,95 
People Clip Art £29.95 
Collectors Clip Art £29.95 
Animal Clip Art £29.95 
Electric Thesaurus £29.95 Disk Master V2 £44.95 

Quarterback V5 £44.95 
Quarterback Tools £54.95 
D o s- 2 -D o s £29.9 5 
Easy Amos £24,95 
Amos The Creator £36.95 
Amos Compi ier £23.95 
Amos 3D £25.95 
New SAS Lattice C V6 £219.95 
Devpac 3 £54,95 
Directory Opus £27,95 

Deluxe Paint 4 £64.9 5 
Real 3D Professional 
Turbo £249.95 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £144.95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24-Bit Graphics 
System (PAL} £37 9.9 5 
Imagine 2,0 £189,95 

Mini Office 
Geld Disk Office 

Homebase £19.95 
Superbase 2 Personal £29.95 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/DB £39.95 

intro CAD Plus £79,95 
X-CAD 3000 £269,95 
Professional Draw 3 £8 9/95 

Optical mouse £28.95 
HQ Microswltched Trackbal1£29.95 
Superb Automatic Mouse and 
Joystick Switcher £17,95 

5£ KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 
P IPiease state A5Q0 or ptus when 
m ordering-not A60Q compatible] 
5 Now supports most hard drivesl 
g supplied without DOS £184,95 

£ *1 supplied with DOS 4,01 £214,95 
n 1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69.95 

GVP 286 PC emulator card for 
ASQQ HP8/530 (no DOS). Simply 

EE plugs into your GVP drive £189.95 

Premier Control Centre & Monitor 
Plinth with shelf: 

gFor Amiga A5O0 £39,95 
£ For Amiga A600 £34.95 

SB Zipstick autofire £11.95 
Competition Pro-Star autofire, 
bu rstfi re & si ow motio n £13.95 

Full range of Qnickjoy and other 
makes stocked - call for prices 

BLANK 10 Sony 3.5JfDSDD £8.95 
TT 50 Sony 3.5jr DS DD £34.95 
w / Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

10 with library case £6.95 
, 50 Disks - only... £24.95 
W 250 Disks ■ only... £79.95 

^ 3,5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 
fU==?l for reliable loading £2.95 

Seals 500 
Seals Professional 
Broadcast Titter 2 
Pro Video Post 
Video Studio V3 

Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range now! 

AMIGA x 
OPENING TIMES 
9.Q0 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays - 9.00 until 1,00 FOR EDUCATION «"9iish 
micro maths - to GCSE standards £18.95 maths 
micro orglish - to GCSE standards £18.95 ^ frencf 
micro french - to GCSE standards £18.95 ^ ADI tit 
micro german - to GCSE standards £18.95 ' english 
primary maths - 3to12‘s £18.95 W maths 
mega maths - A level £19.95 french 
reading and writing first shapes - 3to 
course - over 3's £18.95 'puzzle story book ■ 31o 
compendium six £29.95 “ dinosaur discovery kit - 3i 
fun school 4 software: C- first letters and words - 
choose ’ under 5% 5to7's /) 
or Jtoll's, only,.,£19.95 each tandards 

Amiga for Beginners £12.95 

Getting the most from your Amiga £13.95 

Amiga Machine Language £14,95 

Amiga DOS inside and out £21,95 

Amiga Hardware reference manual £21.95 

Amiga C for beginners £13,95 

Other Books: ..call us with your requirements 

Befmyoti rhmefrum nki it) purchase, plem plum ith 
He art always happy fa dkciiss your rtquirtmtm and answer 

any querns you may hwe. And,, rmemter Hmsoodi have 
always provided THE BEST service in the industry ~ 

FREE GOLD SERVICE; Any computer, monitor or printer - unless 
covered by [n-Home Warranties ■ that requires service In the first 
year Is collected FREE OF CHARGE (UK Mainland only). Remember 
at Harwoods we charge no mare for this GOLD service. The testes! 
turnaround possible is GUARANTEED by our OWN SERVICE ENGINEERS 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT: You will be given out Exclusive Technical 
Support Phone Number to call should you require any help or advice 
on any aspect of the system you have purchased. 
MINIMUM 12 MONTH HARDWARE WARRANTY' Hems proving 
faulty within 30 days of purchase are replaced with NEW UNITS 
unless otherwise stated. For the guarantee period, warranty service 
will be completely FREE OF CHARGE Isome items are 2 yr warrantyj 
YOUR SYSTEM READY TO GO: Ail main hardware products come 
with mains plugs and leads -jusi connect up and use straight away 

How to contact us.,. HEY PHONE: Phone our Order Hotline with your Access, 
Visa, Mastercard Switch or Lombard Cradilcharge Card 
quoting number & expiry dale (Most Dixons, Currys. 
NASCR and other 'store' cards are Lombard Credit charge 
and are happily accepted by us), 

I5SH BY POST: Make cheques, bankers building society drafts or 
|Mq postal orders payable to GORDON HARWOOD 

COMPUTERS. (Personalousiness cheques take Tdays to 
clear from day of receipt whereupon your order will be 
despatched). Please send Name, Address, and most 
Importantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number along 
with your order requirements- Please check you are 
ordering from our latest advertisement before posting 
(phone if you require confirmation). Please remember that 
for example many September pubflcations appear during 
August, etc., therefore prices you see may have changed 
(either up or down!). □ EXPORT: Most items are available at TAX FREE PRICES la 
non UK residents and service personnel. Please contact us 
for confirmation of export prices before ordering. 

HFREE DELIVERY: within 14 working days. UK Mainland 
only. OR; SPEEDY COURIER SERVICE. Add just £6,95 per 
major item for guaranteed next working day delivery lor 
D.50 for Saturday delivery]. UK Mainland most regions. 
(Despatch normally on day of order or payment clearance]. 

Alt listed prim are what YOU PAY, and then atr SO HlHfii'K IATRAS 
V/iT and postage art inrludtd, and prim tin afreet at tinit of £uin$ fa 
pm\ (Pack details may rwy from time to time], Offer* iwd frmm m 

subject to availability and to btitog the ktest Qdr&dstdprodua^path and 
prim. Phase note goods are not supplied on a trial ggtfc h&Qt 

word processors/publishing: 

Why not lake a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised range, 
and more, available it the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, (Please 
see opening times! There's plenty of FREE parking nearby tool 

How to find us... 

Finance Fiieiltlte* Available* 
* Phase phmc ns for informittm, jowr pi-rwntit appIsuUwn 

pack ati J full mitten detail*. 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS 
DEPARTMENT 5flE /H2, NEW STREET, 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. DE5 7BP 

TEL: 0773 336781 FAX: 0773 831040 

*Finance Facilities A vailable, 
please contact us for your personal information pack, 



/ 
Peripheral required 

for playing 

Computer Scrabble 

You know your scrabble* 

Seldom does a zugzwang' on a 

triple word escape your eagle eye. 

Now US Gold have pioneered 

Computer Scrabble. It's the same 

Scrabble you've always enjoyed, 

but with some very special added 

features. 

Thanks to Computer Scrabble 

you can challenge up to three 

colleagues in the office over 

lunch, take on the family back 

home, or even have the neighbours 

round for a war of words after 

supper - all without the hassle of 

setting up a board. 

You can also lock horns on your 

own with the computer game 

which has twice won the Computer 

Olympiad. With its dozen different 

skill levels, you can improve your 

game as you progress to the 

ultimate victory - a level 12 

blitzkrieg. 

Listed in the game's memory is 

e very single page of the Chambers 

Official Scrabble Dictionary * over 

126,000 words {a programming 

triumph in itself) - so you can 

settle disagreements with a 

quick recourse to the definitive 

referee, too. 

Computer Scrabble from 

US Gold. The thinking person's 

computer game. 

AVAILABLE ON: 

Atari ST, Amiga and PC & 

Compatibles (EGA, VGA, minimum 

memory required 640k). 

RflDDDGf LtEEItBED BY J.W 9PE Afl » SONS P.L.t.. EnFlELD 

EH3 IIS, ENGmHO MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED 

BY U S. GOLD LTD,. UNITS 2 3 HOlFOAD WAY, HDLFORD, 

BIRMINGHAM 36 ?AX ENGLAND TEL. 031 635 3366 

OISflB 1BB2JW SPEAfl 1 SONS PLC SCRABBLE- 

IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK. 

HINTS TIPS CALL THI GOLD PHOKEx SPE LI JAMMER - PROPHECY OF THE SHADOW * THE SUMMONING - DARK SUN * EYE OF THE BEHOLDER • LEGEND DF DAHKMODM 
|EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II) * DRAGONS DF FLAME * HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0839 654 139 OPERATION STEALTH * ANOTHER WORLD - FLASHBACK. * CRUISE FBH A 
CORPSE TEL 0339 654 384 LUCASFtLM HELPLINE * LECHUCK'S REVENGE {MONKEY ISLAND l\ * INDIANA JOKES (LAST CFtDSAQE A FATE DF ATLAHTISl * ZAK MCKflACKEN * 
MANIAC MANSION * LDDM ■ SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 1 BATTLE DF BRITAIN TEL 0839 6S4 1 23 INFORMATION LlNtx 0839 654 134 * LEGENDS OF VALOUR TEL 
0839 993 364 * ACCESS HELPLINE' AMAZON TELi 0839 654 394 - SIR TECH HELPLINE CflUSADEflS OF THE DAflK SAVANT TEL: 0339 994 47T 
limit* irtilitt n J s :dld lid uHUI j,i iimr&io wit ipirpnn EunwihtJim biijx h ... n pmti m idiiiiiiii i« m riu uri,li,i EiMi ml llpif mu mi mu rm. Up i*< Hninnim 



BY POWER COMPUTING £17,95 
fART 2 BY POWER COMPUTING £55 

£24.99 irt FflOtSTART 1.3 BY POWER COMPUTING 
aOFF ROM SHARER A600 BY POWER COMPUTING 

games-and flight 
whore lot more involv¬ 

es a bit of a ‘here today, gone 
ine foot pedals bring a whole new 

Kinds of gaming: they can be set up to 
ivate whatever controls you prefer on your game. And the 

steering wheel may at first seem odd, because you hold It in 

mld-alr and it works from its in-built lilt-sensing switches, but 
it also brings a new dimension to gameplaying. Don't Just 
dream - do It for reall _ 
FOQTPEDALS BY <XJICKX)Y/SPECTRAVIPEO 
FREEWHEEL BY LOGIC 3/SPECTRAVTDEO £29,99 

CHRISTMAS LIST 

Yes, it's that time of year again. Love it or 

loathe it, there^ only a few shopping days 

left and it's time to start thinking about 

Amiga-related gifts. So if you're wondering 

what to ask for, or you're trying to find the 

ideal thing for an Amiga-owning friend or 

relative; if you're looking for a cheapstock- 

ing-filler, or lipping to get the ultimate 

luxury accessory: here's your complete 

guide to the very best in Amiga gifts. 
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rfj CHRISTMAS LIST 

DON*! MISS THE HIGH 
POINT OF THE YEAR! 
The Amiga Format January 1993 issue fs a real event. As well 

being the special Christmas issue of the world s best-selling 
Amiga magazine, featuring a game tips special along with all 

the usual top exclusive news, reviews and Informative fea¬ 
tures, we're giving you two very special gifts away on Ihe 
cover! The program that you'll find on the Amiga Format 

Collection Coverdisk Is none other than the AMOS program¬ 
ming language; PLUS there's a free 100-page book, crammed 

to the gills with invaluable reference information for all Amiga 
owners! Don’t miss out; get your copy at all good 
newsagents from December 121 _ 
AMIGA FORMAT JANUARY 1993 ISSUE ~f3>$ 

©_AND KEEP A TRACK 
OF YOUR FLOPPIES 
Yes, It's daft, but maybe ifs the right kind of present for the 
Amiga owner who has everything - but not quite. This per¬ 
sonal organiser-style Index system ties In with colour-coded 
labels to make sure you know precisely whafs on every sin¬ 
gle disk and can find Ihe right one at an Instant. No more 
endless searching through disk after disk to find the utility 

you desperately need!_ 
RU-A-DtSK BY MD OFFICE SUPPLIES £12,99 

O BUILD UP YOUR SOFTWARE 
COLLECTION THE EASY WAYI 
Throughout most of 1992, we've been running the exclusive 
Amiga Format Collection on our second Coverdisk, bringing 
you complete programs like the amazing fractal landscape 
generator Vista and the HAM paint program Spectracoior 

Junior. If you're new to the magazine or to the Amiga then 

you will have missed out, so why not build up your software 
collection by ordering back issues of the magazine which 

come complete with Collection programs. There's no better 
way to get your hands on some of the best software that's 

around - and to build up a library of the best Amiga informa- 
lion In print! (See Page 262.)_ 
AMIG A FORMAT BACK ISSUES WITH FULL PROGRAMS £5 EACH 

STOP IT WITH THAT 
ANNOYING CLICKING! 
Have you ever noticed the way that Amiga disk drives make a 

constant and particularly irritating ‘click, click, click' noise 
when there's not a disk In Ihe drive? Well, if your drive is 

driving you to distraction, there's a simple solution in the 
form of this little extra circuit board, which puls Ihe dampen¬ 
ers on your disk drive. Go on, treat yourself! (Requires 
internal fitting.)__ 

ANfl-OJCK BOARD BY POWER COMPUTING £9,95 

MAKE THE MOST OF 
YOUR AMIGA'S SOUND! 
The Amiga has absolutely amazing stereo sound and Amiga 
games have some of the most astonishing music and effects 
that you'll ever hear - so if you've got all this quality sound, 
why on earth put up with distorted noises coming out of 
scratchy little speakers? To get the full effect, all you need to 
do is hook up the stereo phono sockets on the back of your 
Amiga to the similar connections on your home hi-fi. It’s sim¬ 
ple to do and even more good news is that the lead to do it 
costs only a couple of quid and is available at all good hi-fi 

and electrical shops. Try It - and you’ll see what a big differ¬ 
ence it makes. 

STEREO CABLE (FROM YOUR LOCALSHOP) £50RHSS 

CLEARER AND MORE 
COLOURFUL PICTURES 
if you've got a big posh television that has a SCART, Peritel 
or Euroconnector socket, you could make your screen dis¬ 

play look even better, and all by just by spending a few extra 
quid on a new SCART lead. The RGB signal output from your 
Amiga gives brighter colours and a sharper picture because 
it’s not converted the way the RF output from an A6Q0 or a 
modulator is: and TVs with one of the above connectors 

(they're actually different names for the same thing) can take 
an RGB signal Simply pop down to your local computer sup¬ 
plier and gel an Amiga RGB-to-SCART lead and then you'll 
get the picture! ____ 

SCART CABLE (FROM YOUR LOCAL SHOP) £8 OR LESS 

O CARRY YOUR A6DO THE STYLISH 
AND CONVENIENT WAYI 
The A6QQ Is deliberately designed to be very compact and 
easy to carry around, but there's only one slight problem: do 
you Just sling It In a sports bag and let It bounce around with 
your football boots? Well now you don’t have to. This spe¬ 

cially designed and colourful rucksack Is exactly the right 
size to fit and protect your A600 along with Its power supply, 
mouse and extra bits and bobs such as the odd game. Now 
you can take your Amiga with you!__ 
ZAPSAC BY ZAPPO BY VSDi £12*99 

O ALWAYS UNPLUGGING 
JOYSTICKS AND MICE? 
Ifs such a shame that you frequently have to unplug your 
mouse and plug in your joystick when switching from one 

program to another. The ports wear and break, and you can 
blow chips so you really ought to switch off, but who does? 

Here's the answer; an adaptor that has plugs for both mouse 

and joystick and knows as soon as you press a button which 
one jHs you are using!_ 

R060SHIFT JOY/MOUSE SWITCHER BY MEEDMORE £15^99 

O NOW YOU CAN HAVE 
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS! 
Workbench 2, as found In the A500 Plus, A3000 and A600, is a 
lot belter to use - and yet some older programs won't work 

with it So if you want all the benefits of WB2, but you don't 
want to give up on your favourite games, you can Install both 

a! the same time and switch between them at the press of a 
keyt (Installation requires some expertise and may Invalidate 
your warranty.) 

IQCK-OFF ROM SHARER A50Q BY POWER COMPUTING £17.95 

KICK-OFF WITH KJCK5TART 2 BY POWER COMPUTING £55 
KICK-OFF W1IH KKKSTART 1J BY POWER COMPUTING £39 
KICK-OFF ROM SHAKIR A600 BY POWER COMPUIINS £29 

O GET AN ALL-TIME CLASSIC GAME FOR 
AS LITTLE AS £6.99! 
In Ihe five years that the Amiga has been around, we’ve seen 
some truly classic games appear. Many of them still live on in 

the mythology of Amiga gaming, most rival the best new 
games coming out. Some have been lost, but fortunately 
some of these classics are now available as bargain budget 
buys, often costing you as little as £6.99, Why miss out on 

superb gameplay at a bargain price? Turn to our feature on 
Page @3 for full details of all the classic games you can now 
buy on budget—__ 
BUDGET CLASSIC GAMES _FROM £6,99 

© A BUG-LIKE STICK THAT'S 
PARTICULARLY SUCK! 
Both performance and looks set this joystick apart from the 

crowd! Its name tells a tale - it looks very, very weird indeed. 

Yet this loose, responsive stick is one of the best you can use 
for any game that requires Instant direction-switching and 
precise action._ 
BUG JOYSTICK BY CHEETAH £14.99 

©DRIVE LIKE THE WIND - 
UKE A DRIVER! 
Here's a set-up that will make your driving games - and flight 
sims, and all kinds of other games - a whole lot more involv¬ 
ing and realistic 1 Yes, It seems like a bit of a ‘here today, gone 
tomorrow’ novelty idea, but the foot pedals bring a whole new 
physical element to all kinds of gaming; they can be set up to 
activate whatever controls you prefer on your game. And the 

steering wheel may at first seem odd, because you hold it in 
mid-air and It works from its In-built tilt-sensing switches, but 
It also brings a new dimension to gameplaying. Don't just 
dream - do it for real! 

FOOTPEDALS BY QUKKJOY/SPEC1RAVDEO £24-99 
FREEWHEEL BY LOGIC 3/SKCIRAVIDEO £29-99 
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GOT A KEYBOARD? THEN 
LET YOUR AMIGA PLAY IT! 
II seems there are loads of people out there who have an elec¬ 
tronic musical Instrument who still haven't yet caught up with 
the fact that they can hook it up to their Amiga and open up 
all kinds of new and exciting possibilities. Synthesisers and 
the like that use MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a 
common language that enables instruments and computers 

to talk) can be attached to the Amiga via a MIDI interface - 
which then means you can write, play and record tunes on 
your Amiga with a sequencer program. It also comes with two 
Iree MIDI cables! 
MIEHMASTER BY PATH. ELECTRONICS £19*99 

O&O SMOOTH CONTROL 
AND AN EASY LIFE_ 
Nothing makes more of a difference to your Amiga than a hel¬ 

ler mouse. Whether It's simply drawing a clean tine In Deluxe 
Paint moving a file around the Workbench without acciden¬ 
tally dropping it or controlling a motorbike in a game without 

it getting completely toose, you need accuracy, precision and 
reliability that sometimes only a quality mouse can provide. 
Which Is exactly why you should get rid of your original 

Commodore model (Commodore have got rid of them, both 
the new A4QOO and A1200 models come with a new one) and 

opt for one of these relatively cheap and high-quality replace- 

GOIDEN IMAGE MOUSE £14.99 
MEGAMOUSE BY ALFADATA £12.95 

© DON'T GIVE THE KIDS A PET FOR 
XMAS, GIVE THEM A MOUSE 
Frippery and luxury though it may be, this has to be the most 
appealing mouse design we've ever seen, ft's aimed at 
encouraging kids to get started with the computer. It’s over¬ 

priced, but it works pretty well and, let's face it, it's more fun 
than any other mouse you'll ever seel _ 
KIDZ MOUSE BY LOGITECH £32 

o LEARN TO PROGRAM ON THE 
AMIGA - IT'S EASY! 
Once upon a time, home computers would come with a Basic 

programming language included, and people would have 
hours and hours of fun learning how to create their own sim¬ 

ple programs. There's still no challenge like It - but the best 
way to do it has now changed. This package includes a cheer¬ 
ful and friendly step-by-step guidebook which is especially 

designed to be used by beginners, and the powerful but 
simple programming language will help you get some realty 
great result si 

EASY AMOS BY EUROPRESS SOFTWARE £33*99 

JOIN THE CLUB: KEEP UP 
TO DATE, EVERY MONTH 
A subscription to Amiga Format must be the best gift that you 
could possibly give to an Amiga owner: or treat yourself to! 
As well as getting the world's best-selling Amiga magazine 
delivered to your door every month, it also means you're a 
part of the world's best club for Amiga owners! All sub¬ 

scribers receive a free newsletter sheet every month, with 
glimpses behind the scenes at the monthly goings-on of 

Amiga Format With New Year approaching, make sure 1993 
is a good one: make sure of getting your favourite magazine 
every month! (See Page £63 for details) 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTION £44*95 

© DON'T FORGET THE MEMORY! 
There can be few more useful extras or more welcome gifts 

than a chunk of extra memory for your Amiga. It enables you 
to run more programs and do lots more ambitious things, ie 
DTP, animation. All the basic Amigas can be expanded by 

simply slotting a RAM expansion into the ‘trapdoor1 under the 

machine, so it's a simple, convenient and tidy way to gel 
more power! __ 
RAM EXP A500 BY AF MAIL ORDER £25,99 

RAM EXP A500 PLUS BY PHOENIX 
RAM EXP A600 BY PHOENIX £44,99 



Q & © MATCH YOUR 
AMBITION WITH DRIVE! 
If you don1! have a second disk drive, you're making life very 
difficult for yourself! A second drive makes games that come 
on more than one floppy an awful lot more enjoyable, and it 

also makes it child's play to copy tiles from one disk to 
another, or save files white running a program. Our recom¬ 

mended drives are Ihe fastest and the quietest around; the 
slimline, solidly-built, super-speedy RocLite and the Power 
88QB with Its built-in extras. Both are available In black for 

CDTV owners.____ 
ROOJTE BY ROC1EC/HB MARKETING, BLACK_£63 

ROCLTTE BY ROCTEC/HB MARKETING/ IVORY £65 
POWER 880B, BUCK BY POWER COMPUTING £65 
POWER flflOB, IVORY BY POWER COMPUTING_£65 

O get a macintosh computer 
FOR A FRACTION OF THE PRICE! 
If you have an A150G, 2000 or 3000 and you're interested in 
running the best graphics and DTP sottware outside the 
Amiga, what you need is this Macintosh emulator. Turning in 
a perfect Imitation of Apple's famous designer computer at a 

traction of the price of the real thing, this is the ultimate in 
computer one-upmanship! It comes on a card, can read Mac 
disks and use a partition of your hard drive for storing Mac 

data and will run all the Mac software we could throw at It, 
AMAX II PLUS BY READYSQFT/ENT INTERNATIONAL £324,99 

o THE MOST STUNNING ASOO 
PERIPHERAL IN HISTORY! 
What a combination! Take the best hard drive there Is for an 
A50Q, with a capacity of up io 120Mb, then take into account 
the fact that it will take up to 8Mb of RAM. Add in a 'mini-slot* 

that allows it to add extra expansions such as a PC emulator, 
then slip the whole thing into a smart, compact case that slots 

neatly on the side of an ASOO. What have you got? An HD8+ 
hard drive, so far But the killer blow is the addition of an 
amazingly swift 68030 accelerated processor that turns your 

ASOO into the best all-round machine you can get!_ 
A53Q HARP DRIVE GVP/SttJCA _ £799 

o VIDEO EFFECTS LIKE 
THE PROFESSIONALS USE! 
This unique gadget for the Amiga works like a genlock, but 
the other way round - it allows you to put Amiga graphics 

into areas of flat colour (or similar brightness) on a video pic¬ 
ture. it's like the ‘chroma keying' effect used in TV and films, 
like when Superman soars above buildings. Quite remarkable, 

loads of fun and very, very clever! 
ROCKEY BY ROCTEC/HB MARKETING_£299 

o FROM SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS 
TO CONTROLLING ROBOTS! 
These interface kits open up an enormous range of possibili¬ 

ties. Clever lillle boxes that attach to the parallel port of your 

Amiga, they mean you can control all manner of electrical 
gadgetry. You could build your own robots and write pro¬ 
grams io control them, conduct scientific experiments with 

temperature sensors and photo-electric cells and even make 
your Amiga into a burglar alarm! Idea! for educational use or 
for young people with art interest in electronics! 
5WTTCHSOFTINPUT/OUTFUT PORT 

SENSOR AND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS KIT 

£26.95 

£24,95 

© & © ASPIRIN FOR THE 
FLICKER HEADACHE! 
If you're serious about your graphics, video or DTP work, 
you'll want to work in the highest resolution possible - and 

that means interlace. Trouble isT can you bear to work with 
that flickery screen? Now there's a cure for tired eyes and 

headaches: get yourself a de-interlacer lor rock-steady dis¬ 

play. For owners of larger Amlgas, the Microway Flicker Fixer 
is a bargain: It's halved in price of late. And now ASOO owners 
can de-interlace tooT with ICD's tiny Flicker Free Video 2. 

(Multisync or VGA monitor is also required,)_ 
FLICKER FREE VIDEO 2 BY ICD/PQWER COMPUTING_£199 
FLICKER FIXER CARD BY MICROWAY/HB MARKETING £250 



CARTOON LAND GONE BADl 
Whilst publishing his underground comic Jock Deebs hos unwittingly crested 
o parallel universe inhabited by cartoon characters known as DOODLES. 
You are transported info COOL WORLD and seduced, through engaging 
messages, by the Doodle vamp... HOLLl. Visual jokes and gags punctuate 

your adventure as you hop to and fro between reality and COOL WORLD. 
But Hollt's dream is to shed her Doodle indentity... to become a real woman 
- with a real interest in Jackf ■#* !: ^ 

A DREAM THAT COULD « f. 
DESTROY BOTH WORLDS! itlSI 
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O TURN YOUR AMIGA 
INTO A REAL COMPUTER! 
If you've never used your Amiga with a hard drive, you don't 
know what you're missing! Seriously, only 20 per cent of our 
readers have hard drives and we'd encourage everyone to get 
one. It’s amazing what a difference if makes, even if you play 
games {Monkey Island is much better from a hard drive than 
it is from ten floppies!) but especially if you're into any kind 
of serious Amiga use. Our recommended hard drive is the 
fastest, ltTs very reliable, It comes with memory expansion 

capacity of up to 8Mb and a mini-slot' for other expansions - 
and It’s Just down in price. 
GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 HD8+ HARD DRIVE 52MB 
GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 HD8+ 

HARD DRIVE 52MB + 2MB RAM_ 

GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 HD8+ HARD DRIVE 120MB 

DON'T MISS OUT 
ON MINIATURISATION 
Just because you have an Amiga 5DD doesn't mean you have 

to lose out on one of the great bonuses for A600 owners; the 
ability to fit a tiny, 2*5-lnch IDE hard drive inside your Amiga. 
The AdIDE adaptor from the masters of miniaturisation, ICD, 
sets up all you need to carry massive amounts of data around 
hidden conveniently inside your machine, and ICO also sup¬ 

ply appropriate drives in a range of capacities. Believe us, a 
hard drive makes an enormous difference - and this has to be 
the best way to fit one. 
ADIDE BY ICD FROM £199 

O YOUR AMIGA CAN TEACH 
YOU TO PUY PIANO! 
Do you ever wish that you'd learnt to play piano when you 
were younger? Would you like to be that cool dude behind 
racks of synths, but you don’t know where (□ start? Weil 

here's the ideal thing! The Miracle includes a full MIDI key¬ 
board that can sound like over 100 instruments: but better 

still, you can hook it up to your Amiga and the software will 
teach you how to play, monitoring your progress and giving 
you advice as you go along! Don't be shy - give it a go* (Or 
you could have a go at winning one on Page 74) 
MIRACLE BY MJND5CAPE/SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS £299 

O 20/20 VISION AND 
A BRIGHTER WORLD 
If you’re stilt using your Amiga through the telly, you're only 
getting half the picture. A proper monitor makes pictures 
sharper and brighter because if s designed for the purpose. 

This one can also provide stereo sound - plus it's officially 
approved as the best monitor for all Amiga resolutions that 

don't need an expensive multisync, according to our own 
tests. And don't miss out on your free copy of the excellent 
Lotus 2driving game. 
CMSS33 MONITOR B Y PHILIPS 

© FUN AND GAMES WITH 
YOUR OWN HIT SOUNDS 
Sampling ts the technique that has shaped the pop music of 

the Nineties, but even if you don’t (ike modern dance music, it 
can still be really great fun to sample your own sounds and 

create your own tunes. It’s so easy - just plug a hi-fi, micro¬ 
phone or video into the sampler hardware and bang the 

button, then sequence the sounds you’ve saved into com¬ 
plete songs using the colourful, user-friendly software 
supplied. Get down.  
MEGAMIX MASTER BY ROMEO 

© FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 
HOME STUDIO... 
If you take your music seriously, there's only one sequencing 
program you should be using. Packed with features that 

make it ideal lor the discerning professional, this Is neverthe¬ 
less the program of choice for a good many amateur and 

semi-professional musicians* If you've spent more than 2500 

on a keyboard, you really ought to be using this. It's the stuff 
of which hit albums are made*** 

CHRISTMAS LIST 

© PIONEER THE FUTURE 
OF HOME COMPUTING! 
There’s absolutely no doubt about it, the big thing lhat will 

happen in 1993 is that the vast majority of entertainment soft¬ 
ware will switch over to being compact-disc based. As you 

see more, bigger and even better games being released on to 
CD format, do you want to be left behind? Of course you 
don't. So get in there first, and explore an amazing world 

where hundreds of PD programs can be bought for only a few 
pounds and amazing sound and graphics are the norm. 

Above all, know that you won't be left behind when the glori- 
ous day comes! 

£349 A570 CD-ROM DRIVE BY COMMODORE £349*99 

£408 

£449 
TAKE CONTROL AT THE 
HEART OF YOUR AMIGA 
Mystified by the complications of (he CLI? Are you totally at a 
loss when it comes to duplicating an Amiga disk? Simply Irri¬ 
tated by the idiosyncrasies of the Amiga’s user interface? 
Annoyed by the fact that you can't click on a file to read, dis¬ 

play or hear it? For anyone who’s put off by the fearsome 
technical knowledge that is normally required to use the 

Amiga to Its full, or who is aware of the shortcomings of it 
and wants to work In a much more professional environment, 

then this is the utility for you. One simple screen is alt that 
you need to have full control over all your files and floppy 
disks. It’s just so easy! 
DIRECTORY OPUS BY INOVATKONICS £39.95 

© VISUAL SOPHISTICATION TO 
MAKE THE BBC LOOK AMATEUR! 
Whether you want to add professional-looking and classy title 

screens to your home videos, or create whole business pre¬ 
sentations to get your point over, this is the ideal way to do it. 

Scata makes it easy, not just because it has a beautifully 
designed interface that makes using it a pleasure, but also 
because it comes with enormous quantities of ready-pre¬ 
pared typefaces and stunning graphics that give you the 

class of a top-notch graphics designer, even if you’re a com- 
plete novice.  
SCALA BY SCALA/SiLJCA £99*95 

0 PRINTING HAS NEVER BEEN SO 
SMOOTH, QUIET AND CHEAP! 
Printers can be so awkward* They can be noisy and clattery; 
they can cost more than the Amiga itself; and they can pro¬ 
duce results that make your beautifully designed document 
look like a photocopy of a digitised version of what you 

started off with. But not any more! Canon's amazing bubble- 

jet technique, which squirts the ink in tiny bursts on to the 
page, makes this printer incredibly quiet and astonishingly 
cheap - yei it gives letter-quality results nearly as good as a 
laser printer. 

£258 BJ-20 BUBBLUET BY CANON £299 

© COLOUR PRINTING 
FOR THE MASSES 
This is a printer that tops all the others in Its class. Coming 
with an automatic colour option, this has to be the cheapest 

way of getting decent versions of your DPaint pics in all their 
colourful glory. A 24-pin dot-matrix gives it letter quality when 
you're printing text, while dear controls make it easy to use 

and ifs also quiet. This year’s model, it even comes with a 
special print utility Citizen have developed to ensure Amiga 
owners get top-class results. 

£39*95 240C 24-PIN DOT-MATRIX BY CITIZEN £429*83 

KCS LEVEL 3.5 BY DR T'5/ZONE 

© SAMPLE WITH 
THE PROFESSIONALS! 
This is one of the finest software and hardware combinations 
available on the Amiga - it’s the Rolls Royce of Amiga sam¬ 
plers! Superbly engineered hardware produces excellent, 
clean, clear samples and the amazing AudipMaster IV soft¬ 

ware is the perfect thing with which to edil and adjust them, 

even enabling you to time-stretch samples without altering 
_ their pitch*___ 

£279 AUDIO ENGINEER PLUS BY RAMSCAN/HB MARKETING £204 
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Exploding mines, balls that won't 

break and deadly spikes. They'll zap 

pour lines into oblivion and have you 

ducking and jiving all the way to the 

asylum. 

But it needn't be a total mind warp. 

To help you through the 4 difficulty 

levels and 9 speeds, there's some 

wicked tunes to keep you going - 

everything from Rave to Soul, 

One visit to your software shop 

and you'll be addicted. 

ACCOLADE? 
The best in entertainment software*™ 

You're sweating, your brain's going 

at 100 miles an hour and it’s five in 

the morning. 

You're not raving, you're playing 

Zyconix.IH 

It's the mind-blowing computer 

game brought to you from Accolade. 

Like a shower of space debris, blocks 

fall out of the cosmos. Your mission - 

make sure they don't fill up your 

screen. You can grab blocks, move 

blocks and bounce blocks to form 

lines which then disappear 

But beware of the V.D.U. nasties, 

they'll stop at nothing to stop you. 

ZYCDNM IS A TRADEMARK OF ACCOLADE, INC. 6 1992 ACCOLADE. INC. 



O illustrations under 
YOUR CONTROL 
ff you want black-and-white llfustrations for DTP or as a basis 
for your artwork, there is currently no better way of getting 
them. This hand scanner can scan in 16 shades of grey as well 
as simple mono for line drawings and delivers the very best 

quality at the lowest price. If you're producing illustrated docu¬ 
ments, get ft!_ 

POWER HAND SCANNER BY POWER COMPUTING £99 

GRAB LIKE A MANIAC 
For the ultimate in colour digitising, you want a real specialist 
device - and this is the best there Is. It comes on a hard card 

for A1500 and above and It gives the most excellent results. In 
lull colour and in real time. Save frames from video or from a 
camera In a video composite format, then convert them to 
whatever Amiga graphics format you require: this Is the quality 
way to artistic use of video images, 
Y-LAB EXGlTtSBt BY AA9GA CENTRE SCOTLAND_£299 

O FUN for beginners 
WITH VIDEO DIGITISING 
Not many of us have a video camera, so it might seem that 

video digitising is a closed area. Bui not so! This amazing low- 
cost digitiser works in real time {less than 1/2Sth of a second) 

so it cm grab images direct from your television or video 
recorder - and considering it's so cheap, it gives precise, clean 

images which are unrivalled by more expensive digitisers. It 
only works in black-and-white, but the noise-free results make 
It easy to load frames Into DPaint and colour them. And it's 
Ideal for the A50Q or A6QQ. 
VIDEO DIGITIZER 1BY DATS._ £89.99 

O BECOME A NEWSPAPER 
OR MAGAZINE DESIGNER 
The art of DTP is what makes magazines like this one possible, 
and the Amiga Is capable of competing with the big boys when 

it comes to DTP, Best of the powerful, professional DTP pro¬ 
grams, this will require lots of RAM and a good, big hard drive, 

hut it's the first Amiga DTP package that we can honestly say 
gives absolutely professional features and results^ So if you're 
going to do it, do it right! __ 

PAGCTREAM 22 BY SOFT-LOGBC/StiCA £199.95 

O GET INTO VIDEO TITLING 
AND SPECIAL EFFECTS 
A small, Inexpensive piece of hardware called a genlock can 

open up whole new areas of creativity for you. It means you can 
mix video images straight off tape into areas of a flat colour in 
Amiga graphics or animations, thereby making it possible for 
you to put titles and special effects on to your own videos. It's 
surprisingly easy, and an awful lot of fun, and this is one of the 
most effective budget genlocks you could possibly choose. 
ROCGEN BY ROCIEC/HB MARKETING £99^5 

O PAINT AND ANIMATE IN 
UP TO 4,OOD COLOURS 
Deluxe Paint Is the ultimate Amiga program, and yet we almost 
lake it for granted. It's been around as long as the Amiga has 
and It's one of the simplest, most accessible computer paint 

programs ever seen anywhere. The latest version works In HAM 
mode, enabling you to use all 4,096 colours of the Amiga's 

palette. It’s fun, it's easy. It’s now even more powerful, and yet 
If you have an earlier version It's cheap to upgrade - so why 
not go for ||? ____ 

DPAJNT fVBYBKTTONk: ARTS _ 1*89799 

0 NOW THAT'S WHAT 
I CALL COMPUTER GRAPHICS! 
You'll need extra RAM and preferably an accelerator, but with 

Ibis extra bit of hardware you can get Involved In the most 
advanced area of computer graphics - 3D modelling and ani¬ 

mation. Create objects as wire frames', set what colours and 
textures you want ail the surfaces to have, then leave ihe com¬ 

puter to calculate your astonishing, surreal or life-like images - 
it's ihe sharp end of computer graphics! 
1MAGNE 2 BY IMPULSE_£299.95 
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Vvbudwojrth. 

MAKE LIKE A GOD - 
CREATE YOUR OWN LANDSCAPES! 
Nothing has had quite as much of an impact on the Imagination 

of Amiga users as the technique of fractal modelling (especially 
since we gave away the first version of Vista on the Coverdfsk 

of issue 30 of Amiga Format). With Its roots in chaos theory, 
this idea uses complex mathematics to create realistically Irreg* 
utar and jagged images and 'project' them into three 

dimensions, making landscapes that look like they are carved 
from the living rock. This latest version of the original fractal 
landscape modeller produces fractal trees and skies and out- 

puts full 24-blt images - its astounding!_ 
VT5TAPRQ2 BY VR LABS/HB MARKETING_£69.99 

o THE ULTIMATE IN 
WORD PROCESSING POWER 
A word processor is a word processor, true enough: but if 
you've got 1.5Mb of RAM to pay with, you can have one that's a 
little bit more besides! This British-made and well-supported 
program also has lay-out features, including the capacity to 
import graphics, use colour and put text In columns, which 
make it half-way to a DTP package: it also has what is probably 
the best interface seen on the Amiga, making it easy to use, 
and now comes with Agfa Compugraphic scalable fonts for real 

flexibility and a step in the direction of true 'what you see is 
what you get' word processing. Gel on the 'write1 track {and 

read the review on Page 184). 
WOHDWORTH 2 BY E«GfTA £179*99 

0 RAW POWER WITH WORDS 
The layout features offered by many 'word publishers' can get 
in the way of them doing their original purpose: making it 
quicker and easier to write. Not so here. This word processor is 

the professional's choice: incredibly fast and immensely pow¬ 

erful. If you don't want to pretty up your documents with 
pictures, if what you want is words, words and more words, 
this immensely respected, no-nonsense program is just the job. 

It also has a fufly-compatible database sister program._ 

PROTEXT 5.5 BY ARNOR £80 

0 MORE POWER TO YOUR ASOO 
to speed up your ASDDs central processor without spend¬ 

ing hundreds on a 68030 processor card? This little board will 

slot on easily and give an increase in speed 1o 14MHz, the same 
as the 6BQ20-based A1200, which is particularly useful if you 

like 3D games such as flight sims or you want to dabble in DTP 
or 3D graphics. It won't speed up everything, but it also allows 
up to 8Mb of memory expansion and it will make a difference - 

it could be the ideal next step.__ 
BUZZARD TURBO BOARD BY POWER COMPUTING £169 

OF EXTRA 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 

All the rage nowadays in the graphics world is 'true colour', 
which can add millions of extra shades of colour to your paint 
palette. Until recently, only A1500 and above owners with over 
a thousand pounds to spend could get a true colour board, but 
now you oan plug this box into your A5QQ to get pseudo true 
colour' and paint In hundreds or thousands more colours. The 
package includes a lop-class paint program and a video digi* 

User too, which make it amazing value for money!_ 
PCTVBY DKjfTAL CREATHDNS/SHJCA_ £499 

DN - MEDDLE WITH THE 
OF YOUR AMIGA! 

This is more or less the Amiga equivalent of a robot surgeon - 
it enables you to explore what's going on inside your Amiga 
without getting your hands dirty. This cartridge plugs in on the 
edge connector of the A5QQ models and then lets you freeze 
programs and explore how the code Is actually working inside 

the Amiga. You can slow down games or 'poke' them to give 
advantage, and you can save out screens and sam¬ 

pled sounds for your own use (provided you don't distribute 
them further and breach copyright). It also provides a number 

of disk utilities, and makes an ideal way of beginning to under- 

stand your Amigo._ 
ACTION REPLAY III BY DATEL £B0 



Pirates of Realmspace 

Captain your own Spelljammer 

space ship in a spectacular 

AD&D* adventure unlike any 

before] Recruit officers and crew 

to man your magic-powered 

ship. Soar into the ether, explore 

the planets of Realmspace and 

embark on exciting missions. 

Engage pirate vessels such as 

neogi snail warships in real-time 

combat from a first-person, flight 

simulator viewpoint. Fire huge 

bolts from your ship's ballista 

and bring the enemy to heel. 

Boarding combat is true AD&D 

phased battle using weapons 

and magic. Point-and-click your 

way through the game. Superb 

graphics and sound effects 

heighten the drama. With so 

many planets to visit and mis¬ 

sions to fulfill, every adventure 

will be different from the last! 

Prepare for swashbuckling excite¬ 
ment and the magic of AD&D 

adventuring — in wildspacel 

Real-time space 
combat uses flight 
simulator mode with first- 
person viewpoint. Boarding 
combat is AD&D turn-based, 
with weapons and magic. Visit 
the splendid ports of different 
planets for great adventures. 

_ Advanced |_ 
Du nqeon s^?ragons] 

Edition Sail the Solar Winds to 
Fantastic Swashbuckling 

Adventures! 

U.S. Gold Lid.i Lfnits 2/3, Holford Way, 
Halford, Birmingham, &6 7AX, England. 

Tel: 021 625 3366 

Screen jKdu are only intended Id be iHullrative 
&f the gaitteptay end nor ihe screen graphic! which 
may vary coniMarably between different forrnnti in 

qualify and eppep rente one ere subject ip ihe 
computed ipedfkalwn. 

ArItAI* ril DUtj^n Idtfv*t 

siiu!i (.ir simulations. \m 

SCREENS SHOWN: IBM 25B-COLOR VGA, ft 

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, AD&D; 
SPELLJAMMER aritnha TSR logo an? lrade-‘‘ 
marks owr^d by and used under license freirt 
TSR, Inc .= 1992 TSR Inc. 1992 ’ 
Simufarons, Ire. Alf rights ftsen.^d. 

II 
■ iRi ft 

V1 

HELP CALL THE 

StnluiitiM.)) i. EDLULTD.. UHITS!«. HDLFORO WHY. HRLFQRD. RIRMIMSH.H Hb M. 

SPELLJAMMER. * PROPHECY OF THE SHADOW • THE SUMMONING • DAHX SUN • EYE OF THE BEHOLDER • LEGEND OF 
DAHKMOON (EYE OF THE BEHOLDER Ilf • DRAGONS OF FLAME • HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0839 6S4 139 
OPERATION STEALTH • ANOTHER WORLD • FLASHBACK • CRUISE FOR A CORPSE TEL: 0839 654 384 LUCASFIIM 
HELPLINE • LECHUCK'S REVENGE |MONKEY ISLAND 2) • INDIANA JONES (LAST CRUSADE & FATE OF ATLANTIS) • ZAK 
MCXRACKEN • MANIAC MANSION • LOOM • SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND * BATTLE OF BRITAIN TEL: 0839 654 133 
INFORMATION LINE: 0839 654 134 • LEGENDS OF VALOUR TEL: 0839 993 366 • ACCESS HELPLINE: 
AMAZON TEL: 0839 654 394 • SIR TECH HELPLINE: CRUSADERS OF THE DARK SAVANT TEL: 0839 994 477 
If you are under 19 pleate gel po rmliilan le ui. the telephone. Calf: cort lip per minute cheep rate, 4flp per eilnele all elher timer. 



' “ (jr(T Welcome to our three ^ 
■ page Christmas-Special which has all 

the products you need to make this a “Happy Amiga Christmas!” ' 
to '0/i/toiw; /wcta; rt/T to /ate /Ac headache out of your choice this Christmas. 

Att year we have been gathering regular feedbackfiom our customers on what they think are the essential Hems to he 

found in a pack From this information we have assembled what we and the Amiga buying public believe to be the 

ultimate in packs at unquestionably the best prices. 

Make ‘Options*your only option this Christmas! 
^“cspHiliard 

Director 

All PACKSsuppltetiwiili full connecting cables for Immediate operation. WHY * Wj* WW CoTBRS for C™,PU,»- Prll,,er 1,11(1 nioiiilor when 
FREE ^Gcciillg Started' icdmlciil jyiide- ■■III purchasing an npiions pack. 

FREE RETURN TO PHOENIX pick-up on all fail [it hardware Hitllin ' EXCLIISIVE lechnic'J hcIPl,ru; llu,,lbtr- 
diij^ of purchase nPTIfllUN ' TKE llml y°u purchising Ifum one of (he premier mail 
FREI UR DELIVERY-on all Options’ packs UT I lU llO older companies in Europe. 

If you wish to upgrade any major item of hardware in the "Option Pack", simply tell us at the time of ordering and we will just 
charge you the difference in price between the two products. Easy! 

WHAT YOU GET! 
A600 1Mb 

Phillips Monitor 
8833 Mkll 

10 Capacity 
Disk Box 

) to Phoenix Bulk Disks 

WHAT YOU GET! 
AG001MD 

(ZDMb HD) 

Phillips Monitor 
8133 Mkll 

Star LC100 
8 PIN Colour Printer 

3.5" External Drive 

PA SOI 
RAM Expansion 

Europms 
"Mini Office” 

ID TDK 3.5" Disks 

A4 Copy Holder 
Afiti Blare screen 

; -^'3 i U13^ 
Our friendly, highly trained sales 
leant will ensure that your order is 
dealt with efficiently and with the 
minimum of fuss. 

the time of 
ilacing your 
irder we will 
idvise you of 
anticipated 
delivery time 
and answer 
a rty other 
queries you 
may have 
regarding your 

- purchase. All 
major credit cards accepted. 

This Pack, 
built around 
the A600 mb 
machine, 
will provide 

This pack is based round the A600 HD 

giving you all the advantages of an 

electronic office envtrctn-men! in the 

|-g comfort of your 

j AGQD HO, Plioonix 

9 PIW dot matrix 

colour primer, 

a highly rated software package - rated 04% in 

Amiga Format - our own Phoenix Deluxe drive, 

and a lull range of lop quality accessories, 

making day to day household management 
easy!! 

NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT.,,,,™ 

PHOENIX 
OPTION 2 

£ >' f h n t r 'T — __ "" 
^ u p p i1 t 1 

The Phoenix product helpline 
ensures that all our customers 
benefit from the highest level of 
aftersales technical support. 

We also offer 
advice to help 
you in choosing 
exactly the right ^ j|? 
product for your - 
requirements 
thus eliminating % W 
the possibility mnu ■ T 
of an unwanted 
or unnecessary 
purchase. 

WHAT YOU GET! 
A500+ 

1Mb Of RAM 
expandable In 18Mb 

Workbench 2.04 

Real-Time Battery 
Backed Clock 

Full Comprehensive 
Manual Set 

Mouse 

TV Modulator 

External PSD 

Lemmings 

Captain Planet 

The Simpsons 

Deluxe Paint III 

OPTION 

CHRISTMAS CSAkXEH 

UPTION ViV AGDO 1Mb 

V/ EpfcAiiBuaae pad 

FAMILY PACl IT "'ll T 
Based on Commodores Epic*Language PnlllipS MOIlllOP 
pack. Option 3 gives the whole family 8833 Mkll 
maximum use of Ihe Amiga. 

_, raj Phnenix Star LG10D 
i^b have *ddBd a PIN Colour Printer 

■Ml.iLyi to (he top 

# JO ri"uSlitv Pfl G01 
*\c * av 1 r£are 1 Mtl m Expansion 

“ the pack Fun School 3+4 
*' z- JgjM«i»il Islam 2 

IKKCS ££■33%?' s' .... 
complete what is an unbeatable software tn _. , „ „ 
based pack. Whether itrs word processing, 10 PIlUGIIIX Bulk 
learning, home accounts or just good old game DlSlfS Wilh Labels 
playing, the FAMILY PACK is all you need. 

NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT. JOVSliCk 
PHOENIX dully nncMbed) 
OPTION 3 8mm Mouse Mai 

"Unbelievable", "Crazy", are just some of 
the quotes from ihe industry regarding 
the demise of the A5D0+. 

Destined never 

_ to be sold again 
the A50D+ was 

superceded by 

*“ ** ^*>T*W the largest 

slocks in the UK of the Cartoon Classics Pack 

and offer you the very last chance to purchase 
Ibis legendary machine!! 

IwiMrtcti -r 

Once you have made the 
decision to purchase from 
Phoenix your order will be 

dispatched 
promptly and 

PHOENIX 
OPTION 4 
A 500+ Cartoon 
Classics 2Mb„ 

1ST Using one of the 
a countries 

JBFjF leading courier 
***& services 

ensures that 

1135-^ V°ur 9O0ds 
—' arrive on time, 
intact and in the same condition 
they left our stock. 



leaTures. thl* machine truly takes the) 
lamijy into the next generotionffUIIIJT 

6S020 Processor Running at 14 Mliz • 2Mb Chip HAM 
{expandable to 10 Mb using 4Mb test memory PC 
xia m-— MCIA cards and 4 Mb 32-bit RAM in CPU slot) * New 

double "AA" graphics chip sot * 256 colours on 
screen born o 16,0 million colour palette * Full Amiga 
Key board {with Alpha numeric key pad)* CPU local 
BUS slot, {card edge). ___ 

Phoenix Price Only.£379.99 

£13X1 

'THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 
\ Mb A8QQ as standard and includes tlie excellent value 
Software lities: Deluxe Paint III * Formula One Grand Prix * 
Putty■ Pushover n't on nni 
Phoenix Price Only.£339.99! 
A 600 2Mb (ml abort software .£379.99 

^ 'EPIC-LANGUAGE PACK' 
™Mb A 600 as standard and includes 20MB HARO 

DRIVE the excellent value Software tides: Deluxe 
Paint III* Trivial Pursuit* Epic ■ Myth * Rome Myth* Rome 

Phoenix Price Only... .£484.99! 
A 6002IVth+2Q Mb Hard Drive ...£52499 

(both inc(wie the abovn tlttatitd toftwtrt) 

The stand-alone 
,A 600 is comp a Qtr 
"semi portable, 
fully featured and 
can be purchased 
in the following 
configurations: 

RAM EXPANSION 

Phoenix PA G01-populated^ Mb.£44.99 
Phoenix PA 601-urcpopulated“OMb..,£24.99 
Phoenix A 600 ROM Sharer.£29.99 
Keyboard switchabte! 

AMIGA i n 

Features Include: 68040 32 Bit Processor running 
at 25 MHz (upgradable} * New Doubte AA chipset 
with 16.B million colours * high density 1.44 Mb 
floppy1120 Nb IDE hard drive ■ New Workbench 3 

AMIGA 4000. .£2,229.00 

A 4000 wilh 40/240/425 Mb Hard Drive... . ...£POA 

AMIGA 1500 

2.Q4 Workbench Includes: Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum 
Works, Home Accounts. Toki, Puzznic, x Elf, Amiga 
Format Book and Joystick aa 
AMIGA 150D.MB £339.99 

GVP PC-2B6 16MHz. .£239.99 

KCS Fowerboard twiitv pqs 4,du. £199.99 

KCS Fowerboard .  £184.99 

KCS adaptor for 15&0/20C0... MB £59.99 

^Vortex A Tonce Plus 286 ugmm.. £214.99 

The incredible speed of 
32-Bit technology at a price 
you can afford only from 
S.S.L. Ray tracing an image 
that takes 24-hrs on a standard Amiga takes just 
1 hr. 3G mins, with an A50QQM FREE maths co-pro 
included with both A/BSOOO accelerator cards. 

A5000 + 1MB 16.67 Mhz.£249.99 
A5000 + 2MB 16.67 Mhz.£289.99 
A5600 + SMB 16.67 Mhz.£319.99 
A5000 + 4MB 16.67 Mhz.£349.99 
B5000 + 1MB 25,00 Mhz.£499.99 
B5000 + 2MB 25.00 Mhz..£669.99 
85000 + 3MB 25.00 Mhz.£829.99 
B5000 + 4MB 25.00 Mhz.£979.99 

7HARD drives 
;GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the 
fastest Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga. 
Features Game Switch, external SCSI port, 
FAAASTROM SCSI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI 
chip and internal RAM expansion up to B rregf 
Units use high specification fast-access 
QUANTUM Hard Drives earring with 2 yr. guarantee. 

A5Q0-HD8+ 42 Mb.EM31 £289.99 
A500-HD6+ 80 Mb.42357 £379.99 
A500-HD8+ 120 Mb.£424.99 
A500-HDB+ 240 Mb.£689.99 

-ROCTEC 

SALE OF THE CENTURY!! 
Phoenix in association wilh Roctec and 
Conner, continue to achieve massive sales 
on (his high specification, quality product. 
Due to the buying power of Phoenix we are 
able to maintain these incredible prices- 
prices that have left the competition GREEN 
with envy-arid the Amiga buying public 
licking their lips. Stocks will only last until 
the end of November 

ROCTEC 40 MB. .£259.99 

ROCTEC 85 MB..£299.99 

HOCTEC120 MB. .£364.99 
Featuring Connor drives-very fast access ticnas- 
(19ms or better) * expand up to 8 Mb using 1 Mb 
Simms only * 1 year guarantee * slimline design 
ideally colour matched to the A5DD * Own power 
supply, 

ROCTEC (controller Only)., .£164.99 
Same specification as the above but without the 
hard drive fitted so you can fit your own Please 
Specify IDE or SCSI. 

EXTRA MEMORY-Dnly £25.99 per Mb. 

a 600..£274.99 

A 600 HO.m urns7 £429.99 

J / HARD DRIVES 
1500/2000_ 

A 600 2Mb.£314.99 
A 600 HD 2Mb.£469.99 

LC-A1D0 Colour.£159.99 
9 PIN colour printer wilh paper parking, eight lonts 
and electronic DIP switches. 
LC24-10D.... esee £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mode, 16 K buffer and 
10 letter quality fonts,(with Star printsr driver only}. 

LC-20.£129.99 
LC-200 Colour.£195.99 
LC24-20. £199.99 
LC24-208 Mono-£219.99 
LC24-200 Colour.£268.99 
XB24-20Q Colour.£379.99 
SJ48 Bubblejet./MUM? £219.99 
Star printers come with one year warranty. 

CITIZEN 
Swift 240 Colour..223227 £279.99 
Swift 240 Mono...esee £259.99 
Swift 200 Colour..EMT £219.99 
Swift 200 Mono.ESEE £199.99 
Swift 9 Colour.ESMSHinE £179.99 
Citizen printers come with 2 year warranty. 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Deskjet-SSQC fcoSoorprinter}*.: tVIAYlf £559,99 
300 dpi laser quality ouipui4 sharp blacks and 16 million 

colours available * six buill in type faces-4 scalable * 

improved media handling * several paper sizes - FOUR 

TIMES FASTER than previous H P. Deskjet range. 

Deskjet 500.Emmssit329-99 
Deskjst-500 Colour.£449.99 
HP printers came with 3 year warranty. 
HP black ink cartridge.£24.99 
HP colour ink cartridge......£29.99 
AUTO SHEET FEEDERS 
STAR LC20./iWiif«£57.99 
STAR LC200.£59.99 
STAR LC24-2Q0..£62.99 
STAR LC24-2Q.£62.99 
STAR SJ48.   £49.99 

^BUBBLE JET 

Series II Hard Disk CentroIIcr/RAM card,.„£114,99 

Series II 42 Mb Herd Disk and RAM can! ,£269.99 

Series II 80 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card.,£339.99 

Series I1120 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card,,£399.99 

Series II24D Mb Kani Disk and RAM card.£639.99 
EXTRA MEMORY-Only £25.99 per Mb. 

PHOENIX PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with ALL printers containing 1,8m std, 
printer cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE 

ACCELERATORS fT r f — r (j- fJ RT I 
GVP Combination Accelerators & Hard Dravts-Tlie 

ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 

A530 Combi 4flMHz + 52Mb Hard Drive.£659.99 

A530 Combi 44MHz + 120Mb Hard Oriva .£757.99 

A530 Combi 40MHz + 244Mb Hard Drive.£979.99 

A530 68882 Co-Processor.  ....£204.99 

GVP G-Force 034-25MHz + 1IWb.£545.99 

GVP G-Force 030-40MHZ + 4Mb.£784.99 

GVP G-Force 030-50MHZ + 4Mb.£1099.99 

1Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds.£65.99 

4Mb Simm 32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds.£182.99 

Vortex GOLDEN GATE' £419.99 
This emulator is tho ultimale bridge between 
PC/AT platforms and the Amiga, If you think this is 
for you. cross to page three for specification 
details in this months 'Trail Blazers' section! 

A A A A 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kick start 2.04 RDM...T34.99 

Kicks lari 1.3 RGM,...£27.99 Fatter Agnus a372A„£34.99 

NEW Super Danise,£29.99 CIA 8G20A.........£9,99 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 m x 9 |-7« I Mb x4 ( aaj Zip.*£34,99 

1 Mb x 91-B0] Si mm...£27.99 256k x 4 (40) Zip. 

256k x S {-BQi Simm.,.£ 12,99 1 1Mb x 1 ORAM.£3,49 

256k x 4 DRAM_£3,49 Thb price is tori Mb o! RAM 

These chips cover practically every popular memory 

expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 

Amiga te. GVPr SUPRA, MIC ROBOTICS, COMMODORE 

"/ must write to congratulate you on 
the efficiency of your mail order staff, f 

Robert S, Blair - Denmark 

SUPRA 50QRX the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion un its, f‘Uses ZS&tZips) 
6 Mb pop te 1 Mb*..£99.99 
6 Mb pop to 2 Mb*.£124.99 
B Mb pop to 2 Mb..£149.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb.£209.99 
6 Mb pop to 8 Mb..£309.99 

A 

EXPANS 

PHILIPS 8833Mk II.OT7 £194.9*! 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including Lotus Turbo 
Challenge', and 1 years on-site warranty. 

COMMODORE 1085 SDI.*...£216.99 

COMMODORE 1084 SDI.£199,99 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES- 
14" Dust covers...  £4.93 
14" Till & Swivel stand..,..£13,99 
Anti-Glare filter screen.....£19,99 
A4 Copy Holder.... £12.99 

"This is is the second lime l have dealt 
with you and each lime have had 

excellent service and rapid deliveryM 
t'eter W. Beaumont- Huddersfield 

Don't confusa these quality disks with other* 

currently available. 3,ET 100% certified error free 70^ 
clip, All disks include FREE high quality Phoenix labels 

ID,... 
25,„. 
50.. .. 

100.. 

.£4.99 200...£72,9? 

...£12.99 500.E174.9S 
.£22.99 750..£259.95 

...£39.99 1000.£339.9? 

TDK Branded disks- High performance 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels. 

10 .£5.99 ioo.E52.9E 
so.£26.99 500.£249.9£ 

1000 Phoenix Disk Labels.£9.99 

[«>1: 

CANON BJ IDeX..ESEE £224.99 
Upgraded version of BJlOe, the worlds biggest 
selling portable Inkjet printer. 

CANON BJ 20.EMEU £319.99 
Mere Features than the BJ10, includes Amo sheet 
feeder, Top selling-Hiflhiy Recommended 

CANON BJ 300.EMS? £374.99 
80 column bubblejet provides laser quality output 

CANON BJ 330.ESEE £499.99 
136 column bubblejet. 

CANON Bubblejet cartridges.,..£17.99 

Midi-Midi 2tn....£3,99 Modulator ext.,.,£9.9£ 
Midi-Midi 3m,..,£4.99 Amiga-ScBrL....£9*9E 

Midi-Midi 5m.£5.99 Amige~&833MklL£9.9E 

Disk Drive ext.,.£9*99 Joystick long ext..£4,9S 

Mouse/Joystick ext,.....,.,... . £4.9£ 

Mouse/Joystick splitter.. E4.9E 

4Serial/MedGni cables..  ».....„£9,9E 

• Amiga-Multisync.*„.*. frorr£9.9E 

•Amiga-Microvitee...  £9,9E 
■Amiga-GPC monitor..,.£9,9E 

'Amiga'RGB/TV.. £9.9£ 
‘SCSI Cable various ..  £9.9E 

Printer 1.8m.£5,99 Printer 2.Bm HQ,..£7.99 

*For full details of these cables or 
information regarding the right cable for 
the job call 0532-311684, Custom built leads 
are hd problem Phoenix. 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We have a large range of high quality printer 
accessories for ell the printers we sell including: 
dust cavers from £2.89 • ink cartridges from 
£13.99 ■ Mono ribbons from £3.50 * Colour 
ribbons from £7.98 * Printer stands from £7,93 

A PHOENIX RAM 
module can expand 
your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb by using the 
trapdoor expansion 
port. Extra MM a 

necessary la unleash tins 

incredible graphics caps- 

hilrties of your Amiga, All our boards carry a full 2 ysar nc 

quibble replacement guarantor. It's never been 
cheaper to upgrade! 

1 Mb Fully populated CO A QO 
RAM board.... hWiVliW I-J4, JJ 

1 Mb unpopulated RAM board.,,,.£16.93 

lu 
Rambu s Vidi Amiga 12 is the replacement for their 
complare colour solution bringing you the world's 
first mass market colour digitiser for under EtOO. 

VIDI-AMIGA 12.MB £79.99 
Outstanding features and plenty of VFMWttetoe 
for monsyth Highly Recc mm ended, 

ROCGEN Plus. £129.99 
Quality features and performance-Reca mm ended. 

ROCKEV BY ROCTEC 
The new chroma key unit - used in conjunction witf 
a Genlock - allows you to superimpose live videc 
over graphics or video-substitute the brightness 
portion of a video source with a keyed image 
Embed live video in graphics! 

Phoenix Price.£269.99 



SCANNERS 

ACCESSORIES 

“PRODUCT: 
J I —I ' I / n 

Mouse/Jovstick Switch.£13.99 
Dgn'l damage your Amiga's portslThis device saves 
wear Br>d tear makes switcbovpr FAST, and does NOT 

squire pawar unlike many others. 

Cdmputer/Video Scart Switch....£19.99 
Ffjp hetwa B n y i d e ttfcomputa r signq Is at the pus ft of a hotter, 

Phoenix Stereo speakers.,*.. EfflT £29.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way ste rets Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga Standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 

■Hl u All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee] 

Plioenix Deluxe Drive  .£47.99 
Roctec Roclite..*,.*,..imm £64.99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 
include Anticlick and Virus Checker 

Disk head cleaner...****.,*,*,*.*„.*.£3*99 

DISK DRIVED 

1 AMIGA MUSIC 
Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
kept this unbeatable music deal running for you 
throughout the Christmas period 

MUSIC-X Jnr....oniu pic nil 
Whan purchasing either a | U«UU 
Phoenix Stereo Sampler or Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Please NgIb: this is a Unified oiler only while stacks last I 

FREE FAST UK DELIVERY 

NEXT DAY COURIER ONLY £4.50 

VORTEX GOLDEN GATE* 
Designed for the Amiga 1BOD/20DO/30DQ 
and 3EHKJT this is a 25MHz 0O386SX PC/AT 
Emulator. PC/AT slot support-Max 16 Mb 

PC/RAM, 4Mh for Amiga-Will use PC/AT IDE 
Hard Disk and floppy disk drives 2.HB Mb under 
Amiga DOS, highly recommended. 

Phoenix price.£419.99 

FINAL COPY-UK VERSION 
I ^ This powerful, unique 

r^i WYSIWYG word processing 

package is the best value choice tor 

your Amiga, sharing many of Mie 

fenlures of full-blown DTP packages 

Plioenix price. 
Be snfe in ilie knowledge that you are buying 

the olftcinl UK version of the product from 

Plioenix. BEWARE of dealers offering 

latest versionr of Final Copy. This may he 

American product and should not he sold in 

the UK1 

MICE & 7T | 
TRACKBALLS J" 

Control Centre,*,.*,,.*,.*.*.£34.99 
Heavy duty construction,rubber edging* 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A5Q0/A50D+ A 600 
control centre now available. 

DATA SWITCHES-/25p,/r D type) 
2 way.....**.....**,*.,*£15*99 
3 way...*.£17.99 
4 way.*,* *****...*.£19,99 
STORAGE: 

90 Capacity BANX.....*£11,99 
150 Capacity POSSO...„*,„**,.,...*£16.99 

Disk Box 10 Cap.*.,.£1.99 
Disk Box 25 Cap,,**.*.£2,99 
Disk Box 50 Cap..... *.,£4.99 
Disk Box 100 Cap.  „£6*99 
Disk Box 120 Cap. £7.99 
Top grade, heavy duty injection moulded boxes. 
Low cost high quality. 

■RAIL BLAZERS-WHAT'S 

HHOtNIX 1Mb A600 UPGRADE ROCTEC ROCLITE 
This famous super slim drive has now 
been upgraded to include Anti-dick 
and virus checker - We have 
reluctantly had to raise the price of this 
product due to the variance of the 
dollar rate. However to soften the blow 
we will include a FREE disk head 
cleaner worth £3.99 

Simply 
the 

6 Best! 

Phoenix price 

^ OPAL VISION 
Amazing new 24-Bit graphics card and 
video system for the Amiga 1500. 2000 
and 3000. Includes software suite 
worth hundreds of pound. With an 
incredible performance, tins is simply 
awesome. 

£739.99 S Phoenix price 

Powerful image processing fools for the 
office or the home environment. 

POWER-Features include: 100-400 dpi * 04- 
Greyscales Thru part to printer * FREE Editing 
software. 

Power Scanner v2,0...*„***.£94.99 
Power Scanner Colour.*.*.£234.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE-Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi« 256-GreyscaEe ‘Touch up 
and Merge it software, 
AlfaScan.*..,.£124.99 
AffaScan Plus *..*.£149*99 
AlfaScan OCR fine OCR Software,/**...£279*99 

EPSON GT-6QD0 FLAT BED FULL 
COLOUR SCANNER-Plug Into Amiga 
parallel port, 600 d,p,i. resolution, up to 16 

Si ;°|£L.£989.00 
ASDG-SOFTWARE-Scanning software 
comes in two forms, Integrated into art 
development as a new module or used as a 
stand-alone programme. n+t\f\ nn 
Phoenix Price. .£1119,99 

NAKSHA Upgrade Mouse..,.£24*99 
(Willi Operation Stealth, mat & holder} 

Roctec Mouse.  *...**£13.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE _ 
Mega Mouse,,.,.*...£12*99 
(Has just received 90% Amiga Format Gold Award} 

Optical Moose.....  .£29.99 
High precision, painting device. 

Crystal Trackball.*..£37.99 

Infrared-Cordless-Mouse.*, £47.99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovation.} 

Optical Pen Mouse.MMT £39.99 
High Quality 8mm mouse Mats.£3.99 

WORD PROCESSING / DTP 
Kindwords 3.*.„...£36.89 
Final Copy 2 .mw? £66.99 
Professional Page 3..£5^ £129.99 
Saxon Publisher,..... imw £189.99 
Page stream v2,2. ....£126 99 
Pagestream Font pack 1 .£44.99 
Pen Pal 1.4. £39 99 
Prowriie v3.X. ...£57.99 
Quickwrite .... .£36.99 
Wordworth ... .£79.59 
Hot Links ___ _ _FS?m 

INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office ..,„ ...£59,9$ 
Mini Office. 177*71? £39*99 

CAD & DRAWING 
Design Works. .,.£53.99 
Professional Draw 3. ttmmuJ £79.99 
Intro CAD Plus .. .£74.99 
X CAD 2000... .£99.99 
X CAD 3000 .... ...£289.99 

UTILITIES 
Lattice ’C' v6. ........ EMm £214.99 
A-Talk 3... .*.£44.93 
Cross Dos v5 fine. Cross PC EmuIatarL......£29,99 
Diskmaster 2.. .£43.99 
Dos 2 Dos...   £29.9$ 
Opus Directory.*.**„.„*.£29.99 
Xcopy.*.*,,,£36.99 
Quarter Back .. £45,99 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5.....*.£49,99 

DATABASE 
Superbase Pro 4 „,*,*.,..  £164,99 
Superbase Pers 2,...,.. ifflYfhM £39.99 

VIDEO PRODUCTION/TITLING 
SCALA 500 . ,.,,£79.99 
SCALA Professional...£219.99 
Big Alternative Scroller..  £35,99 
Broadcast Tiller 2 ..£179.99 
Font Pack 1 for Broadcast Tiller 2.£88.99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Tiller 2,,*£88.99 
Pro Video Post ..£168.99 
TV Show Pro.*.*....£51.99 
TV Text Pro .,*.*.£84.99 

FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX M 
Race Trace .... mam £93*99 
Deluxe Paint 4.    ,..£63.99 
Deluxe Video 3.  £71.99 
Image Finder. £44.99 
Pixmate ..£43.99 
Scenery Animator ..*.£62.99 
Vista ..    £43,99 
Pro Vista  ...*..£71.$L 

ANIMATION ™ 
Take 2. £42.99 
Image Master...,*****..,,,.£129.99 
3-D Images...*..,,£36,99 
Amos.*.  £36,99 
Amos Profess ion a L....  £44,99 
if 97% in CU Amiga-Software retease of the year) 
Amos Compiler.. *..£21,99 
Amos 3D.,*....£25,99 
Easy Amos....*.£22 99 
Deluxe Paint 4 . £63.99 
Director v2.   ,.£71.99 

Map master for Imagine ...... 
Presentation Master ..* 
Surface Master for Imagine ,. 
Showmaker... 
Video Director .. 

.£59,99 

.£169.99 

...**.*.£29.99 

.£142,99 

....f 107 59 

PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Can Do vl.E.. i.’W.'ii f 75 M 
Art Department Pro v,1 .. 
Art Department Pro Conv* Kit 
Can Do It V.I.G... 

.£143,99 

.£57.99 

.£94.99 
Hyper Book.. .£44 99 

ACCOUNTING 
Personal Finance. 
Arena Accounts. 

nmsi £29.99 
.£83.99 

Home Accounts 2.*.. ..„ .£39.99 
System 3 .. 
Cashbook Combo... 

.£43,99 

.,,,£57.99 

Stereo Sampi pr.AMWmv £29.99 
Cgmibinfis ease of lsd with state of the an analogue to 

digital conversion techno logy, (inc. FREE sample editing 

software +audiofaad| 

Pro-Midi 2 Interface. .£24.99 
This fully featured professional quality midi interface is 

vary flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities. It has live 

ports in, out, thru and two swilcbable outfthiu, line. FREE 

midi lead) 

GVP Digital Sound Studio.*...,£54*99 
High quality sound sampler for all Amiga Computers 

Amiga Music Mario Easy-Only from PhoonixT 
Now Only.. 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
The most eagerly awaited software package el 

Ike year, lias just received an award of 97% in 

CU AMIGA. Francois Lionel s stipcrh creation 
j lias now evolved id include numerous new 
I leisures developed from Amiga users Ideas 

J iind feedback Oori l miss this six disk 
/ Bortaruuf 

Phoenix price.. 

A 570 CO ROM 

This essential add-on has finally arrived, 
suitable for A50D/A5OO+, A57Q. 

Phoenix price , sac?£329.99 

£79.99 
The popular upgrade kit for 1.2 /1,3 owners from 
Commodore is in stock and selling fast! 
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PROMISED YOU A... fJTp 

Have you ever rued the fact that you didn't continue your music lessons 

because the teacher was either a psychotic animal who couldn't take your 

lack of ability as anything other than deliberate, or because the lessons 

were too dull? Well it's lucky for you that Amiga Format and 

IHIindscape have joined forces to produce one of the most musical and 

educational (yet still strangely fun) competitions we have ever seen. Fiex 

your fingers, tidy your tails, and prepare to enter a whole new world of 

music as you prepare to enter the competition of the month. It's your 

chance to win one of four £300 Miracle keyboard systems... 

y 

For 

The prize... 
The Miracle system is one of the cleverest 

ideas we've seen For the Amiga — wc gave 

it a 93 per cent rating in Amiga Format 

back in Issue 32, 

A Jong with the genuine synthesiser 

keyboard, with three octaves and 128 dif¬ 

ferent voices, it includes a suite of amazing 

software. This takes you step-by-step 

through the basics of keyboard playing, 

assessing your performance as you go 

along, pointing out your mistakes and help¬ 

ing you to avoid them. 

The system is aimed at anyone who has 

ever wanted to leam to play a musical 

instrument tbuL was scared off by vicious, 

pencil-on-the “knuckle- wielding teachers k 

It lets you go at your own pace and really 

is quite amazing! 

The idea... 
All you have to do is find the right answers 

to die It) Miracle-related questions you 

find to the right or this spread. Then stick 

the answers down on tiie back of a postcard 

or a stuck-down envelope along with your 

mime and address, and post ii to us at the 

address below, to arrive before the closing 

date of December 15, 

Tn. Grand 

Win^H 



0 PROMISED YOU A... 

CLF, 
* c s y sr r u 

ittimifi 

The address 
When youTvc got the answers, stick them on a postcard or stack-down envelope, remem¬ 

ber to add your name and address and send them to Miracle Compo. Amiga Format. 29 

Monmouth Street Bath BA I 2DL to reach us by December 15 1992. Best of luck! 

The rules 
You enn enter as many times as you like provided eacli entry is posted separately. The 

winners will be drawn out of a hat after Ihe closing date and the first four correct entries 
win a Miracle system. 

Winners will be notified by post and names printed in the February 1993 edition of 

Amiga Format No-one associated with Future Publishing, Mindscape or Software 
Toolworks may enter. 

The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. No cash or 
other alternative prize will be offered. 

The questions... 
IWhen it was released Iasi year, Ihe Miracle was widely 

advertised on TV and in magazines. What was the slogan? 

^ Which duo had a hit with The Miracle of Love (Comes This 

■■ Way Again) in December 1986? 

3Who went to number 13 in Ihe charts in May 1982 with 
Promised You a Miracle? 

Who had a number 4 hit with IPs a Miracle in March 1984? 

5 Which rock band reached only a disappointing number 21 

in the pop charts with The Miracle in December 1989? 

Miracle reached number 311 in November 1990, for who? 

Whose backing group was called The Miracles? 

Penicillin was said to be a miracle cure. Who discovered it? 

Who directed The Miracle of Morgan's Creekl 

10 Who directed The Miracle Woman? 
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HOTLINE 

1Mb A50G version 2,04 complete 
with leads, p,$.u. etc, 

ONLY £254.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram £279.95 

1Mb A6QQ complete with leads, p.s.u, 
etc. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £254.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram tEspansiori indudes dock) 

£284.95 
THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED 

AGOG Value Pack from Commodore 
includes Deluxe Paint III, Formula 1 

Grand Prix, Putty and Pushover 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £309.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram {Expamior} Includes dock) 

£339.95 

1Mb A600 with 20Mb Hard Drive. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £424.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram £454.95 

EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK 
A6G0HD Value Pack from Commodore 

includes Deluxe Paint 111, Epic, Myth, 
Rome and Trivial Pursuit 

PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £439.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram tExpamion bickjdes dock) 

£469.95 

DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE 
1Mb A600 with built-in 80Mb Hard 
Drive. Complete with leads, etc. 

ONLY £499.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram {&pansfcm Irtducte d«ld 

£529.95 

Latest 1Mb 2.04 version complete 
with mouse, leads, etc. (requires 
modulator for TV use) 

ONLY £479.95 
1500 HOME ACCOUNTS PACK 

As above plus The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Home Accounts, Toki, Elf, 

Puzznic & DPafnt 191 

ONLY £524.95 

Latest V2, 25MHz, 2Mb Ram, 52Mb 
Hard Drive, 3W Floppy, 
Complete with Word worth 1.1 and 
Amiga Vision. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1299.95 
Above with 105Mb Drive 

£1479.95 

New multi-media system 6Mb Ram, 
40Mb HD, AmigaDOS 3. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1979.95 
Above with 120Mb Drive 

£2099.95 

CD Drive for A500/A500+ 
Super low price... 

ONLY £259.95 

CDTV complete with infra-red remote, 
leads, etc. 

ONLY £354.95 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA PACK 

As above plus keyboard, infra-red 
mouse, 3.5" drive, Workbench Disks, 

Welcome CD 

ONLY £354.95 

GOLDSTAR 14" 
TV Monitor complete with remote 
control & sleeptimei 

ONLY £154.95 ( 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

PHILIPS 8833 Mkll 
Simply the best value stereo colour 
monitor, UK model complete with 1 
years on-site maintenance. 

ONLY £169,95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 £6.95 
(when bought with 8833) 

CBM 10845 
Commodores official stereo colour 
monitor for the Amiga, 

ONLY £174.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM 1935 
14" SVGA colour monitor .28 Dot 
Pitch 

A MUST FOR A30D0/400Q 

ONLY £254.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM 1960 
14" Multiscan SVGA colour monitor 
.28 Dot Pitch 

ONLY £409.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

A4 Copy Holder.. ..£3.99 
14” Monitor Dust Cover.£3.99 
12/14" Screen Filter.***99 
14" Tilt & Swivel Stand.....£9,99 
View Centre/Monitor Stand.£34.95 
View Centre/Controi Centre.£29.95 

CUMANACAX 354 
Reputation speaks for itself 

ONLY £49.95 
POWER PC880E 

Solid Drive with anti-click 

ONLY £49.95 
ROCTEC ROCLITE 

New superslim drive now with anti¬ 
click & virus checker 

ONLY £54.95 
POWER PC880B 

With anti-click, virus checker and built 
In blitz copier 

ONLY £59.95 

GVP HD8A500 
52 Meg Hard Drive.£319.95 
80 Meg Hard Drive.£369.95 
120 Meg Hard Drive.£409.95 
Additional 2Mb Ram for above .£39.95 
Additional 4Mb Ram for above .£79.95 
Additional 8Mb Ram for above £99.95 

GVP A530 COMBO 
52 Meg Combo .. .£639.95 

80 Meg Combo .. .£659.95 

120 Meg Combo .. .£729.95 

213 Meg Combo. ..£919.95 

GVP HC81500/2000 
52 Meg Internal. £264.95 

80Meg Internal. ... , , £329.95 

120 Meg Internal.. .£394.95 

Ram upgrades available for A530 
Combo and HC8 internal 
details, 

- Phone for 



Price Blasters neu^ 

fc*,^Mga:Xto4 
.Si^.»w™4*y®S8gj 

A50Q Vs Meg no Cock...€14*95 

A500 Vs Meg with Clock.€17*95 

A500 Plus 1 Meg Expansion 

(upgrades A50G Plus to 2 Meg)£27.95 

A600 1 Meg Expansion 

HO Clock.....**, £29*95 

A60Q 1 Meg Expansion 

with Clock*..,...,€34.95 

9 Pin Mono, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £116.95 
9 Pin Mono, 120/25 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £107.99 i 

9 Pin Colour, 1 BO/45 CPS 

ONLY £149.95 9 Pin Mono with colour option, 
160/40 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £159.99 
Colour version £166.95 

• Amiga to Printer Cable 
• 500 sheets continuous paper 
• Universal printer stand 
• Printer driver disk 

ONLY £9,99 
when purchased with printer 

24 Pin Mono, 192/64 CPS 

ONLY £164.95 

jr TURNQAGE 
for more ^ , 

BARG A MS / Vy 
24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
180/60 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £189.99 

9 Pin Colour, 185/45 CPS 

ONLY £166.95 
Made by Power Computing 

Expandable up to 8 Meg, fully auto- 

config with thru-port. Suitable for any 

A5OQ/A500+ 

2 Meg Ram Board .....£104*95 

4 Meg Ram Board....£164*95 

B Meg Ram Board.. .....£979*95 

24 Pin Mono, 180/60 CPS 

ONLY £176.95 24 Pin Colour, 180/60 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £219.95 
True LQ Printer, 100 CPS 

ONLY £194.95 CIA8520A. 

Super Denise..*,.. 

Fatter Agnes 8372A 
24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
200/66 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £249.95 24 Pin Mono, 220/55 CPS 

ONLY £196.95 T.V. Modulator... 

Replacement Power Supply 

Replacement Internal Drive , 

Replacement Quality Mouse 

Mouse/Joystick Switcher 

Box Unit....,,.... 

24 Pin Colour, 200/66 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £264.95 
24 Pin Colour, 220/55 CPS 

ONLY £239.95 

BEST POSSIBLE ADVICE, BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE S BEST POSSIBLE PRICE-ORDER NOW 

120D+ 

ESSENTIAL SPARES 

ROM SHARER/ROM 
Keyboard Rom Sharer. . .£14*99 

Keyboard Switchable Rom 

Sharer....... ,.£19.99 

Kickstart 1.3 Rom. ...,£21*99 

Klckstart 2.04 Rom .. .,,,£32,99 

EXTERNAL RAM UPGRADES 



0 GAME REVIEWS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Now is the winter of our discontent! 
The A120Q is raring to go, promising 
to herald a new reign of the Amiga as 
supreme being in the computer 
world; the A600 gets its smart cards, 
enabling it to pack a punch that'd 
knock an ST for six; and the A4000 
comes down from the clouds to faugh 
heartily at all things PC-compatible. . 
So why is there a dark cloud hanging over 

Christmas {apart from the obvious reasons that 

we're all either unemployed, skint or both)? 
Boca use the promised House of Commons Select 
Committee on 'Putting the punch back Into games' 
has failed to materialise. Why? Because the MPs and 

bureaucrats in the Ministry of Fun don’t know an 
AGOO from the M2S, that’s why, Even the 

Rt Honourable Member for Sat ley and S pen can 

only get to level two on Zool and, as for the PM. 
well, he's been seen trying to plug Mega Drive carts 

into the ASQQ's trapdoor. The only semi'Computer- 
literate MP Is the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and 

he's got a virus on his copy of PraCalc (and the 

country is beginning to notice its effects). 

It's a shambles. There’s no-one official that 

knows a jot about your favourite hobby. No-one to 
tell you the good games to get or the bad ones to 
avoid. NO'one, that Is, apart from Am/ga Format's 

Screenplay. So this Christmas ignore all the console- 

plug gers, Sonic-slaves and Mega-beggars - they're 
all wrong and they're after your hard-earned, fast- 

diminishing dosh. Stick with your Amiga - it's a 
much better machine - and stick with usl 

THE REVIEWERS 
TIM SMITH 
'"A copy of Player Manager because I think 
Graham Taylor stole mine, though I don't think 
he worked out how to use it!" 

KARL FOSTER 
"I want Carrier Command 2, but nobody's 
written it! Blast! I'll just have to go back to 
Carrier Command on budget, then." 

PAT MCDONALD 
u Caesar's the geezer to please ya, mate. But don't 
blame me if it keeps you up so late you can’t get 
Into work the next morning." 

ASAM AHMAD 
“Kick Off 3, please, but I don't expect it’ll be 
ready. Never mind, I'll ptay Sensible Soccer *93,'* 

CLARE HODGSON 
‘Road Rash because I like the bit where you hit 
them across the head a baseball bat.” 

PAUL TYRRELL 
"Lemmings 2 is the one I've been watting for, but 
I’m not sure if it's any good yet/' 

ED RICKETTS 
"I want the 1200 version of CrV/tizatian, Then I 
want a 1200 to play it on," 

ANDY LOWE 
MEr, I’m not sure - I think Puffy could be worth it, 
or perhaps ZooL Or maybe Nigel Mansell and a 
Freewheel steering wheel. Or maybe..." 

NEIL WEST 
"Urn, I think I'd like to wake up to a copy of 
Madonna's Sex book. Oh, you mean games, weil, 
in that case. Madonna herself, probably. You 
didn't mean that either, did you?” 

Screenplay 
Welcome to the heart of the Amiga games world. If you 

want to know what the best and worst games are, look no 

further. We've taken the very latest games and put them on 

trial before our panel of kangaroo court judges... 

Classic Cheapies 
What happens to a seriously amazing game when it stops 

being available at full price? Does it mysteriously vanish 

to that great game graveyard in the sky? Will it only live 

on in the collections of those few lucky people who 

bought a copy while they had the chance? Luckily, no! 

Many of the greatest games in gaming history are resur¬ 

rected and revived to live a reincarnated life... and 

they're even better value, because they come out on a 

budget label at less than half the price! So here's your 

guide to the very best games ever, cheap! Page 83 

THE REST OF THE BEST - THIS MONTH'S TOP TITLES 

Road Rash 

As if bikers haven't got a bad enough rep already, 
Electronic Arts continue the myth that they're all 
a bunch of dead rard nutters, not averse to a bit 
of the old ultra-violence. We take the racing line, 
all the way to the end of the road, to find out if 
Road Rash is just an excuse for mindless mayhem 
on two wheels. And guess what... it isl Page 116 

Caesar 

Shock of the month? Let's face it. Impressions 
haven't had what you'd call the greatest reputa¬ 
tion for brilliant games, but that may all be about 
to change. Find out what it was like to be a 
Roman governor, rule the world and still have 
time for a quick bath before tea, Caesar turns out 
to be the best thing rn decades... Page 92 

Pinball Fantasies 

Following on from the success of Pinbalt Dreams, 
21st Century go one better with Pinbati Fantasies, 
In case you hadn't already guessed, it's another 
pinball simulator, but this time it features multi¬ 
level tables with three flippers and tons of extras 
too. Find out why we've all become pinball 
junkies once again **, Page 128 

Sabre Team 

To those in the know, a sabre team is a group of 
crack SAS soldiers on a top secret mission, To 
those who don't know. Sabre Team is a new game 
from Krisalis, which puts you in charge of said 
SAS soldiers. Is it all action, or a study in strategy? 
Permission to turn to the review to find out sir! 
Permission granted - double-time it to,., Page 132 

81 
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BUDGET CLASSICS 

The introduction of the ‘budget 

label’ has, without doubt 

improved the lot of Amiga 

users, Not only cun you now pick up 

some absolutely classic games, thin you 

might have missed first time around, but 

you can also get them at bargain-steed, 

pocket-money price-tags. 

Most software houses now have 

budget labels, and some have even 

found the newly priced software sells so 

well that they have have started to pro¬ 

duce new games that first sell at a 

budget price. 

It s generally thoughl that budget 

games are inferior to their full-price 

counterparts, but this isn't always the 

case. We’ve looked a I the entire range 

of budget software, and picked out the 

classics. The list is in order of quality, 

taking into account all aspects of the 

games, including durability, playability, 

graphics and sound. So settle back and 

take your pick,,. 

Rainbow Islands 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
A superb conversion of the clas¬ 
sic coin-op platform game. 
Control BubJn' Bob as they travel 
through the seven Rainbow 
Islands attempting to escape the 
rising flood-tide. Incredibly 
bright colourful graphics and 
maddening tunes combine with 
fluid gameplay to create one of 
the best games the Amiga has 
ever seen. Great value at full- 
price; on budget it's a must. 

International 
Karate Plus 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7,99 
A relatively old but very playable 
kind of beat-em-up, IK Plus really 
did set new standards when it 
was first released, and itJs still 
one of the best games of its kind. 
You control a karate expert as he 
battles his way through several 
opponents in order to reach the 
master Get your mate to take 
the controls of the opponent and 
it's a brilliant two-player game. 

These days Amiga games tend to be a wee bit on the 

expensive side, and buying the latest and greatest titles 

can leave a big hole in your pocket. If you are prepared to 

wait a while, though, you'll find certain titles will appearing on 

budget labels at much lower prices. Andy IMuttall discovers that 

there's plenty going on in the world of... 

Budget 
Classics 

Pang 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
This game caused a minor storm 
when it was released into the 
arcades, and the Amiga conver¬ 
sion is very true to the original. 
You have to shoot the bubbles 
{or balloons) as they bounce 
around the screen, but watch out 
because they fragment and scat¬ 
ter when hit. A classic example of 
a winning formula - a simple 
idea translated into a stupen¬ 
dously addictive game. 

Bubble Bobble 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
The forerunner to Rainbow 
Islands, Bubble Bobbie has much 
the same gameplay. Controlling a 
tiny dinosaur with an optional 
second player controlling a simi¬ 
lar creature, you must negotiate 
a large number of levels filled 
with nasties and bonuses. Not as 
expansive as its successor 
{Ratnbow Islands) but still has 
very polished presentation and 
colourful graphics. A great buy. 

New Zealand 
Story 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
Take a series of beautiful back¬ 
drops, some jolly tunes, a host of 
nasties and a small yellow kiwi, 
mix it with a large dollop of 
playability and what do you get? 
A perfect-ish conversion of the 
arcade classic We w Zealand Story. 
Loads of platforms and levels, it 
follows the usual format of the 
platform genre, but includes 
some original points. 

1 
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James Pond 
GBH (Gremlin) 

£7.99 
An aquatic spoof on the classic 
secret agent storiesr James Pond 
is a great twist on the platform 
shoot-em-up formula. Your job is 
to control Pond and help him 
complete 12 different under¬ 
water missions. Superb, cute 
graphics and bubbly sound- 
effects are definite plus points of 
the game, and Pond himself is 
very easily controlled. It's large 
and it's fun to play. Get it now. 

Turrican 2 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£7.99 
Control your robot as it roams 
around five huge levels carrying 
a variety of exciting and unusual 
weapons, killing everything that 
moves. Great for a no-holds- 
barred blast^em-up. but the 
levels are just that bit too big, 
and the gameplay becomes a lit¬ 
tle repetitive after a while. Still a 
good example of the genre, 
though, and worth a place in any¬ 
one's collection. 

Supercars 2 
GBH Gold (Gremlin) 
£9.99 
A game which has become a cult 
classic, Supercars 2 is the prede¬ 
cessor to Gremlin's own Lotus 
Challenge series of games. It's 
only just been released on therr 
budget label, though, so turn to 
our review on Page 88, 

Continued overleaf 
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Batman The 
Movie 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 
£7.99 
A great arcade action game coni' 
prising five very different levels, 
including tvuo platform-style sec¬ 
tions where Batman must try to 
reach the Joker, a 3D driving and 
a flying game where you must 
steer the Batmobile and Batwing 
through the streets of Gotham, 
and there's also a puzzle game. 
Action-packed, fun to play, and 
great value for money. 

Ultimate Golf 
GBH (Gremlin) 

£9,99 
A superbly accurate golf simula¬ 
tion, which offers some excellent 
options and is great fun to play. 
Although it was surpassed in 
quality by later games such as 
PGA Tour and Links, it's still a 
great game in its own right. Also, 
importantly, it costs less than a 
tenner. It's a toss-up between 
this and learferfcoarrf for the best 
budget golf game, but you could 
do much worse. 

Lotus Esprit 
Ttirbo Challenge 
GBH Gold (Gremlin) 
£9.99 
A one- or two-player 3D race 
game that set a standard on the 
Amiga which remains very diffi¬ 
cult to beat. Superb fast-moving 
graphics and a large number of 
options make this a game not to 
be missed. Surpassed by its suc¬ 
cessor (Turbo Challenge lf)t but 
until that's released on budget 
this is an extremely viable option 
if you're after a car-racing game. 

World Class 
Leaderboard 
Kixx (US Gold) 
£7.99 
I'm almost tempted to just ask 
you to read the review on the 
left because almost the same 
applies here. Leaderboard was, 
for a good number of years, the 
definitive golf game over a wide 
range of home computers; but it 
was left behind in the wake of 
the later golf games to appear on 
the Amiga. Very good for eight 
quid though. 

Wizball 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
An age-old game that spawned 
the recent WizKid, Wizball was 
one of the original releases from 
the now-infamous Sensible 
Software team. Take control of 
the wizard as he and his cat try 
to collect enough paint to turn 
the various levels into glorious 
technicolour. Beautiful graphics, 
and unusually challenging puz¬ 
zles constitute a great game in 
anyone's book. 

F-16 Combat Pilot 
Action 16 (Digital Integration) 

£9.99 
One of the original flight simula¬ 
tions on the Amiga, F-TG's display 
is half-filled by a million dials. 
Most of them are pretty essential 
if you want to stay In the air, so 
you'd better make sure you have 
either got a degree in patience or 
a propeller strapped to your head 
before you try taking off in this. 

It still takes some beating by 
the up-and-coming flight simula¬ 
tions on the market. 

Super Monaco GP 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£9.99 
An excellent conversion of the 
arcade coin-op, Super Monaco on 
the Amiga actually manages to 
improve on the original game 
with the addition of three extra 
tracks. Breakneck speed and 
Strong graphics all combine to 
make a very playable and very 
intensive Formula One racing 
game. It provides a real challenge 
to even the most hardened of 
race addicts. 

Voyager 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 
£7.99 
A filled, 3D-vector, polygon- 
based game, Voyager really 
paved the way for many similar 
style games to follow. Combining 
various shoot-em-up elements 
with an explorationa! theme, it 
manages to create a tense and 
nervous atmosphere which adds 
a lot to the slightly simplistic 
gameplay. Great to look at. 
though a bit dated, but it's still 
fun to play. 

Team Suzuki 
G8H (Gremlin) 
£7.99 
An incredibly fast-paced motor¬ 
bike racing game with some 
great 3D graphics. The only thing 
Team Suzuki is let down by is its 
over-sensitive controls. It looks 
very impressive, even by today's 
standards, but it has been sur¬ 
passed in terms of gameplay by 
Indy 500 and Formula T GP. At 
only eight quid, though, it's a 
really good addition to a racing 
fan's collection. 

Indiana Jones & 
The Last Crusade 
Kixx XL (US Gold) 

£14.99 
In the style of the movie of the 
same name, this is an incredibly 
user-friendly adventure with 
great graphics and subtle 
humour. The puzzles are rather 
challenging, but the gameplay 
can become a little stale, espe¬ 
cially when compared to the later 
Monkey Island games from the 
same software house. Definitely 
worth a look though. 

Super Hang On 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
A classic motorbike racing game 
which is a near-perfect conver¬ 
sion of the arcade original. 
Fast-paced with very smooth 
graphics. Super Hang On provides 
thrills and spills which have only 
been surpassed by the very best 
in Amiga racing games. 

The grand old daddy of 
Amiga racing games, and at this 
price makes a visit to your local 
software shop very worthwhile. 

Switchblade 2 
GBH Gold (Gremlin) 

£9.99 
This polished but ageing plat¬ 
form game is still more than 
popular today because of its 
authentic coin-op graphics and 
arcade platform style. And it's 
only recently released on budget 
- something of a bargain! 

Continued on page 07 



APEX WILL BACK-UP ALL KNOWN SOFTWARE - GUARANTEED !!! 

THE MOST POWERFUL DISK BACK-UP SYSTEM SINCE THE MAC II 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE THAT CANNOT BE COPIED USING APEX 

FEATURES: 
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE BACK-UP SYSTEM EVER DESIGNED FOR THE AMIGA INCORPORATING AST (ADVANCED 
SYNCRO TECHNOLOGY) - EASY TO USE QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL - BACKS UP OTHER FORMATS IBM, ATARI, MAC ETC 
EASY TO FOLLOW ILLUSTRATED MANUAL WITH COPYING TECHNIQUES 
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THE ULTIMATE RAM EXPANSION 

AMIGA A500/A500PLUS 
AMIGA 

DOMINATION 

COMPLETE HARD DRIVE SYSTEM FOR THE 

AMIGA A500/A500PLUS 
USING LATEST HIGH SPEED 

LOW POWER QUANTUM DRIVES 

Y WHEN ORDERING 

FEATURES 
• EXTERNAL FITTING 
• JUST PLUGS INI II 
• AUTO-CONFIG LIRE FOR 2Mb-4Mb-8Mb 
• BUS THROUGH PORT 
• ULTRA LOW POWER 
• NO EXT PSU REQUIRED 
• FULLY BUFFERED ADDR AND DATA BUS 
• ZERO WAIT STATES 
• GURU FREE!!! 
• SLIMLINE CASE 
• STYLED TO THE AMIGA 
• HIGH DENSITY DRAM 
• LATEST TECHNOLOGY 
• ALLOWS CREATION OF LARGE & 

FAST RAM DISKS 

WILL NOT INVALIDATE 
COMMODORE WARRANTY 

JUST PLUG IN & 
AWAY YOU GO! 

• SIMPLE! - 
ADDHARD FOR 1.3/2.04 AMIGA 1500- PL 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES 

. NEW QUANTUM DRIVE 
• VERY HIGH SPEED LOW POWER 
• SMALL SLIMLINE UNIT 
• VERY LOW NOISE OPERATION 
• NO EXT PSU REQUIRED 
• BUS THROUGH PORT 
• AUTOBOOT 1.3/2.04 
• COLOUR MATCHED 
• STYLED TO THE AMIGA 
• FACTORY SET - EASY TO INSTALL!! 
• EASY TO USE!! 
• WILL NOT INVALIDATE WARRANTY 
• SETUP SOFTWARE & HD UTILS DISK 

HIGH QUALITY 
LOW PRICES! 

AX502 2MB EXP £115 PARTIALLY 

POPULATED IADDHARD52 52MB £279 
AX504 4MB EXP £165 

UNITS 
EXPAND TO 0MB 

WITH 2 MB ADDHARD105 105MB £395 
AX508 8MB EXP £265 

INCREMENTS 

SOLD AT £69.95 

PER 2MB APRIL AMIGA FORMAT- "BESTBUY - HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE" 

AMIGA A500 1/2 MEG UPGRADE - £17.95 CLOCK £19.95 NEW LOW 
1.3/2.04 ROM SHARER £15 ■ AUTO-JOYSTICK SWITCHER £12.95 PRICES!! 

AMIGA A600 1MB EXP £42.95 
AT LAST THE CHANCE TO SLOW [ 

GAM E-BUSTER ™“50 

CLOCK £44.95 
AT LAST THE CHANCE TO SLOW DOWN YOUR GAMES OR FREEZE 
THEM SO YOU CAN BEAT THEM - PLAY TO WIN! PLUGS INTO A60Q 

PORT-EASY-WITH SLOWDOWN ADJUST! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P/P - NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48HRS • 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
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0 BUDGET CLASSICS 

Rick Dangerous 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£7.99 
An unashamed platform game 
that manages to stick to the rules 
of scrolling shoot-em-ups like 
glue. You take control of the 
hero, Rick, who is an intrepid 
adventurer who must traverse a 
number of levels at the same 
time as shooting baddies and 
avoiding traps. OK, so it sounds 
like the same old story - and yes, 
it is - but it's exciting, fast and 
very playable. 

Resolution 101 
GBH (Gremlin) 
£7.99 
A fast-moving and a very pretty 
game, Resolution 101 is a 3D 
game in which you play a crimi¬ 
nal who has been released in 
order to kill another criminal. 
Yes, I'm afraid it's strange story¬ 
line time again, but in this case 
it's totally excusable because the 
game's really great. Lacking 
slightly in variety, but with a 
strong plot and fairly atmo¬ 
spheric graphics. 

Flight Of 
The Intruder 
Action 16 (Digital Integration) 

£14.99 
This game puts you tn control of 
a Grumman A6 fighter plane, an 
aircraft that played a large part 
in the Vietnam war. 
Coincidentally, that's exactly 
where this game is set. You must 
fly the plane from an aircraft car¬ 
rier and perform several missions 
within enemy territory. A highly 
realistic simulation requiring a 
cool nerve and quick reactions. 

Midwinter 
Kixx XL (US Gold) 

£12.99 
With excellent 3D graphics and 
an element of strategy. 
Midwinter is a vast game set in a 
new Ice Age on Earth, You must 
control a team of 32 survivors as 
they fight for survival against 
both the elements and hostile 
invaders who want your land. It's 
not easy to win, but it can be 
very rewarding when you 
achieve your goals. Definitely 
worth a look. 

Falcon 
Action 16 (Digital Integration) 

£14.99 
One of the all-time classic flight 
simulations, Fakon combines fast 
action with a myriad of controls 
to create an atmosphere as dose 
to flying a plane as you can get 
without buying a Rediffusion 
simulator. You must pilot a 
Falcon fighter aircraft and try to 
blast as many enemies as you 
can. Although it's expensive for a 
budget title, it's very realistic 
and well worth the money. 

Spy Vs Spy 
Wicked Software 

£7.99 
A very old game that owes its 
heritage to the 8-bits, You con¬ 
trol a spy as he races around an 
embassy searching for pieces of a 
missing rocket. Not much is 
added for the 16-bits, so for the 
single player this is a bit of a joke 
by today's Amiga standards. For 
two players it's worth a look - 
there's nothing like blowing your 
mate up or setting fire him for an 
evening' worthwhile fun. 

Carrier Command 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£9.99 
This superb aircraft carrier simu¬ 
lator may be a little old now, but 
it’s still very good to get it out of 
the cupboard and have a good 
sail around the ocean, complete 
with both air and sea assault 
craft. Sequel now! 

_k 
Turn 

page 88 
for more 

T 

Castle Master 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7,99 
Written using the pioneering 
Freescape system by Incentive, 
Castle Master stretches the sys¬ 
tem to the limit You play a 
knight whose twin brother has 
been kidnapped by a dragon and 
imprisoned in a castle. You must 
make your way through the cas¬ 
tle, armed with a handful of 
rocks, and try to free the captive. 
It isn't easy and requires a good 
deal of lateral thinking. 

R-Type 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
A neat conversion of the classic 
Japanese coin-op shoot-em-up, 
R-Type also spawned many simi¬ 
lar games {including R-Type 
which managed to improve on r 
in terms of both gameplay and 
graphics. OKr so it's not all that 
new, but for a piffling eight quid 
this ts a horizontally-scrolling 
megablast that should keep you 
occupied and entertained for 
hours on end. 

Shoot-'Em-Up 
Construction Kit 
GBH (Gremlin) 

£9.99 
An ageing but still very usable 
utility that enables you to create 
your own shoot-em-up games 
with the greatest of ease. It 
shows its 8-bit ancestry in parts, 
but it's full of useful features 
which are very simple to use. 
These, coupled with the well- 
written manual, make this a 
program that all Amiga owners 
should have. 

Battlehawks 1942 
Kixx XL (US Gold) 
£12.99 
Based on the sea battles between 
the Japanese and the Americans 
during the Second World War, 
Battlehawks combines strategy 
wargaming elements and flight 
simulation to produce a game 
that Is both exciting and fun to 
play. It does get a little bit com¬ 
plicated as you go further into 
the plot but if you can handle 
the pressure it'll pay great divi¬ 
dends in the end. 

Summer Games 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£7,99 
Originally written on the C64, 
Summer Games is the original in 
the Games series from Epyx {this 
includes Winter Games and 
California Games). The gameplay 
on the C64 was superb, as were 
the graphics. The Amiga version 
retains the gameplay. but 
improves the graphics, so making 
a great game. It has aged some¬ 
what but at this price it's great - 
especially in two-player mode. 

Continued overleaf 
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Rick Dangerous 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£7,99 
An unashamed platform game 
that manages to stick to the rules 
of scrolling shoot-em-ups like 
glue. You take control of the 
hero, Rick( who is an intrepid 
adventurer who must traverse a 
number of levels at the same 
time as shooting baddies and 
avoiding traps. OK, so it sounds 
like the same old story - and yes, 
it Is - but itJs exciting, fast and 
very playable. 

Falcon 
Action 16 (Digital Integration) 

£14.99 
One of the all-time classic flight 
simulations* Falcon combines fast 
action with a myriad of controls 
to create an atmosphere as dose 
to flying a plane as you can get 
without buying a Rediffusion 
simulator. You must pilot a 
Falcon fighter aircraft and try to 
blast as many enemies as you 
can. Although it's expensive for a 
budget title, it's very realistic 
and well worth the money. 

Carrier Command 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£9.99 
This superb aircraft carrier simu¬ 
lator may be a little old now* but 
it's still very good to get it out of 
the cupboard and have a good 
sail around the ocean* complete 
with both air and sea assault 
craft. Sequel now! 

0 BUDGET CLASSICS 

Resolution 101 
G8H (Gremlin) 

£7.99 
A fast-moving and a very pretty 
game. Resolution 101 is a 3D 
game in which you play a crimi¬ 
nal who has been released in 
order to kill another criminal. 
Yes, I'm afraid it's strange story¬ 
line time again, but in this case 
it*s totally excusable because the 
game's really great. Lacking 
slightly in variety, but with a 
strong plot and fairly atmo¬ 
spheric graphics. 

Flight Of 
The Intruder 
Action 16 (Digital Integration) 

£14.99 
This game puts you in control of 
a Grumman A6 fighter plane, an 
aircraft that played a large part 
in the Vietnam war. 
Coincidentally, that's exactly 
where this game is set. You must 
fly the plane from an aircraft car¬ 
rier and perform several missions 
within enemy territory. A highly 
realistic simulation requiring a 
cool nerve and quick reactions. 

Midwinter 
Kixx XL (US Gold) 

£12.99 
With excellent 3D graphics and 
an element of strategy, 
Midwinter is a vast game set in a 
new ke Age on Earth. You must 
contrat a team of 32 survivors as 
they fight for survival against 
both the elements and hostile 
invaders who want your rand, It's 
not easy to wirt, but it can be 
very rewarding when you 
achieve your goals. Definitely 
worth a look. 

Spy Vs Spy 
Wicked Software 

£7.99 
A very old game that owes its 
heritage to the 8-bits. You con¬ 
trol a spy as he races around an 
embassy searching for pieces of a 
missing rocket Not much is 
added for the 16-bits, so for the 
single player this is a bit of a joke 
by today's Amiga standards. For 
two players it's worth a look - 
there's nothing like blowing your 
mate up or setting fire him for an 
evening1 worthwhile fun. 

R-Type 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 

£7.99 
A neat conversion of the classic 
Japanese coin-op shoot-em-up, 
R-Type also spawned many simi¬ 
lar games (including R-Type 2) 
which managed to improve on it 
in terms of both gameptay and 
graphics. OK. so itrs not all that 
new, but for a piffling eight quid 
this is a horizontally-scrolling 
megablast that should keep you 
occupied and entertained for 
hours on end. 

Battlehawks 1942 
Kixx XL (US Gold) 

£12.99 
Based on the sea battles between 
the Japanese and the Americans 
during the Second World War, 
Battlehawks combines strategy 
wargaming elements and flight 
Simulation to produce a game 
that is both exciting and fim to 
play. It does get a little bit com¬ 
plicated as you go further into 
the plot but if you can handle 
the pressure it'll pay great divi¬ 
dends in the end. 
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Castle Master 
The Hit Squad (Ocean) 
f7.99 
Written using the pioneering 
Free scape system by Incentive, 
Castle Master stretches the sys¬ 
tem to the limit. You play a 
knight whose twin brother has 
been kidnapped by a dragon and 
imprisoned in a castle. You must 
make your way through the cas¬ 
tle, armed with a handful of 
rocks, and try to free the captive. 
It isn't easy and requires a good 
deal of lateral thinking. 

Shoot-'Em-Up 
Construction Kit 
GBH (Gremlin) 

£9.99 
An ageing but still very usable 
utility that enables you to create 
your own shoot-em-up games 
with the greatest of ease. It 
shows its 8-bit ancestry in parts, 
but it's full of useful features 
which are very simple to use. 
These, coupled with the well- 
written manual, make this a 
program that all Amiga owners 
should have. 
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Summer Games 
Kixx (US Gold) 

£7.99 
Originally written on the C64, 
Summer Games is the original in 
the Games series from Epyx (this 
includes Winter Games and 
California Games). The gameplay 
on the C64 was superb, as were 
the graphics, The Amiga version 
retains the gameplay, but 
improves the graphics, so making 
a great game. It has aged some¬ 
what, but at this price it's great - 
especially in two-player mode. 
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Current releases 
World Championship 

poor. The management parts are 
OK, but if you want some real box¬ 
ing action, and decent sound 
effects, then forget it. The static 
graphics are fine, but when you get 
to the main fight ail you can see 
are two commentators" heads nod¬ 
ding up and down, with a speech 
bubble relaying the action. 

Fine if you want an introduc¬ 
tion to management games, but if 
you expect some visual rewards for 
all the effort you put into playing 
the game, look elsewhere. 

Yolk Folk 

because so many Dizzy games have 
been presented in this format. If 
you're looking for something dif¬ 
ferent this isn't for you. 

Another problem is that you 
only get three lives, which makes it 
rather tedious because there's no 
save-game option - every time you 
lose your three eggy lives you have 
to start from the beginning again. 
Prince of t/ie Yotk Folk is a game 
for fans die-hard of Dizzy and peo¬ 
ple who want an easy arcade 
adventure- But it can't be bad for a 
price of £7.99. 

pic) 81% 

Dizzy - Prince of 
CodeMasters £7.99 

L-i*-aiKCE-»f vcii-aront. 

This latest game in the Dizzy series 
features the usual cartoon-quality 
graphics we have come to expect 
and also some nice sound and 
musk. A good storyline prevents 
the game's durability taking a 
nosedive, but the major problem is 
that the game is not really original 

Boxing Manager 
GBH (Gremlin) i £7.99 

The predecessor to this game. 
Tracksuit Manager, was a success. 
Irm not convinced, though. I mean, 
who would want to manage a 
tracksuit? Boxing Manager, now 
that's more convincing. At least, it 
would be if the game wasn't so 

Carrier Command 
Kixx (US Gold) I £9.99 

Kixx, bless 'em, have picked up this 
ex-lmageworks title, dusted it off 
and released it for under a tenner. 
Using fast-moving 3D graphics, 
which were ahead of their time at 
the time, Carrier Command puts 
you in control of a large aircraft 
carrier and all the equipment con¬ 

tained therein. Your job is to sail 
around, trying to take over as many 
islands as you can before your 
enemy can get at them* 

As well as the carrier and its 
armaments, you have a whole 
range of craft which can be 
remotely piloted and armed with a 
selection of weapons from an 
extensive armoury, A good mix of 
strategy, arcade and flight simula¬ 
tion makes this an absolutely 
essential buy - it'll keep you going 
for days. Get it play it and write to 
your MP demanding a sequel. 

~ 90% 

Jahangir Khan World 
Championship Squash 

limits the play. Although JK's 
Squash tries to avoid falling into 
this trap, it fails. 

The graphics are good and the 
sprites move smoothly. The players 
hold their racquets towards their 
right-hand side to save complicat¬ 
ing the gameplay, Unfortunately, it 
makes hitting the ball on the left of 
the court difficult. As with most 
two-player games, it's good to play 
against your mates, but the interest 
soon wanes. Against the computer 
the interest wanes after one game. 

■R55&I 

Me 63% 

GBH (Gremlin) £7.99 

The problem with computer squash 
is usually the view of the court* 
Normally this has to be viewed 
from a third-person isometric 
angle, or you lose the feel of the 
game. This means that the court 
must be incredibly small and this 

SuperCars 2 
GBH Gold (Gremlin) £9.99 

ing skills aren't up to this, there are 
other tricks at your disposal that 
you can use to nobble opponent: 
missiles, mines, rams all sorts of 
destructive hardware are here. 

The graphics are small, but they 
are detailed. The feel of your car as 
it screams around the comers is 
impressive, as is the way your mis¬ 
sile hangs around your car for a 
whi le after you've launched it. The 
tracks scroll very smoothly and the 
sound effects and music are excel¬ 
lent An old formula, but one which 
works very well, especially for £8. 

pi 82% 
m£smr___ 

Switchblade 2 
GBH Gold (Gremlin) 11 £9.99 

The original Switchblade was 
panned for having tiny sprites and 
jerky scrolling. The sequel is quite 
the opposite- Large sprites, are 
nicely animated, move about plat¬ 
forms and scroll smoothly. 

You do the usual trick of con¬ 
trolling a heroic figure as he rushes 

about trying to vanquish foes and 
pick up bonuses* The first level Is 
underground, so you can only see 
what's inside a room when you're 
standing in it; other levels are set 
outside and offer some well-drawn 
scenery which make it look like an 
above-average coin-op game* The 
problem is that the in-level play is 
easy, but the end-of-level guardian 
is too tough, and this becomes 
annoying when you find yourself 
looking for as many bonus lives as 
possible just so that you can make 
it past the final areas. 

in the early days of 3D racing 
games. Super Sprint appeared in 
the arcades and it caused a real stir, 
Its incarnation on the Amiga was 
Supercars 2. Now on budget, you 
too can take control of this over¬ 
head view-style racetrack. The idea 
is obviously to win. But if your driv- 



STANHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT 
WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY XMAS 

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

COMPUTERS 
IlNCL: 1Mb, internal 
I drive, DPaint III 
IA game and one year's 

A600 

on- site warranty £279*99 

AS ABOVE, also 
I includes 20Mb Hard 
Disk, no software 

A600HD 
£464.99 

1 A570 CD ROM DRIVE £325.00 

CONSOLES AND HAND HELDS I LYNX (no game).£73.40 
GAMEGEAR (no game).£90.00 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 11+.£90.00 
SEGA MEGADRIVE.£116.00 
NINTENDO GAMEBOY.£65,00 

DOT MATRIX 
PRINTERS/USERS 

■ PANASONIC 
■ KX -P1124i - 24 pin, 80CLM ... 
■ KX-P2123-24 pin, 80CLM. 

...£220.00 1 
,.£239.99 1 

■ KX-P2624 - 24 pin, 136CLM... ...£349.99 1 
■ KX-P4430 - Laser, PPM. ...£749.99 1 

ISEIKOSHA 
|5P2400 - 9 pin, 80CLM. ...£143.99 1 
■ SP2415 - 24 pin, 80CLM. ...£230.00 1 
1LT20 - 24 pin, 80CLM. ...£234.99 1 
■ SL230 - 24 pin, 136CLM.. ...£447.00 1 
■ DPI 04 - Laser, 4PPM, 0.5Mb... ...£730.00 1 
■ 0P108 - Laser, 8PPM, 1Mb. .£1060,00 1 

MEMORY SHOP IA500 2Mb.£107.99 
A500 4Mb...£178.99 
Power 1.5Mb (A500).£82.99 
A500+ 1Mb.£44,99 
A600 1Mb and Clock.£45,00 
A600 1Mb without clock...£38.00 

GAMES 
Covert Action. 
Epic..*. 

.£24.99 

.£18.50 
Guy Spy. ..£21.00 
Hudson Hawk..,. .£18.50 
John Madden Football. .£18.50 
Megatraveller 2.....*.. .£21.00 
Pacific Islands... .£21.00 
Robocop 3...... .£18.50 
Sim Ant.......... .£24.99 
The Manager. .£18.50 
Ultima VI  .—,,. .£21.99 
Utopia - New Worlds.. .£10.50 
WWF.... .£18.50 
Willy Beamish. .£24.99 

WE HAVE TOO MANY GAMES TO LIST. 
PLEASE RING IF YOUR GAME IS NOT LISTED 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

PROGRAMMING 
AREXX. .£25.99 
Hisoft Devpac 3.. ..£43.99 
Lattice C V5,x,.. .£143.99 

Hisoft Basic.. .£37.99 

MUSIC AND SOUND 
Audiomaster 4.., .£45,00 
Bars & Pipes.. .£110.00 
Bars & Pipes Pro... .£188.00 
Copyist Apprentice. .£67,50 
Deluxe Music Con. Kit. .£44.99 
KCS Level II 3.5.. .£189.99 
Mid! Interface......... .£18.99 
Megamix Master. .£29.50 
Super Jam... ....£67,50 

GRAPHICS/VIDEO 
Art Dept Pro V2+.. .£123.00 
Caligari 2.*-- .£219.99 
DPaint 4... .£56.50 
Director V2... .£62,99 
Imagine V2... .£172.50 
Take 2. .£31.50 
Vista Pro V2+.... .£62.99 
Introcad Plus. „.£64,00 
Broadcast Titler 2.. .£160.50 

BUSINESS 
Arena Accounts. .£73.00 
Excellence V3.*. .£50.50 
Home Accounts 2. .£34.99 
Homebase. .£18.99 
Gold Disk Office.. .£104.00 
Day-By-Day... _£18,99 
Pagestream V2*x.* .£135.50 
Pagesetter 2.. .£37.99 
System 3,,.. .£37.99 
Superbase Personal 2. .£43.99 
Scribble Platinum. .£31.50 
Wordworth VI. 14__ ..£83.00 

THIS IS JUST A SELECTION OF OUR 
SERIOUS SOFTWARE, PLEASE RING 

IF YOU CANNOT SEE WHAT YOU WANT 

VARIOUS HARDWARE/ 
ACCESSORIES 

■ External Supra Modem 2400+ ..£111.00 1 
Aminet ... ...£46.50 1 
Digiview Media Station. .£118.00 1 
Itsa Mouse. .£9.99 1 
Complete Colour Solution —. £129.00 1 
Speakers ... .. ...£30.50 1 
Trackball,,,,.,.,. ...£24.60 1 
DCTV(PAL). .£430.00 1 

■ Unbranded Disks.each £0.40 1 
1 Power Scanner.. ...£82.99 1 
IaSOO Power Supply. ...£39.00 1 
1 Perspex Dust Cover.,... .£7.99 1 
1 Action Cartridge Super IV.,,, ...£49.99 1 
lAnti Click Board. .£8.99 1 
1pC286 Emulator. £250,00 1 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
Cumana CAX 354, ext 3.5”.£53.00 
Cumana CAX 1000s, ext 5.25" ....£96.00 
Power PC880B.£62.99 
Power Dual Drive.£110.00 

A600 IBM 40MB Int HD.£250.00 
A500 Supra Drive, 52Mb HD 
+ 1Mb RAM..£360.00 
GVP Impact Series II, 
52Mb HD+....£320.00 
Cumana, COM40HC, Ext 
42Mb HD.£412.00 
GVP Series II 120Mb A500HD....£510 00 

PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS 
ON MORE DRIVES 

THE MIRACLE PIANO 
THE HARDWARE: 
Midi keyboard, full size touch sens keys 
sustain pedal for true sound. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES; 
Classroom, 8 track recording studio 
performance hall and practice room 

MIRACLE piano acts as a music teacher 
for playing and reading music. Miracle 
analyses every note you play, teaching 
at your pace, explaining any problems 
you might have, giving extra special 
exercises to overcome these problems. 

MIRACLE IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND 

As featured on Jim'll Fix It, Tomorrow's 
World and Radio One’s _ 
Steve Wright Show. £235*IH» 

POSTAGE AND PACKING RATES 
SOFTWARE RATES 
ALL ORDER5 UNDER £100 ADD £1.50 
ALL ORDERS OVER £100 ADD £2.50 
HARDWARE RATES 
ALL ORDERS UNDER £300 ADD £4,00 
OVER £300 ADD £5.00 
PLEASE ALLOW 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY PLEASE 
PHONE IF YOU NEED IT SOONER 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. PLEASE ADD POSTAGE 
CHARGE TO YOUR ORDER. 

MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 
’STANHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT’ AT 
2 UPTON ORIVE, UPTON, CHESTER CHS 1BU 

All prices correct at time of printing. Prices sub¬ 
ject to change without notice. 

if you can’t see what you are looking for, then 
please ring (0244) 382435 



A The ORIGINAL DISK A 

DUPLICATION SYSTEM for the 
AMIGA is now even better! 

For Amiga A500, A500+, 
A600, A1500, A2000, A3000 

X-BACKUP PRO is the most powerful disk 
duplicator/utility package ever designed 

for the Amiga. 

For duplicating your original software, X- 
BACKUP PRO is a must, however it offers 

so much more. 

HOW TO ORDER 
X-BACKUP PRO:- 

ij \ Telephone our sales hotline with 
your credit card details for 

immediate despatch. 

061 724 7572 
^iREm 

^^■^OPTWARE^H 

5^ Send a cheqi Send a cheque or postal order for 
£40.99 made payable to SIREN 

SOFTWARE, Wilton House, 
Bury Road, Radcliffe, 
Manchester M26 9UR 

/ Copies virtually all known disks, far more 
than any other copier available. 

/ Also backs up hard disks. Ideal for A600HD 
owners. 

✓ Full file management/copying utility 

/ Optimises data for faster loading. 

S Formats, repairs, verifies. More than just a 
copier! 

/ Includes the new CYCLONE cartridge. 

/ Official U.K. version. Includes 8 page 

manual. 

GUARANTEE:- X-BACKUP PRO is the most powerful disk copier 
available for the Amiga. If at the time of purchase, you can find a 

superior copier, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY. 
Can any other copier offer you that? J 
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CAME REVIEW 

Romanes Eunt Domus? People 

Romanes, they go the house? Nope. 

People called Amiga-owners, they bulk 

the houses. They also build the roads, 

aqueducts and provide the education, 

sanitation, and keep the peac 

Rome sweet Rome 
Moving around between ihe different levels is 

dead easy, and once you’ve zoomed in to City 

level you can begin creating your city. To &tart 

with, it’s just a bunch of fields and rivers, so 

your first move is to build a Forum. 

To the Romans, the Forum was every¬ 

thing. Their advanced civilisation depended on 

places where they could go and speak their 

minds, exchange ideas and generally chip in to 

the running of their society. In Caesar, the 

Forum is die centrepiece of the city. Houses 

are laid out around \U or are connected to it by 

roads. Soon the buildings near the Forum soar 

in value and better buildings replace the hum¬ 

ble tents you pitched to begin with. 

But before anything gets started properly, 

you need to address the basic need for water. 

PROVINCIAL AND MUTUAL ASSURANCE 
Beyond the city lies a whole province waiting to be subjugated and exploited. The real Romans were great at 
this game, bringing civilisation and security to the people of outlying villages,, but still making heaps of cash out 
of them, The population soon warmed to the Romans' high standard of living and strong fortifications, Only a 
few tribes of die-hard barbarians really resisted, but they often made quite a mess of the Roman cities when 
they got through. Both Rome and Londinium were sacked by barbarian hordes during the Roman era. 

In Caesar, as leader of the provincer one of your tasks is to 
keep out the barbarians and bring extended civilisation to the 
area. You do this on the Provincial level map, where you find 
your capital city (the one you've been landscaping) and a few far- 
flung villages. Barbarians regularly nip across the borders for a 
bit of rape and pillage, and you've got to stop them. You can 
build huge walls and towers (like Hadrian did) and post Legions 
in trouble spots to protect the locals. The most effective way of 
securing your future is to build roads from your provincial capital 
to each of the outlying towns. Once connected, the towns 
increase in size and help boost the level of trade back at your cap- 

On Caesar's province map. you control your ital. If you can keep the peace, and expand your road network 
legions, trying to fend off hordes of barbarians, throughout the province, you're well on your way to a promotion 
Battles are resolved on a separate screen. the next time the Emperor visits. 

Et tu Brute? Life in the forum is not as easy as Frankie Howerd made out. Here you consult all your 

advisors as to the state of your province, and attempt to keep the population under control. 

style construction work, except lhal every¬ 

thing has a gorgeous Roman flavour. 

There’s a lump of Populous loo, thanks 

!o Liie different people who wander 

about the finely-paved streets that you 

build. There's even a hit of Railroad Tycoon- 

style map work to be done, linking up distant 

towns and villages to your Roman sim city. 

There's almost as much history and eco¬ 

nomics as in Civilization, with more detailed 

graphics, And. Lo cap it all, Caesar has 

wargiimios action of the kind you find in many 

an SSI game, except that if s a lot heller. 

Because there’s such a mixture, ~-tJ 

expect Caesar 10 be quite a bewildering game, 

but nothing could be further from the truth. It 

functions on three levels: the European map, 

the Provincial map, and die City map. The 

Emperor randomly chooses the European 

country that you’re given control of, and that 

dictates what your Provincial map looks like. 

Each province has a capital city with its own 

map and thaf s where you start building. 

Everybody loves a fairy lale ending, 

but for Impressions, Caesar could 

well be the fairy tale beginning. 

After years struggling to make an impres¬ 

sion on the games world, this independent 

software house has fin ally come of age. 

Five minutes with Caesar will tell 

that you have to have this game, 

you’ve got it home, you can kiss die world 

goodbye. Five minutes1 play soon turns into 

five hours, then five days - and still ifs 

impossible to tear yourself away. 

Caesar Ls very much a mixture of 

games: there’s a hearty chunk of Sim 

ROMANCING THE STONE 
Roman-style cities are the central features 
of the newly-conquered Provinces and, as 
such, they're opulent cultural havens 
where the rich live and the poor work. But 
the inhabitants are a pernickety bunch 
and they need a lot of amen Hies before 
they'll move in - not least of which is 
housing. Roman houses come in all shapes 
and sizes, but they all start as tents. Only 
improving land values can turn a tatty 
tent into a vibrant villa, and you won't 
help matters by forgetting to pipe in the 
water. Other factors Like nearby industry 
and business can drop a suburb's value, 
but they're necessary evils. If there's 
nowhere to work, no-one will move in, 
Here's a full list of the buildings you can 
use for your cities: 

PLACES TO LIVE 
You can build better houses, but 
you have to start with tents, 

PLACES OF WORSHIP 
Temple: these grow in size with the 
local population. 
Oracle; vital for the spiritual peace* 
of-mind of your people. 

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 
Forum: there are eight different 
types, each one claiming taxes from 

a specific area of the city. 
Protectory: the local cops help to 
collect taxes and keep the peace, 

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
Marketplace: vital for trade, and 
therefore for prosperity. 
Heavy industry; you need this to 
supply other businesses. 
Businesses: they offer work to locals 
and sustain the economy by selling 
all manner of taxable goods to 
provincial towns, 

THE LIQUID LIFE-BLOOD 
Water reservoir: before you can 
hook pipes up to the river, you need 

one of these. 
Fountain: these supply the all- 
important water to the population. 
Bath-house; they were a clean lot, 
the Romans, Without a nearby bath¬ 
house, they soon decide the place 
stinks, and leave. 
Well; if there's a dry zone, and no 
river nearby, a well will provide 
water for a few houses. 



^Tp GAME REVIEW 

Battles can be as complex or as simple as you want, thanks to the facility to use Cohort 2 for war- 

gaming at close quarters. Without Cohort 2, you can choose from five basic fighting manoeuvres. 

Fountains have to be installed and connected 

via pipes from the nearest river. If there's no 

water, no-one will move in and your city will 

never grow. It's a bil like the problem of elec¬ 

tric power in Sim City, only it's not as easy to 

supply a whole city with one pipe. You really 

need to incorporate the water supply into your 

city design or you'll gel hopelessly tangled 

and the fountains will stop gurging and dry up. 

Once you've established a foothold, 

you've got to make your city grow and pros¬ 

per. There are plenty of things to help attract 
new residents, like temples and amphitheatres. 

But dicre are also plenty of things you need to 

manage carefully, like security from invasion* 

dissatisfied subjects who riot and tear down 

houses, and the business of collecting taxes. 

If s a never-ending job. 

Me an while, as you're learning how to 

cope with Roman city life, things are happen¬ flvprfttff rrtUhd biX 

Can you help expand 

the Roman Empire 

right across the 

European sub-conti¬ 
nent? With each 

success, you are 

offered the chance to 
move to another 
province and start all 

over again, with only 
a slight Increase in 

difficulty level. 

The administrative 
advisor on your 

forum screen gives 

you a visual indica¬ 
tion of your prowess 

as governor of the 
province. If you can 
get the pillars above 

a certain height, 

you'll get a visit from 
the Emperor, and 

maybe a transfer. 

The effects of tax and 

conscription are easy 
to spot. The once- 

proud city (left) soon 

turns into a ruin 

(right) when the peo¬ 
ple get angry. You 

have to act fast to 

quash the revolution 
or you're city will be 

virtually worthless in 
a few minutes. 

■ ■■ 

|i W ft m 'HTif'tj r ■v ■ W¥ . . 
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TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL 
Roads: the Romans hated walking 
across the mud, especially when 
returning from the baths, so roads 
are the second-most important ele¬ 
ments of the city. 
Plaza: to really raise the value of 
your town, pave some of the roads 
with high-quality slabs. 

CULTURAL CENTRES 
Theatre: they came, they saw, they 
did a little dapping, Turn your 

dead-end alleys into cheerful cul- 
de-sacs with these, 
Amphitheatre; bigger, better the¬ 
atres, where gladiatorial combat is 
the main event. 
Hippodrome: for the top in specta¬ 
tor sports, you can't beat a bit of 
chariot racing at the Hippodrome. 

SECURITY AND DEFENCE 
Barracks: grubby soldiers may 
annoy the locals, but they beat the 
hell out of rioters and barbarians. 

Wall: Hadrian's wall is nothing com¬ 
pared to the stonework defences 
you can build. 
Tower; if your wall keeps falling 
down, strengthen it with a tower. 

CIVIL SERVICES 
School: what have the Romans ever 
done for us, apart from introduce 
education? 

Hospital: butchers by our standards, 
but to the Romans they were better 
than the NMS. 

ing in the rest of ihe province. Barbarians are 

sure to pay a visit or twelve, and they can 

make life very awkward, especially if they 

make it all the way to your city. This is where 

your legions of soldiers come to the fore. On 

the Provincial map. you can move legions 

around, engaging in bautes, patrolling trouble 

spots and establishing new forts and 

strongholds. The bailies are fairly simple 

affairs, with a choice of five combat forma- 

lions. There's even an option to resolve 

individual battles using Impressions' earlier 

game Cohort 2. This gives the wargammg 

purist a chance to get all the detail, while 

keeping things simple for the player who's 

more interested in city-building. Because 

Cohort 2 is already available you don't have to 

wait six months for an expansion, like most 

other sim-games wilh add-ons. 

Forum-nil 
Aside from the city-building and the fighting, 

there are still more things to be done. 

Com rolling your population is done via the 

Forum screen where you can consult each of 

your main advisors for statistical data, which 

is beautifully presented in Roman-pillar style 

bar charts. Everything a good leader needs to 

know to run a city is tucked away in easily 

accessible maps and screens. 

It’s easy to get carried away with Caesarr 

because it really is a greal game, it's certainly 

the best of the sim bunch, mid a pretty good 

wargame too. It never seems to stop, either. 

Once you've got a province under control and 

eveyihing’s on the up and up, Lhe Emperor 

pops over to offer you promotion. 

You can decline his offer, choosing 

instead to stay on for another IQ or 25 years if 

you've become particularly attached to your 

new borne. If you take the promotion, you start 

all over again in a different pari of Europe 

with a lump sum for building a new city plus a 

salary increase. After many years (in real 

terms* a good few weeks of play) you can 

make it to Emperor yourself, and then play the 

whole thing again. 

Now that Impressions have proved what 

they're capable of. let's hope we see many 

more games of the exceptionally high quality 

of Caesar, There’s a lifetime waiting to be 

wasted with Caesar, and 1 for one can't wait to 

get started all over again. 

Weil Jackson ® 
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MEMORY UPGRADE 

SPECIALISTS 

A500/500+ to 1Mb_ ....£17.50 
A500+ to 2Mb. ....£29.99 
A600 to 2Mb with dock... ....£34.99 

HD8+ 
40Mb /ORAM. ...£299.95 

40Mb/2 RAM. ...£334.95 
40Mb/4 RAM. ...£389.99 

40Mb/8 RAM. ...£499.95 
120Mb/ORAM_ ...£429.95 

120Mb/2 RAM_ ...£464.95 
120Mb/4 RAM. ...£519.95 
120Mb/8 RAM. ...£629.95 

3.5" Replacement.£35.99 

4x9-70 SIMMS.£114.99 
1x9- 70. £23.99 
256x9. £10.99 
l x4-80 ZIP.£18.99 
256 x 4 - 80 ZIP.......£5.99 

HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full FAX capability for 

send and receive. Auto-answer, pulse or tone dial, 

automatically determines incoming calls as fax or 

modem, industry standard command set with 

support for V22bis, V22, V2 1 , Fully Hayes 

compatible. All types c/w PC software. Modem 

2400 has all above features but without fax. All 

types come complete with cables. 

Smart One ™ tax with only PC software £119.99 
Straight Fax software......£45.00 
Smart One ™ 2400.£59.99 
Straight Fax software......£45.00 
Smart One ™ 2400.£59.99 

fin 
LnJ 

B133 GO (I II SLIGO® 

SERVICE 1 
£24.99 + Parts 

(computers quoted 
before payment) 

SERVICE 2 
£69.00 inc. fixed price 

(* guaranteed 
same day service*) 

DOOR TO DOOR PICK UP AND DELIVERY OVERNIGHT 

COMPUTERS 
DELIVERED 

BY GROUP 4 

£7.50 e.w. 
TEL: 071 252 1551 

We reserve the right to 
re-assess computers in 

extreme cases 

* ALL 
CUSTOMERS 
RECEIVE FREE 

PIECE OF 
SOFTWARE 

HOW TO ORDER 
Enquiries and credit card orders please 

Tel: 071 252 3553 Fax: 071 252 1551 
Please phone with enquiries between 

10.30am and 6.00pm Mon to Fri. 
Enquiries cannot be token by post. 

For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/PO to: 

HCS 
144 Tanner Street 
London SE1 2HG 

Prices include VAT and P & P 
(E 

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days, eioe 

HCS ENGINEERING 



Get the sound in and gel it right with Aegis 
SaundMagic Higher sampling rates and qua) 
iiy built-in from the components up gives you 
results on your Amiga computer that rival CD 
sample frequencies Built in microphone lets 
you take quick samples from any sound 
source. Now includes AudioMaster IV for 
improved results—even at lower sampling 
rates 

ALSO SOLD AS 
SOUNDMASTER 

SoundMagic features include 

input from any sound source Including 
CDs and microphones—mix or dub over 
sound samples. 
Sampling rates up to 56K in stereo 
Real-time Volume control 
Mono and Stereo microphone input in 
addition to builMn microphone 
Overload indicator—keeps the Ouch" 
factor out of your samples. 
Computer-controlled dynamic micro¬ 
phone-select from microphone s sam¬ 
pling range of 15K to SOK 
Draws power from computer—works with 
any power standard 
Meter-length cable for ease-of-use 
Compatible with AmigaDOS ' 1.3 and 2.0 
Works on any model Amiga 
computer— including the Amiga 3000 

SoundMag^ is a trademark at C»n Inc 

-^55oc»>G 

magic 

rnasiiR i/ 
riftll CP PLAYER, 

Painting 
With Sound 

ramp up or down, do inversion and Mono-io- 
Stereo conversions. Add backward masking, 
digital filtering, pitch and time change. 

AudioMaster IV supports all available digitiz¬ 
ers for the Amiga, including PerfectSaund"1 
12. and 3, Future Sound"1 500, Mimetics'" 
StarSound and A M.A.S 'fl 

Rates to 56K in stereo available only if Amiga 
has a 68020/30 processor, and sampler is 
capable of these speeds. 

AudioMaster fV brings new features to the 
best-selling sampling software for the Amiga 
computer With the new Oversampling fea¬ 
ture, play sound files of outstanding audio 
quality—even if originally sampled at low 
rates. 
New features with AudioMaster IV: 

Plus Improved Bonus Programs 
■ Audio Disk Jockey (new} 
* Simulated CD Player with Oversampling 

* Up to 4 limes Oversampling 
■ Pitch vs Time stretch-compress 
- Digital Filtering 
■ Real-time Pitch Bend Zoom. Scroll 
* Auto hardware Filter Control 
* User-called DC offset compensation 
- On-screen Time and Position marks 
* Progress meter with audio feedback 
* Faster screen update 
■ Optimized Echo, Mix, Ramp functions 
* Keep function 

* PlaySound with Oversampling 

Plus the features which made AudioMaster 
the leading sampling software: 

- High-speed sampling to 56K In stereo 
* Loop sequencing-up to 999 loops per sam¬ 

ple. Loops can be played back in any order, to 
recreate the sample as a smaller fife, rear¬ 
range it. or do effects such as "stuttering 

* interactive waveform editing in stereo— create 
effects like real-time echo, delay and flange. 
Mix in positive and negative flange, reverse. WE FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY 

P O BOX 90309, LONG BEACH, CA 90009-030? USA 
Aegis. Aegis AudicmasleriV. Aegis SoundMagic. Aegis CD Player and Audio Disk Jockey are trademarks of Oxxi, Inc. 
Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Ollier products mentioned are Irademarks of their re&peclive companies 

Telephone: (21 3) 427-1227 FAX: (213) <127-0971 

H, B, MARKETING LTD. 
CONCORDE BUILDING 

NEWLAND5 DRIVE. COLNBROOK. BERKS. SL3 ODX 

DEALER SALES HOTLINE 0753-686000 ±1 
PRECISION DISTRIBUTION 
6 PARK TERRACE. WORCESTER PARK 

SURREY KT4 7J2 

DEALER SALES HOTLINE 081 330 6911 
G 

CENTRESOFT LTD 
UNIT 2 S 3. HOLFORD WAY. HOLFOf 

BIRMINGHAM B6 7AX 

DEALER SALES HOTLINE 021 625 3[ 
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The exploding purple flora of... um... Kara-Mocm (that's never right, surely?) greets our 

hero with a cheery wave and a gigantic rupturing movement of its innards- Lovely. 

This is a great bit, this. When you get down the chute there are two switches. If you 

putt the wrong one, you instantly drown and go right back to the beginning again. 

Shadow of the 
impressions iirerTi really very good either, The 

words 'but ii looks just like Beast / and 2’ 

can not really fail lo spring to mind as 

your little character bops along through 

the parallax scrolling (which is very 

nicely done) and gels knocked off at 

the first monster 

Half an hour later, when you’ve 

solved a few puzzles, been killed, 

wailed for the load etc, you're 

unlikely to be thinking any dif¬ 

ferently. because U really 

does look very much 

EH? (OR: CAN'T I JUST SHOOT IT UNTIL IT'S DEAD?) 
Beast 3 comes to you wiih a great new feature: exercise of the old grey mailer. Yes. that’s right, you need to think (slightly) in between the mass slaughter. At this point 

members of Parliament and game reviewers might want to gel an adul; to help them.. 

ICase in point- Vou come across this meat 
sizzling on a spit so. of course, as you 

would do with virtually everything else in 

the game, you shoot at it mindlessly for a bit 

until it falls off. Push it along the ground to 

the right and... 

:..put It under this huge swinging spiky 

u affair which you just happened to notice 

earlier (and also just happened to notice that 

it falls on you rather messily if you walk 

under it)... 

4 ...and follow the monster back to the 
meat, which it starts eating - only to be 

interrupted by the obnoxious swinging con- 

tr apt ion falling on it and: making it 

something of an ex-monster. And so the way 
is now clear for you. Oh good. That's one of 

the easier puzzles. How do you get past the 
weight puzzle? How do you use the floating 

table? What does it all mean? 

Any programming team commissioned 

lo write Che last in the series of Beast 

games would m doubt have their own 

ideas about which beasts really terrify them 

most, It would be spiteful to suggest that per¬ 

haps Originality, Innovation and Gameplay are 

three candidates - so call me spiteful. 

But enough philosophising. Why Beast J? 

Why not lei a tired old genre shrivel up anti 

die in peace? The Psygs say this is almost defi¬ 

nitely the Iasi Beast game and it s taken two 

years to write. (Noi that 1 would ever suggest 

that it’s because they continually did every¬ 

thing in cheir powrer to put off writing the 

thing, goodness no.) 

Aren't we prejudging? 
Lei’s not prejudge. First impressions aren't 

good: an intro that takes up an enlire disk, 

takes forever to load and leaves you thinking 

lyes... carry on... oh, that’s it. is it?’. Whack in 

disk two. wait another five minutes and choose 

a level. Wait for I lie music to stop, wait for the 

level lo load and you're finally into the game. 

Iris all action so far. Sadly, you soon realise 

that the second, third, fourth and fifteenth 

3 ...nip back left (having noticed and 
picked up a key which was conveniently 

perched on a table) and use the key to open 

the cage with the dirty great monster in it. 

Jump up the ladder quickly when the mon¬ 
ster emerges, all the while blasting away at 
the mirtoid reprobates who keep on charg¬ 

ing at you... 
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past these halls, ts it an Intricate series of traps and tricks? Do you perform a 

of course not you Shoot the container they land on and walk past them. 

least 3 

If only life were like this: wheels with big 

arrows suggesting 'Turn', Shall I push this 
button labelled 'Push'? Why not George.,. 

The inhabitants have a gorgeous way of falling 

to pieces when shot which recalls the great 
music-hall entertainers of just before the war. 

like its predecessors. It plays a lot like ihem 

too: ei scrolling platform shoot-em-Ltp with 

puzzie-eites here and there to get in your way. 

Keys and locked doors figure heavily in the 

puzzles; as do levers und traps, so most of 

them are just a mailer of searching about 

enough to fmd the right object for the job. 

What’s annoying is that sometimes, when you 

first come across a puzzle, you can make a 

mistake that kills you outright and possibly 

ends the game. It’s rather like those old text 

adventures that would kill you off at every 

opportunity in an attempt to make up for a lack 

of decent puzzles. 

yourself feeling guilty. And that's be the only 

way to play it: the long waits between loads, 

die fairly monotonous game pi ay and the occa¬ 

sional stupid deaths drive you batty after a 

while, if the Amiga is to stride manfully into 

1993, it’s really about time games like ihis 

stopped being die norm and turned into a nos¬ 

talgic reminder of how they did things in the 

bud old days. 

Ed Ricketts 

Shadow of the Beast 3 
Psygnosis ■ £29.99 

Can't be that bad, surely 
So what are the game’s good points? Its graph¬ 

ics, The animation of rhe main character isn’t 

too wonderful, but the parallax - done, as the 

manual insists on saying, on a hardware 

multi-plexing playing field' - as if that means 

anything - makes up for it. The resL of the 

graphics are dark - oh, sorry, moody - and 

sometimes indistinct. This being the last game 

and all it would have been nice to see some¬ 

thing different and wonderful on the graphics 

from. Instead, while they're competently done, 

they’re nowhere near magnificent. 

Beast 3 is possibly a game you'd buy on a 

whim: one you'd regret buying ever after, but 

keep going back to for short periods to stop 

• Like the previous two - parallax pi ill forms, 
detailed graphics and Jack of innovation, 

• Graphics arc its greatest strength. 

• A good sample here and there* plus otic or 
two not-too-annoYing tunes. 

• Daft puzzles |hut can kill you outright - defi¬ 
nitely just not an. 

t How many more running] limping-shimting 
games can there be? 

sailmw 

A huge wave is set to upset the denizens of Populous IPs latest update. 

Populous II: 
The Challenge Games 
Electronic Arts ■ 1 Mb required ■ £14.99 

You can't keep a good idea down. Just look at Star Wars, at 
Robocop, and.,, oh... Friday the t3th. Luckily for us, the next 
instalment in the hugely successful Populous series has more in 
common with the quality of the former two films. 

You play a mortal mongrel - the son of Zeus and some poor 
female mortal who was deflowered by the dirty deity* Rightfully, 
you feel that you deserve a place on Mt Olympus. Zeus, however, 
doesn't agree. So, using Populous IPs original tools and tactics, 
you have to fight 32 other gods in 1,000 worlds to prove him 
wrong. Each game has fewer objectives than Populous tl games; 
like a quick rescue, or a one-off battle with a preset population. 

For those who have already played Populous II, this latest out¬ 
ing is a treat, For newcomers to the 
genre, it's worth a go. A follow-up that 
adds to the fun offered by the original. 

Tim Smith O 

A baseball-belting bunny adds a new twUt to the Breakout genre. 

Bunny Bricks 

Ml 80% 

SilmarilsB £25,99 

This rather oddly titled game is based around the old classic 
Arkanoid, itself a variation on Breakout, but features much better 
graphics, The twist is that instead of shifting a paddle from side 
to side to bounce the puck towards the bricks, you control a base- 
ball-playing bunny that dubs a ball around the screen to destroy 
stacks of bricks. Bunny the rabbit has an extensive repertoire of 
moves, including left and right dives and power shots. There's 
also a variety of special items that float down out of the 
destroyed hricks - machine guns, multiple bats and power-ups for 
super smash shots. 

The game is very colourful, especially the well-drawn back¬ 
grounds* The animation is good and the cartoon style works well. 
It's all very addictive, much like most games of this genre, and the 
sound makes it enjoyable. It's not all that original a concept, but 
who needs originality when there's this much fun on offer. If you 
have n't got Arkanoid, o r Freakou t tor 
that matter, but want something along V -«Hi . I 
the same lines. Bunny Bricks is for you. 

Matthew Fyles 
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AB photographs are of actual DCTV screens. 
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lize and process full color composite 
o images in millions of colors. 

r- sjetr, vs'aussi *21 

The Future Is Here! 
Sophisticated true color video paint, 
digitizing and image processing soft¬ 
ware are all combined into one easy to 
use package. 

▲ Paint digitize and display beautiful full color composite video images oa 

A Capture an image in 10 seconds from any color video camera. (Also works 
with still video cameras, video disk and still frame capable VCR's.) 

A Convert DCTV™ images to or from any IFF display format (including HAM 
and 24 bit). 

A Full-featured paint, digitize and conversion software are included. DG\T 
is a complete system, right out of the boxI 

A Create spectacular 3D images and animations. Compatible with all popular 
3D programs. 

C 499 
'Min. f Meg. required ,z - jjnnrjy— 

3-5 Meg. recommended H 

Create beautiful full color video images 
with oil popular Amiga 3D prof ams. 

Animate video quality DCTV images in 
real time using popular Amiga animation 
creation tools. 

DCTV (Digital Composite Television) is a 
revolutionary new compressed video 
display and digitizing system for the 
Amiga. Using the Amiga as a com- Sssed video buffer, DCTV creates a 

color composite video display with 
all the color and resolution of television. 
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GAME REVIEW fTp 

ante, u oocs 

Shuttle 

Having escaped the Earth's atmosphere and now rid of its rocket boost¬ 

ers* the orb iter jettisons the main fuel tank. Upside-down is the way to do 
it, otherwise known as going 'belly up'. 

A section of tfie main control panel. It looks a bit of a nightmare at first 
but fortunately the computer takes you around the knobs and switches 
and explains things for you. 

For all you tech-heads am [here who 

enjoy a challenge. Virgin have come up 

with ihe ultimate in technical simula¬ 

tions. Shuttle. Offering you Hie chance to 

follow ihe developments of the amazing 

NASA spacecraft from iis first launch in 1981* 

Shuttle is incredibly involved and requires a 

serious amount of commitment on your pan to 

get anything in return. 

Since the early days of computer flight 

simulations* the genre has been dominated by 

games with over-technical controls which are 

difficult to follow. This usually limited the 

gameplay, and meant ili.it only those who had 

plenty of time and patience could play. 

Sub Logic’s Flight Simulator 2 and Hi Soft’s 

Proflight arc good examples of games that are 

playable bin only when you have spent far loo 

long learning Ihe controls. 

With Shuttle, instead of the usual compli¬ 

cated display panel underneath ihe main view, 

you have - get this - 26 different control pan¬ 

els, each larger than ihe monitor screen, so 

they must be scrolled around. Fortunately a 

large primed map of the controls comes with 

the game and. despite its bewildering appear* 

ance* it does actually prove useful, 

Also in the package are two 

manuals: one is a small pam¬ 

phlet that briefs you on your 

missions, while the other is a 

144-page jobby which tells 

you almost everything you need 

to know about flying a NASA Shuttle, 

Whoops. did l say 

% ‘almost’? Well* the 

fact is iliat although 

the main man¬ 

ual is quite 

informative, 

covering all ihe controls, function keys and 

technical aspects, it doesn’t really convey the 

information most necessary - how to actually 

pilot the damned thing! 

The manuals are very wordy too, writh lois 

of jargon*based phrases that have you search¬ 

ing frantically through the pages for an 

explanation. For example* what docs “OPS 106 

PRO' mean? Or "ITEM 27 EXEC? The man¬ 

ual tells you to type such codes fairly often, 

bul finding out what they mean becomes very 

tedious. The simple addition of a glossary 

would have saved a lot of trouble. Also, the 

manuals are littered with spelling errors - 

'breaks’ instead of ’brakes', ‘axis’ instead of 

‘axes', that son of thing. 

Stuck in gear 
To compound it all, just as you're about to 

land the Qrbiier* the Mission Guide tells you to 

press Alt-G to drop the landing gear, whereas 

the correct command is Ctrl-G. This senres to 

add to the frustration. 

To be fair* the Mission Guide has a good 

crack at explaining the details of most of the 

missions, but it doesn’t explain ihe first in. any* 

where near enough depth. OK* so the first 

mission might be fairly easy compared with 

ihe others, but it does involve landing - a lask 

that many consider to be the most difficult part 

of flight simulation. 

The authors have ensured iliat the first 

mission must be completed before moving on 

t 

to any others. This is understandable, because 

the main feature of the reat-life shuttle is the 

fuel that it's reusable. Basically, if you can’t 

land it. you can’t complete any of the mis¬ 

sions, Old bands at flight sims should be just 

fine* but newcomers will get frustrated, 

One giant step... 
On Che plus side, the graphics are very nice, 

with all the action displayed via filled 3D 

polygons. The screen update is noi too slow 

even on a bog-standard A6D0, so you do get a 

good response from the movement controls 

when you actually have the thing in the air. 

Most of the commands from the main con¬ 

trol panel have equivalent keyboard shortcuts. 

For instance, the function keys are used to 

change the viewing angle, while the Control 

key h used in conjunction with various letter 

keys to operate parts of ihe shuttle such as the 

remote manipulator (the big robot ami thing) 

and the speed brakes. 

When you think of the time scales 

involved with sending a shuttle up, and you 

consider that Shuttle runs almost in real-time, 

the Time Skip feature becomes very important. 

This enables you to skip through the bits 

where nothing happens, to the next set of 

instructions from Mission Control, 

Ten missions arc included and follow the 

history of Ihe Shuttle flights in great detail, 

ranging from the first test flight and landing to 

Ihe launching of the Hubble telescope. The 

attention to detail is so great that the simulated 

Hubble is damaged in the same way a_s the real 

thing, so the next mission is to go and repair it. 

Shuttle is the most involved and compli¬ 

cated simulation I’ve ever played. Just to 

describe its controls would take a number of 

pages* never mind the numerous missions and 

semi-cryptic messages from Mission Control, 

It’s indescribably huge. 

If you’re an avid NASA follower, then 

Shuttle is something you should have. If 

you're a fiight-shn addict, and feel at home 

with ProFlight, then this will probably suit 

you down to the ground. If you re a sometime 

fiight simulation player, who doesn’t like get¬ 

ting bogged down with complicated coiurols* 

then keep well away or you just might find 

yourself sending your Amiga into orbit, 

Andy lUuttall O 



KN A FABULOUS NEW ADUENTURE 

Twelve New Worlds with an all-star cast of thousands, including . .. 

Surfers, Bagpipers, Ballooners, Jumpers, Magic Carpet Riders, Snowball Throwers, Pyramid Builders, Fencers, Pole 

Va niters, Bongo Players, Sand Castlers and many, many mo ref 

* 12 Brand New Tribes, each with 
their own skills 

■ Save the Tribes and win the 
Talisman 

* 236 brilliant VGA colours 

* Riveting Game Play and More 

PHESENTS A 

Puzzling problems with hilarious 
animation 

* Enhanced sound support with 
digitised Lemming voices 

* 8-way scrolling 

* 15 original soundtracks 

PRODUCTION 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH LEMMING ISLAND LEMMINGS2 THE TRIBES A WE'RE GOING TO TAKE YOU BY STORM PRODUCTION 
MUSIC BY McLEMMING THE PIPER STUNTS BY ECARUS CAVE LEMMING SCENERY BY MAGIC WALL LEMMING ■ MAYHEM BY CLUB BASHER LEMMING 

CATCH LEMMINGS 2 THE TRIBES AT A GAMES STORE HEAR YOU - COMIMG SOON! 
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On the left is one of 

the intro screens that 
explains the princi¬ 
ples behind Rampart 

very nicely indeed. 
The guys on the top 
are happily blowing 

up the castle opposite 
only to discover (60 

short seconds later) 

that the folk in the 

castle opposite were 

equally hell bent on 
destruction. It's now 

a race to see who can 
rebuild their castle 
walls first... 

Rampart 
Cull (in other words, it didn’t make 

much money, bur Lhose who played it 

loved it) Ten gen coin-op Rampart is 

one of many games based on Tetris with a few 

elements, added in an attempt to create some¬ 

thing entirely new. Moss attempts at such 

video game Frankenstemery end in medi¬ 

ocrity; a beaten-up Ford Escort will always be 

a beaten-up Ford Escort no matter how many 

bits are bolted on or how wide the wheels are. 

But when youTe working from as solid a 

base as Tetris, it’s difficuti to go wrong — and 

Tengen didn’t. Adding guns, battleships and a 

ruthlessly unforgiving two-player mode, they 

created a new game that stands up proudly. 

Read all abaht it 
So what's it all about then? Well, you’re in 

charge of an army's fortifications and you 

have an enemy — in one-player mode ihe 

enemy is your Amiga and in two-player mode 

it’s a buddy. 

The game screen is u plan view of your 

castle keep, the walls surrounding it and more 

keeps set along a stretch of coast. Out on the 

water, a small armada polishes its cannon and 

waits. There are three phases to cadi round or 

the game, the first of which is cannon place¬ 

men!. At the start of each round you are 

Mid-battle and cannonballs fly thicker than a very thick tiling. And the 

scare is ships 3, castle 1 - better call a gang of stonemasons sharpish. 

allocated a number of cannon to place within 

your castle walls; ihe number you are allocated 

depends on how well you did in die previous 

round, but normally it’s one, two or three. If 

you don’t have enough space to place your 

allotted cannon, tough, 

Phase two is the fun bit. This is where all 

hell breaks loose and for one glorious minule 

you get to guide a targeting cursor around the 

screen with a view to hammering the hell out 

of the enemy ships with all your cannon. The 

idea is to simply destroy all ihe computers 

ships, plus any troops that may come ashore to 

BUILD 'EM UP AND KNOCK 'EM DOWN 

Step 2; it’s time to start blowing 
the cement out of each other. 
Each player guides a cross-hair 
which targets the cannon. Cause 
as much damage as you tan 

Step 3: the tough bit Now you 
have to twist turn and move the 
computer-generated shapes in a 
bid to rebuild your castle walls. If 
you don't make it you lose a life. 

Step 1; in a two-player game both 
players are equally matched in 
castle size and firepower. Time to 
place a load of extra cannon 
within your walls... 

After a frantic rebuilding session,, a territory 
bonus and some extra cannon are awarded 

depending on the size of the fortification. 

disrupt phase tlirce: putting right ihe damage 

dtrne by enemy cannon and creating more 

space for your own Firepower. This Is where 

the 7Vfr/| element appears. 

A series of mull i-shaped blocks appear on 

screen. You rotate them, position them and 

then drop (hem in an effort to replace those 

sections of wall desiroyed by your opponent. 

You don't actually have to exactly copy your 

original batllements, but merely make sure that 

there is no break in your keep's surrounds. If 

you don’t complete all your repairs in the time 

limit then yon lose a life. If you succeed you 

can use any remaining seconds to attempt 

expanding your castle walls to encompass a 

larger area for extra cannon placement. 

In two-player mode you blow hell out of 

the walls of a friend’s castle; a friend similarly 

engaged in trying to build as large a fortifica¬ 

tion as possible while blowing yours up. 

When the dust settles 
And that's it, really - the attrition continues 

until all lives are lost. Doesn’t sound much 

does it? Well, for the time the novelty lasts 

Rampart makes a fast, frantic and highly 

addictive two-player game. 

There are only three niggles: one-player 

mode is largely dull (Juki use it as training for 

two-player battles); second, once one player 

gets the advantage in a two-player game it’s 

practically impossible for the other player to 

turn the tables; and third, the game is over just 

too quickly - there could have been more lev¬ 

els, maybe die chance to upgrade to different 

weapons, or even a deeper strategic hem to it. 

But Rampart certainly isn’t a bad game. 

It’s worth investigating for a spot of two- 

player, Tetris-inspired fun. 

Weil West £> 

Rampart 
Domark ■ £25.99 

• Looks fine anti sounds UK - a very good 
cuin-op conversion. 

• Fast and furious two-player fun. 

• Fiddly (hence trust ruling, considering Ihe 

lime limit) control method, particularly if 

playing with a joystick. 

• A limited game size - the action's liver far 

too quickty. 

• Too repetitive for classic status. 

M) 75% 
Ui _ 
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You have a group of 
foil owe ps,. t h e greater 
their achievements, the 
more power you wield... 
To fight the Evil. 

You are' the king crrrd 
you can take complete 
control of* your destiny 
as you attempt to 
dominate the world. 

Play a god like figure 
warring with four other 
god like figures for 
domination of a new 
planet. 

You will achieve your 
goals - wealth, power 
and prestige - if you 
choose the most 
lucrative expeditions jHEBOPSOSE 

W-c /L/ONDERLAND 

You will be confronted by 
puzzles, puns and 
challenges to keep you 
within wonderland's 
magical domains for 
hundred of hours. 

Compilation available 

on Atari, Amiga & PC 
PC (Populous, Realms, Wonderland, Pirates) 

REALMS Virgin Games Ltd, 
PIRATES ® Mjcropjpse Software Inc, 
MEGALOMANIA ■.•^Mirrorsoft Ltd 
POPULOUS Electronic Arts 
VVONUERLAND Magnetic Scrolls Ltd 

Virgin Masturtronic Ll& 

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc, 
Atari ST is a trademark ol Atari Corporation. 

IBM Is a registered irademark of International Business Machines, 

UB! SOFT Ltd 
Finchley House 
707 High Road 
North Finchley 
LONDON N12 OBT 
T. 081 - 343 - 9055 

USE SOFT 
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-Skill/// 
There are more thafi 
monsters, eacti one 
aangeratm*than ti}e 
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MICROIDS 

Nicky Boom will thrill you with its humour and 
animation, it is easy to piay and its hero is so 
adorable, unbelievably cute. 
-1600 screens 
- 8 different soundtracks 
- scrolling 50 images per second* 
(*Amiga) 

To help Nicky Boom in his quest, you 
will need many skills to win: 

- A good sense of direction : 
You will travel through 8 huge ievelj 
(200 screens per level) represe 
different worlds tbet are morir 

erous .1 / 

- Cunning : 
A multitude of secret passagi 
mechanisms, bohys rooms a 
teifiDorterslo'be discovered? 

an you meet the challenge ? 
any case Nicky BoojXLakea 

DU can ! 
beleives 
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• TIME FOR CHAOS • 
Atari ST (STE Enhanced), IMeg Amiga & PC • 1 or 2 Player 

Cl, Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London El 9SS. « 1992 The Bitmap Brothers. Published by Renegade, 
Tel: 071 48 1 9214 Fax: 071 480 5 6 90 
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Bassett's 
/ LIQUORICE 

/ALLSORTS 

Limited For value added Amiga products there is only ONE Direction 

supply fust about every Amiga within the range along with a variety of additional 

extra hard drive, more memory etc,]. Commodores new A6Q0 range of Amigos 

d A500 and 500 Plus models with the following advantages.,. 

[for future expansions & programs on Smart Card which bod quicker than disk 

Built in Television Modulator Small ’'Desktop Footprint11 to save space Built 

to the latest "Surface Mounted Technology11 standards 

Easy access joystick ports •. Built in Hard Disk Drive 

f// usi - Con trailer for later addition of internal Hard Disk Drives 

V'1! and..Far total peace of mind... > FREE 12 MONTHS 

Complete Games Pack with Keyboard, one 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive, Mouse, 
Manuals, Workbench Disks and THREE great 'WILD, WIERD AND WICKED' games 

MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX PUSHOVER T l | P ■ ■ ■ ■ i| ■■■ii 
SILLY PUTTY and... DELUXE PAINT III || j|[' j || |[j ]|j|| 

at a not so wild, not so wierd, but redly,.. BFtii 1'Tiff1fl HI J ? n I v HI 

Inlroduction to the World of Amiga... Keyboard, with 3.511 floppy Disk Drive, Mouse, 
Leads, Manuals, Workbench Disks & Only Whilst Slocks Lasl, Iwo great software lilies... 

DELUXE PAINT 111 A Great MYSTERY GAME ■ Hll'^'ffTTfjll 
Buy this welcome pack and add extra software or B^ll,L 
Sorcerers pack to make the ideal starter Amiga I 

Keyboard, with 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive arid a 20Mb. 

Hard Drive, Mouse, Leaps, Manuals, Workbench- Disks 

and a really fantastic software bundle... EPIC 

MYTH ROME TRIPLE LANGUAGE 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT DELUXE PAINT III 

AMIGA TEXT [Simple Ward Processing] 

FIVE LANGUAGE DICTIONARY 

Genuine Printer Ribbons 
2 Pori Printer Stand 

1 000 Sheets Cent. Paper 
2000 Sheets Cant. Paper 

20O5heehs Coni Paper ■ 5CentEnvelope*■ Orly.. ' lV 

10OConl. Addreii iobeli -1 Amigo Driver wrlh a primer 
Disk (for Citizen printers] [ek £ E 7.99] 

If you need an even mare serious Amiga, y 

why not add a GVP hard drive to your 

A1500 or ask about A3 000's supplied to 1 >jfli 

your own specifications at competitive prices I 

mm 0§ce^^^^tr 
Thib q?ie has ihod seme G^cAT rpricwb 1 / 1 (. •. ' 
Spesfni,atlieyll,WffTiFVKHiflr1 ■ ‘ t 

Dalntoa, Sfireroli«f & &jIc Mercer pip £59.Wf 

[or Jutf £J7,99 wifi □ printer from A-tv/rn-J 

- >. I ' Hi The UK's 

BEST SELLING WP and 

database at a new LOW 

price... ( /I,CJ C)U 

[or just £39.99 wtfr a pinta] 

/up tww/ 
jOrjitft £64.99 lrirrrj 

ptnthasal vitit\ cr 
Qffinat UK Wffsiwr fmiverfnm Media! j 

EXTRA Value with EVERY A miger TO 

only from Merlin Express... 
If you want more than a truly great deal on ytmr Amiga, just buy one 

of Merlins super Sorcemrs packs or, 'make your own from on r spec ial 

subsidised range of products. Yon pick the items you want ami PAY7 LESS! 
Shown below are a few sample Sorcerors Packs,., 'Make' your own personal Sorte 
Choose one of those or 'make* o pack to suit your- Pock from these listed items,., 
sdfl A great idea with Christmas in mind! Each one offers excellent value far moc. 

Normal or and a QUALITY product, NOT an inf 

Recommended Prices'1 alternative. Normal Specro 

MouseMdt £6.99 ornpls Price! 
2; fee Mat ffi.99 £1.8 

BTO/MTOI m oo S A600 Dust Cover £5.99 £3.1 
jRK jjm 10 Bionk Disks M.99 £5.7, 

Soft Pack 1 [above] plus; £40.94 

GFA Basic £49.99 

Photon Paint 2.0 £89,95 

Merlin T Shirt EB.49 

MeHin ‘Super 101 Gomes £229,78 

Merlin 'Super 5" Games .£39.95 

js: £459.60 

£127,92 

£39,99 

£6.99 

Suitable mare serious use, the A1500 

is -equally at home for Amigo games 

tool The 'Home Office1 pack me... 

♦ CPU with - I Mb. RAM and TWO 

3,5" Floppy Disk Drives 4- QWERTY 

Keyboard + Mouse Leads *• 

Manuals + Workbench 2 Disks 

plus.,A THE WORKS Platinum 

Edition [WP, Database, S/shael] 

♦ DELUXE PAINT III * HOME 

ACCOUNTS + ELF ♦ TOKI and 

♦ PUZZNIC plus a great book... 

"GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR 

AMIGA" great reference aid 111 

SUPER HIGH 

SPEC. AMIGA 

Seriously 
Priced... £499.99 

SPIN 
LC20 Mono 7t\ 

LC100 Colour 
LC200 Colour 
ZA200* Colour ePhom 
ZA250* Colour £Fliorfce 

SiESlIf* E4PIN i 
LC24-20 Mono r ) 

LC24-10Q Mono El yy.Vf 
LC24-200 Mono >-1 9.VV 
LC24-200 Colour 
XB24-200* Colour ^Dh-otu* 
XB24-250* Colour ill 'itonu 

j Deskjet: 
1 -5® Mono EIHXVW 

1 500 Colour yhhVMY 

1 Pclntjet SUV/WW 

Printer Starter Pach 

CITIZEN SPIN 
1 20D+ Mono 
Swift 9 Mono 
Swift 9 Colour £L£J4*V9 
ProDot 9* Mono 9L' luj lie 

ProDol 9* Colour 91'liOttts 

CITIZEN 2411 
Swift 200 Mono £'219*99 
Swift 200 Colour £T,ITDl\,L 
Swift 240 Mono 
Swift 240 Colour 
Prodol 24+ Mono >: Hi one 
Prodot 24* Colour ' ‘ 1 ’ 1 U ' 1 M 

j Dol Matrix Printers* from Marlin ytM»gel.._ 
| o Quality Dust Cover, Cttbfe to your Ainr-go £ —. 
^ Two Pari Printer Stand AIL FREE OF CHARGE! ^ ■— (Covbii nol ovoilabfft for prinlirj nwrfead lliuj(*j| a* 

WORTH OVER £BS separately 

'll 'm Mi ■ It !Pr W 
Phone us now for prices! 

MediriExpress m m 
Tel: 0602 441442 _ *. 

T» 0 00 • • * 

DefJvnryi 
Amft# lu 

imu VH 
iSfahiiantt 
ttftdtmw*. 

Ctrl' dtlw 

rftnHmitim 

/riwwat. 

Hardware and larger iieins lire 

despatched hy courier at a cost of 

ail her £7.50 for s next working 

day service or £6.00 for two 

working days. Saturday deliver}' 

Es available at ju.si Ji.-12.fl0. 

Smaller items are normally 

posted and all goods art1 

generally despatched on day of 

payment clearance. 0 

1 ;I-111 Merlin are happy to supply BFPO &\V:i minty 

/Tv | Export ntirkets[VAT usually deducted]. jq I 

\T? I Delivery charges vary from LTK and, all j/\ I 

Erpa~fl_| warranties arc for UK onlv, Harranin! 

Paynie.nt Payment may he made by Switch, Cicttoul 

l^Elifrcr,:Access, Visa. Cheque [please allow 7 UfttiUi: 

working days for clearance]. Hank or a 

Building Society Draft [which require 

nodeamnee], Postal Orders or cash. 

* 0 

l 

teierii | 

i Hardware wwnmtta ullmv for 30 days refund nr replacement Isub]ect to 

manufacturers cnncliitnns eic], After jO days ik within 12 months of purchase faults 

are reelitied Ivy relevani makers repair schemes. Software & small items carry 

various warranties, please ask far details. Goods which arr>r an 'nn-sEre' guamiiiee 

are aiiended to by the makers own nomimated service agents, 

All in formation is correct at lime of ^oing to press, E&OC llvep dfart is made to 

ensure the Information in this advert is correct, hut yon should always confirm 

any offers, prices, avajhhihty etc, TRIOR to placing your order. ^Fe reserve the 
right to alter product prices or specification without prior notice [please note 

prices may hucuiaie up OR down!]. Goods are not supplied on a trial basis. 



PINBALL DREAMS [rrp £25.99] Sig ggs 

STRIKER [rrp £25.99] £X ^ When purchi 
TRAN$WRITE WP [£49.95] W rf %, wifh an Am 

Plus FREE PACK OF LIQUORICE ALLSORTS 111 

3332*15" Remote & sleeptimer 

2331-15" Cube TV, Remote & 
steepfimar with Teletext 

2341-17SI version of the 2331 

TAKE £10 OFF WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
AN AMIGA OR MAJOR HARDWARE!!! 

ACCOMMODATION 

sgfife 

The clove [and lots more] are available al great 
prices OR, why not buy an educational compilation. 

COMPENDIUM SIX [5 to 10] ffiSSRl 
6 BrillScmf Educational Titles in one pack!!! 

{ids Type, Where is if-What Is if?r Weather IEH3M 

Wak her, Gome-Set & Maldi, Wards end 

mm z.'w*- foCH... 
A GREAT NEW PACK just for Christmas! i! \ 
Contamnig the gome that's probably going \o be 
this years best seller, ZOOL.one of the cutest 
characters ever! He has to collect 'all sorts1 of 
sweets during his adventures and that’s why 
MerlirVs friend BERTIE BASSET has decided to 
give you a packet of his World famous 
Liquorice Alberts FREE, to get you in fhe mood! 
The new Zool pack can be purchased with 
any of our Amigas at a price to keep you sweet! 

Amiga Peripherals 
Philips CM8833/M 

rm Pack contains.!. 

Upgrade your 
UGflO to tm. 

Now Inis is a T Shirt! r 
Printed in FUli COLOUR 

with Merlins own Logoi 

lniqei.49 1 
or FREE with all orders 

over £250 paid by Switch, 

Cash or Cheque or FREE wifh 

all orders over £500.., 

however payment is made. 

More and mare programs 

n^d aver 1 Mb and if you 

purchase an extra 1 Mb, 
with your new A60Q it will 

only cost. 

£44 99 purchased 
separately 

f 14" Colour Stereo Monitor 

wilh Greer Screen Switch 

COMPLETE WITH A FREE AMIGA LEAD AND A 
QUALITY VINYL DUST COVER PLUS 1 YEAR 

a) , ON SITE MAINTENANCE PLUS.. 
-—I ; t FREEI11 LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE II 

Amiga COTV Pachs 
CATV Multi 

Media Pach 

Multimedia: 

HERE ■ in one machine that can access 

q wealth oF Amiga software as well os 

CDTV titles qnd CD Music. Contains: 

CM0833/I TLlf/Swivet Stand - Philips 

CM0833/II Tllf/Swivet Stand-Philips 
Anti Glare Screens 14" 

Range of Quality Workstations 

HS139J 
■flRHI 
la nl ” ill iM*i HiwT*ji*T*T*nT> 1M 

irrniinm73ni[.s it wh wn rrFte nm 4339.931 
Philins TV Monitors I flmioa flsyp CO AOM Drive 

AMIGA A500 RAM Upgrades: 
0.5MB. No Clock 

0.5Mb. with Clack 

AMIGA A500 Plus RAM Upgrades: 
1 MB. fils in trapdoor 

AMIGA A600RAM Upgrades: 
Include: iMb.Chip RAM & Clock, then: 

0.5Mh. Upgrade to 1.5Mb. 
1Mb. Upgrade lo 2Mb. 

[TAKE £5 OFF IF BOUGHT WITH AN A6G0] 

OfFiciaF Comincidor& Kicksfort 2 
[upgrades your Amiga to 2,04 & includes... 

Manuals, Disks, ROMs etc.] 

Amioa Scanners 
Nokstio Hand Held 200/400dpi 

32 Grey Shades wilh software 

DAATAscan Professional 100/ 

200/300/400 dpi 64 Greys wilh software 

Hard Drives and Product Range 3.5” Second Drives 
+ /II Hard Drives I GYP Memom Upgrades 

Simply attaches into the side port of your 

Amiga A5OO/A5G0 Plus 
0Mb.[no HD] HD+/II Unpop, 

42Mb. HD+/II Unpopulated 

80 Mb, HD+/H Unpopulated 
120Mb, HD+/II Unpopulated 

240Mb. HD+/II Unpopulated 

Commodore 1011 Drive 

Cameno CAX 354 
Roclite Ultra Slim,..Beige or Black 

1530 Combo Boards 

Upgrades for HD8+/II and A1 500 Hard 
Cards [SIMMS 1Mb, or 2Mb ] 
2 x 1Mb, Chips 
4 x 1Mb. Chips 
2 x 4Mb. Chips 
Upgrades for Combo Boards 
[32Bit SIMMS 1Mb. or 4Mb ] 
1Mb. Chip 
4Mb. Chip 

Amiga Bifs'n1 Oobs 
Mouse Mate high quality Brw 

THICK vinyl g 

Simply attaches fnlo the side port of your 
Amiga A50G/A5G0 Plus. All units are 
JQMHz and came with 1Mb, of 32Bil 
RAM Installed. 
80Mb,-1Mb, RAM 
120Mb, - 1Mb, RAM 

240Mb. - 1Mb. RAM 

608B2Maihs Coprocessor 

Other CVP Products 

B1500 Hard Cards 
Fils internally in your A1500 onto 
Quibble slats, 
0Mb.[no HD] Unpopulated 

42Mh. Unpopulated 

HflMb. Unpopulated 

120Mb, Unpopulated 

240Mb, Unpopulated 

420Mb. Unpopulated 

PC Emulator io fit HD+/1I 
or A530 Combo Boards 
Digital Sound Studio [6Q0foo] 
G-Force 1500/2000 Accelerators.., 
030-25MHz+1 Mb. 
030-40MHz + 4Mb. 

030-5QMHz + 4Mb. 
Hard Drive fitting Kil for G-Force that 
allows mounting of SCSI Drives 

GVP - OPTICAL & SYQUEST REMOVABLE 

DRIVES AND GVP IMPACT VISION 24 
AVAILABLE TO ORDER. 

CDTV capabilities fori 

your Amiga A5Q0+, jus>| 

plug in and go!PJ £323.39 Now with FRED FISH 

collection FREEH t 

NEW... 'THE DEMO COLLECTION1 CD tam the makers of FRED FISH alq 

GREAT PRICE! Animations, oyer 1000 music modules, 32Mb, Clip Art, 
Fonts, Demos, W/B 1.3 & 2,04 auto load, complete with a copier for 

Floppy disk transfer..,600Mb. of BRILLIANT CD SOFTWARE ONLY £19 99 
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Because we've got our own little treasures', we at Merlin know 
the advantages of the home computer both at school and \ud 

as importantly in Ihe home. Shoot 'em up gomes ore line, but.. 
ISN'T IT TIME YOU ENCOURAGED YOUR CHILDREN — 

TO WHILST THEY PLAY? 
There is now o wealth of good quality ENGLISH educational 

software which your kids wilt think are games but, when ihey J> 

'play' Ihem ihe bonus is they’re actually [earning too! Covering I 
every age group possible its a great new learning revolution! 

WE'VE LISTED JUST A FEW EXAMPLES BELOW, PLEASE 

PHONE US FOR MORE DETAILS OF WHAT’S ON OFFERI ' 

DisneyV.. MICKEY 1 *2-3, MICKEY a-b-c, J 

MICKEY Colour Shapes, MICKEY Crossword, 5 

Shoe People, Hooray for Henrietta, Count &. Add, 
m Sooty's Fun Numbers, Thomas Fun wilh Wards, T' 

^ ' Noddy's PbytrmB, Magic Maths, Spellbound, „ 
The Three Bears, Wind in the Willows, 

Which-Where-Whot?, Point Pat 2, Alvin's 

Pussies, Shopping BasLd... 

A 

HARD DISK UTILITIES.., 
Quaterback Vers, 5 £39.99 
Quote rback Tools £Phone 

TAKE £5 OFF ]F PURCHASED WITH A GVP 

Dust Covers, THICK vinyl good quality 
well Finished covers for mast major hardware 

items [Don't confuse these with inferior types!]. 
Disk Storage Boxes, 80 capacity 
Disk library Cases, 10 capacity 

JOYSTICKS AND MICE 
Full range of joysticks ham LOGO 

& QUICKJOY plus others-phone us! 
Zipstlck AuloFire 
Konix Speeding inc 4 A500 Games 

Guickjoy II Micraswilched Joystick 
Joystick Extension Leads 

RahaShifl Joy stick/Mouse swilcher 

Naksha Mouse with holder, mol, 
and Operation Stealth software 

Squik Microswilched Mouse 
BLANK DS/DD DISKETTES 
10 off unbranded certified disks 
with a library case and labels 

TDK Branded Disks -With gift points to colled for 
Chari Topping CD’s/Cassettes or £10 Thornes 
Cook Trove! Vouchors!If 

1 Box of 10 Disks DS/DD 

5 Boxes of 10 Disks DS/DD 

10 Boxes of 10 Disks DS/DD 

< 
Wole her, Game1 Sat 

\ Numherj, Calendar Gui* . 

LET MERLIN PUT A PACK TOGETHER AND SAVE 

mvm s iv i von 

Amiga 1200: |. You’ll see it on TV soon! 
. FOR LESS THAN £3991 

1 New member oF the Amiga family, the new 1200 can boa si 
New AA Graphics Chip Set [giving up to 16.B Million colours! 

256000 at any time!], Fitted 2Mb RAM, Single Floppy Drive. 
32-bil archifeclure with FASTER processor speed! Keyboard with 

1 numeric keypad, Smart Card Slot etc. PHONE US NOW I 

The PREMIER AMEGA. 
FOR THE ENTHUSIAST! Amiga 4000: 

Top end of the Amigo tree, ihe new Molorofa 68040 driven 
A4000 is a REALLY PROFESSIONAL AMIGA!!! 

ions 
Order-Line 

WHY MFliLlYntenieml^rwhm you purchase from Merlin you receive a complete unit 
wiih ALL you need to get you going [fc \v[rh ;i printer ymi get a dust cover leadstandi, 

When comparing prices considers hut you gd.ill Merlin you gel the lot! 

Please remember 11un if you are dieted a new Amiga AfrfXJ with a Hard Drive 
NOT already Installed by Commodore lie. 20Mb. version], the uumufacturers 

warranty Will fift void. You may ihen lx-1 reliant mi tEie individual dealers 'own 
warranty1 and NOT' I lie Official Commodore On-Site Guarantee! 

Express 

Express Limited 
Uniter, fXjpt. AMF, The Ropewa]k Indusiria] Centre, 

Sttitif.m Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire. DE" 5HX. 

Telephone: 0602 441442 FAX: 0602 440141 

+ % # % S • 
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GAME REVIEW 

Teque's space-bound sequel to the 

fantasy role-playing bonanza 

Shadowlands has arrived, and this 

time no-one can hear you scream. 

ii 
i r CDIMJ LI i: Of? 

IMI □□ V 

Six. months ago we were all impressed by 

Shadowlands, die dcvcr light-tracing 

isometric game sel in a fantasy world of 

clerics, fighters and thieves. A strange mix of 

puzzles and role-play, it was heaps of fun. 

Now the same programmers. Teque, take us 

into a future world where things look just as 

bright, but a lot more dangerous. 

One of our labs is missing 
This is Shadoworlds* In the aftermath of a 

cataclysmic galactic war which has forced 

man to see the error of his ways and relinquish 

violence forever, there's still one weapons 

research space-station at the edge of the 

galaxy, but you’ve suddenly lost contact. 

So now it's up to you and your hand¬ 

picked team oT hard guys and gals to infiltrate 

the bases or the station's planetary system; to 

beam from one world to the next and find out 

what has happened. On going through the 

front door of your first port of call you find out 

that a bunch of villainous androids and aliens 

are guarding the premises. 

And so into action with your select troop 

of space warriors, where we find one or two 

things have changed during the passage of 

time from the fantastical past to the far future. 

The ability to split your parry into however 
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There's a vital difference between Shadoworlds' inventory screen and the one in Shadowlands: you 

can mix and match any gun pieces you find to make a variety of deadly weapons. 

Shadoworlds 

Your team needs to 

possess a mixture of 
skills lest some of the 

obstacles become too 

difficult to pass later. 

health ho 
COIMT 03 
TECH Eli 

ASHLEY FfGE; H2 
H25T013V EEHE URR HEAD RHD Ell 

LEADER DF TERR. HE 15 
EDQD AT mm [Ml 
m REBELLIOUS. 

32 
HEALTH 50 
COHORT (13 
TECH DS 

SH-eigo HUE: 77 
IHSTfinv 5ECURIDADIP I55DEP 

[iDOING START DF GENE 
URR. RUHS DM AUGGEO 
P ABBA All DOPE. 

HEALTH §2 
EHflfeHT 01 
TECH 01 

GT 3?30 REE-?? 
HISTHRV QPERHTIUE HFTEA GEHE 

UBR, STRONG ABILITY 
AT FULLQUIDS ORDERS, 
15 DEL DU B. 

I? 
HEALTH 39 

COOT 05 
TECH 05 

«H!*HBII 

YDHD * AGE 1? 
HISTORY SHY COflPUTER TECHH0. 

EKPERT IN HEf! FIELD, 
DI5LIHE5 Hit GINGER 
LIFEFDRA5, 

many pieces you want still makes the Shadow 

series one of the most flexible fantasy role- 

playing systems around, but Shadoworlds 

differs from its predecessor in a number of 

significant ways. First, ardent fans of 

Shadowlands will be outraged when they boot 

up only to discover that controlling Ihc team 

just ain't what it used to be. Gone are the sepa¬ 

rate character control icons; now there are four 

faces for selecting a party member and one 

'human figure* icon 

whose anatomy con¬ 

trols all the characters' 

actions. Tins means 

that the party needs to 

be told what to do one 

at a time, which slows 

things down a helluva lot (particularly when it 

comes to combat). 

You will also find that it's now possible to 

display all four characters' inventories at once 

so you can easily exchange objects between 

them. It's slid possible to scroll through each 

inventory from the main screen via a charac¬ 

ter’s hands, though. The more compact 

“ The whole game 

boasts an excellent 

quality of design * 

inventory screen has been achieved cleverly, 

partly through the removal of food and water 

which lire now replaced by simply the 'fluid 

level'. In true space-age fashion, our heroes 

pump themselves full of nutrients by directly 

injecting them into the blood stream - how 

jolly appetising. 

Being resident in a future age. you now 

have the considerable advantage of automatic 

weaponry. Such high-tech firepower lends a 

new atmosphere to the 

Photoscapc system as 

pyrotechnic dum-dum 

shells explode in a 

blossom of light 

against walls andt 

regrellably, people. 

Also, rifles and other instruments of destruc¬ 

tion can be ‘customised' to a certain extent by 

swapping their stocks or barrels around. Tills 

produces a wealth of new weaponry offering a 

wide range of destructive effects that can all bo 

hurled against the enemy to good effect. 

Instead of the character generator, which 

gave Shadowlands such flexibility, a number 

ICON DO THAT 
Surviving at the outer edge of the galaxy means knowing your icons, so here's a helpful guide to the main controls; 

#1010 -w 
>L 

HEAD 
Highlight and dick 
on a flashing object 
in the game win¬ 
dow in order to 
read it. Or hold 
down the mouse 
button to toggle 
your head-torch. 

LEFT ARM 
Utilises the object 
in your left hand or 
swings a punch if 
nothing is there. 
Highlight and click 
on the flashing 
object you want to 
manipulate. 

RIGHT ARM 
Operates switches 
and picks up items. 
Highlight and then 
dick on the flash¬ 
ing object or switch 
in the game win¬ 
dow that you want 
to take or operate. 

LEFT LEG 
Moves the charac¬ 
ter as part of 
designated team 
formation. Click on 
the character's des¬ 
tination and the 
team will move 
there in formation, 

w 

RIGHT LEG 
Moves characters 
individually. Click 
on the character's 
destination and he 
or she will dutifully 
separate from the 
main party and go 
there alone, 

SKULL 
This icon tells you 
that the character 
is a little less than 
useful right now. 
That is to say, dead. 
And no-one even 
heard him scream - 
space, huh? 

BACK OF HELMET 
Faithful to the style 
of Shadoworlds, 

this volte-face view 
shows that the 
character has wan¬ 
dered off to do his 
own thing on 
another level. 



\n most cases, when you come to a door in the dark it's wise to check around for hidden switches or 

computer terminals. Opening doors blindly can lead to disaster if you're not properly prepared. 

In the gloomy atmosphere of Shadoworlds, it's 
easy to get spooked by creatures in the dark. 

of pre-generaled recruits arc available for 

drafting on to your team. Each has ski]I spe¬ 

cialities and personality quirks, which docs 

give your characters a Utile more personality 

of their own (some arc rebellious while others 

cun crack under the strain, for example). Just 

pray [hat the hard nut of your parly doesn't sit 

in a comer ealing rusks when the going gets 

really tough. 

Artificial unintelligence 
Rock-hard these gallant space warriors may 

be, intelligent they are noi, They just don’t 

seem to be able to negotiate things like small 

gaps or doorways when they’re in formation, 

and quite frequently start blowing their friends 

away when you order them to tire - the 

American military, in suitably understated 

style, dub this kind of idiocy 'collateral dam¬ 

age*. However, the impressive graphical 

quality that gave Skadowlands such a good 

atmosphere remains gloriously intact. 

The whole game boasts an excellent qual¬ 

ity of design that is not only very functional, 

but is also a pleasure to behold. No detail has 

been forgotten, either within the game envi¬ 

ronment or in the information displays, which 

have changed from an ornate and mystical 

design befitting a fantasy world into one of 

futuristic simplicity. The title screen also has 

that ‘wide-eyed' Japanese look to it which 

gives it a trendy Akira feel. 

The Pbotoscape system adds a huge 

amount of realism, spilling torchlight through 

doorways as they open and Hashing explosions 

across the walls when a shell makes contact 

Shining a beam into dimly lit comers can even 

trip photodetectors (which open doors or acti¬ 

Shadowortds takes a Japanese approach to art* 
work, despite being of British origin. 

vate tele pons). Tcque have done their utmost 

to incorporate Photoscape fully into the game- 

play and have done so with great success, 

Shadoworlds does for its predecessor what 

Bull frog's Populous 2 does for Populous: 

develops on a worthy (heme without losing 

sight of the original's playability and feel. It 

has successfully continued the Photoscape 

system wiih a game of great depth and atmo¬ 

spheric quality, but does stumble slightly when 

it comes to the fluidity of gameplay and the 

realism of its characters. 

A few little tweaks here and there would 

have brought the whole experience up to 

Format Gold quality, but even as it stands 1 

shall still be playing Shacknvorlds Until the 

cows come home (or, at least, until the next 

better version). 

Paul Tyrrell *5 

Shadowortds 
Krisalis ■ £25.99 

• There's a great deal uf variety when it comes 
to terrain and Ihe up position, and it alt takes 
place in a huge play area, 

• Photoscape adds that special, extra hit of 
realism - all graphics maintain the 
Skadowlands example of very high quality 
and attention to detail, 

• The spot effects are eerie anil mysterious, 
but nothing remarkable; a hit like the title 
tune really. 

mms^ 
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fTp GAME REVIEW 

Vet more mayhem comes to the beleaguered world of Krynn. 

The Dark Queen 
Of Krynn 
US Gold/SSt £32.99 
Will Krynn ever be the same again, especially after the 
Champions Of Krynn followed by the Death Knights of Krynn, 
and now this, the final battle? You would think that any planet 
in the universe would have had enough after such an onslaught. 

But no, there's more. In Dark Queen you take the form of 
your worst nightmare and fight creatures too gruesome to con¬ 
template. I guess AD&D fans could use their computers to 
become even more unsociable creatures and replace reality with 
a conjured-up world based on magic, good and evil. Or they could 
use this game to demonstrate to themselves that there is more 
to life than surreality, because Dark Queen Is not too hot, 

My advice would be to stick to using your Amiga for some¬ 
thing much more interesting and original like Eye Of The 
Beholder, a game that is a real com¬ 
puter game, not just a dice game 
translated on to an Amiga. 

Asam Ahmad 
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Papcr-and-dice fantasy once again limps oh to the small screen. 

Treasures Of The 
Savage Frontier 
US Gold/SSI £32.99 
It never rains, but it pours. Yes, Treasures of the Savage Frontier 
is another fantasy rote-playing epic sporting the usual assort¬ 
ment of monsters, magic, swords, sorcery and the like. 

The problem with it is that it's not designed to be played on 
a computer; it's a role-playing game that has been automated. 
Treasures makes hardly any use of the Amiga itself, but is just a 
fantasy game that doesn't rely on the use of a pen and paper. In 

fact you have to refer to the guide so much for details on charac¬ 
ters and quotes that the game may as well have remained a 
pap errand-dice effort, 

I must say that the presentation of the package is very good, 
with good clear rule books and journals - the handbooks that 
form the basis of the game. It's sad to see that these games have 
been created as an alternative for fantasy freaks to play against 
computer-generated characters instead 
of playing their fellow fantasy friends. 
Stick to the dice versions. 

Asam Ahmad 0 



If you like to delve a 
little deeper than f 
most, then this is the 
product for you* : 
Welcome to the 

world of 3D 
Construction Kit 
2*0™ where virtual i 
realism becomes a 
reality. 

3D Construction 
Kit 2.0™ is the 
only virtual 
reality package 
available for L 
the home 
computer. 

Developed alongside 
professional VR products, it offers a wide 

IMP 
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range of facilities including:- 

• 3D shape designer/manipulator 
• Sound effects manipulator 
• Game design utility 
• Print out/screen dump option 
• Animation programmer 
• Computer VCR playback function 
• Clip art library with colour catalogue 

We know how frustrating it is to buy a piece of software and 
have to wade through a huge instruction manual just to get 
started. So weVe included a short tutorial video to get you 
up and running quickly and give you a taste of what 3D 
Construction Kit 2.0™ is all about. Starting from scratch, the 
tape will show you how to create,,manipulate and join 
objects, design landscapes and even make your own 

game! you'll also get a glimpse of some of the fantastic results 
that can be achieved once you've had a bit of practice. 

Designed and Programmed by Incentive Software 
© 1992 Dimension International Ltd. IBM PC Screenshots 
Domark Software Ltd., Ferry House, 51-57 Lacy Road, 
Putney, London SW15 1PR 

rM 
incentive 
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THE SUPER STARS RETURN 
w, vBSBmMr 

'Trademark ol TitanSporls, Inc, *+Hulk HogarT, Hulkamanla^ and Hulkster" 
are trademarks cl Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc,, licensed exclusively 1o 
Transports, Inc. All other distinctive character names, likenesses, titles and 
logos are trademarks of Transports, Inc. 
© 1992 All rights reserved. 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
2 CASTLE STREET ■ CASTLEFIELD 
MANCHESTER ■ M3 4LZ 
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 ■ FAX: 061 834 0650 



Once again, the WWF* Superstar$*unite 
for the Grand European Rampage* Tour. 

Join your favourites. Will J VWI IWVVWIlIWi 

Hulk Hogan/* Ultimate Warrior* 
and many more as they travel across 

Europe to square off in the ring against 
tag teams like the Natural Disasters* 

and the Nasty Boys* 
/ Watch them in the squared circle. 

Follow them to the Grand Finale 
^^Match at Madison Square Garden in 

New York City. 
Test your strength and skill. 

Work with your team-mate to 
achieve the ultimate goal - the 

European 
Rampage 
Tag Team 
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CAME REVIEW 

Now here's a crazy mixed-up game for crazy mixed-up people. 

Take the bare bones of a motorbike racer, flesh them out with the 

brawling and violence from a beat-em-up, and you have... 

Think once, think twice, think don't leave your 

bike in the road while you nip off for a nap* 

It was at this precise 

moment in time that 
Joey realised the full 

implications of the 
government's public- 

in formation advert: 

"Remember to lay 
back and ride wide." 

The 300-mile motorbike relay never quite made 

it to the Olympics, due to misuse of the batons. 

To be this good... 
After wowing an audience of console owners, 

Road Rash revs on to the Amiga scene, hoping 

to do ihe same to us, Bui if EA think Amiga 

owners are as easily pleased as the console 

kids, they’re way off. Let\s face it, these guys 

are impressed by two-inch screens and 

squeaks for sound effects. It’s a loi harder lo 

All mouth and no trousers this Biff bloke. He's 
always near the front but he's a total gimpoid. 

HOW TO AVOID A NASTY RASH THE FIRST TIME YOU GET A LEG OVER,,. 
Once the flag drops, there isn't time to mess about so hereJs a guide to what's on a Road Rasher's handlebars. 

STAMINA METER 

Tells you how many more 

beatings you can take. If your 
opponents really bruise you 

up, this meter goes red and 
shrinks drastically. If it runs 
out, you're out of the race. 

DAMAGE METER 

Shows how badly 

damaged your bike is.. 
Each time you fall off, 

you crunch a bit of 

your bike until even¬ 
tually it won't work. 

OPPONENT'S STAMINA 
The weaker he is, the 
quicker he will fall. 

Use this to tell you 
whether it's worth 

staying for a punch-up. 

NEAREST OPPONENT 

They could be behind 

or in front of you, but 
at least you know who 

they are, and maybe 
how they'll react. 

Graphically* it's not as good as the three-year- 

old Super HangOn, although it's possibly just 

a touch faster. In the sound department, it’s as 

bad as Super NangQn, and there's no excuse 

for that, Bui where Road Rash really does 

score is in its gameplay. It's just all-out thrash 

fun, right from ihc start, right to the finish. 

Although you might not initially be tempted to 

pick up your joystick and go for a bum, once 

you do, you'll find it difficult to slop. And it’s 

got nothing to do with poor brakes. 

Road Rash is a pretty simple racing 

challenge. There are five levels of race 

difficulty, with the length of track or the 

number of twisling turns and cross¬ 

roads being the main variations. At 

level there are five separate 

courses, each with its own scenery. 

you are from 

the f inish 

before wasting 
time in a 

brawl. 

Road Rash 
Much like motorcycle riding itself, 

motorcycle games have always 

been a bit hit or miss on the 

Amiga, and none more so than Electronic 

Aits’ bizarre new racing beat-em-up. Road 

Rash. Mile upon mile of open road, plenty of 

fast, furious motorbiking action, and a liberal 

dose of unnecessary violence thrown in for 

good measure. Bui how do you mix aggression 

with the reflex-honing activities you normally 

associate with racing games? Simple. Here 

you get the chance to punch and kick your 

biker opponents off the roadt into trees, or 

worse, into the path of oncoming traffic. 

sway people who expect full-screen 

action and hyper-sonic sounds - ie 

people who use Ami gas. 

It can’t be denied that Road 

Rash is good funt even if it is 

just a converted console game, 

up. Use this to 
see how good 
yours is. 

use. 
MIRRORS 

Behind you! 

Check out for 

things creeping 

up on your tail. 
See which side 
they're about to 

overtake on. 

The vital indicator. 

You want to reach 

the finish line in 
the top four, or 

you'll have to race 

this track again. 



fTp GAME REVIEW 

Ultimate ride? 
You control your bike and rider with a joy¬ 

stick, using one of two available control 

modes. The important difference is the way 

you handle the punching and kicking of oppo 

nents - one uses the fire-button, the other uses 

the position of the joystick. Mastery of the 

high-speed attack is vital because your objec¬ 

tive is to unseat the opposition by booting 

them off backwards or punching them in the 

helmet. Each opponent has his or her own 

characteristics which affects their relationship 

with you. If you act aggressively to one char¬ 

acter, the chances are pretty high that they will 

retaliate. Bui if you merely dodge them, and 

whiz by on the outside without clashing, they 

“ This is going to annoy everyone 

from the road-safety crew to the 

Mary Whitehouse brigade * 

may offer you lips or information at the start 

of the next race. 

Winning races means cash in the bank, 

and die more you have the more you can 

spend. And spend you will, on important 

things like a newer, faster bike, or less impor¬ 

tant things like lines (incurred not for 

punching policemen off their bikes, but for 

getting caught afterwards). You also need cash 

to repair your bike when you damage it, and 

that's very likely to happen considering the 

way you and your racing cronies hurtle around 

blind bends at 140 mph. Death wish or what? 

And that’s basically all there is to it. Road 

Rash is a blast, but it's not as good as all the 

hype suggests. Initial reactions are not always 

[he right ones, and in this ease it has to be said 

that it plays a lot better than it looks and 

sounds. After a few races (when you’ve 

invested a bit of lime and tired out your joy- 

If you should happen to hit a car at a crossroads and forget what to do, here's the basic procedure: 

fold your handlebars neatly info your lap, leap 30 feet into the air, and lie down screaming. 

slick hand) it's very easy to gel drawn into the 

game. The sheer mindlessness of the violence 

nearly makes it a classic. It's just so rewarding 

to get away with behaviour that would gener¬ 

ally get you killed or nicked if you were to try 

it for real, Your psychopathic tendencies can 

be lived out to the Tull without danger of harm¬ 

ing yourself or anyone else, but it still feels 

like you've been there and done it before. 

Road Rash is going to annoy everyone 

from the police road-safety crew to the Mary 

Whitehouse anti-violence brigade - and quite 

rightly so. After all. if people didn' t get wound 

up about mindless, inconsequential things like 

computer games, then they wouldn't be half as 

interesting to play, would they? Although their 

fears arc real to them, they're not nearly as 

heightened as [he fear you'll have when you 

find yourself flying over the crest of a hill at a 

ton plus, with only a passing Volvo to break 

your fall If you can gel excitement like that on 

your Amiga, who needs to try it for real? 

Neil Jackson £> 

Road Rash 
Electronic Arts ■ £29.99 

* A hit lacklustre to begin with, but you soon 
get addicted to Road Rash's iiclion, 

• Mure fun than you could have skating down 

a mountain m slippers (believe us, we’ve 

tried in. 

• It'll gel your mum ringing up the papers 

complaining about violence. 

# Sounds like a kazoo, looks like a moped on 

an H-bil, lint brilliant fun all the same. 

Ever seen blokes doing this and wondered what it was about? After 15 

long, gruelling hours on the road, leg-cramp is the biker's nightmare. 

(ferdic! 84% 

roadside objects and obstacles. You have to 

race oil each course and finish in the top four 

on each one in order to make it to the next 

difficulty level. A system of rather long- 

winded post-race passwords enables you to 

leave or enter a specific race when you feel 

like it, without needing a save-game disk. 

"Nyyyyyaaaah! Leggo me flippin' hat! I can't 
see where I'm going, you great tart," 

There's really no need for such wanton disrespect to the gentleman of the law. He's only doing his 
job, albeit with the vigour and zest that he'd normally reserve for arresting a war criminal. 



AMIGA 1500 inc. on-site 
Full UK spec, with I MB RAM, mouse, expansion m 2000, leds, manuals, New 
induding Kfckstorl £ Workbench 2.05. Hurd disc configuration ire. the high 
perform onto GVP11 contfalter card, -. 
EKfMABL£TQflMB. Fast 52MB + 1500 SPECIALS 

AMIGA 500+ 
£284.99 

A500+ with AS70CD + PDCD.£584.99 
LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE - PHONE! 

4600 wib 12 munlh on-situ warranty, 
1 MB, WB 3.01,3.5" FD + Smart Cord Interface, 
(itaisc Hind Mnnuds 

WITH 
ALONE UK 8833/CBM 1084 

600 264.00 444.00 
600 20MB HD 419.00 599.00 
600 60MB' 494.00 674.00 
60080MB' 534.00 714.00 
600 120MB* 594.00 774.00 

2MB VERSION ADD £39.95 
WITH DELUXE PAINT III + GAME ADD £5 
See below/acrcss for atlemoltve software packs 

Top quality 3rd party drives, covered hy full! 2 month return 
la-base warranty 

Dual Drive 469.00 only wilh 1500,1500 Pod: Extra a! i 

DD+GVP+SSMS HD 732.00 1500+ON-SITI, 8833/10845 
DOh GVPh t!DMJ HD 872.00 24 pin calpimlcf, 1500 Exlta sntlwm 
Wilh 3B33/10B4S ADD 179.99 Park + AmigaVim 
With 7CM 4- m FF ADD 379.99 52MB ..£t 149.00 120MB... 

Per extra 2MB filled lo GVP ADD £60.00 
Alia with Kickstert 1.3 h- ROM Sharer ADD £39.90 
Also with Crtfran 200 2d pin Col Printer + Siarler Pack ADD £ 199.00 

12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
Latest version, 63030 25MHz, 3.5" GBEtK FD + spare drive hay tor 4 

spare hays on lower],512K 32 bit BOM, 4 Zarra 1)1. slats with 2PC AT slats 
tar I CPU, 7 Zarra III, 2 PC AT on Tower), hard drive and memory as hclavc 

DESKTOP 52MB 120MB 210MB 425ME 
1MB video ^ 1 MB Fast Ram 1289 1469 1729 2249 
2MB video + 1MB Fasl Ram 1437 1679 1959 2359 
2MD video . 4MB Fasl Ram 1599 1729 2029 2429 
2MB video + BMC Fasl Ram 1729 1859 2149 2559 
TOWER 
1MB video + 4MB Fast Sam - 2299 2549 2949 
2MI video+ BMU Fast Ram - 2449 2699 3199 
Wilh Multimedia Part: Ami go VI sin n, 

Deluxe Point 4.1 and Scala ADD £195.99 
OR with Pro Page 3 + Pro Draw 3 ADD £165.99 

With extra 4MB Fast RAM (lilted if requMlADD £169.99 
Wiih Philips SVGA 28dpi lot. till £ swivelADD £259.00 

1MB, wish Disc Caddy, Welcome (D + lolarial t rcmolc coulrol anil. 
AS above with matching drive 

KEYBOARD, MOUSE+ WB 1.3 
As above £369* £459 
Wilh Goldstar Black TV £549* £639 _ 
monitor + remote control , . | 

Extra RAM £POA I (JCIM 
' Plus liulchinsans Emytlapandin + Lemmings 1 I" ** ^ m • 
See below/across lor software packs \ nD If FS. 

AMIGA 1200 
i £4phon6;99 

With new AGA chip set, 256,000 
colours from 16 million colours. First 
shipment arriving early November - Very limited 

mm/m 
AH as Srarler Pack 203.90 
PIUS; 
Anorher 10 GREAT individually packaged gome%f B ETTEft 269.8 2 
THAN THE REST previous RRPs up lo 39.99 each phone la 
choose from HOT LIST, or leave i! Id us! Children s games available, 
O'O Prog. Hob byte PD Greats Pack 11 - Includes tap games like 
Ffotilecars, Sfar Trek, Computer Conflict, Mena ball, oojens of arcade 
classics, hoard classics anil 'shoot-errt-ups', D Point dip art, Utilities. 
Word Processor Spreadsheet, Database -f Desktop Publtsher and lb 
ultimate virus killers - a must lor every new Amiga owner! 39.99 

TOTAL VALUE 51371 

WITH AMIGA 49,99 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

SPECIAL1 ALSO ID extra greet game? ADD 25.00 

CURRENT TITLES VARY ~ INCLUDES: 
Paperboy II Hunt far Red October 

Colossus Chess BlTnky’s Scary School (under 12) 

Challenge Gall Battleships 
Ancient Games - 5 events licence ta Kill- Bond Gome 

Cisco Heel - Police car rate Silkworm Helicopter [eep mission 93% CU 
Ed the Duck (underl 2) Canlinenlal Grots - 8 Inf rote circuits 92% AA 

Master Blazer - 3D sports Zarcthruslu - Hints! done 949G Zzap 
Onsiouyhl ■ Formal G 90™ Ihunderslrike - Fighter Flight Sim 

+ LOTS MORE - AT LEAST 25 HUES TO CHOOSE FROM! 

MULTIMEDIA AMIGA 
New AGA Chip Set + blistering 69040 pro cesser. 256,000 colours from 
16.6 million, seen doubling for Mer tree display 25 MHzr Mouse, Amigo 
3.5V 1,76 MB 3,5" drive Plus Cross DOS for transfer of fifes between 
Amiga DOS +M5 DQSr 2 rear 4 2 (rant 3,5" beys, lx 5.25™ bay, Herd 
Drive as below, Amiga DOA 3.0 system and utifilies, Gold Service Warranty 

ALONE (K| 
120MB HD 2 + 4MB £2259 inc. VAT TRAD| e 
120MB HD 2 + SMB £2429 inc VAT aVA( 
240MB HD 2 + BMB PHONE 
Wilh SVGA low rdioiinn high res 28 dot pitch col. monitor 
irictiltordswivel Arm M50 1500 PACK EXTRA 

(ALSO FOR A5OO,A5O0+, A600 H HaVV|H?Wl 

CDTV, 3000) ' 

The Works Platinum, ward processor, spreadsheet^ 
database 
Deluxe Paint III with animation 
Gel the mosl aul of your Amigo beak 
fiO Prog. Hobby te PD Graals Pock - see 'Hoffesl Lol Peck' 
4 disc 700 Clip Art pics/groptiics for DPoint III 

DPnirtl III with animDtion 
700 dip art pics/graphics far DPalnl HI 
3 disc Hams Pack fnd. W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 
_ * Virus Killer 
BV TOTAL VALUE 

Mm WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

VALUE/RRP 
NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 

OUR CREDENTIALS 
' 0+ years experience in Commodore pradutt nnd here lq slay 
1 Cnmmodare trained stoff ore friendly and helpful and are 

parents, multimedia, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more than one!} 

1 Open 9-6 pm Monday to Salurday and 10.00 am lo 4.30 pm 

1 Callers welcome far'advice and ILmnnsIratian a] our 1600-1- sq 
Ft High $1, Town Centre brandies 

f Next day delivery for most orders received by 5.30 pm; anpress 
am and Saturday services available 

1 Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, lop noma courier service 

1 100% pre-despatch testing on Amigas 
1 Free 30 day, nexl day courier collection end delivery of fl£W 

replatMi)Qfll,(exccp1 product with ao-site maintenance) 
1 Hotline support and in-house engineers 
1 Upgrade end trade in offers to keep you up to dole 

OR Lemmings 
Captain Planet 
Hie Simpsons 

Bigila Home Accounts 
TOTAL VALUE 
WITH ANUGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 
PLUS Starter Pack 

MAX VALUE/RRP 
Epic Pock: Trivial Pursuit, language Lab, Amiga t 

Epvcr Rome, Myth 
D Paint [If with animal ion 
700 clip art pics/graphics for P Point in 
3 disc Home Pack Inti. W Processor, Gbnse, Spreadsheet 

* Virus Killer 
■few TOTAL VALUE 
|Mk WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
tH SEPARATELY 

MicraswilM Joystick 
80 cap. lockable disc box PLUS 10 blank discs 
4 great boxed games - See HOT UST 
Phone for current choice OR Home Accounts 
OR DPainl HI -*-700 (lip Art Pits/graphics 

* Mouse Mol and Dust Cover 
■Rite * CDTV T Shirl 

* Exceptional oft er sales service 

TOTAL VALUE 203.90 

WfTH AMIGA/CDTV 19.99 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICES! 

CALL US!! 

AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
HI 

STAR GOLD DEALER • c DTV CEN' 

RTffjTOixPiSliiil 

■ 
W.TnviTi 

J ,1ilgET iSlnl 



GAME REVIEW 

At last the finishing 

line is in sights But 
I'm in last place and 

it's only a practice lap 
anyway. Humph 

Hlo Second 
Priz 
Things seem to be hotting up of late for 

the two-wheel lon-up merchant. It 

seems like only yesterday we were 

wiestling with the realistic but terminally 

twitchy Red Zone from Psygnosis, while in 

this very issue we’re kick boxing in EA’s 

decidedly violent Road Rash. 

Thus Thai ion's No Second Prize emerges 

from the paddock with plenty of competition 

already on the grid. NSP is a fast-paced tosh 

around the world's most famous motorcycle 

circuits in pursuit of first prize (remember, 

ihere's no second one) - that only prize being 

not a Championship First, but for the owner¬ 

ship of the Sexiest Motorcycle in the World, 

Some anonymous dude has fronted up this 

unique machine in the hope of attracting six 

monied privateers to dud their way through a 

26-race season taking in such exotic locations 

as the Paul Ricard, Hockcnheim and pulton 

Park circuits. 

Totally unreal 
As such, we?re not looking at a terribly realis¬ 

tic outing along the lines of Team Suzuki. 

Although the view from the saddle, the filled 

polygons and the accurate tracks are reminis¬ 

cent of GBITs offering, NSP is more of a 

throttle-to-lhe-stop thrash and aimed more at 

the speed freak than the Grand Prix buff. 

Unusually for a motorcycle game, you get to 

A helicopter swoops 

low over the leading 
bike relaying pictures 

to the viewing 

masses. But at the 
rate I'm going, I II 

never get on telly. 

choose more than just the colour of the hike 

you ride. Each of the six competitors has 

certain attributes, such as impressive top-end 

speed, or brilliance at comers or, for the more 

hafn-fisted, the ability to lake the knocks when 

thwapped full-till into (he nearest tree. 

Having chosen whichever rider suits your 

riding style, il’s off to practise on any of the 20 

tracks before the first race of the season. It 

soon becomes clear that the bike, while not all 

that easy lo control, behaves much more sensi¬ 

bly than Team Suzuki’s Suzis. Where a mere 

twitch of the mouse would have you veering 

wildly off course and into Mamola-ville in T$, 

Another rider is set 
to be overtaken, but 

the circuit map on 

the left shows there's 
Still a way to go to 

catch the leader. 

Here are the riders. Each has particular strengths 
- Fabririo (right) is good on curves, for example. 

Ehc action in NSP is far more controllable, 

while still keeping up a fair old dip. 

IPs a mouse-only affair, which is hue by 

me, and merely requires holding down the 

right button to accelerate and the left to brake. 

Unless you want to lie flash and use the man¬ 

ual gear change mode, which means keeping a 

hand hovering over I he Amiga’s keyboard. 

Once into the races proper, things get 

a link more disturbing. Getting round 

Si I versions is job enough, hut someone has 

taken (he trouble to scatter bollards at some 

very inconvenient points around the track. Hit 

one and you’ll damage the bike (which has a 

limited tolerance that ticks away until you stop 

for good) and lose places. 

There also seems lo be a fair number of 

riders who apparently spring up from nowhere. 

You can see the pack you’re meant lo be lead¬ 

ing highlighted on a small circuit map, but 

other riders abound, creating mobile chicanes 

that add to the overall mayhem. 

A bit backwards 
U was after an encounter with one of these 

amateur riders I hat I found out you could do 

something totally brilliant: ride round ihe track 

the wrong way! I’ve always wanted to do this, 

bui many racing games simply won’t let you. 

Howling head-on for the leaders at a closing 

speed of around 400mph is great fun when 

you've given up on ever winning the race. 

You also get to see the helicopter that fol¬ 

lows the lead bike and provides one of the 

platforms for Ihe four replay cameras that 

show you how you screwed up on that last chi¬ 

cane. It s reckoned that by studying replays 

you can learn the mistakes you’re making and 

how to avoid them. 

But most simulated track racing is so 

uncontrolled that it’s more often than noi a 

case of balls-out pace all the way (and scrape it 

round comers at silly speeds) so 'riding' tech¬ 

nique rarely plays a pan, Replay cameras are 

fairly pointless, but fun. 

While lacking in the authenticity slakes. 

No Second Prize is a good halfway house 

between the mindless thrash of Super HdUgOn 

and the hard-to-control realism of Red Zone 

and Team Suzuki. II' it had the two-playcr 

mode of the now-defunct Palace Software’s 

Hot Rubber* ihen we really would have some¬ 

thing to write home about. 

Karl 'Queasy Rider' Foster 0 

No Second Prize 
Thalion ■ £25.99 

• Very easy to get into- no cum pika ted 

setting up, just go. 

• Fast, cuntrullahk" and pretty hairy at times 

with all the on-track obstacles, 

• Choice uf manual or automatic gear chang¬ 

ing makes life easier, 

• Nut that appealing Tor Tans uf realistic 

racing situs. 

• No two-player mode. 



At last a range of Joysticks with looks and performance 
that comes straight from the Arcade, With prices 
starting from as tittle as £13.99, they are seductively 
transparent to show their internal workings rippling like 
the muscles of an Iron-pumper. 

SV135 MEGASTAR JUNIOR [> 

Steef Shaft • 

7 Heavy-duty Microswitches * 

Auto-Fire * 

Lefl/Right Hand Switches • 

LOGIC 3 products offer three things — 
styfe, quality and performance. There’s 
that certain look, that certain feel that 
make LOGIC 3 products special. 
LOGIC 3 — Putting style into 

computing'. LG737 S|GMA.RAY [> 

Sigma-Ray tabJe-lop Joystick ■ 
Six microswitches (closed type) • 

Additional base fire buttons * 
Rapid-fire function * 

SV1Z7 TOPSTAR 

■ Six Heavy-duty Switches 

* Auto-Fire 

• Pistol-Grip 
<] LG 203 MANTA-HAY 

* Hand-held Joystick 
* Six miooswitcties (closed type) 
■ Rapid-lire function 

SV131 SUPERSTAR 

LG2RG SPE EDM OUSE 
for Amiga/Atari Computers * 

ultra-sensitive buttons • 
Smooth and accurate movement * 

Comfortable to use • 

Steel Shaft 

Six Heavy-duty Microswitches 

Auto-Fire 

GRAVIS products are made in Canada to the highest 
standards of Joystick Design and Engineering. They are 
comfortable to use and are built to last. In fact, you will 

probably need a new AMIGA 
before the GRAVIS gives up! I 

GRAVIS SWITCH JOYSTICK [> 

Eight position Tension Control • 
Mlcraswitch Fire-Buttons * 

Independent Function Fire-Buttons * 
Foam Padded Grip * 

Black or clear versions available * 

<3 GAMES MO lor AMIGA 
* A quick response buttons • Select Single 
* Removable Joystick Handle * 6 foot cable 
* Left/Right Handed Button 
* Controller Layout 

ENHANCE YOUR > 
VIDEO GAMES 

... Sometimes just using a 
Joystick is not enough to beat 
today’s generation of computer 
games The Foot Pedal 
Controller works in conjunction 
with a Joystick. By aligning any 
ihree of the Joystick functions 
to synchronise with the Foot 
Pedals it enhances any multi¬ 
functional game that includes 
hyingr driving or playing sports 
... games-playing will never 
be the same. Data lux 

DESIGNER MEDIA STORAGE > 
Expertly designed, these boxes are not 
only practical and user-triendEy, but are 
tough enough to provide years of trouble 
free service. 

Just Eook at the features: 

Simply plug any standard 9-Pin 
Joystick into ihe cable supplied. 
Connect the Foot Pedal into your 
Computer. 
The Foot Pedal is now ready ro 
use. 

SPECTRAVIDED, UNIT 27 NORTH FI ELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BERESFQflD AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HAH 1N(I, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: 081 900 0824 • FACSIMILE: 081 903 6625 • HOTLINE 081 902 2211 

Advanced 

* Robust High Impact Base 
• Removable Lid 
• Incorporated Integral Lock * Space Saving Flat Pack 
■ Organiser Dividers * Comes in 3 parts for quick Snap Assembly 
♦ Transparent Top • van.3 holds up to 80 3.5" 

b 

• Rubber Feet Diskettes 
• High Capacity * van.5 holds up to SO 5.25" 

SV 510 3W version Diskettes sv 500 5W version 

£8-99 inc. VAT £8.99 inc. VAT 

■r * 
Wyfcm 

,rrJ^OfJ. 
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GAME REVIEW 

Dust off your ration books and 

prepare to be bored to death by 

grandad. Alternatively, you could drag 

him over to your Amiga, stick him in 

front of Empire's new World War II 

strategy sim and chortle wickedly as 

he fries to plug in the mouse... 

The 10th Armoured Division: your boys, the hard corps. Now you get to lead them against the foe. 

Campaign 
Ah, lefs see now... nice box. Ooh - 

some genuine World War 11 propa¬ 

ganda posters and postcards... a bank 

plan map of die D-Day landings.,, an authentic 

wartime newspaper reprint. By ‘eck* there's 

even a game in here, as well! 

Before we continue, be warned, 

Campaign is nn Speedhait 2 or Swi\K It's not a 

game to set your adrenaline level soaring as 

you attempt to deftly elbow your mates off 

the high-score table. Nor will you be brin¬ 

ing off sleep deprivation as you try to get 

past the mutant octopus at the end of 

level 12. Yes, ifs strategy lime, folks. 

That means that it's time to get your think 

ing helmet on. gird up your synapses, and 

generally prepare for some major military 

style method acting. 

Sophisticated strategy 
But enough frivolity: programmer Jonathan 

Griffiths takes war seriously, very seriously. 

He's the guy responsible for US Gold's 

Conqueror - a complex 3D tank-driving affair 

the basic form of which seems to have been 

revived for one of the sections in Campaign. 

This Lime, hcTs turned his hand to an 

infinitely grander design: a campaign-based 

wargaming system that combines sophisticated 

strategy and simulation tactics with three- 

dimensional battle sequences. If you thought 

chess was too complicated and a bit cerebral. 

Campaign makes it look banal and simplistic. 

If you're fed up with games that only demand 

Thumbs up 
indeed. This 
gent comes 

from one of 

the postcard- 
sized poster 

reproductions 
that come with 

the game. 

mad bashing of the Fire-button, 

if you're after a bit of a challenge, 

then look no further than Campaign. 

For a start, tins is one heJl of an ambitious 

concept, maybe too ambitious. The World War 

11 setting contains a number or campaigns 

which, in turn, consist of various battles. 

Much of the hard strategy of these situa¬ 

tions is centred around high-level tactical 

decisions where, no matter how experienced 

the lighting forc^ bad planning will lead to 

disaster. Campaign focuses closely upon the 

land aspects of the war, but you can also 

call in air and naval support. 

You get three disks: a basic intro¬ 

ductory disk, the game disk itself and a 

maps disk. The third one contains previ¬ 

ously designed campaign maps with 

difficulty ratings from Lite very easy {such 

as tank battles) to the more difficult (com¬ 

plex wars of attrition!. 

Convoy control 
The best way to get into the game is to closely 

follow the start-up scenario from one of the 

tutorials in the excellent manual This involves 

the control of three convoys, an airfield and a 

production centre. You can examine virtually 

every aspect of your forces1 strengths and 

weaknesses before sending them in to attack 

several villages and, eventually, a large town. 

Bafflegroup Shernan H4A3E8 

The Sherman (VT4A3ESr complete with Sts vital statistics, M4A3E87 That's not very catchy now Is It, 
Why couldn't they call these things Brian or Eric or at least Tiger or Panther something? 

After mobilising your forces you'll want to storm in and 
weaken the enemy with a bit of a bombardment. 

Now gather the troops and point them towards a town 
or village In preparation for the attack proper. 

Aha, here we go! The enemy's dug-in panzer convoy has 
been spotted. Watch that shrapnel fly! 



novatech 
BLUEPRINT 1400 DUNDAS SPUR PORTSMOUTH P03 5RW 

1 DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

1 [CITIZEN 
1 1 SOD Plus £111,63 
1 SWIFT 9 £170,38 
1 SWIFT 9X £215.03 
1 SWIFT 200 £186,83 
1 SWIFT 240 £239.70 
1 SWIFT 240 Colour £257,33 
1 SWIFT 24X £304.33 
1 PN48 Thermal Portable £222.08 

1 EPSON 
1 LX400 £109,28 
I 1X100 £137,48 
1 LX850+ £162.15 
1 FX1050 £397,15 
I LQ100 £172.73 
1 LQ570 £236,18 
1 LQB7G £419.48 
1 LQ1070 £362,25 
1 LQ1170 £507.60 
1 LQ2550 £763,73 

NEC 
1 P20 £209.15 
1 P30 £274.95 

1 P6° £376.35 
1 P70 £452,38 
1 P90 ' £669.73 

I PANASONIC 
1 KX-P1170 £118,68 
1 KX-P2180 £151.58 
1 KX-P2180 Colour £171,55 
1 KX-P1695 £324.30 
1 KX-P1123 £151,58 
1 KX-P2123 Colour £203.28 
1 KX-P1124I £203,28 
1 KX-P2624 £321.95 
1 KX-P1654 £388.93 

1 SEIKOSHA 
1 SP-19004 £108.10 
1 SL90 24 pin £170.38 
1 SL92 £198.58 

I STAR 
1 LC20 £116.33 
1 LC100 COLOUR NEW £149.23 
1 LC24-100 NEW £172,73 
1 LC200 COLOUR £173.90 
1 LC24-20 £185,65 
1 LC15 £209,15 
1 LC24 15 £287,88 
1 LC24-200 £199.75 
1 LC24-200 COLOUR £236.53 
1 ZA200 COLOUR £280.83 
1 ZA250 COLOUR £370.12 
1 XB24-200 COLOUR £370.12 
I XB24-250 COLOUR £437.10 

All Printer Prices 
Include VAT & Free 

Printer Cable 
Just add Carriage 

& it could be with you 
TOMMORROW 

CANON 
LBP-4 Lite 
LB P-4 Plus + 1Mb 
LBP'SIII Plus 

EPSON 
EPL4000 
EPL4300 

£580,45 
£762,58 

£1123.30 

£539.33 
£648.60 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
LASERJET IIP Plus # £609.83 
LASERJET IMP 1 £702.65 
LASERJET III " £1199,68 

PACIFIC for HPIII/IIID/IIIP 

1 MB RAM UPGRADE £69,33 
2MB RAM UPGRADE £92,83 
4MB RAM UPGRADE £163.25 
PACIFIC PAGE P/SCRIPT £210,33 
PACIFIC PAGE XL fine 2Mb) £492,33 

NEC 
S62P POSTSCRIPT 
290 POSTSCRIPT 

PANASONIC 
KX-P4410 
KX-P443Q 
KX-P4455 

£1232.58 
£1373.58 

£569,88 
£680.32 

£1590,95 

QMS Fast Adobe Postscript 
PS410 * £1086.87 
PS860A3/A4 600dpi * £2888.33 
PS1700 600dpi 17ppm * £4728.38 

STAR 
LASER 4 III ' £680.33 
LASER 4 S/SCRIPT * £914.15 
LASER 8 ill * £1068.08 
LASER 8 III S/SCRIPT * £1350.08 

* = FREE ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
Please Phone for further Details 

TONER CARTRIDGES 

CANON 1 + 6+ 
LPB4 49.35 45,83 
LBP8MKII MKIII 57-58 54.05 

EPSON 
GQ3500,GQ5000 15,28 12.93 
EPL41QQ 71,68 69,33 
EPL7100/7500/8100 139.82 135-13 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
LASERJET HP,3IJP 49.35 45*83 
LASERJET ll.iiMIID 57.58 54.05 
LASERJET UlSi 98.70 92.83 

PANASONIC 
4420 24.68 22,33 
4430 27.03 29,38 
4450,44501 24,68 22,33 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

INKJET PRINTERS 

CANON 
BJ20 £289.05 
BJ300 £327.831 
BJ330 £444,15 
BJC800 £1523.90 

CANON BJtOex £191.53 
SHEET FEEDER £51*70 
BATTERY PACK £41.13 

CITIZEN PROJET £339*58 

EPSON 
SQ87Q £489.98 
SO1170 £667.40 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
PAINTJET £633.33 
PAINTJET XL300 £2090.33 
PAINTJET XL300Pscripr £2986.85 

HP DESKJET 500 £298.45 

HP DESKJET 500 C £373.65 

HP DESKJET 550 C £484.10 
FXB0 CART (500 Mono Only) E61.10 
256K RAM CART £124.55 
3YR ON-SITE MAINT. £57,58 

STAR SJ48 £196.23 
SHEET FEEDER £51.70 
BATTERY PACK £41.13 

* = FREE ONSITE MAINTENANCE 

INK CARTRIDGES 

CANON 1+ 6^ 
BJ1GE/BJ2Q 17.33 16.39 
BJ130E 14-10 11.75 
BJ300/BJ330 14,10 11.75 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
THINK/QUIETJET INK 9,34 8,23 
DESKJET/500 INK CART 16.16 15.22 
DESKJET LONG LIFE 22,03 21.09 
DESKJET 500 COLOUR 25.85 22.33 
PAINTJET BLACK 24.68 22.33 
PAINTJET COLOUR 27,03 24.68 

OLIVETTI JP350 17,33 16,39 

STAR SJ48 17.33 16.39 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

AMSTRAD 2+ 12+ 
DM P 2QGQ/3Q0Q/3160 RN 2,93 2,53 
DM R4000 RN 3.70 3,41 
8256/8512,103500 FN 3.64 3.35 

CITIZEN 
l20D,l24D,SWIFT9/24 DN 3.17 2.88 
SWIFT 9/24 COLOUR C414.98 14.04 
SWIFT 24X BLACK DN 6.99 6,46 
SWIFT 24X COLOUR C419.39 17,04 

EPSON 
LQ1QQ ON 5.82 5,29 
LQ400/550/850 DN 3,58 3,23 
LX80,LX86,LX90 FN 2-29 2.00 
MX/FX80FX/LX800 FN 3,35 3.00 

MANNESMAN TALLY 
MT80/81 MS 3,58 3-23 

NEC 
P2200,P2 PLUS RD 4-40 3.88 
P6+.P7+ DN 4.05 3,76 
P20 RD 4.43 4.11 

PANASONIC 
KXP1081 n 180/1695 
KXP2180 BACK 

RN 4-05 3.70 

KXP1123/1124 
KXP2123 BLACK 
KXP2123 COLOUR 

RD 4.05 3-70 

KXP1624/1654 RD 8.17 7.34 

STAR 
LC10 FN 2.76 2,47 
LC10 COLOUR C4 6.99 6.40 
LC200 BLACK FN 2.87 2-53 
LC200 COLOUR C411.45 10.26 
LC/X B24-10 rLC24-200 DN 3.40 3,17 
LC24 200 COL C413.22 11,69 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS 
CM8833/II £179 

Including Free Lead 
Lotus Turbo Challenger II 

12mth$ Onsite Maintnenance 
Pleease add £8.23 for Carriaae 

ORDER INFORMATION 
Please Note Printer Carriage Charges 

CARRIAGE CHARGES 

UK MAINLAND NEXT WORKING DA Y 

Dot Matrix & Inkjet £8,23 

Laser Printers £10.58 

Price is per Delivery NOT per Box 
Call for non Mainland & Saturday 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ORDERING 
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY QflDEH (CWOONLYj 
TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD ORDERS ARE NORMALLY 
DESPATCHED SAME DAY PUiASE ALLOW E WORKING 
DAYS FOR CHEQUES TO CtEAn BEFORE DESPATCH 
QDOO& .ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON A TRIAL BASIS. IT IS UP TO 
YOU TO CHECK SPEOWCATONS WITH MANUFACTURERS 
BEFORE BuYtfiG W£ DO NOT QUAflAHTEC COltPATABLLTY 
PACES A SPECS MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE E.AO.E. 

ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE VAT & PRINTER CABLE 

TEL 0705 664144 



SHHh 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE LOUD TO BE COLOURFUL. 
With the new Swift 2 Series, the performance is certainly eye-catching without being 

ear-piercing. These 24 pin printers can produce stunning colour graphics 

and fast, accurate, scalable type in sizes from 8 to 40pt. Yet they're so quiet, they are a 

real crowd pleaser in a shared office. All 

this from a series of printers at prices that 

are bound to bring a smile to your face. 

COLOUR OUTPUT/SCALABLE FONTS 

CITIZEN 
COMPUTER PRINTERS 

ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA 

To find out which Swift 2 Series printer is right for you, contact 

your nearest Citizen dealer. For details call 0800 52 51 05, 

Citizen Burope Limited, Citizen House, 1 1 Waterside Drive, Langtey Business Perk, Langley, Berkshire SL3 GEZ. 
Approved 
Euppbcr 



GAME REVIEW 
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Earlier this year, 21 si Century 

Entertainment proved that the age-old 

game of pinball can be faithfully 

reproduced on the Amiga by releasing the 

incredibly popular Pinball Dreams. On the 

face of H the game seems to be quite simple, 

but when you consider all the physical compo¬ 

nents programmed in to make it realistic, such 

as gravity and momentum, it takes on a whole 

new complexity, 
Not concerned with extending the game to 

Introduce features which wouldn’t be possible 

in the real world, 21st Century concentrated on 

producing a game that was as close to coin-op 

pinball as possible - and as anyone who has 

played Pinball Dreams will tell you, it 

couldn’t be much more realistic. 

There were a few ntggly points that 

spoiled the Instability of the game, such as ibe 

limited number of flippers and lack of special 

sequences (such as mulli-hall). 

Play on your fantasies 
Enter the sequel; Pinball fantasies. Opening 

the box gives you a clue that something must 

Hey! Party on, dude! Sorry about that, I didn't realise where I was for a mo... Seriously, this is the best funniest largest and 
loads-of-other-words-ending-in-est pinball table ever. Shoot ducks, ride the cyclone, do the skyride (man) - in fart every¬ 

thing's fun and frolics with Party Land... except when the ball falls down the chute. That's a bitch. 

Much more realistic than driving a Lada, in 
Speed Devils you can *ing 'off-road' and collect 

millions of points,,. 



GIVING YOU THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 
Inc, 1 Year on-site AMIGA 600 Inc i Year on-site 

Pack la Amiga 600 
PS LI 

Deluxe Paint III miq qq 
I year tin-site t A 0 7 * 7 Y 

POWER PRICE 
#fr- AMPLIFIED STEREO SPEAKERS!! 

; the most of your Amiga dynamic Make the most of your Arrilg; 
sicito sound - colour codec - long lead 
- on/off switch - balance control - S 
walls RMS - stereo jack + phono in puis 
- Integral power supply 

MUZPtt £29.99! I When Ixmnln wall my pj^ 

Pack lb Amiga 600 HD 
20Mh H/D 
PSU 

Mouse 
^ffiStPOWER PRICE only £399.99 

GAMES HITS PACK 
if benight with computer includes: 

Zool - 95% review AF &tff' PRICE 
Pinball Dreams - 90% Review AF 

Striker - Arcade Classic AF £19.99 

Pack 2a* A600 +■ Mouse + PSU + DPalcu III + on site maintenance + 

Tmnswrlte. The award winning w ord processor + Seikoslia y pin primer 

rmrnxu>A£K!i power PRICE only £399 

-jfiKF>Pack2b ifcKF* Pack 2c 

MONITOR 

> COMPLETE '■> 
7AXI1FACK1" 

,600 + Mouse + PSU + DPainc ill 
1+ on-site maintenance + Philips 8833 

Colour stereo monitor + free game II colour monitor + franswrite, 
+ on-site maintenance for whole Ithe award winning word processor 
hardware pack + Selko^ha 9 pin printer 

Hjf^POWtfl PRICE only £469.99 POWER PRICE only £589.99 

A600 
Mouse 

Eni’yinl III 
+ Philips 8833 Mk » 

A!500 ‘mf&POWERPACK 3 From £479.99 
Amiga 1500 without 's/\v„.....£499 
Amiga 1500 Business Pack + Platinum Works + Home Accoums + Puzznic 
+ Elf + Toki + Amiga Format Ups book + joystick ..  only A499.99 
Amiga 1500 + Philips 8833 Mk II Colour Monitor _  .....only JE67g^8 
Amiga 1500 Business Pack + 8833 Mk II Monitor ......   only £699.98 
v Mb Quantum Drive + Controller...*.*...only £269,99 

100% IBM COMPATIBLE if*#► 286SX-I6 PC 
ONLY £519.99 

14" SVGA colour monitor, 1Mb RAMj 40Mb HD, 

3 button mouse. 3 5" Floppy drive, 102 key keyboard, 

2 serial, 1 parallel, I games port1 MS DOS 5.0. 

386SX-25 PC ONLY £649.99 
includes as above PLUS Windows 3 0, 2 games & Paim package 

GVP HARD DRIVE POWER 
ALL GVP DRIVES COME WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Power Station Computers,14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
It's right by Finchley Central Tube Shilton so now you can try our products before 
buying! - our trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

COMPUTERS, 299*301 High Street, Sutton, SURREY 
TEL: 081 643 7078 

IMPORTANT ALL machines ore tested prior to shipping 

JnAai 
*1-* PHILIPS MONITOR POWER 42- 

SOFTWARE 

Philips 8833 Nftkll (OK version] colour monitor 

14* colour stereo monitor inc. I year on-site maintenance plus either Turbo 

Challenge or R19 Stealth Hghleror choose one of the Axe Pack Games 

POWER PRICE ONLY £199.99 
Add £5.99 for Amiga lead 
Add £5.99 for tailored dust cover 

* While stocks last ★ Add £14.99 for dll 2fe swivel stand 

. f\/ wf 

■ 4% PRSo«cts PRINTER POWER 
sJiklteno Laser 4ppm     ^..,£549^) 
Citizen Swift 240C (colour) NEW!!... £279*99 
Ricoh Liserjei - LF1200 lyr on site,....,€759 99 
Citizen Swift 9 Colour........£179.99 
Citizen Swift 24E Colour......,039.99 
Hewlett Packard Deskjel 5CMJ..... .£329.99 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 colour...£419.99 
Brother Buhhlefat i IJ100 inc. I year on site....£229.99 

jMfif* Starter Pack if Jxjugln with printer, 
includes printer stand - 

500 sheets of continuous paper - one primer driver 
Only £9.99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
Lmh upgradeable A&OO.„..only £49.99 

sheets fanfold “ * 2000 sheets fanfold quality paper.£15.00 
G,P,A, Basic:.......£9.99 
Workstation - aluminium - space for drive..£39*99 
T.V. Tuner for Philips 8fi33 Midi....£4999 
ZY-FI .stereo speakers.......£36,99 
Uni mantled disks 4o plus 40 cap lockable storage box ..£24.99 
Mega Mix Master,., ......,...,.... £39.99 
Trackball - the ultimate fwL .......£29,95 
Printer Siand.-....—....£7.99 
Replacement power supply...... ..£39.99 
Qti*t cover for 1500, Covers moniior, CPU & keyboard ..£14.99 
External HMb RAM unit...£289_99 
Power Hand Scanners...*...from £9999 
3.5" external drive with free disk cleaning kii..£49 99 

»GOLD CLUB TffllT 

AVAILABLE FOR ALL HARDWARE CUSTOMERS ONLY £19,99 
★ Next thy courier delivery A 30 thy exchange for new 

* I year guarantee + free collection AND delivery should a fault occur * 

Free Game 

For peace of mind mail order shopping... 

Join the JmT1 GOLD CLUB,„you5| notice the difference 

Special Offers:- Surface Master..,-. 
mtiiuttii works + Home Objects Disk Vol L_| 
aceuunts.only 39,9£!' Media Show-II 
TdOcb CLF t Puzzntc PiesefitUKjn Mister [, 
fGamcs Pack),, only 19.99 . .— I 
Aura Pack -10 GTgapes Heal 3D Bcgtnae* .1 
only 2P.990I Heal 3D Pm Turbo,i 

i, I'iftjiall DrtaiiB, Slrikis ShoUltUSWf.. I 
4 l'r.uwwPEL-aTiia2ii]j5.,..29,9J Take 2 „ ..| 

VjJen Dltectctf _—, H 
Wordprocessbie + DTP; 
iVnpak.pi Vkku 
Pagcstftan112 , 124.99 Productlon/dtllag 
Pagotreaut fort Si-JEa 500.£ 
nettk-,,,...^,...^—44,99 Scab ProfesriomJ J| 
Pagcsencr 2  £199 Ikstmd EDrigraondf 
Quirkwrire --% 99 iKi AlK^yufa-c Saufi 
Wuiilwctrsli V.2.....9999 Tiilinn... ..-..Jl 
Sjisoji 1'uhl idiur Bnaacaster Tfcfe 2-1 
NEW.,.189.99 Breatotaf Tithf 11 
Final 2.66.99 01 ires tilri Jon 3........ Jl 
Excdlcfice V.3 .,,,......99,99 Font Pack I far AT 
i^jieftgjgjrtiii Page?. 124.99 ... 

Frrfii BnhangEE f« 
I alBgBjgi Packages: 
Gold Disc Office.-59-99 fFro Video Pro 5. 
Mini Office....^..39.99 TV Show Pro — 
DcwiWn Works.,55-99 T5r TeH Pio_I 
Iknlinkc Ediiions — by.W 
tnlrocad l'lu%....74 99 prijrit f^ck 
PmfessJonal Dow 4.79,99 Anim Fonts-[ 
XCAD 2000 ...W.99 K:ro Fonts.U 
XCA1> mo.26999 Video Fonts,...1 

Ztima Fonts.F 
AccoimriniBl MiUttCfpkCC Fania-j 
Aitrui ALanLinCf.79.99 Outline Cfjmjvugmpli 
EViv mal Finance Fonts.-..—H 
NEW, __29.99 
I tome Accprum I- 39-99 EmaabgfcjMJS; 
System 3,,..,^^—,,.43.99 Ima^c Ftnder.-I 
Sy.uein3K . .57-99 Pixmaie.... —[ 
C£j,Mxx>k combo ...A7-'^9 Scenery AnlmaS*V21 
Day Hy Day...,,,.29.99 Pnr vista v.2+.. 

liacc Tract.,...| 
Ifdlltliaii Vista $cape Maker, 
Ami buck...44,99 Imagemasie.—t 
ATrak...—44.5»5? 
Bad.M99 DnjgUPlBa 
Cnos% tkia V.5 (inc. Gross Am06 ... 
PC ccnubtor) - 29.99 Compiler— 
DivVripsicr 2,.—.. ^ 4399 Anw» 3D 
l.kw Itkw..29.99 Amos PrcfcaM J 
GH Route Plus.39.99 Easy Amns.--._.- 
Opus Dlnehaiy.-29,99 a AjEi Pascal.... 
Maverick VT..'..34.99 GW Bask .. 
Quanerixick V,5.41.99 Artec C Professional 
Quarterback Tools,,. 49,99 ..*****—I 
X Copy Professional.34.99 AzWC C DcvetdjxX.l 

Lattice C v6..a 

Super Iwh- 2 ... 39.99 FdAKatluiiaL 
Super luse Pm 4 ...164,99 ADI Enathtl (1142 cJ 
Ilornefyjse.... 2199 I3viX> 

, 2MB +4MB 

40MB 279.9P 333-99 3«5.99 
80MB 369.99 423.99 475.99 

120MII 419.99 473.99 525.99 

+SMB 

4B9.99 

579.99 

629.99 

AMIGA REPAIR POWER 
Call the sates power Itodincs for details on I low your Amiga can be djjg 

nursed, repaired and returned in you with guannlcc. 

081-343 0419 

I lumebase..„„24.99 13 yrs> 
Mailshot Plus.39 99 AD! Fumh 111-12 ed 
Proem. 179.99 13jis>,-._J 
Medplon 4..89.99 ADI Maths f I M2 or 

13 yis),,,,. 
Apimailftnt- Math Talk Frjokms i 
CalJgjirl 2 yra)...J 
nehisu Paint 4.6499 Answer Ixick Senior» 
Deluxe Video 3.....69.99 M2 adultL,- 
Dim’ll IT 2.. -7999 MriP Mahi I Ahrcll 
Imagine V2+..._.174.99 .. 
! risagine Companion Iktlet Spelling ffklk ( 
fliook t example disks)... 

,-29;99 13hum Suns... 
I Mad Master.59,99 WotM Aiks 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard^ 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES 

E 081 343 0419 

Name (Mr. Mrs, Ms). 

Address 

WSA 
(6 lines) 

Postcode 

HOW TO ORDER 

© bv phone 
m 343 0419 

By fax li s fast 
OBI 643 5414 

r—pTilly po?ii; make 
17^ |cheques, bankers 

dr.ills, jJOJitnJ 
finknn ur l:ulkbng society 
chtxpies pLiynhle to 

Send orders to: 
14 Station Rond, Finihloy, London 

N3 2R¥ 
Next day delivery only £10.00 inc. VAT 
3-5 day only £7.50 
P&V under £100,00 only £2.50 
P&F over £100.00 onl>- £ i.0() 

MAIL ORDER 
PRICES G?VLY ■ 

SHOP PRICES MAY 
VARY 

Credit Card I Please circle Card No__/___/L« ^ ^ 
-/- -/ 

FIlum? have ynur credit and ready when 
tinkrins for e.my refercftcc. Hunk you 

[tired Lid 

AlE«W 4 Burkins for 
prr-on.il cheque dear- 
pec. 

OPENING HOURS: 
Mon-Fris 9.00am - 6,30pm 
Saturday: 9.00am - 6.00pm 
Sunday: Finchley 10.00am- 1.00pm 

E.& O.E. Prices Lire correct lli 
time of going to press, and 
include VAT Lsut subject to 
change, as we are sometimes 
lei dtrwn by suppliers. Call 
*mmf* OrM 

Signature Exi ;}irv date 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE QUAffinY POWER PRICE 

PRICE...P0IVER...PERFORMANCE 
All products are sourced from the UK - nn grey 
in^poriH - SO rest easy wlih your official UK 
warranties. 

Carriage 

Total Power Price 



GAME REVIEW 

We thought the men in black were the 

Stranglers, when in fact they're the 

Super Squaddies. The boys from the 

SAS make a lightning-fast appearance 

while we dive for cover. 

Sabr 
Team 
Nobody knows who they arc* but 

everyone knows they're dead “aid. 

Bloke down the pub says he used to 

be one, but he can't prove it and no-one 

believes him. Lewis Collins’ portrayal of an 

SAS soldier in Who Dares Wins is probably 

the only insight we’ve had into the dark world 

of the Special Air Services* with the exception 

of the Iranian Embassy siege in 1980, which 

showed the stunning capabilities of the black- 

clad men-at-arms. Now it's your turn to join 

them and prove your mettle. 

Sabre Team is (according to that bloke 

down the pub) Ihe name given to a 

four-man fighting 

formation that the 

always use. It’s 

also the 

7. Rrmstrong 

R ank.: 
Serg&ert 

: 32 Weight: SSkg 

Expert 
Welted Boeim 737 Hijack iim h 
ij\ Mejorce. C&ad a 
succe&sf 'tjL assm&t on a 
bjssl&g&d British oottordal 
©mtwtas#t 

Experiestced in f irearms, 
trapping end tracking 

' 4, 

Join the Army and you could have a body like this. Each SAS member you select for the missions has 
a few characteristics which make him good for communications, medical services and killing. 

Just a tiny part of the 

ocean liner in Sabre 
ream's fourth level, 

this shows the detail 

and hugeness of the 
area you fight in. 

Before you go on a mission, you cun anti your 

men with an assortmenl of weapons: all kinds 

of different rifles, machine-guns and grenades. 

You also need to kit your team out with bullet¬ 

proof vests and medical kits. While the list of 

guns looks like a catalogue from a military 

hardware shop, grenades come in just two 

forms: stun grenade (big bang and a flash - 

hence the black lenses in your respirators) and 

CS gas (tear gas - hence die respirator). 

Neither grenade will kill an enemy (they dis¬ 

able them temporarily), so they’re only 

effective if you use them in the right situations, 

When you begin a mission, you move 

each team member around the play area, 

searching for hostages whom you must res¬ 

cue. Planning your route is 

important, because 

are not printed on the 

display unle.ss 

you are 

fac¬ 

ing them and they ’re in your line-of-sight, This 

means you have to spin round occasionally, to 

check that there isn't somebody hiding. If you 

hear or see enemies en route you can fire at 

them or throw grenades using the icon panel. 

Hostage with the mostage 
Once you’ve moved ail of your team, the com¬ 

puter takes its mm. It works its way through 

all the enemy players, moving and reacting in 

the same way you do, except that they remain 

concealed unless they move into the view of 

one of your four players. Hostages also get 

moved at this point, though they never usually 

move far because they're locked up. 

Occasionally an enemy soldier will take a pop 

at you, but if you have unused action points 

remaining, you get the opportunity to return 

fire, or get the heck out of the way. 

These eight squaddies form the total manpower 

for all five of Sabre Team's extensive levels. Krisal is 

have 

their new action 

strategy game which puts 

you in the thick of it, You take 

control of a Sabre Team in a variety of 

missions, usually with the express purpose of 

rescuing hostages or putting a dangerous 

enemy weapon oul of commission. But this is 

not your usual Green Beret or FireForce-slyle 

shoot-em-up, Instead it's more like Loser 

Squad or RohoSport, except the graphics and 

atmosphere are much, much belter 

You begin with eight SAS soldiers, and 

you must choose four to make up the Sabre 

Team for your first mission. Each guy has 

different skills and abilities. This enables some 

soldiers to move faster than others, a crucial 

thing to watch if you’re going into battle - you 

can only ever move at the pace of your slowest 

man if you’re going to stick together. 

After you've made 

your moves, the com¬ 
puter takes its turn. 

It checks for enemies 

spotting you or 
shooting and for 

hostages wandering 

around their cells. 



, uarUonSp it pays to dp a bit of planning before wandering Into battle. You can use the 
blueprint screen to check bullet trajectories and see the lie of the land before moving in. 

More weapons than a man can carry, even if he 

is an SAS soldier. Tool up and take to the hills. 

If one of your players gets shot, then his action 

points are reduced, and he is unable lo move 

so far the next tuns. Hell stay like this unless 

you’ve got a medical kil to help him heal. 

Assuming you don't get 

blasted, you continue to 

move your soldiers to 

where you think the 

hostages are being held. If 

you find one, you can 

bring him under your con¬ 

trol by standing in the 

square next to hini. It's 

then down to you to guide him to safety, in the 

same way you guide your troops, except ihe 

hostages are never armed. The hostages are 

usually the most important element of a mis¬ 

sion - more important than laying waste to 

enemy troops. In fact if you kill more than a 

certain amount of enemies, reinforcements are 

brought in to keep ihe battle going. 

Tie Jive missions range from jungle camps to 

embassy buildings, enabling you to vary your 

tactics and explore new terrain. You can save 

and load games between moves, so you don't 

have to complete a mission in one go. 

Whose hair thins? 
Sabre Team is fun despite not being an action 

game. There are probably noi quite enough 

action points to make it really exciting, and 

you do need to concentrate and plan u greal 

deal. Often you’ll get yourself into a situation 

from which there is no escape, because you've 

used up all your action points. 

The game pi ay, mechanics, graphics and 

sound are all high quality, but you have to be 

patient to get the best out of Sabre Team, The 

computer takes a while to go through its 

moves, and (his may pul people off. This is not 

a problem if you Ye used to strategy games 

land Sabre Team is a strategy game, despite its 

action-game looks), but this may affect your 

enjoyment if you're expecting a mega-blast. It 

can take hours to play a mission lo its conclu¬ 

sion, and you need to plan carefully to win. If 

you rescue the hostages, you may still lose a 

few valuable team members - plus their 

ammo, weapons and kil. Your remaining play¬ 

ers must select their equipment from a reduced 

quartermaster's stores before starting the next 

mission. Getting off to a bad start cun make it 

more difficult to complete the whole game. 

Sabre Team is a tough game, which looks 

like it ought to be a shoot-em-up, but which is 

in Fact a very adult strat¬ 

egy game. It misses out 

on the golden opportunity 

of a two-player mode, 

which is criminal, bui 

there’s a very solid, 

enjoyable game wailing to 

be played, albeit alone. 

You’ll need to have a bit 

of patience to complete each mission, and you 

may be a bit frustrated when you have to start 

all over again when your men and machinery 

run out. Certainly worth a look, and worth 

buying if you want a war-game with a hit more 

style than usuah 

Neil Jackson ® 

Sabre Team 
Krlsalis ■ £25.99 

• A refreshing change from normal hoard- 

style war-games. 

• Simple to use, easy to get into, but a wee bit 

slow in places. 

• Great variety of mission locations makes Tor 

interesting conflicts. 

• Nut realty For kids, this is for would-he 

gung-ho adults with time on their hands, 

• Entertaining, original and exciting too. 

PEffllSfe-, __ 

Ml 87% 

“ Sabre Team is 

excellent fun 

despite not being 

an action game * 

STp GAME REVIEWS 

I never knew that a stick with graphite through the middle could be so 

lethal. They should have a government health warning on them. 

Doodlebug 
Core Design ■ £25.99 
Doodlebug plays a lot like the fabulous Zoo/. The hero of the 
story (who. strangely enough is called Doodlebug) runs around a 
lot killing weird and wonderful creatures, picking up bonuses 
and spinning lots. A basic platformer, with extra speed, you can 
fire a very strange collection of weapons at your enemies in the 
land of Cartoonia, Most of these weapons are in the form of dif¬ 
ferent coloured pencils that not only destroy your foe, but also 
lay down a bonus for you to collect. For example, a yellow pencil 
will draw a stop watch, freezing all your enemies for 10 seconds, 
while you whi2 on past. 

There are loads of pick-ups to bemuse and delight you, some 
good and some quite nasty. And there's lots of gold for you to 
collect and save for that nice shiny can or even better, a subma¬ 
rine, Doodlebug is nothing new, it doesn't even stand out in its 
field. But if you've already got 
RoboCod and Zoo/ it might well be 
worth giving this 20-leveller a bash, 

Clare Hodgson 

Even if you do enjoy a Big Mac™ attack {with McDonalds ColafM}, 

chances are you still won't enjoy this blatant bit of product placement. 

McDonalds Land 
Virgin ■ £25.99 
It had to happen sooner or later, didn't iL The big American 
burger business teams up with Branson's finest to bring you a 
marketing exercise to remember.,, for five minutes. McDonalds 
Land is a cutesy platform game, of the particularly predictable 
and ordinary variety, dressed up with lots of images of the leg¬ 
endary Ronald McD, McDonalds and Virgin logos, and other 
symbols designed to provoke your shopping impulses. It's all 
really rather sad. 

McDonalds Land is a flat, two-dimensional kind of place, 
with very little in the way of stunning graphics or impressive 
sound effects. There are platforms to leap on, cute fluffy animals 
to dodge, and special icons to collect. Yawn, Virgin tell us that 
the game is aimed at young kids, but it's doubtful whether even 
they will be impressed. After all, the hardest cynics we know are 
under the age of 11. Itrs almost fun for 
a while, but it's about as satisfying as a 
cardboard ring in a rubber doughnut. 

Neil Jackson 0 
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• DOT MATRIX 
• LASER 
• THERMAL PRINTERS 

Silica Systems are pleased lo recommend Seicosha printers 
to you ai LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range 
is built to the highest standards, by a company that is used to 
manufacturing high quality precision products. In fact, you 
may ha wearing one ol Ihese products on your wrist, as 
Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko/Epson group (with a 
turnover of £6 billion and IB.DOQ staff I). 

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, we 
will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth £35,vat 
- £29,38) FREE OF CHARGE (see panel below). For lurther 
inform a lion on the Seikosha range of printers, complete and 
return the coupon below. Or, if you can’t wait to get your 
hands on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order 
hotline. 081-309 1111 to place your order now. 

MODELS - NEW LOW PRICES! 

9-PIN 192cps PRINTER 
192 cps 80 COLUMN 

FREE! FROM SILICA 
• DELIVERY Next day - anywhere in the UK mainland, 

• HELPLINE Technical helpline during office hours. 
• STARTER KIT With awry Seikosha dot matrix printer. 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 
All Seikosha Doi Matrix Printers come with a 12 month repair warranty 
included in the price. Silica are now pleased to offer a full one year on-site 
warranty option with Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers for only £10*w exlral in 
the unlikely event of a problem with your Seikosha printer, an engineer will 
visit your home or business within 8 working hours ol your call (on-site 
warranty effective lor UK mainland only) -i yc A D OWI V Hrt 
QP-IOfl Uini mduiteH 1 ysiir i^irWIe waiiaiily ' 1 CM n " UriLY LIU 
(&i-3ili rtnrtalrty hdi nvn.in(>B Bmail Lnlmi prwlar» (*VAT = £l 1.75) ft3l:PQ$®195 

9-PIN 300cps PRINTER 

NEW 

NEW 

LOW 

PRICE! 

TOTAL VALUE: £180.00 
SAVING. £80.01 

SILICA PRICE: £99.99 

+VAT = £117.49 Ref: PRl 0195 

• Seikosha SP'1900 Pius - 9 pin - 80 coi 
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLO 
* IK Printer Buffer * 2 Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolution: hWx72dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Auio Sheet Feeder Option 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £155.00 

STARTER KIT £25.00 

NEW 

LOW 
PRICE! 

80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SP-24QQ - 9 pin - 60 col 
* 300cps SDf 240cps D, GOcps NLO 
* 2tK Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts 
* Parallel and Serial interfaces 
* Graphics Resolution; 240xf 44dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £193.00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00 
SAVING. £89.00 

SILICA PRICE: £135.00 

24-PIN 240cps PRINTER 

NEW! 

£135 
l+VAT = El 58.63 Ref: PR! 0204 

NOTEBOOK PRINTER ENTRY-LEVEL LASER LABEL PRINTER 

240 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SL*9Q - 24 pin - 00 col 
* 24QcpsSD, 192cpsD. 84cps LO 
* 20K Buffer + 2 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface * Opt Font POM 
* Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi 
* Epson Emulation 
* Standard Semi Auio Sheet Feeder 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £ 199.00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00 
SAVING: £69.00 

SILICA PRICE: £ 155.00 

144 cps 80 COLUMN 
* For IBM PC compatibles only 
* Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin ■ 80 col 
* tSQcps SD, 144cps Draft, GOcps LO 
* / K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts 
* Parana! Interface 
* Graphics Resolution; 360x180dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Built-m 50 Sheet Auto Feeder 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £299.00 
STARTER KIT 125.00 
TOTAL VALUE: £324.00 

SAVING: £105,00 
SILICA PRICE: £219.00 

£219 

* OP-J04 *4 Pages pet mimic 
* HP Laser Jtil IIP"* Bimlsflfon 
^ Resolution'300jt30Qdpi 
^ 14. Rf}£\doM Tents 
^ Uses Onginti HPYi Font 

Carlfidges 
1 Postscript EimitaUbJi Option iExi&l 
^ Dpritwiiil1 fflM, Efistin £ Oiatto 

Emulation Car fridges 
^ CenjmrMM Partite!, RS232& 

RS422 Senst tineriacea 
^ 512K RAM - Eipnndnbte to 2.5Mb 
y Raxihle paper nnn’rjlinp- Standard 

P^rerpflSHfJe -100 sheers, 
Optional Snd bin - 300 shoots 

■ Compact Design ivjrh Strtigtii 

Paper PaJfr 
• Easy-ro-jj^p Frpnr CoirjnoV Panel 
* Otifej Qpemtian 46dB(A) 

£693 
Jikmn rnikj>i£ 

£499 

fjfii? IVFW' Srikoslut Smart 
Label Printer Plfrs range now 
lucluttas a PC ymsbQii yniii 
balh QOS end a ‘WrndDwn' 
driver and sm Apple Macinlosli 
modal. AN am nbin to mix 
furits oil the same label aim 
have many alhei new 
features. They will provide 
letter quality address hbets 
tils Jaaels end bar cade rabels 
an dflitiand. I he Smart Label 
Prfrler sila on Ihe [task 
wcirAlog in thfi background 
white your normnl d&sklop 
[irjiitna unis al l Will I Ilia 
daoimenk Using memory 
resided or DA sotaira, the 
Smeil Label Primer Pine la 
nJ'-lir !□ prmtiiix a labul Imni 
the screen text of masr 
□opulai sGliwam pekagea 
The Smart Label Printer Plus 
Is supplied nom plcle with it 
power emit, a sercat cbMb Iqi 
UHinectlng rn yam PC, SLP 
s-iliwiti i:, a roll of labels and a 
1 year auitrantee The Apple 
Madulash version (PHI R012L 
Is also avaCMli) at n new law 
price of ElSSwrti, 

RRP 

NEW! 
PLUS’ MODELS 

S34&. 

£185 
+VAT = E217,3& Ftol; PRI&Q15, 

Qn-SIto Werramv nert avaimhle on Ihis product 

STARTER KIT 

Every Sflikosha ClOl malrix prinfgr frgm Silica 
comes witti l!ie Silica Primer Starter Kil, 
worth £29.10 (£25Wat} completely FREE QF 
CHARGE. It includes all you need to get up 
arid running wilh your pew printer. 

* J.!i* Disk wiiti Amiga & ST Printer Drivers 
*1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
* 200 Sheets of Quality Conltnumis Paper 
* W0 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels 

* 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed 

Printer owners may rjujgr ilia &1ica Kd Lrcl: KIT 
5QQD) tar only E24.3B - C5 otf RRP! WORTH G20.33 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
+ FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" hasis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record In professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with GO staff): Solid, reliable anti profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discoimls available 081-308 0888. 
• StfOlViflOOiWS: Damoristralion and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements Irom one supplier. 

• FREE CA TALOGUES. Will be mailed to you with oflens + software and. peripheral details. 
9 PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 

Before you deride when to buy your new printer, we suggesl you think very careluJIy about WHERE you 
buy IL Consider whai it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require addilienal peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will Ihe company you buy Irom 
contort you with datolls of new products? At Silica Systems, wa Ensure that you wltl have nothing to 
worry about. We hava bean established lor almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled experience and 
expertise, we can row claim to meet our customers' requiremenls with an understanding which Is 
second to hone. But don't just take our word lor it Complete and return the coupon now for our latest 
free literature and begin lo Experience tha fSIUca Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS m 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatlrty FUL Sitlcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX Tel: GB1-309 lllf 
Order Linns Opnn_. *4an-&jic g.PQgm'S.oopn ___ _ho Ljjp Nighn Opmung_ Nq- OSr-apa osBa 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P OBA Tel: D71-&S5 4000 
Dpemnq Hdh^ S.bPa^-E QDpm_tip LbIb N-ghl Opaiiriii_Fax Nd Q?r-3£a -1737 

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges (tsi Raor). Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB Tel: D7H29 12J4 
Qpgmn^ Hourg. lAin-Frl gPOp«n-7 OOpfri |Sal elosc-e 5Spmi_LaJtc NlgcU rimrsdii^ • apr«_Exlpraiai: S9N 

SIDCUP SHOP: f-4 The Mews. HalUdiy Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 ^10X Tel: 0B1-3D2 8S11 
Opanteq Hours: Mon-Sar 9.D0unt-l.3EiHT>_ Lots NiBiH: Frrtay - 7rnn Fax No: OSe-SOO- Wi7 

ESSEX SHOP: K&ddies tenu FWi. H® Slreet, Soutatl-on-Sea. Essex, SSI ILA Tef: 0702 462426 
Huura. Man-Fh 9.3Qarri-5 3Q|^n (Sal D.tMtam-G.DOpnri_No LbIei Wqhl Opcr^r]_ No: Q7i?2:4ia363 J 

To: Silica Syslcms, AWIFDR-1292-84, 1-4 The Maws, Hathorlcy Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4Dx"^ 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:. Iniitals- Sgmerne: 

Company Name (if applicable): 

Address: .. 

* ............... Postcode: .......* * 

I Tel (Home): ..... Tel (Work): ...... J 

! Which computer(s). il any, do you own?.,.,................... 04D j 

e&dE ■ AUuwiiBciti pi lees aria BiwcinauXxis moy piajisp unium rap eeufjon rrsi pm inmai informwion 



GAME REVIEW 

Lucasfilm have dominated the 

graphic adventure genre with their 

Monkey Islands. Now Core Design 

have a stab, but the question is, wilt it 

leave you quite as enchanted? 

Baseball, see-that's the cause of all the 

trouble in Cttrse of Enchantin'* Now, 

if Brad had been playing a good solid 

English game like cricket or,,. um,„ another 

English game, the witch wouldn't have dared 

interrupt in the first place and everything 

would be hunky dory. 

We’ll quickly skip through the plot; this 

place called Zeloria is ruled by an evil witch 

who wants eternal youth. She can only have 

that by gelling u human child from some¬ 

where, so she makes up a quick spell and nabs 

Brad from the baseball field just before he's 

about to make a triple play or whatever it is 

baseball players do. Tims Brad (Brad? I ask 

you) finds himself chained up in a dungeon at 

the beginning of the game. Not much to make 

your jaw drop there. 

Curse of the icons 
Curse of Enchaniia is a graphic adventure, and 

no, Monkey Island 2 isn't getting a mention 

yet, that's for later on. It’s so graphic you 

don't get any text whatsoever. Brad is con¬ 

trolled entirely by a set or icons that cover 

common stuff like taking, speaking, jumping, 

fighting and looking, but unless you study the 

manual first you’ll have some trouble figuring 

Core Design's pretty* 

looking Curse throws 

you into a cell. You 

are chained to the 
wall. You cannot see a 

key. What now? The 
beginning of a million 

adventure games? 

Curse of 
Enchantia 

out what they are. What’s the difference, for 

instance, between an icon of a key going into a 

lock and an icon of a security card going into a 

slot? Everything you can manipulate is repre¬ 

sented as an icon too. which can lead to some 

confusion. Tim great grey blob that you first 

ihought was supposed to be a chewed-up bit of 

gum turns out k> be a rock, It would have been 

useful to have text confirmation of the objects 

for the more stupid among us. 

UNDER THE SEA, EVERYTHING'S WETTER, EVERYTHING'S BETTER... UNLESS BRAD'S THERE 

The game gets going when you escape from the prison and end up under the sea with nothing but a convenient fishbowl to wear. 

Put the fishbowl on, quick. First thing you notice is 

this fish which Is stuck in the railings. You can either 

eat it, except that doesn't work, or free it like the 
hero you are. Not that it does anything useful - yet. 

Yet another obstacle - the shark. Look around behind 

the weeds and find the electric prod thingy. Use that 
to sap the Shark and move left slowly. 

Onwards to Mr Fish's Shop (there's a devastating 

imagination behind that title). Dig In the mud patch 
at the front* get the worm, give the worm to Mr Fish 
and you can fill up with oxygen. 

There's not much to do with the dam except jump 
over it. Or you could pop it into a spaghetti vongolc. 

Next your way is barred by these electric eels. Luckily 

the fish you freed earlier reappears and gives you 

some plankton in a fit of gratitude. Give the plankton 
to the handy turtle and he takes you across the eels. 

Finally you reach the plug hole. Use the prodder again 

to lever it up* You're sucked down the hole and into a 
cave. Only another 190-odd screens to go. 



Could go for the 'well, well, well’ gag here, but 

I don't know it so that's right out, Wells tradi¬ 
tionally need gold coins dropped down them, 

and what do you know, that's just what you 
picked up earlier. Hmm, 

Yes, that muddy, turdy-looking thing that looks 

like it's walked straight out of a Domestos com¬ 
mercial is the mud monster. Yes you're 

standing in its way. No, it doesn't kill you, It 
doesn't do much until you find a bit of wire. 

C of E is a good example of how first impres¬ 

sions lire notoriously unreliable. There you are, 

chained up in the dungeon, with nothing ai all 

lo use. Naturally you shout 4Help!’ using the 

speech icon (which only gives you "Hi' and 

'Help' lo say anyway). A sampled “Helpf 

warts from the monitor. In comes the guard, 

shouts "Shut up!' at you (again with a sample), 

trips up on the step on the way out and drops 

his key right next to your hand. 

Now, you could easily be forgiven at this 

point for thinking that Enchantia is a logically 

flowing, high quality adventure full of sampled 

sound and great animation. After all. that's 

what the evidence has been until now. Oh dear, 

Whinge moan complain 
Problems, One: the sound that appears in the 

first frame is, you discover, very uncommon. 

There are a few samples of dripping water and 

suchlike, but mostly the game’s quiet. 

Two: most of the puzzles aren’t at all logi¬ 

cal. Here's a long, but pertinent, example: 

later on, you need lo make a mask, though you 

only discover that once you get all the bits that 

make up the mask. For part of it, you need 

some wire. The wire, you find, is in a hole in a 

cave (except you're more likely to think it’s a 

roll of cotton from the icon). To gel the wire 

out of the hole, you need to pick up a computer 

from one of the caves (does the word incon¬ 

gruous spring to mind?), open it up, lake out a 

magnet which it contains for some reason, and 

tie the magnet to a piece of string. 

How to get the siring? Oh, obvious, really: 

you go about collecting lots of rocks, give 

them to a bloke you meet in another cave and 

he gives you string. You can then sling the 

magnet into the hole and pull out the wire. Bui 

if you can feel the w ire in the hole in the first 

place, why can’t you just pull it out with your 

hand? And how would you know that the PC 

had a magnet and die bloke had some string? 

It’s these sort of contrived puzzles — a 

matter of trying every object you find with 

(Tj GAME REVIEWS 

every action you've got - that ensure the game 

never gets any better than being annoying. 

Another inconsistency occurs with the 

most basic of actions. Sometimes, to carry om 

an action, you musi push something-a button, 

say - but at other times simply looking at it is 

enough. To dig in the mud under the sea, you 

just look at it, but to escape the cave, you have 

to push the button, if you do something that 

can’i be carried om, ail that happens is the cur¬ 

sor turns into a thumbs-down sign - there’s no 

explanation of why it can’t be done. As if all 

that weren’t enough there’s a lot of tedious 

trudging about to do as well. 

So here's where Monkey Island 2 gets a 

mention. Like most graphic adventures 

released these days, Enchantia at first appears 

to be a Monkey Island clone. The way the char¬ 

acter is controlled, the textless interface and 

the look of the screens all bring Guybrush lo 

mind instantly. You need only play for two or 

three minutes to discover that there's just no 

comparison. The control method is very differ¬ 

ent after all, in the Lucasfilm game you could 

see what you were doing and what you were 

doing it to. 

Enchafilial textless interface just doesn't 

work “ despite the designers' belief, you do 

need words. The graphics aren’t nearly as well 

drawn, though there’s some decent animation 

scattered very thinly around the place. There's 

no humour to speak of, no genuinely amusing 

humour, anyway. The only thing Enchantia 

has in its favour is its size: 205 screens in all, a 

potentially enormous playing lime. 

It would be great to see a British 

Lucasfilm beater. Litre of the Temptress came 

close, but Enchantia is lighl years behind. And 

as tor calling the kid Brad, well... 

Ed Ricketts 0 

ttfi glaringly obvious from the clues you're 

given in this room that you should go away, col¬ 

lect a load of rocks and then give them to the 
basher in return for a piece of string, isn't it? 

Curse of Enchantia 
Core Design I £34.99 

6 Tlir brave attempt at implementing a truly 

text less interface unfortunately falls Hilt on 

its Fact when you try to use it. 

• The graphics and sound are reasonable* hut 

they seem to get less impressive Ihe further 

on you go. Odd, 

• Huge playing area,,, 

• ...but the illogical and stupid puzzles mean 

you probably won’t bother to sec any of it. 

(ferdic! 62% 

Not particularly great vector graphics, hut quite a challenging flight aim 
all the same, even though it does look and feel a bit dated. 

Air Support 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 
Nice intro anim - two Tornadoes taking off. End of nice graphics. 

Air Support puts you in charge of a futuristic armed service compris¬ 

ing fighters, tanks, recon vehicles and missile launchers - all 

controlled from your command ship. 

The game is split into 60 different missions, About 15 of the first 

2 ft training missions have to be completed before you can progress on 

to the full battle simulation. These latter simulations have you control¬ 

ling defence complexes, which consist of factories, generators, radars 

and missile stations. Complex is the word. 

The game is ugly. Vectur line graphics are the core of the game, 

and they look terrible. You can switch to a 3D viewing mode (red- 

and-green glasses supplied) but, lo be honesl, all it did was give me a 

headache. You can also play the game in Interlace high resolution - 

but the screen size shrinks to a postcard in the middle of the screen. 

ft’s quite a challenging game, but the fun is in short supply. Air 

Support simply has no hook. An ambitious project, 1 can't help feeling 

that it was finished years ago and has 

merely had pointless features (like the 3D) 

added to try to pad it out 

Pat McDonald €> 

fighter Duel Pro uses no keyboard controls at all, everything is 

accessed through either the mouse or joystick. 

Fighter Duel Pro 
Jaeger ■ $69.95 

Ai first sight this looks good. A flight simulator with lb World War II 

planes, accurate flight characteristics and a Lightning frame update 

that’s second to none. Eagerly I skimmed the manual to go up and 

shoot some planes out of I be sky. 

The first problem I had was in getting a gunsight up, EOF uses no 

keyboard controls at all. All the planes become uncontrollable at high 

RPM and low flying speed. Try as I might, 1 simply could not keep 

one plane in the air for more than five minutes. There are nice touches 

- you can link head-to-head via a null modem cable or modem link, 

and even link Iwo Amigos together, one displaying a rear view (the 

hardware for this is not included). Best avoided by all except true pro¬ 

peller heads. Plus If you want to get hold 

of the game you're going to have to get it 

direct from Jaeger in the States. 113i11 

Pat McDonald 0 
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Sega Game Gear 
with Columns 
FREE Membership 
FREE Mains Adaptor or 
FREE Black Carry Case 
PLEASE STATE TOUR CHOICE OF 
FREE ITEM OH THE ORbEfl FORM 

MICKEY MOUSE...... 
NINJA GAIDEN ... 
OLYMPIC GOLD......... 
OUTRUN EUROPA. 
PAPERBOY.. 
PRINCE OF PERSIA. 
SENNA SUPER MONACO 

I black carry 
BAG FOR 

\ 1 GAME GEAR OR 
- LVrixi SESA TV ADAPTOR 

INK HIE KUDIN* 

STORAGE RACK FOR 

CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE) 9.9S 

STER EO EARPHONES I - I 
TCflUailiriKS«E0(!Y,(mEC£i!l fP ■ 
CflLVHHHIOFOaiKim . , . 
FtlBOMSIKII'i 3.99 

BEE SHU GEAR 
MASTER 

CONVERTER 

mmmstm 
CfflKcraaieiitsyni 

SEGA BATTERYI 

PACK FOR GAME 

GEAR AECIULRGEABlE J 

FFtovte^Fmi 

SEGA MASTER GEAR CONVERTER 

rati ike if- wsehstjidi mi ch guhgsari 
14.B9 Sega Game Gear with 

Sonic and Sega 
Mains Adaptor 
FREE Membership 
FREE Super Monaco GP 

BEESHU 

MAG MIRER FOR 

GAME GEAR (Nil 

MMhWULKTTtm 
SEESHlTCEOilOTI 

11.99 

SEGA GEAR 

TO GEAR 

CABLE'JUSW 

SUHim 5.99 SEGA MAINS 
ADAPTOR 

[GENUINE ITEM] 

MM 

LOGIC 3 GAME 
OSAR 

PROTECTOR 
CAHRV case 

9.99 k-jj 

Order now in 
time for X-mas! 

SEGA WIDE GEAR MAGNIFIER 
FOR GAME GEAFH499 

SEGA CAR 

ADAPTOR |FUHaa 
WTO CKtAA LIGHTER 

FURKMEl) 17.99 

CAR RYE AG FOR 

GAME GEAR OR 

LYNX Z 10,99 

GAMEBOY 
Tetris game. Batteries, Stereo 
Headphones. Two Player Lead 
FREE Membership 
FREE Holster, Cartridge Pouch, 
Belt & Stereo/Camera Case 
or FREE Konix G.B. Holster 
PLEASE STATE YOUft CHOICE OF "HOLSTERS & 

SELT DH KONIK HOLSTER* ON THE GftDSH FORM 

KQMX G.B, 

HOLSTER 
FOR GAMEBOY 

(ATTACHES TO 
BELT] 

9.99 

addaMS FAMILY .. 
ADVENTURE ISLAND .. 
ASTEROIDS. 
BARI SIMPSON'S ESCAPE FROM 
CAMP DEADLY .... 
BART VS JUGGERNAUTS I 

DA7IJIAN 2 ■ RETURN OF THE JOKER.. ,20.90 
BATTLETGAD5 .   30,99 
BILL £ TED'S EXCELLIhrf ADVENTURE ...23,90 
SLADES OF STEEL ....,......20.M 
BLUES BROTHERS w*nm„-„„-S2,M 
BOXXLE .........13.90 
BUBBLE GOBBLE ..   20.90 
BUGS BUNNY..,„„,ih.h1SJ99 
BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE .  13.39 
CASTLEVAN1A ..13,99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2.... 20.99 

stereo 
EARPHONES {ALSO 

FOR USE WITH 
PERSONAL 

STEREOS) 
3.99 

DOUBLE DRAGONS. 

DRAGON S LAIR - THE LEGEND . 
DYNA BLASTER.... 
FERRARI GRAND FRIX . 
FORMULA 1 RACE 
{WITH FOUR FLAYER ADAPTOR). 
GARGOYLES QUEST . 

■GAUNTLETS h,U«i.. 
GEORGE FOREMAN'S BOXING.,,, 
GHQSTBUSTCR5 2 ... 

magniught 
FOR GAMEBOY 

(COMBINED 
MAGNIFIER 

AND LIGHT} 
13.99 

BATTERY PACK 

1HECUARGUABLE 

FROM MAINS 
ADAPTOR) 

23.49 ,29.99 

NUBY GAME PAK 

CARTHtDGE CASE 

(HOLDS >2GAMES) 
9.99 

HOLSTER AND BELT 

FOR GAMEBOY WITH 

CARTRIDGE POUCH 
AND PERSONAL 

STLREQCAWERA CASE 

9.99 

HANDY BOY FOR 
GAMEBOY 

[MAGNIFIES AND 

LIGHTS SCREEN, 

AMPLIFIES SOUND AND 
ACTS AS MINI 

JOYSTICK) 
19,99 

LOGICS 
GAMEBOY 

PROTECTOR 
CARRY CASE 

9.99 

ORDER NOW 
IN TIME FOR 

X-MASI 

ACTION REPUVCARTFIIOG 
FORGAMEBOY 

(ALLOWS CHEAT CODES ETC.) 

20,09 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN THEF 
IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS. 

(PLEASE PRI NT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) i ft 

ij ICE 

Name,_____| LOGIC 3 neon ARC ABLE BATTERY 
PACK FOR GAMEBOY (RTS INTO 
SAm-pY COMPARTMENT. 
GIVES T HOURS FLAY - MAINS 

ADAPTOR REQUIRED) 
13.99 

SUPER HUNCHBACK ...... 
SURER MARIO LAND . 
SUPER MARIO LAND 2 .. 
SUPER RC PRO-AM ... 
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES 
TERMINATORS.*... 
TINY TOON ADVENTURES .. 
TIP OFF,,..^... 
TRACK weeT ..,... 
TUR RICAN . 
TURTLES 2...... 
WWF SUPERSTARS ....... 
WWF SUPERSTARS 2 

| Address. ■ 1S.M 
,23.99 
.20.99 
,19.99 
.23,99 
.20.99 

HARD CARRY CASE FOR 

GAMEBOY (STORAGE 

SPACE FOR EARPHONES, 

SCREEN CLEANING KIT AND 

A GAMES) 

9.99 

LOGIC3 MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY... 
CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY ........ 

OAMELIGHT FOR GAMEBOY (FOR DARK OH DIM UGHT) 

4-PLAYER ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY..,... 
CLEANING KtT FOR ALL CONSOLES OR HANO-HELQ3 - 

STORAGE RACK FOR CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE) .. 

Phone Machine. 

k Enter membership number (if applicable) or 
| Membership £S.99 UK. £6-39 EEC. E1Q.S9 World 

NINJA NERD . 
PACLAHD .. 
PAPERBOY,.,.,., 
PINRALL JAM . 
PFTFIOHTER .... 
□IX ... 
RA1-DEN 
RAMPAGE ... 
RAMPART . 
ROOD SQUASH, 
RODOTROM 3410. 

ATARI KIT CASE 
FOR LYNX, 
ACCESSORIES 
AND GAMES 
18,09 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE £ VAT 

ADVENTURE ,.hh. 
BLUE LIGHTNING Cherjueyp.OJAccess/MasiefcardySwiEch/Visa Switch Issue No. 

BATTERY PACK FOR LYNX 
JHEflUMm'HPaUTTEME5I D.gO 

WAINS ADAFTOK FDR LYNX 
(UK MADE) 9,99 

CPMLYNX MULTI-PLAYER CABLE 5.99 

Credit card 
.Signature. 

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9P) 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge 

World soli ware orders please add £f .00 per item. 

Non-software items please add 10% EEC Dr £5% World. 

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 

TOMl„k...  „..»i99 
TOURNAMENT CYBER HALL..22.90 
TURBO SU0 ,„j..iHi1..._u.lB.fl9' 
ULTIMATE CRESS CHALLENGE 22.00 
VIKINGCHILD .. 23:99 
WARDIROS.. 
XENEPHOEIE .... . J3.99 99.99 

CHOOSE FROM 2 SUPER GAME GEAR PACKAGE DEALS \m.A 
GAME GEAR GAMES 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

We only supply members but you can order as you join, 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10.99 

GAMEBOY GAMES 

The Special Reserve lull colour club ^ 
magazine NRG Is sent to all members bl- lP?Sl 
monthly. JVJ?G features full reviews of ' 

new games plus mini-reviews, new 
products. Special Reserve charts, 
Release Schedule and hundreds of -‘JJpH 

special offers. ■ - * 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save oven more money off our amazing prices. 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for 
Megadrive, Master System, Game Gear. Super NES, 

Gameboy. NES. Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC and COTV. 

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection 

120,000 people have joined Special 
Reserve, so don’t delay, join today! 

LYNX GAMES LYNX EXTRAS 

GOLF 17.93 
GREMLINS 2 . 
Home alone ,.,.20.99 
HOOK ..„.. 
JORDAN YS BIRD. 

..-*].« 

.22.00 
KICKOFF. 
KID ICARUS,*... *w„...*,t|B,99 
MEGA MAN .. 
MICKEY MOUSE. 
MISSILE COMMAND .. 
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS . 
NAVY SEALS .... 
NEMESIS .... 

.13.09 
1&.B3 
10,93 

OTHELLO. 
PA CM AN .. 
PARASOL STARS. 
PRINCE OF PERSIA .. __20.03 
PROS OTECTOFt.. .20.00 
H-TYPE ... .20,93 
SHADOW WARRIORS . 
SNEAKY SNAKES. 
SOLOMON’S CLUB 

SP| DERM AN 2 h— ,,^..^.23.99 

ALIENS 3. .. ,,22,99 
ARIEL - THE UTTLE MERMAID 22.99 
AXE BATTLEa .. ,.14.99 
BATMAN RETURN & .. ..23,99 
CHESS MASTER ... ..23.90 
CHUCK BOCR.^—^.j: 13.WJ 
COLUMNS ... . .17,90 
CRYSTAL WARRIORS.. ,,27,00 
OEYELlSH ... .,19-93 
DONALD DUCK . ..24.00 

G-LOC .... ..13.99 
G.P. RIDER ... -19,93 
GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING L -.22.00 
INDIANA JONES 3. .,23.99 
JOE MONTANA 1U.S.I FQ0TBALL19.99 
KLAX..... ..22,99 
LEADER BOARD . ..19.90 
LEMMINGS .... ,,22.99 



GAME REVIEWS 

in -1.' \r' - n viiWuV\;^:ri^rw«^rvai^mr* h > i l ,,i;,J fe‘ 
Don't be fooled by their quaint antics - these cute little furry things can 
be deadly if fed after 12. Son of Skweek stays cute and amusing. 

Tiny Skweeks 
Loriciel ■ £24.99 
Reminiscent of all the cute little puzzle games that have ever 
touched your Amiga's internal drive, Tiny Skweeks is Just fab. The 
furry stars of this adorable game are the offspring of Skweek, 
who had his own US Gold game a couple of years ago. If you 
remember Skweek, you'll recall it lacked originality but was fun 
and had a cutesy, colourful appeal to younger players. And the 
same is entirely true of this one, too. 

This game is exactly the same as The Power. The idea is to 
move objects - in this case, Skweek kids - to particular places - in 
this case, the appropriately-coloured base. The problem is that 
Tiny Skweeks will only move in straight lines and only stop mov¬ 
ing when they hit the edge of the arena. Add in special squares 
that push and pull, and manifold puzzle potential is opened up. 

Original it Isn't. Enjoyable, intriguing and well-presented it is. 
If you haven't played this type of puzzle 
game before, get this version, 

Clare Hodgson €? 

Catch a falling block and put if in your pocket, save it for a rainy day... 

Stacking matching colours straight up will do you no good at atl. 

Zyconix 
Accolade ■ £24.99 
Oh, not another Tetrisy thing. Hasn't the world got fed up of these 
pile-em-ups yet? But hang on, that's a bit weird - you move the 
coloured blocks from column to column as they're falling. You 
don't pile the colours vertically, they have to be diagonal or hori¬ 
zontal. Emm,., interesting! Come on, let me have a go! 

The original falling object puzzle game, Tetris, was shape- 
based. This one, like many later Tefm-style games, involves 
matching colours. You have to get four of the same colour in a 
row, and then they disappear. Simple enough... 

Yet we*re often amazed by the way the simplest things make 
for such addictive game play. Tetris is without doubt a classic, but 
now it has had its day. There are such great clones out now, both 
full price and PD, that the original fades in glory every day. 
If you fancy giving a different pile-em-up a try, we can highly 
recommend Zyconix, even if it's just for 
being so incredibly addictive. 

Clare Hodgson O 

Oh what a personal disaster! Our hero (Gashcad the Paladin) finds himself confronted by a monster 

in this rather open-plan dungeon. Oh boo-hoo hoool What can he do? And do we really care? 

Paladin II 
Impressions bring us yet more of the Omnitrend 

control system and sub-Legend/Laser Squad fun... Paladins: are ihey just too goody-goody 

for {heir own good? Apparently so. 

Face it, they are not as much fun as 

Trolls, they are not as hard as Fighters, and 

ihey are certainty nowhere near as potentially 

dangerous as Mages, They are just son of, well 

OKish at everything. 

So why have 

Impressions (or rather 

Omintrend, the pro¬ 

gramming learn behind 

this game) decided to 

name Ibis adventure- 

e urn-strategy outing after one? Probably 

because, like the game itself, paladins are 

decidedly average in everything they do. 

Paladin It has a very familiar feel lo it. In 

fact that is understating the case - if you have 

seen Breach If or Rules of Engagement then 

you wilt be able to spot the game engine a mile 

and 13 leagues off (it was put together by a 

certain T Carbone, who seems to know a 

decidedly average system when he sees one). 

Jf you haven't, but you have played or seen the 

classic Laser Squad, then you will have some 

idea of how this game is played. Il is a lurti- 

hased outing into mythic mini-adventures in 

which you must fulfil 

pre-defined victory 

conditions. You gel to 

play the Paladin who 

leads his party 

(Paladins are a male 

lot) into a bunch of 

wildly exciting and jolly sticky situations. 

For every quest you successfully carry out 

you are awarded points, as you are for each 

member of your party you take through lo 

safety. Your aim is lo get as many points, 

complete as many of the quests and generally 

work up as much interest as possible before 

moving on to the Quest Builder (see below). 

M This game is out¬ 

dated and, as such, it 

costs too much * 

BLAME THE EDITOR 
One of the saving graces of this (and many 
other) games is that Paladin tl comes with 
what's known as a Quest Editor/Creator. 

What this means is that once you have 
finished the quests that accompany the 
game proper, you can set about Inventing 

Design your own monster, now that's what 1 
call adventuring. Let's build a lightweight! 

your own worlds, with your own victory 
conditions and even your own enemies 
(within reason). 

While this does add massively to the 
longevity of the game, you are really 
somewhat constricted by a formula: 

mi cup ifrufctt rtttm t»it »«tv tints 

You can get really carried away with this 
quest-building stuff: let's have another one. 



Look, it's Barrington Partridge-Morrison-Ford the mad magician from Maidstone and hers found 
some electronic graph paper. Yip-yip-yahay! Let's find some trains to spot. 

Frankly, itfs all standard Fare. The only differ¬ 

ence between it and Breach U or Laser Squad 

is thal because you have few ranged weapons, 

you have to be up close befitm indulging in 

combat. Bui this isn’t to say Paladin if doesn’t 

have a lot to offer to players who really enjoy 

the mechanics of dungeon exploration, party 

movement, and some hack Vslash thrown in. 

Got a problem? 
My main problem with it isn't lhat the sound 

and music are virtually non-existent (the odd 

door opening or sword slashing does noi an 

aural feast make); nor is it that the graphics are 

uninspiring (having spent ages trying to talk to 

a maiden, looking at every chest, exploring 

every fireplace, only to realise these staples of 

the adventuring trade are merely scenery). No, 

my main problem with this game is that it is 

outdated and, as such, it costs too much. 

Quite simply, you could happily play out 

all of these scenarios on paper whh roughly 

the same effect, Because the sound is so bland, 

because the graphics are so poor (don't believe 

the horse-waste on the box aboul ‘Superb 

graphics" showing a nicely drawn picture of a 

dead Paladin. The caption should really have 

read kPaladin // contains this reasonable pic¬ 

ture of a dead Paladin, the rest of the game is 

bland1); because of these factors, a few pieces 

of grid paper, some pencils and your friends 

Here we go then, another castle, another chance 
to have the blood beaten out of you, Ger-rate... 

are far better to use than your Amiga. Even 

your imagination can produce heller sound and 

better graphics than this. 

Eleanor Rigby 
However, if you always cut yourself when 

sharpening pencils, if the lines on graph paper 

make you dizzy, if you have little imagination 

and very' few friends, then Paladin II has 

plenty to offer you. But if you look at some- 

tiling such as Legend which does the party 

adventuring, dungeon-exploring style play so 

much better, you can see how aged Paladin II 

is. Thank God for the Quest Builder and the 

chance to make your own ways. Sadly the 

game is £10 too much and five years too late, 

but you can+t have everything can you? No, 

but you could try a little harder lhan this. 

Tim Smith ® 

destroy X per cent of enemies, rescue Y, 
capture Z and exit the target area. Still, it 
is a healthy addition to Pa/aetfn, and one 
that is ideally suited to the type of player 
who enjoys strategy wargaming from 
every angle. 

You can also get an idea as to bow the quests 
you are playing work when you build. 

Paladin 
Impressions ■ £29.99 

• The bundled Quest Builder man ages In add 

some life to the game. 

• A similar kind of game to Laser Squad (but 

not by any means of the same quality). 

• A tried (tired!) and tested game engine. 

• No sound worth speaking of. 

• Bland graphics. 

• Try graph paper and some friends instead. 

FIS STRIKE EAGLE II RE-C 
HIGH TECH SURROUNDINGS 
PREMIER DOGFIGHTER AND, 

TEAM YANKEE- IS THE DEFINITIVE ACTIC 
SIMULATION OF MODERN TANK WARFARf 
TEAM YANKEE TESTS YOUR LEADERSHIf 
AND TACTICAL SKILLS TO THE FULL 

688 ATTACK - SUB PUTS YOU IN COMMAh 
OF A TOP SECRET BILLION DOLLAR SUB I 

SOME OF THE MOST NOTORIOUS POLITIC- 
HOT-SPOTS OF THE GLOBE. 

COMBAT CLASSICS IS 

THE FIGHTING 
FORMATION OF 

THE 90'S 
Available for IBM PC & Commodore Amiga 

SIMULA DON * SOMtfAtF 

(ELECTRONIC A R T 5' 

Units 4/6 Stannous, Laindon North Trade Centre, Basildon. Essex SSI 5 6DJ Tel: Q2G6541! 

empire 
F15 Slrlke Eagle l| ■< ■ Microprose Software * 6B8 Atlack Sub is a trademark of Electronic Arts 

rights reserved Used with permission Software" John W Ratcliff 

Team Yankee ' G.D.E, S Empire Software 



AMIGA A600 HD I (HARD 

12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 

• Zapsac Carry Case 

i our sales 
support is 
ou need 

(a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sales 
team, however technical support is 
always on hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted are Inclusive of VAT. 

• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

AMIGA A600 THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED PAI 

12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 

DIRECT 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 
INDI Direct Mall Is original and very 
exciting. Before you buy mall order 
you must first be confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
that the supplier will still be there In the 
future, should you need them. 

Once again Commodore have put together 
a winning theme pack to com plement the 
already popular Amiga A600. 
The Wila, the Weird and the Wicked Pack is 
an ideal starter pack containing a considered 
mix of soFtware making the most of the 
Amiga's amazing capabilities. 
To make this pack a perfect gift IN01 have 
added a Fortner four award winning games 
and a staggering li st of valuable extras totally 
FREE of charge. Also included at no extra cosi 
to you are the latest 'Zapsac' carry case and 
Zappo T-shirt. Crucial Amiga accessories. 

eYtbe, 

A mail order purchase from INDK is a 
safe and secure decision, and here's 
why. 

> Amiga A60G single drive 
J Built in TV Modulator 

1Mb memory 
i Push Over Silty Putty 
> Grand Prix Deluxe mint III 
> Mouse and Manuals 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
public company now in its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
of computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need u$. 

INDI PRICE £33922 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Micro Switch Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kickaff2 Pipemania 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappa T-shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9.99 

£12.99 
£5,99 

£122,52 
£12.99 
£8,99 

£183.46 

SALES AND SUPPORT 
the INDI soles team hove been trained 
to take your order with the utmost care 
and efficiency. All stock offered for sale 
is held In stoclc, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and Is available 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If ot any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be 

iT in i-\,v m■ 

INDI TELESALES 
Tet 0606 43860 Fax 0606 43 

EPIC by name... definitely bv content. 
Commodore's talent for pack creation has 
never been better. The software included in 
this pack; EPIC, Rome, and Myth totally 
exploit the stunning features of the Amiga 
A600. Add to this Trivial Pursuits language 
lab edition (playabtein 3 languages), Amigo 
Text (Wordpro) and the now standard 
graphics package: Deluxe Paint II l for 
serious/educational applications and you'll 
start to realise just how dynamic this pack Is. 
As with all products supplied by INDI, we 
have added our extra dimension to on 
al ready incredible offer (see below for IN Dl 
Value Added Pack totally Free of charge) 

• Amigo A600HD (Hard Disk) 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• Mouse and Manuals 1Mb Memory 
• EPIC, Rome, Myth, Trivial Fursuils 

uage lab edition), Amigo Text, Deluxe 
taint ML 

DESPATCH 
All orders received by 6pm Monday to 
Friday ore despatched that day for Friday are despatched that day for 
next day delivery using our national 
carrier — Securicor. (UK Mainland only). 
Saturday deliveries are available at a 
small surcharge. If you are out when 
we deliver a card will be left at your 
home giving you a contact telephone 
number to arrange a convenient re- 
delivery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved 
Immediately using our on-line 
computer. 
All orders are despatched on a next 
working day delivery basis. Cheque 
orders are despatched immediately an 
cheque clearance, usually 10 working 
days from receipt. A delivery charge 
of £5.00 is made per item unless 
otherwise stated. 

INDI PRICE £489-22 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Micro switched Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kickoff 2 Pipemania 
• Space Ace Papulous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

TOTAL 

AMIGA A600 
A6O0 Single Drive 
PACK INCLUDES 
• D Paint 111 © Mystery Gome 
Plus * Kickoff 2 • Pipemania 
• Space Ace • Populus 
• Zopsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

INDI | PRICE 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED. 
PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION 

ATTHETIME OF ORDERING. WHILE STOCKS LAST. 

£9,99 
£9.99 

£12.99 
£5.99 

£122.52 
£12.99 
£8.99 

£183.46 

1084S COLOUR/STEREO MONITO 
Commodore's own Amiga Monitor. Designed 
solely for us© with the Amiga range of 
computers. With its ergonomic design, 
Hi-res graphics display and stereo sound 
capabilities, the 10845 will really bring 
your Amigo to life. 

PRICE 

Apart from offering this product at a very 
competitive price INDI are including two 
great software products totally free of charge 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Days of Thunder 
(Driving Simulation) 
• Night Breed (or alternative 
exciting game) 

£19.99 

£19.99 



£3*7 

AMIGA 
Fipemoma* Populous 
Kldtnff 2 • Spate Ace 

£122.52 

GOLDSTAR W REMOTE TV/MONITOR 

FEATURED AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT £179.99 

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

TOTAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

FREE! COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV 
TH MU LTIW COMPUTE r 3 

AUDIO 
Blues Brolhera 

(CD Audio) £12.99 

MONITOR 
INCLUDED 

NOT 

MULTI MEDIA 
Lemmings CDTV 

£34.99 

The problem with any new product is that if always takes time for 
everyone to realise its full potential. CDTV is no exception and in 
our opinion everything we have read does a pretty poor job of 
explaining just what CDTV can do and why it is so exciting. 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 
IT'S A CD PLAYER —Yes, it will play all your Primal Scream, 

CD < Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to mention in superb 
i quality! _ _ _ _ „ 

ITTS AN AMIGA —Plug in the keyboard, switch on the external disk 
f stereo, with remote infra red control. 

drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga software can be 
used on your CDTV. 
IT'S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM —Just imagine, stereo sound, 
images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it 
responds — truly interactive! Each CD disc holds hundreds of 
megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc. This interactive system is a 

Eaucati unique aid for Education, Business or leisure. The future is here! 

INDI PRICE 

MCK CONTENTS AS 
STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player 
• CDTV keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 
• CDTV Infra red remote 
controller 
• CDTV wired mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disc 

* Manuals 
• Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED 
• Lemmings CDTV (£34,99^ 
• Blues Brothers {£12,99) 
• Pipemania, Populous, 
Kickoff 2, Space Ace (£122.52) 

| COTV CONNECTS DJREaLy TO YOUR TV SET ] 

Books, magazines and television have long been a source of 

information. CDTV technology combines their qualities and 
makes seeking out that information easy. The CDTV comes 
complete with a Welcome Disk 

INDI are also adding the addictive Lemmings Game and 

Hutchinsons Encyclopedia totally free of charqe. 
PACK AS STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player • Infra Red Remote Controller 
• Welcome Disk 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Lemmings £34,99 • Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £49.99 

INDI PRICE £37922 

AMIGA CDTV STARTER PACK 

CDTV SOFTWARE If you already own a CDTV or are just about to purchase one you'll be 
pleased to know that INDI stock probably the largest and most 
comprehensive list of CDTV software in the country. Below is a list of top 
selling titles we are offering at very competitive prices. For more details 
please phone our sales team. (Prices include postage). 
EDUCATION 
A Bud for Barney 24.99 
Asterix and Son English 19,99 
NASA The 25th Year 19.99 
The Paper Bag Princess 29.99 
Thomas's Snow Suit 29.99 
Tale of Peter Ra bbit 34.99 
My Paint 24.99 
Cinderella 34.99 
MUSIC 
Music Maker 31.99 
Remix 24.99 
REFERENCE 
Dr Wellman 49.99 
Guinness World of Records 31.99 
Illustrated Holy Bibfe 24.99 
ElectronicCoolc Book 29.99 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Defender of the Crown 24.99 
Battle Chess 34.99 
Battle Storm 24.99 
Classic Board Games 29.99 
Hound of Baskervilles 24.99 
Psycho Killer 24,99 
Trivial Pursuit 45.99 
Wrath of Demon 24.99 
Basketball 24.99 
Dinosaurs For Hire 14.99 
All Dogs Go To Heaven 29.99 
Raffles 29,99 
Prehistonk 24.99 
Town With No Name 29,99 
Team Yankee 29.99 
Snoopy f 29.99 
Sim City 24.99 



AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

TOTAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV 
THE MUlTIMEDIA-COMPUTERl 

The problem with any new product is that it always takes time for 
everyone to realise its full potential. CDTV is no exception and in 

II MONHOR NOT 1 
■ 1 L 1 p—s 1- | . rf-n-t F-" p-* 

IFF? I?1 
AUDIO 

Blues. Broth eg THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 
1 INCLUDED I 1 ji i li ii 1 (CD Audio} £12.99 

IT'S A CD PLAYER —Yes, it will play all your Primal Scream, 
Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to mention in suoerb 

|SR> 
AMIGA 

Pipemnrii]* Populous 
Kidsoff 2 • Spam Ace 

£122.52 

1/ 

MULTI MEDIA 
Lemmings COTV 

m.w 

high quality stereo, with remote infra red control. 
irsAN AMIGA-Plug in the keyboard, switch on the externa! disk 
drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga software can be 
used on your CDTV. 
IT'S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM -Just imagine, stereo sound, 
images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it 
responds — truly interactive! Each CD disc holds Hundreds of 
megabytes of data with instant optical access, The whole of 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc. This interactive system is □ 
unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure. The future is here! 
PACK CONTENTS AS 

GOLDSTAR 14* REMOTE TV/MONITOR 

FEATURED AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT £179,99 

INDI PRICE £4892! 
STANDARD 
© Amiga CDTV Player 
© CDTV keyboard 
©CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 
© CDTV Infra red remote 
controller 
• CDTV wired mouse 
© CDTV Welcome Disc 

© Manuals 
© Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED 
• Lemmings CDTV (£34.99" 
• Blues Brothers (£12.99) 
• Pipemania, Populous, 
Kickoff 2, Space Ace (£122.52) 

I CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET 

Books, magazines and television have long been a source of 
information. CDTV technology combines their qualities and 
makes seeking out that information easy. The CDTV comes 
complete with a Welcome Disk 

INDI are also adding the addictive lemmings Game and 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia totally free of charqe. 
PACK AS STANDARD 
i Amiga CDTV Player * Infra Red Remote Controller 
• Welcome Disk 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• lemmings £34.99 • Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £49.99 

STARTER PACK 

INDI PRICE £379!! 
SOFTWARE If you already own a CDTV or are just about to purchase one you'll be 

pleased to know that INDI stock probably the largest and most 
comprehensive list of CDTV software in the country. Below is a list of top 
selling titles we are offering at very competitive prices. For more details 
please phone our sales team. (Prices include postage), 
EDUCATION 
A Bun for Barney 
Asterixand Son English 
NASA The 25th Year 
The Paper Bag Princess 
Thomas's Snow Suit 
Tafe of Peter Rabbit 
My Point 
Cinderella 
MUSIC 
Music Maker 
Remix 
REFERENCE 
Dr Wellman 
Guinness World of Records 
Illustrated Holy Bible 
Electronic Cook Book 

ENTERTAINMENT 
24.99 Defender of the Crown 24.99 
19.99 Bottle Chess 34.99 
19.99 Battle Storm 24.99 
29,99 Classic Board Games 29.99 
29.99 Hound of Baskervilles 24.99 
34.99 Psycho Killer 24,99 
24.99 Trivial Pursuit 45.99 
34.99 Wrath of Demon 24.99 

Basketball 24.99 
31,99 Dinosaurs For Hire 14.99 
24.99 All Dogs Go To Heaven 29,99 

Raffles 29.99 
49.99 Prehistorik 24.99 
31,99 Town With No Name 29.99 
24,99 Team Yankee 29.99 
29.99 Snoopy f 29,99 

Sim City 24,99 



AMIGA A1500 DEALS 

mum 
INDI PRICE £499.22 

(See panel opposite) 

The A1500 is the ultimate home computer for the 
whole family and is designed to cover every 
computing requirement. 
INDI are able to offer you exclusive deals on this 
outstanding product in various configurations and 
bundles (see options on opposite page). 
All configurations come complete with the following 
software and accessories:- 

FEATURE5: 
• Fully functional keyboard with numeric pad 
separate from CPU 
• Includes 2 y.V/2" disk drives as standard with 5 Vi " 
Disk Bay. 
• Integral memory and card expansion capabilities 
(most cost effective expansion route) 
• Work bench 2.00 and Kickstart2.04, 

CONTENTS: 
• Keyboard, mouse, reference manual, Puzznic, 
Toki, Elf (Games), D Paint III (Graphics Package), 
Home Accounts, The Works (Platinum edition: 
Wordpro, Spreadsheet, Database) Joystick 

AMIGA A1500 FEATURED 
(see photograph above) 
• 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk 
• 1084S Monitor & Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin 
colour printer. 
INCLUDED FREE 
Amiga Vision, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, 
Word worth Worth £268.99 ff ® 

♦ 

ifiiiiii# 

Panasonic Quiet Printing 

o 

9d AU 

We researched the colour printer market in great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful 
graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the Panasonic KX-P2180 + KX-P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer, you would probably need a quality word processing 
package to use with it. We round that too, in 'Wordworth', yet at a retail price of £129.99 we thought that might bea little too 
expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'Wordworth' free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour pri nter 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology The new KX-P2180 is typically 15dBA quieter in operation, 
than the competition, 
• Fait Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft and 36 
CPS NLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black] 
• QuietPrinting Super quiet 45-48dBa sound 
level (most matrix printers ore typically in excess 
af 60dBA) 
• 6 Resident Fonts Over6,100 type styles 
using Courier, Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script 
and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 3 Paper Pathi Paper handling from bottom, 
top and rear for total flexibility 
■ 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. 
Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price. 
© Post Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 
CPS IQ and 32 CP SLQ. 
e Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
*> QuietPrinting Super quiet 43.5-46kBA 
sound level (most matrix printers are typically in 
excess of 60dBA) 
e 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles 
using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PS, 
Roman, Script and Sons Serif Fonts 
© 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High 
performance and high quality output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

INDI PRICE 

tm 



L A1500 CONFIGURATIONS AND BUNDLES 

AMIGA 1500 
(Amigo Vision, Worth £99 FREE) £499.99 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 MB SCSI Hcird Disc (inc. Amiga Vision worth £99 FREE) 

AMIGA 1500 + 1084'S MONITOR 
Free (inc. Amigo Vision, Days of Thunder, Nightbreed worth 138.99) 

£749.99 

AMIGA 1500 + 10084'S + PANASONIC KX P2123 PRINTER 
Free (inc. Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder, Wordworlh 269.99)* 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk + 1084'S MONITOR 
Free (Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder worth 136.99) 

* WORDWORTH — COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS ^ 
The writers choice. The ultimate word processor for AMIGA computers. 
Word worth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/document processor for the full range of AMIGA computers. -w 

The graphical nature of WORDWORTH makes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced printing fonts 

(including full Panasonic KX P2180 and KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker and Thesaurus, no other 
word processor comes dose. 

"Without doubt this is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA, Today," (Amiga Format} 

NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. vat 

THE ZAPPO RANGE /f'scruei*(4*9*J*a*/ 

ZAPPO 601 RAM EXPANSION 
This is an all new, high performance upgradable 
RAM expansion for the Amigo A600. Adding this 
superb product to your A6Q0 will allow for serious 
applications use and high performance games 
play, 

FEATURES: • Enable/disable facility 
® Socketed design (user upgradable) 
• 12 months warranty 
Optional with battery backed dock 
OPTIONS: 512K no clock 
512 K with clock 
1Mb no dock 
1Mb with dock 

£29,99 
£39,99 
£39.99 
£44,99 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 
At last a truly powerful, fast and capacious hard 
drive for A5OG/A500 + at an exceptional price. 
Upgradable to 8Mb of fast RAM, SCSI and IDE 
hard drive compatible. 
FEATURES: e Auto booting — upto 8Mb fast 

RAM 6 SCSI throughport for additional 
expansion • Mouse button game switch 
• 12 months warranty 
OPTIONS: 
• 40Mb Hard Drive only £299.99 
® 65Mb Hard Drive only £349,99 

m 
ZAPPO EXTERNAL 3.5" DRIVE 
A high quality external 3.5" drive for use with 
A5QQ/A500+ and A6O0. 

FEATURES: • Low profile, 88GK formatting drive 
• Enable/disable switch • Daisy chain capability 
* 12 months warranty 

only £49,95 

ZAPSAC 
Designed specifically for 
the Amiga A60O the 
Zopsac gives your 
Amiga portability and 
you credibility £12.99 
+£2.50 postage 

ZAPPO T-SHIRT 
ff you own an Amiga 
you've already got 
respect. In aZappo 
T-shirt you've got the 
Cred. £8.99 
+ £1.50 postage 

The only Amiga 
accessories you II want to 
wear out. 

★ INDI TELESALES★ 
TEL 0606 43860 • FAX 0606 43825 

AFTER SALES AND 
SFECIMBT SERVICE 
All products are guaranteed for 12 
months. Some products carry a 12 
month at home service/repair 
guarantee (where indicated). 
In the unlikely event that any product 
purchased from INDI arrives at your 
home faulty, we will collect from your 
home and replace the product 
completely free of charge. 
If you own an AMIGA 1500 or 3000 and 
would like to expand its hard disk or 
memory capability or add any other 
peripheral INDI can offer you a 
complete door to door configuration 
service together with an additional 12 
months Back to INDI warranty. Why 
notask far a quote? 

Products advertised represent a small 
sample of our instock range, A 
complete price list is available on 
request. 

All products purchased come with a 
complete list of all products available 
from INDI with special customer 
loyalty offers. 

INDI Prize Draw. Each month oil 
customers purchasing during that 
month will be entered Into a free prize 
draw. The winner will receive o full 
refund tor product to the value of 
original purchase. 

PRICES ARE VALID TOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION ON 

HOW TO 0RDEI \ 
BY POST * simply fill in the coupon 
below. 
BY PHONE — ring 0606 43860 where 
your call will be answered by one of 
our INDI safes team. After 6.00pm 
each day your call will be answered by 
answerphone. If you would like to 
place an order ha ve ail details at hand 
including Credit Card. The message will 
guide you through your order. 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 
INDI DIRECT MAIL 
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, 
85 WITTON STREET, 
NORTHWICH 
CHESHIRE CW95DW 

Please send. 
Price..... + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ 
or charge myAccessWisa No. 

Expiry date 

Signature....... 

Send to Name. 

Address......... 

Daytime Tel. 

Postcode. 



CD REVIEWS 

Insight: 
Technology 
CDTV PUBLISHING ■ £39.99 ■ 0628 770088 

The topic screen features text that can be scrolled through by highlighting the right buttons; for word and backward but 
tons to go to the next topics In alphabetical order; and, most interesting, miniature stills from the animation and the 
photographic slideshow, which you click on lo view the piece. 

The fact thin if* gut 526 Mb of data stored away and 

uses a unique technique for loading quarter-screen 

video footage and audio might not mean anything to 

you; but the fact dial this is one of the best-conceived 

and best-presented CD lilies yet to appear should 

certainly make you sil up and take notice. 

Thai 526 Mb is claimed to be the largest amount of 

data yel stored on a useable Amiga CD title, but it's 

what it's used for that's significant. Optonica have 

taken ihe time and trouble to produce a series of lavish 

ill usual ions - most of the work done in-house by their 

own artists - to come up with a disc that actually 

makes the most of the Amiga's strengths rather than 

pointing out its weaknesses. 

This is the first in a planned series under the 

'Insight' name. Ids a reference work very much in the 

Boy \v Own or Umk and fjeqrn tradition, which essen¬ 

tially means it's a kind oT technical guidebook to the 

electrical and mechanical apparatus you might come 

across in daily life. If s not necessarily biased towards 

a younger viewer, but you can't help but fed it will 

appeal to the curious youngster. 

Tile authors have picked out 262 ‘topics' (items for 

investigation) ranging alphabetically from the aerofoil 

to the X-ray machine via imemabcombustion engines, 

jet skis and typewriters. Each and every topic is cov¬ 

ered by text describing how it works and has an 

animation illustrating the principles. There's also a 

slideshow of digitised photographs tor each topic* 

accompanied by narrated background information 

such as history, and for 35 of the topics there is also a 

quarter-screen video clip. 

Simple enough, in itself. Where this disc scores 

massive points over those reference works that have 

come before it is in the thought that has gone into the 

concept and in the detail of the execution. The idea in 

itself is considerably more valid than most CD 

The animations, beautifully created ia Deluxe Paint are 
an ideal way of shewing the workings of a complex 
mechanical device. In this diagram, water flaws and the 
propeller rotates. 

The slideshows, which mostly feature relevant and well- 
digllised photo graphs, ore accompanied by a narration 
which tells yaw a little about the history and the develop' 
meat of a particular invention. Alt rather entertaining. 

While it's a shame that the video dips are small and the 
limited colours makes ihem look a little strange, they 
have been handled well. The pro sen to lion in a sialic 
screen is effective and the clips are on the whole an asset. 

heed you - i nr- me 

Ohmydarlin’ can't you see 

It may look pretty tedious, but the highlighted words work 
well enough for the karaoke purpose and the plain blue 
background means you can genlock In video pictures. 

KARAOKE HITS 1 
MUSIC MACHINE ■ £19.99 ■ 
0204 38^410 
Some have scoffed at the idea of using the CDTV for 

karaoke, but in actual fact it's a perfectly good idea. 

For anyone setting up a business in karaoke or wanting 

to get one in their pub or restaurant. CDTV makes an 

ideal option because it can handle the graphics as well 

as the CP-Ljualiiy audio. 

And* who knows, you may even want to sing along 

at home, 1 think it's quite mad, but I'm told it's fun at 

parties* Ho hum. 

This disc is sensibly presented, with decent 

arrangements (without lead vocals, naturally* but with 

backing singers) of a number of ageing popular ditties 

accompanied by graphics that are simply the words for 

the song. New lines appear on the screen at appropriate 

moments and the words are highlighted as each one is 

to be sung. What more do you need? 

One sensible touch is the plain blue background. 

Why? Well it means you could easily genlock a live 

Video signal (or any other kind) into the background, 

making for much merry fun. Is this why Commodore 

decided to include a genlock expansion capacity in 

CDTV - so you can see yourself sing along? 

The bottom line is it does the job, so you're going 

to like this disc if you wanna karaoke and you like the 

songs. It features 20 hits along the lines of Oh Cam!, 

IPs My Pam\ Will Yon Still Love Me Tomorrow and 

It's Only Make Believe - so the less I say. the better. 

Sr<te AF RATING 75% 



reference works, Like the hooks of this iype that are 

common among eager-minded youngsters, it has an 

informative purpose - and yet its real appeal is as a 

damed-good browse. Plus, it’s perfect for the sort of 

technically aware child that will use a CDTV or CD- 

driven Amiga anyway. 

We’ve made the point before that you might as 

well use the strong points of the Amiga to good effect 

in the presentation of CD titles. Optonica have done 

this beautifully in opting For Deluxe Paint animations 

to illustrate the workings of Lhe various devices am! 

gadgets that this disc covers. Quite apart from looking 

better than digitised photos, the animations have an 

appropriate style and feeL very reminiscent of the 

classic 'how it works' books of earlier generations. 

The numerous photographs arc well digitised and 

clear, the text and narration is for the most part infor¬ 

mative and interesting. The video clips are still a little 

unsatisfying but, working within the limitations of die 

medium, they have made a decent job of integrating 

quarter-screen video into a polished presentation. 

When yotfre using the disc, you're quite aware 

that it’s been sensibly and simply organised for ease 

of use, the topics, for example, are selected from a 

straightforward alphabetical list. You could say that's 

uninspired, but it works. 

It’s not a title that entirely lacks faults. 

Occasionally, the editorial direction wanders a little 

off the straight and narrow'. Bui these lapses are few 

and are compensated for by the high quality and high 

information value of die disc as a whole. 

The main screen offers you the options of going straight 
1o the alphabetical listing of topics, or of 'browsing' 
through them in a number of ways. There's also a com¬ 
prehensive Help facility to help you out. 

Wild, weird, ever-changing graphics and some frantic rave 
music make this an ideal party support device. And you get 
the game Top Banana thrown in, too! 

CD REVIEWS 

THE DEMO 

ALMATHERA SYSTEMS ■ 
£19.99 1081-683 6418 

What a disci If you've ever taken any 

interest in the demos scene at all. you'll know what a 

variety of animations, music and other clevernesses 

has been spawned in this fertile cultural and creative 

breeding ground. Which is a posy way of saying the 

demos scene Is packed full of stuff that's fun, enter¬ 

taining, amusing or amazing - but manages to avoid 

like the plague anything that you might consider 

remotely useful. So be it. If you're not aware of the PD 

demos scene, take a look at the PD Update pages in 

this very issue. Meanwhile, on with the review... 

Following on from Almathera's CDPDf a CD- 

ROM disc which collected all the PD programs and 

utilities the makers could get their hands on. this disc 

does a similar thing for the PD demos scene. If com¬ 

prehensiveness were an end in itself, these guys would 

have it sealed up - every noteworthy demo from the 

entire history of Amiga Format's PD Update pages 

seems to have been included. 

This is just the intro screen: fast-moving animation and a 
choice of tunes. Click to move on... 

All the familiar names in PD animal ions are here, including 
Eric Schwartz, as wall as less well-known items like this. 

HEX m £29.99 ■ 0753 686000 

Strange ain't the word. Tills has been described by Hex 

as ‘the rave disc', which is basically what it is. If that 

means anything to you. If not, then, errm... well, if s a 

combination of add-style dance music with 'eternal' 

non-repeating graphics, U’s basically a massive PD 

music demo with a vengeance. 

Put together by the team who first hit the news 

when constructing music videos, under the name 

Goldcuh for assorted ultra-hip dance acts, this is very 

much a product of the ‘computer punk- generation. 

You could see it as appropriating and subverting the 

multimedia form, if you worked on BBC's The Late 

Show arts programme, but really ifs just a bunch oT 

guys with a pretty decent sense of good music and wild 

Naturally what the publishers take no responsibility for 

is die quality of die material, but there's some good 

stuff here. The entire Eric Schwartz back catalogue, for 

example - which would cost you at least £40 in flop¬ 

pies to get hold of any other way. 

Listing the contents would take all day and it's not 

quite the point - if you buy this, you’re almost honour 

bound to take a ‘goodie bag', ‘lucky dip' fee] to the 

thing. Bul there's bound to be some quantity of stuff in 

dieie that will appeal to you. Similarly chancy is 

whether a particular item will run on your machine 

(some Schwartz anims need 3Mb, for example, which 

is tricky on a CDTV). But there's so much good stuff 

in there it hardly matters. 

Compendious ness is one of the great benefits of 

CD storage and this assortment - though it’s an obvi¬ 

ous idea - is the perfect example of massive data 

attack. If in the past you've seen two or three demos 

that appeal to you, you'll almost certainly find this disc 

worth getting. Oh, and if you’re not convinced, there’s 

even some great PD games on there too,., 

a 

..Jo the ever-fa miliar Workbench screen. Here you can 
see drawer after drawer packed with demos. 
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There‘s also a whole drawerful of games, including the 
classic Space Invaders done Amoeba Invaders. 

visuals having a bit of fun, And fun it is. A number of 

dance tracks are accompanied by weird, flashing pat¬ 

terns which are semi-randomly generated to give 

almost endless variation. Ifs definitely something you 

could use to give your parties that rave feel The 

music’s good enough, the graphics are frantic, which is 

all as it should be. 

Tluown in for good measure is Hex's Top Banana 

game, a Rainbow Islands clone in gam ep I ay, but with a 

bizarre and original look that results from its 'sampled' 

graphics, many of which are highly amusing. The 

game is fun stuff too. All this adds up to a disc which 

few enough people will buy, but those who do will 

enjoy. As artistic expression it should be encouraged. 

m_AT RATMMG 73% 



£3-99 
£4-99 
£4‘99 
£4-99 
£12-99 
£7-99 
£5-99 
£2-99 
£24-99 
£t7-99 
£14-99 
£11-99 
£5-99 
£39-99 
£29-99 
£44-95 
£3-99 
£4-99 
£7-99 
£10-99 
P.G.A 

SUPERDEAL ONE 
The NEWA600 Computer 

complete with DELUX PAINT III 

plus FREE of charge 

JOYSTICK, MOUSE MAT, 

WORD PROCESSING, 

DATABASE, SPREAD SHEET, 

5 BLANK DISKS, 

and a Mystery Game. 

-fH^59!0Or 
SUPERDEAL PRICE 

All monitors include leads 
Commodore 1Q84S P2 
Phillips 883311 
Commodore 1950 M-sync 

£199-00 
£199-00 
£586-00 

£299-00 

Amiga 600 Dust cover 
Monitor Dust cover 
Star LC24-200 Dust cover 
Star LC200 Dust cover 
Monitor stand 
Printer stand 
Joystick cable 
Mouse mat 
Naksha mouse 
Squick mouse PC 
Squick mouse A50Q 
Roboswitch 
Parallel printer lead 
Commodore A501 RAM 
Virgo RAM 
Control centre 
10 Disk box 
40 Disk box 
80 Disk box 
120 Disk box 
Rendel genlock 

AH printers come with leads 
Star LC20 mono 
Star LC24*200 mono 
Star LC24*200 colour 
Star LC200 9 pin colour 
Star XB24-200 colour 
HP DeskJet mono 
HP DeskJet colour 
HP LaserJet NIP 
HP LaserJet III 

£149*00 
£235*00 
£275*00 
£195.00 
£355.95 
£353.00 
£583.00 
£937.00 
£1192*00 

HP PaintJet £540,50 

^ Major 
CREDIT CARDS 

ACCEPTED 

ONLY £5.00 
Membership Fee 
to Our Software 
Discount Club 

with Purchases 
Over £25.00 

E12.99 
£20.00 

£5.50 
£11.00 
£5.00 
£12.50 

Printer paper 1000 sheets 
Disks, 50 unbranded 
LC200 ribbon mono 
LC200 ribbon colour 
LC24-200 ribbon mono 
LC24-200 ribbon colour 

SONIC II PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW 
Sega game gear with Sonic 
Sega game gear TV tuner 
Sega master system II 
Sega mega drive with Sonic 

£119*99 
£72*99 
£54*99 
£119.99^ 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM; OPEN MON TO SAT 9-5.30 OR RIK 



%DEAL TWO 
^ A600 Computer 
% DELUX PAINT III, 

READING 

mm 
,Q STATI0H 

3 Garrard* sl. 3 garrard* st. i \—^ 

CUtiaQ^r %, SILLY PUTTY, 
PUSHOVER. 

’USE of charge: 
'Iuwouse MAT, 

iBLANK DISKS. 

QUEEN 
t VICTOR* 

STREET 

tBOAO^T. 

VPERDEA 

G.V.P hard drive 52 meg 
Cumana disk drive 
Rotec disk drive 
Roclite disk drive 

£16-99 »*« 

\HtRU0tR 
£11-99 

Prices are subject le change wilhout nolice E.£OE 

Apache 1 E6 
Python l.m £8 
Jet lighter £1 
Superboards £1 
Top star £2 
Cheetah Bug £1 
Zip Stick £1 
... and many others 

ZOOL 
HUMANS 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST III 
WIZKID 
Sensible Soccer 
Monkey Island II 
Premiere 
Vikings 
The Games 
Crazy Cars III 
Fire & Ice 
Dyna Blaster 
Mega Traveller N 
Civilization 
Badlands 
Hagarthe Horrible 
Stun Runner 
Bubble Bobble 
Font Grabber 

P.O.A 
P.O.A 
P.O.A 
P.O.A 
£18*50 
£28-50 
£24-50 
£20-99 
£23-99 
£20-99 
£20-50 
£24-99 
£24-50 
£26-50 
£9-99 
£18-50 
£4-99 
£4-99 
£49-99 

8 Queen Victoria Street 
Reading 

Berkshire 
RG11TG 

Tel. (0734) 505514 
Fax. (0734) 581247 

UR SALES HOT LINE 0734 505514 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 



HOW TO PROGRAM 

T h e AMIGA C o 11 e c t i o n 

COMPLETE PROGRAMMING PACKAGE! 
Take some tips from Populous II creators Bullfrog 
as they tutor you to games-writing prowess with 

this fully-featured machine code package. Go on, 
beat the softies at their own games! 

‘F-USil! 

• A 500 Plus Compatible • 1Mb Recommended # 

Your Ikirn! Part 3 Bullfrog's coding methods revolve around making 
life os easy as possible, so giving more lime to 
pose in rather ridiculous positions for press pho¬ 
tographers. Or not, os the case may he. 

How to program your own games in assembler 
Moving on to the third part of a continuing 

series which aims to teach you how to 

program like the pros, From the team that 

brought you Populous, Bullfrog coder 

Scott Johnston explores more of the 

details of our demo game, which is gradu¬ 

ally building into somthing pretty playable. 

This month we learn how to deal with 

background blocks and colfisons... 

LAST MONTH WE hud managed to geL a 

man, the main character of our game, moving 

around the screen, under joystick control and 

properly animated. So far, so good, 

Bui flying a little bloke around a screen 

wouldn't be much of a game, so it's now time 

to start adding some of the other elements of 

the game. During the course or this month we 

will place the platforms into the game. 

The main display is usually the best part of 

a program to start off with, so that you can get 

a reasonable idea of how the finished product 

will look and feel Many games start off as 

static background graphics and sprite anima¬ 

tions, (hen the process by which the graphics 

become a game follows on. Which means we 

have started he wrong way round. 

If you run the demo, your man should fail 

from the sky, and land at the bottom of the 

screen. You can’t actually see any platforms, 

but as far as your man is concerned they arc 

already there. Pressing fire wall bounce (he 

main sprite around, and you will find that he 

can stand on the platforms. 

Quit out of that, and have a look inside the 

draw.s file. The reason we don't get all the 

blocks drawn on the screen is because the 

command 

dbra d4,.loop_y 

has a semi-colon in front of it. Remove this 

and recompile. You should now have the level 

Continued overleaf 
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on screen. See if you can gel to the top! Not 

that difficult, really, eh? 

Fed up of thnl level? Then go into move.s 

and remove the semi-colon from in front of.the 

level equate. Now when the program is 

compiled you will have a different level to try 

and climb. Fall down the gap at the bottom of 

the screen, and it will be time to quit and rerun 

the program. 

Von can change several of the equates to 

make the "game’ easier or harder to play, 

GRAVITY is the speed at which you slow 

down on your jump. JUMP is how high you 

will go, LEFT_FOQT and RIGHT_FOOT 

control how far off a platform your man can 

stand - decrease LEFT_FQOT and increase 

RIGHT_FOOT to make tt easier. The rest you 

already know about. 

That’s great, but you may well be asking 

yourself ‘how does it ah work?’ Well* the two 

routines dial draw the block background are 

_draw_blocks and block_draw> 

The first scans through the map data held 

inside data_c<5, If the number picked up is not 

a zero then there is a block to be drawn. This 

block number, as well as die x and y position 

of the block, is then passed to the block_draw 

routine. The first part of the drawing routine 

sets up where to draw on the screen. The loop 

picks up four words of data, and places them 

down in the right place on the screen. At pre¬ 

sent this is only a block draw, which means 

that anything behind it is not visible. To 

change it so that you could see through, you 

would have to create a mask for the data. 

To turn this into a platform game, we need to 

know the order in which we have to do things. 

Listed below is a simple pseudo-code example 

of the processing order. It includes any objects 

that need to be picked up and any enemies that 

need to be drawn, 

1 Initiate level, 

2 Clear the screen. 

3 Draw blocks. 

4 Draw objects, 

5 Draw bad guys. 

6 Draw hero. 

7 Move hero - includes x,y and animation of 

the sprite for our man, 

8 Move bad guys - again this also includes x.y 

and animation, 

9 Collision check on objects - has the hero 

touched an object? 

10 Collision check on baddies - has our man 

just touched an enemy? 

As you can see, we still have quite a lot of 

work to do, But saying that* now that we have 

broken down the tusk into easy sections we 

can boll on new bits every month over the next 

couple of months. 

In low-resolution 16-colour screens, each pixel 

is stored as four bits. Unfortunately the bits arc 

not stored consecutively, but as a single bit m 

each of four words. These words are known as 

bit-planes. 

The first word of screen memory is the First 

word of plane 0, The second word of memory 

is the second word of plane 0, Thus wc fill the 

whole screen with plane 0 before we move on 

to plane I. 

Again the whole screen is filled, before we 

move on to plane 2, and then plane 3, Thus 

32000 bytes are used in total. The first 8000 

bytes are plane 0, the next 8000 bytes are 

plane I and so on through planes 2 and 3. 

For a colour to be displayed on screen, the 

computer looks at the data in the bit-planes, 

Each pixel on screen has bits in the bit-planes 

set. These bits go to make up die colour of that 

pixel. For example: if all planes are set, the 

colour value is I 111 or 15. 

Plane 0 sets the right-hand bit (bit 0), If we 

clear plane 0 then the colour we get is U 10 or 

colour 14. 

Another example: plane 0 is sel and all 

other planes are clear, so the colour is 0001. 

THE MAP 
The map is stored at the bottom of the file 

data_c,s. You can change this to your heart's 

content, and so make the game easier or harder 

to complete. If you feel up to it you can iry to 

make the background scroll up and down with 

hie man, as he jumps about* Experts only need 

appiy tor this bit. Don’t worry if you can't do 

this, as the final version of our game will not 

have a scrolling background. 

SNEAK PREVIEW TIME.*, 

Bizarre situation at this point. ITn afraid. 

We’re going to go a few steps further this 

month, but unfortunately we didn't have the 

time and the space to get the code on the disk. 

so you're going to have to wait until next 

month to put his into practice, but For now 

give it a read through and see if you can 

understand what's going on. It’s pretty easy. 

The will be quite a lot of changes to the 

code - Lhe number of files on the disk will 

change, making it easier to figure out what is 

going on, The files we are most interested in 

are these: 

equates*! 

structs.i 

init.s 

draw.s 

move.s 

data_c.s 

Even withoui the code and from just the 

names, you should realise that three files you 

have not seen before are the equates*! 

structs*i and init.s. All the equates 

from move.s arc going to be placed into die 

fie equates.! because this helps in trying 

to Lmck something down, or change a figure. 

The major addition to die new program 

will be the ability to collect something - and to 

die! When you run the code, you will see a 

screen with five Golden Ankhs on it. To col¬ 

lect something our man must touch these. 

When you uy the code on next month’s 

disk, you will find that the ankhs don’t disap¬ 

pear, Thai is due to the fact that we, or should 

you, have not written the collision code yet. 

OK. Re-run the code and take a dive from 

one of the top platforms to the floor - the man 

will die. That is it for that game so far — only 

one life at present. 

The ankhs are in what is known as a struc¬ 

ture. These arc brillanr things, in that you can 

define several variable names and control 

more than one thing with them. These names 

are held inside the s true is, i file and are: 

OBJ_ON equ 0 

;does the object exist 

OBJ_STATUS equ 0 

;what state is it in 

OBJ_TO_DRAW equ 2 

; Where to get xP y and frame in one 

QBJ_X equ 2 

;where on the screen is it 

OBJ_Y equ 4 

?y version of above 

OBJ_FRAME equ 6 

?what is the frame being dis¬ 

played 

OBJ_SI2E equ 8 

ihow big is each object 

The numbers represent which bytes are used 

by this information. The numbers are all even 

because I am using word-sized variables due 

NEW COMMANDS 
DBRA dO, label 
The dbra command, or Decrement and Branch. This is a very useful command in that you can create Coops easily 
and quickly. The number of times to loop Is held as 1 less than the actual In dO. This is because the test that is 
performed is the equivalent of a BGE. So the similar code written without the dbra command is: 

-move *w #5-1, dO 7 set up a counter 

*loop_to_here 

Do What Ever. sub.w #l,dD 7 subtract from the court terbge 

, loop_to_here ; loop if dO is not negative 

BTST #l,dO 

Bit Test. This command checks whether bit 1 in register dO is set to a one or not. The bits are numbered from the 
right-hand side, starting at 0 and moving up to 31 on the left. 
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THE COLLISON DETECTION ROUTINE 
fsove.w mar._x, dO 

asr*w #FOUR,dO 

move.w uian_y.dl 

asr.w rtFOUF.dl 

move.w d0,d2 

add.w iMAH_WIDTfi,d2 

move.w dl,d3 

add.w #MAN_HEXGHT,d3 

lea _objects,a0 

move.w MtMC_OBJECTS-l. 

,loojptst.w OBJ_QN(aO) 

beq. s 

;one 

.next 

move .v? OBJ_X(aO) ,d4 

move.w 0BJ_Y(a01id5 

cmp.w d3,d5 

;pick Up our man_x position 

;scale down to a screen co-ord 

;pick up our man_y position 

;scale down to a screen cd-ord 

;take a copy of x 

;and add the width of our man 

;take a copy of y 

;and add the height of our man 

?point at our objects 

:counter of how many objects 

7 is the first one present 

tno so lets look at the next 

;yes it was, get the object x 

;and y values 

7 Is the bottom of the man 

;greater than the top of the object 

.Iggt.B .no^collisiort ;yes then we cant collide with it 

add * w lANKH_HElGHTPd5 ;move to top of the object 

onp,w dl,d5 ‘is the cop of the man less than the 

;bottom of the object? 

bit. s ,no_coUisiQn }yes then we cant collide 

emp.w d2,d4 :compare right of man with the left 

rside of the object 

bgt .5 .no_coilision ;if it is greater then we cant collide 

add.w #ANKHJ-JXDTR(d4 ;move to the right side of object 

cmp.w dO.dd ?compare left of man with right side 

rof the object 

blt.s .no_collision ?if less than then we cant collide 

move.w ^0, OBJ_ON (aO) ;clear out the object as we touch 

sub.w tfl,to_collect ;reduce the number left to get 

move.w total_levelsPd6 7as compute the score 

mulu ft SCORE P 6.6 ;that is received by getting object 

add.w d6,score 7score - level * multiplier 

move.w ft DELAY, delay 7place a delay to stop instant 

jump,next ;we want to get the next object 

*na_collision 

;because the last did not exist or we didnt touch it 

.lea OBJ_SlSE(aO),aO 7 so move the pointer to the next 

dbra 47 * -1oqp ;repeat until there are no more 

;objects 

to ihe fact Chat we have loads of memory to 

play with, 

If this was a l ull-sized game 1 would proba¬ 

bly be using byte-sized variables for anything 

that I could, just to save space. One thing to 

note, though, is that byte-sized variables tend 

to be slower, as they must be extended Into 

words before they can be used. In 

Powermonger, for example, the people took up 

30 bytes each, and there were up to 512 people 

to each map. 

The variable name OBJ_TO_DRAW is 

there for the purpose pf clearer movems. It is 

always a good idea to stick in extra labels for 

this kind of thing because when you try and 

read your code several months or even weeks 

later, you may not see die relevance of 

movent. w OBJ_X [ ad)„ d0 /d! / d2 whe rcas 

movem. w OBJ_TO„DRAW (aG) , d 0 / dl/ d2 is 

a lot easier to understand. 

Adding helpful equates and labels does as 

much for the readability of a program as 

decent comments. It's a good idea to have vir¬ 

tually NO numeric constants in your code. All 

right, so there are toads of them in the demo - 

but that's because 1 was being lazy. 

The memory is reserved for the objects at 

the end of diUa_c,s and again shows good use 

of equates. OBJ_SlZE is the number of bytes 

used per object, and MAX_OBJECT8 is the 

number of objects we can have. Therefore if 

we change our mind on how the objects are 

held, or how many we can have, all we need to 

do is change the equates, rather than having to 

go back into daia_c.s. 

The objects are defined inside iniLs which 

uses a jump table to decide which level we arc 

currently on. The most obvious way to do this 

would have been... 

emp. w #LEVEL_JL, dO 

beq ievel_l 

crop. w ftLEVE1j_2, dO 

beq level_2 

cmp.w ffLEVEL_3, dO 

beq level__3 

and so on. The problem with this is that if we 

had loads of levels ihen we would need loads 

of compares. Whereas a jump table does 

exactly ihe same thing faster, in less space and 

is just as readable. Compare that with tilts... 

move i. v/ 

, jump_hahle (pc, dO. w) , dOjmp 

. j ump_t abl e (pc, dO . w) . j ump_t abl edc 

.w level_l- - jump_table 

; 1st leveldc.w level_2- 

. j unstable 

;2nd leveldc.vj level_3- 

.jump_table 

;3rd level 

OK* the nexi step is to put the collision in. In 

ihe separate panel, there's a listing of a routine 

should do jusi that, which you will need to 

type in. You donT have U> type the comments 

in if you don’t want to, but they will help a lot 

if you ever come back to the routine. The extra 

code goes in the bottom of file move.s after 

the label _coHect_coUision. 

Typed that? Good. Sorry there is so much 

of the stuff, Did you understand it? 

Recompile and run the program: you 

should now be able to pickup the Ankhs at the 

top of die screen. If you put a semi-colon in 

front of the move.w #DELAY,delay you will 

see (next month. I’m afraid, when you run this 

lot) that if you complete the level, you will 

instantly flash to the next one rather than wait¬ 

ing for a second or so. 

Take a look at the panel on masking next 

and try that out. Then there's a few other 

things you can try to do for yourself. 

One: change the score equate, to have mas¬ 

sive high scores and so on. The score, 

incidentally, uses a single colour font draw 

which when passed an x and y position in 

dO/dl and a2 pointed at the text to display, is 

only capable of holding 5 digits at the present, 

but that should be easy to change. 

Two: Add new levels to the game. Increase 

MAX_LEVELS to reflect the new number, 

and there you go, 

Three: Change the font draw into a masked 

font draw, and give it die ability to display 

more than one colour. 

Next month: enemies and music! © 

MASKS 
At present the Ankhs are not being masked as they are drawn. 
This means that If they were placed In front of a platform, the plat* 
form would disappear. The most difficult ares of programming 
animations to understand Is the principle of masks. If you position 
a sprite on the screen, the block containing the sprite will affect 
the colours already there, To overlay the sprite properly against 
the background, you first need to create and position a mask 
which changes the screen colours in the area of the sprite block. 

Now when you lay the sprite onto the screen, the colours of 
the mask change back again to the correct orginal colour. 

Confused? A mask is a block of data which has a bit set for 
every pixel that is blank on the sprite block. The mask can be 
‘AND.W'ed with the background data* before you OR.W your 
sprite data to draw It on the background. 

If you look Inside draw.s at the routine _draw,collectables 
you will see that we have no mask. You can calculate this when 
you draw your sprite by replacing the four move.w d?,?(a0) with 
the following piece of code. 

Please note that, as throughout this month's piece, some of 
the comment lines have been wrapped to the next line. 

move.w dl,dS ;copy plane 0 into d5 

or.w d2,d5 ;or plane 1 with dS 

or.w d3,d5 7or plane 2 with d5 

or.w d4,d5 

;or plane 3 with d5 

not.w d5 

?invert d5 to create mask 

and.w d5,(aG) 

;mask background (plane 0) 

or.w dl j, (aO) 

rcombine with sprite plane 0 

and. W d5 ,PLAME_SIZE taO) 

;mask background (plane 0) 

or.w d2, PLANELSIZE <a0) 

;combine with sprite plane 0 

and. w d5,PLAN£_SIDE*2(a0) 

jjnask background (plane 01 

or.w 03,PLANE_SIZE*2(a0) 

;combine with sprite plane 0 

and. w d5,PLANE_SIDE*3{a0) 

; mask background (plane 0) 

or.w d4,PLANE_SI2E*3 (aQ) 

^combine with sprite plane 0 

Though, as you can see, this takes quite a lot of instructions, it 
would be much easier if we stored a copy of the mask with our 
data, then the top half of the above code would not be needed. 



GAME TIPS 

Ci vi I ization 
Are you having problems with the dawn of your Civilization? Well, fret not because she 

always was an awkward modom wasn't she? Here's a player's guide to Sid Meier's latest epic 

THE FIRST THING you should remember is thai 

there is no right or wrong way to play Civilization, The 

most enjoyable level of play is Warlord, with four 

civilisations competing. Choose your tribe wisely 

because each leader is very different. For example. 

Genghis Khan (Mongols) can be expected to be very 

aggressive at the expense of his own cities, but Mao 

Tse Tung {Chineses is generally concerned with 

building a strong civilisation and doesn’t seek to 

expand aggressively. The leader biographies can be 

found in the manual on Pages I! 2- l 15. 

Whenever you play the game it’s always an advan¬ 

tage to have the Civilization Advances Chart (found in 

the very back of the manual). This can help you build 

more advanced units quickly. If in the early days of 

your civilisation you concentrate on the above 

advances you can build the catapult unit, which is usu¬ 

ally stronger than any of your enemies’ units - unless 

they have better technology, that is. Try to lower the 

tax rates early on - Lhis will increase your science rate. 

Pay regular attention to your towns using the Townptan 

map. This is the way you can he sure which defensive 

units you have installed, and find out how the natives 
react to having their cash spent on military Hardware. 

the nearest unexplored land mass then go there, but 

don’t slay too long. You should cany other units on the 

ships: a diplomat, a strong military unit and a settler. 

With all these units you should be able to cope with 

any problems that arise. 

When playing Civilization you can play defensively 

or offensively, but usually you play both. Begin by 

building up your defences and technologies and mak¬ 

ing peace treaties with other civilisations. 

If a neighbouring civilisation becomes a threat or a 

problem you will need to open hostilities, but before 

you do titis you should get an idea of the enemy's 

technology level. To do this you will need to establish 

an embassy in an enemy city - use a diplomat. If the 

enemy is more technologically advanced than you, 

then you might consider postponing your aggression 

until you are more evenly matched. 

Playing catch-up 
You can catch up with the enemy in one of four ways: 

Concentrate on research, building libraries and 

universities and devoting a larger portion of your 

revenue to scientific research. 

Exchange technologies with friendly civilisations, 

but preferably not with one which you are about 

to go to war with. 

Build the Great Library wonder, so whenever two 

other civilisations obtain the same advance it 

becomes yours as well (for free!). 

Later on in the game you will be faced by the nuclear 

dilemma. This could be either because your use of 

nuclear weapons will lose you points during the game, 

or because an enemy threatens you by saying lOur 

words are backed by nuclear weapons!’ (time to 

change your underpants, methinks). This warning 

should be carefully heeded. 

Although an enemy is unlikely to use nuclear 

weapons, by to build an SD1 on your capital city and 

other important cities. Use of nuclear weapons speeds 

np effects such as global warming and polar melting. If 

you use nuclear weapons you should have plenty of 

settler units in readiness to clean up the mess. 

Nuclear warheads are best used as deterrents, 

never as weapons. 

There are two ways to win at Civilization: either 

defeat all other civilisations or win the space race to 

Alpha Cemauri. First of all. lo win the space race you 

must complete the Apollo programme, and after this 

you will be able to build parts for your spaceship - SS 

Structure. SS Module and SS Component. Your goal Is 

to build a spaceship that can hold as many colonists as 

possible, yet travel at a reasonable speed and with rea- 

Fortification 
The first units you acquire should be selected for 

I defensive, offensive and mobility factors. Defend 

your home city first, but use more mobile units to open 

up the frontiers of your civilisation. Your first two 

militia or other military units should be used to defend 

your city or fortify the units on the city. If you fortify 

the units elsewhere, an enemy could destroy all the 

units in one move, 

2 Whenever a unit becomes technologically old. 

always replace it for a more capable unit. For 

example, replace the Cavalry unit for a Knight unit 

when it becomes available. 

3 Across the world there arc minor tribes - by mov¬ 

ing on to them you can uncover wealth, wisdom, 

friendly tribes or angry barbarians. You should only 

move a military unit with a high-defensive factor on to 

these squares, 

When the technology arises you will be able to 

set sail, first of all in Triremes - these are not 

deep-water vessels and so can be lost at sea very eas¬ 

ily, so watch out. It's always a good idea to keep them 

near to the coast, but if you gel an opportunity to go to 

Steal the technology by using a diplomat; When 

you're at war don't be afraid to rest during a long 

campaign. It is possible to go too far, exhausting your 

resources and your people’s willingness to fight. From 

time to time your enemies will offer to make peace 

with you - if need be, accept the treaty and use the 

time to build-up your combat forces and your treasury. 

During the respite from war, place ships on sentry 

outside enemy harbours, post sentries along land bor¬ 

ders and fortify units around enemy cities. Have 

diplomats ready to undertake spy and sabotage mis¬ 

sions as soon as hostilities are resumed. 

CivitUatfan Is a huge game, with world-sized problems. 
There are two ways to be a success, but even more 
ways of being a failure. So take help when Its offered, 

sonable probability of success. Keep an eye on 

construction as it proceeds. All characteristics should 

be 100 per cent or above. 

What's it all about Alpha? 
The more propulsion units your starship has, the 

faster it reaches Alpha Centauri, The more 

colonists you attempt to transport, the more your star- 

ship will weigh. 

Building specialised buildings in your cities is the best 

way of helping your population advance and stay 
happy. Libraries, universities and cathedrals are the best 

antidotes to troublesome peasants. 

Guard your capital. Losing it brings your interstel¬ 

lar programme to a very quick halt,,. 

Watch the dock. You must reach Alpha Centauri 

before your reign expires. 

If other civilisations launch before you, make a 

mad dash for Iheir capital in the hope of captur¬ 

ing it before their starship reaches its destination. 

Don’t launch unless your arrival time is less then 20 

years. If it is add more fuel and propulsion units. 



GAME TIPS 

Helping Hand 
It's that time of year again, when everyone's minds begin to turn from 

boring old work to that pleasurable thing that people do on early nights. Yes, we're talking 

ibout playing games. Andy Nuttall offers this month's helpline for the bewildered.... 

HEART-WARMING TIPS 
Are you feeling a bit 
'Chi' sed off with get- 
ting out of Katmandu? 

Or even Kathmandu? 
Then you're probably 
playing the excellent 

Heart of China... 

After having given Heart of China such an excellent review in 
issue 32,1 would have thought you might have included a 
slight hint or tip for It by now - but, alas! I have found noth¬ 
ing. I just can't get out of Katmandu. Please help. 

Yvonne Caplan 
Edinburgh 

Once you've landed at Katmandu, Chi will talk to 
Lucky, from the menus that follow, choose 3, 3 
then 3. Lucky will leave, so enter the plane and 
pick up the blanket and the tarpaulin. Exit put 

the blanket over Kate and the tarpaulin between the fuselage 
and wheel. Give Kate the healing and ninja herbs. You should 
now be rescued. Talk to Ama, then choose 3 and 2 from the 
menu. Exit to the street, go past the top centre of the screen. 
Click on the door handle, then talk to the disciple - choose 2 
then 2 from the menu. Exit to the town. Enter the telegraph 
office, talk to Nalina, exit to the street. Exit left and talk to 
Kubla, Choose 3 and 2 from the menu. Pick up the cigar box, 
exit to the street then go back to the Lama's. Open door, talk 
to Lama, choosing 3 then 2 from the menu, Exit to street then 
exit to tavern. Talk to the barman, choosing 3 and 2 from the 
menu. Talk to Sadar, then to the barman. When Chi buys a 
round, talk to Sadar again, using 3 then 1 from the menu. 

Exit to the street enter Ama's house, talk to Kubla. Give 
the cigar box to Chi, call up ChiFs inventory, place the chop¬ 
sticks and the coins on the box. Give the car to Lucky, change 
to Lucky and give the car to Kubla. Pick up the hose, exit to the 
street go back to the Lama's and talk to him. Choose 2 then 2 
from the menu. Exit to the street, go to Bojon's office on the 
right. Talk to him using 3, 2 then 2 from the menu. Exit to the 
street again, go to the tavern, and talk to Sadar using 2 then 2 
from the menu. Give Lucky's gun to Sadar, which will cause a 
revolt by the villagers. They will help you with your plane, 
enabling you to leave Katmandu! 

Congratulations to JH Andrews of Norfolk, who wins a £25 
voucher for his solution. 

Lurid Difficulties 
I seem to have run into difficulties in Lure of 

The Temptress. 1 have started the distilling 

process on the apparatus, but i have noihing to 

pour the liquid into - the bottle smashed on the 

way down. Can you help? 

Also, how do I get into die Apoihecary? 

Jim Brooks 

Bognor Regis 

Lure of the Temptress: a game filled with skorls, 

apothecaries and transvestites.,, 

Aha, this is a taxing problem. What you must 

do is- talk to Met Hitt who will give you a metal 

bar. Give if to Ewan the shopkeeper and get 

the gem from him. then give that to Nellie the 

landlady. In return she will give you a flush, 

which you should use to hold the liquid. 

To get into the Apothecary you must first 

set Goewin free. She is being held at the Town 

Hath and you must find a way of getting past 

the Skorl guard who is holding her there. I'm 

not going to tell you how. but let's just say that 

an alteration of your hormone balance will 

make fife a for easier... 

Management proposals 
Does anyone have a cheai or a him for The 

Manager by US Gold? Tve been playing it for 

ages, and I can't gel anywhere! 

Rupert Morgan 

London 

You're in luck. Set up a two or more player 

game, and make one player put a Forward on 

the transfer market. The other player must 

then offer some money for this Forward. The 

first player should refuse, and remove the 

Forward from the market. The Forward wifi 

fiGW have a goal scoring record of 125-150 in 

the season, and wifi automatically win the fop 

scorer award I 

Also, if you set up a four player game and 

make three teams borrow one million pounds 

each, the first team's calculated mean will 

drop to zero causing sponsorship funds to 

quadruple in value+ Sounds like a bit of a 

Maxwellian cheat to me, hut there you hare it. 

Thanks to Steve for the tips. 

Don't eat with your 
mouth open! 

Knight mare could be a super game if ordy my 

characters could eail They've got rabbit pics 

and sweets hut no mouths a seems. Also, l 

would like to know how- does one ‘keep the 

pad down* in the first dungeon. 

I enclose a SAE and implore your help! 

Margaret Doddridge 

Axminster 

Before we give you a him / must remind you, 

along with the other 20-or-so readers who 

send in SAEs each week, that we cafft give 

personal replies to any enquiries. The reason 

for this is that we realty don't have time to do 

it. All the SAEs arc given to the focal OXFAM 

charity for their stamp value. 

You know you're having a Knightmam, when 

even eating food is difficult... 

To eat the rabbit pies, sweets and other 

food items, simply place the food on the hand 

icon, then click on the food with the right hand 

mouse button. Now dick the left hand button 

on the Eat icon which wifi be displayed, and 

your character will consume heartily. Another 

good source of food is the gardenh which can 

be dug over using rite shovel to reveal a 

plethora of apples. 

To keep the pad down, it is necessary to 

drop an object on it. Make sure you drop 

something trivial and unimportant such as a 

rock, though, as you must leave the item 

behind as you move on in the game. The 

Knighlmure Adventurers' Handbook is avail¬ 

able from Mindscape on 0444 246333. 

LOST 
Many millions of evasive young whip¬ 
pets, all answering to the name 'Hints 
rn' Tips1. Great rewards of £25 and £50 
vouchers given to any persons offering 
information. No Action Replay cheats 
please, as these impostors will not be 
given house room. Any questions 
regarding the animals and their par¬ 
ents, that is 'Amiga Games', will also 
be welcome, and will be answered 
forthwith. Until next month, then,.. 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in the magazine, then write it down 
and send it in to us at HELPING HAND Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 



-frm An easy introduction... 
If you're a complete beginner to programming you can make your 
Amiga really work for you! Easy AMOS is a simplified, ultra-friendly 
version of the best-selling AMOS Basic programming language, and it 
will propel you into a fascinating world* 

You will learn hozv to: * Produce impressive graphical effects * Create 
and animate colourful objects * Scroll large text across the screen 
• Make your Amiga actually talk • Add music to your creations 

Turn your ideas into reality - arcade games, adventures, computer art, cartoon animations, home 
finance, educational software, demos... ihe list is endless! 

Packed with ready-to-run programs, you can quickly understand how they work, and use the ideas 
in your own programs. There's a 20-lesson course to take you through the steps of programming. 

Create eye-mtthing animations 
with the powerful Boh Editor 

Now AMOS has 
turned Professional! 
AMOS The Creator has brought programming within the 
reach of over 50,000 Amiga users. Now it has been given a 
complete overhaul and the result is a vastly enhanced 
product - AMOS Professional - designed for all experienced 
Amiga programmers. 

AMOS Professional has 200 new commands, taking the total to over 
700, Included in the package is a 650-page manual written by Mel 
Croucher who wrote the highly-praised Easy AMOS manual, and 
Stephen Hill who wrote the original AMOS manual. Programs 
written using earlier versions of AMOS and Easy AMOS can be 
loaded into AMOS Professional for amendment or enhancement. 

Easy AMOS's stey-bit-step ami fun approach is lhe simplest 

and easiest route to writing your own software. 

• On-line help provides details of the command at the 
cursor position - another click takes you to a fully 
documented working example. 

• A new editor with drop-down menus, keyboard macros, 
advanced undo/redo„ and multiple windows on screen. 

• IFF animation playback that runs faster than in DPaint. 

• MED music library support with MIDI data send. Noise 
Tracker support, easier access to the printer, serial and 
parallel ports and much more, 

• MOUTH commands to link sprites to speech output 
from the SAY command to create a realistic talking head. 

• Two discs crammed with working examples, and tutorials 
demonstrating AMAL, the new AMOS Interface system, 
collision detection and other key topics, 

• A selection of new highly-finished programs, 
including Planet Zybex (a scrolling shoot'em up). 
File G'Facts (electronic data organiser), Quatro (puzzle 
game) and Dithell's Wonderland (an eight-way 
scrolling platform game). 

TJw result is a package which will tnore than satisfy home 

and professional AMOS users. It's fun to itser lots to learn - 

it's essential for the Amiga. 

EASY AMOS REQUIRES I MB OR MORI: OF RAM AND THREE BLANK 

DISCS. AMOS PROFESSIONAL REQUIRES 1MB OR MORE OF RAM. 

TO UPGRADE TO AMOS PROFESSIONAL CONTACT' DATABASE DIRECT 

ON 051 357 2961, AMOS PROFESSIONAL AND EASY AMOS ARE STOCKED 

BY MOST COMPUTER SOFTWARE RETAILERS, 

Write programs with ease using the feature 
packed Editor 

Track down problems fast in the advanced 
Monitor Mode 

You am get serious top - File U Facts shouts 
just whn fs possible 

nuropRESs 
O F T W A R E 

Europa House,, Adiin^ton Parkr 

Manzlesfield SK10 4NP 

Tel: 0625 059333 Fax: 06251*79962 

m
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Take control of your music! 

♦ Expert technical advice on all your 
musical problems every issue 

♦ Authoritative reviews of all the 
latest hardware and software 

Technology plus creativity 

Don’t just listen - play! Laying down the tracks J 

guides to 
software 

The technology tor making music is becoming increasingly af 

fordable, giving more people than ever the access to equip¬ 

ment that can create, play and record to a high quality level. 

What you need to know is what equipment is right for you and 

how to get the most out ol it. We will guide you through lEiis 

complicated world — ripping out needless 

jargon, giving author native reviews, provhl 

mg essential advice and keeping you up to date 

with every thing to do with music technology, join iis every 

month and be part of a unique club of music enthusiasts. 

FUTURE 
MUSIC 

A
*.

 



CALOJLUSSTORE TEL: 0543 251275 

rna Amiga Challenge 3 Superb Game* International Sports Challenge A masterpiece of 3Dsimulation 
covering 6 competitive sports with 21 events, the most realistic multi sports simulation ever produced. Shaw Jumping Superb realism, different challenging courses. Diving Over 40 dives, more than 140 
frames of animation provide unsurpassed realism. Shooting 4 independent events from pistols to double barrelled shotguns. Cycling Stunning 3D vectors and unboliovsble speed. Swimming TOO metres, 
breaststroke. 200m freestyle, 400m butterfly or 4 x100m medley. Marathon The ultimate, 4 courses, choice of 6 runners - change weather, terrain end altitude. The Cool Crac Guide Punk and Funk through 
60 levels of mayhem, 10 worlds to explore with unique bad guys. With the funkiest, punkiesl music in town and brilliant 2 simultaneous prayer mode this game is definitely cool, Paradrokl 90 It's 2390 
and disaster has struck a & strong fleet of space fighters, the robots have gone haywire the crew have mutinied... Can you survive? Pius FREE Zapsoc & T-Shirt. 

Phone lines open 9.30am to 5.00pm (Monday to Friday) 

rrSNEWT IT'S mega! 

AMIGA A1200 

1 and 9.30am to 4.30pm (Saturdays) 
Tmt,! ■ 

Jr! ■ 

The latest addition to the new technology Amiga 
range following on the heels of the A60Q and 
A4QG0, the A120Q is the 'AMIGA FOR THE 

NINETIES". This is a high performance machine featuring a 32-bit processor, AA chipset, 256,000 
on screen colours from a palette of 16.8 million and for those requiring additional capacity the 
machine offers a PCMCIA memory card socket and internal IDE hard drive interface. 

1200 STANDARD FEATURES 
• 68020 Processor i 
• 2Mb Chip RAM < 
• AA Chipset * 

• Alpha-numeric keypad i 

PCMCIA Slot 
3-5" Internal Floppy 
Built-in TV modulator 
Free 12 Months At-Home Maintenance £39922 

AMIGA CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK 

The all new Amiga Multi Media value pack is only available from 
Calculus. Another first for the UK's largest computer group. 
• Amiga CDTV • CDTV Keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5" Disk Drive • Infra Red Remote Control 
for Amiga Software • CDTV Wired Mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disk • Fred Fish Disk 
FREE Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia CDTV title worth £49.99 
FREE Award Winners 4 top games pack worth £122.52 
Pipemania, Space Ace, Kickoff 2 and Populous. 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £4991 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the CDTV, you've got the keyboard 
and floppy disk drive — for a total computer 
solution all that’s needed is an ultra-fast hard 
disk drive. 
The CDTV-HD unit boasts a massive 65Mb of 
bard disk storage with lightning fast access 
times through its SCSI interface. The unit 
comes complete with Workbench 1.3 
and all necessary cables. CALCULUS 

PRICE > £3491 
PHONE 0543 851275... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE. 

AMIGA CDTV 

CDTV unit complete 
with infra-red remote 
control, Hutchinsons 
Encyclopaedia, 
Lemmings and Welcome 
Disk CD-ROM's. 

PHONE 0543 251875... 



The latest in Commodores legendary 
Amiga packs, the Wild, Weird and Wicked 
starter pack contains lots of wacky 
goodies. Built around the latest Amiga 
A600, with 8 amazing software titles 
we've included (totally free of charge!) the 
'Zapsac' Amiga carry case and for total 
street cred. — a 'Zappo' T-Shirt — mega 
crucial gear. 

FREE SOFTWARE PACK CONTAINS 
• Amiga A600 single 
drive 
• Built In TV 
Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
• Push Over 
• Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix 
• Deluxe Paint. Ill 

• Mouse and Manuals 

AWARD WINNERS PACK 
• Space Ace worth £45.93 
• Kickoff 2 worth £25.53 
• Ripemania worth £25,53 
• Populous worth £25.53 

£122.62 FREE 

RRP £494.49 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£3491 

Epic pack. Epic software, legendary computer, 
another stunning Amiga pack from Commodore. . 
Epic, Rome and Myth software titles set the flavour ' 

of this pack, with Trivial Pursuits Language Lab 
edition (in three languages). Deluxe Paint III (for 
amazing computer graphics) and the Amiga Text 
wordpro" providing the creative/educational element. 
Add to that an Amiga with a built in 20Mb Hard Disk 
and you've got a fabulous Amiga package deal. For 
even greater value we've included the Award 
Winners software pack, crucial 'Zapsac' Amiga carry 
case and zippy JZappo' TShirt. 
RACK CONTAINS: 
* Amiga A600HD 
(ZOMb Hard Disk) 
* Built in TV Modulator 

* Mouse and Manuals 

* 1Mb Memory 

* EPIC, Rome, Myth, 
Trivial Pursuits 

(language lab edition), 

Amiga Text, Deluxe 
Paint III. 

AWARD WINNERS 
PACK 

Includes Award Winners 
ZAPSAC & T-SHIRT 

RRP £644,49 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

FREE SOFTWARE 
AWARD WINNERS PACK 
• Space Ace worth £45.93 
• Kickoff 2 worth £25.53 
• PEpemania worth £25*53 
• Populous worth £25.53 

£122,52 FREE 

Includes Award Winners 
ZAPSAC & T-SHIRT 

> £49912 
A600 SM ARTCARD MEMORY 

Just arrived in the UK, the first of a 
whole new generation of peripherals 
to use the A600's advanced tech¬ 
nology. 
A neat credit card size module it 
simply slips into the slot on the side 
of your Amiga and instantly you have 
2IVIb of additional FASTRAM. 
Watch out 601 you are prehistory! 

FREE ONLY WITH THE 
AMIGA A600 - EPIC 
AND WILD, WEIRD & 

WICKED PACKS 

NEW CONCEPT STORES 
3 new Calculus stores open in 

October designed to be the 
ultimate Commodore Centres, 
From A3000 systems running 
24-bit graphics to the best of 
Calculus deals a visit could 

change your life. 
Calculus Northwtch, Cheshire 

& Burton-on-Trent Staffs. 
CALL OUR DATABASE FOR 

OPENING DETAILS. 

YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 251275... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE...! 



PANASONIC KX-P2180 

PANASONIC KX-P2123 

AMIGA 1500 BUNDLES 

AMIGA 1500 HARD DISK PACK 
Take an Amiga 1500 Starter Pack, add a Quantum 52Mb 
Hard Disk and be able to run all the best Amiga games 
and business software. 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £799M 

AMIGA 1500 HARD DISK/PRIINTER PACK 
Add a Panasonic KX-P2180 Quiet Colour Printer to our 1500 
Hard Disk Pack and enter the world of Amiga Desktop 
Publishing and colour graphic printing, wordprocessing and 
much, much more. 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £969! 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. Quiet 
colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price 
• Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 CP SLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, 
magenta and black) 
• QuietPrinting Super quiet 43,5-46kSA sound level (most matrix 
printers are typically in excess of 60dBAj 
• 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, 
Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High performance and high quality 
output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £229?9 

PHONE 0543 351275... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 23137! 

• AMIGA 1500 'CALCULUS' STARTER PACK Amiga 

1500 Dual Drive, 1Mb RAM Mouse, Manuals and Amiga DOS. 
• THE WORKS - PLATINUM EDITION A full integrated 
software package with Word Processor fine. English Dictionary) 
Spreadsheet and Database Packaga 
• DELUXE PAINT III Probably the best paint package available, 

allowing you to display your hidden talents. This award winning 
software allows you to paint design or animate 
• HOME ACCOUNTS Home accounts with budgeting, 

forecasting and graphics, 
• ELF — You will encounter Cornelius the Elf on your travels in the 
mystical lands of Gooks and Goblins. Weird villainous creatures and 
devious puzzles test your gameplay techniques and gnostic powers. 
• TOKI - The arcade sensation that swept the world. Toki has 
been transformed into a monkey by the evil wizard. He must now try 
to regain his manhood and rescue his beloved princess Miho, Join 
Toki on his mythical adventure, full of demons and deadly witchcraft. 
• PUZZNIC — A puzzle game to top them all. It's fast, furious 
and devilishly addictive With 144 levels, the action never stops. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. Produces 
crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology The new KX-P2180 is typically 15dBA quieter in 
operation, than the competition. 
• Fast Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft and 38 CPS NLG 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, 
magenta and black) 
• QuietPrinting Super quiet 45-48dBa sound level (most matrix 
printers are typically in excess of 60dBA) 
• 6 Resident Fonts Over 6,100 type styles using Courier, Prestige, 
Bold PS, Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total 
flexibility 
• 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £19999 



STORE FOR 

i 

;; 
OVER ONE HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY STORES 

THROUGHOUT 

THE U.K. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION AND 

THE LOCATION 

OF YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS STORE 

PHONE 

0543 
251275 

COMPUTER DATABASE 

OF CALCULUS STORES 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS 
ADVERTISED. PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION AT THE TIME OF ORDERING. PRICES VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION ONLY. 

YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0S43 281878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PE 

COMMODORE 25Mhz 386SX PC 

THE POWER 
► 80386SX Processor running 
# at 25Mhz (switchable to 8Mhz) 

► 5% " Drive Bay Free 

► 40Mb Quantum fast access 
IDE Hard Disk 

► 1Mb system RAM 

► 3.5" 1.44Mb floppy drive 

► 16 Bit VGA graphics adaptor 

► 256K Video RAM 

(Exp. to 512K) 

► MS QOS 5. Operating system 

► 14" VGA Colour Monitor 
[SVGA Monitor also available 

at an additional cost,) 

THE SECURITY 
• The Commodore 25Mhz 386SX 

PC is covered with 12 Month on-site 
service for peace of mind. 

ITEMS HELD IN STOCK MAY 
VARY FROM STORE TO STORE 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£749 .00 

Ex VAT 

FREE 
Adlib Sound Card 

Stereo Speakers 

5 Games P&ck 

Wing Commander 

Pit Fighter 

Super Space Invaders 

Secretary Bird 

TOTAL PRICE Cine .VAT I 

£89.99 
£2500 
£39.99 
£3499 
£29.99 
£24.99 
£39.99 

£304.94 

THE PLAYER 
• Adlib Sound Card and Stereo 
Speakers 
• Games: Pit Fighter, Super Space 
Invaders, Hard Drivin II, Mig 29, 
Trivial Pursuits, Escape from the Planet 

of the Robot Monsters, Castle Master, 
Wing Commander 

THE BUSINESS 
• Windows 3,1 • Framework XE 

• Commodore PC Mouse 
(inc Software Driver) 

• User Friendly Menu System 

• Secretary Bird Office Manager 

Framework XE 

£149.99 

FRAMEWORK XE 

THE LATEST 

ENTRY LEVEL 

EXECUTIVE 

EDITION 

RRP IncVAT 
Add a Commodore MRS 1230 

Printer at the special pack price of 

£129.99 incVAT 

COMMODORE 25Mhz 386SX PC SOUND & VISION SYSTEM 



The Digita range. ♦♦ 
Home Accounfs2 - 

An advanced version of 
Home Accounts, which is 

limited only by the capacity of your 
computer. Sophisticated reporting with 

graphics, and special options such a^ VAT 
and loan calculation facilities. Equally 

suitable for businesses, dubs and charities 
(ST and Amigai £54*99 

Home Accounts 
Ideal for home users who want a simple 
low-cost way to plan and manage home* 
finance £29,99 

DGCalc 
This fast, simple spreadsheet includes 
many advanced features, including a 

windowing facility, so that you can look at 
different parts of the spreadsheet at the same 

time £39*99 

Mailshot Plus 
If you ever need to send out mailings or 
print labels, this program is for you 
Animated labels appear tin -screen as a 
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll 
backwards and forwards You can search, sort 
and detect duplicate labels, print side by side 
and much more. £49,99 

DGBase 

If you're looking lor ta«t access to 
information and the ability to create 

customised reports, then this relational 
database - for you 'S I £49*99 

Day-By«Dcy 
An excellent way to gel organised, Ycmi'11 
he reminded of birthdays, meetings and 
appointments. It includes month/week day 
planners and automatic reminders of overdue 
events £29*99 

Personal Tax Planner 

Plan your own tax with ease, Phis simple 
program will calculate your income tax 

liability, allowing you to perform instant 
Vhat-tf' calculations and produce pertinent 

facts about your tax position* A professional 
version is also available lor accountants and 

financial advisers. £49*99 

E-Type 
Transform your computer into a type 
writer Because text ts printed instantly, you 
can line up your form, press return and space 
a few times to move to the correct place and 
then start typing Ideal for till mg in forms 
and envelopes. £39,99 

System 3 

A suite of programs which perform all thr baskt Junctions 
for a small business They may be used 

independently or integrated and include 
Cashflow Controller. Stock Control and 

Invoicing ami SLihournL £59*99 

System 3e 
Like System 1 but with extended capacity 

for customer accounts and stock items 
£79*99 

" jgjjpi 

Cashbook Controller 
Like the drudgery' out of hook keeping as 
this program will replace your cash and 
petty cash bonks In addition Id recording 
cash, hank anti VAT transaction:-, you can 
enter credit sales and purchases, and for all 
ihc'-' entries the program will automatical! 
complete double entry routines, to ensure 

vour rpc.ruds are alu > in baldi k>: £59,99 

Final Accounts 

Using the information created with 
Cashbook Controller, this program will 

produce a complete set of accounts, including 
Tri.il Balance* Trading and Profit and Loss 

Aikotinl Balance Sheet, as well as useful 
accounting ratios £39*99 

Cashbook Combo 
A money -saving comb mat inn pat k containing Cashbook 

[id teal v. -nut:-. £79*99 

Word worth'1' 
The graphical nature of WurdwoiTh makes 

producing documents faster and easier 
With the enhanced printing fonts. Call ms 
Spelling Checker and The^ulus. no uthiu 
word p’iu:essm mi: - ter £129,99 

A 

The Digila range is available for Commodore Amiga, 

Atari ST and IBM PC unless stated otherwise, and every' 

program comes with a seven day money-back guarantee. 

The only way to really appreciate Digila software is to 

use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or write 

to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ, All prices 

include VAT. postage and packaging. 

jjaji 1A 
INTERNATIONAL 

software tbcits right 

The Digila range is available hi tin Elirntigh l okimfeu CtfTt 

HB Marketing. IBD, Lazer. I eisuresuft Pren^ion arid SDL 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth BX$ 1JL ENGLAND 1 270273 Fax P395 263893 

A mirmt*r nl ike prprio grpijip 
Pl|ill,1, like Pi^iUl l«n;n fl.imr/.rT.rrit1lhf.Oin,! W- ;Jrt,.ii|, ir, .vlrr.Ahr I ■ -.i : ,i: ■ 1J1 !': '• 1 1,1 

AU utlu-rirJiit’J’HirLs julI Uk-T uAiruik .be luhteU li* '.i.unl.irJ tijnmilKtin ,'■! i.i!• 1: li 1 



SERIOUS' REVIEWS 

Amiga format has been voted ‘magazine most influencing 
buying decisions' by dealers in trade magazine Computer 
Trade Weekly for three years running. That’s because they 
know our reviews are the most trustworthy; what we say, you 
seem to agree with. 

Simply enough, thatfs because a) we know what we’re 
talking about, and b) we're honest. We know what you want, 
because we’re Amiga enthusiasts ourselves. And because 
we re Amiga experts, we test everything to the full and see 
how it performs. 

If something is let down by poor features, if it’s difficult to 
use or if it’s overpriced, we’ll tell you. But on the other hand, if 
ffs well worth the price or does something amazing we'll make 
you aware of that - and look out for the Amiga Format Gold 
award which distinguishes a truly excellent product, one that 
really stands out from the crowd. 

How the Rating System worlcs 

SPEED (marked out of 5)_• • I i ! 
Tremendously important for both hardware and software; there's 
nothing more annoying than waiting. A purely Intuitive judgement 

DOCUMENTATION (out of 5) i*tii 
Although there are some packages that are so simple that no manual 
is needed, complex items benefit hugely from a good explanation. 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5) • « • • * 
The target for all good software should be powerful but simple: this 
rating assesses how easy it is to get to grips with the item. 

FEATURES (out o* 5) ••••• 
Does it do what you want It to do? How well does It do It? And does It 

□Iso do lots of other things that youhd never have thought of? 

VALUE (out of 5) ••••• 
A pretty important rating, this one: if a package does everything you 

could wish for, it's no use lo you unless you can afford to buy It. 

fg7* .,JC) 
The Verdict, our at-a-glance overall rating, 
Is a percentage: it's based on sheer qual¬ 

ity, but with price taken into account, so 
that you know what kind of a deal you gat. 

Graphics 
OPALVISION 
We've ell heard about the amaz¬ 
ing Video Toaster which has 
revolutionised desktop video in 
the United States. Now at long 
last, thereTs a 24-bit system that 
can do the same using the 
European PAL video standard; 

so find out why graphics editor Brian Larkman calls tt “the best thing 
since sliced bread... no, better than sliced bread!1' Page 178 

Word 
processing 
WORDWORTH 2 
Now accepted as one of the most 
popular graphics word proces¬ 
sors or 'word publishers' In the 
United Kingdom, Word worth is 
British-made and enjoys some of 

the best customer support there Is. All of which makes the release of 
its first major update quite an event in the world of the Amiga. 
Wordworth 2 features full support for Agfa-Compugraphic scalable 
fonts and new layout facilities... Page 184 

Letts get 
serious! 

Welcome once more to the part of the magazine in which 

we review the latest in creative software, utilities and 

hardware. Reviews editor Nell Jackson is your host, 

and this month we've got some of the most exciting 

releases we've seen in a very long while... 

Graphics 
VIDI-12 

The two types of sampling, sound sampling and video digitis¬ 
ing, are going through a revolution at the moment, with 8-bit 
resolution about to be ousted by higher resolutions for greater 
quality. Rombo s Vldl has always been fun, but this 12-bit ver¬ 
sion promises to deliver real quality as well. See how well the 
latest Rombo offering stacks up.., Page 108 

Hardware 
CDTV HD 

Can CDTV be taken seriously as a proper Amiga computer? 
Well, with the price now down to £399 it’s getting more compet¬ 
itive - and now that Calculus can fit this CD-driven Amiga 500 
with an IDE internal hard drive, it begins to look like quite a 
realistic proposition... Page 187 

Printers 
RICOH LASER AND HR PAINTJET 

If you read our round-up of printers in Issue 40 you'll know that 
we tried to test all the printers commonly advertised in the 
Amiga market. (If you're thinking of buying a printer, you ought 
to read it - back Issues are available on Page 262), But here are 
a couple of printers that slipped through the net that time; an 
extraordinarily cheap laser printer and an old stalwart of the 
graphics scene... Page 200 

Printers 
TRUE PRINT/24 

So you’ve got a colour printer and you want to print out your 
graphics creations in their full glory, but your printer never 
seems to do the Images justice. What do you do? Well, don't bln 
the printer! Try this exciting new print utility which promises to 
give you 24-bit true colour... Page 201 
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In one mighty bound, Amiga graphics 

software has caught up with the Apple Mac’s. 

Painter, PixelPaint and Photoshop had better 

beware as Brian Larkman contracts... 

OpalVisio 
True Colour art package ■ £800 

Opal Tech & Centaur Development 

MOST ARTISTS AMD illustrators working 

with computer graphics have a wish list of 

requirements from a painting system: things 

like real-world behaviour of material; chalk 

that seems chalky: watercolour that Looks welt 

an airbrush that makes feather-1ight clouds of 

colour rather than coarse splatters of dots: and 

textured surfaces to give depth and fed lo their 

works. Combine I Li at with masses of excel lent 

image-processing effects, multiple stencils, 

plus a decent visual retrieval and archiving 

system for pictures and brushes* and you have 

a lot of very happy graphic artists. Amazingly, 

Opal Vision a new 24-bit card and paint 

package - has arrived almost unannounced 

with all of these features and more. And in the 

process it leaps far ahead of every other 

Amiga art offering. 

The Opal Vision hardware comprises a 24-bil 

frailie-buffer and display card with 1.5 Mb of 

its own display RAM and the means to switch 

freely between Amiga and Opal Vision graph¬ 

ics. It has a maximum resolution of 768x576 

pixels in PAL and can animate in 24- and 15- 

bit low- and medium-resolution modes, 

{Deluxe /V-sly It* animal ion is promised 

for early next year with the bundled QpaiPaint 

2 painting software,) See the panel at the 

bottom of Page ISO for more oil OpalVision's 

hardware features. 

The Amiga setup used to review the board 

and software is a 25MHz 3000 and* lo be hon¬ 

est, even this is a little slow for some of the 

Artist Material effects, especially when used 

with the excellent Wacom Tablet (from 1599, 

Computers Unlimited OK I -200 K2K2). a pres¬ 

sure-sensitive input device that replaces the 

mouse and is nothing short of miraculous 

when used with paint programs. This is possi¬ 

bly the first Amiga package lo fully support 

the Wacom and I hope iCs the firsi of many. 

If hardware specifications leave you cold, 

don’t worry because the software side of 

things won’t. OpalPresents is a good 24-bit 

‘slide-show" program with an easy-to-use 

interface and a good range of wipes. The util¬ 

ity QpalHotkvy enables 24-bit images and 

Amiga standard graphics to work together* 

Full 24-bit images can be used as backgrounds 

and - with the use of priority stencils — as 

foreground images as well. But far more 

important than any of these extras is the paint 

Feast your eyes on 
this - a ray-traced 

image rendered with 
the OpalViskm card. 

Such astounding results 
make this new system 
the art package to be 

reckoned with. 

All manner of interest¬ 
ing 'art' effects ran be 

managed, making il the 
ideal foal far artists 

seeking the feel of 
traditional media. 



24-BIT PAINTING 

program included in (he bundle, which goes by 

the name of OpalPahit. 

Opal Paint is strikingly slick and profes¬ 

sional for an Amiga program: a real pleasure 

to use from the moment you boot it. The inter¬ 

face is a clean. Familiar layout across the 

bottom of the screen, reminiscent of NcwTck's 

DigiPaim. Three horizontal bands of tools pro¬ 

vide access to every function with left- or 

right-hulton mouse clicks* avoiding time- 

consuming menus. The layout is ergonomi¬ 

cal iv designed often-used tools are closest to 

lhe working area and less frequently used con- 

lrots and toggles arc furthest. The dangerous 

tools. Undo, Clear and Quit, are well away 

from other functions and situated behind flic 

dialog and coords window. 

On Hie first band a set of 20 paint pots pro¬ 

vides colour and can be exchanged with 13 

ocher sets in memory, or swapped with named 

palettes on disk, each with iis own preview in 

the load requester. Any pot can he replaced 

with a named colour from a huge list that you 

can add to. Colour mixing is via the usual slid¬ 

ers - neatly arranged - or in the excellent 

mixing area. Just choosing a colour is an edu¬ 

cation in itself. 

The band below the paint pots lias the 

usuaE 'ieomfied' tools; line, polygon, fill, tiiag- 

Atid guess where OpdVision comes from. Well it ain't Milton Keynes. 
Interestingly enough, Australia uses PAL rather than the American NTSC 

standard, which is good news far us and far opaline art packages. 

This marsupial masterpiece shows off how objects, including kangaroos, can 

be pasted into a background without unsightly lines appearing - an effect 
passible with the package's anti-aliasing facility. 

And here the Sydney University coxed four demonstrate that the Oxford/ 
Cambridge bash is far wimps, all in glorious true colour. 

uify. grid, text, custom-brush culler* palette 

control and standard brushes, plus an innova¬ 

tion for the Amiga, though familiar to 

Macintosh PhotoShop users, the Magic Wand 

(which Til describe later). 

In the third row is a series of named but¬ 

tons for selecting filling operations, extras, 

drawing modes, three custom brushes that you 

might have cut* plus toggles for stencil, tex¬ 

ture* anti-aliasing* transparency anil an Alpha 

Channel a means by which you can select an 

object from a picture without having to labori¬ 

ously draw around ih 

Almost all of the buttons and toggles 

almost every tool in the menu bar in fact - will 

yield a further menu if double- or right-button 

clicked. Many of them use a standard file 

requester that gives 24-bit Thumbnail' ver¬ 

sions of pictures* brushes and palettes. 

Hopefully, more 24-bit developers will sup¬ 

port (his system, which is almost essential for 

graphic artists who lend to remember images 

far better than names. Some of the dialogs 

include a preview- box to try out an effect ■ hut 

not the Draw Modes. A great pity. 

All of this just describes the mils anil bolls - 

the first layer of the program that every digital 

artist would expect. Behind these tools lies the 

real power. To understand ilie strength of 

Opal Paint itTs useful to examine the structure 

of the program as explained by its program¬ 

mers in the excellent manual. 

Each time you make a mark on the screen, 

the program works its way down a hierarchy 

of ‘operators* based on the parameters you 

have set up. This might be: which tool?, which 

nozzle?* texture?, stencil?, drawing mode?, 

global transparency? and, finally, draw pixel - 

in that order. 

Some of these operators ttre obvious, but 

most need a little explanation. Surface texture, 

for example, is provided from two sources* 

"brush' texture and ‘pap^’ texture, Brush lex- 

lure is a type of rub-through effect. Any 

custom brush can be tiled he hind the current 

screen and when the Texture button is toggled 

on. every drawing tool reveals a pail of this 

instead of painting with its own colour. Tools 

using transparency are especially effective 

with this, producing a mix of normal colour 

and texture. Paper texture is a more natural 

effect, similar to working with traditional 

materials on to an absorbent surface - coarse 

paper, canvas, hessian and the tike. Used in 

conjunction with the Artists Materials - chalk, 

watercolour* pencil, texia, airbrush - I he effect 

is remarkably realistic* especially with the 

Wacom pressure-sensitive tablet. 

Two stencil methods are used: area and 

colour. Area stencils are set up by painting 

over (he area to he stencil led using any of the 

painting tools. All painted areas are then 

excluded from painting by a ‘mask’. The mask 

can have areas added or removed later so that 

traditional airbrush Trinkets’ can be used. 

Colour stencils are similar to those used in 

Deluxe Paha except for ilie way colours are 

specified. All areas of I he particular colour are 

excluded from all paint operations while the 

Stencil toggle is selected. Colour selection Is 

Continued overleaf 



24-BIT PAINTING 

Drawing Modes 
A range of Image-pro- 
cessing functions can be 
applied using any of 
tJie drawing tools. 
Many common pro¬ 
cesses are built in and 
controlled by a slider. 
Spare buttons enable 
'plug-ins' to be added. 
Same of those provided 
are extremely useful, 
like 'smear in' which is 
remarkably similar to 
smearing ail paint or 
pastels. Here are some 
effects (right) applied 
to an original picture 
(left). Going clockwise 
from the top left we 
have greyscale, 
emboss, oil, hessian 
texture, smear and 
change af hue. 

very powerful and uses a ‘tolerance* technique 

that is also used for fill. Magic Wand and 

brush 'pickup-. 

Tolerance Ranges arc set up for aSJ of these 

tools with a set of hue. saturation, and value 

sliders. These are set lo percentage values of 

tolerance on either side of the colour of a 

selected pixel. Clicking the Flood Fill tool in 

an area of colour will then Fill not just the 

exact colour but all those within the range. 

Painting a texture into a scanned blue skv 

(with a transition of blues from lop to bottom, 

for example) will change all shades of blue, 

but not the white clouds if the colour stencil 

values are correct. 

The drawing modes are a range of image- 

processing Functions that can be applied using 

OPALVISION is 

Available from 

Calculus 

0543 251275 

the drawing tools. Many of the common pro¬ 

cesses - add, subtract, negative, shade, 

posterise, gamma* sharpen, smooth, smear, 

tint, colourise and so forth - are available 

built-in and most are controlled by a percent¬ 

age slide]-. Four spare buttons enable 

third-party Lplug-ins', or loadable modes, to be 

selected from disk. 

There are many more tools and effects in 

Opal Paint than can be described in this 

review, but the real beauty of the software is 

that it is so intuitive to use. It's almost per¬ 

fectly tuned lo the needs of an artist, illustrator 

or designer, unlike most Mac, or indeed most 

Amiga graphics and paint software, A number 

of other developers are beginning to support 

the Opal board. Aladdin (formerly Draw 

4 DP if}). Cal ipari, PiayMctfion and Rent 3D 

can all use It, and ADPw will soon have a 

compatible saver module, At present a few 

features are not quite finished - Alpha 

Channel, Magic Wand. ARexx and virtual 

memory, for example - but should be around 

by the lime you read this. 

Without the extra modules, what makes the 

OpalVislon package special is Opal Pa inf. It is 

undoubtedly the finest, most professional paint 

program to arrive for the Amiga and has at one 

bound caught up with the very best software 

the Macintosh has to offer and set a new, 

much higher standard that other Amiga pack¬ 

ages would do well to emulate. This could be 

t he start of something big. 

OPALVISION - A BUFFER THAT S NO DUFFER 
The OpalVislon hardware in its current version comes on a standard-sized card which plugs into the video slot of 
an A3000 or similar. The good news for anyone who thinks 'Well, thafs me out of it, then’ is that this amazing 
piece of kit is to be developed as a stand-alone, plug-in gadget to hang off the outside of an A5QD in the fashion of 
the pseudo true-colour' boxes HAM-E and DCTV. The hardware itself is essentially a true-colour 24-bit frame- 
buffer, so you might think it’s just the excellent software - oh, and the comparatively low price - that makes this 
set-up stand out from the crowd of 24-bit framebuffers we ve seen appear over the last year or two. But 
there is a lot more on the way, if OpalTech manage 
to achieve their plans. 

As it stands, the hardware allows for a number 
of plug-in extras that turn the OpalVislon from a 
simple framebuffer-plus-paint package combina¬ 
tion, into a full-blown digital effects and 
editing suite for video. A genlock and 
frame-grabber, a production switcher (to 
control a number of video ins and outs), 
a roaster’ chip (for real-time effects) and 
a scan rate convertor are all promised. 
Which basically means NewTek may as 
well not bother with a PAL version of OpalVislon hardware jus I 
their famous Video Toaster... slips into on Amiga 3000 video slot. 

OpalVislon 

SPEED ttt 
The more acceleration that you have Ihe better 

because its slow even on a 30DO. 

DOCUMENTATION •«•§ 
Very good. Lots of illustrations and headings. 

Separate reference and tutorial manuals. 

ACCESSIBILITY i • 
Brilliant, Intuitive interface. Complex functions 

lake some practice. 

FEATURES •••«• 
By far the best featured paint system that is 

available on the Amiga. 

VALUE • • • • 
Very good value for what Is such an ambitious 

graphics package. 

96% 



A600fd STANDARD FEATURES 

ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
1MB RAM 
1MB DISK DRIVE 
BUILT IN TV MODULATOR 
4096 COLOURS 
SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
MULTI-TASKING 
4 CHANNEL DIGITAL STEREO SOUND 
MOUSE 
WORKBENCH DISKS 
COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS 
ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

WANT 2MEG OF RAM? 

UPGRADE YOUR A600 TO A MASSIVE 
2MB OF RAM FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR A600 

(Normal RRP £59.95) 

WANT AN A500 PLUS V.2? 
LOOK AT PAGE 3 

UNDER SPECIAL PURCHASE 

A600fd BAD INFLUENCE PACK 
IA600FD COMPUTER AS PER STANDARD SPECIFICATION 
1 PLUS ASTRA TEN GAME PACK PLUS BAD INFLUENCE GAMES PLUS ACCESSORY PACK 

Datastorm.19.95 WWF WRESTLING ..£29.99 2 MICROSWITCH JOYSTICKS ..£25.981 
Dungeon Guest.19.95 A must for wrestlemania Fans Not one but two quality joysticks I 

I E-Motion.19.95 FINAL FIGHT.£29.99 TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVERJE 12.991 

(Grand Monster Sam ...19.95 Arcade martial arts at its bestl Essential protection 

RVF Honda.24.95 PITFIGHTER.£29.99 HIGH QUALITYMOUSEPAD..£7.991 

Driving Force.24.99 Ringside fighting action Keeps your mouse squeoky clean 

Rock'n-Rol!.19.99 Tb,s . su?er val™ P°ck m ^ ^ 

jskweek.19.99 retoj“ for over £°50, but F ~f P Tj 
|Tower Of Babel.19.99 ‘s available to you for only .99 

A600fd GAMESMASTER PACK 
■Incorporating Commodores 'THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED' 
IA600FD COMPUTER PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCE' PACK 
] PLUS WILD, WEIRD & WICKED PLUS SPORTSTARS PACK PLUS BASIC PACK 

DELUXE PAINT III.£49.99 KICKOFF.£29.99 GFA BASIC.£49.991 

(Essential painting package The original and greatest football gome Essential for Basic programming 

IGRAND PRIX...£34.99 PRO TENNIS TOUR ..£29.99 PRECISION DISKS....£12.991 

(The best racing simulation ever! Stunning gameplay & effects Ten branded disks to get you going 

PUSHOVER....,...£29.99 GFLGOLF.£29.99 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX....£9.991 
(infuriatingly addictive puzzle Play a round in the comfort of home Essential for storage 
Igame 
PUTTY..£29,99 This super value pack m Jfe jm 

I Brand new release from retails for over £950, but ^ 

|System3 /s available to you for only 

A600HD EPIC/LANGUAGE LAB PACK 
|A6O0hd as standard with 20Mb Hard Disk built in 
I PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCET PACK 

PLUS EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK 

■TRIVIAL PURSUIT,..£39,99 

I Super 3 language version 

EPIC.......£29.99 

Space shoot-em-up 

ROME.£29.99 Essential for storage 

Millenium classic Thi* cun^r 

PLUS BASIC PACK 

GFA BASIC...£49.99 

Essential for Basic programming 

PRECISION DISKS....£12.99 
Ten branded blank disks compreFiensive paint 

40 CAPACITY DISK BOX..£9.99 packages on the market. 

PLUS PAINT PACK 

PHOTON PAINT2...£89.951 

One of the mosf| 

£499 



WORD PROCESSOR 

fcamert UntitlM 1 

E^ita ]nteff>ittofnI %±2b PH 

WITHOUT SOUNDTNG DELIBERATELY 
jingoistic about this, ii is good to see a product 

of the obvious calibre oT Wordworth coming 

out of the United Kingdom. This aside, it is 

time for a dispassionate look, at what is essen¬ 

tially merely an upgrade to an existing word 

processing (or document processing, or word 

publishing) tool for the Amiga. 

Back in 1991 (Issue 24 to be exact) when 

Pal reviewed the original Word worth, he was 

impressed - he gave it 82 per cent - but he did 

have a few qualms. First off* he mentioned 

that Word worth was slow* that it could not 

make use of PostScript printers, and that it was 

limited in its choice of fonts. So weTll be look¬ 

ing to see if these have been improved upon. 

However, Pat also pointed out that Digital 

Human Interface Protocol (HIP) software 

interface was extremely easy both to learn and 

to use. So we'll be looking to see whether or 

not this simplicity has suffered at the expense 

of the new additions. 

Owners of early 
Wartfwarth versions 

will notice that the 

sidebar has changed to 
rndede more opera- 

lions. Happily this has 

been achieved without 

too much clutter. 

First of all, Digita have already stated that 

Word worth 2 is compatible with the new 

Amiga 1200 and 4000 machines, as well as the 

standard 600. Having tested it on the 4000 and 

the 600 (as well as an A500 and a Plus), it 

does look as if the program will give the vast 

majority of Amiga users no (rouble at all. 

Running the software on a hard-diskless 

A600 proves to be pointless, Mainly because 

there is such a lot going on beneath the surface 

of the reconstructed Wordwonh, any machine 

without a hard disk is going to have problems. 

Everything from access to (he thesaurus and 

dictionary to graphics manipulation (the lim¬ 

ited amount there is of this, but Wprdworth 

never set itself up to be a desktop publisher) is 

a big draw on the machine's capabilities. If. 

however, you are prepared to use Word worth 

as a straight word processor, without too much 

bother about the graphics until you are able to 

upgrade, then the software clips along just 

about acceptably. 

Moving on to die A600HD. and things 

begin to look up some. Using the software on 

a 4000 or 3000 is no problem at all. For a .start, 

the hard disk installation process is a piece of 

cake. It is simply a case of having to swap 

disks for about 10 minutes: once you get this 

bit of tedium over and done with then - bingo! 

- you have a brand new drawer that's packed 

with fonts, program and even a 

document drawer. The only problem with this 

in the review copy is that the sample docu- 

lmporting graphics is a 
simple, painless pro- 

cess as Is resizing and 

deleting them. Also Ihe 
number of different 

file formats that you 

can use has been 

increased by three. 

Another major feature 

is the inclusion of the 
Agfa Intellifont system 

of outline typefaces. 

The ones you see here 

are displayed at 96 
paint. They tan also 

appear in 8 paint and 

sizes inbetween. 

Upgrades to programs don't usually 

produce a great deal of excitement, so 

just what is so special about this 

new version that Tim Smith has to spend 

two pages examining it. Find out... 

Wordworth 2 
Document Processor ■ £ 129.99 ■ Digita 
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WORD PROCESSOR 

SHOWING A BRAVE TYPEFACE TO THE WORLD 

This cleanly laid-out dialogue presents you with alt the 

choices you need to moke the best use of your fonts. 

From the mam working screen, all you have to do is pull¬ 

down the menu or dick on the line of TTrs on the left bar. 

There are several outline typefaces included with 
Wordworth. All can be used in different weights. 

When the chaps from Digita first started telling us about their new Tittle baby, 
they were particularly keen to point out that they have been able to tie-up with 
photo/computer giants, Agfa, on their Intelligent outline font technology. To the 
majority of users out there, this will mean next to nothing: until, that is, you find 
out that using this (and the supplied fonts) opens up entire new areas of 
typography to you. 

The Intellifont system basically means that you can use fonts from a tiny 
four points to a massive 800 points (that's nearly 11 usable Inches of 
'GOTCHA!' - consider that even the most QTT of tabloid headlines normally 
comes in at under 150 points and you'll get the Idea). Of course you would need 
a large amount of free memory to get the maximum size of typeface, you'll need 

even more if you want to manipulate the text once It's on the page. To give you 
some Idea, I have used an A600HD with a standard 1 Mb of RAM and I have been 
able to use up to 96 point text, albeit at a snail's pace. Switching to the A4DQ0 
changes the state of play as you would expect, and the whole process becomes 

far more reasonable, 
The entire point to the Agfa Intellifont system is that you can play around 

with various typefaces to your heart's content and with no discernible loss of 
quality on screen. 

With Agfa's undoubted good reputation and track record backing up this 
you can expect more fonts to emerge over the next few months. A good idea, 
and a good application of a good idea all round. 

merits have not been installed on to the hard 

drive. The people at Digita, however, assure us 

that this is being addressed. 

Once installed on the hard disk it is ready 

for the off. Booling into the main screen, there 

are a couple of changes to the appearance (you 

will see most of these from the pictures but 

they do deserve a small mention). 

The top menu bar remains the same; it’s 

only when you look at the tool bar down the 

side that you realise that for at least once, life 

can be easier. Where the older version of 

Wardworth gave you tab controls, line spac¬ 

ing, Help, Undo, Again, font usage, column 

usage, insert and overwrite, the new system 

includes all of these but adds button controls 

for cutting and pasting, buttons for bolding, 

italicising, underlining and plaining text, and a 

printer control button. 

All of Lhe control buttons are decently 

spaced from each other and are easy to get at. 

Basically this means if you wanted to bash out 

some words, do a little cutting, a little pasting, 

alter a font here and there before printing the 

damned thing, you would never have to go 

near the menus (why they didn't add a Save 

icon on the Tool bar is a question to ponder), 

Happily, Digita have not gone for the glam¬ 

our angle by concentrating on the graphics 

side of Wardworth. Sure you can place 

pictures, create text flows, reside the images, 

and you can do all this with the greatest or 

ease, but that really is all. 

No, what the company has gone for instead 

are improved word processing utilities- For 

example the mailmerge option has been 

thought through and has been improved to 

include various new commands which make 

the normally tedious process of mail merging 

that little bit less painful. 

Also added to the system (and about lime 

too, yells anyone who lias even contemplated 

writing a reference work, a thesis or even a 

good cookbook for home use) is an indexing 

utility. This also includes the ability to pro¬ 

duce a table of contents. Believe me, this is 

incredibly useful. 

These are all true word processing 

improvements, not frills or rip-off excuses to 

wring a little more money out of die market. 

Equally when you see that the dictionary has 

been upped from a meagre 144,000 words to a 

beefy 827,000 words, that you can now import 

PCX, EPS. and BMP graphic file formats, and 

that you can print in up to 32 columns, the 

once interesting Wardworth becomes the now 

significantly more powerful Wardworth. 

Running this program on an A4000. in high 
resolution, with 2Mb of RAM, importing 

graphics and scaling and rescaling fonts is 

really a painless experience (as you would 

expect). The ease of use that has been built 

into the system (and is reflected by the fact 

that deleting a graphic element is simply a 

case of double-clicking on it and then clicking 

the Delete button) makes an already good 

program pick up a few gears to become an 

excellent program. 

If Digita could produce a cut-down version 

for the A6GQ (keep the i nielli font system, lose 

the mail merge) or do as Microsoft do and give 

you the choice of what elements you want to 

WORDWORTH 
£129,99 from 
Digits International 
0395 270273 

Upgrade for 
Wardworth users 
£49.99 

Word processor 
exchange deal 
£59.99 

1,5Mb required 
Hard disk 
installable 

A MEG OR NOT A MEG 
Digita recommend that you have a minimum of 1.5Mb to run 
Wardworth, and I can certainly see why. The price of £129 also 
points in the direction of A1200 and upwards users. However, 1 was 
using the program on an A600HD with 1Mb on-board. Although the 
speed left something to be desired, and the screen updates on re¬ 
scaled outline fonts were a pain, the software was still useable. 
Digita's recommendation should be taken seriously if you are look¬ 
ing for speed of use. But there is no reason why an A60Q user who 
is looking to upgrade RAM in the near future should not be happy 
using the program in the interim. 

install, then we could have a brilliant all- 

Amiga product. As it is you need 1.5Mb and a 

hard disk to get Lhe most out of this system. 

Happily you can have nearly any printer you 

like from a Star dot-matrix through to an 

Apple LaserWriter 

I wouldn't suggest that anyutte without a 

hard disk would get the most out of 

Wordworth (have you tried using an 827.000- 

word thesaurus from floppy disk - wooow it's 

slow)* you should stick with something like 

Protext and forget the graphics. The question 

of the 1.5Mb recommended memory limit 

docs more than suggest that Digita are not 

aiming this high-class piece of software at 

A500/PI US/600 users anyway. However, it 

would be a shame lu distance the less-Ehun- 

power-user from a program of this quality. So. 

if you have dual floppies or an HD machine, 

you will be on a winner with Wardworth^ and 

a RAM upgrade is good idea anyway, ^ 

Wordworth 2 

SPEED •••• 
An improvement on the earlier version, font and 

picture updating are slow on floppy systems, 

DOCUMENTATION *## • • 
We haven'1 seen lhe new manual yet, but the 

Iasi one was excellent. 

ACCESSIBILITY ••••• 
CouEdn t he easier. Everything from installation 

to picture manipulation Is simple. 

FEATURES • • • • • 
With the new Intellifont system combined with 
Improved dictionary and thesaurus It’s grand. 

VALUE •••« 
Digita have addressed the problems, from print¬ 
ing to speed, which were levelled a! Wordworth. 

91% 



Amiga A1500 
The Amiga 
A1500 Pack 

The NEW Commodore 
Amiga 1500 Pack 
features a 7.14MHz 
6 0000 processor with 
1Mb RAM as standard 
(expandable to 41Mb 
via expansion cards). 
|l includes two BBGK 
3.5" lloppy disk drives 
and car support PC 
emuEation by an 
XT/AT bridge board oj 
ATonce Plus. Tho 
Amiga 1500 contains 
3 co-processors 
(Denise, Agnus. 
Paula} to enhance 
sound, graphics and 
animation. St also 
includes 9 internal 
expansion slots 
Inlerfaces include; 
Parallel - Centronics, 
Serial - RS232, Video 
■ RGB Analogue. RGB 
Digital and mono Composite, Right and Lett Audio, 2 x 
Mouse/Joystick coni roller pons and an external dnve pon. It also 
Includes n mull Masking WIMP opera! ing system, a colour pa lotto of 
4096 colours, high quality stereo sound with 4 channels and 9 
oclaves and text to voice synthesis. This package dees no) include 
a hard drive and is available vjiiIi or without a monitor. 

the complete 
PEF5DN AL 

HOME 
COft PEJTEFj 

Amiga 1500 
Starter Pack 

Amiga 1500 

Monitor 
nol 

inctudud 

Amiga 600 - The Wild, the Weird and the 
Wicked 

• Amiga BOB Computer 
• Deluxe Paint III (Electronic Arts) 
• Grand Prix (Micraprosc} f 
• Pull/ (System 3) £9 \ O 
• Pushover (Ocean) = * J* ~ 
Please telephone lor prcco. includes free 12 
month warranty. Free nexl day delivery 

TURBO CHALLENGE 
WITH 

PHILIPS MONITOR 

The new super compact Amiga 600 lea luring: 

• Smart new compact design with built-in TV 
modulator 

■ 1Mb chip RAM memory expandable to 2Mb 
chip RAM with 601, total memory capacity 
10Mb RAM 

i Industry standard sman card interface 
PCMCIA interface For memory and 
peripheral upgrades 

• Integrated industry standard IDE (AT) 
interface, wilh optional 2,5' 20Mb hard drive 

• (New Workbench 2 with Kickstari 2.05 ROM 
• 12 months on-site warranly lor total peace 

of mind 

Amiga A600 

Commodore 1084S 14" Stereo Colour Monitor 

• 0.42mm Do! Pilch 
• Analogue, RGB. Digital RGB fi Composite 

Video Inpuls 
• Controls for: Centring, Height, Gontrasl 

Bnghlnefis, Colour. Volume, OrVOff 
• Amiga Cables Supplied 

Philips 8033 MKII 14" Colour Monitor 

• 0.42m m Dol Pitch 

• Analogue and RGB Inputs 
• Controls lor: Volume. Brightness, Contras!, Green Switch.. 

Horizontal Shift, On/OEf 

• FREE Amiga cable included 

• Amiga GOD Computer with 20Mb Hard disk 
• Trivial Pursuit -3 language version (Domarh) 
• Epic (Ocean) r . 
• Rome {Milierrtum) f A Q u. 
• Myth (System 3) l 
Please telephone tor price. Includes tree 12 
month warranly. Free next day delivery 

Commodore 
Monitor 

Philips Monitor 
trw: FREE naxi duy p&lilrtiry 

toe THEE nefldqfiWwi) 

Description 

Latest Amiga 600 pack 

Description 

Description Description Latest A600hd erjc/language lab 

' Hme'jv 
I V|> sawfiTfHI 3MB 

SALES HOTLINE Telephone 0253 291919 (6 Lines) 



nOW TO ORDER r 
PLEASE NOTE FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON M 

ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN (UK MAINLAND) 

SATURDAY DELIVERY ADD £10 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
We arc not just another mail order company here for lhe busy period - we are 

here all year, and you are welcome to t all ami see us when you are in Blackpool 

11 

Sega Megadrive 
UK wth 

FREE £14.99 
converter to play a IE 
import games and 
include & FREE 
Sonic the Hedgehog 
• FREE next day delivery 

ARE UK SPEC, 

Star Printers 

Prices and spec subject to 
change without notice, check 

when ordering. E&OE 

Official UK 
Super 
Nintendo 
includes FREE 
Super Manoworid 
• FREE next day delivery 

£129, m 

.— 

LC 20 Mono... £139.(h> 
LC1O0 Colour £170.i« 
LC2Q0 Colour .£l9fl.«« 

LG24-2Q0 Mono. .... £2I8.o. 
LC24-200 Colour. .... 

SG 48 InkJet.... 

| Telephone for any other Star printer price | 

Sega 
Gamegear 
includes 
Sonic the 
Hedgehog game 
• REE next 
day delivery 

£125, 

ronpuTAwoRin 
Tel 0053 391919 

Q By Phone 
FREE next working day delivery on all iiems 

shown and for credit card orders over £200 

placed before ppm (UK mainland only). 

Saturday delivery add £10.00 

@ By Post 
Send a cheque/postal order with your 
order made payable to 
"Coniputaworld Ltd" and post to: 

Computaworld Ltd 
174 Church Street 
Blackpool 
Lancs FY1 3 PS 

© Visit Our Shop 
Our computer and games centre is 
situated in Blackpool town centre, 
where we would lie pleased to see 
you. We are open six days a week. 
Monday to Saturday from 9am to 6pm. 

Iii addition to computer 
hardware we stock a full 

range of computer and 

games console software 

including Amiga, Atari, 
Sega and Nintendo. 

Remember, when you buy from 

Computaworld you receive: 

• Lowest Prices • 

• Full after sales service and advice • 

• Free next day delivery • 

• Fully inclusive, no hidden extra prices • 

» Product Price 1 

,. j 

_t 

_i 
Total 

i Vjitih* 

-i 

* Afklres^ .... j 

i IkKli rirlt1 ....... AWCI2 | 

rOMPHTAVORLft 
Tel 9253 291919 Fax. 0253 23005 



DIGITISER REVIEW 

Rombo add to their Vidi range with every¬ 

thing you need to grab, edit and animate 

video images in one tidy package. With 

extracts from his video collection here's 

Jason Holborn... 

Vidi-T 2 includes every¬ 
thing you need to grab, 
edit and even animate 

digitised frames in one 

tidy box. 

Vidi-Amiga-12 
Colour video digitiser ■ £99 ■ Rombo Productions 

THERE’S NO SHORTAGE or iligilisers 

available for the Amiga* ranging from basic 

units such as Datel’s Video Digitiser 2, to 24- 

bil grabbers such as V-Lab, Gutting a decent 

digitiser that can grab full-colour images from 

standard video tape is a little trickier* though* 

simply because of the complexities involved in 

decoding a colour composite signal. The units 

that are available to the average user either 

require the use of red. green and blue coloured 

fillers (and a mono video camera) ora separate 

RGB splitter and a high-quality video source. 

Rombo certainly upset the digitising apple 

cart when they released their original Vidi- 

Amiga video digitiser. For little more than 

£3Of), high-quality real-time video digitising 

was within the reach of the average user. Now. 

three years on from the release of the original 

Vidi, Rombo have done il again with the 

release of Vidi-12. a full-colour video digitiser 

that can capture colour images from jusi about 

any video source without the need for a sepa¬ 

rate RGB splitter. 

There’s very little difference between Vidi-12 

and Rombo's existing Vidi/Vidi-RGB combi¬ 

nation (until now sold as the Complete Colour 

Solution bundle comprising the Vjdj-Amigu 

digitiser and a separate RGB splitter). Unlike 

that spaghetti-in tested system, though, Vidi-12 

includes everything you need to grab, edit and 

even animate digitised frames in one tidy box. 

The digitiser unit connects to the Amiga via 

the parallel port. Trailing out of the easing is 

an extra lead that must be connected to the 

disk drive port to enable the Vidi software to 

control the operations of the digitiser unit. 

Most of the image controls that were built 

inn the original Vidi hardware have now been 

removed in favour of a completely software- 

based system. Surprisingly, though, there's 

still a very small potentiometer Cot as the pros 

would say, a lpof) built into the side of the 

Vidi hardware which enables you to control 

the brightness of the incoming signal. 

Digitising from both a colour video camera 

and a Panasonic video recorder. I’ve found 

that the default brightness setting is far too low 

- the first thing you’ll probably want to do is 

to turn this right up as far as it will go. 

One very nice addition to Vidi-12 is the 

ability to feed not only a standard composite 

signal to the digitiser* but (for those of you 

who are lucky enough to own such a thing) a 

full colour Super VHS (S-V1 IS) signal. 

Although S-VILS is still bit of a stranger to 

most of us. it’s becoming increasingly popular 

simply because of its higher resolution. 

Although 99% of Amiga users probably won’t 

be able to use this facility. Tin sure digitising 

experts will be pleased to see it's there. 

VIDI-AMIGA 12 is 
available from 
Rombo Productions 
0506 414631 

Another major advantage of Vidi-12 3s the 

quality of its control software which is defi¬ 

nitely a vast improvement over the original’s 

rather unfriendly (and rather drab) front end. 

The Vidi“l 2 software 

uses the now standard 
look and feel of 

Workbench 2.04. 

Even grabbing from pre-recorded video lope pro¬ 

duces some pretty impressive images. 

Based on the look and feel of Workbench 2. 

Vidi comes complete with two versions - one 

for 13 users and another, altogether tidier 

version, for 2-based Amigas, You’re presented 

with a tidy window containing all the digitis¬ 

ing options. The main three, though, are 

‘Grab’ (for grabbing frames). 'Edit* (lor tidy¬ 

ing up those grabbed frames) and Carousel’ (a 

sort of mini animation sequencer). 

The number of digitising options is impres¬ 

sive, Vidi can grab full-colour images in a 

variety of formats including the usual low and 

high res modes with a variety of different 

colour combinations, including HAM and 

Extra llall’Brite. Owners of Black Bell’s 

HAM-E wall be pleased to learn Vidi-12 also 

provides direct support for its 256 and 262,000 

colour inodes. HAM-E support may seem puz¬ 

zling considering that Black Belt have now 

stopped producing IIAM-E. but rumour has it 

that much of Black Belt's technology made its 

way across into Commodore’s new lAGA- 

chip set. If this is true, Vkli-I2 is truly a digi¬ 

tiser equipped with the future in mind. 

Grabbing mono images is completed in a 

single video frame (1/5 Dth of a second), so you 

FIVE TOP TIPS TO BETTI 
Ilf you're grabbing images from a pre¬ 

recorded video tape, then try to freeze 
the tape when the subject Is not moving, li 
you attempt to freeze a fast-moving 
sequence from a feature film, the video 
may have trouble producing a stable 
image. Static frames also produce images 
with far greater detail. 

2 Although colour video cameras are 
much easier to work with, mono video 

cameras generally provide a far higher res¬ 
olution and greater contrast. If image 
quality Is paramount to you, then you may 
well want to resort to coloured filters. 
Although Vidi-12 does come with a built-in 
RGB splitter, it can also be used in con¬ 
junction with a mono video camera and 
coloured filters. 



With □ decent video camera and the right lighting, the quality of grabbed images is very high indeed. 

can grab frames from a moving video source. 

Colour grabbing requires a stable, paused 

image because three video fields must be 

grabbed - one red. one green and one blue. 

These separations combine to produce a full- 

colour image using the 'MU’ option, lire 

quality of grabbed images is good, especially 

when a ‘live' video source is taken from video 

camera, but you do need a high-quality video 

recorder to grab decent colour frames from 

video tape. Even with a decent VCR, though, 

H A M pictures su ffe r from ’ H A M I Vi nge i ng'. 

If your digitised images don't come up to 

scratch, then you can perform various image- 

manipulation functions with Vidi-l2TSi built-in 

image-processing tools. While these won’t 

replace a dedicated image-processing program 

such as ASDG's Art Department Pro. they 

provide a quick and simple method of carrying 

out some of the more common operations such 

as edge detection, blurring and solarisation. It 

would have been nice to be able to remove the 

awful HAM fringing, but [here you go, 

Like the original VidL it is also capable of 

animating a series of grubbed frames. From 

the digitising screen select ‘Grab continuous1 

and the frames are streamed into VidFs frame- 

store ready to be animated, Frames are set into 

motion by selecting ‘Carousel’ from the main 

menu. This brings up a window containing a 

horizontal strip of miniaturised representations 

of the frames held in memory. Animation is 

controlled using a set of VCR-like controls ai 

the bottom of the Carousel window - you can 

fast forward and rewind through your frames 

and then play them forwards and backwards. If 

you like the animation, you can even save il 

out in standard IFF ANIM formal for further 

editing in a dedicated animation program. 

Considering its price, Vidi-12 is the besi 

value full-colour video digitiser on the market. 

Although the quality of colour digitised 

images could be better, they're far from awful. 

Rombo should do something to prevent the 

HAM fringing effect many digitised frames 

suffer from. If this could be achieved, then 

image quality would be improved and Vidi-12 

would not only be the best budget digitiser, but 

3t could even give expensive digitisers like 

JCL's ColourPic something to worry about 

GITISING 
Always use a decent cable to connect 

ts® your video digitiser to your camera or 
VCR. If you use substandard leads, Mine 
noise' can be introduced. 

4 If you're digitising a ’live' subject 
using a video camera, it needs to be 

well lit. Don't use standard bulbs though - 
these can cause a Tedding' effect. Take a 
trip down to your local art supplies shop 
and treat yourself to a set of 'daylight 
bulbs'. These blue-coloured bulbs produce 
a more natural light. 

5 Don't turn the colour saturation up 
too high. Although the Image may 

actually look great on your camera, it will 
come out rather blurred and washed out 
once digitised. 

Vidi-Amiga 12 

SPEED tt#i 
Allhough Vidi-12 cannot grab colour Irames in 

real time, it still runs rings around Digi-View, 

DOCUMENTATION • • 
Absolutely lousy! Some ot the Vidi-12 functions 

aren't even documented! But... 

ACCESSIBILITY ••••• 
...Vidi-12 Is so easy to use that you don’t even 
need the manual |q gel started 

FEATURES •*•• 
Vidi-12 is absolutely packed to the gunnels with 
useful functions. 

VALUE •••«• 
£99 for a full-colour digitiser Is phenomenally 

good value for money. 

ferdici 88% 

KCS Power PC Board 
^600V^sio^% 1,0 Emulation 
TJNow Available^ on your Amiga 

About.,. 
The KCS Power PC is a complete 11 MHz 1Mb 

PC sub-system that can be fitted to any Amiga in 

minutes. 

Based around NEC's highly Successful V30 CPU, 

the Power PC Board offers a very high degree of 

compatibility at machine language level, yet runs 

faster than an equivalent Intel 8086. 

The 1Mb of Autoconfig™ memory can be 

accessed by all current Amiga models including 

the A500 Plus. Even the original AS 00 can 
access 512K as a standard expansion with 

clock; plus a 5I2K RAM disk. 

Adored by critics and users alike, the KCS 
Power PC Board is a real alternative to buying a 

complete PC done. 

Installation 
The KCS Power PC Board fits to any Amiga in 

minutes; 

* On A5Q0 and A50Q Plus machines it simply 

slides into the trapdoor expansion and doesn't 

invalidate your warranty! 

« On bigger Amiga s, such as the 

1500/2000/2500/3000, it drops into a vacant 

Amiga slot using the custom designed adaptor 

board. 

* Once fitted, your Amiga can be switched into 

PC mode simply by clicking an icon. Just reset 

and it's an Amiga again, 

No fuss, no hassle. Just two machines in the 

space of one. 

Video 
* Supports the majority of EGA 

and VGA modes in 16 glorious 

colours and monochrome ■ 
graphics up to 640 x 480 and 

text too. Interlace is required 

for some modes but a software 

flicker fixer is built in. 

* Other video modes include 

MDA and CGA text and graph¬ 

ics. Also supports Tandy colour 

graphics adaptor and Hercules 

monochrome, 

* EGA and VGA graphics can be displayed on a 

domestic TV or monitor. Unlike real PCs, no 

extra hardware is required. 

Disk 
* Up to four Amiga drives can be connected to 

your system and accessd in PC modes as 3.5- 

720K or 5,25' 360K. Typical disk access is at 

least twice as fast as most real PC clones! 

* DOS can be started from any mounted drive 

5.25' or 3.5' and most Amiga hard drives, 

« Supports most popular hard disks including 
GVP Impact, Supra and A590 (Omit and SCSI). 

* A massive 2O0K ram drive (up to 8Mb with 

expansion) is available in PC mode and it's PC- 

reset proof too. 

Memory 
■ Even with a base Amiga 7Q4K rs free for DO 

programs (640K in EGA and VGA modes), 
« EMS (expanded memory) is supported allowjr 

you to run Microsoft Windows without problem 

and store massive files in Lotus 1-2-3. So, if yr 
have 8Mb on board, the PC can use it. 

* XMS {extended memory) is supported eve 

though this Is not usually possible on NEC VS 

machines. 

Speed 
Its Landmark speed puts it way ahead of mar 

t/ue PC systems ■ It even compares favourab 

with many AT clones. 
However, the crux of the matter lies with tf 

video speed; and this, as many critics h^ 

noted is where the KCS Power PC Board scon 

over all others, tt's no use having a wizz-bar 

processor if the screen takes several seconc 

to redraw itself. 

* Tests in text modes have shown it is sever 

times faster than even AT clones with dedicate 

video hardware. Even in graphics modes, it's r 

slouch although the emulation is limited 1 

Amiga hardware. 
* Add a processor accelerator card, and the 3 

bit clean KCS cache software will use it to Its fi 

advantage. 

Mouse 
* Auto mafic serial mouse emulation is supplie 

as standard - using your existing Amiga rodent. 

« Mouse can be configured as CQM1 or COM2. 

Joystick 
• Up to two sticks can t 
employed at any time. Y< 

decide how they are arranged. 

Printer 
a Your Amiga's parallel port 

accessed as LPTl in PC mode 

Serial 
* DOS usually supports two serial ports, but or 

is taken by the Amiga mouse. The Amiga's sen 

can be sel as COM2 or COM2 as desired, le U 
MODEM etc. up lo 19200 baud full-duplex. 

Sound 
4 PC sound is supported, but there's an additio 

a I volume control available in software. 

Works on.,, 
* All Amigas {except the A1000) fitted wr 

Kickstart 1.2 and Workbench 1.2 or higher. 

* Extra memory is not required, but full use * 

be made of extra hardware, like accelerator 

flicker fixers, modems etc. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
The KCS Power 
PC Board lor the 

A60G 

COMING SOON 
KCS high density 

Amiga Twin floppy 
drive 

’PC emulation is a contentious issue - but the KCS Power F< 

Board is the only one to carry my personal recommendation. It i 

an excellent product that does all it claims and does it well.1' - 
comtnents Mark Smiddy, co-author of Mastering AmigaDOS 2. 

PRICE 

Including on-board memory. £195.00 incl, VAT/Carr. 

Adaptor tor 15O0/2OO0/3GGQ - £74.95 incl. VAT/Carr. 

(DOS Extra - enquire for current price) 
Available From your local compute* shop, they haverVt got ii - Ash (hem iwhy notE- Or direct irom Briton Devices 

BDL 
Bit con Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR. 
NEB IRS ENGLAND 
TEL: <091) 490 1919, HELPLINE (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091)490 1918 

Compatibility is encallent bul fWKmfi can guarmiee every tingle ptoEram arable, therefore it your pyichasa rtepends. on apar- 
tiedar program, please ask us first or sand in a copy at Hie program. [With suitable S.A£ il to be retumEdr Due tp currency 
fluctuation, pries subject to change without notice. 

Wholly dovolopcd and praduead In the Nolhorlnndt 

Some of our importers worldwide: 
Australia: HPD (Tel) OS 349 8466. Kaobc (TeJ) 03 879 7093. SjMi: Discover Irtf, fTel) 957 47 09 38. 
Sweden: Delikatess-Data fTel] 31-300580, Docadp (Tel) 40497480. Canary: Customs Chipx (TeJ) 928 
271064, Denmark: Betoftm fTel) 31 31 02 73. fiodlififll: Softelub fTel) 01 3528452, Ireland: Computer 
City/Dublin 745250. New Zealand: Paeac (Tel) 05442940, Alt trade enquiries welcome. UK and Overseas 
(PAL only). 



mm 

* Citizen Prado: 9 - 9 pin - $0 colun 
* 300c.ps Oral!. 60cps NLQ 
* 8K Primer Suffer + 3 Pants 
* Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
9 Epson and IBM Emulation 
* FREE Cotour Kit 
9 FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

(FREE COLOUR KIT) 

* Citizen SwJ'fl 9 ■ 3 pin ■ SQ column 
* 192cps Dealt. 46cps NLO 
m SK Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
9 Graphics Resolution. 240 x 240dpi 
m Epson and IBM Emulation 
9 FREE Colour Kit 
9 FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

FREE! 
STARTER KIT 
ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED 
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER 

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
• 3# Disk - Driver for Windows 3 
• 3# Disk-Amiga & ST Drivers 
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper 
• 100 Continuous Address Labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes 

WORTH £29.38 
WITH EVERY 

CITIZEN DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER FROM SILICA 
or E19.38 <E1 Q off REP) to purchase. 

PLUS! FREE 
AMfGA PRINT MANAGER 

Forla&ler priming Iran your Amiga, with c.'eara 
images ami mors vibraml ratours. AvailnM free 
□r cfiargE (on rpquE5t|> when you buy e Swi?I 9, 

£00 ar 240 printer 
Fe-Sj-k indirdu: 
* imprcwd IfTBjeSmotrthtij WORTH 
* GajTmaiCtfGiir CcnrnSmi ^ 
* liraea Scal«g PTyl Til 
* CdnurSflpamlffi ^ laTllV 
■ fisdjCESillimr-jrea Eirong |*m: VAT ■ gap terth 

v fir 113,ID i.f 1 RrIP} Is puritHM 

9 pin PRINTERS 

BUDGET 9 pin PRINTER 

MODELS 
AND 

LOWER 
PRICES 144 CPS 80 COLUMN 

* Citizen 12QD+ - 9 pin 
* I44cps Draft, 30cps NLQ 
* 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
* Parallel or Serial interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Pull tractor & bottom feed 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

RHP . 

N 

£115 
k -rVAT= £135.13 rel: PRfSlgQ 

SIUCA STARTER HIT.05 

TOTAL VALUE: 
SAVING; 

mu 

E109 

SILICA PRIOR £115 

/^TlitJ Cilrzan 120D printer comes ■supptietl wlh a parallel 
I inleriac-E as slandard. I! you reguirc a serial Nurlan; instead 
l please slate ref PRI 3125 when; placing yuui* order with Sihca^ 

24 pin PRINTER 

COLUMN 
80 column 

m?.... 
CPLPUR KIT- 
STARTER KIT.B5 

TOTAL VALUE: £255 
SAVINS: EB 

sittenmcp eitb 

COLUMN 
- SO column 

NLQ 
3 Fonts 

Starter Kit 

£179 
. *VAT= £n0 33 ml: Pfll 2319 . 

BBP_.EZ3? 
cauruii xir__E3a 
STARTER KIT.. fJi 
TOTAL VALUE. E302 

aVlrtC; EtM 
Si'iJW Fft ICE: E1H 

£169) 
. -Vftr= CIM S4 mt Pfll 23011 . 

rrp.tna 
SlMltH Kit .... L7L 

mrJi value: £35^ 
SAvm: £155 

JrtNafWK; Cl 80 £199 
L tWiT* E233.E3 -gf FPI ZM3 , 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin - 136 column 
• !92cpS Draft. 48cps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
m Parallel Interface 
9 Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
9 Epson and IBM Emulation 
9 Colour Option Available 
9 FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

■FHEEh - ON REQUEST 
CJTTZSV AMO* 
PRINT MANAGER J NEW! SWIFT 2 

SERIES 

SWIFT 240m 
MONO PRINTER 

{CGIGUR OPTION AVAILABLE- 

SWIFT 240C 
COLOUR PRINTER 

300 CPS 80 COLUMN SWIFT 240 MONO 
i Citizen Swift 24072400 - 24 pm - B0 column 
m 300cps SDRScpIh 240 cps CraW, SOcps LO 
t BK Printer Butter ■ 4GK maximum 
■ 9 LO Fonts + 2 Scalable Fonts (6-40pte} 
• t it Font Cartridge Slot ■ for plug in 'Styte'Fpnfs 
■ Faraitef interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 260 dpi 
• Epson, fBM, NEC F20 & CEL Emulations 
t Quarter Printing Facility 
■ Autr? Sel Facility - Bi-directionat l/F, 

Aula Emulation Detection 
• Command Vye J V Fmnt Control Panel 
• Ultra Quiet Mods - +#.5 dB(A} 
« Cotour Printing Standard ■ Swift 240c, 

Colour Printing Optional - Swift 240 
• FREE Slim* Printer Starter Kit 

mil> _ E3Z9- 
ETflRTSfl KFf . _E25 

TOTAL VALUE £3Sl 
Et£& £2391 

L +w-ia80saiitPfwj3«i J 

SWIFT 240C COLOUR 
RRP. EDB9 
STWTEfi Ml. US 

TOTAL VALUE: E394 
^virnj n as £259) 

silica pose ran +vsr-BW3am:PNa5Tf J 

24 pin PRINTERS INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER 
ACCESSORIES 

270 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen Swift 200-24 pin - fflJ cpfuTTln 
* 27Ccps SO {tScprJ, 2 Iff cps Draft, 72cps LO 
* BK Printer Butter ■ 40K jnajtimLm 
■ ParaM Interface * 6 LG Ftmls 
* GradtoM RbSbftriiUri- 360 X 360 dpi 
* Epson, IBM, & NEC P20 Emulations 
■ Guarter Fronting and Auto SflJ FarAUry 
» Wire Ou>ei Mode ■ 44.5 tSB(A) 
■ Colour Option Available 
■ ERSE S-fita Pnnm Starter K\t 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
9 Citizen Swift 24x -24 pin -136 column 
* 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ 
m 3K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts 
9 Parallel Interface 
9 Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi 
9 Epsonr IBM and NEC PS Emulation 
* Colour Option Available 
m FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

360 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen ProjnS - inkjet - BO Column 
m 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ 
m 50 Nozzle Head - IVhisper Quiet 47tiB(A) 
m 3K Punier Buffer + 3 Fonts 
9 Optional HP Compatible Pont cards 
m Parallel interface 
m Graphics Resolution; 300x300dpi 
9 HP Deskjet plus emulation 
m?___ehi 

TUTAl VALUE: USB 
SAvm: nil 

siuat price: ni5 

V'UAT-, £4QB.3fl IBf PHI KHD- J 

SHEET FEEDERS 
ffljMEA lam .. _ rrua 
ffHHlS IM«t*n|iK4 4H7D 
pq.4 5B8 !EJa.7Ji&AiH w.. uiai 

SERIAL INTERFACES 
PHnll-M IHIDl.MG 
PHAiKH 
PR4 itm Oia 

3BK MEMORY EXPN 
PHAlia rNDfl24ffi«dtU ilJ I1’ 

PRINTER STAND 
Fttliti £2i W 
PHAHM SmfiSWWlt Q3K 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS 
GSl 

F(93«8 Swill qiBKt CT SB 
Ra$SHl34&«iiflHBU . M.TD 
mms zHOrftHtWh* nasi 
lamtnius^strLE net 
R«3Wf PHUUuHanli QE.I 

COLOUR KITS ■ :■ :: .: dl 
FRA 1145 Ewfl hy»i. USS 

PN46 ACCESSORIES 
PRAIUi PimSiTM',, £iST5 
PMMS&PH4tHMMi G33? 
PRAI1E7 HH*a ill .train H6 S 

VATiWrmv 

64 CPS 80 COLUMN 
9 Citizen PN46 Notebook Printer 
9 Nonimpact Printing on Plain Paper 
9 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + P Fonts 
9 arret floaonr 
* Parallel interface 
9 Graphics Resolution; 360 x 360dpi 
9 Epson IBM, NEC p6 & Citizen Emulation 
9 Powered From Mains. Batter/ or Car Adaptor 

fihF  tR5 
TOTAL VALUE. E333 

SAVittu' 
SIUCA PRICE: UM 

ml PP: '."A'.aJ 
SEE 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FREE DELIVERY 
Ne!-i Uay- AnywhRis tft live UK mauilana 

FREE STARTER KIT 
Worth £29.3* - With Citizen dal main* (Haulers Irom Silica 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 
jlncliidiflQ Die dal malms punier head} 

WINDOWS S.0 
Free Windows 3.0 dcwci with. Sla-rlfr Kll 

FREE COLOUR KIT 
With eve-py pnodtil 9 And Si'jrli 9- 

FREE HELPLINE 
Technical support helpline open during ah-cu hours 

FROM SIUCA 

f iaipaa-i33Q 

[ SIUCA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On ail hardware ordei$ shipped In Ihe UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at yotir sarvlce. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match eojnpeii.td.rs on a "Same product - Same price’ basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS. Proven track record in professional compuler sales, 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 stiff); Solid, mitable and provable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081*30* 0B88. 
» SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and (raining lacitilies at our London S Side up branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirement from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed 1o yon with oifers + sollvrare and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monlhly terms. 

Before you decide when to buy your new primer, we suggest you ihink very carefully about WHERE you 
buy iL Consider whal it will be like a lew months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice with your new purchase. And. will the 
company you buy Irom contact you with deiails oi now products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
wilt have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim lo meet our customers’ requirement with an understanding 
which is second lo none. But don't just take our word for il. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the ^Silica Systems Service". IrTTTT~\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

m081-309 1111 
SIUCA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Silica Systems, AMFQR-1295-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hat her ley ftd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI 4 4DX 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initiate:.. Surname. 

Company Namo (if applicable): ... 

Address:.....—....... 

I ..................... Postcode: ............. 

Tel (Home): ......... Tel (Work): ..... 

|_Which computer^}, if any, do you own?...........55K J 
bftOE AdMafl-Eatf pr-cas fintl npeeilitnnon? miLy cnange - Hlaa&e ratitm I tic coupon lor iPo lulonl mipririir-ort 
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NEW PROMOTION 

8833 Mk II Monitor Genuine UK 
"Model Now with Turbo Challenge II 

Promotion. Only £199 inc VAT 

HD i a 

CLEARANCE SALE 
EX DEMO A590 S £199 
EX DEMO A500 s £199 

O N 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 
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1Mb 1Mb 
ram pack ram 
THE FANTASTIC ASTRA PACK 

AMIGA 600 
With 10 Top Games 

ft Gf A Basic, 
Asterix, Chess Player 2150, DrivirY Force, 
Uve & Let Die, Onslaught, Pipe Mania, 

Rick Dangerous, Rock 'N' Roll, Skyweek, 
Trivial Pursuit 

only £299 Inc vat 
Or wfth 8833 Mk !i Monitor 

+Turbo Challenge II Promotion +lead 
only £489,95 tnc vat 

WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
Free Deluxe Paint 111 + game 

while stocks Last 

Adct £49.95 for 1Mb extra RAM 
we cannot be beaten 

on price 

1Mb 
RAM 

1Mb 
RAM PACK 

Captain Diamond's upgraded A600 
packs using superb 2.5' Drives as 

used in most notebooks 
20Mb only £399 Inc vat 
60Mb only £449 inc vat 
120Mb only £549 inc vat 

Diamond Packs Include FREE D 
Paint 3 & Game 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge II Promotion 

Includes connecting lead 
ADD £190 inc vat 
12 month warranty 

Add £49.95 lor 1 Mb extra RAM 

Commodores own 20Mb £409 inc vat. 
Commodores Epic 20Mb £459 inc vat. 

Give your 600 a Hard Disk see opposite 
Hard Disk repairs: 12 months 

return lo base 

1Mb W" 1Mb 
RAM RAM 

NEW AMIGA Ultimate Hard Disk pack 
AMIGA 600 with 60Mb HARD DISK 

+ Ten Great Games Including 
Asterix, Chess Player 2150. Drivin' Force 
Live & Let Die, Onslaught, Pipe Mania, 

Rick Dangerous, Rock 'N' Roll, Skyweek, 
Trivial Pursuit & D Paint 3 & free game. 
WITH FREE MAINTENANCE £469 ir*c vat 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor £659 Inc vat 

WARNING I Don't get caught short. 
We recommend you invest in a 60Mb 
Hard Disk instead of a 20Mb. Lots of 
games are growing in memory size 

Eg. Workbench = 2Mb 
Monkey Island II Game - 8Mb 

That equals 1/2 your hard disk gone 
before you start. 

Who says size doesn't matter? 

MAILORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 580 4259 

1Mb 'W 1Mb 
RAM PAfcK RAM 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PACK 

NEW AM IGA 600 
Everything you need to be up a running 

with Word processing 

And 9 Pin Quality Printer 
+ Text Engine, Flexibase Ledger 

Amiga Cash, Amiga Fox (DTP) & 
Chequebook Accountont + All AMIGA 

standard features. Mouse etc, 

WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
only £399.95 Inc vat 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge It Promotion 

only £599,95 Inc vat 
ADD £75 FOR COLOUR PRINTER 

ADD £80 FOR QUALITY 24 PIN PRINTER 
w© cannot be beaten 

on price 

INILR 

A 

Don't know whether to buy an Amiga or a PC? 
Weil don't panic. Everybody knows you need experience when 

purchasing a computer.ours 
We serve a customer every 45 seconds & sell a PC every 10 minutes 

At Diamond our staff or© fully trained to serve all your needs, so pop in and see us 
for an unbias opinion and try both machines side by side for yourself. 

SX 40 FAMILY PACK PHOENIX 386SX 25 PCs 
Phoenix 386 SX 40Mb Hard Disk 

40MHz 2Mb RAM 
SVGA Monitor 14" SVGA Monitor 

105Mb Hard Disk PRICES START AT AN 
DOS 5 or DR DOS 6 INCREDIBLE 

Joystick 
Ad-Lib Compatabl© £586.33 inc VAT 

Sound Card Pop into any Diamond branch and try 

Speokers one out for yourself,,, 

4 Games You won't be disappointed you did, 

Mini Tower 

£821.33 inc VAT 
(DOS 5 or DR DOS 6 add £49.35 inc VAT) 

The NEW Adventures Of CAPTAIN DIAMOND 
HfKO k LETim LteCEr'JTiJ* FGaN 

ftfxl FAn CDMPuAlhljfvlQ 

SffeMD ftX MV TIME 
AMp NtvEG. Oor^c, 

PlMVTHlAir, PVNftMfC Arjy HOCt 

I Vc\ 

AS,N't 1 
uJELL THE is THAT 

LAUr^CHfcD THE FG:ic£ FLeCtiE; THESE HASN'T 

6HEM TMAT MUCH AcXIQM , AS 1TJS SEEN Q 

SDai&sSFUL- itl _ 

AiS you cam &£& t r HAVEN T LOST AKiy OF My 

Fccuegs ; m Oisr that 
6G£N A6l_E to £^TER_ me ANV CHAll£MC,£ , &Q KlCxu 

\'N CPFEEirJC Ycu A ChAll£MCE Of- MV 0>3W [[ 
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WANT A 1500 
Wiih Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500 
SWAP IT FOR ONLY £399.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

NEW Rochard 80Mb Drive 
for Amiga 500 expandable 

to 8Mb RAM 
now only an incredible 

£299 inc VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S 1500 & 3000 CENTRE 

A1500 NEW VERSION 
All Diamond's 1500's coma with Workbench 2.04 and are also 
supplied with:- Deluxe Paint III, Home Accounts, Th© Works 
(Word Processor; Spreadsheet and Database), 3 Games 

(Puzznlc, Toki & Elf)- and a book 0he Best Gut Of Your Amiga). 

A1500 with so ft wa re £499 
withGVP 8Mb bare board+42Mb Quantum £799 
with 8Mb 0k RAM baard+SOMb Quantum 
AI50G+8833 £699 
A1500 Deluxe Includes 
1,3 ROM / 2.04 ROM ^'Switcher £589 

THE NEW AMIGA 3000 
25MHz processor.100 Mb hard disk, 2Mb Fast RAM, 

2Mb Chip RAM £1699.00 INC VAT 

THE NEW AMIGA 4000 
68040 Amiga DSOS 3, 6Mb RAM, 120Mb Hard Disk 

£2349.00 INC VAT 

NEW AMIGA LAUNCH SOON. ALL SINGING ALL DANCING 
FOR UNDER A £1,000. POP IN FOR A DEMO 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO 
Now ICD Ricker fixer £209 
GVP Impact Vision 24 Bit Card 
0500/2000/3000) from £1550 
DCTV (Pal Version) £440.00 
Rocgen £89.95 
Rocgen + £124.95 
Rendale 8802 £119.95 
Rendale 8806 RGB £499.00 
Commodore 2300 Inf £99.00 
G2 £575,00 
G2+ £999.00 
Video Pilot V330 £999.00 
Philips Editing System £399.00 

DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA Internal 
CDTV drive £74.95 
Roclite Slimline no dick & Virus 
protection on track 0. £69.95 

GVP HARD DRIVES / ACCELERATORS 

AMIGA 1500 / 2000 HARD DRIVE 
Impact Series II HC8+ Control Card only £134.99 
GVP HC8 + 42Mb Quantum for 2000 £259.95 
GVP HC8 + 80Mb Quantum for 2000 £339.95 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 240Mb Hard drive £639.99 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 420Mb Hard drive £1169.99 

AMIGA 1500 / 2000 ACCELERATOR CARDS 
G-Force 03Q-25MHZ with 1 Mb 32-Bit RAM £549.99 
G-Force 03040MHz with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £899.99 
G-Farce 030-50MHz with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £1269.99 
G-Force 04028MHz with 2Mb 32-Brt RAM £1699.99 

FLOPTICAL DRIVE £549.90 (21Mb dlik £57.80) 

AMIGA AS00 HARD DRIVES 
GVP HD8 + 42Mb Quantum £279.95 
GVP HD8 + 80Mb Quantum £369.95 
GVP COMBO ACCELERATOR FOR A500 
GVP A530 + 80Mb Quantum £659.95 
A530 Combo 4GMhz + 120Mb H/D £749,95 
A530 Combo 40Mhz + 200Mb H/D £999.00 

68882 Co-Processor for A53Q £234.99 
GVP MEMORY CAM MODULES 
Series II RAM 8 RAM Card for Amiga 
1500/200 with 2Mb £14999 
32 brt 60ns 1Mb SIMM for Accelerator 
Cards (A530 + G FORCE) 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM 
(A530 + G FORCE) £179.99 

COMPONENT SHOP 
QUANTUM H/DISKS IDE SCSI 
42Mb £139 63 £149.96 
127Mb £267 iS £2A9 00 
240Mb £429 96 £429.96 
New flopticci Drive E549.9Q, 21Mb risk 
£57.80 
SYQUEST DRIVE 
Remove^e cal 44Mb 28ms £299.00 
CONTROLLER for ctoove add £69.96 

ROM Switcher Now Avdlabte 
1.3 ► 2.04 ROM Switcher £9.95 
1.3 ROM 9 £29.96 
2.04 ROM available ® 

+ PX Off** on pap* 1. Musf b# h good 
workbg condition with iNb RAM. 
^jd^jwTWflf of concltton n£f*ct to 
iTarKiKj-o-re Jactation 

CAPTAIN’S CHIP SHOP 
4X256KDRAMS 
For A590'S etc £3.60 
IX1MB DRAMS For &Lp/9upra £3,50 
IxPMbSIMMS 
For NEXUS/GVPy Rochard £34,99 
4x9Mb SIMMS For QVP etc E l £9.95 

AVtDEG 24 
24-bft grebes for the A500. 768x580 
quality resolution, 16, emiioft colour 
frame buffer. Small easy to fit ckcuH 
bocrd, RJIy genlockcble. Runs on 
standard A50 {1 Mb chip RA M). 
With 244X1 pant pockageOV Pant), 
Allows picture In plctiie 

NEW 24 BIT OPAL CARD 
24-bit cdou, 16.8 million colours.Fdt 
cremation In dl modes NTSGy PAL 
switchabte m dl Amigos £34 9 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND S 
ULTIMATE A600 HARD 

DISK OFFER 
A600 Upgrade Hard Disks 
20Mb (Limitad slock} £149.95 
60Mb £199.95 
80Mb £249.95 
120Mb £299.95 
Turn your A600 with □ single 
floppy drive into the ultimate 
machine with a Hard Disk. 
12 months return to base. 
Only £29,95 for fitting by one 
of our qualified engineers 

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 

MAILORDER HOTLINE: PHONE071 560 4259 
MONITORS & TV'S 

8833Mkll +Turbo Challenge It £189,95 
CBM 1960 Monitor £449.95 
CBM Flicker Fixer £299.95 
Philips 14'SVG A monitor, suitable for use with 
A3000 or 1500 with flicker fixer 
Pleas* add £14.95 for connecting lead 

NEW CD! FROM PHILIPS 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
Now Smart Card memory upgrade (A600) 

2Mb only £129 4Mb only SI69 
New 2.04 Official Upgrade with 
manuals & ROM only £79.95 
A5G0 Plus 1Mb Expansion 
New A600 1 Mb Expansion £54.95 
Supra 500RX 2Mb Expan .(5CO/5QCN-) £139.95 
512K RAM Expansion + Clock(500) £34.95 
Above without clock £29.95 
1.5Mb Mb Expansion (Not Plus) 
1 Mb Exp a nsi on with Th r u-P ort (500) £49.9 5 
j8Mb RAM Board for A1500 or 2000 
Aries Board 0Mb 
For each 2Mb RAM add £69.00 
INTERNAL DRIVE KIT 
Replacement A5QQ internal 3.5" drive kit, fully 
compatable with 1 Mb unformatted capac¬ 
ity. Comes with easy to follow guide £59,95 
EMULATORS 
Golden Gat© 386-20 for 1500/2000 £439 99 
GVP 16MHz PC-286 1500/2000 £239.99 
Vortex AT Once Plus 16MHz £214.99 
MICE 
Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
New Roboshlft.Auto sensing joystick/Mouse 
iswitch box £13.95 
TRACKBALL 
One hand control unit, after using this you 
will never want a mouse again 
A500 ROM SWITCHER 
Switching between versions of Kicks!art on 
your A50Q is could not be easier than with our 
new ROM switcher, £9.95 
Kickstart 1.3 RQMtSippli&d separately) £29.95 
Kickstort 2,4 ROM (Scried sepercrtoly) £39.95 
POWER SUPPLY 
Commodore A500 A600 PSU with the switch 
mode £49.95 
SOUND EXTRAS 
Amiga Sound Enhancer £35.99 
Stereo Speakers £39.95 

[CONTROL CENTRE 
Turn your Amiga into the ultimate hi-tech 
int erg rated workstation environment ■ ■ 

I HAvH £4,000'' IN CftSH to 
GIVE AwftV T* THE PtG-SoKj 
lOho takes thf iMo&r advantage 

CF HV FfeicC FLEOCt *X 

YES, ANY PuQcHASt USiNq THE PGJcE BEFORE 

"THE [O1^ OF -TAlNuAGY I ^3 lJILL, AUTOMATICALLY &E 

ENTED.ED lmto THIS £*C!U_ COMPETITION t &D SCdUG:. 

THE FoCL THE pGtCE YOU CAN. AmQ 

I WILL ALSO BEAt ir Rv -ft ON ANY Pu CVEtL 

f-iOO n-fAT 'S U-lH^VT you CAlu dynamic ft Ir, wrfJjt Jying tfoocfc from ui. ycnJCtm Jtcw LJS 

□ fcteHW ptlc* for tbip arms gDocta ii ilOck wttfi 

■pna of am UK cdfiipslllws ffW! W-o W* mn1ch(. 

Ever i IT OLT pTlCM IrKMl rid®cued ww wtl txx KxX 
Ho prie* |ri tt’is c^f+^ertisefTisfTt onttarurt llx»ek 

□iSono in you thb advert with y(HI 

Ihfa rXftdy* oriy 10 cistomen Tatytng on 
this iidvortheri is*tf bwrofe lr>e 1 Oh dny tr^e 

month of pvi^fcaHon Ir do« t nal aptrfy k> 
eortlptelHOd price* ctfiffiKl in dcurig dow?« 
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r P/X your old SCO 

for a new Amiga 1500 
with Workbencch 2,04 

for only' £399.95 
AIL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

Part exchange ©x demo 
A5QQ with 3 months warranty, 
£199.95 
Ex demo A590 s from £199.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

APPLICATION 
Graphics & Digitising 
Deluxe Paint fV £59.99 
Dial view Media Station 
Intro CAD Plus £64.99 
X CAD 2000 £59.99 
X CAD 3000 £239.99 
Image Master £ l D6.99 
Image Finder £39.95 
Vista £64.99 
Pro Vista 
VDI Amiga Colour Solution £99,00 
Pro Draw 3 £69.95 

Music, Midi & Sound 
Audio Engineer +2 £169 
Audiomaster 4 £44.99 
Bars St Pipes Pro £174.99 
Dr T C opiest App re nti c© £69.99 
Dr TKC5 Level II V3.5 £179.95 
Music X 1.1 £44.95 
Stereo Master £29.95 
Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Techno Sound Turbo £34.99 

SOFTWARE 
Wordprocessing 
Transwrrte 
Kindwords 3 
Final Copy 
Words won h VI .1 
Excellence 3 
Home Office Kit 
Pagesetter 2 
Page Stream 2.2 
Saxon Publisher 
Propage 3 

Video Titling 
Amiga Vision 
Big Alternative Scroller 
Broadcast Titler 2 
Font Pack 1 for above 
Font Pack 2 for above 
Pro Video Post 
TV Show 
TV Show Pro 
TV Text Pro 
Video Director 
Can Do VI.6 
Show Maker 
Scale 500 
Scab Pro 

Animation & Rendering 
Art Dept, 
Art Dept Pro 2 
Imagine 2 
Map Master for imagine 
Presentation Master 
Surface Master for imagine 
Real 3D Beginners 
Real 3D Pro 
Sculpt Animate 4D 

£49.99 
£39.95 

£174.99 
£74.99 
£74.99 

£174.99 
£49.99 
£59.99 
£69.95 
£99,00 
£74.99 

£149.00 
£69,99 

£175,00 

£44.99 
£119.95 
£174.99 

£44.99 
£169.95 

£24.99 
£84.99 

£229.95 
£199.95 

& DTP 
£29.99 
£34.99 
£99.95 
£59.95 
£79,95 
£49.95 
£39.99 

£129.95 
£159.95 
£139.95 

CLUB MEMBERS PRICE ONLY 
(Prices are already discounted) 

Development & Utilities 
AMOS Starter Pack £39.95 
Easy AMOS £24.99 
AMOS 3D £29.99 
AMOS Compiler £24.99 
Cross Dos £34.99 
Dos 2 Dos £24.99 
Disk Master £34,99 
Dev Pack 3 £49.95 
Directory Opus £24.99 
Lattice C 5,1 Dev Syst £159.95 
Quater Sack V5 £34.99 
Superbase Pro A £149.95 
X Copy Pro 5,2 £29.95 
Hi Speed Pascal £69.95 
Hyper Book £39.99 

Accounting 
Home Accounts 2 £34.99 
System 3 £39.99 
Area Accounts £89.99 
Pro Calc £99.99 
Advantage £34.99 
Day By Day £24,99 

Educational 
A D I Maths 1M2 £19.95 
ADI Maths 12-13 £19,95 
ADI English 11-12 £19.95 
AD! English 12-13 £19,95 
Distant Suns A £49,95 
Fun School s (Each) £19,95 
GB Route £49,95 

APPLICATION STAR BUYS 
Final Copy £99.95 
Wordwortb U £59.95 
Home Office Kit - Includes 
Spreadsheet, Database 8c 
Word Processor £49.95 

Rinter Driver Disk for your Amiga, £5.00 (Please specify model) 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 £125 CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COL £205 
STAR LC 200 £175 CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COL £235 
STAR LC 24-20 £185 CITIZEN 240 COL £265 
STAR LC 24/200 MONO £T99 CITIZEN SWIFT 24X £305 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £239 CITIZEN SWIFT 24X COL £349 
STAR ZA 200 COL £269 SEIKOSHA SP 1900+ £99.95 
STAR XB 24 200 COL £379 SEIKOSHA 2400 £129.95 
STAR XB 24 250 COL £439 SEIKOSHA SL92 £175 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COL £165 

INK JET PRINTERS| LASER PRINTERS 
HP DESKJET £295 Oki 400 £499 
HP DESKJET COL £375 NEW Oki OL410 1Mb 
CANON BJ10EX £139 Inc, HP HIP Emulation £680 
CANON BJ 20 £289 OKI LASER 810 £939 
CANON BJ300 £315 OKI LASER 830 
CANON BJ800 £1529 Postscrtot 2Mb £939 
Before mcfclng you- decision pop In &. see 
the new range of Gcrxsn Inkjets, NEW OK! OL 850. (Feature 

| Sony no ctetdls at time of going to press | enhanced 01840) £1499 

AMIGA BOOKS H 
Advanced S. Prog, Guide £24.45 Disk Drives Inside 8 Out £20,95 
3D Graphics Prog, Basic £13,95 Amiga For Beginners £12,95 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £17.45 Graphics Inside Sc Out £24.45 
Amiga C Advanced Prog. £24,45 Machine Language £13.95 
Amiga C for Beginners £13.95 Printers Inside 8 Out £24.45 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out £13.95 Systems Prog. Guide £24.45 
Amiga Dos Quick Ref, £6.95 Best Tricks & Tips £13.95 
Desk Top Video Guide £13.95 Making Music On Amiga £24,45 

TOP 10 TITLES 
Zool 
Civilisation 
Sensible Soccer 
Wizkid 
Premier 
Lotus 3 Ultimate Challenge 
Games Espania 92 
Secret Monkey Island II 
Ashes of Empire 
Fire & Ice 

CLUB MEMBER PRICE ONLY 
Why don't you join 
Captain Diamond s 

Discount Club and save a 
fortune on all your games 

Personal callers only 
Norma! saving off RRP 

£19.49 
£26.24 
£19.49 

£19.49 
£23.24 
£19.49 

£22.49 
£28.49 

£29.99 
£19,49 

AMIGA BUDGET TITLES 
Wolf Child, Th underhawk. As ter be. Chess Player 2150, DrMn1 Force, Skyweek, 

Uve 5 Let Die, Onslaught, Pip© Mania, Rick Dangerolb, Rock 'N‘ Rotf, 
Soccer .Trivial Pursuit, E-Motion, Dungeon Quest, Shufflepuck Cafe, Predator 
Tower of Babe!, Data Storm, Grand Monster Slam. Powerpkry. Kid Gloves, 
Predator 2, Carv-Up, Corporation, Cadaver, Line of Rre, Teenage Turtles, 

Back to the Future lit, Gunship. Mike Reads Pop * Gaea IL Monty Pythons 

ANY FIVE BUDGET TITLES FOR ONLY £20 OR £5 EACH 

25% 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE UK 
443 Gloucester Rd 
Bristol 

AMIGA WORLD 
In the basement of 
232 Tottenham Cf Rd 
London W1 
Tel 071 5804355 
FAX 071580 4399 

NEW SHOWROOM 
410 Bath Rd 
Slough 
Tel 0628 604555 
Fax 0620 666952 

144 Ferry Road 
Edinburgh 

HEAD OFFICE 
84 Lodge Road 
Southampton 
Tel 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232 679 

1022 Stockport Rd 
Manchester 
Tef 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

406 Ashley Road 
Poole Dorset 
Tel 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

Tel 0272 522044 
FAX 0272 521738 

Amiga 1063 High Rd 
Chadwell Heath 
Romford 
Tef 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 

PC Centre 
1045/47 High Rd 
Chadwell Heath 
Romford 
Tel 061 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 

Tel 031 554 3557 
FAX 031 554 2115 

LONDON CORPORATE SALES Saran Duffy 071 5804355 Fax 071 580 4399 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order, giving your Access or Visa card 

number, or send a cheque or postal order to your local shop. 
MAIL ORDER Phone,071 560 4259. Prices Include VAT unless otherwis© stated. 

Minimum Courier Service £17.63, (Corporate Sale*, any order under £250 
subject to £10.00 Admin chardge) Allow 10 working days for cheque 

clearance. Bankers drafts dear same day. All prices are correct at time of 
going to press but ore only valid until the 10th day of month of publication 

due to magazines coming out four weeks earlier than Issue cover date. 

THE DIAMOND PRICE PLEDGE 
If, whilst buying goods from us, you can show us a better price for the same 

goods In stock with one of our UK competitors then we will match It. 

Even Jf our prices have Increased we wilt honour the price In this 
advertisement on Items in stock as long as you bring this advert with you. 

This pledge applies only to customers relying on this advertisement before 
the 10th day of the month of publication. It does not apply to competitors 

prices offered In dosing down or stock clearance sates. 

MAIL ORDER HOTUNE: PHONE 071 580 4259 

NOW OPEN IN SLOUGH : 0628 604555 



CDTV HARD DRIVE 

Not content with selling a 2Mb CDTV ZCL 

have released a black box with an internal 

hard drive. Pat McDonald checks out 

the latest in warehouse-clearance tactics. 

f KEMEMUlUt THE days when CDTV was 

not * officially' classed as an Amiga. You 

couldn't expand it, there wasn't a keyboard for 

it. and tt was billed as uhe black magic box'. 

What has changed is the fact that CDTV own* 

ers want to he able to use floppy-based Amiga 

programs and games, as well as CD titles. 

With the CDTV Multimedia pack, those 

days are gone. CDTV owners want Amiga 

software to work more than they want CD. 

They still want the option of those snazzy, 

shiny disks, but at £5(J a throw they are usually 

much too expensive For what they deliver. 

Enter ZCL's HD CDTV. As well as a 

floppy disk drive and keyboard, you get 2Mb 

of chip RAM iis standard, a mouse lliai plugs 

into the back (much more responsive than an 

infra-red controller) plus a hard disk. 

When you turn the unit on* and a CD is 

available, it will run the CD. If there isn't a 

CD in the drive but there is a floppy available, 

it runs the floppy. If neither disks are avail¬ 

able. rather than coming up with the standard 

CDTV logo, the hard disk starts up instead. 

So what advantage is this? Well, hard 

drives work faster than floppy drives. 

Workbench appears within seconds of starting 

the machine. Also, hard disks can store more 

programs and data Hies. Rather than hooting a 

Workbench floppy then running programs 

front different disks, you can have Workbench 

and all your programs on one great big disk. 

The way it's been done is complicated, but it 

has a certain elegance. The hard disk interface 

(SCSI type) plugs into the expansion connec¬ 

tor of a CDTV. A cable runs from this into the 

guts of the machine, to the hard drive which Is 

located behind the RAM idol. 

A hard disk was obviously earmarked for 

this space years ago. but only now have 

Commodore released it. Ifs difficult to 111 one 

of these units yourself - you’re better off buy¬ 

ing. one all ready built into a CDTV. The hard 

disk is a 60Mb Maxtor type, by the way - 

fairly rare but reliable and fast enough. 

The downside is the documentation. You 

get Workbench 1.3.3 and an Extras disk, a 1.3 

Enhancer manual (which tells you about Cl.I 

Stripped from the guts 
of its parent machine, 

the hard drive and 
SCSI interface are 

really not impressive 
when seen in isolation 

from the main unit. 

CDTV hard drive ■ £699 ■ ZCL 

and Shell) and an A500 user's guide. That's 

right, a nice thick tome devoted to how to live 

with an A500. You do get a thin CDTV man¬ 

ual, Big deaf A more serious omission is the 

lack of a disk to re-install the hard disk if 

(more like when) it needs reformatting. 

Apparently ZCL do have installation soft- 

...it's available now, but it looks like an 

exercise in getting shot of some out-of* 

date manuals and Workbench disks * 

ware on the way. and a shortish informative 

guide on how io get the hesi out of a hard 

drive. Personally fd wait until they appear 

before buying one of these units. 

If you don't push the hard drive there’s no 

reason why you shouldn’t get lots of use out of 

the system. In the real world, where hard 

drives develop read/write errors, this nnil is 

HD CDTV too vulnerable without installation software. Is 

Available from it useful? For tasks like word processing or 

Calculus databases, the combination of CDTV and hard 

0543 251275 disk is good - 2Mb of memory is big. even if 

some is consumed by the hard, floppy and CD 

drives. You’ ve still got about 1,5Mb of storage 

left, which means Deluxe Paint /// or IV can 

be used ai any screen resolution. 

For animation or DTP it’s not as rosy. 

You can do more frames of animation tlian 

with a 1Mb A500, but if you want to expand 

the machine with. say. 4Mb of fast RAM, you 

can’t. Outline fonts for DTP are not supported 

on Workbench 1.3, so you're stuck with 

jagged-edged bitmap fouls. 

The HD CDTV is no better than the pro¬ 

posed A600 CD-ROM drive plugged into an 

A600HD, and is in many ways worse. 

Admittedly, it's available now (when will the 

A600 CD-ROM drive appear?) but it looks 

like an exercise in gening shot of some out-of- 

date manuals and Workbench disks. It's of 

value to experienced users, hut not a first-time 

buy for novices, O 

HD CDTV 

SPEED •••• 
Quits a nippy performer, compared to other 
Commodore hard-disk Ami gas. 

DOCUMENTATION • 

WHAT ABOUT THE A5707 
The SCSI Interface that comes with this unit plugs into the expansion port of 
an A570, Now, if you plug an AS70 into an A5DD, then you can't plug In an 

external hard disk at the same time, ff Commodore were to install LhEs SCSI 

Interface together with an external SCSI unit with Its own power supply, then 
3n theory that would he a much better system. 

There are. however, snags. For one thing, that would mean three different 
plugs - computer, A570 end hard disk unit - not including the plug for the TV 

or monitor. Have Commodore have ever sold an external SCSI drive? ft would 

hang out of the back of the AS7D. Finally, such a system would not let you 

plug any more memory Into an A5QQ; a common hard disk feature. 

Some of the problems of Amiga CD are finally coming home to roost. If 
you want an Amiga with a CD unit, then you have to forgo some of the expan* 

slon potential of the machine In other areas. I guess this HO CDTV does fulfil a 

need - but let's hope CEM have a CD unit In the works with more In the way of 

expansion potential, 

ZCL tnighl sell o SCSI interface plus hard drive 
far the A570 - hassle them if you're interested. 

The worst bunch of Irrelevant Information ever 

seen, Better promised and badly needed! 

ACCESSIBILITY _I 
How do you repartition? How do you reformat? 
You just can't tinker with the hard drive. 

FEATURES * • # • 
A CDTV with these features is a respectable 

machine - shame it's poorly supported. 

VALUE • • • 
It's pitched ah out right, but it's not really a bar¬ 

gain bi ;k buy. 



Y1HIE eUMTKE <QW TUC 
wts Electronics Ltd, Chaul End lane, lutq 

Amiga 600 Pack 
•UK specification 
• 1 MB system RAM 
• Mouse 
• Full workbench disks, manuals Si leads 
• Free game included in pack 
• Deluxe Paint III 
•Two Python joysticks 
• 100 capacity lockable disk box £295 

Amiga 600 HD Pack 
• As above 
• Plus integral 20MB hard drive £395 

Amiga 1500/2000 Pack 
• 1MB System RAM * Workbench 2 04 ■ Mouse 
• Twin Floppy * Works (Platinum addition) * 
Deluxe Paint III * Home Accounts • Alf game • 
Toki game * Puzznic game * Two Python joy¬ 
sticks* 100 capacity lockable disk box 
• Amiga 1500/2000 Pack £489 

• A1500/2000 with 52MB HD £759 
• With 2M8 Chip Memory add £129 

Amiga 3000 
• 1MB Fast Memory • 1 MB Chip Memory * 
25MHz Processor * 52MB HD * 100 capacity 

disk box _____ 
£1399 

Philips 8833 MKII Monitor 

* 14 inch high resolution colour 

display 

* High clarity stereo sound output 

* Full RGB and composite inputs 

* Free 1.5 metre long RGB cable 

* full UK warranty 

* 3 Free games 

* Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £ 199 

* When purchased with 

an Amiga £189 

Star Printers 

Star LC20 Mono 

• 180 characters per second, NLQ mode, 
multi Font, 9 pin head £139 

Star LC200 Colour 
• 225 characters per second, NLQ mode, 

multi font, 9 pin head £199 
Star LC24-100 Mono 
• 204 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £194 
Star LC24-200 Colour 
•222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £284 
Star SJ48 Bubble let 
• Quality comparable with a laser printer, 

very quiet and portable. Mains and bat 
tery powered, adaptor supplied £224 

• GVP A5Q0/A200G 
•High quality, high reliability 
• Easily expandable memory capability 

using low power sirnms 
• Complete with installation software and 

power supply 
•A5Q0 52MBHD £344 
• A500 52MB & 2MB Fast Memory £384 
•A5Q0 52MB & 4MB Fast Memory £424 

New 
• A500 52MB with Combo Accelerator 

40MHz £694 

•A1500/2000 52MB HD £278 
• A1 500/2000 52MB & 2MB RAM £319 
• Al 500/2000 52M8 Si 4MB RAM £359 

Emulators/Accelerators 

• The professionals and hobbyist tools 

* KCS Powerboard Emulator £179 

• GVP 286 Emulator £189 

• AT Once Emulator £176 

* G Force 68030 2 5M Hz & 1 MB £549 

* G Force 68030 40M Hz & 2 MB £789 

• G Force 68030 50MHz & 4MB £1109 

• G Force 68030 28M Hz A3000 £ 1669 

* G Force 68030 33MHz A2000 £1669 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Music 

• Ergonomically sound 
■ Facilitates up to three externa! floppy 

drives 
• Made m the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

:ree mouse mat 

',500 Workstation £36 

A6Q0 Workstation £36 

Swivel and tilt monitor stand 
for the above £5 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation 
manual and the latest version of 
processing software 

• One of the fastest growing applications 
for home and professional users 

• High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

■ Power Hand Scanner 

• 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru'port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 

• Power Hand Scanner £93-99 

• Highest quality stereo sound 

sampling 
• Compatible with A500, 

Al 500/2000, A3000 

• GVP Digital Sound Studio £49 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £25 
(Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga) 

• Megamix Master £37 

• Stereo Master £34 
* Vast, range of leads for many 

applications- Please call 

• 100 Capacity lockable disk box 
• Squick mouse 

• Mouse mat 
•TDK high quality DSD (10) disks 
• 1000 colour disk labels 

• LC2Q printer ribbon 
• Jet Fighter joystick 
• Apache joystick 

• Python joystick 
• Zipstick joystick 

£4.99 
£13.99 

£2.50 
£9.99 

£12 
£3,49 

£13.99 
£6.99 
£9.99 

£14.99 

asonel Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale ■ Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal 5 



I, Beds, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) 

Est* since 1984 

VISA 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
* Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 

Amiga SOO and A1500/2000 * Designed and 

built in England * Supplied with S375 Obese 

Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 

the form of low power Zips * Allows the pro¬ 

cessing of elaborate animation and sound 

sampling • Provides the same max, chipmem 

as the A3Q0Q/A6GQ &50G+ • Increases 

addressable memory space from 9MB Lo 

10MB • Complete with full instructions * 

British made 

• Pro Agnus 2MB £139 
•Fitted £159 

Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 

• Chip memory compatible • British made 

• Without clock £16 • With dock £19 

A500 Pro-RAIVI 1.5MB Memory Upgrade 
• Gives a full 2MB of internal memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Memory upgrade £29.95 

Supra RX5G0 (2MB-8MB) 
• 2MB £138 • 4MB £194 *8MB £299 

A6G0 1MB Memory upgrade £38 
10MB Memory upgrade A500 £408 

• Allows the addition of peripherals 

without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 

when one simple investment will ensure 

total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

• Switch mode design 

•Full crow bar projection 

• A5Q0, A50Q+ and A60Q compatible 
• British Made 

• A500 Power supply unit £44.95 

• A590 Power supply unit £44.95 

• High Quality 

• Renowned and proven reliability 

•Top notch specification 
• Anti-dick 

• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 

• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 

• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 

• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 

• A500/A 500+ 

Jnternai replacement disk drive 

£54 

• Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 

• Communicate with fellow computer 

users 

• Cuts down on telephone bills by using 
fast efficient baud rates 

• 100% Hayes compatible 

• Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 

• Standard RS232 Interface 

• Programmable number storage 
• Free Corns software 

£57 

£63 

£39 

• Supra 2400 

• Supra 2400+ 

• Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) 

• Supra v.3.2 (Fax Modem) 

• Supra v.32 BIS (Fax Modem) 

£84 . 
£129 • 
£148 • 
£199 * 
£258 ’ 

WTS have sole distribution rights from 

Americas biggest Commodore chip 

distributor 

Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(Includes manuals, disks & chip) 

Kickstart 2.04 £32 

Kickstart 1.3 £24 

Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 
(Swap between kickstart by keyboard conirol} 

Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 
Obese Agnus 8375 £48 

High Res Denise £29 
1 MB x 9 Simms £22 

1 MB x 4 Zips £16 

8520 CIA £8 

O SALES HOTLINE 0582 491 949 (6 Lines) or 0480 471117 
Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 

the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT. 

Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

{?> WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 

ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase 

Where To find us! 

price when ordering. 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

□582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No,16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 21S228 

Computer Mall St Neots 
No,6 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
Sf. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St 

Hertford 
0992 50360G 

Computer Mali Dunstable 
Opening Soon 

84 High Street North 
Dunstable 

AH prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due 

to demand or low stock at its suppliers. WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself. 



PRINTERS SPECIAL 

Printer extra! Jason Hoi born tests two top 

printers as an addendum to our 

massive round-up of printers in 

Issue 39 of Amiga Format. 

become redundant. Ricoh have announced that 
they plan to release an Amiga driver for the LP12QQ 
which will enable you to print at 400dpi. 

There's never been a laser printer that truly 
worked with the Amiga, but the LP12G0 has 
changed all that. Thanks to Ricoh's dedication to 
our market, it is currently the only laser printer that 
can be driven to its fun potential on the Amiga. 
Combine this with Sts great value for money and 
there's no doubting that the Ricoh LP1200 is a fab* 
ulous piece of kit, £5 

Ricoh LP1200 

SPEED • • • • 1 
Lasers are never particularly fast, but the LP12QG is cer- 
tainly no slouch. 

DOCUMENTATION • •• 

The LP1200 manual is a little vague In places, hut on the 

whole It’s a pretty good read. 

AGGESSIBILITY 
Set the Workbench printer driver to HP LaserJet and p tint 
away! Couldn't be easier. 

FEATURES • • • • • 

2Mb of RAM and all those fonts for Just £821? Mow that's 

what I call a bargain! 

92% 
blurry, but this works to smooth jagged bitmaps, 
and the colours are rich and saturated. And this 
colour ability is what puts the price up to parity 
with the LP1200 {and E82Q for an inkjet Is pricy). 

If the Laser is the dream printer of the desktop 
publisher, the HP PaintJet must surely be the 
dream printer for the rest of us. If you're proud of 
your DPafnt creations and you can afford to both 
buy and run the PaintJet (running costs are a little 
high) you'll find it the perfect companion. If only It 
were cheaper... 

HP PaintJet 

SPEED 

Considering Lhe complexities of colour printing, the 

PaintJet certainly doesn't hang about. 

DOCUMENTATION ••••• 

The PaintJet manual is a joy to behold - there's even a 

section In there dedicated to Lhe Amiga, 

ACCESSIBILITY Mil 

Plug in, switch on, print out and votta - you get beautiful 
colour pictures (if you can drew them that fs), 

FEATURES III 
The range of fonts la a little lacking, but who cares when It 

prints pictures so well. 

VALUE Hill 
You've got to bE serious about your graphics to splash 

out on this baby. 

Mkt 82% 

10 and 12, Prestige 12 and 16, Gothic 12 and 16, 
CGTimes and Universe (both of which can be 
scaled). This impressive selection scores high. 

The Ricoh comes with a variety of different 
emulation modes including the usual HP LaserJet 
3, EpsonX, IBM ProPrinter plus Layout, a sort of 
mini-PostScript page description language. 
Surprisingly though, PostScript is not currently 
available as an option. 

Then there's FlashROM. This technique was 
devised by Ricoh to enable the printer's operating 
system to be updated simply by streaming a file 
down the parallel port from your Amiga, Unlike 
other lasers, there’s no chip changing, so you don't 
have to have a degree In electronics to perform the 
upgrade. Technically this should enable Ricoh to 
stay bang up to date while other laser printers 

HP PaintJet 
£820 ■ Colour Inkjet ■ HP 0344 369222 

One thing that an inkjet can do that your average 
laser would be hard pushed to handle unless 
you're prepared to spend megabucks is colour 
printing. One of the best available Is the Hewlett 
Packard PaintJet. 

The PaintJet is a no-nonsense slab of plastic, 
metal and electronics that produces some of the 
best colour printouts seen this side of a colour 
PostScript laser. When the PaintJet was originally 
released, it was the first of its kind. As a result the 
PaintJet offers only one emulation mode - HP 
PaintJet. Thankfully, though, a PaintJet driver Is 
directly supported through the Workbench 

Preferences system, so getting a decent printer 
driver Is no problem. 

Printer performance Is pretty impressive. 
Notching up a very respectable 167cps (characters 
per second) in 10 cpl (characters per inch) mode, 
the PaintJet Is capable of a maximum text output 
speed of 300cps in 1 Bcpi mode. 

It offers two typefaces - the usual Courier plus 
a more usable Letter Gothic. Both of these produce 
very acceptable results. 

Of course, no-one buys a colour Inkjet to print 
text - the true benchmark of a printer of this kind Is 
how well it can print pictures in full colour. Using 
the special paper which Is bundled with the printer 
(normal copier paper makes for rather washed out 
Images), the PaintJet produces Images which are 
really quite excellent. The prints are quite fuzzy and 

Great colour, speedy printing and a readable manual all 

combine to make a superb, if expensive,, printer. 

Ricoh LP1200 
£82 f ■ Laser Printer ■ Silica 08 f-309 fill 

Because laser printers build up each page as a 
massive bitmap Inside their internal memory, 
there's little point In buying a laser unless it's got 
massive amounts of RAM on board. This bumps up 
the printer's price still further, though you’re not 
likely to get much change from El ,400. 

But to save the pockets of Amiga users come 
Ricoh with their LP12QG laser printer, a fabulously 
well-endowed laser that comes with 2Mb of RAM 
as standard, a maximum printing resolution of 
400dpi (100dpi more than your average laser) and a 
bunch of bitmapped and Agfa Compugraphic scal¬ 
able typefaces. Typefaces on offer include Courier 

You’ll find the L PI 2.00 leaves even Its more expensive 

counterparts for dead! 

VALUE ••••• 

Here's a mock-up of a fanzine produced in PfoPcnpecind 
output to the Ricoh laser. Pretty impressive eh? 

Now that's what I call impressive — try getting colour 

print-outs of this quality from your average dot-matrixl 

And you thought that you would never be able to afford 
a laser printer for your Amiga. Think again. 



PRINTER SPECIAL 

IF THERE'S ONE aspect of Mil- Amiga's 

operating system Thai is a little lacking, it must 

be printer support. Although Commodore have 

tried their utmost to provide their customers 

with a fairly comprehensive selection of 

printer drivers, the results that can be obtained 

are far from ideal. Even with the release of the 

simpler Workbench 2,04* by far the greatest 

number of queries we recei ve come from frus¬ 

trated printer owners. 

But limes are changing. Now that several 

printer manufacturers have woken up to the 

importance of the Amiga, we re starting to see 

more custom drivers released that enhance 

print quality immeasurably. Third-party soft¬ 

ware vendors have been quick to jump on the 

bandwagon too. with products such as 

IrseeSoft's TarbaPrim Pnifessinnal 1 eaving 

Commodore's official printer drivers for dead. 

So is there slit I room for improvement? ASDG 

The key to 24-bit 
printing is not how 
many diverse colours 
you get, but the wny 
in which subtle shades 
of similar colours can 
be increased to give 
more realistic shading. 
The HAM image (top) 
looks inferior to the 
24-bit image (bottom) 
hecause it lacks 
enough shades of grey. 

TRUEPRINT/24 
is available from 
SMico Systems on 
081-309 1111 

PLAY THE LAST POSTER 

Fuel tike making a big name 
for yourself? Well grab a copy 
of this program and you will 
be able to. 

TruePrfnt/24 can produce 
massive, tiled, poster-sized 
printouts of any IFF file. This 
even includes 24-bit Images 
for when you want some 
really impressive prints. 

How do you improve print-out quality? Easy, you get 

ASDG's latest enhancement program that can also handle 

24-bit images. Jason Holborn does the paper test... 

uePrint/24 
£59.95 ■ 24-bit printing utility ■ ASDG 

certainly seem to think so because they've just 

released TmePrint/24 (it has nothing do to 

with the photo developing company though). 

Based around the Preferences Saver mod¬ 

ule built imo the latest release of An 

Department Pro. ASDG’s wondrous image 

processing program. True Pi inf/24 hits been 

designed to enhance the quality of your print¬ 

outs without having to mess around with new 

primer drivers. True Print/24 sits between the 

Amiga drivers and your primer, improving 

your printouts with the sort of style that you’d 

expect from an ASDG product. 

Unlike a program such as Turbo Prim Pro. 

TruePrim doesn't run in the background, so ii 

won t enhance the . 

quality of printouts I 

from other programs. I 

Instead, you'll have to I 

save the graphical out- I 

put from your favourite I 

paint or ray-tracing 

package as an IFF file and then load it into 

True Print/24 when you want to transfer ii on 

to paper. Once lotided. TmePrint/24 presents 

you with a grid-like display with a single 

requester containing all the program's options. 

Each rectangle within this grid represents 

an A4 page, h is perfectly possible to load a 

picture into Trite?ritu/24 and then expand it so 

that it lltlx several of these rectangles. When 

you print. True Prim/24 ex pa] ids your image 

and then chops it up into individual pages 

which it dumps out to printer. Once all the 

pages have been printed, you can then piece 

them together to form massive posters of all 

your IFF artwork. Sounds great doesn’t it? 

And ii is great if you're printing a massive 

1.024x1,024 bitmap, but standard low-resolu¬ 

tion pictures lend to look rather 'chunky' when 

blown up to these son of proportions. 

You're probably wondering what the extra 

V241 bit In True Print's name is all about. 

Well, if you're the sort of Hash type who plays 

around with 24-bit graphics, you'll be pleased 

to know that TruePrim can also handle true- 

colour images. If you want to print a picture as 

complex as this using a normal printer utility, 

the results you J get would be poor compared 

to the 24-bit Linage source file. To gel around 

this. TruePrint/24 uses a clever system that 

represents each shade of grey (if you're using 

a mono printer ! in 8-bits compared to the usual 

4-bits, What all this means is that instead of 

printing the usual 16 shades of grey that 

DP uint will produce. True Print/24 can pro¬ 

duce greyscale printouts containing a 

theoretical 256 shades of grey. 

* If you attempt to print a 

HAM picture, it just chums 

out greyscale printout. * 

All well and dandy, but there’s one big prob¬ 

lem. Unless you’re printing 24-bit images. 

True Prim/24 assumes that you want a 

greyscale printout regardless of whether 

you're the proud owner of a colour printer or 

not. Even if you attempt to print a HAM pic¬ 

ture. True Print/24 chums out greyscale 

printout. This isn't too much of a problem if 

you own ADPro (you can convert your NAM 

picture to a 24-bit image), but then the average 

DPaint user is unlikely to need or even want to 

spend £200 on ADPro just to gel better quality 

colour printouts. This really should be fixed. 

As it is, TruePrim is only of real use to mono 

printer owners or those of you evolved in 24- 

bit graphics work. 

Gripes aside. True- 

Print/24 produces some 

very acceptable results. 

When printing to a 24- 

ptn or an inkjet printer, 

the quality of greyscale 

images is quite stunning. It must be said, 

though, that with colour images the increase in 

quality isn't really that noticeable unless 

you're working with 24-bit images - HAM 

images, in particular, don't seem to benefit, 

it would have been nice to have been able to 

enhance colour printouts of HAM images too. 

If you want to print out standard Amiga 

images, you're probably better off with 

Turbo Prim Pro. 

If you work with 24-bit images, you proba¬ 

bly already own ADPro. so there's very little 

point in buying this program too. In all. 

True Prim/24 is classic example of a missed 

opportunity. 

TruePrint/24 

SPEED ft ft ft 
Printing greyscale Images Is quite swift, but 24- 

bit images take an eternity to print. 

DOCUMENTATION ft ft ft ft ft 
As you'd expect from ASDG, the TruePrfnt/24 
manual Is top notch, 

ACCESSIBILITY ft ft ft ft 
Based around the ADPro user [interface, 
TruePrint/24 Is very easy to use. 

FEATURES ft ft ft 
Limiting colour printing to 24-bit files only Is a 
real drawback. 

VALUE ft ft ft 
Save your money and put 
ADPro or TurbaPrint. 

it towards either 

(ferdic) 68% 
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RAZy CHRISTMA 
LOOKIN 

LOO 
R DISKS 
NO F U 

REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD.  £22.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD.   £38.99 

150 3.5" DS/DD.  £54.99 

200 3.5" DS/DD,. £70.99 

300 3.5" DS/DD.  £105.99 

400 3.5" DS/DD. ....,.£139.99 

500 3,5" DS/DD.....  ..£167.99 

1000 3,5" DS/DD.CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

AH prices include VAT/free labels. 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box..... £25.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box..£4-1.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box..£58.99 

200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 100 cap boxes. £75.99 

300 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes.£113.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 100 cap boxes ..£149.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 cap boxes....£178.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 100 cap boxes...£ call 
All prices include VAT/ fiee labels 

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

AMIGA / ATARI 
, i SAISRA Hl l SI i i 

rmac f .'ftai 
AMAZING TRICE! ^ 

A57C CD RCM DRIVE 
UlOtS Ml It IHI' & II4' CDIY 

Si IIm.iii1 on your 
CCS Price only I tls.lO 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER BLACK RIBBONS COLOUR RIBBONS 

BRANDED COMPATIBLE BRANDED 
Citizen 12GD £3.40 £2.70 H7£ 
Citizen Swift 9 £3.40 £2.70 £15.30 Mif, 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/224 £4.70 £2,70 £15.30 V'fT 
Panasonic 1124 £8.50 £3.58 N/A (( >-V 
Star LC-10 | £4.47 £3.06 £6.70/ ^ ’ 
Star LC-20 £4.47 £3.06 N/A 
Star LC2QQ £6.11 £4.70 £12.30 
Star LC24 10/15 £5.58 £3.53 N/A 
Star LC24'200 £5.53 £3.53 £13.25 J 

r INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge..„.£14.98 
HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge.**-.£23.95 
HP Deskjet 500C Colour Ink Cartridge....£26,96 

'Canon BJIOe/ex Black Ink Cartridge. ...£19.98 

Colour Twin Refill Kit. .iMv ...-£14.98 

500C Colour Refill Kit.. —.£14.98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software...£39.95 

50 
100 
150 
200 
300 
400 
500 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BO«~ 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box  .£31.99 
3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box..£46.99 
3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£70.99 
3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£87.99 
3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£139.49 
3.5" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes..£182.99 
3.5“ DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£216.99 
All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£35.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£51.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£66.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£97.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes..£131,99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£180.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£219.99 

3*5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity .**..,......£1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockable)...,..*.£4.10 
U)Q Capacity (Lockable)...**■—.£4,50 

STACKABLE BOXES I 
3,5“ 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box*..*,.**.*.£9,95 
3*5” 150 Cap Rosso Box .*...,£15.50 
5.2511 70 Cap Posso Box*,.....—.£16.50 

\___ 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5.25" DS/DD Disks...21 p each 

.5.25." DS/HD Disks..39p each 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

5.25 STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity..*....—*..£1,00 
50 Capacity (Lockable)....—..**,..£5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable).*,, „...—  * * £5,90 

m 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60P EACH £61 For 100 incl delivery/! abels/VAT 

BRANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5" DS/DD..£6.50 
,10 3.5" DS/HD.£AD.50 

SHEET..-Cl 1.75 BOX OF A4 PAPER, 70GSM MICR0PIRF 9,000 SHEETS.,.£12.95 



FFERS FROM BCS LT 
AMIGAS! AMIGAS! AMIGAS! 

PACK 1 
NEW AMIGA 600 

HI WILD, TW WIHD, THE WICOD MCI 
+ SUPEROASE PERSONAL SOfTWMf 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

, ONLY £318.99 

PACK 4 
BCS STARTER PACK 

10 3.5 DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT I | | 
TAILORED DUST COVER | , 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK , | 1 , 
3.5 CLEANING KIT J. 

ONLY £17.00 
WHEM PURCHASED WITH PACK 1, 2 OR 6 

NEW Z00L PACK INCLUDING; 
i t i 

i. 1 

ZOOL 
STRIKER 
PINBALL DREAM (' | ' , | 
TRANSWRITE WP — 

ONLY £15.50 WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
^ AN AMIGA. OTHERWISE £19.99 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS FOR A500 

GVP 42MB HD8 II..£279 
GVP 52MB HD8 II.W / .£319 
GVP BOMB HDS II..1.£359 
GVP 120MB HDS II.if.’..£409 
GVP 240MB HDS II......£649 
GVP A530 COMBO 40 MHz +80MB.£629 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 120MB.£719 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB.£949 

CALL HOW FOR PRICES OH RAM UPGRADES 
s_FOR GVP DRIVES__ 

" STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIH MONO. £124 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9PIH COLOUR.£179 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24PIN 224 COLOUR ***.£220 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR £245 
CITIZEN 200 MONO.^ ,,£209 
CITIZEN 240 MONO.■iU|j.£245 
CITIZEN 240 COLOUR.£268 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR..T!^^T.....£199 
STAR LC-24 200 COLOUR.  £259 
SEKOSHA SL-90 MONO 24 PIN.£185 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST COVER 
v. CITIZEN PRINTERS NAVE 2 YEAR WARRANTY . 

PACK 2 
NOT AMIGA MMB HD EPIC MCK + 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOfTWARE 

A600 +20 MB HD 
1MB RAM 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS 
EPIC, ROME, 
MYTH 
AMIGA TEXT WP 
DICTIONARY, MOUSE ETC + 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £458.99 
<- --- 

PACK 5 
PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

PACK 3 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC 

CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 

l i I 

ONLY £199 

GVP SERIES II HC8 HARD DRIVES 
FOR A1500/2000 

GVP 42MB HC8 II..£255 

GVP 80MB HC8 II... 

GVP 120MB HC8 II.i/J..£395 

GVP 240MB HC8 II.Z.Z’.L......£615 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 

UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

ACCESSORIES/JOySTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS.  £B 
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE)........£10 
MOUSE MAT... -.£2.75 
MOUSE HOLDER. ..£2.50 
14“ MONITOR STAND .  £10 
PRINTER STAND..,£6 
3 5" CLEANING KIT £2.75 
PRINTER RIBBONS.XCALL 
PARALLEL LEAD ....,_£B 
ZIPSTICK..............£11.50 
QS PYTHON HIM.......  £9.50 
CHEETAH 1 25+..  £B 

NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 
A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT 111 
MYSTERY GAME 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
MOUSE ETC. - * 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS m '*JJ> 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £289.99 

PACK 6 
NEW AMIGA 1900 

68020 PROCESSOR RUNNING AT 
14.19MHZ 

• 2MB CHIP RAM 
• 16 MILLION COLOURS 

• AA CHIP SET 
• NUMERIC KEYPAD 

• ON-SITE WARRANTY 

c 
s 

ONLY £362.99 
OR £376.99 with 
new 
zool pack 

i i i 
i i 

i i ] 

AMIGA BIT S 'N* BOBS 
A500 JM8 UPGRADE.£29 

A600 1MB UPGRADE.",*£42.99 

A60Q 2MB UPGRADE..£115 

A600 4MB UPGRADE.£:s*tt£..£135 

A520 TV MODULATOR.£29,99 

AT ONCE CLASSIC PC286 EMULATOR £119.99 

3.5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE.£52.99 

DUST COVERS 
A500.  £3 

STAR LC2Q0 .......... “ .........£3.50 
STAR LC-24 200 ....|i^^^J......„£3>5G 
CITIZEN 9. £3,50 
CITIZEN 24.....      £3.50 
PHILIPS MKJ/IL.___  ......,,.£3,50 
ATARI..............  ..,........£3,00 
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WHY ORDER FROM BCS? 

N 
O 
W 

Established lor over 3 yean BCS is well known for the quality of its products and services7r*»*H94 
WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. ” 

Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry t year minimum guarantee. All products 
UK spec only. All prices include VAT. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 611 
ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

Access | ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506269/0831 279084 
| All offers subject to availability. E&OE. Prices/pack details may change without notice. F * 
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. UleServe of Hampshire Established 7 years 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour. 

Special price £27.50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 
24pin Colour* 

Advanced 24pin printer, lots of new 
features- Please phone for a data sheet 
"optional colour, Price with cable & paper 

New Price 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi interface for Amiga 

£19 
Dr. T's Midi Music Software 

(not for A5Q0 + or A600) £4.95 

240 Mono 

240C Colour 

£245 
£265 

Swift 200 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer. SWIFT 24E plus: 
Extra type faces & features. Ptease phpne 
for a data sheet * optional coignr. 

Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono £1 95 
200C Colour £225 

Printer Packs 
AH printers are supplied with a printer 
pack consisting of printer paper and a 
connection cable, if required a printer 
stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer} 

Free of charge 

HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpi colour InkJet printer. 

Colour laser Quality at 1/10 of the cost, 
3 year warranty. Price with cable St paper 

_£419 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. With cable & paper 

£325 
Printer Drivers 

Citizen Colour 24pin .5.00 
Canon BJ-1 Ge . 4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour . 9.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inq VAT 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 
for A500 Hard Disks 
52Mb Hard Disc £329 
120Mb Hard Disc £419 
240Mb Hard Disc £689 
52Mb A530 Combo £649 
1 20Mb A530 Combo £749 
240Mb A530 Combo £989 

for A1500 
52Mb Hard Disk £265 
120Mb Hard Disk £405 
240Mb Hard Disk £629 
GVP ram £25 per 1 Mb 

Bridgeboards 
CBM A2286 336 for At500 .... £369 

CBM A2088 XT far A1500 .. £99 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 IMram + clock £21.90 
A500 1 Mram no clock £17.90 
A500+ IMram -Fclock £39.90 
A600 IMram +ciock £49,90 

Commodore 
1084SD 

Refurbished 14" Coiour Monitor 
1 full year warranty with cable 

£159 While stacks last 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
The most reliable drive you can buy 

1M external 

£49.90 While stocks last 

Commodore 
A1011 1M externa! 

While stocks last £48 
New Prices 

Roctec/Zappo 
1M external drive £49.90 

A500 Plus 
Cartoon Classics full software pack 

£299 

Amiga 1 500 + 
WB 2.04 with full software 

£499 

Citizen 1 20D + 
with cable r 1 r.n 
& paper L 1 UiO 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable Mono £169 

Spaper Colour £179 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available. With cable & paper 

£169 
Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin. 134 
KXP1124i 24pin. 215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour .... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229 
Epson LX400 9pin. 135 
Epson LQ570 24pin. 265 
Prices include VAT cable S< paper 

Naksha Scanner 
with touch up ri nq 

software l i New 

New 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga p O 1 CA 

with house & mat T-ZL I 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £13.90 

Canon BJ-IOex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199_ 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199_ 

Star LC100 
9pin colour with cable & paper 

_£159 

Star 
LC20 Mono Spin. 119 
LC200 Coiour Spin. 177 
LC2420 Mono 24pin. 185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin .... 175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only vl.3 . 29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer. 2.4,95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Acceptor ..239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip .... 37.50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £15.90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £14.90 

Commodore 
1084SD 

14* Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£179 While stocks last 

£10.00 discount on 1084 
or 8833 with an Amiga 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
UK. 240V £189 with cable 
+ 3ame 

11/3 no cable 

Special Offer 

Accessories 
Joys tick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A50Q Printer cable .. 7.95 
Modulator/Dtsk Extension 10.95 
23way Plug or socket. 2.95 
A5Q0 Dust Cover ..   4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) .. 4.95 
Mouse House ... 2.95 
1M internal 3.5” drive .. 49,00 
A500 replacement PSU ........ 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU. 49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + .. 129.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks ........ 7.95 

Amiga 600 
Standard A600 with full software 

£259 

Amiga 600SD 
ID.Paint III, Grand Prixr Putty, Pushover) 

Wild Weird 
& Wicked 

£305 

Amiga 600HD 
(Trivial Pursuit, Epic, Rome, Pushover) 

Epic Pack £435 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 

10x 3.5* DS/DD 135tpi ...... 7.50 
5Qx 3.5,r DS/DD 135tpi. 32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD l35tpi . 141.00 
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ..... 540,50 

DISKETTES 
SONY /DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free} 

lOx 3.5H DS/DD 1 35tpi .. 5.95 
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi . 21.86 
100x3,5* DS/DD 135tpT 39.60 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi .. 94.S3 
lkx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi . 353.68 
40 x 3.51' Disk box with lock .... 5.49 
100 x 3,5,h Disk box with lock ,, 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3,53 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 1 1. 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5,30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

Amiga/Format Dept, 
40-42 West Street 
Portch ester Hants 
PQ16 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UleServe 
Larger items delivered H 

by Securicor _ J 

UleServe Bestir service UleServe Best for service 
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T 
roirt the makers of Pen Pal conies a 

brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 

Processing package, that's simply the 

only choice for those who demand the 

| most from their Amiga. 

final Copy II is not only the Amiga's most powerful 

Word Processor with every feature you’d expect 

- plus many more found normally in DTP packages - 

but also the only Word Processor that gives superb 

scaleable outline fonts from any Amiga * even LVs. 

Imagine outputting to your printers highest resolution, 

with almost Postscript™ laser perfection - no matter 

which printer you may have. Even with a simple i 

nine pin dot matrix you’ll get perfect 

printing* from Final Copy's 

20 smooth outline typefaces 

that are included! 

...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 

ppk 

With its powerful new features, them's no better Word Pmcessor/Publisher 

for ymr Amiga You'll quickly realise the benefits which Were wire the axrtiLme 

preserve of tlte Mctatiloxh™ md other high end publishing systems. 

' printer with normal Ward Processor Word Processor ^ 

...rinal 

newspaper 

style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 

squares, tines at any angle* ovals, circles, 

arrows etc., plus colour text, along with many 

other formatting tools - your documents will look 

and read just as you want them to, 

final Copy D includes a 110,000 word British- 

English Collins Proximity Spelling Detector & 

Corrector, to help typing errors become a thing of 

the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 

Thesaurus, for dial extra inspiration. 

final Copy U is so easy to learn and use, that 

you'll become an accomplished author in no 

time at all - but if you need extra help you're 

not on your own as our support hotline is there 

for all UK version usenc Look out for the UK 

logo on the box! 

ompatible with... 

Only £99.95 
FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS 

Amiga-A500/600/600HD/1 500/20000000. 
System ruqmRimcnts... miiL of 1Mb, RAM and two Floppies 

or a Hard Disk Drivt [A6Q0HD requires at least E.5Mb]. 

*Anv Workbench supported graphic printer, colour or mono, 

including.,, Citizen 120D, I24D, 224, Swift 9/24, 200/240; 

Star LCI0, 20, 200, 24-200, and XB Series; Canon BJIOex: 
HP Ink/PaiiUjel; Postscript1*1 devices and many more. 

Ijinal Copy n encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here’s just a selection: 

♦ Uses die latest Workbench 2 Style interface on ail Amigas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls (formal your 

document with (he simple touch of a button) ♦ 75% to 400% editable page induction and magnification command 

I ittde Distribution by,. 

♦ Title page* master pages & style sheets ♦ Right/Iefl pages with binding offset ♦ Open multiple 

documents ♦ Fast mouse document panning and zoom/un-zoom ♦ External and internal mail ASS» * tST A 

♦ Ceitfresofi/IBD ♦ FIB Marketing + LeisuresofE ♦ 
♦ Meridian Distribution ♦ SDL/Prodis ♦ 

Dealers... Please call Harwoods for your supply of leaflets 

and inclusion in the Use of stockists we provide to customers. 

United Kingdom venom imported ct .supported h\L. 

GORDON 

merging* CuLcopy and paste^Searehandrepiace+Onserecnmaths# Auto-hyphenation 

♦ Import, resize and crop IFF, HAM and 24Bit 1LBM graphics and autoflow text 

around them ♦ Text over graphics ♦ Outline fonts on all Amiga screens, and any ^ 1 

non-Pos tscri pi^'orPostscri p (1 \ompat i b 1 epri n ter* 4po i ntu pto300po i n t 

[over 4" high] smooth text printing ♦ Text leading and spacing ^ ;w, 

controls ♦ Condensed anti expanded character ♦ Positive ,-y$s 

¥■ 

Com, 
Gordon Harwood Computers - New Street * Alfreton 

Dabyshiic • DE55 7BP * Telephone. 0773 83678! 

and negative obliquing * Background printing, 

allowing simultaneous editing & printing of two 

or more documents ♦ Fast proof printing 

facility ♦ Comprehensive range of ^ T\C^ 

additional attractive font ^ 

volumes available. 

E.&O.E. 

,s> 

> 



AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
aWliM 

80 HGVP 
GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to presenl the GVP range 
of peripherals. GVP am ihe world's largesi Ihird party 
manufacturer of peripheral for the Amiga range and 
have a reputation for high specification, quality 
products. The company was founded only four years 
ago hy a man who knows about the Amiga, 
Commodore's ex-Vice President of Technology, He, 
along with a team of Amiga experts including ether ex- 
Commodore staff, understand the add-on requirement 
of Amiga owners better than anyone. Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amiga owners want, 
they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty 
on the products they manufacture. So, if you are 
looking for the very best in peripherals for your Amiga 
computer, look no further lhan GVP,. 

FREE BROCHURE 
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY 

GVP's HDfi+ hard drive and A53Q hard drive with 4QMHz accelerator, represent 
ihe highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable prices. Each 
incorporates a fast action herd drive. BAM expansion capability, custom 
VLSI chip and FaaaSTROM SCSI driver, for unbeatable performance. ^ 

The HD8+ hard drive otters up lo fiMb ol standard 
Internal Fast RAM expansion and the , , AV 
A530 Combe, up te 8Mb of 32-bit wide . , A\' 
fast HAM expansion. Both lealure a \\^s : . 
SCSI controller, which supports up io 
6 additional devices, and an 
Auloboot/'Game cut-off switch. Beth 
are available in SO, 120 and 213Mb 
hard drive versions. 

In addition,. the A530 Combo zooms 
the Amiga forward with an Q3G 
accslsrator, running al a blistering 
40MHz. This enables your Amiga 500 
to nun al an incredible 12.1 MIPS, faster 
than an Amiga 3000t No other product in 
the world combines all the features found in 
Ihe A530 Combo1 A plug-in PC emulator option, 
shown below, ts available for 

NEW! NOW IN STOCK 

HARD 
Mb DRIVE 

ONLY £399 

SH 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HD8+ & A530 

* 16MHz 80286 processor 
* 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
■ 512K of PC HAM plus the use of Amiga RAM 
* Supports Hercules, CGA. EGA/VGA 

(monochrome) and T3100 video modes 
■ Huns MS-DOS [3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 

This powerful 286 emulator module simply plugs into 
the "mini-slot" of the GVP HD8+ or A53G (withcul 
invalidating the warranty), n has lull access to the 
Amiga's resources and allows 
you to rnn PC and Amiga pro¬ 
grams at the same time, giving 
you two computers in one. nor emu ASM1 

i 
e] 

1 < 1 

HARD DRIVE 

SCSI HARD DRIVE 
4d.au. izofliZim vejlsidhs * • 

Uirim FAIT ACCESS * • 

TRANSFER RATE UP TO Z^DOH/m1 
|+THE RATE OF THE 2ISMt>HD) 

* • 

ACCELERATOR 

4HM1iii]fi03QEE CPU • 

OPTIONAL BSBSZ MATHS G0-PHaCES3UR • 

RUNS AT tZ.1 MIPS \tAStEft fHAN AH AStKOI] • 
HARRWPFIE SUPf 04T T|J MAP KICK START THTD 
3Z-UII WIDE FAST ElAMFOJt FASTER OPEPUUHJH 
aiKECAOHUS Tte <3PEFiATlNG SYSTEill 

* 

RAM BOARD 
up to bud <rf b an 9-bii fast ram 
(8 OR g-bil WIDE SIMMS- - 1ECI1S GR QUICKER) • 

UP TO HMh QF JZ- bll WIDE FAIT TWM 
(32-HWM&IW.US-OOrts) • 

1Mb raPULBtiD * 

OTHER FEATURES 
MGD/AGCELERATDR 'LUT-OFF' SWITCH FOR 
1 Dt'4 GAME COMPATIOJUTV • • 

strsi cumtudller for up to e 
APDljUDNflL DEVICES • • 

VLSI CUSTOM-CHIP • • 

FAAA5T HUM SCSI DEUVEd • o 

10EHTIOH CClOUH * StTLINOtQ tltE A5DD • 

BUILT-IN WNULATION FAN TO PREVENT THE 
UNIT FROM □VEREIEATINO • • 

DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY o 

'MINI-SLOT FOR rUTURE EXPJULSrONS: 
p;thiuU.TC?R) • • 

REMftVA&LE MEDIA SUPPORT * 

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS | DMA) STYLE 
FDR ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE # * 

EAST-TD-USE SOFTWARE • • 

ZTOUtWJUnUWTT • • 

^0* 

A530 

PRESS COMMENT! 
'Superb build excellent aesthetics 

and blinding speed mob this she 

bejf A500 hard drive'- 

AMIGA SHOPPER {HDQ*} 

'GVP claims this is she fastest hard 

drive in the world and none of our 

tests could prove that wrong _ 

Unkwchaok. THE choice' 

AMIGA SHOPPER fHDSr) 

'Still the best hard drive'- 92% 

/wmroflAW um (Host! 

'GVP have done HagainL 94% 

Amiga mam m2 (Am 

4 M the build quality It excellent ~ 

in terms af performance, their 

gear is the best ™ their 

equipment is worth every perm/. 

AMIGA FORMAT m2 (A530) 

h IARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS 
PRICES FROM: 

£399 
MODEL I 80Mb 120Mb i 213ivib 

HARD DRIVE 
HD8+ £399 

Rei. HAfl DBM 
£449 

fiRi; HAnOSiil 
£699 

Rnl LI API Eli 

AS30 COMBO 
HARD DRIVE 
i ACCELERATOR 

£699 
flat: HAfl DSM 

£749 
fid: HAR 0974 

£999 
firt HAFI WiHi 

FORALLAMIGAS AMIGA 1500 + 2000 + 3000 PRODUCTS 
ACCELERATORS 

\ 030 \ Q3Q \ D30 \ 04D 
\25^140^^50^ 33win 

Speed MIPS 

EpscMHi 
Malhoa-prw 

SOUND SAMPLER 
* S'bit stoma sampler 
* Plugs Into parallel port 
* MIDI support for song input 
* Exlensho editing tea turns 
Rx the sen^proTiessiQr^jl antf Edtfa hobbyists hflh 
iH^Sbrl s'CrtC Kurd llVfl ror/sSCs irJd 
Ihe paigM poit on sny Ainga 51)0, 6®, 1500. m\ 
or 3000 cwnjHJtflf. Comted with we ol ihe 
lasiai, poteii] and AasyKnise sound ami 
rrusc cdting programs awatahe. Inckrite i-lrack 
soutbadier file aKTfHl We ietperepr. 

MUS 
2500 

Slsndnl 
324flRMt 
Maumam 

H-bilRAW 
SCSI 

StfiPn 

PfllCE £559 £843 £1199 £1699 

HARD CARDS 
* Factory Instatlod Hard Dnvos 
• a an. 120,213, & umm options 
* OiT ittl itf fn7W ry 5CCkf>,'5 
• Add up to 6 SCSt dOv/COS 
The lirpan II HCfl haul curds are ihe EtjjrjRlenL cd the 
KJB+ maid ditri. IujL Id* lliu Hoi uro 2004 rrockits. 
TTiev cfB same al Ihe laslssl hs'2 diives available, 
and inconcralE an unpopUaled flMb RAM expansion 

£49.95 

All GVP G-Forrn accalQrators. Gin bis turned 
uilo a hard card by atfdlng a MchjrI Kit, GVA 
4251, £39.95, making it Ihe ULTIMATE Amiga 
130WSOQO peripteral. My 1‘ SCSI drive can 
Iten be mounted on Io the accelerator. 

OMb 
eowib 

120Mb 
213Mb 
420Mb 

nei. hait iooe 
Flgl: Hftfi I30H 
Rul HAH \A22 
SqI HAft 1533 
rlnl HAR154? 

£129 
£349 
£399 
£599 
£999 

VIDEO ENHANCER 
* Id million colours @ 768* 580 PAL Res 
* Supports camp wetea S^VHSA RGB 
* Brotidcasl (joaUfv genlock 
* Now aVn RGB splitter 
lirpwl Vision 2d is the lalesi 2.1-hiI Pralessranal 
Video Ampler ll Ic-Blurre 16 million cobum w 
sziHEn ai Bice, bui-in genlock. kker tbfflr, Irarno 
turtle*-, liairie grate arcl dgiial Iwyer. Supplied 
ttilh CaligarhlV2'1 3D modalna and rendcuing 
scriwara,'Scale IV24 video lining schwaie. pliri 
Maaci PamS 24-bil pam packago. i1iM0i20W 
refines gddtionalaoaptar. GVA S224,£WJ5 
IV-24 - m SPLITTER fei viDraii £1 499 
IV^-iniUMIISCODEIlHrfiViD 712J £1899 

RAM BOARDS 
* Up to 8Mb pl FAST RAM 
* Upgnido m 2Mb increments 
* Supports Industry standard RAM dvps 
* OrapftMfj'ic sot foam induded 
* Fully nuto-conUgunng 
Tiha flAf.Ml afte an ea-sy wav to upgmw your 
15CK> er 2DG-Q m 2Mu IncrertwrtlB Lp lo HMb. The 
RAW 6 is lolly aute-caeihgurir^ and ts supped 
w|[h paace-Dl-mind diupiwstic soitwflre 6Mti 
CMifiguraiion supposed fcrhriijgetxi&rd ownsm 

OMb populated bamsbct £99 

2Mb populated £149 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 
* Sygurt! 44 or S3M0 romovntite media 
* Available with Or without HC8 

ConlroBer 
* 20ms access time 
* GVP HCB Coniroller option extra 
■ Site/rul case a vaiktblQ for A50&/3Q0Q 
Each drive comes w'h A >emcvdKij carlrdgo 

External Caae FKOvAUiV £179 
44Mb|BmDitvt| BTH^ISSl £399 
44lVlb|-HCB) HKHK11H £479 
98Mb |El art Dirrel Fj- HH IE7E £499 
88Mb l.HCB) Rrf-hUfl mr £579 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service, 
• PRICE MATCH; Wq normally match competitors on a "Same product ■ Same price" basis, 
m ESTABLISHED T4 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £i2 MILLION TURNOVER (with GO staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities al our London 8 Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: AH of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be maifed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Balore you decide when te buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you Ihink very carefully about 
WHERE you buy them. Consider whal it will toe like a few monlhs after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice. And, will ihe company 
you buy Irom contact you wllh details of new producls? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have 
nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, wllh our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet out customers' requirement wllh an understanding 
which is second to none. Bui don’t just take our word tor It, Complete and relum ihe coupon now for our 
latesl FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service”. 

MAIL ORDER: H The Mevrs, Halhedey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA 14 
Qrflgr Uies Open. Man-Sal Mpm_No Lajci Njjfrl Opoi'.nq 

Tel: 0&1-309 1111 
Fan No: <31-300 <1606 

LONDON SHOP; 
Qpwiing Haura: Mon-Sal 0.3flam-6-fl0pm 

52 Tottenham Court Road. London, WtP 06A 
No Lala Nifyil owning 

Tel: D71-5B0 4DQD 
Fas No: 071^323 ^737 

LONDON SHOP: Self ridges list Fiwri Oxford Street. London. W1A 1 AS 
QpBfiing Haura; Mpi> Fri B.30aiil-r.MpW (Sill M5C 6-Mpnl_Lpte HigN: ThuB^lay - Bpm 

Tflb 071-G29 1231 
EntanSiWi- 3314 

SiOCUP SHOP: M The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4t>X 
Opeming Haura: Mon-Sal 9.fiflBm-5-3Qpm_Lma NiglTl: FrllHiy r 7pm 

Tel: 081 302 8811 
Fvx Nn: OS 1-309 DQ17 

ESSEX SHOP: 
Qpotiirig Hoyra: 

Keddies (am) Ftaor), High Street Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSttLA 
Mott-f ii 9.55onn-g..S!?pm jSsI 9.Mam^.QQpmf_Na La I a Nigfrr 0|>nnin-p  

Tel: 0702 462426 
FLU Na; D703 46Z3&3 

T&- Silica Systems, AMPOR-1292-63, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, KenL DAT4 4DX 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

)Pt 

Mr/MrsJlVIiss/Ms:. Initials:... 

Company Name (if applicable) 

Address:..*... 

Surname: 

==T\r MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

11^081-309 1111 
SILICA 

SYSTEMS 
.............. Postcode: .. , .. 

Tel {Home): .....—.... Tel {Wort)' .. 

Which computers), il any, do you own?.........-. 66F 

ESOE ■ prices and Bpflcilhcelrtwts may cMangs - Please raEum the coupon fcr INi IHIOfl WormsUpn. 



VIRUSES 

Computer viruses can be a real 

danger to your software, 

no doubt. But once you 

understand all about 

how they work, it's 

terribly simple to 

stay safe... 

THE LOCH NESS MONSTER, THE YETI AND MORE... 
People are often afraid of viruses simply 
because they don’t understand them. 
Here's some of the ludicrous myths that 
have arisen at one lime or another about 
computer viruses... 

1JPeople can catch them.' I know this 
sounds incredibly stupid, but a popu¬ 

lar American magazine did In fact run a 
scare story a year or so ago saying that 
people were in danger of infection from 
viruses in virtual reality systems. Don’t 
worry, that's utter tosh. 

2 'A disk with a virus can infect other 
disks if they are kept next to each 

other in a disk box,’ This story was widely 

believed by some students at a London 
college - until we laughed at them... 

3 ‘Viruses from one computer can affect 
another computer.1 Since viruses are 

programs, this is no more true than saying 
'an Amiga can run programs from other 
computers1 - it can't. 

4 'Viruses can damage hardware,1 No, 
no, no, no, no! 

5 ‘A virus can live in a battery-backed- 
up clock.' This just ain't possible, 

because even though there is RAM mem¬ 
ory there, it’s simply not enough to be abfe 
to store a virus in. 

Q What is a virus? 

A A virus is just a small com¬ 
puter program. The big 

difference Is that it's not under 
your control: it will run itself and 
do whatever it does without you 
ever knowing it's there. 

So what does a virus do? 

A Basically, viruses are out to 
cause mischief. AN viruses 

make copies of themselves. Some 
of them also damage your data. 

QWhy are they tailed 
Viruses' anyway? 

A Because they work by mak¬ 
ing copies of themselves. 

Panic! 
they're a bit like living organisms. 
They also do harm to your disks, 
the same way a virus makes you ill. 

Q Where do viruses come 
from originally? 

A Viruses travel in company 
with other programs In 

other words, on disks, though if 
you downioad programs with a 
modem you could pick up a virus 
that way, 

QHow do I know if I've 
got one? 

A Many viruses you wouldn't 
notice even if you had them. 

Some can damage data on your 
disks, make your machine crash or 
produce strange effects when you 
are running programs. There's a lot 

more information on the effects of 
viruses in the following pages. 

QHow do I get rid of a 
virus I've caught? 

A You don't necessarily have 
to, but usually you can 

remove viruses from disks using 
virus hunter-killer programs. More 
details on these over the page, too, 

QHow do I protect myself 
against viruses? 

A Don't worry! It's incredibly 
easy to protect yourself 

against viruses. It may be as simple 
as just switching off your computer 
every time you play a new game. 
So long as you understand how 
viruses work, you'll know what to 
do. So read on! 



VIRUSES! 

A computer 

virus can 

infect your 

Amiga if you 

don't take the right 

precautions. So learn how 

to have ‘Safe Computing' 

with Pat McDonald's 

protect-and-survive guide... 

I say may copy, because some viruses arc 

sneaky, and donTi always infect a disk, 

[nsLead, they wait until (he right moment (say 

when you are saving a 

file) to infect a disk. 

Others are less subtle, and 

infect all the disks they 

can. Some viruses cannot 

infect certain kinds of 

disk — others can infect 

any type. ]f you keep 

getting requesters saying 

that the Amiga needs a 

certain disk, then a virus 

may well be at work. 

There are two very simple methods for 

stopping any virus from infecting more disks. 

When you switch the machine off for a short 

space of lime, all programs in memory are 

forgotten. If you do this before starting 

any new disks, then a 

virus cannot spread. 

Furthermore, if you 

move the writc-protect 

lab at the comer or all 

disks, then the disk can¬ 

not be written on and is 

virus-proof. 

Real life isn't that sim¬ 

ple though. For one 

thing, serious users need access to many pro¬ 

grams. and switching off in-between using 

them is really time wasting. Everyone needs to 

YOU ARE NOT 
COVERED 

If you suffer vims damage and suffer a 
financial loss to your business, you can 
claim compensation. If a virus wipes out 
your games collection then you get noth¬ 
ing. Tough old world innit? 

THE TOP TEN MOST COMMON VIRUSES 

HOW DO VIRUSES work? In order ior (hem 

to be able to spread, they must be able to infect 

any disks that you happen to insert. This 

means they have to patch themselves into the 

Amiga, while you carry on with your comput¬ 

ing. They then hang around, wailing for fresh 

disks to infect. 

Because viruses are programs, at some 

stage they have to be run through the proces¬ 

sor. Viruses usually don’t just hang around on 

a disk, hoping that you’ll accidentally click on 

lhem. Instead, they disguise themselves as 

commonly used programs of the Amiga sys¬ 

tem, Qnce they are activated - this usually 

happens without any direct action on your part 

— they may copy themselves on to other disks 

as they sec fit. 

IThe SCA was the first Amiga virus. 
Written by the Swiss Crackers 

Association (a bunch of pirates), It is capa¬ 
ble of copying from bootblack to boot- 
block, so your games stop working. 

2 The Byte Bandit infects disks when 
programs are accessed and it then 

crashes the machine. It can be bypassed, 
but it's better to use a hunter-killer to get 
rid of it. 

3 The IRQ is a file virus. It usually 
infects the program which is listed 

first In the startup-sequence. Hunter-killers 
are the best way to deal with it. 

4 The Lamer Exterminator is an espe¬ 
cially vicious virus. As well as 

spreading fast it will destroy disks at the 
drop of a hat, writing the word Lamer all 
over them. 

5 Revenge of the Lamer Exterminator is 
totally different - ifs not found on a 

bootblock. It s a file with no name that 
inserts itself into a startup sequence, ft was 

first spread by a bulletin board, under the 
name DOSSPEED, a program supposed to 
speed up floppy disk access by 300 per 
cent - many gullible people have lost out, 

6 Return of |he Lamer Exterminator pre¬ 
tends to be a disk-validator file (it was 

the first recorded virus to use this method). 
It cannot Infect game disks, it can destroy 
them and Workbench disks too, 

The Saddam first appeared during the 
m Gulf War. Again, ifs a disk-valldator 
virus, but a cunning one. It can encode 
disks so that the virus has to be present for 
them to work. 

8BGS9 Is a file type vims. Once it has 
infected, it will display this message: 

■A computer vims is a disease, Terrorism is 
a Transgression, Software Piracy Is a 
crime, This is the Cure1. Ifs not that suc¬ 
cessful at attacking pirated disks, but ifs a 
very persistent virus that needs a hunter 
killer to see it off. Hides as a blank file of 
2,608 Mb length In the devs directory, so 
Ifs not too difficult to spot. 

9 The CCCP vims starts on a boot- 
block, but can infect disks by willing 

files on them too. Difficult to get rid, and a 
hunter-killer is the only real solution. 
Believed to have originated in the Eastern 
Bloc, when there was one. 

Ifll The Travelling Jack is a real nui- 
IU sance to hard drive users, Ifs very 
nail, yet Glimbs deep down into the 
niga, to infect as many files as it can get 
;cess to. TJ can rapidly fill a hard drive 

One of the infamous Lamer Exterminator 

viruses about to bo destroyed. 



VIRUSES 

SECRET LIFE OF A VIRUS WRITER 
Viruses are programs, and so have to be 
written by programmers. By and large 
most viruses come from the Assembler or 
C compilers of dedicated programmers. 

There is more to writing a virus than 
being able to program. In order to infiltrate 
the system, virus writers have to have at 
least a little knowledge of how the Amiga 
system works. Knowledge of which rou¬ 
tines are used for reading and writing 
disks are vital if a virus is to be able to 
replicate and infect disks. 

All virus writers are selfish. The 
degree of this varies - some are totally 
unhinged, believing themselves to be 
divine and everyone else as unworthy of 
attention. They seldom consider the con¬ 
sequences of their actions. 

The motives of virus writers fall into 
three categories. First comes greed. 
Although there are no official cases of this 
on the Amiga, on the PC it’s a fairly com¬ 
mon for a virus to appear, demanding 
money be sent to a bank account or the 
virus will destroy all data, It seldom works 
if the user goes straight to the police. 

The second, much more common 
motive is revenge or vandalism. Some 

When ii virus hits the headlines in o big way, 

that's when these sick people get u real thrill 

programmers get a kick out of destruc¬ 
tion, especially if the intended victim is a 
new user who doesn’t know how to pro¬ 
tect themselves. Although no programmer 
of commercial software has ever admitted 
to writing a virus, some viruses show anti- 
piracy behaviour and just love to spread 
through pirated software collections. 

The third motive is publicity. Virus 
writers almost never admit their activities, 
and so the only time they get to know of 
how successful fheir creations are is 
through the computer press. 

save a file (even games players need to save 

sometimes). Bat the worst problem is human 

laziness. Amigas, regrettably, are easily reset 

through the keyboard. Most viruses can sur¬ 

vive this. Who can be bothered to set the 

protect tab or tarn off lhe machine? 

You’d belter be, because if not you are 

right in the vims firing line. You may never 

suffer from one, but if you do. then a lot of 

your software may be destroyed Even worse, 

if you are using your Amiga as more than just 

a games machine, then you could Jose many 

hours’ work in a very short space of time. 

In many ways, games players have it easy. 

A tot of games switch off the operating sys¬ 

tem. which stops any virus dead in its tracks. 

Games which use the operating system {or 

parts of it, for loading 

and saving files) are 

susceptible to viruses 

though, so don’t think 

you’re totally safe. 

Incidentally, the 

lime you leave the 

machine off is impor¬ 

tant. Generally 30 

seconds or so will suf- 

fkre. A500 Plus users, 

however, need U> turn off the machine for 

much longer periods - four or five minutes. 

THE VIRUS SAFARI 
For some people discovering and publi¬ 
cising viruses is a hobby. When a new 
strain is identified, it is posted to one of 
the programmers who write anti-virus 
programs. The organisation behind this 
is Safe Hex, founded by the legendary 
virus finder Erik Loevendahl Soerenson. 

The reason for this is (hat these machines 

(and some others, like early A2000s) 

remember programs for a far longer 

time when turned off than other mod¬ 

els of Amiga. 

People who use [he Amiga as a 

tool are better off with a selec¬ 

tion of anti-virus programs. 

There is a range of these, 

some of which are listed 

in a box on this page. 

Which one is best 

depends on the sit¬ 

uation, but there 

are three ways in 

light viruses. 

First are the system monitors, which 

check for viruses that arc already operational 

in the machine. Second are the checkers, 

sometimes called hunter/killers, which can 

examine disks for viruses and zap them if 

found. Third are the doctors, which can 

attempt to repair disks damaged by viruses. 

The most common variety of Amiga virus 

is the bootblock or limpet type. Whenever you 

boo! from a floppy disk (turn on or Teset your 

machine and put a floppy in the drive) the first 

thing the computer docs is to read the llrst 

track of the disk — the booiblock - and execute 

It as machine code. 

Normally, a bool- 

block is mostly empty, it 

just says ‘Load and exe¬ 

cute the st art up-sequence 

as normal’. So there's 

quite a bit of space on a 

bootblock for a virus, 

which in till rales ihe sys¬ 

tem, then executes the 

_ startup-sequence as nor- 

^m trial. If a different disk is 

[hen inserted, the virus may copy itself on to 

the bootblock of that disk. 

THE TOP TEN ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAMS 
ifl John Veldthuis’ Virus Checker is 
I updated to deal with new viruses, has 

a facility for checking the memory for 
viruses and can fix disks damaged by 
Saddam, Checks disks as you work, so Is 
ideal for hard disk users. Shareware. 6 Jonathan Potter's ZemVims Hi intro¬ 

duced ihe brainfiie idea, that is It can 
learn how to recognise new viruses. The 
problem Is it doesn't work on Workbench 2, 
and so has fallen into disuse. Shareware. 

SVirusX by Steve Tibbet is one of the 
original hunter-killers. Version 4 used 

ip be the standard anti-virus program. 
Sadly the program hasn't been updated to 
deal with new viruses. Shareware. 

2 Nuke! is excellent for placing at the 
beginning of floppy disks that auto¬ 

boot. Checks the memory for viruses and 
disks for disk-validator and other types of 
virus, Also good at taking care of Saddam. 
Written by Pazza of LSD, Freeware. 

3BootX is excellent for recording the 
bootbiocks of disks. If you run your 

disk collection through It and suffer a boot- 
block virus, you can wipe it off and put the 
original bootblock back, Shareware. 

4 Master Virus Kilter 2.1 by Xavier 
LeClerq can cope with fewer viruses 

and is about a year behind the current crop 
of nasties. Originally released as share¬ 
ware in the UK. Later versions of the 
program are commercial, and sadly, they 
are hard to come by. 

7 Zero Virus It should have been made 
obsolete by ZV3. However, this ver* 

Sion does work with Workbench 2. But it’s 
not very good, and can recognise few of 
the more modern viruses. Shareware. 

8 Kilt Da Virus 3 was one of the first 
combination packages. It can scan 

disks for bootblock viruses, get rid of 
B5G9S and early file viruses. Was regarded 
by those who understood how to use It. 
However, KDV3 has a tendency to wipe 
custom game bootbiocks, In competent 
hands it’s a deadly tool but most people 
need something simpler. Freeware (I think). 

The Master Virus Killer It very easy to use and 

can cope with about 70-80 per cent of viruses. 

9 On-Line’s virus killer was released a 
year after the first incarnation of the 

SCA bootblock virus, and looks as if it has 
never been updated, but On-Line release 
free upgrades. Seems cheap until com¬ 
pared to a shareware or freeware product, 

WThe Abacus Virus Protection 
Toolkit Is a better commercial 

attempt. A full suite of utilities on disk to 
remove viruses and it correctly predicted 
the appearance of disk validator files, 
comes with two books on virus theory. 



VIRUSES 

Booiblock viruses would not be such n 

major problem if it were not for the fact 

that a tot of games have their own per¬ 

sonal, customised bootblock. IT this is 

overwritten by a virus, then the game 

will simply not work any more. 

Which means writing off to the 

relevant software company in 

order to get a replacement 

game, costing you extra 

lime and money. 

Another common 

problem with games 

is that inexperienced 

people oflen mistake 

games' booiblocks for viruses. It’s easy 

enough to gel rather s[:ooked by messages like 

'Unknown booiblock - could be a virus' when 

using virus-checker programs. Some early 

booth lock-investigation programs mistakenly 

identified normal game boot blocks as viruses! 

The moral of the story is; if it works, liven 

leave it alone. 

There are other types oT virus that exist as 

files on a disk, just like any other computer 

program. They usually manage lo infect other 

disks by making sure they are run from the 

startup-sequence (or a program that is already 

called from the startup-sequence). 

Another method of infection relics on the 

virus actually replacing the disk-validruor file 

that is Found in the L directory of many 

-CDvmus^s- 
Is it at all possible for a virus to exist on 
CDTV? The simple answer to this question is 
no (files cannot be copied on lo CDs using 
existing Amiga CD hardware). However this 
does not mean viruses might not sometimes 
crop up on CDs, because they might acci¬ 
dentally have been left there at the 
production stage, but this Is very unlikely. 

NATURAL EVOLUTION 
Viruses on the Amiga do not cause the 
havoc and panic that they've done in the 
past. However, while old hands [who have 
probably suffered an SCA or Byte Bandit 
in their time) are safe, new users are often 
naive and their own worst enemies. 

When your system suffers virus 
infestation, the natural reaction is panic, 
paranoia and fury. A coot head and a copy 
of Virus Checker will serve you a lot bet¬ 
ter, especially if you want to avoid 
re-infection. New booiblock viruses are 
getting pretty scarce these days, as all 
hunter-killer programs know when a boot- 
block Is suspect- We can only hope that 
this does not mark the beginning of a new 

breed of file virus that cannot be detected; 
copy at every opportunity and wipe hard 
disks at the earliest opportunity. 

Baotblock viruses ore fairly rare now - let's 
hope something worse doesn't come along- 

Workbench 1.3 disks- This file is read and 

executed whenever :i disk is inserted and 

Workbench is miming. 

Where precisely do computer viruses 

come from? Well it could be virtually any 

floppy disk Mint you happen to run across. 

Pirated games software most definitely has to 

be the number one source, for various reasons, 

hut mainly because a lot of viruses are target- 

led specifically at pirates. 

Pirated games are copied and recopied 

many times, enabling a virus to enter at any 

previous copy stage. It used to be the case that 

Public Domain libraries and bulletin boards 

were absolutely rile with viruses. While new 

viruses do break out and am rampage occa¬ 

sionally, in the main these areas have got wise 

to viruses and contain them by the use of the 

right virus-checking software. IPs not very 

easy to check archived programs and data, hut 

virus activity is definitely much less frequent 

on PD disks than previously known. 

It's even more rare for a virus lo he 

included in the duplication run of commercial 

software or (more often) a magazine cover 

disk, While Amiga Format's Coverdisks have 

FAX VIRUSES? 
Rumours continue to circulate of a virus 
which spreads through fax machines. 
Although no one in the Amiga Format office 
has observed this weird phenomenon, 
reports of strange behaviour from fax 
machines which regularly transmit to one 
another have become more common in 
recent months. We'll keep you posted if it 
does turn out to be true. 

never had a virus on them, oilier magazines 

have. (Oh no. That's tempting fate). This is a 

serious victory for the virus writers, as thou¬ 

sands of copies of the same virus are activated 

simultaneously. 

Sometimes, viruses are copied and 

altered, so as to defeat virus checkers which 

then cannot recognise the new strain, ft is 

theoretically quite possible for this to happen 

naturally or by accident. But the current 

growth of the number of Amiga viruses does 

point to the fact that the virus-warped pro¬ 

grammers are still busy creating and adapting 

virus programs. 

THE TOP TEN ANTI-VIRUS TACTICS 
1 Write protect all your floppy disks. 

Only take the write protect off if you 
need to save a file - and write protect the 
disk again when you have finished saving, 

2 Check the write protect before you 
put a disk into a disk drive. This is the 

best anti-virus habit. 

3 Do a hard reset in-between programs, 
that is turn the machine off and on. 30 

seconds is enough for most machines, five 
minutes is necessary on an A5QQ Plus. 

4 Go and get yourself a copy of Virus 
Checker, make sure it's the latest ver¬ 

sion. Run your entire collection of floppies 
[including your precious originals) through 
It. Don’t erase anything until you are posi¬ 
tive that it is a virus. 

5 Get a system monitor. Virus Checker 
is a good monitor* but Nuke! is better 

if you are using floppies. Either leave it 
permanently on if you are a serious user, 
or run It occasionally to make sure your 
disks are not infected. 

6 Avoid pirated software like the virus 
ridden, polluted rubbish that It is. It's 

also doing the industry no good at all 

Never ever be tempted to spread a 
M virus, even to someone you don't like- 
The same virus may copy itself back to 
you, or you might get a much nastier virus 
in return. 

8 Treat ali new software as infected 
until you know it’s clean from viruses 

- run It through a virus checker before you 
Eoad it up. You can t be too sure! 

9 Back up your boot blocks. Use BootX 
or Virus Expert to copy all the boot- 

blocks of your game disks, so that, if a 
booiblock virus does strike, you can repair 
the damage. 

BootX, by Refer Sleur is □ little bit complicated 
far novices. You can find it on ihe Coverdisk! 

10 If you still suffer virus damage, it s 

probably a new strain. Send a 

copy to Safe Hex International (0942 

682205) clearly marking it as a probable 

new virus. Virt/sZ is very good ot hurtling viruses which 
hide inside compressed PowerPacker files. 



FOR ONLY 

£199.99 
• The NEW Datel Colour Scanner uses the Mustek 

8 colour grey scale head to produce 4096 colour 

images. 

• Several modes of operation are available to give 

8, 16 or 32 different colour and Ham images as well 

as 16 grey scales. 

• Scan update direct to the screen with direct 

scrolling and positioning of the scanned image. 

• Full colour pallette control with Gamma 

correction. 

• Save IFF or Raw files of screen or buffer. 

• Runs in 640 x 256 or 320 x 256 

screen display. 

• Unit plugs into expansion port of 

Amiga and does not require external 

power unit.. 

HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK A WHITE HANDY SCANNER AT AN EVEN LOWER PRICE! 

NOW ONLY £99.99 
• Package Includes Handy Scanner., Interface, 

Power Pack and Scan Edit [V software. 

IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 102*1 

pixels, dual buffer, scan 

match Lug flt view Butler, 

• Unmatched edit /capture facilities 

& keyboard control not offered by 

other scanners at this special price. 
Full keyboard control of moat 

functions, 
• An easy to handle Handy 

Scanner featuring 105 mm scanning 

width & 400 dpi resolution enables you 

to scan graphics/text into your Amiga, 

Includes hard disk transfer to 

Tl^A^run under Workbench. 

• Adjustable switches for 

brightness/contrast Levels. 

Full sizing menu of scon area. 

GcnJscan gives you the 

■^^^abllity to scon Images, text or 

graphics & even offers 200 Dpi Dual 

Scan Mode, 

^riffk Screen grid overlay Sl configure 

menu to save parameters. Icon 

menu to select functions. 

j*, \ 

X. Y position readout & metric 

sizes. 

9 Save Images in suitable format 

for mast leading packages including 

PHOTON PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc, 

View window and position 

control panel. 

• Powerful partner for DTP that 

allows for cut and paste editing of 

Images etc. 

GOMES WITH FREE PHOTON PAINT 

I mm 

GENIUS DIGITIZING TABLET^ 

A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DRAWING/CAD WORK 
• With the Amiga Genitixer Graphics Tablet you can Streamline 

the operation of most graphic or CAD programs. 

• The Gcnitizer Graphics Tablet utilises latest technology to 

offer up to 100 dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus. 

• Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus super accurate stylus 

combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control. 

• Works by "mouse emulation" so the Genitizer will work with 

most packages where mouse input is the usual method ■ Deluxe 

Paint, Photon Paint, CAD Packages, etc. 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe Paint. 

• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems ■ now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD* 

• Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy * plus 

"absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many times faster than by a mouse. 

• The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 

• Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that 

tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet face. 

• A pressure sensitive switch built into the 

stylus tip activates the Tablet overriding the 

normal mouse input* When you are not 

using the Tablet, you have normal mouse 

control. 

• Complete system - Graphics Digitizer 

Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Powej 

Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, plus [ 

Driver Program - no more to buy! 

NOW ONLY 

£129.99 

□ PTIDH&L PUCK 
As in pllspnitl vD in th» 
■lylut Inpul 1 ho Ganlm 

TJiblnl alLD k*i nn 
optional tour button 

Idoal Ear tracing etc. 
ONLY C39.M 

► I GENIUS MOUSE f f GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

• High quality 

direct replacement 
for mouse on all 
AmJgas, 

• Teflon glides For 

smoother movement. 

• Rubber coated ball 

for minimum slip, 
• Optical system 

counting - 500/nint, 

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 

• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

Incorporating full optical tracking and counting ■ no 

so qd problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

output for very fine movement, 

action, 

^Optical Pad". 

pc julhiH 

Nn more to buyt! 
COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES 

ONLY £19.99 COMPLETE ONLY £39.99 

0782 744707 r/U\g CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
CHEQUES^POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO. .. ALL 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

2 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 EN 0782 
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RDP 
LONDON, W1.TEU071 5806450 



JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

Wltn Lip I 

<jSk‘ 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 

Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 

one disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 

independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drive! Works 

with up to 2 Megs of Ram - even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus). 

, SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE - 

now with PEEP trainer. Even better than before ■ allows 

'you to generate more or even infinite livesa fuel, ammo. 

"Perfect as a Trainer Mode to get you past that "impossible11 level. 

Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 

The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 

including any "attached" sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 

Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

BURST NIBBLER. 

Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk 

copier program at the press of a key * no more waiting. 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 

pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 

directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 

music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

^ "AL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE ■ 
Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC 

software. (Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

MOTION MODE 

» ypu ean slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 

ddjustatife from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through 

the tricky parts! 

MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS - 

like Rename. Relabel Copy, etc*” 

# RESTART THE PROGRAM 

Simply press any key and the program' Will continue where you. 

left off. mk 
m FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 

including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc- 

sucn ayn 

“ • M 

software 

& 
* rnniAi 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory. Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 

screen status "overlay11 shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 

such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

L JOYSTICK HANDLER - 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 

very useful for many keyboard programs. 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 

autofire from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with 

'all Action Replay 111 commands. 

DOS COMMANDS 

Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times - 

DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

FILE REQUESTOR - 

if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. No need 

to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 

Either DFQ or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working 

with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your 

external drive. 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS * 

including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

DISKCODER 

i the new "Diskcoder" option you can now 'tag' your disks 

^unique code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by 

Tagged" disks will only reload when you enter the 

aful for security. 

joystick 

^ + DC 

urn, run 

^ F 
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TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED 

vc 

CREDIT CA 
WITHIN Hra ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS 

04TIL KLECTKONi 

ORDERS 
PAYABLE TO.... 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS. ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHI 

2.22. TOTTENHAM COURT K 
LONDON, W1 71 580641 
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. > l€M " "ER!l 
E 256K operating system 

^ WHOLE NEW RANGE OF 
FEATURES 

FOR 1500/2000 VERSION £69.99 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE 
EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE 

POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

^Action 
to suit you 

IMF 

SET MAP - 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Keymap. 

PREFERENCES 

Action Replay ill now has screen colour preferences with menu setup. Customise your screens 

to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

L IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 

including compressed/small character command. 

DISK MONITOR 

"Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to understand format. Full modify/save 

options. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE 
POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 

• Full M68000 Assembler/Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block 
• Write String to memory • Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text 
• Show frozen picture • Play resident sample • Show and edit all CPU registers and flag 
• Calculator * Help command * Full search feature * Unique Custom Chip Editor allows 
you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling • show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. * Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble/Disassemble - now 

with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT S 
FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 
- INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! jf 

WARNING 1908 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Date! Electronics Lid., neither condones or authorises the use of it's protfuds for the reprodudmr 

of copyright m-alenal Tha backup facilities ci ihis preducl are designed la reproduce only Eabwara such as Public Domain material 
(he users own programs or sollwaro where permission to make backups has been clearly given. 

It is illegal to make copies, even lor your own use. a I copyright material wilhout the dear 
permission cl tha copyright owner, or the licences tberaoi 



Unleash rue Power! 

The Publishing Team With The Genie Edge 
Team work- Automation. Integration. Great concepts that haven't applied to desktop publishing, until now. Introducing 

Professional Page 3.0 and Professional Draw 3.0, two programs that through Genies' and our open linking architecture are re¬ 

defining the way you work. Genies automate everything from actually laying out newsletters and ads for you. to time saving func¬ 

tions like step and repeat and copy object attributes. A full set of Genies come with each program, to help you work better and 

faster. Plus you can make your own Genies to automate the things you do most. 

Our intelligent hot-linking system lets you instantly take a drawing to Professional Draw 3.0 for editing, or take text to our 

Article Editor for speedy changes and spell checking. Link to Professional Calc for instant tables or to Art Department 

Professional' for image manipulation. 1 hese links come free, and more arc on the way. But you don t have to wait, because with 

our open Sinking architecture you can create your own links to any of the hundreds of programs that support ARexx. With 

Genies and linking, the possibilities are endless. 

Professional Draw 3.0® - 
A New Standard In Illustration 

We've added a number of hot new features that make 

it easier than ever to create high-res full color i Must ra¬ 

tion, exciting type effects, and more. You get automatic 

linear and radial gradient dlls. Type directly on the 

page and use AGFA Compugraphic or Type 1 fonts. 

Variable X-Y bolding & scaling. The PANTONE®" 

Colour Matching System Is built-in. An improved 

Auto-Trace converts bitmaps, Auto-Tiling of large 

pages. Un-Do. A Free Clip Art collection, and morel 

Magic Functions 
Professional Draw 3.0 also features over 25 time saving 

Function Genies like Step and Repeat, Style Tags lor 

Objects, Copy Object Attributes, Make Avery Labels, 

Hot-link to Art Department Pro*, Rounded 

Rectangles, Polygons, and more. 

Professional Page 3.0® - 
A New Standard In Publishing 

With Professional Page 3.0 you get all the features you 

would expect from the leading publishing system for 

rhe Amiga, Adobe Type 1 font support. Irregular Text 

Wrap, Built-in PANTONE" Colour, a complete 

range of typefaces, Auto-Tiling, superior Colour 

Separations and more. Plus you get an Article Editor 

and spell checker rhat others make you pay for. 

Automatic Layout 
Page Genies' revolutionize desktop publishing by actu¬ 

ally laying out pages for you. Answer a few questions 

and in just minutes you have a professional layout. 

Plus our new Function Genies perform over 60 func¬ 

tions like Mail Merge, Drop Caps, Drop Shadows, 

Step and Repeat, and more that will save you time and 

simplify your work. Plus you can write your own. 

GOLD DISK 

Join The Professional Publishing Team - For One Low Price! 
Combine the power of Professional Draw 3.0 and Professional Page 3.0 and you 11 own die ulti¬ 

mate publishing system for your Amiga. And for a limited time, you can join die ream for less. Just 

£99.95' gets you Gold Disk's Unleash The Power publishing bundle of both Professional Page 3.0 

and Professional Draw 3.0! Call today, this special offer is limited! Credit cards are accepted. 

Cettem Bolt) For£99.95! tall 0743 350S5I Tadaql 
Professional Pago, Professional! Draw, Professional Colt, and Gold Disk are trademarks af Gold Disk Inc Professional Page and Professional Draw require a hard disk and 2MB MM, lo use Horiink requires 3WB RAM. 
'Genies and marked link* require ARexx ARexx comes free with Workbench 2 or can be purchased al a reduced price with coupon inside Professional Page 3.0 box. "PAJITONE is Panlane,. Inc's chock-siandard 
trademark far colour. ’Special 199.95 offer is limited, ovtiilnhle while stocks last. Price excludes VAI af 118.46 and shipping (barge of £5.50. Please make checks for £123.91 payable fa Wsslpolnl Crcalive Lid, 



Exciting news and reviews from around 
the world in this month's MBUK 

and loads mor< 
action for only WIN A CANNONDALE WORTH £925 

O The World Championships 

O Double trouble or double fun - defying gravity 
on duelling tandems 

O Take our advice on warm winter gear - so you 
don’t end up looking like a walrus 

O Metrotrekking in Newcastle - why-aye pet! 

0 PLUS Isle of Skye-the most rugged 
landscape in Britain 

Mountain 
Biking uk 
Britain’s 
best-selling 
bike magazine 

The Mouse Yoke w 
At last you really can 
take control with this 

ingenious device. 

The Mouse Yoke ® does not 
need a game card or special 

items, it uses your own mouse 
for smooth and accurate 

control, unrivalled by some 
yokes costing over 3 times as 

much. More fun and less hassle 
for only 

£24.95 
Suitable for most computers 

inc. portables 

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate, Crews 
Hole Road, St, George, Bristol BS5 8AY 
Tel: (0272) 550900 Fax: (0272) 411052 

If inlofmatlon only required, please enclose SAE quoting mieresl. 
Prices exclude p&p Pteaseatfd El .95 
Please allow up so 2] days Igr delivery. 

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB 
As a Matrix member you can choose From our extensive lists of 

the latest and the popular software with our absolute guarantee to 

buy ihem back. AND you don't hove to pay until you've decided. 

* TOP NAME 
GAMES, BUSINESS AND UTILITY SOFTWARE 

(sorry no PD or Shareware) 
• NO COMMITMENT TO BUY 

• SUPER FAST SERVICE * * ESTABLISHED 1981 
•OVER 2,500 MEMBERS 

To find out about the unique Matrix money saving 
scheme coll our 24 hour hotline 0920 484479 

Or mod a mja. slating yow moeHmo fl&M/PC 3-5" Atari ST] tar 

Matrix Computing Services, Dept AMFT2, 2 Frencht Yard, 
Am wo I! End, Ware, Hertfordshire SGI 2 9HP 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £13.00 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 

advert along with just an additional £13, we will supply and fit a 512K 
memory expansion at no extra cost. l 

cl 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (important, please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in their opinion 

are beyond reasonable repair * normal charge applies. 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ 
★ 

* 

★ 
£ 

★ 

Com m odorc regi s Le red 
Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including parts, 
labour, VAT and posL & packing 
Some computers can be repaired within 24 hours of booking in 
Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 
supply unit if necessary 
Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£15 extra if these units are 
unrepairable and require complete replacements) 

All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty * 



fTj PD GAMES & UTILITIES 

CHOICE SOFTWARE G062 

The game that launched Nintendo Into the public eye, 
cloned with subtle changes onto your machine. 

Programming team Bignoiiia. long-time masiers of 

bringing old C64 classics to life on the Amiga, have 

convened ihe game that ini reduced Mario to an unsus¬ 

pecting world All I can say of this is that it's got the 

average game play and lousy graphics of the original 

plus quite good Amiga sound. JTII bring tears of nos¬ 

talgia to the eyes of many people. 

Anyone for Assembler? The Amiga Coders' Hub has 

been running for some lime now. but in ease there are 

still people hungry for some half-decent (and quite a 

lot of excellent) example source codes, this is ihe disk 

collection to go for. 

Strangely enough, the menuing system is written in 

C. Each ACC disk is spill into source code examples, 

documentation, letters and a smattering of more gen¬ 

eral issues to spice it up a bit. The source does 

everything from convert hex to ASCII, up to source for 

a DeJ'emier-type game. Sadly, it's still incomplete, but 

looking good, 

Mark Meany and Dave Edwards are doing excel¬ 

lent things with the ACC disks and, if you want to sec 

what you've missed in previous issues, this one has an 

index of the contents of all past disks. Oh yesT and 

there are a few new bits from a new contributor called 

Arcane Jill The latter stuff includes details of some 

known bugs in Devpac 3. 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS 

Although graphically very limited, White Night has a lot of 
hidden design that makes if playable and alttiosl fun. 

Anyone still remember the Shoot-Em-Up Commtvutm 

KiH Widely hailed as being a tool for professional 

quality scrolling games, SEUCK lias never been used 

Here's this month's succulent selection of new utilities, games and 

other software, all of which will cost you next to nothing. Your host, 

Pat McDonald brings you slap, bang and er, wallop up to date. 

to belter effect. This game looks the same and plays 

much the same as other SEUCK games. The difference 

is in the design of the stages. Each stage hits safe routes 

and dangerous routes to find, exploit and avoid. The 

enemy positions and the landscape are well spliced 

together, leading to some tricky manoeuvring and 

backtracking, 

En many ways it+s a lousy game (not many colours, 

small screen, bad collision detection all the hallmarks 

of SEUCK), but is still ihe most fun-to-play SEUCK 

game I've seen, it won't engross you for long, but at 

least some talent has gone into it. 

Sounds quite awful, but is really rather good. Wizard 

Wars pits you against up to four other players. The 

Amiga can control any of the players. Demonology is 

the name of the game — I’ve always believed in +olo- 

gies, but summoning demons is not an academic 

subject I’d recommend. 

Never mind the ethics, it s a challenging strategy 

game with just enough in the way of sound and graph¬ 

ics to get by. You have to beat the other guy, true, but 

Trevor the deman has been blacked by a mountain range. 

Time to turn back and despoil somewhere else. Wizard 

Wars has many goad aspects. 

there are lots of forts* castles and cities to dominate 

with your demons loo, There's also an elusive bug that 

sometimes crashes the game on WB2 systems. 

Creating the demons h simplicity itself. Just click 

on arrows lo tweak the strength, intelligence, move rate 

and manna (magic points) of' the little blighters. These 

can only be taken as far as the Wizard’s magic will 

Continued on page 224 

CLUMPY 
ICONS 
17 Bn-2202 
Hmm, a disk stuffed with icons, ready to use to tart 
up your disk collection. All the icons have been 
designed with Workbench 1.3 In mind and, while 
many of them look all right on s 2.04 machine, 
some look very odd with WB2. 

The different categories of icon are Specific, 
Disks and Drawers, Sound and Vision (that sounds 
familiar), NewSystem (Standard Workbench utility 
Icons that have a CBM logo when clicked on), 
General and 101 uses. 

The clever bit about this disk Is that the artist, 
Robert Corradi, makes one condition about using 
the icon; if you use one on a disk, you must also 
Include a small advert from Robert which asks for 
help on two of his special projects. 

The first of these is an Interactive database of 
comic characters that have been used in films. The 
hope here Is that this tittle gem will find its place in 
the Museum of Moving Images in London. 

The second project is a short cyberpunk film, 
for which Robert wants some decent musicians 
and a coder to write some funky screen wipes for 
the titles. If you're interested in helping the fellow 
out, or you want to lay your hands on some free 
icons, get this disk and you never know where 
your work could end up. 

A fist full of Teems far all your data and programs. 

Cumpy Icons provides a very wide selection. 

Subtle screen changes can affect just haw good or had 

art Icon looks* It's all a matter of individual taste really. 
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ACT OF WAR 
17 BIT 2197 

My word, this one shows promise. Heavily influ¬ 
enced by games like Rebeistar and, more recently, 
Laser Squad and Space Crusade, Act of War is a 
tactical battle game which abandons hexes and 
cardboard markers and gives you a map view 
instead- Each unit under your command can be 
turned, moved and fired. 

There are three missions on each disk and 
there's not too much in the way of dull statistics. 
You can play two-player against a friend, or take on 
the computer - it doesn’t play outstandingly, but 
It's competition of a sort. The aim is to tool up the 
units available and complete the mission, which 
usually consists of wiping out the opposition, but 
occasionally involves blowing up a strategic point. 

There are three difficulty levels. Easy gives you 
the most cash and lets you see all the opposition 
lacing you. Medium takes fhe cash down and intro¬ 
duces Mine of sight’ rules - you have to be facing 
an opponent in order to see and shoot at it The 
amount of cash available is very important, Some 

of (he weaponry is very poky, causing large explo¬ 
sions that wipe out the enemy en masse. Other 
stuff is handy, but only at short range - things like 
shotguns and rifles. Overall there are more than 15 
categories of weapon, with the cost of each propor¬ 
tional to its effectiveness. 

After taking up the predetermined start posi¬ 
tions, you begin edging forward and blasting. If 
you’ve never tried this sort of wargame before, all I 
can say Is that it's very appealing to a wide variety 
of masculine gameplayers and obviously features 
loads of violence. 

It’s shareware, so registering gets you a ver¬ 
sion without the annoying ‘pay the fee' messages 
and also gets you a mission editor with which you 
can set up your own battles. However, there are a 
number of bugs in the program that often cause il 
to abort back to Workbench; if the keyboard is 
used for a mouse operation, or vice versa. 

Happily, if you pay £10 then Dave Smith (the 
author) will send you the original Amos source 
code. Somebody help him debug this - it would be 
a major shareware game If only it didn’t bug out so 
often. Although it has so-so graphics, the sound, 

which is used with permission of Team 17, is very 
good - especially the sound of a magazine being 
slammed info a gun. This is my sort of game and I 
make no apologies for the fact it’s buggy and a bit 
slow. A couple of updates and tweaks to the source 
and this has the makings of a classic shareware 
game. ’Scuse me, I’m off to cause some mayhem... 

The human (bottom left) has the drop on two droids (one 
under the cursor). Fire the pulse rifle or toss a grenade? 

allow, Si> you can either create lots of weak demons or 

a couple of real hell raisers, Il requires Workbench and 

bit of fiddling to get it working on a 13 machine. 

TOR 1 O UPDATES 
OF THE MONTH 

No accounts, no cash flow, no reminders: 1 guess Vm skint 
again. Never mind, I accurately know how brake I ami 

Home accounts anyone? This program has had a lot of 

work pul into it to make it look and operate just rig In. 

IMF can keep track of up to 12 different accounts, 

recording the money transfers between them as your 

precious pennies go their separate ways. 

The program is not unique by any means, bin it has 

a good, simple layout tliars very easy to pick up, An 

example file is included and, judging by the speed at 

which il loads, it's a pretty fast program for studying 

and managing your finances. The programmer (Alan 

BiLshorough) has done a good job. 

The secret is to set up expenditure accounts for 

tilings you buy often (groceries, hits for ihe car. what¬ 

ever), Then see how you're buying a particular item 

iind whether money can be saved by. for example, pay¬ 

ing a bill by direct debit. 

WWII HISTORY 
BOOK 
ASGARD SOFTWARE 

In some ways this is similar to the Total Concepts edu¬ 

cational series from CLR. It's a potted history of 

WWII, from the causes, through the major events and 

bullies and up to the final conclusion. It covers some of 

the campaigns in fair derail, and has the occasional 

digitised or scanned picture to brighten things up a bit. 

The problem with this program is that it tries to fit five 

The WWII History Book offers plenty of material like this. 
Although lacking in detail, il shows [ust what is passible. 

years of history on to a single disk. Needless to say 

there’s an awful lot of detail missing, but then a lot of 

people aren’t realty interested in the fult story and just 

want the highlights. 

The H(story Bonk is quite well designed, and has 

been set up using Gold Disk 's Hypct hook. It’s not per¬ 

fect by any means (some of the material is very good, 

most is patchy) and you’ll find far more to read on a 

disk magazine — but it’s a step towards better education 

through computers. Give it a try - it might just inspire 

you to do your own Hyperbook presentations. 

C MANUAL 
SOFTWARE 

EXPRESSIONS 

Just in case you haven't heard about the C Manual, I 

thought I'd belter mention it. The C manual has been 

recently updated to 12 floppy disks crammed with tuto¬ 

rials and example programs, all in t\ Although the C 

assumed is Lattice, you can use other, cheaper Cs (like 

the shareware North C or PDC). 

Anders Rjerin. founder of the Worldwide Amiga C 

Club and author of the original manual, has had quite a 

lot of new material, so much so that the original three- 

disk set is now a 12-disk set. 

I 'd better not forget the most important thing. If you 

are having difficulty tracking this one down, it’s pari of 

the Fred Fish collection, disks 691-695. So il you know 

a supplier of Fish disks then you can save yourself a 

few boh on duplicating costs - the live disks automati¬ 

cally de-archive on to 12. Novice users would probably 

be much better off getting the set already dc-crunched 

because some libraries re-crunch disks like Ibis, mak¬ 

ing it rather tricky to get at the contents. 

Every month we print a chart of the top 10 games 
and utilities from a popular PD library. This month 
It’s the turn of... 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS 

ALL PLUS COMPATIBLE 

T_ PC Task U152 

2. Anti Virus 6.04 U15S 

3. AMOS cricket G170 

4. Imploder version 4 U151 

5. DeluxePaint Tutor U1 SO 

6. Assassins Game Compilation 3 G178 

7, Electric CAD Demo U161 

6. Pools Tools U173 

SupaFonts U142 

10. Tank Attack G18Q 

WHERE TO GET THE 
DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 

17 Bit: 1st Floor Offices, 
2/8 Market Street, Wakefield, West Yorkshire 
WF1 1DH. 0924 356982 

Amigarcuts United: 169 Dale Valley Road 
HoUybrook, Southampton, SOI 6QX 

Anglia PD: Anglia House, 115 Ranelagh Road 
Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP 11 7HU 0394 283494 

Asgard PD: 20 Langdale Drive* Flanshaw 
Wakefield, WF2 9EW 0924 363059 

Choice Software: 144 London Road 
Hlghflelds, Sheffield, S2 4LT 0742 555894 

Nebula Software: 42 Goldsplnk Lane 
Sandyford, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE21NR 

Software Expressions: 44 Beauley Road 
Souttiville, Bristol, BS3 1 AY 0272 639593 

Asgard PD: 20 Langdale Drive, Flanshaw 
Wakefield, WF2 9EW 0924 363059 

Choice Software: 144 London Road 
Highfields, Sheffield, S2 4LT 0742 555894 

Nebula Software: 42 Goldsplnk Lane 
Sandyford, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE2 1NR 

Software Expressions: 44 Beauley Road 
Southville, Bristol, BS3 1 AY 0272 639593 



Silica are pleased to otter THE Software Pack of trie Vcar FREE mlti every Amiga 
purchased. II includes Ida sensaliorifll new lilla ZOOL which das received rave 
reviews as the mosl original game ever seen on Ihe Amiga. 
ZOOL - "Knocks Ihe socks elf Sonic" - 97% - Jimp- Computing- Nov '52 

STRIKER - 'F&osbaltar of ihe Year - and no mistake- CLMmga - June 'M 
PJNBALL DREAMS - ll's guile simply superb' - 94% - AUt - Scpi '92 
TRANS WRITE - Premier word processor (UK versionji with a 90K spell checker 

Plus, with every Amiga Irorn Silica, we will give you Photon Parnl 2 painl package 
and GFA Basic programming language. A tola! of over E2&5 worth of free gifts, 

ZOOL PACK: 
ZOOL - plalform title of the year..E25.99 
STRIKER - soccerstfnulalion.E25.99 
PINBALL DREAMS- pinball simulation.£25.93 
TRAWSWRITE ■ word processor.£4995 
PLUS! 
GFA BASIC v3.5 - program rrtng language ESD.OO 
PHOTON PAINT 2 - pami package..:........ C69.95 

E2E7.87 

GFA BASIC 

AMIGA 500 Plus CARTOON CLASSICS AMIGA 600 COMPUTER WITH 
We are pleased lo offer the 
original 1Mb Amiga &00 
Plus (KicKstarVWorltbench 
v2.04), including a built-in 
ifl-key numeric keypad and 
Cartoon Classics software 
at Ihe unbeatable price of 
only £299. The Amiga 500 
Plus can be upgraded, 
using any of the hundreds 
Df peripherals trial are now 
available, which Include the 
award winning range of 
GVF hard drives. GVP 
peripherals can also 
provide PC emulation, 
additional RAM expansion, 
processor acceleration and 
exlra hard drive storage 
space Thera is also a wide 
range of expansions which 
give the A500 Plus higher 
resutoltons and more colour 
and genlocking capabilihes. 

PACK INCLUDES: 

■ i* AMGA E» 2iU3 IS* A 

• BUILT-IN 5* EHlVf FREE 
• ftSSfl TV MHHJU.TCP. FREE 
• the aMPSONS. a* as 
• CAPTAIN PLANET A 

THE PLUNEIEEIH. HL9t 

DELUXE PAINTlfl 
^PLUS! FREE GIFTS 

from SILICA 
SEE PANEL 

above 
PLUS! FHEE FROU 5ILEA 
• 20a PACK .E1B7JB 
• PHOTON PAINT Ifl.fl.. LG3 5i 

*6fh BASIC V35    SHOP 

PACK VALUE CE3A.fi 

\ pacx same. Eases 
SILICA PAICE: 

The new Amiga 600 
uses siatO'OWhe-art surface 
mount technology, for maximum 
reliability and features a 3%" floppy drive, 
mouse, TV modulator and smart card slot all as 
standard. The innovative smart card slot accepts games. 

A50D *us CARTOOft CLASSICS 

ROM or RAM cards (from 1Mb up to 4Mb] and wifi take 
advantage of many future new developments. The very 
latest version of the operating system, Kickstart/ 
Workbench v2.Q5 is used in the Amiga 600 and ils 
enhanced chip set facililies include improved graphics 
resolulion. Increased genlock support and the lacifity for up lo 
2Mb of chip memory. The Amiga 660 is fully compatible with Ihe ^ 
A670 CD-ROM Drive and interface which will give i! access lo a full 
range ol CPTV titles and audio CDs .The Amiga 600 Is available 
from Silica in several configurations including a special 2Mb RAM 
upgrade optional exira - see the chart below. L 

INCLUDES \ 
BUILT-IN 18-KEY > 
NUMERIC KEYPAD 

NEW! AMIGA 600 PACKS 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED EPIC 1HARD DRIVE1 PACK 

NO 
HARD 
DRIVE 

20Mb 
HARD 
DRIVE 

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS LEMMINGS 

* LEMMINGS - Save the Lemmings as Wey drop into IOC ssnuins of Oangrif 
* MlCROPflOSE GRAND PRIX - Rdg&ib Sim with all the thrills & spills trflha track 
■ SILLY FUTTY - The pliable arcade game of immense playability 
* PUSH OVER ■ A puna of puzzles. Can G.J. AnT save Gulin Curly's Quadra? 
* EPIC - A Sci-li ailvenlure. Can you guUff S spaa fleol across llin solar systam? 
* ROME - Your goat is lo became Emperor in I his rule playing adventere 
* MYTH - Can you stop Ihe spread or evil and question the tudgemenft ul ihe gads? 
* TRIVIAL PURSUIT rm a ir.nunanou The great trivia quiz game lor Ihe Amiga 
* WORD PROCESSOR + DICTIONARY ans nmjutsH'i - For crEallnfl documento 
* 1 YEAR Qfl-SITE WARRANTY 
PLUS/ - FREE FROM SILICA 
* ZOOL PACK - Fa nr lop Milan Hites ■ sac ponol above 
* PHOTON PAIMi v2.D - Am an package wilh nifrrtertius fuattotiS & spKi&l efkcls 
* CPA BASIC INTERPRETER v3.5 - Alanguaga tor programmers ul all levels 

The Wild, The Weird and The Wicked (WWW) ls lira 
tllte ol Commodore's new Amiga 600 games pack. 
Priced at £349, if comes complete wilh Amiga 600 
computer and mouse, plus a range of high quality 
entertainment software. For pack a a m A 
contents, plus a li$i cl the FREE L, M Im U 
gifts from Silica wilh every Amiga 
BOD, sea the Chad gn Ihe right, me vat AMcosiW 

For ihe more senous user, ihe £499 Epic Language 
Pack is based around the A600KD, Ihe A600 with 
20Mb hard drive. It includes challenging advenlure 
games and software for ihe linguistically mindedE 
Details am shown on the chart on m jph fh 
the right along wilh a fist of ihe A|l|| 
FREE^ gifts from Silica wilh every 3^S3P 
Amiga 600 purchased. lugvat amc07w 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: 
LESS PACK SAVING; 

SILICA PRICE: 

EB73.B4 
£374.64 

FROM SILICA SYSTEMS 

PLUS! 
PHOTON PAINT 2 
AND GFA BASIC 

WORTH OVER 

PRICE OF UPGRADE TO 2Mb RAM 
WITH BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

i M m 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 
f • '. .I.! !.. _ 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOUH 
• FREE OVBRNfGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same pnoducl - Same price” basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record In professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
« BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-309 0986. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilitiesal our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requiremenls from ong supplter. 
• FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you wilh offers + software and peripheral delails. 

9 PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms, 

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you Ihink very carefully about 
WHERE you buy il Consider what 11 will be like a few monlhs after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will Ihe 
company you buy Irom contael you wilh delaits of new products? Al Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established foralmosi 14 years and, wilh our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can row claim lo meel our customers’ requirement wilh an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just Lake our word for il. Complete and return Ihe coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service'’. 1/~r=r\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 
r.„    - — ■ —S3 

MAIL ORDER: H The Msws, Hatherley Rri, Sidcup, Kent, DAH 75x Tel: 081-309 111T 
Qr-rbof Uflim Open Mwi-Sal 3.0ilam4.QClpm No Lala Ni-nhl ^ _Fa> No: -MMOOB DSQB 

LONDON SHOP: ” 5? Tottenham Court Hoad, London. WlP DBA Tel: OTl-SfiO 4000 
Qpening Hauls. Mun-Sa] §3gam-6.Qgpm_No LVitg_ Nl^Ut Opening_Fax No 4737 

LONDON SHOP: Selfrldges (m fi™). Oxford Street, London, WfA 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 
Opening Hours: Mot Frl 9.3flBwT.Wpin fSn.1 dkiM B.3ppm|_ILple trqhl Thuralay - flpm_larension 3&1* 

SIDCUP SHOP:' 1-4 The Mews, Hatheri'ey Rrt, Sidcup, Kent, DAH 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 
Opening Hpura: Mun-Sal UCUam-S Ztlpm_Lttflig FfHihi RiUny - 7pm_Fax No: &31-30B 0017 

ESSlX SHOP: Keddies (zwf Floor), High Street. Southend-on-Sea, Essex. SSI ILA Tel: 0702 462426 
OpL’-iirnp Houn Mpn-Fri B.saim-S.Kpm ^n.1 g.QUpj-i b.Mpml_Nft Lain Hir^l OEumr-j_ Fnx No: D7D2 . 

To: Silica Systems. AM FOR-1292-BO, M The Mews. Halherley Rd. Sidcup, Kenl. DA14 4DX^ 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

MrMrs/MIss/Ms:. Initials:.... Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable): ... 

Address:............... 

Poslcode. 

Tel (Home): .......... Tel (Work) 

Which computer(s), il any. do you own? .......... 

EME AtJwiiiiju*! priiMa iukS spccil'icabona may cJwkje- - Please iclum Iho coupon l^r Hh^ lalnsl mlotmalion 



(Tj PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

One of the demo pictures from the Dotty Mixtures Pack. 

There's □ message in there somewhere. I'm sure... 

Andy 'Nutts' Nut tall has spent an agonising month viewing the 

onslaught of animations and demos that have arrived from libraries 

all over the country. We have managed to drag him away from his 

Amiga monitor, though, to come and write a few words on what's 

impressed and distressed his critical eye so far... 

Ttiis weird and sometimes wonderful collection of 

demos was pul together by Anarchy, a team or coders 

which is welt respected in its Field, No actual Anarchy 

code here, though, apart from the menu which displays 

a picture of Bertie Bassett playing a horrible rendition 

of the Rainbow theme tune (a joke, methinks.. 

Most of the demos arc advertisements for various 

bulletin boards, but the first, Hypnauric Hammer by 

Extensors, is a great except ion. After a silent introduc¬ 

tion to the demo, you are invited to ‘Enjoy the 

mindtrip’. Not being a fan of techno music and the 

general rave scene, I wasn't really looking forward to 

that prospect. How wrong could 1 be,., 

The demo consists of a powerful piece of hardcore 

music which uses some high quality samples. Along 

with the music comes a long loop of graphics which 

are tightly synchronised to the music. T he visuals all 

involve a stroboscopic element, which makes it ideal 

for a party in a dark room (especially with ihe volume 

turned right up), but seriously mind-altering if you sit 

glued to your monitor screen. 

The most impressive part of the demo, though, is a 

short animation which shows a man’s head first look¬ 

ing left, then right, with some very fast-colour cycling 

providing a strobe effect. Because it’s all in time with 

the music, it’s quite gob-smacking. 

On a more serious note, if you suffer from any form 

of epilepsy, steer well clear. 

LEMMINGS 
REVENGE 
VIRUS FREE PD, DISKS 

2935 & 2936 

I ni not too sure about this one. 1 was very impressed 

with Roddy’s efforts last month, with Duncan ihe 

Dung Beetle and the Kingfisher animation. This time 

he’s taken a popular animation. Lemming's Revenge by 

Eric Schwartz, and messed around with it to produce Tt 

tribute- to the other animator. Hmm. 

It's only a personal opinion, but I reckon that iris 

OK to make a tribute when you produce your own 

work in somebody elseTs style, but when you actually 

pull bits of other people’s code out of their animations 

and use it in your own, that's another thing entirely. 

That’s not to say that all of it's copied - there are 

some original bits; hut the difference in quality 

between the two animators* styles is immediately 

apparent, Schwartz’s lemmings are cute, simplistic and 

full of life, whereas McMillan’s are. like Duncan the 

Beetle, a little too detailed and overdrawn. 

Sorry Roddy, but you can’t expect to become a 

world-renowned animator overnight. It takes lime. st> 

slick to your original ideas for a while before you start 

using other people's styles. Concentrate on making 

them as fluid and cute as possible, be patient, and soon 

you will be recognised as ail original animator. This 

kind of stuff isn’ t going to help you at all 
Like the previous screen, these graphics were 'borrowed' 

from a Schwartz demo. Iven kept the VR chair, I notice, 

1 7 BIT, DISK 2217A-C 
The last demo here Is another by up-and-coming 
animator Craig Collins, who produced the excellent 
Dolphin Dreams ray-traced animation featured In 
last month's issue. 

Here, Craig has used ShowANlM to produce a 
2Mb animation which shows freestyle motorbikes 
racing around the streets of a futuristic city. The 
bikes are taking part in an illegal race, so the police 

Larger-than-life signs tell Ihe riders just what the speed 

limit isy and exactly what'll happen if they break it.,. 

have devised a special type of bike to try and catch 
them. Their bikes morph Into any shape, In true 
Terminator 2 style. 

To trap the racers, one of the police bikes 

morphs into the shape of a brick wall in the middie 

of the freeway. The racing bikes crash headfirst 

into it, then the police bike returns to its original 

shape before speeding away. A strange idea, but 

quite an original one. 
The animation is nicely realised, with an excel- 

Tron-style bikes (ling their way around the highways af 

the future. Can't think where the rider sits, though. 

lent use of graphics, but It would definitely benefit 

from the use of a storyboard, t know it’s difficult to 

cram good animation and a good story into 2Mb of 

memory, but the ideas are lust a bit too vague for 

comfort. Some sound effects would also be a good 

Idea, just to add that little extra atmosphere, 
That's not intended as a drastic criticism, 

though, because the animation is very impressive 
overall. Craig Collins is definitely a name to watch 

out for in the future. 

Isn't if always the case that when there's a police chase 
in movies, there's never any other traffic an ihe road. .. 
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COMPUTER CIIA1K.mQO 

FED UP mim? 9 COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD 
ii ir**r inftM aa Tri vm in tata i V-'^ ... ^_t._ —- 
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL cheques**™ orqehs tc 

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED ^^^^ngchlnoa tor as little 00 4p per d|SlCgZS^ COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD 
^ liirvx nnv nri RftDV Trt Vrtl ID norin T- /' PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEAT! * NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR r~j| bucks, slo oni 
(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends) E23 I TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 55353 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY 
NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER DATA CARTRIDGES 

iy IBH< CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH 
BUCKS, SLO 0NH 

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS 
5.25" <360K) 5.25* [1.6 Meg) 3.5* (1 MEG) 3.5" 2 MEG(1.44) 

BOX/10 5.00 7.00 7.00 12.00 

LQQK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Diski 
5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only £26.00 

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50,00 
5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00 

10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00 
+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

GOLD MASTER BRANDED 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

1 MEG 
MF-2DD 

6.50 
6.00 
5.50 

2 MEG 
MF-2HD 

13.00 
12.50 
12.0Q 

DC300A.117,05 DC6320.£2100 

DC300XL.117.50 DC6525.£25.00 

DC300KLP.£15.50 DC100310Mb .£16.50 

DC300EXL.118.70 DC1000 20Mb 116.50 

DC600A...£15.50 DC2000.£13.50 

DC8150.£17.50 DC2080.£16.50 

DCC250..£24.00 DC2120.116.50 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL OR FAX 

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS 

MICE/TRACKERBALLS Up to £3.00 OFF above Joysticks wi111 another purchase above £15.00 

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

DUST COVERS 

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS 
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED 

CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 
3.5“ 720K-880K 

MF-2DD 10's 1 Meg 

1 Box.£5.00 

ME2DD 30'S 1 Meg 

1 Box (30).£14.00 

BAMBI-2DD 1 Meg 

25 Disks in 25 Capacity 

Storage Box 

1 Box...El 4.00 

3.5" 1.44 Meg 
MF-2HD 10’S 2 Meg 

1 Box.£8.50 
MF-2HD 30’s2 Meg 

1 Box (30).£21,50 

BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg 

25 Disks in 25 Capacity 

Storage Box 

1 Box.£21.00 

5,25” DISKS 
M-2D 4BTPI 360K 

1 Box (10). £4.00 
M-2DO 9STPI720K 

1 Box (10).£4.75 

M-2HD 1.6 Meg H/D 

1 Box (10).£5.00 

1D% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON 
10 BOXES OR MORE 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535 
FED UP WAITING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS 

COMPUTER DESK...1911.011 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH 

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH ON HAND HELD VIDEO GAMES 

3.5“ DISKS 
DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £23.00 £35.00 
100 Disks £45.00 £69.00 
200 Disks £85,00 £137.00 
500 Disks £200,00 £325,00 

COLOURED 
DSDD DSHD 
£27,00 £38.00 
£50,00 £75,00 
£90,00 £143.00 
£210,00 £331,00 

MULTISYSTEM 
OlStl A Turbo 2...£9 
Q$t49 Intruder 1.   £25 
C512BF Maverirt 1. £14 
QS155 Aviatori ..£27,50 
QS131 Apache 1.17 
OST3DF Pyihon 1...19-51) 
QSI2J Stabler Par ReiMle CofiUiil..£36.5Q 

NINTENDO 
OSI3W Pylhona___,£9.50 

MINI VACUUM CLEANER.£7.00 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION ...13,00 
3'CLEANING KIT.£3,00 

HEAD CLEANER 3.5' or 5.25" 12,50 
ALL THE ABOVE & MORE.£11.00 

LABELS 5.25" OR 3.5" (5.25" WITH W7P) 
100 £1.00.1000 £8.00. SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE 

SPECIAL PACK OFFER 
BUY 4 GAMES-CHOOSE ANY 

OTHER TITLE FREE 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 

COPY HOLDERS 

STORAGE BOXES 
3.5- disk MPAcrrr set disk cAPACny STACKABLE BOXES 

Disk Name Cap 

3.5’ 0anx B0.£12.99 

Dual Sami 5 ISM .£14.99 

3.5 Bimby 200 .,„£18.90 

5.25 BlmbyS 200.£18,99 

B1IWBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8" VIDEO TAPES. CARTRIDGES 
ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE 12 KEYS. 

£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE 
3.5' or 5.25' 10 Cap, .,£150. 5Cap,..£1.1S. 1Cap...50p 

Cardboard Disk Masters..,£150/1000 or £25/1 DO 

140. .£11.50 140.. .£9,00 
120,.,....., .....£0.50 120. .£8.50 
100... .£7.90 100. .£7,50 
so.,.. .,£7,50 50.,. .£6.50 
•50..... .£6.50 
40. .£6.00 

PRINTER STAND (Feet) 
30 or 132 COLUMN. 
IBM PRINTER LEADS 

joysticks all 'machines p/c 

CENTRONICS OR SERIAL. 
4 WAY...20.00 

2 WAY...15.00 
DATA SWETCH LEADS ..8.00 each 

Paper Clip Monitor Side £4.00 
Paper Clip Monitor Top.£5.00 

A4 Desk Top Anntepoise ..£15.99 
A4 Analeooise G-blamo.,tt£15.99 oise 

op- A4 Desk 

LQQK! 
VIDEOTAPES, El80, LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS 

ID FOR £20: 50 FOR E9D 

P,52 Sea Battle, Grand Prix, 
Challenger Tank, Brain Power, 
Carrier, Linear Racing. Super 
Block, Snake, Hashblock/Eagle- 
planp Honey Bee, Space Fighter, 
Alien, Tennis Pro, Olympic 
Trails, Police Bust, Pacboy, 
Block Buster 

SUPPLIED WITH: 
* CRYSTBALL GAME 
* BATTERIES 
* STEREO EAR PHONES 

AMIGA/ATARI. 
12" or 14" MONITOR... 
80 or 132 PRINTER. 
LAZER PRINTER. 
84 or 102 KEYBOARD , 
TOWER CPU .. 

..£6.00 

..£6.00 

.,£6,00 

..£6.00 

..£6,00 

..£6.00 

GAMES AVAILABLE AT 

ONLY 

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

DSDD DSHD 
£21.00 £32.50 
£40.00 £63.50 
£75.00 £125.50 

£175.00 £295.50 
£329.00 £580.50 

INCLUDES LABELS 
NOTE: The above disk are based on > 55% clipping level, 

cheaper disks are available - please call,_ 

COMPUTER MATES 
BRANDED DISKS 

5.25” BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’s with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty • 48tpi 96tpi HD 
: £8.50 £8.75 £12.00 
£16.00 £16.25 £23.00 

100 Disks £28.00 £27.25 £36.00 
1000+PLEASE CALL 

PS2 MOUSE. ... ....£21.00 
AMIGA/COMMODORE.. ....£19.00 
ATARI MOUSE. 1...£19.00 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL .£22.00 
MOUSE MAT. .£2.50 
MOUSE POCKET. -iV- ■■ .£2,50 
MOUSE STAGE. 

# 
....£10.00 

MOUSE MAT HARD. .£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER. .£5.00 

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES 
12" Of 14' COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES..Only £13.99 
Optical Glass Filter 14".  £25.00 
Optical Glass Filter 20'. £35.00 
12” or 14‘ TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STAND.£15.95 



PERFECT 
PORTRAITS 
Become a portrait 
specialist-armed 
with just one flash 
gun! Discover 
how you can use 
light to your 
advantage. 

Create dramatic and mysterious effects 
with silhouettes. We show you how in the 
Photo Plus workshop. 

On show: the most stunning slides from the Royal 
Photographic Society’s International Exhibition 

PLUS 
We review Nikon’s 
amazing new F90, 
while three reader 
panelists give their 
verdicts on the 
Minolta Dynax 9xi 

FREE! 
How can a plastic bag, a black card or a 
park bench help you take better photos? 
You’ll find these, and 147 other ways to 
improve your photography, in our 
stunning-32-page supplement. 

Over 
£2,000 of 

state-of-the-art 
prizes 

Backgrounds 
up front 

On sale October 22nd Only £1.95 

Future Publishing is launching 
a sister title to PHOTO PLUS- 

CAMCORDER 
IPLUS :) 

Packed with buying advice 
and expert tips on sound 
recording, lighting and 
editing. Camcorder Plus 
is the essential guide to 
choosing and using 
camcorders. First issue on 
sale Thursday, December 3. 
Order your copy today! 



PD MUSIC & 6FX DEMOS fTp 

FORGOTTEN 
17BII, DISK 2215 
Slideshows come and slideshows go, and gener¬ 
ally once you have seen one you've seen 'em all. 
This particular offering from Mirage, however, is 
one of the most impressive shows that I’ve ever 
seen. Comprising a mixture of hand-drawn and 
scanned artwork, the whole package just oozes 
quality, from the use of colour down to the slick 
way it's presented* 

The first screen to appear is a menu in the form 
of an open book, which shows a glimpse of each 
picture on the right-hand page with the title on the 
left. Three of the pictures are displayed at any one 
time, and they may be scrolled up or down using 
the mouse pointer. 

The tasters for each picture immediately hit 
you, and entice you to load the full screen in or use 
the option to view them all. When you choose an 
option, the desired picture is displayed via one of a 
number of ‘wipes', that is to say that different pic¬ 
tures appear in different ways. 

There are eight pictures crammed on to the 
disk, and each displays a different style of artwork. 
One of them. Abraxas - The Guardian of the 
Universe, looks like an advert for a feature film, ft 
depicts two human faces; one is screwed up in ter¬ 
ror, the other is a type of steel-jawed Herman, who 
could have just stepped off the cover of Stephen 
Kings book The Gunslinger. 

Then there's Bitch of the Beasts, which is 
another fantasy drawing. This shows a naked 
woman's reflection in an oval mirror with a very 
surrealistic frame. It's about this time when you 
realise that the artist, Danny, is very good at draw¬ 
ing human features, so faces crop up quite often. 
Part of the mirror joins with the woman's leg* and 
her cloak flows through to the front of the mirror, 
making it look as though she's walking through the 
mirror from the other side... 

The best of a great hunch of pks. Kingdom of the Knights uses colour to a very dramatic effect. 

Fourth is The Fiute and the Thief, which has the 
god Pan playing his pipes while - yes, you guessed 
it - looking at a naked young lady kneeling on her 
bed. Mind you, he is the god of Lust and all things 
sordid, so what can you expect? 

The last piccy I'm going to describe is the one 
which I consider to be the best. Kingdom of the 
Knights is a super-bitmapped image, which means 
that it takes up an area about three times larger 
than the normal screen. The scene shows two 
knights in full battle dress posing in front of a 
beautifully drawn Pegasus, with two fire-breathing 
dragons rising out of the water on either side, 

This is a superbly drawn, awe-inspiring demo 
(with some epic music to boot) which should be 
begged, stolen or borrowed at all costs. You could 
even get it from a PD library, If you're lucky.... 

OX, it's nut a brilliant likeness, but ibis is only the title 

page - the rest of the demo is more cartoon-like. 

BOND'S LAST 
STAND 
17 BIT, DISK 221 1 

This Is an unusual type of amnuition. which begins 

seriously but quickly moves into Ehe realm of the hilar¬ 

ious. Starling with a picture of James Bond in his 

ladies man’-type pose, it moves on to the usual Bond 

film beginning, with lhe action viewed through the 

barrel of a gun. 

Bond walks in from the righi. holding his gun. and 

when he reaches I he cenire. he turns and shoots. 

Normally at this point I he screen turns red lo signify 

that the person has bee pi shot, but in this ease - noth¬ 

ing... Bond misses with his first shot, and his second. 

After taking a quick look around, lie lets off another 

few rounds, and then jfs our man's turn to shoot. 

Fortunately his aim is slightly more accurate, and he 

manages to blow off one of Bond’s arms off, The 

second shot rings out, and then bang goes his other 

amt. This is where all my memories come flooding 

back of the Monty Python (turf the Holy Grail film with 

The Black Knight leaping up and down, completely 

armless (sic), and threatening to bite King Arthur to 

death! Ah. great limes. 

Anyway, back to the story. The final shot takes out 

Bond himself, and reduces him to a pile of rubble on 

the Boor - from which comes a quivering white llag. 

Great graphics, welt thought-oui storyline, and 

good use of sound samples. Grove, the writer, is on 'Q‘ 

for a sure-fire winner wiih Ibis one. 

WILDFIRE 
CYMOSme PD, DISK 

DQ379 

Another megademo which is similar hi style to the one 

by Extensors featured earlier. This is by Wildfire, and 

features a powerful rave-style soundtrack which is 

backed up by some flash mind-bending graphics. The 

graphics arc all synchronised Eo the music, but when 

they're not moving they look a little dull, so we 

haven’t included a screen shot here. 

This demo conies In three stages: an imroduciion to 

the coders with some iconic pictures of them — routine 

stuff; followed by I he main bit of music which lechno- 

freaks will love: and lastly the end credits accompanied 

by some peaceful music to finish off on a temperate 

note. Not exactly deep and meaningful, but a well- 

presented demo which makes good use of samples. 

Just so that you know what's in and what’s not we 
ask a Public Domain library to tell us the numeri¬ 
cal order of the flavours of the month... 

CYlMOSnC PD 

1. Human Target D0163 

2. Hardwired DD159 

3. Wildfire D0379 

4. Dolly Pack 16 D0414 

5. AM/FM 8 D0018 

6- Stolen Data 9 D0553 

7. The Final Frontier 3 D0003 

8, Mangad D0407 

9. Ray of Hope 2 D0533 

10. Point Blank DOS 12 

CY NO STIC PD: 85 Wyken Croft, 
Coventry, CV2 SAD. 0203 613817 

17 BIT: 2-8 Market Street, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire WF1 1DH. 0924 366982 

VIRUS FREE PD: 31 Faringdon Road, 
Swindon, Wilts, SN2 2LS. 0793 512321 



High-powered desktop puhlisbing 
al a price you'll be powerless lo resist! 

Unleash the full text and graphic capabilities ol your Amiga. 

The Publisher, at only £49.99, is as powerful as packages which cost four or five times the price. 

While The Publisher ColorPro, at £149.99, offers stunning APEX™ colour separations - unparalleled 

in the entire DTP industry. Whether you are a first-time user or a seasoned professional, you will be 

amazed by the ease and extensive range of features offered by The Publisher. 

FREE PostScript1" Interpreter turns your dot-matrix, 

ink-jet or laser printer into a powerful PostScript printer! 

UNRIVALED OUTPUT 
Produce high-quality Li no cron ic masters on film and 

paper in up to 256 shades of grey and at resolu¬ 

tions as high as 2540 dots per inch - on pages 

sizes right up to 20M by 20". 

FANTASTIC FONT SUPPORT 
Apart from full support for Adobe 11 Type 1 form* 

direct support for thousands of Macintosh' and 

IBM-Ptr Type 1 fonts are also available - with type sizes 

from 3 to 2,000 points. 

SUPERB SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Create eye-catching, non-rectangular text boxes and implement 

text wraparound, drop caps and drop shadows with ease. 

Rotate text and graphics a full 360° in 10° increments. 

Expand, compress, magnify, and mirror any text or 

graphic element in seconds. 

UNMATCHED VERSATILITY 
The Publisher supports a wide range of 

word processors and will import almost all 

graphic formats. 

ULTRA MST OPERATION 
There’s no waiting around with The 

Publisher. The screen refresh rate and pro¬ 

cessing speeds are arguably the fastest on 

any computer platform. 
CHANGE TO COLOUR 

[fyou want all of the above features plus full 

colour, then the only choice is The Publisher 

ColorPro. At £149.99, this sophisticated package 

features stunning APEX colour separations, fractal 

PostScript backgrounds, true PostScript screen pre¬ 

view and more! It puts your Amiga right at the top 

producing the ultimate in colour desktop publishing. 

Superior software from 
Y> 

THE DISC COMPANY 

Outstanding Upgrade Otter! 
Kindwords, Pagesetter, Maxi-Plan, Professional Page, Pages cream, Publisher’s Choice 

and Home Office Kir users: 

Yes, 1 want to transform my Amiga imo a powerful desktop publishing system for the 

outstanding upgrade price of just £29.95 for The 33iib] usher, or £89.95 for The 

Publisher ColorPro. To qualify for this offer, I am returning my original disks or 

manual cover. 

Nil me,______ 

Address____ 

Town/C ity___ 

Postal Code_Country _ 

Daytime Phone___ 

Credit Card Number_Expiry Date_ 

Signature____ 

Send me_The Publisher at £29,95 each inc. 

VAT + £3 shipping charge £ __. 

Send me_The Publisher ColorPro at £89.95 each inc, 

VAT + £3 shipping charge £__ 

TOTAL, £_ 

Cheque, Visa, Master Card, Euro Card, Switch and Money orders are accepted. 

DO NOT SEND CASH, Make cheque payable to: The Disc Company (UK) Ltd. 

Send ro: THE DISC COMPANY (UK) Ltd,, C/O IMEDIAT, B3* Edison Road, 

St. Ives, Huntingdon, PE 17 41.F, United Kingdom. Allow three weeks fur delivery. 

frjr additional information, demonstration disks, nr brochures, visit your Amiga dealer or phone 

010-331-4910W5. Fax 010-33 M 7b 1174 G. 

Minimum requirements: 1 A MB of memory and two disk driven Amiga KickStart dtltl Amiga 

Workbench 1,3 or flicker. All Trademarks acknowledged I’ll 17 4LI7, United Kingdom. 



Make your Amiga more intelligent 
and see your bright ideas blossom! 

See all of your plans come 

to perfection with 

MaxiPIan4. This upgrade of 

Amiga’s best-selling 

spreadsheet is more than an 

improvement, it’s a real 

revelation. 

FANTASTIC FEATURES 
For financial analyses, database lists and marketing 

research, MaxiPlan4 has it all. More charts, 

graphs and presentations. More eye-catching 

colours. More macro commands. You can create 

up to 50 charts per spreadsheet in a taster, 

friendlier environment. With everything from 

user-definable page breaks to file linking and 

various data viewing modes. 

MORE FOR LESS 

KindWords3 gives Amiga’s most 

popular word processor a big 

boost. This new version 

is faster, more 

powerful and 

fantastical Iv friendly. 

Incorporating the 

incredible Human Interface 

Protocol™, it works harder for you, so you 

don’t have to work so hard. 

OVER 25 MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS 
Get to grips with words and graphics instantly. 

Advantages include automatic text wraparound for 

pictures. Import from all graphic file formats of any 

colour or resolution. Up to 255 fonts are available, 

including high density printing fonts. There’s also 

on-line help, a WYSIWYG display ... and much more 

While a digital clock keeps track of time. 

A list of each and every benefit would simply take up 

ton much space. But one fact is immediately obvious. 

At just £49.99*, MaxiPlan4 makes your 

,g. money - and your ideas - go far 

further. It all adds up to yet another 

hit from The Disc Company. 

PERFECTLY PRICED 
So what’s the price of this superior software ? 

That’s the best news of all: only £49.99*. 

Which proves that the best really can 

cost less! 

Superior 
software 

from 

Outstanding Upgrade Otter! 
Yus, I want to make my Amiga more intelligent, at the: outstanding upgrade price of 

£19.99, To qualify For this oiler, I am returning the original disks or manual cover from 

my current word processor nr spreadsheet program. 

Name _ 

Address __._—_ 

Town/C tty -------- 

Postal Code-Country- 

Daytime Phone_ 

Credit Card Number-Expiry Date_ 

Signature_ 

Send me_MaxiPlani at £■ 19.99 each inc. VAT + £3 shipping charge l- 

Send me_KindWordsS at £19,99 each inc. VAT + £3 shipping charge £- 

Cheque, Visa, Master Card, EnroCard, Switch and Money Orders are accepted 

DO NOT SEND CASH. Make cheque payable to ; The Disc Conrapny f CK,I Ltd, 

Send to : THE DISC COMPANY (UK) Ltd,, C/O lMEDIA!, B3, Edison Road, St. 

Ives, Huntingdon, PH 17 4LE, United Kingdom. Allow three weeks tor delivery. 

For additional information* demonstration disks, or brochures visit your Amiga dealer or 

plume 010-331-49109995* Pax 010-331-47611746, 

Roth upgrades require : Amiga 5GU, 500*, 600, 600 HD, 1000, 3000, nr 3000, 

Workbench 1.3 or 2,0, l MR RAM (additional memory recommended i. Two disk drives 

or hard disk recommended. 

* Sugjjcsieil retail pna\ 



SPECIAL OFFERS 0 

We pick out top-quality software 

and indispensable hardware for you 

and your Amiga, and we deliver 

them to you at bargain prices. 

CREDIT CARD 
HOTLINE 
0458 74011 

Make sure you check out 
our amazing back issues 
and subscription offer 
on Page 262! 

Everything you need to turn your own home into an 
integrated business environment all in one handy 
package, A word processor, spreadsheet, database, 
graph utility and disk organiser in a complete set. 

Descriplion Price Order Code 

Mini Office £49.99 AFMinOff 

A fantastic package with Imageworfcs' First Samurai 
arcade adventure doubting up with another Format 
Goitihwinning game: Mega-io-Mania, the Godlike 
strategy game from Sensible Software, 

Description Price Order Code 

Tw« for one £24.99 AFMcgSam 

Described by Amiga Format as a package which 
wilt suit any household', this is the ideal way to keep 
track of your financial affairs, from what’s in your 
cheque account to how much is left after the bills! 

Description Price Order Code 

Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AFZ29 

Amiga Format Binder 

Are you tired of all your Amiga Formats being left 
scattered all over the floor? If so, protect them with 
these stylish and practical black-and-silver binders. 

Description 
One binder 

Two binders 

Price Order Code 

£4.95 AFT QS 

£9.00 AFT 09 

This update of Microdears UfasterSound e$ an ideal 
entry-level sound sampler. Its numerous features, 
and improved easy-to-use graphic interface make it 
an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description Price Order Code 

StcreoMasfCf £29-99 AF234 

Amiga Format Mail Order 
New Tbchnosound Ikirbo 

Newly updated sampler from New Dimensions 
enables you to grab digitised sounds, then sequence 
them Into simple compositions. It contains a new car¬ 
tridge, updated manual and a set of audio leads. 

This is the highest-rated package ever reviewed in 
Amiga Format. It updates the famous AMOS basic- 
like programming language with new commands and 
facilities that make it a real winner! (Needs 1Mb min.) 

Xenon 2\ Pro Tennis Tour, Ferrari Formula One, 
Nighthunter. Rick Dangerous, Super Ski, Pick n' Pile, 
Carrier Command, Chicago and Satan all in one mas* 
sive pack! [Doesn’t work on A50Q Plus or A6GQ)< 

Description 

Technosound Turbo 

Price Order Code 

£29.95 AF246 

Description 

AMOS Professional 

Price Order Code Description 

£59.99 AFAMPffO T 0 Great Games 

Price Order Code 

£24.99 AFGGCortlp 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

Specially designed for the beginner who wants to 
learn about programming but doesn't know where to 
start, Easy AMOS is tar more than just a program¬ 
ming language. Based on the highly successful 
AMOS, it has many helpful examples and detailed 
explanations to help you learn. 

Description Puce Order Code 

Easy AMOS EMM AF247 

Stop moaning about the games that are too easy or 
too difficult: get out there and write your own with 
this amazing offer package! Start with AMOS, the 
superb BASIC-like language designed to help you get 
great results with ease. Add AMOS 3D so that you 
can create your own 30 games and simulations as 
welll Then, when you want to run them from a disk, 
with the AMOS CompilersII your A/ltfOS creations will 
run faster and use less disk space. 

Description Price Order Code 
Anifll Bundle £89.95 AFAmBun 

Tlie Amiga Format star buys 

512IC Expansion 
Admittedly this 512K memory 
expansion from WTS In the 
UK isn’t the most glamorous 
looking piece of hardware 
that you’re ever likely to see 
tor your Amiga. But looks are 

not everything, because it gets the job done, and It 
also means we can bring all you 512K users out 
there the memory expansion that you need, but for 
the lowest possible price! 

It comes with a battery-backed-up clock, so 
you need never set the time again, More and more 

software is being produced now that wilt only work properly if you have a one megabyte machine; and if 
you don’t have an expansion, then you’re also missing out on the complete full-price programs that are 
part of the Amiga Format Collection, like Vista3 brought to you on Coverdisk 33, PageSetter (Coverdisk 
34), Spectracolor (35}, Can Do (36) or Issue 38's excellent tntroCad. So now you can expand your mind 
and your Amiga, Get upgraded! 

Description......Price,,,,,,,,,..........Order Code 
512K RAM Expansion...£25,99.........AM237 

Fun School 4 
Are you sick of your kids Jusl 
blasting away at swarms of 
mutant aliens? Do you want 
them to be eager to learn 
something useful from their 
Amiga, other than what the 

level codes are for the latest game to hit the top of 
the Penguin charts? 

Well fret no longer, because the latest versions 
of the top-selling home educational programs are 
now available through Amiga Format Mail Order! 
The Fun School series from Europress Software 
aims to teach some of the basic educational skills 
to children, but to do it via enjoyable games. The new series comes in three different llavours, and it is 
aimed at three different age groups: Teddy looks after the under fives, Freddie the Frog caters for the 
flve-to-seven year olds, while Sammy the Spy Is there for eight-to-elevens, Each age level has six differ¬ 
ent games, which teach and test various facts and concepts. 

Description... 
Teddy Disk... ..£17,99..,..... ..AM231 
Frog Disk... ....El 7.99...... .....AM232 
Spy Disk. .£17.99.. 
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Grey-Tronics 
081-686 9973 LTD 

Amiga 600 
pack 1 

1 Meg RAM, built in TV modulator, 
Mouse & Microswitched Joystick. 
PLUSH! Mystery game, 
Deluxe Paint TIT & Mouse Mat. 

FREE One year at home service 

£279.99 inc. 
VAT 

Amiga 600 
pack 2 

Word Processor Pack 
Amiga 600 + 9 Pin Dot Matrix 
Panasonic Colour printer + Kind 
Words, Paint 111 and Top Game. 
FREE One year at home service 
& cable 

£509.99 me. 

VAT 

Amiga 600 
pack 3 

The Wild, Weird & Wicked 
Amiga 600 Pack 1 
PLUS FREE: Push Over, 
Grand Prix, Putty & Paint ITT 
FREE One year at home service 

£324.95 me. 
VAT 

Amiga 600 
pack 4 

PLUS: Philips 8833H 

Monitor + Free Game 

+ Free Cable 

FREE One year at home service 

&479-99 

J 
~\ 

r AMIGA PRINTERS ' 

9 PIN DOT MATRIX 
PANASONIC 1170....£145 

* PANASONIC 2180.£190 
* STAR LC200.£195 

24 PIN DOT MATRIX 
PANASONIC 1123.£170 

* PANASONIC 2123.£245 
* STAR LC24-200.£270 
* Colour printer for each 

marked with * 
Plus Free Cable 

^ DISKS, DISKS. DISKS 
100% CERTIFIED 

ERROR FREE 

50 3.5" DS/DD.£21.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD.£36.99 

200 3.5" DS/DD.£68.99 

400 3.5" DS/DD.£137.99 

500 3.5” DS/DD.£165-99 
10 JVC BRANDED DISKS 

DD£6.50 HD £9-99 
Free Labels & Delivery 

f ACCESSORIES 
AMIGA TO TV SCART.£12.95 

AMIGA TO SONY TV.£12.95 

JOYSTICK SPLITTERS! 2).£6.95 

JOYSTICK EXTENSION.£6.99 

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER.£2.99 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND...£5.99 
3.VI.OCKABLE 

STORAGE BOXES 

40 CAPACITY.£3.99 

100 CAPACITY.£4.99 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ADD £4.50 P&P/ADD £7-2 DAY/ADD £10 NEXT DAY. 
__ CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDER TO: 
LtttjJ GREY-TRONICS LTD, UNIT 1015 THE WHITGIFT Ac^ss 
l " CENTRE, CROYDON, SURREY CRO 1UU 

Sales Helpline: 081-686 9973 Tax: 081-686 9974 
ALL OFFERS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

PLEASE ALLOW 6 WORKING DAYS FOR CHEQUES TO CLEAR BEFORE DESPATCH. 
Mail Order prices only 



Calling all 
Programmers 

The news of the month is the release of the long-awaited SAS/C 6 

development system, for which we are the official UK representatives - 

more details are given below. If you obtained Dev pa c 2 on tire cover disk of 

the October issue of Amiga Format, you will be pleased to know that you 

can still buy the complete system, with manual, for only £24.95 which 

includes ail order form to upgrade to Devpac Version 3, In addition we have 

the excellent Mastering Amiga Assembler book in stock, free (honestly!) when 

you buy Devpac 3 using the coupon in this ad. 

“The ultimate assembler 
language system" 

Amiga Format 
Gold 4/92 

The newest assembly-language development system for the 
Amiga. Devpac 3 is the most powerful and complete package ever 
released - just look at a selection of its features; 

* Full Workbench™ 13 and 2.x compatibility 

* Multi-window editor with macros, bookmarks and total 
integration making the package a joy to use for both the 
beginner and the professional programmer 

* Super-fast frSQDO-68040 assembler and debugger with support 
for the maths co-processor 

* Pre-assembly option makes using the Amiga includes simple 
and very, very quick 

* Assemble to memory many assembler-control options and 
optimisations, repeat loops, output of code to executable, 
linkable or S-Reeord format, full listing control and much 
more makes Devpac 3 unbeatable 

Free with Devpac 3 - use the coupon «► 

A book that we, and many of our customers, have been waiting 
for ... an introductory book on Amiga assembly language 
programming that is written with Devpac in mind- 

SAS/C Version 6 
Development System 

Official UK 

Version, 
Complete with 
Silver Support 
from Hi Soft. 

We are delighted to announce the immediate availability of 
SAS/C Version 6 - the latest release of the premier C compiler 
for the Amiga. Please write or call if yon require any more 
detail on this superb package; we can only list some highlights 
in this short space. Also call for upgrade information. 

* Complete ANSI compliant compiler, libraries and headers 
* Extremely comprehensive on-line help system 

* Fas ter de velopment ti me i n d ud i ng 1 he u se of sh a red t i bra ri es 

* Improved optimisation with peephole optimizer 

* New, 1200-page documentation with Quick Reference Guide 

HiSoft 
High Quality Software 

for more information on any of 
our products. please call HiSoft 
on 0525 718181, or fax us on 
0525 713716 or write to us at: 
The Old School, Greenfield, 
Bedford MK455DE UK. 

* Covers fundament a I ass embly 1 a ngu age concepts 

* How to use the system header files and official Amiga docs 
* Low-level Intuition and graphics programming 

* CLl/Shell and Workbench programming 

* and much more besides in this invaluable book 

PP Hammer 

Are you following the 
assembler programming 
article and using the K.T. and 
PP Hammer characters in 
your own game? Take 
advantage of this offer to see 

£15.99 

Don't forget 
- submit your game 
and you might win a 

prize as well as fame!!! 

how they are used in the 
original games 

Tacked with 
puzzles & 
problems, 
neat tricks 
and cartnv 
surprises 

’owBr89%) Top Banana 
"Addictive and 
thoroughly 
superb ... the 
polish and 
sure-fire detail 
makes it a 
sure-fire 
winner" 
(Micro User 
95%) 

The mosl 
bizarre, weird 
&. freaky gams 
to hit the 
streets for a 
iong lima ... 
remarkably 
addictive" 
(Gam&s-X) 

See (he assembler 
article! DMI Ltd 

0753 686000 
£15.99 

Special 
Order 
Form 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

Workbench 
Want some detailed answers to your Amiga questions? 

This the place to look, Pat McDonald is the person to ask. 

SEARCH FOR 
THE WORD 

FROM: JONATHAN WILSON, L A UO HO ILLY 

Where, apart from Special Reserve, can 1 gel text 

adventures? I noticed that none were mentioned in 

the Amiga Format Complete Software Guide. Which 

ones do you think are best on the Amiga? 

Without doubt, the best 

that you can get is 

the Complete Infocom 

Collection, Reviewed lust 

issue (Page 112), you get 

20 huge adventures for 

about £40, You can gel it 

from Lite suppliers Profile 

(0926 815855). 

Sorry about the lack of 

Info com - it wasn't oul in 
time for publication in this.— 

Also, as l am using a CTM644 with my Amiga, 

where can I buy a stereo amplifier with a coupie of 

little personal speakers? 

Lots of places - Evesham Micros being one, they do a 

fairly good deal but it's well worth shopping around 

for this sort of gear, 

MULTI QUEST 
FROM; RICHARD YOUNG, INTAKE 

I am having various problems with my Amiga. My 

set up consists of a 1.3 A500, a Zydec 0,5Mb 

expansion, Roctec external floppy drive and a Star 

LC20Q printer. 

1} Recently a lot of games have heen crashing with 

Guru Meditation (software failure) number 

00000003. What does this mean? 

Right, when you get a Guru Meditation (renamed a 

software Failure on Workbench 2 and up) then a pro¬ 

gram has overstepped the mark and tried to do 

something with the machine that it can’t do. The one 

THE MASKED 
EXPANSION 

FROM; HAROLD WAPPLINGTON, 

CHESTERFIELD 

The Supra RAM 5D0R, one of the few A5D0 expansions 

lliat the through-part actually works an. 

In the September Issue, In the Techno Babble 

glossary bit, you stated that the Zorro expansion 

connector tor the A5Q0, A5G0 Plus and AtODD Is the 

original Zorro 1, l have an A5Q0 with a SupraRAM 

500RX which contains 4Mb of memory. I have used 

you are asking about means ‘out of memory \ but it can 

also mean (hat the program is trying to access memory 

that doesn’t exist on your machine. It could he that one 

or more of the RAM chips on your hoard is faulty, or 

the trapdoor expansion connector where you plug it in 

has gone faulty. 

2) My internal disk drive is going funny. Quite 

often, when I pul a disk in it says ‘Error validating 

disk" or ‘Not a DOS disk" when the disk is fine. 111 

click on Retry* it keeps telling me to replace the 

disk in Drive 0 when 1 haven't even taken it out I 

Two or three times the drive lias sat clicking as if it 

is empty instead of Loading. Do I need a new drive? 

How much and who from? 

Sounds more like a virus to me. The cheapest new 

internal drive I have seen Is from Dart Computer 

Services (0533 470059) mid it costs a little under £40. 

3) Leisure Suit Larry 3 keeps crashing, with an out 

of handles error. Do 1 need more memory? If so I 

was considering Evesham Micro's Megahoard. I 

read in Issue 39 of the magazine that it is incompat¬ 

ible with certain kinds of memory board. Would it 

work with my Zydec? 

Like I said, your memory expansion may not be giving 

as much extra memory as it could. As For compatibility 

with the Megaboard - look at the RAM chips on the 

Zydec expansion. Their should he a long serial num¬ 

ber. then a dash (-) followed by either 15, 12. 10 or 80. 

15 means 150 nanoseconds access (how fast the chip 

works) and this is too slow. 12 is short for 120 

nanoseconds access, which is borderline. 10 means 100 

the Syslnfo utility and it told me that the RAM 

expansion is a Zorro II type 

I've had the expansion for about a month now, 

and everything works absolutely fine with it - the 

only real exception being the word processing 

application Pen Pat 1.2. II loads so far, then I gel a 

Guru Meditation. What I want to know is, are the 

Zorro 1 and II compatible? 

Ah, I'm afraid this Is a really, really complicated area, 

Zorro I and II are not in fad compatible, but before you 

get worried, here's the low down, The connector on the 

A1000 and A500 types are nearly identical but not quite 

- one dock signal is missing from the Aiooo, but it's not 

usually used anyway. Also, on the A5GG the connectors 

are on the left-hand side of the machine, whereas on 

the At 000 rfs on the right-hand side and it is therefore 

upside down. 

Now, the connectors on an A20GQ are identical to 

those on an ASOQ, except that they have the opposite 

sex. An A2000 card looks very much like the edge con¬ 

nector that is on an A500, and an A5QQ peripheral has 

the same slot on it as an A2000 edge connector; yes 

they are all very similar. 

nanoseconds, and 80 means 80 nanoseconds. With the 

latter two types, the Megaboard should work Fine. 

41 I am having trouble following the Bullfrog's tuto¬ 

rial. When I look al draw all in the file draw, a, 

and change the code us instructed. Devpac gives me 

six errors when I try to assemble it. If I run it after¬ 

wards the assembler crashes with Guru Meditation 

00000003 O0C05I28. Help! 

Loads of people fell into this trap, and I’m really sorry 

we didn’t make things clear. The first thing to do with 

the Devpac disk is back it up. as per the instructions un 

(he Coverdisk pages. Use the copy for all your work, 

and for the subsequent parts of the Feature. 

The bit about assembling the changes is not too dif¬ 

ficult to understand. After you have changed one of the 

Devpac files (Draw.s or Move.s) you have to save it 

back to I he disk. To assemble the demo, you have to 

assemble it atL 

That is, you load demo.s, and assemble that, 

demo, s contains a list of all the Files that make up the 

whole demo. Assembling the files in isolation doesn't 

work, because they refer to parts in the other programs. 

Without an include statement (which is all thai 

demo.a consists of) then Devpac can't find the other 

bits, and so reports errors. 

GOOD IDEA 
FROM: .1 SUMMER HILL, BRISTOL 

I would find It very useful, and I’m sure a Jut of 

other people would as well, iF you could run a series 

of short articles on hard drives. No, I don't mean 

reviews - I mean selling them up, tricks and tips, 

and things lo avoid. My GYP manual skips over 

Are you at alL confused yet? OK, the magical system 

whereby you can plug in an A2QQG card and it is auto^ 

matically set up and used by the system is called 

AutoConfig. A cut down version is also available on the 

A50G - but some of the circuitry is missing, because 

you’re only supposed to have one thing plugged into the 

side of an A500. 

The SupraRAM has a through pork To make this 

work properly and enable other expansions talk to the 

Amiga, some of the AutoConfig logic has been put back 

in - incidentally, so does the Cortex memory expansion, 

A lot of other expansions don't. Anyway, that's why that 

particular expansion looks like the full AuloConflg Zorro 

II slot as found on an A20Q0. 

And can I get Pen Pei to use the extra memory? 

The only way to do this is to get an upgrade from the 

software house concerned. Sorry t can't help. 

Finally, is it all right to alter the RAM jumper set¬ 

tings to 1 or 2Mb without taking any chips oul? 

Fine, No problem. Do it now. 
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this very lightly alter telling me about "prepping’ 

and ‘■formatting*. Oh yes, and do yon know of a 

dedicated driver for my Citizen 240c? Eve got Clie 

Citizen Print Manager hui I am soldiering on with 

the 224/24e/24x driver. 

Hmm, I reckon about half a page of Workbench 

entirely devoted to hard drive maintenance would 

probably be a good idea for a lot of readers. I'll try and 

lit it \n soon, possibly nexl issue. As for a driver, I 

believe chai Citizen will be upgrading the Citizen Print 

Manager in the near future, but the new drivers are not 

available at the time of writing. 

It's ahout time we had some hard drive specific tips to 
help new owners of GVPs and similar hard drives. 

PRINT TO ICON 
FROM: CHRISTOPHER KNEE. HULL 

Here's un excellent lip for printing documents,, or 

any text file, from Workbench. Have you ever 

printed a file on a Mac? All you have in do is drag 

the tile’s icon to the printer icon oil the desktop and 

the Hie gets printed. I know that you can do this on 

the Amiga by extended selection and the PrintllJe 

tool, hilt it's such a pain to do. This is really only 

suited to Workbench 2, but 1.3 owners might he 

able to add their own custom bits to make it work 

on their machine. 

II Design your printer icon. Save the completed 

image somewhere on your Workbench boot disk or 

hard disk, but don’t end it in .info or it will pop 

up somewhere you don't want it to. In this example, 

the icon is supposed to live in the root directory and 

be called Print Spooler, icon. 

2) Add a few lines to your startup-sequence. 

ME macs is quite good at this, although you could 

use the Ed program at a pinch. Consult the manual 

if you're not sure how to use these, and do il on a 

copy of I he Workbench disk, not the original. Insert 

these lines before (he LoadWb command: 

honEdit, the supplied program an Warkhench 2 and 3 ta 
help you design your own icons. 

HAIRY DISK 
SOLUTION 

FROM: STEPHEN BEAVER’ RAKER, 

PRESTON, LANCASHIRE 

Here’s a really handy tip for anyone that has loads 

of rather old and fired disks. If you do have a disk 

that has acquired a ‘hard error1- that is, one that 

cannot be corrected by reformatting the disk - you 

would normally have to throw it in the bln. Not any¬ 

more though! 

Hard errors can easily be fixed, all you need to 

do this is an electric shaver that is powered from 

the mains electricity (AC), Give it a good clean out 

Makedir RAM; Printer 

Copy >NIL; 5ys: PrintSpool er, icon Co 

RAM: Printer. info 

Echo >RAM:.backdrop ":Printer* 

Run >NIL: Execute SYS:s/Printer 

MaJcedir just gives Hie dragged icons somewhere 

to live. Copy creates the icon in RAM, and provides 

somewhere to drag the document icon to. The echo 

line leaves the image of the printer on Workbench 

for easy access. The Iasi Hue sets the script (the next 

step) in motion. Don't forget to save I be startup- 

sequence to the S directory when you're finished. 

3) Type in Ihe following script. Use Ed or MeMttcs 

again, and save it in your S directory under the 

name Printer (purists may want to alter its protec¬ 

tion bits!. Again, if you don’t understand it, don'1 

worry - it should work,,. 

Resident C;Wait ADD 

Resident. C:List ADD 

Resident: C:Proteoc ADD 

Resident C:Delete ADD 

Failat 21 

LAB Loop 

List >RAM * ProtectScripL 

RAM; Printer/ft? LFormat "Protect %s%s 

+d" 

List >RAM;DeleteScript RAM:Printer/N? 

LFormat "Delete %s$s +d" 

List >RAM:PrintScript 

RAM:Printer/ - (#?*info} ft? LFormat 

"SYSiUtilities/PrintFiles -f 

Run >MIL: Execute RAM:PrintScript 

Wait 10 secs 

RUN >N1L; Execute RAM:ProtectScript 

RUN >NIL; Execute RAMiDeleteScri.pt 

Delete >NIL; RAM:-Protect Script Quiet 

Delete >NIL: RAM:DeleteScript Quiet 

Delete >NIL: RAM:PrintScript Quiet 

Skip Loop BACK 

It’s not a perfect script, hut you will find it works. 

You must have I he Erin/Files utility on your boot 

disk though - the script expects it to he in the 

Utilities drawer (that extra long line which is prob¬ 

ably split into two), 

4) Reboot and pray,,, to use the new script, just 

drag the icon of your text file on lop of the printer 

icon {which you should Snapshot somewhere away 

from the disk icons). Make sure your printer is on 

and wail. Good luck! 

Remember also that to edit or create an icon to use a 

program like [conEdit on Workbench 2 or Icon Master. 

first so that you don't get any bristles on your 

disks. Then plug it in, switch it on and +shavep the 

disk! No don't worry, it’s not a joke. Pass the disk 

all around the shaver, next to the sides as well as 

the top. It may need a few attempts, both at shaving 

and reformatting, but in the end you'll find you can 

format over the errorl 

This method works because the AC current 

generates a magnetic field which straightens and 

strengthens the ‘broken’ tracks on the disk, 

I keep saying that I’ve heard everything, but people 

keep sending in the weirdest tips, that seem totally ludi¬ 

crous but do actually work. 

WILL IT WORK? 
FROM: CARLOS JOHNSON, LONDON 

O I am about In buy an A600. My A500 brake 

down a year agn. [ have still gof the software 1 used 

and understand Unit the AftOtl doesn’t run some old 

sofware. Can you please print a list of all the soft¬ 

ware that doesn't work? 

Tin sorry, no. Too much space. You can get a list from 

Commodore (062k 770088). Rearing in mind the A500 

Plus came out a year ago, chances arc dial a fair pro¬ 

portion of your software won't work. 

2) The newer Amiga* have un improved Agnus chip 

which is the reason for this incompatibility prob¬ 

lem, Will new software and hardware take 

advantage of this? 

Quite often games do demand a fairly up to date [ECS 

- Enhanced Chip Sei) Agnus. Newer games sometimes 

don i work on older Amiga* - and this is a (rend that 

will continue and grow. 

3) When will we he able to expect games fur the 

PCMCIA slot and will they cost more Ilian disks? 

PC MCIA slots are rapidly becoming a computer standard, 
but software houses are wary of the cost at present. 

Next year, ai the earliest. Nobody in the Amiga indus¬ 

try is really that interested in this medium, because 

they arc much more expensive to produce. However, 3 

reckon software will appear that uses it but it will 

probably be lor serious stuff like word processors and 

DTP because serious programs cost more anyway. 

I reckon that PCMCIA games will appear one day* 

hut I really wouldn’t hold your breath, because its suc¬ 

cess will only he achieved by people outside of the 

Amiga community, 

51 Arc Sireeffighicr II and Street fighter "92 going to 

be combined on the Amiga version so that you can 

pick any of the 12 characters, how will the six but¬ 

ton joystick be done and will you be able to play 

against a friend? 

1 don’t really know much, except that it will definitely 

be a two-player game, and il will he totally joystick 

Continued overleaf 
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bused. I also know that the programmers are working 

hard lo make it as controllable as possible within the 

limitations of a single-fire joystick. The programmers 

may include an option to use a Segajoypad m help. 

BIG UPGRADES 
FROM: SAMUEL EVERETT, DEVON 

I have recently purchased an A500 Plus and I have 

also bought your magazine ever since but, believe it 

or not, I still have some questions which are unan¬ 

swered. Could you answer the following... 

1) If I bought a Progressive Peripherals and 

Software 681J40 accelerator hoard, would fitting it 

invalidate my warranty? Would I need anything 

else to make it work, like a bigger power supply? 

And what is 32-bit RAM? 

Yes, fitting would invalidate your warranty. No, you 

wouldn't need a bigger power supply unless you have 

lots of other memory and a couple of exlra disk drives. 

32-blt RAM is memory that can be accessed by a 32- 

bit processor like a (58020. "030 or ‘040. Running those 

processors without 32-bit RAM is a waste, as they are 

not performing at iheir best. 

2) Where can I gel hold of an internal 100 Mb 

Prima hard drive? How much? And would it work 

with the above? 

Unfortunately, the Prima 100 made by ICD is now 

very uncommon. Eve heard that the AT Quantum 

drives, which were used in the design,are no longer 

being manufactured. However, you can gel the Novia 

internal hard disk with a 3 00 Mb hard drive - Power 

Computing (0234 843388) do them lor £459. Neither 

the Prima nor the Novia work with the PP&S 68040 

card, because all of these expansions plug into the pro¬ 

cessor socket. 

3) Are multisync monitors VGA* SVGA or neither? 

I3oth[ VGA is closely based on the American NTSC 

television standard, SVGA is similar, but with more 

horizontal scan lines, giving greater vertical resolu¬ 

tions, Multisyncs arc adaptable to cither standard, and 

others besides. So muliisyncs are much more flexible. 

The Prima 100, sadly now in short supply apparently due 
lo a dearth in the market of full height IDE drives. 

4) What is the best typing tutor for adults? 

Preferably cheap? 

Well, Mavis Beacon’s Typing tutor (Mindscape 0444 

246333) isn’t that bad. but personally I found that 

HOW CAN YOU TELL 
FROM: MARTIN GEORGE, W ALLSENO 

I have an unexpanded A500 Plus, 1 have decided 

that I really do need an external drive. You highly 

recommend the RocLite drive but I have heard of 

compatibility problems with my machine. Is this 

true, and can it be overcome? 

The RocLite slimline drives do indeed have problems, 

not just with the A500 Plus but with all Workbench 2 

machines. In a nutshell, when saving tiles they go faster 

than the machine can really cope with, resulting in cor¬ 

rupted files. You can use RocLltes if you just read from 

them, and never save files to them. Newer RocLites do 

not have this problem, but telling the difference 

between a dodgy and OK type is not easy. If you have 

a Workbench 2 machine, my advice would be to go for 

a different make, 

f am also interested In digitising, and the Vfdl 

Amiga 12 package seems excellent value, Would I 

need to buy a genlock too? 

attending night school over a few weeks helped a tot 

with my typing. You can get a typing qualification out 

of this too. 

5) What's |hc highest accolade I bat you've ever 

given to a CDTV title? 

Well if you ium immediately Lo Pages 146-147 you’ll 

see the first Amiga Format Gold award given to a 

CDTV title. Prior io that, the disc to have ihc highest 

percentage mark was Japan World from Global 

Learning Systems, an educational CD all about 

Japanese lifestyle and culture, and it received a rather 

stunning 89 percent. 

Japan World is ana of tha besl CDs that weYe had to 
review. Turn la Pages 146-147 for more reviews. 

6) Is it worth getting a hard drive to help me play 

games* possibly do some animation and maybe 

more serious stuff in the future? 

A tricky question to answer, A hard drive is well worth 

considering, but a nice big memory expansion, or an 

accelerator with 32-bit memory would probably be bet¬ 

ter for animation work and some games. A hard drive 

is more of an efficiency booster than a necessity - it 

enables you to load and save much faster, which does 

make life much easier, but it's not a vital necessity 

{though if you bought one you might disagree - new 

hard drive owners are positively fanatical). Then again, 

if you do a huge animation, you'll need a huge disk, ic 

a hard one. to store it on. 

No, not at all. Digitisers translate video images into 

Amiga IFF pictures. Genlocks enable you to overlay 

Amiga graphics on top of video images. You will need a 

video source though, either a video cassette recorder or 

- better still - a video camera. 

Mow production RocLite drives work on the ASOO Plus, 
but only by testing them con you tell if Ihey're OK, 

DTP QUICKIES 
FROM: PHILIP CHUNG, CHELTENHAM 

For all my DTP needs I currently use Page setter 2, 

but I intend to upgrade to either ProfessioruilPage 3 

or PageStream 2.2, But I have some questions 

before I finally decide... 

1) PageStream can use Adobe type J fonts, but does 

this mean that I need a PostScript printer to prim 

with these fonts? Or are they similar to AGFA 

Compugraphic which can he printed on any graph¬ 

ics-capable printer? 

No. they will work if your printer can manage it graph¬ 

ical output — you don’t need PostScript. Adobe type 1 

fonts are encrypted, which means they have to 

be decoded by the DTP program when priming - so 

they are a lad slower Ilian Adobe type 3s. which are 

not encrytpcd. 

2) Are there any advantages to Adobe type 1 fonts? 

Only that there are a lot of them, especially in the PC 

and Mac worlds. Transferring them to the Amiga 

requires some sophisticated utilities (PageStream 22 

comes with suitable software to do this). 

WHEN IN ROME 
FROM: ROBERT MULLER, SWITZERLAND 

I've got a problem with the games Cover disk from 

Amiga Format Issue 39. I click on the Caesar demo 

icon, and the program begins to load. Almost imme¬ 

diately an IcaitX window appears. After a few 

seconds it disappears, and nothing else happens, 

except the screen only has two colours: blue and 

white. What can I do? The rest of the disk seems to 

function. I have an A501I with 1Mb of RAM. 

Ah, I know the culprit welt - me. I am very, very sorry 

lo all the A5QG users who couldn't get Lhc demo to run. 

Here’s the reasons why: 

1) In order to fit on the Covcrdisk. the program had to 

be crunched. 

2) Before the Caesar demo starts, it removes a bit 

plane from Workbench. This makes It a two-colour 

affair but. as you can’t quit from the demo, it’s not a 

problem. The reason for I his is to free up more chip 
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The Caesar demo was very popular with those who could 

run it. The full game does work on all machines - promise! 

memory tor the demo. The crunched version of Caesar 

needs a little hit more chip RAM in order to deem rich. 

31 A50f)s have only got 512K of chip RAM 

So, although the uncrunchetl demo works on A500sT 

and the Full game works or A500s. the crunched demo 

on the Coverdisk doesn't work on such machines. 1 

will be checking much more closely that crunched pro¬ 

grams do indeed work on all machines, 

THE ANSWER AT LAST 
FROM: R,f D ABELL, BARLESTON 

T have noticed recently that readers are having 

trouble with hard disks and Kickstart ROM shar¬ 

ers with both Kickstart 1.3 and 2.04 mi. There is a 

very, very simple way For the machine to work out 

which drive to bool from. II does mean partitioning 

your drive so that one Workbench is on one parti¬ 

tion and the other is on a different partition, but it A 

very easy to setup and totally automatic afterwards. 

You have two bootable partitions, one called 

I) HO I for Workbench 1.31 and the other called, say 

PHI {for Workbench 2 which isn't so fussy). Each 

partition should be at least a couple of megabytes in 

size, preferably a hit more to be on the safe side. 

You can have more partitions for your programs, 

but personally 1 use all the rest of my hard disk as 

one big partition. 

All you do then is change the boot priority of 

PHI lor whatever you’ve called the Workbench 2 

partition) to he greater Ilian the boot priority of 

DH0. When Workbench 1.3 is selected, it will auto¬ 

matically boot from 1)H0. When Workbench 2 is 

selected, then Dill will boot, because it has a 

greater priority w hen booting. 

Don’t set the boot priorities too high - if you set 

them above -30 then tloppies will not be able to 

bool. I personally use a priority of -45 For DH0, and 

-4(1 For DHL 

Very clever For the confused - a boot priority of -45 is 

less than a priority ol -40 ithink negative numbers). 

tom 
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If you have a GVP drive, then select manual installation 

and gel your screen looking like this. Do a back-up first! 

Techno Babble 
Do you know how to talk techie speak? Well if you don't then 

this little bit of jargon-busting should sort you out! 

Accelerator: hardware expansion that gives your 
Amiga a faster CPU. Often used with maths-intensive 
software where a standard processor is too slow, for 
programs called 'ray tracers' which literally trace the 
rays of lighl which bounce around a scene to produce 
a picture. Also used to considerably speed up flight 
and other kinds of simulations. 

A Him Brush: a brush is a small section of a graphic 
screen, cul out with a paint program like Deluxe Paint. 
Anim brushes are different small images with Ihe 
same dimensions - tor instance, a bird flapping its 

wings or an eye blinking. 

Blitter: BLock Image TransfER device. Used for 
copying large areas of memory from A to B, or 
to combine different areas into one single image. 
Widely used to generate large graphic shapes in 
computer games. 

B ridge board: Commodore's own IBM emulating 
device, featuring a complete PC computer on a single 
card, Only fits A1500 and above machines - enables 
use or standard PC cards. 

Chip RAM; memory accessible by the custom chips 
{Paula. Agnus, Denise) as well as the processor. Used 
to store all graphics and sounds. Can be used by pro¬ 
grams too - with speed slow downs. 

GLIe Command Line Interface. The program which 
enables you to type commands into AmigaDQS for 
standard operations like copying files or getting a 
directory. Shell is more commonly used now. 

Copper: co-processor. Used to generate subtly 
coloured backgrounds - this device is built into the 
Agnus chip and it can alter colours while the screen is 
being generated. Executes instructions al the same 
time as the processor. 

CPU: Central Processing Unit, The decision-making 
chip, the one that tells everything else what to do. It 
can be interrupted by custom hardware if its programs 
are in chip RAM, 

Fait RAM; memory that's only accessible by the pro¬ 
cessor. Programs stored here run faster than those in 
chip RAM - hence the name. 

Frame grabber: device for capturing live video data 
and converting It into computer picture data. Doesn’t 
require a still video signal. Usually gives much better 
results than a video digitiser, which does the same job, 
except that the video must be paused. 

Freeaeer cartridge: quasi-Segal device for examining 
programs while they are running. Usually with many 
useful built-in utilities which help overshadow its 
dubious origins. 

Hard drive: basically a big disk lor keeping 
Workbench and all the serious software that you use. 
Works much faster than a floppy disk. More and more 
games are becoming installable on to a hard drive, 

IFF: Interchange File Format. A standard way of 
storing pictures and sounds, invented by Electronic 
Arts and adopted by Commodore, A single standard - 
practically all art programs can load and save pictures 
in this form. 

iClcifstart; the name of the set of programs which 

are run when the Amiga is turned on. Also contains 

many library functions lor use by programmers. Latest 

release is Kickslart 2.04. Other releases; 1,3, 1,2, 1.1. 

FD: Public Domain. Literally, software that is the prop¬ 

erty of everybody, PD disks can be freely copied by 

anyone, and you can also distribute them to whoever 

you want. The correct term is 'Freeware'. 'Shareware' 

(try before you buy) and 'Licenseware' (commercial 

and non-distributable) also come under the same 

rough heading. 

ROM: Read Only Memory. Memory that cannot be 

altered. Widely used as the starting programs for com¬ 

puter systems that have just been turned on - ROMs 

remember things permanently. 

RAM: Random Access Memory. Memory that can be 

altered and re-altered many times Typically, it does 

no! remember what it contains when the computer's 

power is switched off. 

Scanner; hardware device for reading flat pictures 

from posters, newspapers and so onf and converting 

them into computer graphics. Often used in desktop 

publishing to read in previously published images 

Script file: a set of commands which you would oth¬ 

erwise have to type into the CL1 or Shell by hand. 

Saved as a text fite. Learning how to use Shell or the 

CL I involves learning how to write script files. 

Shell: more up-to-date version of CLL Works in 

exactly Ihe same way, but enables some flexibility in 

whai commands are called via the 'alias’ function. Also 

gives some hot-key combinations to enable some edit¬ 

ing of previously entered commands. 

Sound Sampler: hardware device that converts 

electrical music signals (typically from a tape or CD 

player) into computer sound. Can also be used with a 

microphone to capture live sounds. 

Sprite; a graphic object that is independent of the 

screen. On the Amiga, sprites are limited in size and 

colours, Typically used for mouse pointers, alien mis¬ 

siles, and so on. 

Startup-sequence: the name of Ihe script lile, con¬ 

tained in the 3 directory, which is executed after a disk 

has booted. Typically contains just the name of a pro¬ 

gram to auto-run. but can be very complicated. 

Whatever ihe nature of Ihe file, it must always be 

called Startup-sequence and live in the S directory, 

Workbench; the set of programs which sets up a 

graphical 'poinFand-click1 interface on the Amiga. 

Much more friendly than the CLI or Shell, hui nol as 

flexible. Always has to be loaded from disk, which is 

slow but does enable much customisation. Workbench 

2 requires a Kickstart 2 ROM. Workbench 1.3 requires 

a 1.3 ROM. 1.2 needs a 1.2 ROM and so on, 

Zorro: this the generic name for the Amiga's expan¬ 

sion connector. The A500, A50Q Plus and ATQQQ had 

the original Zorro I; the A 1500s and the 2000s have 

Zorro fl; and the A3GO0 has Zorro III. They are not 

compatible, hence the different expansions for differ¬ 

ent machines. The new AGQ0 has a PCMCIA 

connector instead. 
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Ql have been following the DevPac tutorial 

but I just can't seem to work out the code to 

move the sprite down the screen. Flense tell me 

wlrat to put in. 

The AMIGA Co 11 ecti on 

COMPLETE PROGRAMMING PACKAGE? 
Take some rips from Populous ff creators Sul I frog 
as they tutor you to games-wriUng prowess with I this Mfy femured machine code package. Go on. 

beat the softies ai their games! 

t A 500 Plus Compatible • 1Mb lleeoinmended • 

If you kept getting error messages when trying to assem¬ 
ble the Bullfrog deme, (hen road this explanation! 

A First, a note which was no: made plain with the 

original programming feature: in order to see 

any changes you make to the code, you must save 

them onto the Devpac disk. Then load deino.s and 

assemble as per the instructions, IF you try to assemble 

the individual tiles (drav/.s or movers) then DevPac 

will report a number of errors, because the code refers 

to bits in (he other files, demons is the glue that binds 

all the files together - it's the only file that will assem¬ 

ble properly. 

As for the extra code, here it is. It's actually easier 

to copy (lie existing code and modify it to refer to the 

man_y variable (the sprite's position down the screen}. 

Below is tt suitable piece of code for the purpose if you 

are stuck. Don't be afraid to change the value of #200 

in the third line (the limit down the screen) or the #-16 

value in the fifth line (the si an position of (he sprite). 

move.w man_y, dO ;get the y 

position 

add. w #1,30 jand add 1 to it 
emp. w #200,dO ,Is y too big? 

ble, s .lessthany ;noP still on 

screen 

move.w 

ssthany 

#-16,30 ;yes, reset 

Hian_y 

move,w dO ,man_y ;store the new 

value in man_y 

Answerfile 
Should I buy an A300? How do I learn about Workbench? These 

and more questions are answered by Amiga guru, Pat McDonald. 

QCan 1 make my own CDTV (mmelmek? 

I've bought all Ihe connectors and just want 

to know how to wire them up, 

A I'm sonv. hard facts about the CDTV are still 

in short supply, at least where I’m concerned. 

If anyone were to write in with a suitable DIY project, 

(hen we would certainly consider publishing it. Any 

offers out there? 

QWhen will Psy gnosis’ new CD title Fantastic 

Voyage be released? 

A Well, the game is actually called Microcosm, it 

draws a lot of its ideas from the film Fantastic 

Voyage (and from the later. Inner Sport , for that mai¬ 

ler) and ii is also being funded by Commodore, 

As for an exact release date, although a demo video 

tape has been shown by Commodore which bodes 

well, neither Psygnosls nor Commodore are being spe¬ 

cific about days or months, or years. 

Where am I get CD+G disks? 

A They are available from large record chain- 

stores - places like Virgin and HMV. They 

won‘t usually be on display but they can be ordered 

through such places. 

QHow do I find out how the memory in my 

Amiga is configured? The difference 

between fas! and chip memory is not apparent. 

A You haven't got Workbench 2 yet, have you? 

On that release, this information is displayed at 

the top of the Workbench screen. To get it on earlier 

machines, load Workbench, double click on the Shell 

or CL1 and type this; 

Avail 

A320 Airbus is notoriously fickle on A500 Plus machines, 

but an update is promised very soon. 

A Well, judging from ihe letters I’ve had. no, 

Thai ion do have a single disk version for 

Workbench 2 players, hut you have us arrange to 

receive it direct from the company themselves. 

Ql was going to upgrade my A50U with an 

accelerator, flicker fixer, hard drive and so 

on, but 1 am now very tempted to buy an A30OO 

[because it\s cheaper). Please hdp me convince my 

wife lhal this is a sound move. 

A I'd wait. White the A 30(10 is a fine, last 

machine, the A1200 (while not as last) wall 

have a longer life span before becoming obsolete. And 

it’s cheaper tool If the speed is what you want most 

(rather than the much better graphics of Ihe A A chip 

sei) iben you could certainly argue that the A300Q is 

much more of a bargain than an A4000, Ami don’t for¬ 

get the flowers and chocolates, 

Ql often fed frustrated and let down by the 

instructions for your Coverdisk collection. 

CanDo and DevPac especially need plenty of knowl¬ 

edge in order to use effectively, (’an you print or 

supply more detailed instructions please? 

Here’s how it works. The value of man_y is pul 

into the ni) register by the first line. The second line 

adds one to this. The third line compares this value to 

200, If man_y is bigger than this, then it is reset. 

Otherwise man_y is less than or equal to 2(10 (not too 

big) and the program jumps to less Chany and puts 

the y position currently in dQ back into man_y , 

Where can I get a CDTV memory upgrade? 

No fast RAM CDTV memory upgrades are 

available, as far as I know, El is possible to 

mount a 2Mb chip RAM board, which gives you 2Mb 

of chip RAM - WTS (0582 491949) do one for £1.19, 

although h may be a little large for CDTV use. The 

DKB Megachip 2000 from Aquarian PD (0703 

685006) may serve your needs better, although the 

smallest such expansion I've seen is the RossMuller 

from Germany (I know of no L)K supplier). 

Don’t forget to press ihe reium key. The Amiga 

should print out the current amount of memory used 

(both chip and fast memory) anti the total amount of 

RAM. in bytes. 

QHow do I get Amiga sound through a couple 

of personal stereo speakers? 

A Use a hi-fi stereo amplifier. There are many 

different types - look for an amplifier with 

RCA phono jack inputs (as found on the back of the 

Amiga) and personal stereo speaker outputs. 

Most hi-fi shops could lake a description like that 

and come Lip with several alternative designs. A Iri-tl 

enthusiast could build one Ibr you very easily. 

Although it probably wouldn't look very nice, il would 

sound good. 

Q Could you tell me whether AMO Airbus 

works properly on an A500 Plus? 

Ain the case of CanDo, nobody wanted to supply 

a manual, I did ask around, but nobody thought 

it was worthwhile, especially with the latest version of 

CanDo being available. In the case of DcvPm\ we 

have noted the loud calls for belter documentation and 

we will be printing short pieces on using the program, 

but learning how to program effectively with it will 

take many months. 

QDci accelerators (68(110, 68020, 68030 or 

080401 cause compatibility problems? Do 

they work with all hard and software? 

A Yes, no and no. Many programmers work on 

unaccelerated machines, and there are no easily 

available manuals on programming more exotic pro¬ 

cessors. Tliis results in incompatibility. However, 

tilings are not as had as they were - the A3CKKI and 

A40OO offer an incentive tor programmers and hard¬ 

ware designers to make their work more compatible. 
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The number one incompatibility urea is the Public 

Domain. Number two is games, number three is pro¬ 

duct] vity/crentivc soli ware* and s he most compatible 

area is business software. As lor hardware, overall 

compatibility is much belicr 

However, the Uy in I he ointment is the 6R01Q pro- 

cessor. This has not gained wide acceptance, and so 

very lew machines have it tilled. In terms of compati¬ 

bility, lining a 68011) is a bail move, 

68020s and 030s are generally speaking, the most 

compatible of the accelerator options, simply because 

they're what most accelerated Amigas are kitted oai 

with. "040s. while very fast indeed, need Workbench 2 

in order lo work and arc a relatively new challenge for 

programmers (o work towards. 

Is it possible lo upgrade my 

A500/A500+/A 61J11/A150(1/A 2000/A3(M)0 to 
the A A chip set? 

AVery doubtful. Commodore themselves will 

almost certainly not offer any sort of upgrade 

to the new chip sei - ihere is a slim chance that an 

upgrade for the A3000 may appear, but not for lesser 

machines. However, third-party upgrades may appear. 

If lhey do. Ihey will probably be very expensive, as 

older machines will require extensive modification 

(and Workbench 3) to be able to use the A A chip set. 

Q Which ROM switches can 1 lit to my A600? 

I’m don't mind losing my warranty, but I 

don't think many will 111 inlo the restricted space, 

A The Phoenix ROM sharer will certainly fit 

inside an AftUO. Phoenix 0332 319061. 

QXCAD 3D imports DXF files. Is there a pro¬ 

gram to convert AC.AD files to DXF format? 

A All versions of XCAD can export DXF tiles. 

However, you need lo setup your Amiga-lo-PC 

file conversion utilities properly. If CroxsDQS or 

Missy DOS isn't setup to strip I he carriage returns 

(CRs) and line feeds (LIVi from u file, ii will not read 

into PC CAD programs such as AutoCAD. 

Q Which book do you Ihink is good for learn¬ 

ing more about Workbench? 

A Mam*ring Amiga 

Begitmen h a 

gentle introduction to the 

subject. Mastering Work¬ 

bench 2 Vo! f is mealier, 

and is :l hands or tutorial 

written by Mark -Smiddy. 

Vo! 2 of the sci is a refer¬ 

ence guide for the 

experienced user. Roth 

volumes cover WB 1.2. 

L3 and 2 - but not the 

brand new WB 3, 

Available from Bruce Sm 

Q Where can I get an ST506 hard drive con¬ 

troller for my A500 Plus? 

A Well, you can't. There is an ST506 controller 

for the A500. U plugs into the l rap door expan¬ 

sion twhich is why it doesn’i work on a Plus), IPs 

made by Cum ana (0483 503121k Cumana have no 

plans to produce an A500 Plus version. 

In-depth explanation 
No. 9: Libs and Devs 
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On the left is the ARP.library file requester, grabbed from the NComm shareware program. Justin McCormick's file 
requester is much better on the right - It's easier to get to the right disk to load or save from. 

ILibs is a drawer that’s found on Workbench, 

and many other disks besides. It’s used to 

store libraries. A library, as far as Amigas are con¬ 

cerned, is a set of little programming routines 

organised into one complete block, Most of them 

are built into the machine, but a few are to be 

found in the Libs drawer. 

2 A programmer will often make use of a 

library, In order to avoid some code writing. 

Most cannot be bothered to write their own file 

requesters, So they use a library like the 

Arp.library (Amiga Resources Project). If the 

library Isn’t included In the libs drawer, the 

program won't run. 

Arp is often used by shareware and older 

programs. Many programmers prefer the 

Reqtoofs file requester, which Is a bit more friendly 

and easy to use. It makes sense to keep a disk 

which you put common libraries on to. That way 

you avoid filling up your Workbench disk with 

libraries that are not used very often. 

The current trend in PD and shareware 

circles is to use compression utilities like 

PowerPacker and Imptoder. Libraries which 

support these programs are ones like 

Decnmch, libraryt Explode. library and the 

original PowerFacker. library. Each of these 

libraries has been released in different versions - 

the easiest way to tell them apart is by how big 

they are. These particular libraries can be found on 

the Coverdisk this month, but cannot be used 

properly with the EartyExptocfe program (which will 

be on next month's Coverdisk), 

Strictly speaking, you are not allowed to dis¬ 

tribute libraries without the programmers 

permission. Libs are programs, copyrighted just 

like others. In the above cases, copying is 

widespread on the PD and shareware scenes - but 

don’t think you can help yourself to any library you 

come across. If you are a programmer, always get 

permission before you use someone else s library, 

unless it’s a freeware library that can be used by 

one and all. 

Devs is a drawer on Workbench used to 

store device files. These are typically used 

to control various pieces of hardware, but are oth¬ 

erwise fairly similar to libraries. Again, they are 

there to save programmers writing extra code. 

More importantly* they let different programs 

access the same hardware, without each program 

having its own set of driver routines. 

7 The most common complaint that new users 

come up with Is that a program will not print 

out. This can be due to not choosing the right 

printer driver (see In-depth Explanation 1) but if the 

Amiga cannot find the printer.device file In the 

devs drawer, no printing can be achieved. Again* 

there are different versions of this library - it’s 

fairly common to be able to print with one version 

but not with another. 

Some device files are extremely odd and lim¬ 

ited. The most obscure are the 

Sc ala. device files, found only on that program. 

As well as being huge (over lOOK long) they usu¬ 

ally only work with one version of Scats, They 

don’t even control hardware! This sort of device 

file is very much the exception to the rule that 

device drivers are for controlling hardware. 

Something else you will find in the devs 

drawer are Mountlists1. These are collec* 

lions of Shell commands and definitions, and can 

be viewed and edited with most word processors 

or text editors. Devices like the RAD recoverable 

RAM drive, 5.25-inch disk drives and similar weird¬ 

nesses are controlled through mountlists. Don't try 

writing your own until you understand the different 

entries and how they work. 

The same libraries and device files exist 

in several different versions. One simple 

way to tell them apart Is to look at how long the 

files are. Newer libraries and device drivers tend to 

be longer (because they contain more options and 

more complex programs). If you find a program 

that doesn't print properly and you're sure that 

everything else is correct, it’s probably 

printer.device that’s at fault. 



SPECIAL OFFER 
Normally £79.95 but only 

£49.95 
inc VAT 

Upgrade your Amiga Format 
Oct.'92 issue of TV*Text by 
simply sending the coupon on the 
side panel along with your 
cheque or ACCESSA/iSA details 
and £1.50 for post/package 

Titling for Video and Desktop Presentations 
Applications: 
• Business and Sales Presentations 
• Video Productions 
• Fine Arts 
• Education 

Dithered Background with Grid, 
Text rendered with various effects. 

Dithered backgrounds 
and Text, Transparent 
Shadow, Borders with 
Glint Effect 
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Rendering effects 
applied to imported IFF 
digitized logo. 
Embossed and 
Wallpapered. Shadow 
and outline added in 
foreground. 

Exciting Effects 
Automatically 

• Oul lines, shadows, metal I Ice, 
strobes, edges, extrusions (3D) and 
more 

• Colour animated glows, qlints, 
sheens, arid cycles. 

■ Apply to text, shapes, and IFF 
images. 

• Dozens of pres el rendering styles 
included. 

• Gratae your own styles with bn ill in 
editor. 

Fonts 

• Includes Zuma Fonts Volumes 1,2, & 
3 on 3 disks. 

Sceen Modes 

• Lovy resolution, with or without Interlace 
with up lo 64 colours on any one screen. 

• High resoluilon, with or without 
Interlace with up so 16 colours. 

• Two degrees of overscan for 
each screen mode 

• Genlock compatible 

Drawing Tools 

• Shapes, lines & borders with 
selectable automatic effects. 

• Stencils 

• Resize 

• Rotate & Rip 

ZUMA 
Dithered Background, 
Dithered Text box with 
Transparent Shadow. 

• Use any Amiga fonts Including colour 
fonts, 

• Preview any font in any style. 

• Selectable italic, bold and underline. 

• Adjustable characier spacing. 

Backgrounds 

• Eight different colour gradient 
backgrounds in any one screen 

• Wallpaper 

• Tile 

• Grid 

• Imported IFF images 

• Automatic re-colouring of 
Imported images, 

Layout & Editing 

• Foreground/Background mode 
for easy layout. 

• Mouse or keyboard object positioning 

• Automatic Justification & leading. 

■ Grid stick 

• Full undo, Gut, Copy, Paste, 

Hardware Requirements 

• Amiga Computer 

• Imb (or more) memory 

Buy the OFFICIAL Manual 

for your TV*Text cover disk 

£4.95 inc VAT 

Simply Jill in the coupon along the side 
panel and send it along with your 
cheque or ACCESS/VISA details and add 

£1-50 for post Si packaging. 



AMIGA INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA \ AMIGA 
ICDTV 

X*. / iiimrutswt ^-s wultimediiE 

WHAT IS CDTV? 
Simply put, CDTV mixes CD sound and Amiga lype software in one 
easily controlled unit, and allows you to "interact" with the results 
through your television. On ihe outside the CDTV Standalone 
Player is a sleek, efegant black box. Inside it contains the workings 
of Ihe UK's moss popular home computer, the Commodore Amiga, 
bui wilh iwo major diilerences. Instead of a keyboard and mouse it 
uses a video style remote controller for simple operation end, 
instead o! a iloppydisk drive, there's a compact disc drive 

MUSIC & SOFTWARE 
As well as being able to play standard studio compact discs in high 
quality stereo sound, Ihe CDTV can also use software stored on 
CD. This is similar 1o Amiga softwre, with thousands of Amiga 
programs available. You also get much, much more ■ a CDTV Disc 
is equal to over 600 lioppy disks in capacity. 

WHAT CAN IT DO? 
Willi CDTV you can listen to your favourite pap group, look up 
history, play Ihe latest arcade games, have a Karaoke night or learn 
French. In one unit, CDTV can do things you would otherwise need 
a video, CD player and computer to dot You can watch as Neil 
Armstrong walks on the moon, listen to him speak and read the 
fascinating details ol how Apollo go! there] 

INTERACTIVE MOVIES 
A new kind ol movie; hi-li sound tracks and moving pictures just like 
cinema films, but you determine the outcome and how the plot turns 
out! Will Batman really save Gotham City? Interactive movies are 
set to arrive on a CDTV near you soon. 

EDUCATION 
With its huge storage capacity, colour graphics and easy control. 
CDTV is ideal for education. Levels from primary education to adult 
foreign language courses are available. 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Packed with masses ol colourful graphics, hi-li sound and huge 
levels, CDTV games are set to dwarf their Amiga counterparts. The 
CDTV award winning version of Sim City tor instance, has IQ 
Megabytes of extra graphics, studio recorded sound tor CD Audio 
quality, more detailed game play (new zoom mode) and 4 different 
eras (Medieval, Western, Actual and Future), 

REFERENCE 
Imagine that you could refer !o several encyclopaedia’s at once, 
without having to constantly swap between publications, flip pages 
or refer to lengthy indexes across multiple books7 CDTV Reference 
lilies enable you to do this plus a lot more! 

MORE FORMATS 
CDTV can play CDTV software, CD audio discs, CD+G (audio discs 
with lyrics and pictures), CD+MIDI (special tracks along side the 
audio tracks control MIDI instruments attached to ihe CDTV). Wilh 
the aid of a lioppy disk drive and keyboard, CDTV can also run 
most Amiga software. 
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A NEW AGE IN 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

ADD-ON FOR AMIGA OWNERS 
AMIGA A570 FOR THE A500 

The AS70 Is an essential add-on lor your Amiga 500. CD-ROM te 
set to jtdplacL! disks as the standard Formal lor games and serious 

[ lilies |n itiB not too distant future, Most soltwara companies have 
already announced plans to release CD versions ol their 
sollwarol 

\ The sheer storage alio ol a CD (600 disks) means lhal oarng 
\ CD aoliwara Is laslor, graphics ano enhanced andi game play is 

L Increased wllh bigger Is-veIs. more complex problems !□ solve 
L and larger aroaa 1q exptoro! And, being compatible wHh audio 
[ CDs, iho sound quality Iram CD games is unrivalledl Sim City 
^ (or instance has twer lOMb ol rtala lor Us graphics alpne and 
; has music recorded in a sludiot Silica's new low pnda ol £2Era 
| moans thal ihore is no beller time to buy the A&70 anti, wilit 

iho award winning Sim City Included FREE with every A5?a 
from Sil ica. Ilheng's no halter place la buy it from I 

• Enables your Amiga to run CDTV software 

• Plays normal audio CD discs 

• Storage capacity equal to 600 floppy disks 

• Internal RAM expansion option io^so^ 

• Internal hard drive option 
• Compatible with CD + G and CD + MID! 

formats 

• Transfer time 153Kb/second 

• Compatible with CD-ROM industry 
standard ISO9660 

• Comes with Fred Fish CURD collection 
+ Sim City FREE from Silica 

Note; 1 wi ot Chip RANVFAT Agnus Hi required for lull compatibility 
wiLli all CDTV software. Silica offer an upgrade service, 
Please call an-d quote REA lOOtt 

RRF 

SAVE £50! 
OFF RHP £349 

£299 
AMIGA l^r*; PLAYER 

ongmgt pack tor non- 
compuler users, very easy to use 
and sal up. Hib CD-tV StErvd 
Alone pack btends in wetl with 
your standard home enlertainnwru 
aquipmanl end is ideal for Ihe 

‘5wawg» 

WITH 

FROM SILICA \H' 
SIM CITY CD 

II you have ever played Sim City 
an a normal Amiga, you will Ue 
amazed whan you sea, listen lo 
and p!ay Ihe Amiga CD Yerskint 
Ndw even more addictive, wilh 
studio recorded sound and a 
massive IQMb d graphics, Sim 
City GDTV is a life simulation 
game thal has to be seen to ho 
believed! Sim City comes free will 
every CDTV or A570 From Silica. 

WORTH £29.99 

p|„US 

free 

SlM 

FROM 
siucM 

cW 
£AA5 

SLEEK BLACK DESIGN! 
i Based on Ihe bed selling Amiga computer 
i Operated From remote hand held con Iralter 
i Ploys CD audio dlece 
i Compatible wflh CD+G & CD+MIDI Formate 
■ Upgradeable to a loll computer 
i Over tOQ CDTV lilies available 
y Includes;- Lemmings; TT* ftdritlive. awatd 

Miming gaim Hulcfrinsan'a. A veal ancydopwa 

CDTV Player...  £399.99 
Lb mm ings... £34.9 9 
Sim City . E29.99 
Hulchinsons Encyclopedia .. £49.99 

Total Pack Vs/ue: £514.96 
Less Fadt 5a ving: £ 145,9G 

Silica Price: S369-QQ 

£369 
Ref: CCD 1000 

AMIGA (®nr 
■ Easy to os* home eHiertBinmenl system 

■ inlraredR^riifliECwMf 
* Seet&lBftd&sign 
* ^jMard, tel {ftivt sni) mjust mdnutd 

* Baser! mi ihEbssi ssllrg Amiga. compolK 

* PUysCfr audio decs 

* Compalibla wttiCD+G 4 CDtMiUI renn^i: 

* Over >00 COtV ides 
* Compalrbk) wJfi i DCs ol jirograms 

* Frad Rsd UQPD is a 'cdleclion' ol ew bsts 
ol public demain solteaie. Irindude 
uWiliBS, DpfStalions. gams 
amt tools ,— 

'coW£S ^lu 

l^°crrv 

MULTIMEDIA 
SYSTEM 

ZOOL 
pack 

f25,93 \ 
_ 1 

-iUCV-UDl^ 

!**£»«*■'■ "*£*v t155’ 

A compile CDTV environment Wife 
keyboard and disk drive il id iully soltware 
compahbJe vrfth the Amiga 500. and abto fo 
run all Amiga games and application 
soifware, Wilh Ihe peripherals included, 
you can unleash the (oil power o! your 
ComErtdttote CDTV, 

CDTV Player... £399.39 
CDTV Keyboard .. £49.93 
CDTV Disk Drive.. £99-99 

Fred Feb CDPD„™.™ £19.99 
Sim Cily...   £23.99 
Zool Pack...  £Tg7.5g 

Total Pack Value: £727,97 

Less Pack Saving: £22£L07 

Silica Price: L499.CM) 

£499 
Rafr CCD tZSO 

OVER 100 SOFTWARE TITLES AND “ll for 
PERIPHERALS AVAILABLE PRICE LIST 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in Ihe UK mainland 
m TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: w& normally match competitors on a “Same product - Same price" basis. 

• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven tract* record in professional computer safes. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and prolitable, 
ft BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT. Volume discount available 061-308 0808. 

ft SHOWflOO/lfS: Demonstration and draining labilities ai our London S Sldcup branches, 
ft THE PULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier, 
ft FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you wilh offers software and peripheral details, 
ft PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you think vary caraluily about 
WHERE you buy 11, Consider what II will be like a lev/ months- after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice wlLh your new purchase. And, will tha 
company you buy from contacl you with details ol new products? Al Sica Systems, we ensure lhal you 
will have nothing lo worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, w4h our umwalfed 
experience and expertise, we can now ctaim to meet our customers' requirement with an understanding 
which is second lo none. But donT jus! take our word for il. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
latest FREE lltarafurp and begin to experience the “Sica Systems Service'. 

WAIL ORDER: H Th& Mews, Hatherley Rd, Stdcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
Outer brag QpBn: hton-SaJ tt.gqatn-fi.OOpm Nd Late Oppnirip 

Tel: 081-309 1111 
Fa* Nq; 1-3QS MOB 

LONDON SHOP: 
Opening Hours: MgfrjSflj S.SflilrA^BtXlpnn 

52 Tottenham Court Road.. London, W1P OBA 
Nd Lfllfl Hijhl Opentfig 

Tel: 071-580 4QD0 
Fa* Na: D7V3Z3. 

LONDON SHOP: Sail ridges lid fitrarl. Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB 
Opening Hours MoftTri 9-3ftjinn-7.Wprn |$m dose 6.3flptn|-Late NigM. Thm-aday - Bpm 

Tel: 071-629 1234 
EjfatwiQrt; 

Tel: 001*302 8011 SID CUP SHOP: 1*4 The Mews, Hatberley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI 4 4DX 
Opening feun Mon-Sal 3.0itoBi»5 3Qpm_Ute NglU Ffwtoy ■ 7pm_Fay Ka. 0B1'303 OPir 

ESSEX SHOP: Keddfes iJna Roar).. Hiflfi Street, Soutfiefid-Bit-Sea, Essex, SS11 LA Tel: Q7Q2 4624Z6 
CywiTtig Hwm Mgn-Ffi fl.3flarn-5.9Dpniit5i>l ftWMfrftWpmt_Nq Late Nipt Opaning Fas tfe 0?n? <62363 a 

To: Silica Sysiems, AM FOR-1232-99, 1-4 The Mews, Haiherley Rd Sidcup, Kent, DAI 4 4DX 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON AMIGA CDTV 

,71 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: ..... InHials:... . . Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable); ... 

Address:...........—. 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

.............. .. Postcode: ....... .. 

Tel (Horned . ......... Tel (Workt: ..... 

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?....--■■■ ■ ■ _ 

EiDt - Ad^enisad praes and BpeoUcftllons n'-Av change - Please relum Ihe coupon Tor iim, hileal mrr»ima1inr. 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

The Ai/JUGA Col lection 
FORMAT 

Superb, complete, full-price programs for 

practically nothing isn't the whole story of 

the Amiga Format Collection. You also 

have the chance to upgrade to new 

versions of the Collection programs at 

special prices. Here are the offers... 

Sequencer One Plus 

Upgrade Kit 

Also on the Special Christmas Issue was the powerful Sequencer One 

music package. RRP £89. (If you missed out on this amazing ofTer - 

which included Graphics Workshop as well - you can still get copies 

through Sack Issues.) 

Through Amiga Format Mail Order you can upgrade to Sequencer 

One Plus. 13y doing so you can take advantage of' a whole host of extra 

features that are not available on version one. These include the unique 

Juke Box screen and Gujits new 'Diamond Drag* note-editing system. 

Also included in this latest update is tempo maps, auto count in, MIDI 

sysex handling, track solo, extra quantis options and much more! 

All of this should really sell for a massive RRP of £129.95. For a 

short time though, Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit 

for Sequencer One owners (and that of course includes everyone who 

has the program from the Amiga Format Coveidisk 30) for £49.95 

{RRP), But we're offering it to you at a mere £39.95 which works out 

at an amazing total saving of £90. 

Order Code 

AM235 

Graphics Workshop 
On our Christmas Special Issue we gave you, 
for virtually nothing, the powerful paint and 
animation program The Graphics Workshop. 
What makes this drawing program so spe¬ 
cial, though, is along with all the normal 
tools that you would expect from a top 
paint program are some powerful addi¬ 
tional utilities. 

You're not just limited to using 
one custom brush, instead you can 
pick up and store up to 10 brushes 
and use them at any one time. It 
also features not only AN1M and 
Animbrush forms of animation, 
but also a Cell system which Is 
probably the most powerful 
animation system there is for the 
Amiga. Why not get the most out of this 
top program by buying this expertly illustrated 
instruction book and tutorial guide (which includes a spe¬ 
cial tutorial disk as well) that has been specially written by 
Amiga Format writer Maff Evans. 

Description Price Order Code 

Graphics Workshop £16.40 GPHWK 

PageSetter 2 

If you want to produce a news letter for your local rugby dub, or start up a footle fanzine 
then all you need Is some DTP software. And there's no better program to start off with 
than PageSetter. We gave away version 1.2 of this very first Amiga DTP program on the 
Coverdisk of Issue 34, however If you want the current version here It is. 

Gold Disk's update of the beginner's layout program takes a different approach from 
the original. It has been completely rewritten In machine code for extra speed. Also, 
rather than having separate text-editing and picture-editing modules, It now lets you edit 
text on the page. It also uses Compugraphic scalable fonts throughout, so extra quality 
on printout is guaranteed. All in aif, this Is the next best thing to professional-quality DTP 
on the Amiga. A full and detailed manual Is Included. 

Descripnon Price Order Code 

PageSetter 2 £50 PAGE UP Description 

Sequencer One Plus 
Price 
£39.95 



fTp SPECIAL OFFERS 

Spectracolor 

Oxxi Aegis actually produced Spectracolor before they made 
the Jun/or version featured on the Coverdlsk of Amiga Format 
35. It was the first HAM paint program to use full brush anima¬ 
tion, in the style of Deluxe Paint Its powerful features make It a 
must for anyone who wants to do real animation In 4,096 
colours, and it also has a number of unique innovations: 

Brush Wraps 
Advanced PAINT Modes 
Air Brush 
Brush Animations - including curved path animation with fades 
and simple morphing. 

But this upgrade, specially arranged through Amiga Format 
Mail Order, doesn't stop there, you'll receive a program disk, 
plus a sample tutorial disk and In-depth 300-page manual that 
will take you through countless examples and techniques 
showing you precisely why Spectracolor is such an excellent 
paint-and-anhmatlon package. 

Description Price Order Code 
Spectracolor £29.99 SPECT IIP 

CanDo - latest version 
If you want to start learning about programming a computer 
then you can't go far wrong with Innovatronics' 'applications 
generator' CanDo. With this package you'll be able to create a 
variety of applications, from accounts packages to complete 
multimedia information systems that encapsulate all the ele¬ 
ments that have made this subject the talking point that It has 
become in recent years. 

Other programs can also draw upon CanDo's ability to use 
sampled sounds, IFF Images, and even animations, and St you 
have Workbench 2 you can even use CanDo to control other 
applications on even hardware devices using ARexx scripts. 

Innovatronlcs have been listening to requests from the 
people who used the original version of this powerful multime¬ 
dia package, and the latest version 1.6 of the full professional 
CanDo program has a number of updates En accordance with 
their requests. Among these is full support for the the gameport 
device, which means you can even write games with ill The pro¬ 
gram comes with a full and detailed manual, which could make 
all the difference for aspiring CanDo programmers. 

Description Price Order Code 
CANDO £89.95 CANUP 

With CanDo 
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GASTEINER 
JTJa^ .DATA 

ICD POWER 

Unit 3 

Millmcad Business Cenlre 

Millmcad Road 

London N17 9QLI 

Teh 081 365 1151 

Fax: 081 885 1953 

§Vv 

Amiga 
Shopper bcsl 

buy 

256 Greyscale Scanners 
Total solution for scanning A4 images 

FeaturesTrue greyscales , 100-400 dpi 1105mm head , OCR option 

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from Migraph. Allows real Lime scanning, provides powerful editing/ 

painting features. Compatible (impertstexports) IFF,I/4GtPCX,TFF and MACPAINT formats .Compatible with all Amiga's 

A500^500+^600^1500^2000^500 and A3000 
Touch UP f Merge It and Special 

Touch UP and Merge It Software OCR software. 
Full OCR Version 
Software Available 

£165.00 
£119.95 

MJnmum system requirement 2Mb RAM, and a Hard 

Disk 

£199.00 

Trackballs 

Stylish three button trackballs, 
with third button supporting 
auto fire and drag and hold 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN ST 

FORMAT 
92% 

ST 
REVIEW 

91% 

With two colour 
shining Crystal Ball 

Auto Mouse/ 
Jostick Switch 

St Format 78% 
Automatic Switcher 

between two Input devices 
with a click of a button. 

E.fi, mouse/mouse, 

mouse/joystick, joystick/ 
joystick. 

£29.95 £34.95 1 £12.95 ■ ■ £10.95 

Mega Mouse 
GOLD 

AWARD 
WINNER 

IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

A 290 dpi high resolution Opto-Mcchanical Mouse. 
Top quality construction ensures rapid and smooth 

movement, with micro switch buttons. 

Mouse only Mouse with hard mai 
and mouse holder 

Optical Mouse 

St Format 81% 
Cu Amiga 79% 

Superb 300dpi Optical 
Mouse with effortless micro 
switch buttons. Fast, smooth 
and reliable. 

Includes Optical Mouse Pad 
and Holder 

Optical Pen 
Mouse 

A stylish Pen Mouse with 
quality construction and 
smooth fast movement. 
Micro switch buttons.Ideal 
for DTgarlwork.etc 

Includes Optical Pad 

£26.00 ■ It £35.95 £45.00 
iMbRAM with dock A 600 

1 Mb RAM with nut clock A 600 

512k RAM with clock A500 

1Mb RAM for ASDQ+ 

Kick start Sw itch 

Bootielecbor Switch 

Pwer Supply for A 500 

15” Fufernal Drive 

lMbSimmi 

2 8 Mb RAM for A2000A1500 

iWtr Scanner 

£49.00 

£45.00 

£ 25.00 

£ 39.00 

£14,95 

£ 9.95 

£ 34.95 

£ 49.00 

£25,00 

£129,00 

£ 95.00 

Cordless 
Infrared Mouse 

Cu Amiga 81% 
Remote control mouse, 
long working distance. 
Long life rechargeable 
battery. 260 dpi. 

Includes Hard Mouse MaL 

Hard Drives 
A500/A500+ 

52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £329.00 

105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £399.00 

210 Mb RAM Upgradeable £519.00 

A1500/A2000 
52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £299.00 

105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £379.00 

210 Mb RAM Upgradeable_£499.00 

Golden Image Mouse 
with Mat 

£ 13.95 GtmimNlMALifc 

TfwTBrush Mouse with 
D"Paint, 

£ 19.95 
St Format 

88% 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

ICD Products 
AdRAM-2080<2 Mb RAM) £139.00 

AdRAM-54014 Mb RAM) £209.00 

AdSCSI 2000 W/LPS105S £405.00 

AdSpccd £129.00 

AdSpeed/IDE-40 £229.00 

Flicker Free Preference £ 19,00 

Flicker Free Video 2 £195.00 

KickBack ROM Switcher £ 19.00 

Novia 60i £359.00 

Novia 85! £449.00 

Novia/AdSpced 60 i £499.00 

Novia/AdSpced 85i £599.00 

Prima 105i £429.00 

Prima 120i £445.00 

Prima/AdSpccd 105i £579.00 

Prima.AdSpecd 1201_£599.00 

Flcaiie add £3.50 postage and packing to all ordoa under £100.00 and Orders ova £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. AU prices inckide VAT, 

GoSlanot anapU pa^iunts by Visa, AoogM, Cheque ot pMtal strict. 

E,tO.E Phooi tuigwl to change without, notioc, Goode euigeot to arialaUiUj. S^xxxTioatiea tuigoot Lo chango vAthout notioo. 



nLmdbrokm 
%somuMHna 

33 Ormskirk Rd. 
Preston. Lancs, 

PR1 2QP 
Ladbroke Computing 

International are one of the longest 
estabished home computer dealers in the 
UK We have developed an extensive 
customer serves policy which involves 
testing ot alt hardware prior to despatch 
to ensure that goods arrive rn workrng 
order offering free advice and support 
over the phone and keeping cutomeFS 
informed. Although our prices are not 
always the cheapest we db endeavour to 
otter consistently good service and 
backup 

AH prices are correct at copy date 
19/10/92 (wHIe stocks iastj. and are 
subject to change without prior notice. All 
pnees include VAT but exclude detwery 

How to Pay 

You can order by marl Cheques/Postal 
orders made payable to Ladbroke 
Computing. Or gve your credt card 
details over the phone 

Dei very 

Add £3 tor postal deivery (check with 
statl before ordenngj 

Add E5 tor next working day courier 
deivery Add £11 for Saturday courier 
deivery. (Mainland UK only) 

Open Mon-Sat 93 0am to 500pm 
Ladbroke Computing Ltd Tracing As 
Ladbroke Computing iiternationaL 

Fax: (0772) 561071 
Tel: 9 am - 530 pm (5 Lines) 

l077a)ao3iee 

Star 

Star LC20 E 124 
Star LCIOO colour £ 165 
Star LC24/100 £ 179 
Star LC24/200 colour E 259 
Starjet SJ48 Bubblejet E 210 
SJ48 Sheet feeder E 69 

Citizen 

Citizen Swift 240 Colour £ 270 

Hewlett Packard 
HP Deskjet 500 £ 339 
HP DesKiet 500 colour £ 449 

Lasers 
Seikosba OP104 £ 549 
• 512K RAM (Exp to 2.5Mtff 

• HP LaserJet IIP emulation 
• 14 resident fonts 

• 12 months on site warranty 
Ricoh LP12Q0 £ 759 

t Fully HP III compatible 

• 40ODpi resolution 

• 2Mb R AM on board 

• Serial & Parallel ports 

• 12 months on site warranty 
A! Star del matrix, printers come complete wrth 12 

mcnlhs cn site warranly Please add E3 Itj 
CenIrenes cable. 

• 100,200.300,400 Dpi resolutions. 

• 1 letter mode, 3 photo modes. 

• Includes two of (he most 
respected graphics packages, 
MIGRAPH'S TOUCH UP and 
DELUXE PAINT III. 

Golden Image Scanner E 109.99 
Jin Scanner E 89.99 
Jin as above but excluding Touch Up, 

QVP ■ Hard drhrM 
• Quantum SCSI Hard drive 

• Ultra fast 11ms access 
• Up to 8Mb RAM on board 

• Disable switch 

• 2 year warranty 

52Mb No RAM £ 329 

52Mb 2Mb RAM E 369 
52Mb 4Mb RAM E 429 

120Mb No RAM E 439 

120Mb 2Mb RAM E 479 

120Mb 4Mb RAM E 529 

120Mb 8Mb RAM £ 649 

2Mb SIMM upgrade £ 48 

4Mb SIMM upgrade £ 93 

8Mb SIMM upgrade £ 180 

Our Service department can repair 
Amiga's in minimum time at 
compel ettve rates. We can arrange 
for courier pickup and return 
delivery of your machine to ensure 
it's safety. We even have a same day 
service which will ensure your 
machine is given priority and 
subject to fault, completed the same 
day. We can fit memory upgrades. 
ROM upgrades. We offer a Quotation 
service for £15 for which we will 
examine your machine and report 
back with an exact price for repair. If 
you do not wish to go ahead with 
the repairs then just pay the £15. 
However if you do go ahead then 
the charge is included in the 
minimum charge. Please note. The 
minimum charge covers labour parts 
are extra. 

Quotation service £ 15 
Min repair charge £ 35.25 
Courier Pickup £ 11 
Courier return £ 6 
Same day service E 15 
A500 PSU E 39.99 
Internal drive £ 39.99 

The Falcon features; 16MHz 32 bit 
68030 CPU, 16MHz Blitter, 32MHz 
DSP 8 channel 16 bit CD quality sound 
chip. VGA resolution in 65536 colours, 
Mulit asking TOS, Network port, 1,44Mb 
floppy, expandable to 14Mb RAM, 
Stereo microphone input for direct 
sound digitising Stereo sound output. 
Falcon 1Mb RAM £ 479.99 
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65HD £ 879 99 

Amiga A600 £ 264.99 

Includes: The new reduced size 
keyboard, internal modulator, 1Mb on 
board RAM, Workbench 2.05. Will take 
smart cards. Also includes 12 months 
on site Warranty. 
Amiga 600 wild, wierd 

and wicked pack E 314.99 

Includes A600 with Pushover, 
Mcroprose Grand Pnx, Silly Putty and 
Deluxe paint III. 

A600HD Epic Pack £449.99 

includes A600 with 20Mb internal hard 
drive and Epic, Trivial Pursuit, Rome 
Myth 

A5QQ Plus Cartoon 
Classics £ 269.99 
Special Offer while stocks last 
A500 Class of the 90 s £ 434.99 

Special Offer while stocks \as\ 
Mini Office £ 45 

Wordprocessor, Database, Spread 
sheet, Disc Utilities and Graphics, 

Compendium Six £ 29.99 

A Pack ot 6 educational games to 
encourage creative learning in Maths, 
Science, Geography and English, 

Golden Image Mouse E 14.99 

The Golden Image Mouse was 
recently given an Amiga Format Gold 
Award with 90% and offers 290 Dpi 
resolution, 2 high quality mbroswitched 
buttons and a free mouse mat. 
Optical Mouse £ 24.99 

The Golden Image Optical Mouse is a 
high quality, 3 button, replacement 
mouse, The fully Optical mechanism 
means no moving parts offering far 
higher reliability. Includes Mai. 

Jin Mouse £ 7.99 

Donl be deceived by the low price of 
this mouse. Mass production of ihe Jin 
mouse has resulted in a high quality 
Opto/Mechanical mouse featuring 290 
Dpi resolution. 
Ladbroke s Mouse mat £ 2.98 

Please add £? for P&P on mice 

• 80OK formatted capacity 
• Double sided, Double density 

• Through port 

Gl External drive E 47,99 
Amiga internal drive £ 39 99 

"The Natural way to draw " 

• t50Dpi resolution 

• Qpto/Mechanical mechanism 
• SQOmm/SEC tracking speed 

• Switchable between Amiga/ST 
• Direct Mouse replacement. 

Gl Brush Mouse E 19.99 
Gl Brush + Dpaint III £ 24.99 

A500 512K with clock £ 17.99 

The golden Image 512K RAM upg^ade 
includes battery backed clock and 
enable/dlsable switch 
Xtra RAM A500 + 1Mb £ 49.99 

The Xtra RAM for the A500 Plus only, 
adds (Mb of ehp RAM to the A500 
Plus. 
A600 Amitek 1Mb with elk £ 42.99 

Plugs straight into A600 trap door 
compatible with A60Q, A600HD. 

50 3.5* disks e 20 
fOO 3 5* Disks E 38 
3.5“ Disk head cleaner £ 4 

40 disk box £ 4.99 
80 disk box £ 7.99 

150 Disk box £ 17 99 
A500 Dustcover £ 3.99 

Mouse J/S extension £ 5.99 
PRO Star Mini joystick £ 14.99 

r 

L 
Philips 8833MKII £ 189.99 
This best selling colour, stereo monitor 
comes complete with 12 months on 
site warranty and free Lotus Turbo 
challenge II. 
Philips 15" FST Tv E 219 99 
• SCART input Tv 

• 39 channel remote control 

• Flat Screen 
Philips 15" Cube Teletext £259.99 

• SCART input Tv 

• 60 channel remote control 

• Fasts xt teletext 

• Flat Screen 

• 3 Speaker sound 

6833 MKIFAmiga cable £ 9 99 
Philips SCART to Amiga E 9.99 

8833MKJI dustcover E 7.99 

14" Monitor stand E 9.99 
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THE GAME 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin 

Graphics takes racing games to new 

dimensions. Pass through hazardous 

tunnels; twist along log-strewn (racks; 

speed over sand drifts. It's an action 

packed test of your skill and speed - 

CAN YOU HANDLE IT1 

FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE 
If you already own a copy of Lotus 

Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You 

can return the Free copy from your 

new monitor and. for just £5, Philips 

will exchange il for "Lolus - The Final 
Challenge". You can us a this new 

software (o design and create your 

very own racing circuits. 

THE COMPETITION 
WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE 
1993 BRITISH GRAND PRIX 

Imagine grandstand seats a! the most acclaimed 
event in the Formula One year - The British 
Grand Prix, Philips will tly you and a friend into 
Silverstone and Eherers the chance to meet a 
famous Formufa One personality as a celebrity 
reception, It's then time to lake your grandstand 
seats for the morning's practice, A delicious 4 
course lunch follows; then ifs back to your seats 
for the Grand Prix itself. 

It's all part of an exciting first prize package in Ihe 
Turbo Challenge Companion. And, if you don‘1 
gel she chequered flag, there are 40 runner-up 
prizes of Ferrari Testarossa remote control cars. 

THE MONITOR 
* U<{ CGA COLOUR MONITOR 

* OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT 

* 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

* FREE! LOTUS TURBO 
CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE 

* RESOLUTION: 600x285 

* HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15.6KHZ 

* 42mm DOT PITCH 

* STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS 

* EARPHONE SOCKET 

* TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG 
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL 

* CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL 

* DARK GLASS SCREEN 

* GREEN SWITCH TO 
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY 

* AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE 

* CABLE REQUIRED 
See Accessories below 

USING A TV? 
Switch to a monitor and 

SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING! 
If you are currently using your Amiga or ST 

with a domestic television set 
then you are missing out on picture quality. 

Unfortunately, because your TV is used to receiving inferior UHF 
transmissions from the airwaves, it only has a UHF socket So, 
your computer has to downgrade its high quality digital RGB {Red, 

Blue] signal to UHF to enable your TV to receive it. 
However, because your TV can only display using RGB. «l has to 
convert the UHF signal back to RGB before 11 can pul a picture on 
the screen. Of course, every time you convert from one signal to 
another, ihe re is a loss of quality which means that the final picture 
on the TV is rtol as good as the original signal from your computer. 

You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket, 
not UHF, Vour computer will recognise this, and send its original 
HGB signal to the monitor which wilt display the image directly to 
the screen with no loss of quality. 

The Philips SB-33 is Ihe besl selling colour monitor for Ihe 
Commodore Amiga and Atari ST. Ideal for game playing, it offers 
excellent colour graphics and has siereo audio speakers for 
enhanced stereo output from the Amiga and ST-E. The 
performance and reliability of Ihe BB33 is exceptional, which is why 
we are confident to offer 12 monlhs ON-SITE warranty with every 
Philips BB33 monitor. Plus, every BB33 from Silica comes with 
FREE Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 software, all for only £199 inc VAT. 

RECOMMENDED! i 
Far maximum enjoyment o-f Lotus 
Turbo Challenge 2, we are pleased 
to recommend the best selling Zip 
Stih Super Pro Joystick. Tho Zip 
StIK is probably ihe best joystick 
currently available and the world's 
Fastest rapid fire! A1 only £12.95, it 
represents superb value (or money. 

■ Durable steel shaded handle 
* B micnoswitchas 

* Handheld/table top 
* 2 fine buttons jflk 
* Triple action auto-fire 

Single ihat Tr 

Short rapid burst 

Wogab?El$l GorllrrmduS lire II 

* Rubber suction cups 
* Extra long lead 
* i yr g'tee 

mm 

--j -V 

'computer' 
WORK 

STATION 

£49.95 
MQA 1IM 

r TILT & SWIVEL 
MONITOR STATION 

£11.95 38 

COMPUTER CLEANING 
AND VACUUM KIT £19.95 

HI-TECH GRIPPA 
COPY HOLDER 

£9.95 S 

ACCESSORIES All of the accessories below 
are suitable for use with ihe 
Philips 8B33 Colour Monitor 

CABLE - £9,95 
You win rioed a male to connect ina Philips 
SW3 1o your computer Thcsa cables rue 
normally € l4.SS each bul, if you buy one from 
Slfca at lbs same lime as your new monitor, 
we wlN give you a £5 discoum so you pay 
only E9.55 Make sure you order ihe 
correct cable for your computer. 

CAB551Q ■ ST-E STEREO SOUND 
CAB 55D8 - ST-FM MONO SOUND 

CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEPEO SOUND 

SAVE £5! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND 
f" 12109MD19 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped In (he UK mainland. 
© TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
© PRICE MATCH: We normally malch competitors on a “Same product - Same price" basis, 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven Irack record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounls available 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at oar London & Sidcup branches. 
© THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements Iram one supplier. 
© FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed lo you with oilers + software and peripheral details.. 
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly lenns. 

Before you decide when to buy your new monitor, we suggest you Ihlnk very carefully about WHERE 
you buy il. Consider what it will be like a lew months after you have made your purchase, whBn you may 
require additional penpherals and- software, or help and advice wild your new purchase. And, will iho 
company you buy from ooniac! you wiih details of new products? AL Silica Systems, wo ensure that you 
will have nolhing lo worry about. We have been established fdralmasl 14 years and, wi|h our unrivalled 
Experience and expertise,, we can now claim to meal our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't jusl taka our ward tor IL Complete end return Ihe coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience ihe "Silica Systems Service". 

MAH ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Halhfirley Rd, SiJcup"Kent. BAH 4DX Teh 001-309 141 f 
Qjdcr Llrutt Qron: Man-Sal g.jJ&flnH3.00om__No Lain Hgln Op&ninp_ _Fq*_Uj P61-338 Offa 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA Tel: 071-SM 4000 
Opening Hears Man-Sal g.ai^nt-S.pppni_Ns mi£ High! Opening_Fax to. 071-323 *737 

LONDON SHOP: 5sIIridges fist Floor) OxfonTSlreet, London, W1A 1AB Tel: D71-&29 1234 
C^er.Jig hours. Mon-Fn g.SdanvIf.OOpm rSat tlose 6 30pm) Pate Nigfit riiursday - Bpm Erlenian. 19U 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Halfierley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX Tel: 0S1-302 8811 
Operaig heura; Mon-Sal 9.P0fli>5.3ty^ _ lalti Niff" Pud&y - 7pm_Fan tfti 0&i-3Jg 00 r7 

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies tamt Roar] High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI I LA Tel: 0702 462426 
Opdiwig Hftur&: MqmFii B.30anv5.30pni [Sal fr.00am4i.Kipm)Np Late Nighl Opening_Fan tia. 0702 453353 j 

To: Silica Systems. AMF0R*1292*91. 1-4 Tfie Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI 4 4DXi 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PHILIPS MONITORS 

Mr/Mrs/M isa/Ms; ....... Initials' . Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable): .. 

Address: .......... 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS Tel (Home): 

Postcode: . 

Tel (Work): 

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?.. 

EMJE ■ toverliBod and 5p0c*1ica1ion& may shangn RlDasc minim Ins coupon lor lho UlMl mrominlicjn 

91 B 
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HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery : 

(UK Mainland Only) £6,50 Extra 

rrmro 

ATjetas First, First lor choice, price's and service. Established 
far aver nine years, with a strong financial stnlus nn-tf stturc lultirc. 
Our ComputtniMd Telesales Ordar Processing Irwestmenl means Oisl, 
efficient service, Wolf appointed Retail Showrooms with large pro due I 
range on display. Our hufta CirstoitiUr diilitbaGC, lllgll pCrCC rHflge of 
repent custom and personal referrals underlines pur popularity, 
REMEMBER - when you need us, we wilt still be here. Our cxldntiivo 
expansion program means we Could overiluolly bo tllifre- as well... 

J|^| Call us now on 

e*s 0386 765500 

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM 

Unit 9 St Richards Rd, 
Evesham 

Worcs WRI1 6XJ 
■0*0386-765180 

fax: 038* 765354 

251-255 Moseley Rd, 
Hlghgate 

Birmingham B12 QEA i 
■0*021-446 5050 

fox :021W 5010 

CAMBRIDGE MILTON KEYNES 

5 Glisson Road, 
Cambridge 

CB1 2HA 
^ 0223*323898 

fox: 0223 322063 

320 Witan Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK9 2HP 
^0908*230898 

fax : 090fi 230S65 

■3“ 0386-40303 
Monday \o Friday, 10-00 - 5,00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Detail's correct af lime of cyairwj fp press ■ AH goods Subject la nwirtaMy 

LM DlgltH Worttwouh . £39.00 MR Backup. ..E 29.35 
Kind Words 2 . . . E 37.95 AMOS--.-,___ . E 37,50 

C3 S Pmlext V5.5 .C 120.00 Hi Son Leihce C. E 199.00 

E E HomB Aecourus V2 .. 
Pt'l'j ku Point 4 

.E-19.0D GFA BASIC Compile!. 
OevpQC 2.15............ 

..E 2.1.95 

^ CD 
ws □flluna Video 3 . E D4 95 Workbench Martngema^l ...C 9.95 

LBREAKtHROUPHLr 

AT LAST**, rfw chance fa buy Qualify, 
High Capacity Hard Disk System* tor the 

Amiga SOO at realistically low prices! 

-& SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS Tor optimum ptirfOt-mtinCQ. fa&l 

Access Time & Auldparking 
if Includes Its own DEDICATED PSU CfiM rscummends ageinst use Pi 

Hard Disks wilhaut Indopehtlant p-QWOr supply. 

-frOpllon for up to 4MB additional wwy HAM EXPANSION, using 'SIMMS' 

if COOL..,, by popular demand, we have fitted a Cooling Fan! 
if GAME SWITCH allows Games lo bo loaded without disconnection 

it Includes SCSI THFLOUGMPOFIT a) roar for further expanacon 
if High quality metal casing, colour and stylomatchcKl lo the Amigo 5QQ 
if Includes WH&ACKUP PRO’ as wall as Cpnligufation/Format software 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY: 

it CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH it AUTO-RECHARGING 
BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK > COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

■ THE FAS TEST AN D E A SIE ST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 

I Simply Plugs Into trapdoor expansion area ir , . _ 
I Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ‘ChlpRAM' 

I it RAM On/Off Switch .V Compact unit size ■ il»il 
I Only B low power RAM IC's if High reliability 

V w^®B*OE 

§53838 Fulty populated board Increases total RAM fn A500 to 2Mb I ft Plugs 

into trapdoor area, & connects to ’GARY' chip ft Includes Battery- 1 

Backed Real-Time Clock ft Socketed RAM ICs on S12K/ 1Mb Versions 

N.B.; The expansion board 
requires KickSiarl 1.310 

operalo ■ Kickslan 1.3 upgmde 
available from us lar £29.95 

Unpopulated HAM board with dock...£ 34.95 

With 15Mb FASTRAM installed.£ 69.99 

.MJctTMTMi CONNECTS TO YOUR 
512K RAM UPGRADE 

TO GIVE 1.5MB 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further 
expand your A500hs memory to a totat of 

2MB without disposing of your existing 
512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type, 

or not exceeding 9cm fn length). 

ft Through port for further expansion 

ft Very low power consumption 

ft Style matched to the A500 

ft RAM access LED 

ft RAM test/run switch 

ft Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, 
or fully populated with 8Mb 

ft Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power 
other devices) 

Incorporating the latest ‘ZIP' DRAM 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £229 
100Mb MODEL ONLY £329 
2Mb RAM Version; ADD £60 - 4Mb RAM Version: ADD £120 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

o0-£ 19.99 A500 512K 
RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

A500 PLUS 

1 MB RAM 
UPGRADE ONLY £37.95 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 

MEGA90ARD needs Kickstprt 1.3 tn operate 
(Kickslnr! 1.3 upgrade available from us lar 

£29.95). Installation requires connection lo tha 
GARY chip. Easy In follow Insl ructions provided. 

ONLY £42.99 

A500 EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY • Evesnam nicro? 



i nitrvsi new LAIC rm*ni shvwkvum UHkNINU UNTIL 7PfA, WkDNkbUAY TO FRIDA 

PRINTERS B \ AMIGA nffriA ' 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

ALL EVE5HAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 
Star LC 20 Successor to LC 10, A fonls, IflAMfcps .E 129.99 
AfEW/Etar LC 100 Entry love] 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonl&.E I6&.Q3 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 1 @Q/45cp5.„..f 193,as 

NEMSfor LC 24-tOO 24’Pin, 5 fonts, 192.''04cps.L 196.23 
Star LC 24-20 24-Pin, 5 forts, 192/04cpsr excellenl features....E 204.45 
Star LC 24-200C Superb 24-Pin Colour, 5 fonts, 20a/67cps ....£ 269.05 
Automatic Sheet Feeder lor IQ1' LC printers (pis .stole model)...f 64.95 
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 60 col. power pnnter.......£ 366.95 
Star XB24-250 132 column version of XB24-2QQ..438.28 

Citizen 5wift-24E including COLOUR hit. I .E 299,99 
Hewlett-Packard. Dc&kjeL 50Q ., ....£ 3SO.90 
Hewlett-Packard De&kjcl SOOC (Colour} . .C 529.00 
Canon BJ-1CEX InkJat Printer. ...£ 233.A3 
Epson LX40Q budgHl IQ11 carriage 9-pln iflG/aBcps.139,00 
Epson LQ1 00 24-pin IBDteDcps, Bk buffer .£ 205.DO 
Panasonic KXPll24i uprated24-pin model 30CytO0cp&.£279,00 
Panasonic KXP2423 good value 24-pin colour model.2S9.0D 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
At a genome flODflpi scannins resolution, this 
scanner produces truly supeih quality scans 
Has a lull 105mm scanning width, varrable 
brighinoss COJltrut and 10D 12£)D t 3tW i 4Mtlpl 
roaolulian Dealoacen Professional Vereian 3- 
sennning dintf [foiling software allows real-lime 
Scanning in either ling ni l or In up 10 64 
Simulated grey scales. Provides powerfol 
(Killing features and e*ce|ten1 Ctmupatibhility with 
most DTP nnS Pmnt packages, eg. Deluxe Peunl 4, 
Touch-Up. Also supplied Is The Publisher DeskTop 
Pubishing peckago, sddul tor inranporeling your 
sermnotr i»ilhjus mto flyers and newrlf-tlorS. 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE Ihflt this is the 

smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy tor the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price! 

£14 99 SATtSFACTl0N GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent Irsveh-accuracy assured, NEW LOW PRICE!.. E 29,00 

TRACKBALL 
High perforrnaixe trackball, cfiteclly canipulible 1o 

any Aju^r or Atari ST Flogs Into mouse or joystick 

port. Supar-smnelh rind accurato ■ you pMtibabty 

won't wool to use a mouse again alior u&ing 

this Trackball I Full ono-hnneftfo conlieJ. Top 

quality opto-mechahka.! rtfHsgn, giving ti^gh 

speed and accuracy every time. No dnver 

software rn?odade 

ONLY £29.95 

NEWX A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICKSTART ON 

YOUR A500 IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You can Impreftiti soflwaro compahEnllty on yernr A50Q Plusl By Tilling our RDM SwUchflf, 
ytkp can altemale belween lhe KiCkstod 2 already resident and nnOlher version al 

Kir^slari ROM ctiip, c)imiii|] ymi Ihtr rmuDom qJ choice 
Fining is very sample intfcotf,. onS ruq,uims rw soldering 

special (Bohruc-nt kltortfludgif Filling allows iwo moihoDsi 
ol awitchlng. olHtor by keyboard reset, or by an uxterhat 
toggle switch N.B Kiclsstert ROM nat suppt|«l, 4&D0 
noYisioji 5A bunrrfs will require circuit m«riifknlFon. 

ONLY 
£24.95 

KickSlnrt 1,3 ROM euppElsd soyaratL'Iy .only C 23 35 
Klckslari 2.0 ROM supplied sapamfely .only £39 35 
A50Q Rewlslon 5A PCri Qircur! Modillcatlon ScrvEcc £29 &5 

TV.pi Amplified Stereo 
“ ■ ■ * Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 
OF YOUR 
AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 
Your Arn-g.t produces line quality hl-b stdrou sound 
Enjoy quality stereo SULinff roprod'udiDn 10 the faJtfwUh 
foie pnw design Iwin speaker sysiemi Ihcorparales a 
builL-in amplifier wilh separate atfju&Lable votome 
conlrars tor each spoakar uni’. Runs Iram PSU 
isuppNtfo] or from bollenes (not included! 

Dimensions 160*95x105mm (HxWxDj 

ONLY 
£39.95 

IIGA 600 
r i m ii/ri/ /-i w/v 

Features: Defux Paint ■■ Exgjling game 

Eille 1 12 months an-sile mainlenance 

ONLY £279.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £ 314,99 

m Pack 
■ Built-In TV 

Modulator * Built-in 
IDE Hard Disk Controller * Kickstart 2 * 
IMbChrpRAM ■ Accepts Memory Cards 

Fealures: Pugh-over* Grand Prix 

• Pulty * DejIux Pa ini III ■ 12 months 

on-site rnaintenance 

ONLY £324.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £3S9S9 

^-rlw / i\ 

Comined ores 2£>Mb Hard Disk 
version, features: Hpic * Rome • Myth 

* Lnnonage Lab * 5 Jan^ua^e 

Dictionary * Trivial Pursuit ■ Ifelu* 
Faint 111 * 12 months un-^ite 

maintenance 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VU&ON £44.99 

4MB RAM CARD 
| For any A600.£149no| 

Evesham Mierosl SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 
Wa arc now able So supply Amiga ABOO'b with larger hard cflekK. We taka s single drive A609 and 

install □ high quality Th" IDE hard drive. All modelb arc available wtEti 2Mb RAM - pSes&e add £35.00 

Please note tho t\utd di^k tn^ttiffatton 
is ucjf tiavtiusrf by firr-sih? warranty 

Stawaru Pack 
WWFACK 

40Mb 80Mb 120Mb ’ 
£479.99 
£524.99 

£529.99 
£574.99 

£599.99 
£644.99 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 
A600 TO HARD DISK 

Bring Lhe benefits of a Hard Disk 

installation to your existing Amiga 

BOO with our easy to fit upgrades, 

40Mb £229.00 
&0Mb £279.00 

120Mb £359.00 

NEW FROM 
A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADEI 

v> Simply Plugs into the A6QD's 
trapdoor expansion area 

>t Increases total RAM capacity of 
A60D to 2Mb ChipRAM’ 

'wr RAM Enable / Disable Switch 

;V Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 
£39.99 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFEfltNG EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOfl MONEY, lhe 

Rdcgan Genlocks offer levels of 
quality, funclion and 

^□phistfoation not normally 
available In this, prfoe category. 

:-PECi41 OFFER- HOCGEN Mil INCLUDES HOME TITLE ft' SOFTWARE FOR A500 

Genlock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.II GENLOCK PLUS 

ONLY £79.99 ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
Wilh Us dedicated monitor input, itus model combines 

lha athranLages of a high cjualily medium ro&Dlutlon 
colour moniter wilh Iho convani&nce el remote 
conlrol TGletejii TV - hI an excellent low pnea 1 

Feakfres dark glass screen lor Improved conlmsl, 
plus lull range 3-wny speaker sound oulpul. 

£269.00 lncludfn9VAT' delivery & cable 

Philips CMS933 IWk.ll Mon I Lor fGsnuino UK vgrsinn), 
includes cable, 1 Year an-shs maintenance 
and Lolus Esprit Turbo 2' game.......e 199,00 

ACCESSORIES 
Add-on hard drive for ASM external cased unrl wife pO’rtdr supply 

40Mb..... ...£249.00 I 
100Mb... 

MIDI Interface connects to sennl port 
Virus Protector Tits ic tesl Drive in system, pi-utuclnff all dreves 
VIDI-12 Amiga video digitiser package inc VJDI-Chrome 
Amiga BOO Du si Caver 
Amiga 600 Dust Cover ... 

tlW.OQ 
- -E 19 95 

£ &,95 
C UQ.0G 
£ 4 &5 I 
£ 4.95 | 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS. 
Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults....,„„„£ 5495 

PlBaso contact us on 0336-446441 

Please noie lhal we reserve lhe right to refuse any 
machine which is beyond economic repair 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A50DI 

* type replacement Power Supply I 
Unit Good quality 'switch modeT 

type. Super low price!* i 

ONLY £39.95 
Replacement Power Supply for A59Q Hard Disk.£ 49 95 

3Vs" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

Very quiet 
Slimline design 
Suits any Amiga 

• Cooling vents 
Sleek, high quality 
metal casing 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable f Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 
• Througfiport facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compalible, wilh 1Mb 
unlormaltod capacity. 

Straightforward inslallation 
procedure. Kil includes lull 

fitting inslructions. 

ONLY 
£39.99 

lEvesnamnicros] NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDA\ 



HOW TO CONTACT 
AMIGA FORMAT 

READERS' LETTERS 

Welcome back to the bit of the magazine thati all yours - kind of. 

Here you can have your say, voice your thoughts and actually make 

a difference, provided you’ve got any ideas or opinions to offer and 

you're capable of expressing them succinctly! The address to write 

to is Letters, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA I 

2BW. This month we've got a bit of a stir going in, what with the 

steady advance of the A600 and the launch of the A1200... 

You can be certain of getting your enquiry to the mag¬ 
azine dealt with* but only if you make sure you're 
addressing your tetter to the right person or place, 

* We can never give personal replies by mall, so don't 
send us a stamped-addressed envelope. 

■ We can under no circumstances give personal 
replies by fax, so please don't ask us to. 

- We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 10am and 6pm, and we’ll be happy 
to talk to you then. 

* Our advertising department can help with problems 
concerning companies who advertise In the magazine 
if you phone during normal office hours, 

* Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format 
Mail Order department are not in the same building. 
They can be contacted on 0458 74011* 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side of 
your Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, 
Pat McDonald will try to answer you In the mag. Or, if 
you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send It in and you could win a prize. 
WORKBENCH, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH 
STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

GAME BUSTERS 
If you've just found the cheat mode, mapped out the 
levels or found all the passwords for the latest game, 
send the info to Maff and you could win a prize. Or, If 
you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else s problem and win a prtzel 
ANDY NUTT ALL, GAMEBU3TERS, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

The letters pages are there for you to air your views 
and share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be in Workbench! Damien Is 
looking for thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes given for the best two* 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STHEET, BATH BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 
To enter a competition, write the answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it in. 
You can enter as many times as you wish, but all 
entries must be posted separately: don't put several 
entries in one envelope together, or include entries 
with letters to any other part of the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
2B MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2DL 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

If you’ve ordered something from the Amiga Format 
Mall Order section and you've got a problem, please 
remember that we on the magazine don't deal with it 
at all. Write to Mall Order at our Somerton address or 
telephone 0458 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA1! 7PY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Similarly, if you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the magazine catches up with you, then 
send the new address to: 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TATI 7PY 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm we employ for that specific purpose, ff you 
have a faulty disk, send It to them enclosing an SAE. 
We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can't help. 
D1SCOPY LABS, UNIT A, WESTMARCH, LONDON 
ROAD, DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS, NN11 4SA 

HD OR NOT HD? 
i am writing to you for a hit of advice on the new 

A6G0. 1 own an Amiga 500 with 1Mb and I am inter¬ 

ested in huying the new Amiga 600. The problem is 

that I am not sure whether to buy the A60Q for £300 nr 

pay I he extra money for the A600 and 20Mb hard disk. 

Please could you tell me what advantages there would 

he if f purchased the A6H0 wilh hard drive, and if it is 

worth the extra money, 

Philip White, Horsham, W Sussex 

.4 hard drive makes an enormous difference to any 

computert and ire're about to start a crusade to get all 

Amiga owners to get a hard drive. Programs had 

quicker from HD and you can keep ad your favourite 

programs there and save files f DPaint pictures, letters 

from your word processor) to it. 

However, if you buy a 600 you can also put an IDE 

hard drive in it later; the 20Mb drive in a 600HD is 

not really big enough (the American 600HD has a 

40Mb drive); and remember, a lot of games don't 

install to a hard drive. 

And I don't really see any point in moving from a 

500 to a 600 - they're basically pretty similar, Wait for 

the A1200. Nest issue well examine the ins and outs of 

installing an IDE hard drive inside an A600 or A1200. 

WHICH AMIGA? 
Help! I am planning to buy an Amiga around 

Christmas, but I canH choose between the A600 and 

the A500 Pins \ asked the nice man at Dixons, who 

advised me to buy an A600, but when I asked a man in 

Got 3 picture you're proud of? Send it in, see it in print 
and win an Amiga Format binderl Since Letters Is 
where you get to contribute your words, we thought it 
would be the perfect place to see your pfes on display 
too. However your image was created, whether you've 
sketched it in DPaini or generated it with a ray-tracing 
package, we'd like to see it. Only the best will make it 
Into these hallowed pages. Send your entries on disk 
In IFF format to The Gallery, Letters, Amiga Format* 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 ZBW. 

a computer shop, he said to buy the A500+. because 

I here had been compatibility problems with the AGOO 

that the A5O0+ doesn’t have. I bought your excellent 

mag, and read it from cover to cover, hut J still can't 

decide. The £100 difference is a lot, so please advise! 

Timothy Newman, Kington 

Buy the A600 or A1200. The 500 Plus is now last 

year's model and in all the workings is identical to the 

600, We’re not aware of any software compatibility 

differences between the 500 Plus and the 600. 

TV STARS (AGAIN?) 
Concerning the use of Amigas as anything other than 

games machines, I would like to draw everyone's 

attention to their use in she music video Industry. 

Watching MTV’s Saturday night Party zone pro¬ 

gramme. I was surprised to see the number of 

recognisable Amiga influences. 

The video for Shades by House at Usher features 

the Fred Astaire lookalike dancing animation which 

accompanies (I think!j Deluxe Paint III, The same 

video has footage of a CAD program which has the 

U55 Enterprise as one of the 3D models. (I'm not sure 

which package, but I've seen screenshots of It). 

On the following videos, apart from I he customary 

fractal s/pl as mu lex effects, there was a simple polygon 

spaceship Hying around, the classic juggleT anirn. a 

running man made of Bobs |blitter objects], and a dis¬ 

play of some form of sampling software. 

Although some of the effects might not be Amiga 

Continued overleaf 

Hottda by Martin Edwards of Si Athait* 
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related, most were too obvious to miss and can only be 

from an Amiga, The existence of our computer in such 

popular media can only be a good sign, 

Richard Munden, Cottingham 

Interesting. A lot of these are probably American in 

origin, and show how widespread the Arnica is over 

there as a video production loot. 

Let's not start another boat of d' ve seen an Amiga 

on the TV' fetters, hut ur would like to hear from any¬ 

one who is it sing the Amiga in video work, 

AMIGA ON TOP 
I think the new Ainigas with the A A chip set will 

knock out the PC leisure market almost completely. 

The only reservation 1 have is what the software com¬ 

panies do - I would he upset if they went A1200 only, 

I doubt this is very likely, though, as there are so 

many people who own A5Q0/6GQ machines and won’t 

he able to upgrade immediately. 1 think my major hope 

for the A1200 is that it could be used for game porting. 

Tilts might stop us having to pul up with poor PC con¬ 

versions from unprofessional coders. Surely coding 

down from Amiga to Amiga would produce better 

quality games than PC to Amiga. 

I’ve noticed a lot of comments in magazines about 

the PC versus Amiga situation. 1 know that you proba¬ 

bly know more about it than me, but 1 have to admit 

reading Oracle last week cheered me up. One of their 

pages, related to computers, showed a Gallup survey 

which worked out that the Amiga beat all the other 

home computer leisure software sales hands down - 

even if you added all the rivals’ sales together, 

Robert Pomfret, East Didsbury 

The news would appear to he that developers are 

working to 1200 standards then porting games down to 

the A500IGQQ, which is good bec ause it ensures quality 

and ambition. 

As for the sales figures: yes, those are quite correct 

and it's worth hearing that one in mind. 

PIRACY PART 1 
A large proportion of Amiga software in use is pirated. 

With the Mae and PC, for every legal copy there arc 

1,4 illegal ones in use in businesses. Honest users keep 

the software houses in profit by paying highly inflated 

prices for software. This is immoral and unsustainable. 

Enter stage left - CDTV. the groat grey hope. 

Piracy will be eliminated only when il becomes uneco¬ 

nomic, A blank disk costs a few pence: a blank CD 

you can write to will cost about £10 but a CD costs 

60p (and falling) to manufacture. 

So release all software on CD for a tenner. 

Anything worth buying will be bought in huge quanti¬ 

fies, including Amigas and CD drives. Try selling stuff 

for £30 -£40 and people will buy consoles. 

The second part of [he equation is quality control I 

believe one reason for the home computer crash of 

1983-84 was caused by a glut of poor-quality* expen¬ 

sive software, Quality control is one of the reasons for 

the phenomenal success of Nintendo. Commodore 

must go for quality rather than quantity. 

What about me, would 1 buy a CD-ROM? 

Probably, just tor the PD disc. Unfortunately I own an 

Amiga 1000 - you know, the one Commodore 

promised would be kept in step with all future develop¬ 

ments! Perhaps you could mention this to them. 

Knowing Commodore they would just ignore me, 

Gh. and in (he article on games programmers it was 

stated (hat the PET is an ancestor of the Amiga, This is 

total rubbish The Atari VCS and Atari HOD are the 

ancestors of the Amiga. Just ask Jay Miner. 

David FouIkes, Prescot, Merseyside 

You re quite right about CD being the potential 

saviour of the software industry and it's a point we've 

made several rimes. / doubtT however, that we It see 

software as cheap as £10. There is some truth in the 

idea that you get many more hours of fun from a game 

than you do from„ say. a video, so in some ways a 

higher price is justified. But we've got some more 

interesting opinions on piracy coming up,,, 

CAUGHT! 
OK, the game's up! Did you really think you could gel 

away with it? You know I'm talking about the ‘so 

called' picture of Shaun Southern in the programmers 

section Iasi month. Am J not correct that [his is exactly 

the same picture that appeared in TV listings maga- 

zincs and is, in fact, Colin Firth who plays the hostage 

in a docu-drama about the Lebanon? Do I spot a delib¬ 

erate mistake? I rest my case! 

Mark McCormack, Huddersfield 

Enm... yes. We couldn’t find a picture of Shaun, so we 

thought it might he quite amusing to see if anyone 

recognised Colin instead. But we're not feeling gener¬ 

ous enough to give you a prize! 

DRIVES YOU CRAZY 
Guess what these games have in common: F-19, 

Thunderhawk, Harlequin, Shadow of the Beast. 

Shadow of the Beast 2, Xenon 2 and Corporation. All 

these games do not use a second disk drive! 

What’s the point of buying a second drive if com¬ 

panies don't make full use of the drives? I 've paid £50 

for my drive, and I would like companies like Gremlin, 

Core Design and Psygrtosis to make use of it. 

Dean Graham, Burnley 

A very, very good point. With the arrival of the 1200„ 

Ocean for one have told us that they plan to test all 

games an all processors — which is one thing that’s 

Joker by I McConnell of Belfast, Strange by Finlay C Bell of Arbroath. 

been annoying Amiga Format readers for a long time 

— and also to make all games hard drive installable. 

But will they take two floppies into account? After all, 

there’s no good reason why not! 

PIRACY PART TWO 
I regularly buy most major Amiga-related magazines 

and each and every one, at one lime or another, makes 

the pirate nut to be a sleazy, unwashed, fagdn-the-gob, 

square-eyed monstrosity who spends 23 hours a day 

hunched over some super-endowed Amiga or PC. 

This type of pirate is blamed for the majority of all 

software-related piracy: he takes great delight in rip- 

ping off the software houses for millions of pounds 

every year, has multiple orgasms every lime he man¬ 

ages to crack' the latest software protection and no 

doubt gains even greater enjoyment, not 10 mention 

brownie points’, every time he manages lo spread 

copies of his "cracked" software to his other under¬ 

world compatriots. 

Bui it’s rubbish! Software pirates can be anything 

Trom the seven-year-old school kid trading games in the 

playground lo (he 66-year-old business executive giv¬ 

ing each of his employees a workstation running Lotus 

1-2-3. or something similar, that the company only 

bought one copy of! 

Software piracy is not just relegated to dingy back 

streets and dimly lit terraced houses. In fact, software 

piracy is firmly embedded (and is a majority share¬ 

holder I might add) within the computer 

manufacturing, distribution and retail sphere. 

Paul Dalby, Glossop, Derbyshire 

And, as you imply at the end of your letter, not until we 

recognise this fact will we he able to do something 

about piracy. You're quite right. 

/ think we have been guilty in the past of using this 

stereotype, hut mostly l think it's the term 'pirate'. with 

its glamourous connotations, is the problem. 

There are a few dedicated crackers around who 

think they’re doing something terribly clever and anar¬ 

chic, hut really they make practically no difference. If s 

'playground piracy' that’s the problem; young people 

and ignorant parents who think it's no worse to copy a 

game disc than if is to tape a programme of the telly. 

And of course there’s an enormous difference. 

ft’s this casual copying that will he stamped out by 

CD - it will he difficult to copy in the home and uneco¬ 

nomical to copy any other way. When it happens, we ll 

start seeing what games can really be like, because the 

software houses will have the money to put into real 

development work. 

PIRACY PART 3 
After reading the numerous debates throughout the let¬ 

ter pages of your magazine about piracy il would 

Continued on page 270 

Mary by Nell Gascoyne of Cheterfield. 



STAR FALLEN? 
I saw your article entitled ‘Which 

Printer' in the October issue of Amiga 

Format, and being naturally curious I 

wanted to know what, if anything, you 

had said about the Star LC-2D. How can 

a reviewer give the LC-20, the succes¬ 

sor to the hest-sclling LC-10, a verdict 

of 65%? 

First [hing: the price. How did you 

manage to get the price quoted as 0357 

Why don't you lake a quick look at 

some of the adverts in a copy of AF'l 

You may notice that it is actually 

impossible to buy an LC-20 for more 

lhan £200. Mine cost me £140 back in 

December. 

Next you mention your NL-10 self- 

destructing: could this have been due to 

over-heating? You failed to pick up on 

ihc improvements made to flic print 

head. They haven’t cured the ’gets very 

hot very quickly indeed' syndrome suf¬ 

fered by most Star primers, but ihey 

have addressed the problem. 

The print head now lias a plastic 

cage around and some kind of tempera¬ 

ture sensing huill in. Now when you 

print out large amounts or high-density 

graphics, the primer will pace itself to 

help prevent the print head from sponta¬ 

neously combusting. 

Third, You said you had trouble 

with paper-feeding. How can you have 

trouble feeding paper into an LC-20? 

Feeding paper into the printer is as sim¬ 

ple as dropping a sheet down the 

paper-guides and pulling I he bail lever 

towards you: paper will feed into posi¬ 

tion, where you push the bail lever 

forwards, press ON LINE and you are 

ready to prim. 

How the hell did you get ii to chew 

paper on a regular basis? Sure, it screws 

the odd bit of fan-fold now and again, 

hut show me a dot-matrix that doesn't. 

1 feel that your review could have 

jeopardised the sales of LC-20s, 

Jeremy Withers, War ley. 

West Midlands 

You have to remember that we work 

under certain restrictions (though not 

the ludicrous time limit you suggest). 

For starters, we are pretty much 

obliged to quote the official list price of 

printers, even though they are widely 

available for a good deal less than list 

price - as we never tire of saying, shop 

around for the best prices. 

Second, we have to assume that the 

review model we are sent is a represen¬ 

tative sample, even though some faults 

might, for all we know, he attributable 

to a fault on the particular model we 

have on test, 

At the end of the day (to use a foot¬ 

balling cliche} reviews are just a guide, 

but if you are left with the impression 

that there are now better dot matrix 

printers on the market than this particu¬ 

lar Star model, then that's fair enough. 

It's true, 

SUPER STAR? 
Full marks for the feature in the 

October issue on printers, A bit too late 

for some of use who already have a 

printer, but that's life innit? Anyway, 

here are a few points regarding the 

review of the Star SJ4K. 

First, where on Earth (or in the 

galaxy for that matter) did you buy it 

from? If you take a quick gander 

through the many adverts in your maga¬ 

zine you would no doubt find thal the 

normal Earth price for the SJ4R is 

around £230, 

Second, regarding the print density, 

a quick call lo Star reveals that it will 

function quiie happily under the NEC 

Pinwriter or NEC P2200 giving full 360 

x 360 dpi resolution, fntroCAD print¬ 

outs will never be the same again! 

Andrew Parker, Warrington, 

Cheshire 

We confess to a minor attack of the 

gremlins on the price, ft is, indeed, 

about half the price we quoted in the 

review. And you're quite right about the 

print densities. We apologise to Star 

unreservedly for that one, 

ffs still a very similar printer to the 

Canon bubble jet, but the similar prices 

and similar facilities make it a straight 

toss-up between the two models of 

printer: if you can get your hands on an 

SJ-48 at a lower price than a Canon, 

then go for it! 

Next montl 
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READERS' LETTERS 3 
WINNERS.' 

In Issue 39 we asked you to send in your ques¬ 
tions. Any questions. Questions you’ve always 
wanted to ask about the Amiga, the world and/or 
most other things, but, for one reason, or perhaps 
another, have never quite got around to. And boy, 
did we get a panoply of posers to deal with. 
Maybe it was the direct and manly way in which 
we challenged you to ask them, or, more proba¬ 
bly, it was the lure of seven superb games on 
offer for the first 10 enquirers to be plucked from 
our office millinery. 

Out of the compo hat came a humungous 
squodge of queries and answer them we did in 
the Amiga Format Annual ‘93, on sale now at a 
very reasonable £3.95 - get your copy now, And if 
you already have, then please continue to do so. 

Here are the names of the 10 lucky winners 
who will all be receiving copies of MicroProse's 
Civilization, Virgin’s Archer MacLean’s Pool, 
Gremlin s Zool and Lotus 3, Renegade's Sensible 
Soccer, Millennium s The Aquatic Games and 
Psychosis’ Lemmings2... 

Ben Wain, Rotherham, S Yorks 
Mr IP Atterbury, Barnsley, S Yorks 
Paul Hargreaves, Blackburn, Lancs 
Paul Ng, Swindon, Wilts 
Kevin Oakhill, Dunstable, Beds 
David Bateman, Huntington, York 
Robert Purser, Boston, Lines 
Robert Nicot, Crewe, Cheshire 
CP VoyceT Overstand, Norfolk 
Pete Thomson, Carterton, Oxon 

Weil done all. Have a nice day. 

appear that everybody has come to the conclusion that 

if software were reduced to under £15, piracy would be 

wiped out. Yet that can't be true, because a lot of 

games that are available cheaply are still pirated. 

lam 14 and in my third year at secondary school 

and every day I see hundreds of pirated games Hying 

around including Lotus Esprit, Rainbow islands and 

WC Leaderboard, all of which are available For £7-9, 

Also, many full price games are soon available for 

under £15 in mail order lists. Kick Off 2T Lotus 2, 

Prince of Persia, Man Utd Europe and MicroProse 

Golf are just a few of the many games 1 have seen 

pirated copies of while they are available for around 

£10 in the adverts in your magazine, thus proving tire 

‘reduce prices, rednee piracy1 theory wrong. 

David Hurdman, Skegness, Lincolnshire 

But make casual copying impossible and you cut out 

this kind of piracy, which is (again!) why CD will yet 

he the saviour of the Amiga, if CD-based games are 

available for £20 when brand new and maybe a tenner 

or less a few months later, surely wed all prefer to buy 

smart, boxed original copies? 

Remember what's at stake here. // disks were the 

only option, software houses would have started giving 

up on the Amiga at the beginning of this year. As it is, 

we've got the option of moving up to CD: this not only 

secures the fact that all new games will be released on 

the Amiga, but also means that the software houses 

will prefer developing for the Amiga than for the Sega 

and Nintendo consoles, where their profits are wiped 

out by the cost of the cartridges. 

Which in turn means that Amiga CD games become 

more popular, the Amiga takes over as Number One 

games format and the shops will be packed fuff of the 

stuff making it far more widely available, ft could be a 

good future! 

COST EFFECTIVE 
1 am very impressed with the way you continually ask 

for feedback on how we want 'our1 magazine to look. 

So far I’m pleased with the results. 

I would however like lo draw your attention to the 

Amiga Format Special - which loo was impressive, 

but £3.95? I ask you. Look at is this way, 1 went to my 

local shop and handed over £7.90 in total for both 

mags which could have bought me a decent lew-bud¬ 

get game. U was a bit much to ask. 

Paul Ryan, Edgware, Middlesex 

ft seems like a lot, hut consider what you re getting. 

The best Amiga magazine, plus a complete program 

that could be worth from £20 to £100, Then you've got 

the Special, which is more (ike a book than a maga¬ 

zine, which is why it costs more. And when you see the 

Special Annual, i think you'll be pretty impressed, 

MATTER OF OPINION 
After reading a letter in your magazine about software 

piracy, I feel I must write and say that the person who 

wrote the replies to these letters is a prat. He says 'you 

don't have to buy a game if it is bad/ He then goes on 

to say that magazines like your own help people to 

decide what game are good and what games are not. 

This is all well and good, provided that the person 

reviewing the game has the same tastes has the reader. 

The reviews in your magazine and in others are the 

views and opinions of only one person. Surely a better 

way to review a game would be to allow several people 

to make comments on it, grade it and then take an aver¬ 

age mark. 

Gavin Don, Ellon, Aberdeenshire 

In fact that's exactly what we do. In most cases a game 

will be checked by at least three people — the reviewer, 

the reviews editor (Neil) and the editor (me). We fre¬ 

quently argue, and then come up with a compromise. 

In many cases, more of us get involved. You should 

have seen the arguments over whether Zool should he 

rated higher than F< a inbow Islands and whether Putty 

should be rated higher than Zool. Finally, of course, 

it's an opinion, but generally, most people will agree 

whether, say, a film that Barry Norman reviews is 

good or nor. Fan may find it interesting to look at the 

results of our readers' poll (printed in the Annual, now 

on sale!) where it becomes quite clear that there is a 

consensus as to which Amiga games are the best, and 

they agree with us! 

STRANGE... 
1 believe that I am typical of many other teenagers in 

that I don't play games a lot. 1 spend most of my com¬ 

Spot the shot 39 
Simply identify the 

game that this small 

portion of a screen¬ 

shot is from, write 

the answer on a 

postcard with your 

name and address 

and send ii in lo us, 

The address is Spol the Shot 41, Amiga Formatr 

30 Monmouth St. Bath BA I 2BW. The first correct 

entry out of the hat every month will win a fabulous 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

puter time trying to create a worthwhile animation, 

program, drawing or story. 

When I tell my friends this, they don’t believe it, 

but it's true. A lot of the Amiga users in my age group 

that I know are cither games junkies or trying to crack 

the software they do own (a bit difficult when you con¬ 

sider that none of them know anything about or have 

any intention of finding out about assembly and 

machine code), 
Dermot Williams, Dublin, Eire 

/ think you* re probably right in saying a lot of people 

use their Ami gas for other things than playing games. 

That’s what makes the Amiga so popular. But the vast 

majority of us still en joy playing games 

What / do find sad is the part about trying to crack 

games. ITs a bit pathetic that so many people think it’s 

clever or glamourous to do that. It just requires a lot of 

tedious, techie programming knowledge which (in my 

experience) is the equivalent of being a boring swot. 

The great thing about the people who program 

games is that they not only have the expert knowledge, 

but they are also creative people. Crackers, by con¬ 

trast, are socially as fame as they come. 

DEMOS WINNER 
I am constantly amazed at the number of people who 

write in to your magazine moaning about the price of 

games, Personally, 1 am perfectly willing to shell out 

£25 - £40 for a game, as long as I think it's worth it. 

For example. I paid £27 for The Adda ms Family. 

The only reason I was willing to pay (his much was 

because another magazine gave away a demo of it and 

after playing it. I decided I wanted to see it in all its 

glory. After many hours of frustration I finished the 

game, totally satisfied. In fact. I probably would have 

paid more* 

Probably the best way to combat piracy (you’ll 

never ever stop it completely, there's a way round 

everything) would be for the software houses to give a 

full demo of the completed game, not just work in 

progress, say a month before the game is released. 

This gives everyone who wants the full game a 

chance to save their pocket money, maybe do a few 

odd jobs, so that when the game does come out they 

have enough money to buy it there and then. 

Ms C Goocfwin, Barrow-in-Furness 

Quite right too. It constantly amazes me that software 

houses are not falling over themselves to get demos of 

their games on to the Amiga Format Cover disk. It’s 

the best possible form of advertising (no other form of 

advertising is completely interactive) and ought to cost 

many thousands of pounds, yet we give them the 

chance to reach 200,000 people for free! 

The winner of Spot Ihe Shot 39 is Brian Haynes of 
Sailing Ion, Nor thump ton, who correctly Identified the 
game Zool An Amiga format T-shirt is on the way. 



ACTUAL REALITY 

CAN IT BE true that a country that is plagued by regular 
power cuts has also built the world's biggest lighthouse? 

It seems so. The gallant sailor-lovers of the Dominican 
Republic have erected a massive marine-safety edifice that uses 
197 enormous lightbulbs of the same kind of that is used to 
floodlight Disneyland, 

The lighthouse projects a massive cross on to the underside 
of low cloud - when the electricity Is working, at least. The 
Dominican Republic has at least two power cuts a day. 

SO, ENGLISH HERITAGE is to sell 200 histor¬ 
ical sites to cut down its £90 million budget. 
We have a few suggestions to go along with 
Winchester Palace and Hadrian's Wall. The 
following might make vast amounts. How 

about The Rovers1 Return? Brookside Close? 
Wembley Stadium? Maybe Buckingham 

Palace and Windsor Castle could raise a few 
bob. And then, of course, there’s Canary 

Wharf, a strange religious site used by high 
priests of a now long-dead faith. 

HOW IVIANY COPIES 
of Madonna's new book have been 

bought and will not be taken out of 

their Mylar wrapping for another 20 

years until they are auctioned off as 

pristine copies? We guess.** lots* 

By the way. Mylar is used to make 

PCBs and the drivers for Sony MDR 

head-phones* 

Life can be a vicious, tilting, 

greased hog-ride if you let it get 

away from you - just look at the 

Government. Luckily, we have our Amigas. 

Unluckily real-life still goes on outside. Letis have a look at 

A MINE OF WISDOM 
Does anyone out there remember when Arthur 
Scargill was generally accepted as being the coun¬ 
try's foremost prophet of doom, gloom, looniness 
and boat-rocking anti live-now-pay-laterism, as he 
ranted his way around the Commie-infested pits of 
hell that were the mines? 

Does anyone remember when Michael Heseltine 
was generally perceived as being the caring, for¬ 
ward-thinking, earthy, slightly eccentric, but 
essentially people-centred face of Government, as he 
eloquently orated his way around Toxteth and other 
trouble spots? 

Does anyone remember when the miners were 
the mental, Marxist, money-grabbing exponents of 
'the British disease'? 

Does anyone remember when the financial insti¬ 
tutions were the cash-producing free spirits at the 
vanguard of the British revival? 

Does anyone recall when Arthur Scargill was 
berated for not calling a national secret ballot 
among the miners? 

Does anyone know when the date for the 
Maastricht referendum is? 

Strange thing, life, Innit? 

WE HAVE RECENTLY seen Ihe 50th 

anniversary of (he battle of El Akrniein (before 

which wc hadn't had a victory, and after which 

we never had a defeat - cheers). Various 

sUrries were told about the 12-day battle and 

the leadership of the distinctly eccentric 

Viscount (Bernard) Montgomery, But the tale 

of the Field Marshall’s Kung Fu skills did not 

emerge. Well, Tim went to a school in 

Winchester that used to bear the name 

Montgomery of Alamein. In the main foyer of 

this hallowed hall ofleamirtg was a picture of 

the great old warrior (Monty that is) appar¬ 

ently chopping the headmaster in the back of 

the neck on the day of the school's naming as 

the head leaned over to sign a hook. The talc 

of Monty's martial arts expertise was a lightly 

kept secret, and can only now be revealed. 

THE GREEK GOVERNMENT {which Is 
gaining a regular Actual Reality spot) ts 
to buy up repossessed hotels and furn 
them Into prisons mainly for people con¬ 
victed af tax-evasion. Now why would 
anyone turn o hotel into a prison for 
that particular offence? Nlmmmm? 

MORE GREAT 
HEADLINES OF 
OUR TIME 
It's The Guardian again. This time 

from the Monday, October 19 edition. 

We think this headline doesn't just 

catch the reader's attention.** it 

bludgeons you into abject bewilder¬ 

ment. Here we go then*.* 'Beware the 

truth behind the optimists' belief in 

the devaluation panacea'. Wooah! The 

piece was written by a Dr Panic of 

Selwyn College Cambridge* You'd also 

have had a joh working out BBOT's 

One O'clock News headline on 

October 15, which announced to the 

world that: 'The latest figures show 

that one in ten workers is now job¬ 

less*" Define ’a worker1. Auntie* 

TEN THINGS YOU WONT 
HEAR ON THE BUS THIS 
MONTH 
1 Having studied the Maastricht Treaty in 

some depth I think that,.. 

2 Ross Perot didn’t once think of getting lots 

of free PR for his own company [ 

3 What book by Madonna? 

A WasnT Spitting Image offensive this week? 

5 Trivial Pursuit anyone? 

6 1 just don’t know what to spend it all on. 

7 After what Gary Lineker said. 1 for one 

won't be [citing my children watch 

Match ofThe Day again. 
0 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx! 

9 Isn't ii good that no one s put Christmas 

lights on yet? 

10 You must come anti see our new office in 

Canary' Wharf ., 
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Your guarantee of value 

This mag comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago 
but now selling more computer magazines 
than any other in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed 
with tips, suggestions and explanatory 
features, written by the very best in the 
business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast- 
iron policy of editorial independence and 
our reviews give clear buying recommen¬ 
dations. 

Clearer design. You need solid infor¬ 
mation fast. So our crayon-wielders 

highlight key elements by using charts, 
diagrams, summary boxes, and so on... 

Greater relevance. At Future, 
Editors operate under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
• Then satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw 
on readers’ contributions, resulting in the 
liveliest letters pages and the best reader 
bps. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group, 

Better value for money. 
More pages, better quality- 
magazines you can trust. 



Award winning innovative products from Power Computing Ltd 

A2000 Hard Cards 24-Bit Colour Optical Hard Drive 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■Up to 8Mb SIMM RAM on-board 

■Supports external SCSI devices 

■ 14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare.£129 

4OQMB0MB .£249 80QMB 0MB £349 

40QMB2MB .£299 80QMB2MB £399 

40QMB4MB .£349 80QMB4MB £449 

40QMB8MB .£429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Nexus Hard Card 

■ Up to 8MB RAM on-board 

Bare.£129 

40QMB0MB £249 80QMB 0MB £349 

40QMB2MB £299 80QMB 2MB .£399 

4GQMB4M8 £ 3 4 9 80QMB4MB .£449 

40QMB8MB £429 80QMB8MB £539 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 

40 Quantum £17 9 80 Quantum £229 

(Suitable for GVP G-Fcrce, GVP HO or Nexus HCJ 

Other sizes of HD available, please call 

RAM Expansion 

■Aries A15D0/A20O0 RAM 

2MB . £129 6MB .£209 

4MB .  £169 8MB .£249 

Macintosh Emulator 

'This really is the best emula¬ 
tor we’ve seen for the Amiga* It 
behaves just as if you really 
were using a Mac" 

Amiga Format Sept 1992 

AM ax-II Plus 

■Amiga 1500 and above 

■ Runs Mac software 'GOLD 
■Runs System7 

■Full support for all SCSI Mac 

peripherals and the ability to read Mac 

disks in your drives 

■ 68020/68030 compatible 

■ AppleTalk emulation 

■Can use Amiga ECS 
■Easy to install 

AMax-ll Plus .£229 
(Mac RDM chips required) 

Opal Vision 

■24-bit graphic card 

■ 16.8 million colours available 
■ Operates in all standard Amiga 

resolutions 

■VLSI Microcode graphics co-processor 
■ Double buffered 24-bit and 15-bit 

animation is available in all resolutions 

■ 'Palatte-mapped' design updates screen 

colours in real-time. Fade pictures in and 
out and change their palettes 

■Equipped with 1,5MB of display RAM 
■ Auto-ccnfig for NTSC or PAL 

■Available for all Amigas 

Software included 

Opal Paint 
■24-bit painting and image processing 

Op a (Presents 

■Presentation program 
■ Control OpalVision images, Amiga 

graphics and live video 

■ Includes fades, effects etc, 

■Many more features 

Kino of Karate 

■24-bit computer game 
■ Exciting karate competition 

■Demonstrates OpalVision capabilities 

OpalVision ....£699 
More information available 

OpalVision roaster chip available soon 

Monitors 

"For a monitor of this quality, 

the CM8833 is worth every 

penny“ 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

trThe 4FG is an absolutely 
smashing monitor that beats 

every competitor“ 

Amiga Format Sept 1992 

Philips CM3333 Mk2 
■With cable 

■Available with Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 

■On-site maintenance 

# 
CM 8833 Mk2. .£199 

NEC Multisync 4FG 

■ For use with Flicker Fixers 

■Very high quality ^STk 
■ Built-in degausser 4QLD 
■ 15" Screen 

NEC Multisync 4FG. ., .£549 

• Manufactured by Power Computing 
■ 128MB on one optical disk 

■ Read and write optical disks 
■40ms running speed 

■Built-in power supply 
■ High power cooling fan 

■25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 

■Thru'port built-in 
■SCSI ID switch 

■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal).£729 

128MB optical drive (External) .£999 

128MB 3.5“ optical disk .£39.95 each 

SCSI controller card 

for A1500 / A2G00.£129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PC, and Mac. A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

Commodore A1BOO 

■1MB of RAM 
■Two 3.5 internal disk drives 

■ Fully expandable, accepting all A200D 
peripherals 

■Keyboard and mouse 
■ Software included 

The Works Platinum Edition 

Delux Paint III 

Home Accounts 

Puzznic game 
Toki game 

Elf game 

A1500 ...£599 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Force 

■ 68030 accelerator board 

■ 68882 Maths co-processor 
■ DMA SCSI controller on-board 

■ 68Q00 fall-back made 

■ Only CPU slot is used 

■ Internal and external SCSI connector 

■ Converts to hard card with Hard Drive 
mount kit 

■32-hit RAM as standard 

25MHz 1MB RAM...£529 

40MHz 4MB RAM ..£759 

50MHz 4MB RAM .  £1249 

Hard drive mount kit ..£35 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy* D.R.R. SRL 0014*2, Roma, Via Duccio Di Buoninsegria Tel {061 51934S1/462 Fa* 5040666 

Power Computing, France. 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel {U 43366206 (6 lines) Fax il) 43360026 



I 
Tel 0234 843388 

Printers 

Colour PowerScan 

All printers include cables 

and next day delivery 

Star Printers 

LC200 colour . £199 

LC24-200 mono .£239 

IX24-200 colour .  £289 

Citizen Printer 

Swift 24e .£279 

(includes colour kit and AMI) 

Epson Printers 

Laser 

EPL-4000 . , £639 
ERL-4300 .. . .£799 
EPL-8100. £1349 

1 ii k j et 

SQ-870 . .£509 
SQ-1170. .£629 
(132 column primer) 

Dot Matrix 

LQ-570 .. .£289 
LQ-1D70. .£449 
(132 column printer! 

LQ-10Q...   £209 

LX1DD..  £189 

Supra Modems 

Supra Fax Modem Plus . £136 

Supra Fax Modem v32Bis ..£295 

Supra Modem 2400 lExternai).£91 

Supra Modem 2400 Zlplus (Internal) XI34 

Supra 9600 .  £POA 

Miscellaneous 

Power Mouse .    £15 

Optical Mouse .  £29.95 

Replacement optical mouse mat ..£9.95 

10 Maxell disks, optical mouse, 

Zipstick ..  £45 

Maxefl multi-colour disks (10).£9.95 

Floppy disks bulk .....£POA 
Aviator 1 joystick ..  £35 

Intruder 1 joystick ..  £29.99 

Maverick 1 joystick...£15.99 

Python 1 joystick..  £9.99 

Apache 1 joystick......,£7.99 

The Power Computing colour hand-held 

scanner forthe Amiga is now available. 

This scanner offers the following features 

- 4D96 colours 

" 50-400 DPI 

* 4 Scanning modes 

■Text 

■ Greyscale 

■ Colour halftone 

■ Colour 

The Amiga interface plugs into an 

A15QO/A2DQO/A3QQO/A4QQO expansion slot 

with a separate version which connects 

to the expansion connector of the 

A500/A5D0+. The A50G version has a 

through-port which is compatible with alE 

Amiga 500 expansion peripherals. 

The software supplied with this scanner 

is the new PowerScan Professional 3, 

which also supports the greyscale scan¬ 

ner and will be available as an upgrade 

to existing users of PowerScan for £15. 

Colour PowerScan v3,0 features 

■ Real-time True-feel' scan option in 

colour halftone mode 

■ Images are stored internally as 12-bit 

graphics, not HAM. This means that no 

quality is lost due to the Amiga only 

being able to display HAM images in 

4096 colours 

■ Images are displayed as HAM pictures 

■ HAM images may he loaded from disk 

and edited using PowerScan 3 

" Image size that can be handled is limited 

only by the amount of memory available 

■ Memory does not have to be chip 

memory as in many art packages 

■ Images can be saved in various file formats 

■ View whole image function 

■ Scale/rotate/skew image or clipboard by 

any amount 

■ Crop image 

■ Clean up, lighten or darken image 

■ Variable zoom mode 

■ Draw freehand, lines, circles, boxes and 

polygons in various fill patterns, brush 

sizes, paste modes, or with the clip 

board image 

* Clipboards may be scanned directly, or 

any shape can be cut from the main 

image 

■The software is compatible with all 

Amigas 

■ Supports Workbench 2 and ECS screen 

modes 

Colour PowerScan now available 

IMew v3.G Scan software 

PowerScan Colour v3.0  .£239 

PowerScan Greyscale v3.0 .£99 

PowerScan v3.0 software upgrade ...£15 

The Amiga can only display 16 greyscales 

Power Shop, 86 Walton Road, East M o l e s e y , Surrey KT8 ODL. 081 941 9073 
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FIREFORC 
TWELVE ! 
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Join the ELITE fighting force of the fearless 
exciting missions across different TERRAIN 
choose from a huge ARSENAL of weapons 
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you provide skill, stamina and REFLEXES 
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